Southwest Power Pool
BOARD OF DIRECTORS/MEMBERS COMMITTEE MEETING
Renaissance Hotel, Oklahoma City, OK
April 24, 2012
- Summary of Action Items 1. Approved Consent Agenda items:
a. Approve January 31, 2012 minutes as revised.
b. Markets and Operations Policy Committee
i. MWG - MPRR 43, 50, 52, 56, 65, 68, PRR 241
ii. RTWG – TRR 062, 064
c.

Finance Committee
i. Annual Financial Audit
ii. Benefit Plan Funding

2. Approved the Corporate Governance Committee’s recommendation that the Board of Directors
approve the appointment of Duane Highley (AECC) to serve on the Human Resources Committee.
3. Approved the Strategic Planning Committee’s recommendation (Order 1000 policy item 1) that SPP
seek to retain the Federal ROFR for every category of transmission facility upgrades except
“Highway Upgrades” (300 kV and above, regionally-funded transmission facilities).
4. Approved the Strategic Planning Committee’s recommendation (Order 1000 policy item 2) that SPP
use a Competitive Solicitation Process as opposed to the project sponsorship model also considered
by the SPCTF to select builders for projects that do not have a Federal ROFR.
5. Approved the Strategic Planning Committee’s recommendation (Order 1000 policy item 5) that the
implementation of Order 1000 become effective the first June following FERC approval of SPP’s
compliance filing.
6. Approved the Strategic Planning Committee’s recommendation to approve remaining Order 1000
policy items (3, 4, 6, 7, and 8):
3.
4.
6.
7.
8.

Recommendation as to Transmission Owner Qualification Criteria
Recommendation as to Changes to SPP’s Membership Agreement and OATT
Recommendation as to Consideration of Transmission Needs Driven by Public Policy
Recommendation as to Information and Data from Merchant Transmission Developers.
Timeline for Compliance Filing

7. Approved the Markets and Operations Policy Committee’s recommendation that the Board of
Directors approve MPRR44 regarding operating reserve offer mitigation.
8. Approved the Markets and Operations Policy Committee’s recommendation that the Board of
Directors approve MPRR47 regarding clarification of compensation for Reliability Commitment and
Dispatch.
9. Approved the Markets and Operations Policy Committee’s recommendation that the Board of
Directors approve MPRR49 regarding RUC MWP changes and MPRR63 regarding clarification to
Emergency Procedure within Operating Hour.

MINUTES NO. 146
Southwest Power Pool
BOARD OF DIRECTORS/MEMBERS COMMITTEE MEETING
Renaissance Hotel, Oklahoma City, OK
April 24, 2012
Agenda Item 1 - Administrative Items
SPP Chair Mr. Jim Eckelberger called the meeting to order at 8:00 a.m. The following Board of
Directors/Members Committee members were in attendance or represented by proxy:
Mr. Larry Altenbaumer, director
Ms. Phyllis Bernard, director
Mr. Julian Brix, director
Mr. Nick Brown, director
Mr. Mike Deggendorf, Kansas City Power and Light
Mr. Mo Doghman, Omaha Public Power District
Mr. Jim Eckelberger, director
Ms. Trudy Harper, Tenaska Power Services Company
Mr. Kelly Harrison, Westar Energy
Ms. Cindy Holman, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority
Mr. Rob Janssen, Dogwood Energy
Mr. Tom Kent, Nebraska Public Power District
Mr. Jeff Knottek, City Utilities of Springfield
Mr. Brett Kruse, Calpine Energy Services
Mr. Steve Parr, Kansas Electric Power Cooperative
Mr. Josh Martin, director
Mr. Mel Perkins, OG+E Electric Services
Mr. Roy Klusmeyer, proxy for Mr. Gary Roulet, Western Farmers Electric Cooperative
Mr. Harry Skilton, director
Ms. Venita McCellan-Allen, proxy for Mr. Stuart Solomon, American Electric Power
Mr. Noman Williams, Sunflower Electric Power Corporation
Mr. Mike Wise, Golden Spread Electric
Mr. Eckelberger asked for a round of introductions. There were 117 persons in attendance either in person or
via phone representing 34 members (Attendance List - Attachment 1). Mr. Nick Brown reported proxies and
a quorum was declared (Proxies - Attachment 2).
Mr. Eckelberger welcomed Mr. Mike Risan (Basin Electric) and Mr. Bob Harris (Western Area Power
Administration).
Agenda Item 2 – Board Reports
President’s Report
Mr. Nick Brown presented the President’s Report (President’s Report – Attachment 3). Construction of the
new SPP campus is on schedule and on budget. Mr. Brown provided pictures and a timeline of events
leading up to completion. He extended an invitation to attend a Ribbon Cutting ceremony and reception
scheduled on July 9. SPP’s first day on the new campus will be Monday, July 16.
Following the January 2012 Board meeting, the Board of Directors/Members Committee and Officers met
and discussed a strategic visioning initiative. Staff was asked to evaluate firms to conduct interviews with
stakeholders, committees and the Economics Studies Working Group regarding ITP10 and ITP20 processes;
conduct workshops to vet information regarding uncertainties/issues; and provide guidance selecting several
scenarios and key issues. Mr. Brown asked for concurrence to retain the Bridge Strategy Group for this
purpose. The group was in agreement. SPP will move forward with a contract and keep the Board of
Directors/Members Committee informed. Representatives from the Bridge Strategy Group will attend the
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upcoming Strategic Planning Retreat on May 3 and 4. Mr. Brown encouraged questions and comments.
Mr. Brown stated that the number one request in past surveys is to review the Aggregate Transmission
Service Studies (ATSS) and the Generation Interconnection Queue Study for improvements. Staff has
conducted three workshops and identified some ideas and solutions intending to accomplish two primary
objectives: 1) provide final results to customers within six months of receipt of the request and 2) provide
product price certainty to customers. Another approach underway is using the Innocentive website to post
and find solutions to various issues regarding these studies. Staff is currently framing a process to meet
Innocentive’s standards. Using parallel tracts should aid in improving both studies.
Mr. Brown announced that this was Ms. Trudy Harper’s final meeting with SPP due to her retirement from
Tenaska on April 30 and thus retirement from the SPP committee she serves. He presented Ms. Harper with
a resolution and thanked her for her exemplary service to SPP for many years. Ms. Harper expressed her
appreciation and introduced Mr. Kevin Smith as her replacement at Tenaska.
Mr. Brown called attention to the 2012 First Quarter Metrics provided in the background material. He stated
that questions could be directed to Mr. Carl Monroe.
Regional State Committee Report
Mr. Olan Reeves (Arkansas Public Service Commission) presented the Regional State Committee (RSC)
report. Mr. Reeves stated that the RSC met on April 23. The following items were discussed:
•

The RSC approved the Cost Allocation Working Group’s (CAWG) recommendation to accept a
policy such that no generation interconnection costs associated with hub and spoke design be
included in the regional transmission rates, and instead be assigned to generators.

•

Heard a presentation and a CAWG proposal regarding hub and spoke cost allocation among
generators. The RSC chose to take no action, questioning whether they had authority to decide cost
allocation for generators.

•

RSC has formed a Task Force on Order 1000 and has engaged the Brattle Group as a consultant on
Interregional Cost Allocation options. Brattle Group provided an update at the RSC meeting.

•

Heard an Integrated Marketplace update.

•

Heard an update regarding the SPP EPA impact assessment.

Mr. Eckelberger commended Dr. Mike Proctor and the CAWG for great work. He recommended that the
Regional Tariff Working Group take guidance for cost allocation and recovery as set out at the RSC meeting
and move forward.
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Report
Mr. Patrick Clarey provided an update on recent FERC activities:
February
On February 3, 2012, President Barack Obama announced his intent to re-nominate John Norris as
a FERC Commissioner. The Commission also opened a docket (AD12-12-000) as a repository for
comments concerning gas-electric interdependence. Comments were due the end of March.
March
FERC approved the merger of Exelon Corporation and Constellation Energy Group, Inc. FERC also
approved a Stipulation and Consent Agreement between the Commission’s Office of Enforcement
and Constellation Energy Commodities Group related to findings of market manipulation. The
Agreement directs Constellation to pay a civil penalty of $135 million and to disgorge unjust profits of
$110 million or a total settlement amount of $245 million. This total reflects the largest penalty that
the Commission has imposed under the expanded enforcement authority that Congress assigned in
2005.
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Commissioner John R. Norris and Mr. Tony Clark testified before the Senate Committee on Energy
& Natural Resources as part of the nominating process to be members of the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission.
FERC reaffirmed PJM’s region-wide, postage-stamp rate to allocate costs of new transmission lines
operating at and above 500 kV.
.
April
FERC took steps to further promote efficient and nondiscriminatory operation of the nation’s electric
system when it opened an inquiry into open access and priority rights for capacity on interconnection
facilities. The Notice of Inquiry (NOI) asks whether FERC should revise its policy on access to
interconnection facilities and, if so, offers alternate approaches for comment.
FERC conditionally accepted MISO and its transmission owners’ proposal to establish a transition for
the integration of Entergy into MISO. The order finds the proposal to be just and reasonable and
requires further explanation and tariff revisions on compliance, primarily to clarify the treatment of
MVP projects.
Regional Entity Trustee Report
Mr. John Meyer presented the Regional Entity Trustee report (RE Report – Attachment 4). The report
included updates on:
•

BES Definition/Exception Procedures

•

Misoperations Update

•

Facility Ratings Alert Update

•

Most Violated Standards

•

Regional Standards Under Development Update: Mr. Eckelberger requested that MOPC determine
NERC requirements of an RTO in regards to the UFLS Standard.

•

2013 Preliminary Draft Budget Summary

•

SPP RE Outreach Activities

Human Resources Committee Report
Ms. Phyllis Bernard provided the Human Resources Committee (HRC) report (HRC Report – Attachment 5).
Mr. Duane Highley, Arkansas Electric Cooperative, has replaced Mr. Darrell Dorsey due to Mr. Dorsey’s
retirement on April 1. Ms. Trudy Harper will retire as of April 30 and thus from HRC. Ms. Bernard
commended Ms. Harper on her dedication to the committee’s work.
Ms. Bernard called attention to employee hiring (Graph 11b of the Corporate Metrics) stating that HRC was
trying to provide benefits of value for the workforce. She also pointed out that there will be a great jump in
the schedule for pension benefits for retirees (page 17 of the Draft Audit Report) in the future.
Finance Committee Report
Mr. Harry Skilton presented the Finance Committee Report (FC Report – Attachment 6). Mr. Skilton stated
that the 2011 Financial Audit and the 2012 Funding of Pension and Post-retirement Healthcare Plans would
both be presented in the Consent Agenda. He announced that the audit received a clean opinion and that
BKD would remain as SPP’s auditor.
Other issues addressed in the Finance Committee report were:
•

2012 Note Issuance: Mr. Skilton commended Mr. Tom Dunn for negotiating $100 million financing at
3% due to SPP’s excellent credit rating, which is an A rating with Fitch.

•

Capital Expenditure Funding Policy: The group reached unanimous consensus supporting the
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existing policy.
•

SPP Rate Structure: In reviewing the current rate structure, the Committee proposed the following
criteria:
o

Bundled rate for majority of RTO recovery

o

Customers should also be members

o

Increase annual membership fee

o

Review applicability of withdrawal obligation to all members

•

Finance Committee Scope: The Committee reviewed the Scope document regarding adding and
reducing responsibilities, proposed shifts to the Oversight Committee and disagreed with proposed
shifts from the Finance Committee.

•

Financial Criteria (Order 1000): The Finance Committee is to develop financial criteria for qualified
transmission owners to participate in the Competitive Solicitation Process.

Agenda Item 3 – Consent Agenda
Mr. Eckelberger presented the following Consent Agenda items for approval (Consent Agenda – Attachment
7):
a. Approve January 31, 2012 minutes as revised
b. Markets and Operations Policy Committee
i. MWG - MPRR 43, 50, 52, 56, 65, 68, PRR 241
ii. RTWG – TRR 062, 064
c.

Finance Committee
i. Annual Financial Audit
ii. Benefit Plan Funding

Mr. Eckelberger asked for requests to remove any items from the Consent Agenda or a motion to
approve. Mr. Harry Skilton moved to approve the Consent Agenda items with the January minutes as
amended and Mr. Josh Martin seconded the motion. The Members Committee voted in unanimous
approval. The Board voted; the motion passed.
Agenda Item 4 – Corporate Governance Committee Report
Mr. Nick Brown provided the Corporate Governance Committee Report (CGC Report – Attachment 8). Mr.
Brown stated that Mr. Duane Highley (AECC) had been appointed to fill the HRC position of Mr.
Darrell Dorsey (Board of Public Utilities) on an interim basis until ratification by the Board. He moved
that the Board of Directors approve the appointment of Mr. Duane Highley to serve on the Human
Resources Committee. Ms. Phyllis Bernard seconded the motion. The Members Committee voted in
unanimous approval. The Board voted; the motion passed.
Mr. Brown announced that Mr. Julian Brix currently serving on the Oversight Committee and Mr. Larry
Altenbaumer currently serving on the Human Resources Committee would switch roles. He asked that any
concerns or comments be sent to him regarding this change of committees.
Mr. Brown asked that Ms. Stacy Duckett provide an update on member withdrawal obligations associated
with regional transmission cost allocation stressing that this process had been thorough in order to ensure
that it was done properly (Withdrawal Presentation – Attachment 9). Ms. Duckett provided a review of the
current status of development of the changes in the tariff and other governing documents associated with
this effort. Current plans are to present final revisions at the July meetings for approval.
Agenda Item 5 – Oversight Committee Report
Mr. Josh Martin provided the Oversight Committee report. The Committee met in Washington, DC in March.
Carol White from FERC’s Office of Market Oversight joined the meeting.
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•

The Committee heard quarterly reports from Compliance, Market Monitoring and Internal Audit staff.
o

Internal Audit continues its regular audits, as well as its oversight roles in the construction
and Integrated Marketplace initiatives. Some audits indicate a need to assess and likely
enhance training in some management functions. Staff is reviewing this and developing an
approach. Plans are to continue the focus on higher-risk areas, and particularly those that
intersect with the Integrated Marketplace initiative.

o

Compliance provided a report on its Member Outreach initiative. Several Evidence Reviews
have been completed and more are scheduled for this year. A Compliance Forum was held
March 1; additional forums are scheduled for May 24, August 16 and November 15. These
continue to be well-attended.

o

The Market Monitoring Unit provided a preview of the 2011 State of the Market Report. MMU
staff remains engaged in the Integrated Marketplace initiative, developing the various new
metrics that will be necessary to monitor the new markets. During this quarter, a settlement
was reached between FERC and Constellation/Exelon in a case involving market
manipulation. As part of that settlement, each RTO was awarded $1 million to be spent on
hardware and software to enhance market monitoring. SPP has received the funds and is in
the process now of submitting a final recommendation for how they would be spent.

•

The Committee heard a preliminary review of Boston Pacific’s Looking Forward Report from Boston
Pacific.

•

The Committee discussed the benefit of clarifying the independent role of the MMU (Independence
Statement – Attachment 10). The Oversight Committee has adopted a statement of the role of the
MMU within the organization. This statement will be posted on the MMU’s page on SPP’s website for
easy public review and access. Any questions or comments should be directed to the Committee.

Mr. Alan McQueen and Ms. Barbara Stroope (SPP) then presented the 2011 State of the Market Report and
Mr. Craig Roach (Boston Pacific) presented the Looking Forward Report (SOM and LF Reports – Attachment
11).
The Oversight Committee’s next scheduled meeting is June 4.
Agenda Item 6 – Strategic Planning Committee Report
Mr. Ricky Bittle provided the Strategic Planning Committee (SPC) report (SPC Report – Attachment 12). Mr.
Bittle stated that the Strategic Planning Task Force (SPCTF) on Order 1000, chaired by Mr. Mel Perkins, had
presented the final report to the SPC for approval (included in Attachment 12). The report was approved and
the following policy items contained in the report are recommended for Board of Directors approval:
1. Recommendation as to the Transmission Upgrades for which SPP Should Seek to Retain the
Federal ROFR.
2. Recommendation as to What Model SPP Should Use to Select Transmission Owners for
Projects Without a ROFR.
3. Recommendation as to Transmission Owner Qualification Criteria.
4. Recommendation as to Changes to SPP’s Membership Agreement and OATT.
5. Recommendation as to Application of Order 1000 to Future SPP Projects.
6. Recommendation as to Consideration of Transmission Needs Driven by Public Policy
7. Recommendation as to Information and Data from Merchant Transmission Developers.
8. Timeline for Compliance Filing.
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Mr. Bittle stated that the SPC recommended filing a 60-day extension in order to complete SPP’s October
meetings prior to the compliance filing, which currently has an October deadline. Mr. Eckelberger asked if
there were any objections to this recommendation. Hearing none, he directed Staff to file an extension.
Mr. Mike Deggendorf presented a minority opinion from American Electric Power (AEP) and Kansas Power
and Light (KCPL) (included in Attachment 12). AEP and KCPL believe that competition during the planning
stage of the ITP process provides the best value to SPP customers.
Mr. Bryan Rushing presented comments from LS Power (included in Attachment 12). Mr. Rushing provided
more detail on each of the decisions points upon which the task force agreed unanimously. On policy item 2,
which was not unanimous, LS Power suggested a hybrid builder selection model.
Following considerable discussion regarding the selection process, Mr. Eckelberger suggested pulling out
policy items 1, 2 and 5 for separate votes.
1. Approve SPC’s recommendation that SPP seek to retain the Federal ROFR for every category
of transmission facility upgrades except “Highway Upgrades” (300 kV and above, regionallyfunded transmission facilities).
Mr. Nick Brown moved to approve Item 1; Mr. Josh Martin seconded the motion. The
Members Committee voted with Mr. Rob Janssen and Mr. Brett Kruse in abstention. The
Board voted; the motion passed.
2. Approve SPC’s recommendation that SPP use a Competitive Solicitation Process as opposed
to the project sponsorship model also considered by the SPCTF to select builders for
projects that do not have a Federal ROFR.
Mr. Nick Brown moved to approve Item 2; Mr. Jim Eckelberger seconded the motion. The
Members Committee voted with eight in favor; Ms. Venita McCellon-Allen, Mr. Mike
Deggendorf, Mr. Jeff Knottek, and Ms. Trudy Harper against; and Mr. Rob Janssen, Mr. Brett
Kruse, and Ms. Cindy Holman in abstention.
5. Approve SPC’s recommendation that the implementation of Order 1000 become effective the
first June following FERC approval of SPP’s compliance filing.
Mr. Larry Altenbaumer moved to approve Item 5; Mr. Julian Brix seconded the motion. The
Members voted in unanimous approval. The Board voted; the motion passed.
Mr. Eckelberger then recommended that the remaining policy items (3, 4, 6, 7, and 8) be approved.
Mr. Nick Brown moved to approve; Mr. Julian Brix seconded the motion. The Members Committee
voted with Ms. Venita McCellon-Allen in abstention.
Mr. Bittle then provided an update on the EPA impact assessment process regarding member plans for
compliance. Resource adequacies look good but will have to be monitored. SPC is recommending that the
Operating Reliability Working Group (ORWG) coordinate outages due to CSAPR and MATS.
Agenda Item 7 – Markets and Operations Policy Committee Report
Mr. Todd Fridley provided the Markets and Operations Policy Committee report (MOPC Report – Attachment
13). He presented the following action items for approval:
•
•

MPRR44 – Operating Reserve Offer Mitigation
MPRR47 – Clarification of Compensation for Reliability Commitment and Dispatch

•
•

MPRR49 – RUC MWP Changes
MPRR63 – Clarification to Emergency Procedure within Operating Hour

Mr. Eckelberger asked if the MPRR’s could be voted on as a group. Mr. Rob Janssen requested that
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MPRR44 and MPRR47 be voted on separately.
Mr. Julian Brix moved to approve MPRR44; Mr. Larry Altenbaumer seconded the motion. The
Members Committee voted in approval with Mr. Rob Janssen, Mr. Brett Kruse and Mr. Mike Wise in
abstention. The Board voted; the motion passed.
Mr. Larry Altenbaumer moved to approve MPRR47; Mr. Julian Brix seconded the motion. The
Members Committee voted in approval with Mr. Rob Janssen and Mr. Kelly Harrison in abstention.
The Board voted; the motion passed.
Mr. Julian Brix moved to approve MPRR49 and MPRR63; Mr. Larry Altenbaumer seconded the
motion. The Members Committee voted in unanimous approval. The Board voted; the motion
passed.
Informational Items
Mr. Fridley then presented several informational items (included in Attachment 13).
Mr. Bruce Rew entertained questions regarding the Integrated Marketplace update presented at the RSC
meeting on April 23 (IM Update – Attachment 14).
Agenda Item 8 – Future Meetings
Mr. Eckelberger reminded the group that the next SPP Board of Directors meeting will be in Kansas City on
July 31 (Future Meetings – Attachment 15).
Adjournment
With no further business, Mr. Eckelberger thanked everyone for participating and adjourned the meeting at
2:30 p.m.
Stacy Duckett, Corporate Secretary
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS/MEMBERS COMMITTEE MEETING
April 24, 2012
Renaissance Hotel, Oklahoma City, OK
•

AGENDA

•

8:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m. CDT
1. Call to Order and Administrative Items .................................................................... Mr. Jim Eckelberger
2. Board Reports
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

President’s Report ...............................................................................................Mr. Nick Brown
Regional State Committee Report .................................................. Commissioner Olan Reeves
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Report ............................................ Mr. Patrick Clarey
Regional Entity Trustees Report......................................................................... Mr. John Meyer
Human Resources Committee Report ......................................................... Ms. Phyllis Bernard
Finance Committee Report............................................................................... Mr. Harry Skilton

3. Consent Agenda ....................................................................................................... Mr. Jim Eckelberger
a. Approve January 31, 2012 minutes
b. Markets and Operations Policy Committee
i. MWG - MPRR 43, 50, 52, 56, 65, 68, PRR 241
ii. RTWG – TRR 062, 064
c.

Finance Committee
i. Annual Financial Audit
ii. Benefit Plan Funding

4. Corporate Governance Committee Report.......................................................................Mr. Nick Brown
5. Oversight Committee Report ........................................................................................... Mr. Josh Martin
a. 2011 State of the Market Report ................................................................... Mr. Alan McQueen
b. Looking Forward Report .................................................................................... Mr. Craig Roach
6. Strategic Planning Committee Report .............................................................................. Mr. Ricky Bittle
7. Markets and Operations Policy Committee Report ......................................................... Mr. Bill Dowling
a. MWG – MPRR 44, 47, 49, 63
b. Integrated Marketplace Update ........................................................................... Mr. Bruce Rew
8. Future Meetings ........................................................................................................ Mr. Jim Eckelberger
BOD – June 4-5 ............................................................ Little Rock
RET/RSC/BOD – July 30-31 ....................................... Kansas City
RET/RSC/BOD – October 29-30 .................................. Little Rock
BOD – December 11 ............................................................ Dallas

Relationship-Based • Member-Driven • Independence Through Diversity
Evolutionary vs. Revolutionary • Reliability & Economics Inseparable

Subject:

Proxy for April RSC/Board meetings

From: jssolomon@aep.com [mailto:jssolomon@aep.com]
Sent: Monday, March 19, 2012 11:21 AM
To: Stacy Duckett
Cc: Ross, Richard C. (AEP); vmccellon-allen@aep.com <vmccellon-allen@aep.com>; cbroth@aep.com
<cbroth@aep.com>; Fox, Kip
Subject: Proxy for April RSC/Board meetings

Stacy: PSO is hosting the AEP Annual Shareholders' meeting in Tulsa on April 23-24, so I am unable to attend the RSC
and Board meetings. Venita McCellon-Allen will have AEP's proxy for both meetings.
Thanks,
Stuart

Stuart Solomon
President and Chief Operating Officer
Public Service Company of Oklahoma
212 East Sixth Street
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74119
918/599-2555
918/599-3388 (fax)
jssolomon@aep.com
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Memorandum
To:
From:
Date:
RE:

SPP Officers / Directors / Managers
Sheri Parish / Cindy Goodwin
April 17, 2012
March 2012 Financials

Attached are the March 2012 monthly financial reports.

1). Financial Commentary: Full Year Actual to Budget Variances

Page
1

2). Financial Forecast Overview: Full Year Actuals by Month vs.

3

Budget vs. Prior Year

3). Income Statement Actual Results Overview: Current Month

Actual vs. Forecast, YTD Actual vs Budget, YTD Actual vs. Prior

4

4). Balance Sheet: Current Month vs. Ending Prior Year

5

5).
) Facility and Integrated Marketplace Projects: Overview of

7

6). Capital Projects Summary: Project to Date and Current

10

current status of projects

Year/Future Projections Compared to Budget

7). Headcount Analysis: Current Month - Actual vs. Budget and Full
8). Job Tracker: List of Current Open Positions as Tracked by Human
Resources

12
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2011 Financial Commentary
As of March 2012
(in thousands)

Summary
2012 FY
Forecast
Revenues
Expenses
Net Loss

2012 FY
Budget

$150,131
150,180
($49)

$146,415
151,953
($5,539)

Fav/(Unfav)
Variance
$3,716
1,773
$5,490

2.5%
1.2%
99.1%

Revenue
2012 FY
Forecast
Tariff Administration Service
Fees & Assessments
Contract Services & Misc Income
Total Revenue

2012 FY
Budget

$91,975
27,814
30,342
$150,131

$90,131
26,909
29,375
$146,415

Fav/(Unfav)
Variance
$1,845
905
967
$3,716

2.0%
3.4%
3.3%
2.5%

9

Revenue exceeds budget for Tariff Administrative Services due to 2011 NITS load exceeding 2012
budget ($1.8M).
10
FERC assessments exceed budget due to adjustments for recovery of prior year under collections
($1.4M), which is partially offset by Regional Entity revenues trailing budget due to lower audit
($571K)
consulting expenditures to date ($571K).
SPP received a $1.0M settlement for a FERC penalty charged against Constellation Energy Group
which resulted in Miscellaneous Income exceeding budget by approximately the same amount.

2011 Financial Commentary
As of March 2012
(in thousands)

Expense
2012 FY
Forecast
Salary & Benefits
Assessments & Fees
Communications & Maintenance
Outside Services
Depreciation & Amortization
Other Expenses
Total Expense

$72,009
15,410
13,340
17,540
17,641
14,240
$150,180

2012 FY
Budget

Fav/(Unfav)
Variance

$72,222
15,410
13,904
18,700
17,317
14,401
$151,953

$212
(0)
564
1,160
(324)
161
$1,773

0.3%
(0.0%)
4.1%
6.2%
(1.9%)
1.1%
1.2%

Salary & Benefits are favorable as compared to budget due to staffing delays which exceed
budgeted vacancy assumptions.
Communications and Maintenance are favorable to budget due to the following:
● Manufacturer supply shortages of computer equipment have resulted in lower than

expected new equipment maintenance contracts
● Favorable pricing negotiations of software maintenance has resulted in lower than expected
● Lower than expected charges for new member circuits and conferencing/long distance
activity

Outside Services are favorable to budget due to the following:
● Lower than expected usage of contractors for Regional Entity audit work and RTO

Engineering studies
● Increase in prioritization of all Marketplace activities has resulted in lower than expected

need for staff augmentation to complete lower prioritized projects
● Delay in implementation of after-hours monitoring of IT Command Center
● The favorable variances mentioned above are partially offset by additional expense

associated with the Entergy/MISO cost analysis study, which was not included in the original
budget

Southwest Power Pool
Forecast Overview
As of March 2012
CONSOLIDATED TOTAL
(in thousands)

Actual Actual Actual FCST
FCST
Jan-12 Feb-12 Mar-12 Apr-12 May-12

FCST
Jun-12

FCST
Jul-12

FCST
FCST
FCST
FCST
FCST
Aug-12 Sep-12 Oct-12 Nov-12 Dec-12

FY 2012
Forecast

FY 2012
Budget

Variance
Fav/(Unfav)

FY 2011
Actuals

Variance
Fav/(Unfav)

Income
Tariff Administration Service $7,844
Fees & Assessments
2,519
Contract Services Revenue 2,244
Miscellaneous Income
506
Total Income
13,113

$7,340
2,123
2,427
530
12,420

$7,716
1,964
2,169
1,350
13,200

$7,535
2,251
2,266
420
12,472

$7,764
2,351
2,199
395
12,709

$7,550
2,351
2,193
520
12,613

$7,799
2,451
2,187
440
12,876

$7,795
2,451
2,199
440
12,885

$7,535
2,451
1,515
550
12,050

$7,779
2,301
1,515
392
11,986

$7,540
2,301
1,515
392
11,747

$7,778
2,301
1,515
467
12,060

$91,975
27,814
23,944
6,398
150,131

$90,131
26,909
23,759
5,616
146,415

$1,845
905
185
782
3,716

$71,702
24,123
26,549
6,566
128,941

$20,273
3,691
(2,605)
(168)
21,191

Expense
Salary
Benefits & Taxes
Continuing Education
Salary & Benefits
Employee Travel
Administrative
Assessments & Fees
Meetings
Communications
Leases
Maintenance
Services
Regional State Committee
Depreciation
ep ec a o & Amortizatio
o a o
Total Expense

3,872
1,654
34
5,560
105
303
1,284
53
294
158
600
935
41
1,173
, 73
10,505

3,933
2,015
15
5,963
154
270
1,284
70
379
151
629
1,404
77
1,162
, 6
11,543

3,947
1,747
36
5,730
173
347
1,284
93
404
158
633
930
53
1,117
, 7
10,922

4,037
1,926
49
6,013
307
395
1,284
195
399
152
738
1,384
23
1,453
, 53
12,343

3,988
1,752
78
5,818
233
281
1,284
97
399
153
704
1,649
23
1,430
, 30
12,072

4,088
1,795
76
5,960
263
397
1,284
128
399
158
736
1,714
83
1,659
,659
12,781

4,228
1,823
39
6,090
285
357
1,284
143
399
158
774
1,657
23
1,650
,650
12,820

4,246
1,837
73
6,156
295
267
1,284
72
399
158
838
1,532
23
1,646
,6 6
12,669

4,261
1,837
133
6,231
349
278
1,284
146
359
158
761
1,775
23
1,635
,635
12,999

4,272
1,861
48
6,180
317
553
1,284
218
359
72
794
1,493
23
1,617
,6 7
12,909

4,268
1,829
31
6,128
198
263
1,284
78
359
72
835
1,606
23
1,613
,6 3
12,459

4,274
1,865
42
6,181
159
277
1,284
97
359
72
786
1,462
83
1,487
, 87
12,246

49,415
21,939
655
72,009
2,836
3,988
15,410
1,390
4,511
1,618
8,828
17,540
496
17,641
7,6
146,268

50,289
21,215
717
72,222
3,002
4,212
15,410
1,445
4,592
1,631
9,312
18,700
394
17,317
7,3 7
148,237

874
(724)
62
212
166
224
(0)
55
80
13
484
1,160
(102)
(324))
(3
1,969

44,472
19,527
515
64,514
1,695
3,003
16,639
798
3,204
1,624
7,308
15,661
311
13,107
3, 07
127,863

(4,943)
(2,413)
(140)
(7,495)
(1,142)
(985)
1,229
(592)
(1,308)
6
(1,520)
(1,879)
(185)
((4,534)
,53 )
(18,405)

Other Income/(Expense)
Other Income / Expense
Interest Income
Interest Expense
Capitalized Interest
Swap Valuation
Net Other Income (Expense)

14
29
(664)
(621)

43
25
(685)
(617)

3
19
(702)
995
292
607

(668)
(668)

(668)
(668)

(668)
1,087
418

(656)
(656)

(656)
(656)

(656)
870
214

(643)
(643)

(643)
(643)

(643)
666
23

59
73
(7,954)
3,617
292
(3,912)

(7,945)
4,229
(3,716)

59
73
(8)
(612)
292
(196)

(4,150)
157
(8,250)
1,943
183
(10,117)

4,209
(84)
(296)
(1,674)
(109)
2,046

$1,987

$260

$2,885

($539)

($32)

$250

($600)

($440)

($735) ($1,566) ($1,355)

($163)

($49)

($5,539)
5,379,040

$5,490

($9,040)

$8,990

518
548
(30)

524
561
(37)

527
575
(48)

535
579
(44)

552
581
(29)

566
585
(19)

582
588
(6)

586
588
(2)

590
590
-

590
590
-

Net Income (Loss)
2012 Headcount Actual/Fcst
2012 Headcount Budget
Over / (Under) Budget

589
590
(1)

590
590
-

590
590
-

Southwest Power Pool

Actual Results Overview
For the Month Ending March 31, 2012
(in thousands)

Income
Tariff Administration Service
Fees & Assessments
Contract Services Revenue
Miscellaneous Income
Total Income
Expense
Salary
Benefits & Taxes
Continuing Education
Salary & Benefits
Employee Travel
Administrative
Assessments & Fees
Meetings
Communications
Leases
Maintenance
Services
Regional State Committee
Depreciation & Amortization
Total Expense
Other Income/(Expense)
Other Income / Expense
Interest Income
Interest Expense
Capitalized Interest
Swap Valuation
Net Other Income (Expense)
Net Income (Loss)

Current Month Compared to Forecast
Mar-12
Mar-12
Variance
Actual
Forecast
Fav/(Unfav)

YTD
Mar-12
Actual

YTD
Mar-12
Budget

Variance
Fav/(Unfav)

YTD
YTD
Mar-12
Mar-2012
Variance
Current Year Prior Year * Fav/(Unfav)

$7,716
1,964
2,169
1,350
13,200

$7,757
2,301
2,160
460
12,678

($41)
(337)
9
891
522

$22,900
6,606
6,840
2,386
38,732

$22,533
7,011
6,734
1,529
37,807

$368
(405)
106
857
926

$22,900
6,606
6,840
2,386
38,732

$17,622
6,051
6,601
1,242
31,517

$5,278
554
239
1,143
7,215

3,947
1,747
36
5,730
173
347
1,284
93
404
158
633
930
53
1,117
10,922

3,986
1,727
54
5,767
243
425
1,284
101
401
152
664
1,577
23
1,009
11,646

39
(20)
18
37
70
78
(0)
8
(2)
(6)
31
648
(31)
(108)
724

11,752
5,416
85
17,253
431
920
3,853
216
1,077
467
1,863
3,268
172
3,451
32,969

12,118
5,299
165
17,582
654
1,153
3,853
308
1,198
459
2,134
4,798
70
3,127
35,335

366
(117)
80
329
222
233
0
92
122
(8)
271
1,530
(102)
(324)
2,366

11,752
5,416
85
17,253
431
920
3,853
216
1,077
467
1,863
3,268
172
3,451
32,969

10,328
4,704
185
15,217
336
864
3,530
163
768
461
1,723
3,101
29
3,313
29,505

(1,424)
(712)
100
(2,035)
(95)
(56)
(323)
(53)
(308)
(7)
(139)
(167)
(143)
(138)
(3,465)

3
19
(702)
995
292
607

(681)
1,456
776

3
19
(21)
461
292
754

59
73
(2,051)
995
292
(632)

(587)
(587)

59
73
(1,465)
995
292
(45)

59
73
(2,051)
995
292
(632)

36
40
(1,627)
357
340
(854)

23
33
(424)
(638)
(48)
(1,055)

$2,885

$1,807

$1,077

$5,131

$1,885

$3,247

$5,131

$1,159

$3,972

* Unaudited

Southwest Power Pool
Balance Sheet
As of March 31, 2012
(in thousands)

3/31/2012

12/31/2011

$44,357
38,795
19,325
10,863
113,341

$73,763
34,904
15,901
6,636
131,204

($29,405)
3,892
3,424
4,227
(17,863)

127,905
1,425
851

112,188
2,141
775

15,717
(716)
76

$243,522

$246,307

($2,785)

$9,786
39,898
11 575
11,575
24,039
7,235
92,533

$17,816
34,903
11 206
11,206
25,741
7,450
97,117

($8,030)
4,995
369
(1,702)
(215)
(4,584)

Long Term Liabilities
US Bank Floating Senior Note - 2014
US Bank 5.45% Senior Notes - 2016
US Bank Maumelle Mortgage - 2027
Campus 4.82% Senior Notes - 2042
Integrated Marketplace 3.55% Senior Note - 2024
Other Long Term Liabilities
Total Long Term Liabilities

9,625
19,500
3,906
64,756
70,000
7,494
175,281

11,000
21,000
3,958
65,000
70,000
7,655
178,612

(1,375)
(1,500)
(52)
(243)
0
(161)
(3,332)

Net Income
Members' Equity
Total Members' Equity

5,131
(29,422)
(24,292)

(9,040)
(20,382)
(29,422)

14,171
(9,040)
5,131

ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash & Equivalents
Restricted Cash Deposits
Accounts Receivable (net)
Other Current Assets
Total Current Assets
Total Fixed Assets
Total Other Assets
Investments
TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable (net)
Customer Deposits
Current Maturities of LT Debt
Other Current Liabilities
Deferred Revenue
Total Current Liabilites

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY

$243,522

$246,307

Variance

($2,785)

2012 Project Commentary
As of March 2012
(in thousands)

Integrated Market Place

Current Projections
Approved Target
Over/(Under)

Capitalized
Expense
$106,510
$105,640
$870

The IM project is currently forecasted to exceed the board approved target of $105.6MM by $0.9MM. Since 3rd quarter 2011,
increases to the cost projections have been driven by the identified need for additional resources to complete work critical
to IM workstreams. Some of the more significant additions are summarized as follows:
● Addition of test lead for Credit System - $0.30 MM
● Extension of program test lead - $0.23 MM
● Additional contractors for EADs/BI/Reporting - $0.19 MM
● Parallel flow development for TCR market - $0.17 MM
Additionally, in connection with the recent status change from green to yellow, program management is undergoing a
process to perform a thorough re-evaluation of all future resource requirements for the remainder of the project to ensure
that all needs and associated costs have been identified. The above financial dashboard does not reflect the results of
those efforts.

Corporate Campus Construction and Migration

Current Projections
Original
O
i i l Budget
d
Over/(Under)

Capitalized
Expense
$84,394
$88 3
$88,553
($4,159)

The facility project remains on target and under budget. Significant decreases in cost estimates for data center hardware
have been made. The overall project is now projected to be $4.1 MM under budget.
● The integration of the mechanical systems at the Operations/Data Center and Office Building was delayed with the
consent of SPP. This was done to allow for additional load to be tested on the chillers. This additional load will result from
warmer weather and bringing the Office Building online. Commissioning, testing and balancing of these systems will be
complete by the end of April.
●
During an inspection of the Operations Center roof on March 7th, an issue was identified with the integrity of the
roofing material over the hardened shell. The issue does not compromise the immediate integrity of the roof; however, it
does not conform to the warranty of the manufacturer and therefore will be corrected to ensure full warranty coverage.
●
Final delivery of furniture on the 2nd floor is scheduled in late May, which will require a delay in final completion of
construction to June 15th from May 31st.
● Operations Validation Testing began as scheduled on March 5th. The initial set of tests was successful with validation of
the use of virtual resources for console systems. This marks a major milestone for SPP. Additional Operations staff will have
the opportunity to work in the new Coordination Center and continue testing through the month of March. SERC has
been notified of SPP's intent to certify the Coordination Center during June 2012.
● A compliance review conducted by the SPP Compliance Department during the week of March 5th was successfully
completed. The facility is now considered compliant with CIP standards. As such, the building is now capable of
supporting CCAs.

● An exit agreement has been reached between SPP and Plaza West that will transfer obligations for restoration of the
Plaza West space from SPP to the building owner at a cost 11% below the planned restoration budget.

2012 Project Commentary
As of March 2012
(in thousands)

Budget Analysis of the Facilities Program
As of March 12, 2012

Budget Item
Construction Project
Land
Ops/Data Center
Construction
Professional
Office Building
Construction
Professional
Totals - Construction

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

4,574
25,541
23,829
1,712
32,081
29,298
2,783
62,196

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

4,574
24,896
23,184
1,712
32,290
29,507
2,783
61,759

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

4,566
20,390
18,716
1,674
25,951
23,821
2,130
50,907

$
$
$
$
$
$

11,550
4,969
1,491
7,500
847
26,357

$
$
$
$
$
$

9,924
4,324
994
7,393
22,635

$
$
$
$
$
$

2,279
3,603
583
6,877
13,342

Total Project (Capitalized)

$

88,553

$

84,394

$

Decommission Plaza West Expense

$

-

$

-

$

Migration Project
Furnishings & Decommission
Data Center Hardware
Operations Center Hardware, AV & Desktop
Network, Telecom & Physical Security
Contingency (5%)
Totals - Migration

1

Actual
Expenditures

Budgets
SPP Approved Projection

% of Completion
Contractor 1
Actual
100.0%
84.9%
85.0%
84.0%
73.8%
74.0%
72.0%
80.2%

Estimate to
Completion

100.0%
79.6%
78.3%
96.9%
78.1%
78.3%
75.8%
80.3%

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

4,506
4,468
38
6,339
5,686
653
10,845

23.0%
83.3%
58.7%
93.0%

$
$
$
$
$
$

7,645
721
411
516
9,293

64,249

$

20,138

631

$

-

Estimates of projected work activity for Construction provided by Nabholz Construction Services.

58.9%

SOUTHWEST POWER POOL
2012 FORECAST
PROJECT OVERVIEW, DESCRIPTIONS ANALYSIS

Prior
Year(s)
Expense

Q1
Actual

Q2
Q3
Q4
Forecast Forecast Forecast

Total
2012

Future
Expense

Total
Project

Budget
Thru 2014

Over/(Under)
Budget

PRPC Projects (in thousands)
Integrated Marketplace (Future Markets) thru 2014
High Availability
Consolidated Balancing Authority
Future Markets Initiatives Total
New Facilities Construction
Facility Migration
New Facility Initiatives Total
EMS Upgrade
Centralized Modeling Tool
EMS Enhancements-Foundation
PRR Implementation Foundation
Add - Remove SPP Market Entities (BAs, MPs, etc.)
E-terra Vision Implementation
Model Change Submission Tool
Ops Automation #1 OATI
Ops Automation #1 RTOSS-Settlements
Ops Automation #1 DC Ties
Combined Cycle
Replace OPS1 Outage Coordination Scheduler
O
Operations
ti
Initiatives
iti ti
Total
t l
ITP Data Repository
Project Tracking Database (TAGIT)
Credit Process Stack List Analysis
Electromagnetic Transient Program (EMTP)
Redundant EnFuzion Node and PSSE/MUST Lock
Engineering Initiatives Total
e-Tariff Phase II
Regulatory Initiatives Total
SPP Budgeting & Forecasting System
Administration Initiatives Total
Request Management System
Process Integrity Initiatives Total

$29,440
$2,367
$1,263
$33,071
$48,930
$10,777
$59,707
$608
$190
$67
$100
$31
$147
$300
$ 444
$1,444
$30
$30
$383
$383
-

$9,161 $13,398 $15,140 $12,665 $50,365
$739
$1,009
$190
$1,938
$105
$287
$384
$1,499
$2,274
$9,267 $14,424 $16,533 $14,354 $54,577
$3,217
$9,612
- $12,828
$2,768
$8,029
$1,062
- $11,858
$5,984 $17,640
$1,062
- $24,687
$185
$229
$167
$581
$223
$504
$154
$74
$953
$10
$72
$50
$25
$158
$50
$50
$100
$4
$30
$20
$54
$25
$25
$50
$95
$105
$77
$17
$295
$10
$20
$10
$40
$28
$28
$28
$85
$82
$82
$33
$33
$ 0
$550
$ 0 3
$1,053
$623
$204
$2 430
$2,430
$42
$42
$25
$25
$25
$75
$177
$177
$30
$45
$5
$80
$232
$112
$30
$374
$18
$17
$17
$52
$18
$17
$17
$52
$30
$10
$40
$30
$10
$40
$91
$91
$91
$91

$23,168
$23,168
$60
$250
$300
$125
$100
$150
$200
$11,800
$ 2 98
$12,985
$92
$92
$140
$140
$182
$182

$102,973
$4,306
$3,538
$110,816
$61,759
$22,635
$84,394
$1,190
$1,203
$475
$500
$210
$150
$442
$190
$85
$282
$11,800
$333
$ 68 9
$16,859
$164
$75
$177
$80
$496
$575
$575
$40
$40
$273
$273

$101,001
$5,121
$4,639
$110,761
$61,933
$26,620
$88,553
$1,265
$1,270
$469
$649
$215
$193
$563
$210
$113
$364
$11,800
$133
$ 24
$17,245
$184
$150
$295
$80
$23
$732
$950
$950
$40
$40
$273
$273

$1,972
(815)
(1,102)
$56
(174)
(3,985)
(4,159)
(76)
(67)
$6
(149)
(5)
(43)
(121)
(20)
(28)
(82)
$200
(386)
(20)
(75)
(118)
(23)
(236)
(375)
(375)
-

Total PRPC Managed Projects

$94,635

$15,801 $33,397 $18,448 $14,605 $82,251

$36,567

$213,453

$218,553

(5,100)

-

SOUTHWEST POWER POOL
2012 FORECAST
PROJECT OVERVIEW, DESCRIPTIONS ANALYSIS

Prior
Year(s)
Expense

Non-PRPC Projects (in thousands)

Q1
Actual

Q2
Q3
Q4
Forecast Forecast Forecast

Total
2012

Future
Expense

Total
Project

Budget
Thru 2014

Over/(Under)
Budget

MOS Enhancements Foundation
OATI Enhancements
Operations Initiatives Total
Stochastic Modeling Tool
Engineering Initiatives Total
2012 IT Apps Foundation
2012 IT Data Management Foundation
2012 IT Server Admin Foundation
2012 IT Service Management Foundation
2012 IT Environment Ops Foundation
2012 IT Tele/Network/Security Foundation
CIP (Ver 4) Project
IT Initiatives Total
AREVA ETS Foundation
Administration Initiatives Total

$120
$196
$316
$73
$19
$3,200
$263
$13
$326
$35
$3,929
$250
$250

$2
$24
$26
$91
$9
$882
$92
$16
$183
$16
$1,287
-

$25
$13
$38
$171
$181
$753
$15
$128
$1,248
-

$13
$13
$70
$70
$575
$401
$681
$140
$340
$2,138
-

$25
$25
$50
$100
$100
$298
$35
$314
$15
$118
$780
$75
$75

$52
$75
$127
$170
$170
$1,136
$9
$1,498
$1,840
$186
$769
$16
$5,453
$75
$75

$800
$200
$1,000
$59
$3,424
$950
$120
$3,001
$7,553
$150
$150

$972
$471
$1,443
$170
$170
$1,267
$28
$8,122
$3,053
$320
$4,095
$51
$16,935
$475
$475

$969
$537
$1,506
$170
$170
$421
$91
$9,493
$3,191
$336
$4,523
$18,055
$475
$475

$3
(66)
(63)
$846
(63)
(1,371)
(138)
(16)
(428)
$51
(1,119)
-

Total PRPC Managed Projects

$4,495

$1,314

$1,286

$2,220

$1,005

$5,825

$8,703

$19,024

$20,206

(1,182)

$17,115 $34,684 $20,668 $15,610 $88,076

$45,270

$232,477

$238,759

(6,282)

TOTAL PROJECTS
2012 Unbudgeted / Carry Over Items
2012 Unbudgeted Software (EDNA replacement)
2012 Unbudgeted / Carry Over Items

$99,130
$0

$1,000

-

-

-

$1,000

-

$1,000

(0)
-

$0
$1,000

$0

$1,000

-

-

-

$1,000

-

$1,000

(0)

$1,000

$18,115 $34,684 $20,668 $15,610 $89,076

$45,270

$233,477

$238,758

(5,281)

TOTAL PROJECTS INCLUDING UNBUDGETED / CARRYO $99,130

* New Facility costs include IT refresh expense which will coincide with the building move ($1.5 data center hardware/$1.9 Telecom/Network/Security - total $3.4).

Southwest Power Pool
Headcount Analysis
As of March 31, 2012

Current Month Actual vs. Budget
Actual
Budget Over/(Under)
Mar-12
Mar-12
Budget

Forecast vs. Budget
FY 2012 FY 2012 Over/(Under)
Forecast Budget
Budget

Administration
Officers
Accounting
Credit
Human Resources
Settlements
Total Administration

0
10
9
3
22
24
68

0
10
10
3
23
24
70

0
0
(1)
0
(1)
0
(2)

0
10
10
4
27
26
77

0
10
10
4
25
26
75

0
0
0
0
2
0
2

Inter-Regional Affairs
Project Management
Training
Customer Service
Reliability Standards
Process Management
Transmission Development
Total Process Integrity

1
14
9
8
3
1
7
43

1
13
11
8
3
2
7
45

0
1
(2)
0
0
(1)
0
(2)

1
14
11
9
3
1
7
46

1
13
11
9
3
2
7
46

0
1
0
0
0
(1)
0
0

SPP Compliance
Communications
Market Monitoring
Internal Audit
Total Compliance & Corporate Affairs

11
3
10
5
29

13
3
14
6
36

(2)
0
(4)
(1)
(7)

13
3
14
6
36

13
3
14
6
36

0
0
0
0
0

Total SPP Regional Entity

29

32

(3)

32

32

0

Total Information Technology

127

139

(12)

139

140

(1)

6

6

0

6

6

0

Total Operations

140

151

(11)

157

156

1

Total Engineering

43

54

(11)

49

42

7

Total Contract Services

23

21

2

25

34

(9)

Total Regluatory Policy & General Counsel

19

21

(2)

23

23

0

527

575

(48)

590

590

0

Total Markets

TOTAL HEADCOUNT

2012 Job Tracker

Req. #
11-055
11-059
11-121
11-131
11-133
11-135
11-136
11-137
11-139
11-140
11-146
11-149
11-150
11-153
11-160
11-129
11-132
11-144
11-147
11-148
11-151
11-152
11-154
11-157
11-158
11-088
11-161
12-001
12-004
12-006
12-007
12-008
12-009
12-010
12-011
12-013
12-016
12-017
12-018
12-019
12-020
12-022
12-029
12-032
12-003
12-005
12-012
12-014
12-015
12-021
12-023
12-024
12-025
12-026
12-027
12-030
12-031
12-035
12-036
12-037
12-038

Position
Customer Service Support Specialist I
IT Specialist II
Settlement Analyst
Business Analyst II
Market Operator III
Director, Treasury & Risk Management
Payroll Clerk
Regulatory Analyst III
PT Law Clerk
PT Law Clerk
IT Specialist I
Sr. Business Analyst
Engineer II
Lead Engineer
Operator I
Complance Analyst II
IT Specialist II
Service Desk Analyst (Part-Time)
Sr. Operations Analyst
Outreach Coordinator
Service Desk Analyst (Part-Time)
Engineer II
Market Monitor
Market Engineer II
Sr. Market Engineer
Sr. Engineer
Engineer Associate
Sr. Operator, Day Ahead Market
IT Specialist II, DBA
Engineer II, Congestion Hedging
Supervisor, IT Applications
Supervisor, IT Applications
Interregional Coordinator
Sr. Settlements Analyst
Sr. Settlements Analyst
Sr. Engineer, Day Ahead Market
Project Manager
Market Design Analyst I/Engineer I
Sr. Customer Trainer
Customer Liaison, Integrated Marketplace
Project Manager, BPI
Supervisor, IT Service Desk
Supervisor, Customer Training
Sr. Engineer, RT Market Policy
Sr. IT Specialist, DBA
IT Specialist II, Data Analyst (BI Developer)
Sr. Market Monitor
Manager, Systems Operations
IT Specialist I
Engineer II
Building Maintenance Specialist
Sr. Compliance Specialist
Sr. Compliance Specialist
Enforcement Attorney
Internal Auditor
Principal, Regulatory Policy Analyst
Sr. Market Analyst, Operations Support
Engineer I, Modeling
Sr. IT Specialist, Service Desk
Attorney
Paralegal III

Dept
#
320
575
160
510
840
140
150
900
180
180
510
510
895
460
810
230
510
580
840
230
580
880
720
720
720
450
810
890
510
450
510
510
8200
160
160
890
560
710
340
320
250
580
340
840
510
510
720
820
510
430
150
130
130
180
240
900
840
430
580
330
330

Dept Name
Customer Service
Service Management
Settlements
IT Applications
Market Operations
Credit
Human Resources
Regulatory
RE Enforcement
RE Enforcement
IT Applications
IT Applications
Market Support & Analysis
Economic Planning
Tariff Administration
Compliance
IT Applications
IT Operations
Market Operations
Compliance
IT Operations
Real Time & Current Day Eng.
Market Monitoring
Market Monitoring
Market Monitoring
Congestion Hedging
Tariff Administration
Market Adminstration
IT Applications
Congestion Hedging
IT Applications
IT Applications
Engineering Administration
Settlements
Settlements
Market Adminstration
Project Management
Market Design
Training
Customer Relations
Process Management
Enterprise Operations
Training
Market Operations
IT Applications
IT Applications
Market Monitoring
Reliability Coordination
IT Applications
Modeling
Human Resources
RE - Compliance
RE - Compliance
RE - Enforcement
Internal Audit
Regulatory
Market Operations
Modeling
Enterprise Operations
Legal
Legal

Status

External
Hire

2012 Job Tracker

Req. #
12-040
12-042
12-043
12-044
12-045
12-046
12-050
12-002
12-028
12-033
12-034
12-039
12-041
12-047
12-048
12-049
12-053
12-054
12-056
12-057
12-051
12-052
12-058
12-059
12-060
12-061
12-062
12-063
12-064
12-065
12-068
12-069
12-055
12-070
12-074
Pending
Pending
Pending

Position
Lead IT, Specialist
Market Analyst I, RT Market Policy
Credit Analyst I
Quality Assurance Analyst III
Sr. Quality Assurance Analyst
Settlement Analyst II
Economist
HR Generalist I
Customer Service Support Specialist I
Operations Analyst II, Model Coordination
Operations Analyst II, Model Coordination
Corporate Receptionist
Sr. Market Analyst, RT Market Policy
Settlement Analyst II
Facilities Coordinator
Supervisor, Operational Planning
Settlement Analyst
Settlement Analyst
Manager, Customer Relations
SR. Internal Auditor
IT Specialist II
Business Analyst II
Instructional Designer/Trainer
IT Specialist II
Career Development Specialist
Planning Analyst II
Manager, Accounting
Sr. IT Specialist
Engineer II
Engineer II
OIT
Sr. IT Specialist
Operator III
Sr. Engineer
Instructional Designer
Sr. Engineer
Engineer II
Shift Ops Engineer II

Dept
#
510
840
140
800
800
160
450
150
320
860
860
150
840
160
150
860
160
160
320
240
510
460
340
510
150
470
120
510
850
850
820
510
8130
440
340
900
8110
880

2012 YTD Budgeted Positions Filled
2012 YTD Replacement Positions Filled
2012 YTD Total Hires
2011 Positions Filled in 2012

17
4
21
15

Number of Internal Hires
Number of External Hires

19
17

Dept Name
IT Applications
Market Operations
Credit
Oper Analysis & Perf Supp
Oper Analysis & Perf Supp
Settlements
Congestion Hedging
Human Resources
Customer Relations
Operations Support
Operations Support
HR
Market Operations
Settlements
Corporate Services
Operations Support
Settlements
Settlements
Customer Relations
Internal Audit
IT Applications
Economic Planning
Customer Training
IT Applications, Reliablity
Human Resources
Special Studies
Accounting
IT Applications
Modeling
Modeling
Reliability Coordination
IT Applications
ICT Tarriff
GI Studies
Training
Regulatory
ICT Planning
Real Time & Current Day Eng.

Status

Status Legend
Inactive
Active, Not Posted
Active, Posted
Filled

External
Hire

2012

2011

15
0
36
21

2
0
10
15

14
7

5
10

Hire Legend
Remaining 2011 Positions in Blue: 11-xxx
2012 Budgeted Positions Highlighted in Grey: 12-001 thru 12-050
Replacement Positions Highlighted in Yellow: 12-051 thru 12-xxx

02/29 Ending Active Headcount
Resignations during February
March External Hires
03/31 Ending Active Headcount
2011 Open
2012 Open
2012 Year End Target

524
-3
6
527
12
51
590

Internal
External

Corporate Metrics
1st Quarter 2012

April 17, 2012

Southwest Power Pool
Corporate Metrics
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DISCLAIMER
The data and analysis in this report are provided for informational purposes only and shall not be considered or relied upon as market advice or market settlement data.
Southwest Power Pool (SPP) makes no representation or warranties of any kind, express or implied, with respect to the accuracy or adequacy of the information contained herein.
SPP shall have no liability to recipients of this information or third parties for the consequences arising from errors or discrepancies in this information, or for any claim, loss or damage of any kind or nature whatsoever arising out of
or in connection with (i) the deficiency or inadequacy of this information for any purpose, whether or not known or disclosed to the authors, (ii) any error or discrepancy in this information, (iii) the use of this information, or (iv) a loss of
business or other consequential loss or damage whether or not resulting from any of the foregoing.
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Time in hours
Binding & Breached
Time
Over Limit Time
% Tags/ Schedules
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Transmission & Market Indicators

Hours

1a. Congestion

% Tags/ Schedules Curtailed (GWh)

Oct 11

Nov 11

Dec 11

Jan 12

Feb 12

2009

Mar 12

379

525

605

392

590

659

609

650

552

627

459

613

639

666

653

89

121

101

94

103

361

160

171

178

182

87

228

146

187

288

0.16% 0.61% 0.24% 0.19% 0.95% 0.88% 0.30% 0.38% 0.56% 0.46% 0.25% 0.31% 0.23% 0.26% 0.47%

2010

2011

Prev
12 mo

519

505

555

592

41

82

156

182

0.41% 0.51% 0.44% 0.44%
Monthly Average

Average Monthly Binding &
Breached Time (hrs)
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Average Monthly Over
Limit Time (hrs)
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1.00%

200
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100

0.40%
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0.20%

-

0.00%

Market (Schedules) Curtailments

in GWh

Tag Curtailments

% Tags/Schedules Curtailed

GWh Curtailed

1b. Congestion - Curtailments

% Tags/Schedules Curtailed

2009

2010

2011

Prev
12 mo

Jan 11

Feb 11

Mar 11

Apr 11

May 11

Jun 11

Jul 11

Aug 11

Sep 11

Oct 11

Nov 11

Dec 11

Jan 12

Feb 12

Mar 12

Tag Curtailments

29.7

120.1

35.3

28.9

202.8

211.2

68.1

75.1

110.5

75.7

36.9

47.1

14.5

42.7

30.0

50

Market (Schedules)
Curtailments

10.3

14.4

17.5

10.5

16.5

38.9

28.7

42.3

19.1

25.8

16.4

28.5

39.4

14.5

68.5

42

43

22

29

TOTAL Curtailments

40.0

134.5

52.7

39.5

219.3

250.1

96.8

117.4

129.6

101.4

53.4

75.6

53.9

57.2

98.5

92

128

109

108

85

87

79

Total Tags/
Schedules

25,722 22,051 21,920 20,619 23,137 28,330 32,308 30,915 23,269 22,004 21,755 24,237 23,553 21,607 21,142

22,311 24,599 24,689 24,406

% Tags/ Schedules
Curtailed

0.16% 0.61% 0.24% 0.19% 0.95% 0.88% 0.30% 0.38% 0.56% 0.46% 0.25% 0.31% 0.23% 0.26% 0.47%

0.41% 0.51% 0.44% 0.44%

Tag Curtailments (GWh)
100

100

80

80

60

60

40

40

20

20

Market
Curtailments (GWh)

-

-

2009 2010 2011

Prev
12 mo

2009 2010 2011

Prev
12 mo

1c. Congestion - TLR / CME Time
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Hours in TLR / CME

3,000

2,000

1,000

0

Level 5B

in hours

Jan 11

Feb 11

Mar 11

Level 5A

Apr 11

May 11

Level 4

Jun 11

Jul 11

Level 3B

Aug 11

Sep 11

Oct 11

Level 3A

Nov 11

Dec 11

CME Time (loading >90%)

Jan 12

Feb 12

Mar 12

2009

2010

2011

Prev
12 mo

Level 3A

263

685

484

564

635

791

519

325

425

534

439

537

629

493

621

1,293

949

517

543

Level 3B

53

70

48

49

65

35

49

44

35

27

37

34

37

29

19

179

166

46

38

5

100

421

182

80

55

8

11

43

3

17

0

5

2

2

322

41

77

34

54

35

91

65

143

49

28

32

53

17

45

7

63

52

36

70

83

52

49

Level 4
Level 5A
Level 5B

5

8

10

9

8

8

4

3

4

2

7

2

3

3

1

3

6

6

5

Total TLR Time

380

897

1,054

869

931

938

608

415

560

583

545

580

737

579

679

1,868

1,246

697

669

CME Time
(loading >90%)

681

972

1,234

553

997

1,359

1,374

2,210

1,387

1,994

1,274

1,739

2,126

2,354

1,874

847

1,315

1,603

Monthly Average in Hours
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Monthly Average Level 5
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CME Time (loading >
90%)
(hrs)
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1d. Congestion - Congested Intervals
120%

100%

80%

60%
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40%

20%

0%

Breached Dispatch Intervals

Jan 11

Breached Dispatch
Intervals

Feb 11

Mar 11

Apr 11

May 11

Jun 11

Jul 11

Binding Dispatch Intervals

Aug 11

Sep 11

Oct 11

Congested Dispatch Intervals

Nov 11

Dec 11

Jan 12

Feb 12

Mar 12

2009

5.5%

2010

5.4%

2011

4.4%

Prev
12 mo

2%

5%

3%

3%

4%

7%

5%

5%

5%

7%

3%

4%

4%

3%

5%

Binding Dispatch
Intervals

50%

77%

80%

52%

78%

90%

80%

85%

75%

83%

62%

81%

85%

95%

86%

68.8% 66.7% 74.4% 79.4%

Congested
Dispatch Intervals

51%

78%

81%

54%

79%

92%

82%

87%

77%

84%

64%

82%

86%

96%

88%

71.1% 69.2% 76.0% 80.9%
Average

Interval = 5 minutes
80%

60%

40%

20%

0%
Breached Dispatch Intervals

2009

Binding Dispatch Intervals

Congested Dispatch Intervals

2010

Prev 12 mo

2011

4.6%

1e. Price Contour Map - January - March 2012

500 kV
345 kV
230 kV
161 kV
138 kV

Transmission & Market Indicators

115 kV
69 kV

Tulsa

Oklahoma City

* With low LIP values, the bottom of the color range has been changed from $20 to $10 in order to better show price separation.

1f. Price Contour Map - last 12 months (April 2011 - March 2012)
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1g. Congestion - Flowgates - last 12 months (April 2011 - March 2012)
$30

30%

$20

20%

$10

10%
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Avg Hourly Shadow Price ($/MWh)

Flowgate
Name

Region

Total % Intervals Congested

Avg Hourly
Total %
Shadow
Intervals
Price
($/MWh) Congested

Flowgate Location (kV)

SW Kansas
Western Nebraska

1. Rebuild Randall Co–Palo Duro 115 kV line (completed Feb 2012)
2. Tuco Int. – Woodward 345 kV line (May 2014 - Balanced Portfolio)
3. Kress – Newhart 115 kV line (April 2015 - Regional Reliability)
1. Tuco Int. – Woodward 345 kV line (May 2014 - Balanced Portfolio)
2. Castro County Int. – Newhart 115 kV line (April 2015 - Regional Reliability)
3. Tuco Int. – Amoco – Hobbs 345 lines (January 2020 – ITP10)
1. Axtell – Post Rock – Spearville 345 kV line, two Spearville – Comanche – Flat Ridge
–Woodward 345 kV lines, and two Flat Ridge – Wichita 345 kV lines (Dec 2014 - Balanced
Portfolio/Priority Projects)
2. Iatan – Nashua 345 kV line (June 2015 - Balanced Portfolio)
3. Nebraska City – Maryville – Sibley 345 kV line (June 2017 - Priority Projects)
4. Eastowne Transformer (345/161) and decommission of Lake Road – Alabama 161 kV line
(January 2020 - ITP10)
1. Tap existing Swissvale – Stilwell 345 kV line at West Gardner (June 2012 - Balanced
Portfolio)
2. Terminal upgrade for Pentagon – Mund 115 kV line (TBD – ITPNT)
3. Iatan – Nashua 345 kV line (June 2015 - Balanced Portfolio

RANPALAMASWI

Randall County - Palo Duro (115) ftlo
Amarillo – Swisher (230) [SPS]

$27.64

16.7%

OSGCANBUSDEA

Osage Switch - Canyon East [SPS] [(115) ftlo
Bushland - Deaf Smith [SPS] (230)

$11.77

11.4%

LAKALASTJHAW

Lake Road – Alabama [GMOC] (161) ftlo St.
Joe – Hawthorn [GMOC] (345)

$5.68

1.7%

PENMUNSTRCRA

Pentagon – Mund (115) [WR] ftlo Stranger
Creek – Craig (345) [WR-KCPL]

$4.85

4.6%

IASCLKNASJHA

Iatan – Stranger Creek (345)[KCPL] ftlo Lake
Road – Nashua (161), St. Joe – Hawthorne
(345) [GMOC-KCPL]
RCF - MISO

$3.85

13.2%

HOLPLYHOLSPE

Holcomb – Plymell Switch [SECI] (115) ftlo
Holcomb - Spearville [SECI] (345)

$3.03

1.5%

1. Rebuild Holcomb – Plymell Switch 115 kV line (Jun 2012 - Regional Reliability)

$2.96

3.7%

1. Axtell – Post Rock – Spearville 345 kV lines (June 2013 - Balanced Portfolio)
2. Nebraska City – Maryville – Sibley 345 kV line (June 2017 - Priority Projects)

Texas Panhandle

Kansas City Area

Projects Expected to Provide Some Positive Mitigation
(Estimated In Service Date – Upgrade Type)

Gentleman - Red Willow (345) [NPPD]
GENTLMREDWIL
RCF - MISO

Tulsa Area

OKMHENOKMKEL

Okmulgee - Henryetta (138) ftlo Okmulgee Kelco (138) [CSWS]

$2.86

2.4%

Oklahoma City
Area

ARCXFRARCNOW

Arcadia Transformer (345/138) ftlo Arcadia Northwestern (345) [OGE]

$2.43

4.9%

Wichita Area

ELPFARWICWDR

El Paso – Farber [WR] (138) ftlo Wichita –
Woodring [WR-OGE] (345)

$2.16

1.6%

1. Iatan – Nashua 345 kV line (June 2015 - Balanced Portfolio)
2. Nebraska City – Maryville – Sibley 345 kV line (June 2017 - Priority Projects)
3. Eastowne Transformer (345/161) and decommission of Lake Road – Alabama 161 kV line
(January 2020 - ITP10)

1. Tap Pittsburg – Muskogee 345 kV line and add new Canadian River substation and 345/138
kV transformer (June 2013 – Regional Reliability)
2. Seminole – Muskogee 345 kV line (December 2013 – Balanced Portfolio)
1. 3rd Arcadia Transformer (345/138) (June 2012 – Transmission Service
2. Rose Hill – Sooner – Cleveland 345 kV line (Dec 2012- Regional Reliability/Balanced
Portfolio)
1. Rose Hill – Sooner 345 kV line (June 2012 - Regional Reliability)
2. Two Woodward – Comanche Co. – Medicine Lodge – Wichita 345 kV lines (Dec 2014 Priority Projects)

2a. Regional Control Performance - CPS1 Compliance
20
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8
6
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<100%

BA's with a CPS1 value of <100% are non-compliant

CPS1
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7
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0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Jan 11
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Mar 11

Apr 11

May 11

Jun 11

Jul 11

Aug 11

Sep 11

Oct 11

Nov 11

Dec 11

Jan 12

Feb 12

Mar 12

-

-

Average

Violation if any 1 Balancing Authority has an average over the 12 month
period of less than 100%.

20
16
# Balancing Authorities

Transmission & Market Indicators

# Balancing Authorities

14

* City of Springfield, MO added as BA in April 2011.
12
8
4
2009

2010
<100%

2011

100%-150%
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>150%

2012

-

2b. Regional Control Performance - CPS2 Compliance
20
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# Balancing Authorities

14
12
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6
4
2
0

<90%

BA's with a CPS2 value of <90% are non-compliant

CPS2

Jan 11

>95%

Feb 11

Mar 11

Apr 11

May 11

Jun 11

Jul 11

Aug 11

Sep 11

Oct 11

Nov 11

90-95%

Dec 11

Jan 12

Feb 12

>95%

Mar 12

19
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17

15
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15

14

17
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19

20

19
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90-95%

0

1

0

3

5

6

5

6

3

2

1

0

1

1

2

<90%

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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14

17
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19

4

2

-

0

3

1

-

-

# Balancing Authorities

Average
20

Violation if any 1 Balancing Authority has a violation in a 12 month period.

16

* City of Springfield, MO added as BA in April 2011.
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3a. Transmission Utilization - $
100

in millions $

80

60

40

0

Non-Firm PTP

Feb 11

Mar 11

Apr 11

May 11

Jun 11

Jul 11

Firm PTP

Aug 11

Sep 11

Oct 11

Network

Service (in MM $)

Jan 11

Network

Nov 11

Dec 11

Jan 12

Feb 12

Mar 12

56.02 72.23 71.80 60.30 64.12 61.35 68.71 71.52 78.46 63.87 62.09 63.46 66.61 74.32 73.36

2009

2010

2011

Prev
12 mo

33.56 46.88 66.16 67.35

Firm PTP

4.58

4.09

3.86

4.24

4.29

4.35

4.42

4.55

4.19

4.89

5.42

6.89

5.73

5.91

6.61

5.20

4.80

4.65

5.12

Non-Firm PTP

0.85

0.53

0.38

0.44

0.91

1.00

0.75

0.85

0.50

0.48

0.56

0.59

0.54

0.41

0.46

1.74

0.95

0.65

0.62

61.46 76.86 76.04 64.99 69.32 66.70 73.87 76.93 83.14 69.23 68.07 70.94 72.88 80.64 80.42

Total

40.50 52.63 71.46 73.10
Monthly Average

$80
$60
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MP Volatility

SPP Avg LIP =
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WRGS

84

53

20.12 20.34 17.07 20.31 19.66 20.26 21.13 20.19 20.61 20.45 20.07 18.27 17.89 20.41 20.64 20.74 18.37 18.81 21.36 20.50 18.09 20.55 20.77
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4b. EIS Price and Price Range - for 12 months ending

March 2012
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KCPS

20%

MP Volatility

SPP Avg LIP =

MP Avg LIP

SPP Volatility

$27.15
AECC

MP Max
MP Avg
MP Min
Volatility
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AEPM

BEPM
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364

EDEP
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GMOC

GRDX

GSEC

355
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411

INDN

355

KBPU

356

KCPS

355

Volatility (Standard Deviation / Average)

MP Max

Volatility (Standard Deviation / Average)

for three months ending

LIP ($/MWh)
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4a. EIS Price and Price Range -

46%
KPP

361

LESM

359

MEAN

361

MIDW

374

OGE

427

OMPA

OPPM

447

358

SECI

378

SPSM

411

TEAC

336

TEAN

361

WFES

WRGS

441

363

27.00 27.10 22.65 27.06 25.97 27.16 30.22 26.94 27.45 27.16 27.10 23.59 23.40 27.86 27.59 27.73 23.84 27.31 29.71 26.86 23.45 27.75 27.10
-29

-28

-263

-30

-153

-29

-61

-31

-31

-31

-32

-323

-299

-121

-28

-28

-319

-111

-65

-30

-293

-28

-31

45%

45%

69%

46%

50%

46%

46%

48%

50%

48%

48%

68%

66%

54%

47%

48%

65%

65%

46%

48%

66%

48%

49%

$10

$50

$8

$40

$6

$30

$4

$20

$2

$10

$0

Electricity Price (LIP)

Gas Cost (Panhandle Eastern Pipeline) $/MMBtu

Transmission & Market Indicators

4c. EIS Prices

$0
Mar
10

Apr
10

May
10

Jun Jul 10 Aug
10
10

Sep
10

Oct
10

Gas (PEPL)

in $

Monthly Avg
LIP ($/MWh)
PEPL Gas
Cost ($/MMBtu)

Jan 11

Feb 11

Mar 11

Nov
10

Dec
10

Jan
11

Feb
11

Mar
11

Apr
11

12 month avg Gas

Apr 11

May 11

Jun 11

Jul 11

May
11

Jun Jul 11 Aug
11
11

Sep
11

Electricity (LIP)

Aug 11

Sep 11

Oct 11

Nov 11

Oct
11

Nov
11

Dec
11

Jan
12

Feb
12

Mar
12

12 month avg LIP

Dec 11

Jan 12

Feb 12

Mar 12

2009

2010

2011

Prev
12 mo

29.90

27.80

28.75

28.16

27.24

33.17

39.24

35.80

27.97

25.30

24.43

23.32

20.90

21.16

18.80

27.89

31.33

29.28

27.15

4.36

4.15

3.84

4.03

4.12

4.42

4.27

3.94

3.80

3.38

3.17

3.15

2.66

2.43

2.02

3.31

4.17

3.89

3.45

Average

5. Revenue Neutrality Uplift

$3,000

$1,000

$0

-$1,000

-$2,000

-$3,000

in thousands $

Total Uplift

Jan 11

-1,043

Feb 11

-1,968

Mar 11

-1,743

Apr 11

May 11

-902

-988

Jun 11

-1,556

Jul 11

-2,568

Aug 11

-2,243

Sep 11

-661

Oct 11

Nov 11

-306

886

Dec 11

-677

Jan 12

-1,203

Feb 12

-764

Mar 12

-896

2009
7,754

2010

2011

-2,398

-13,769

Total

in thousands $

Transmission & Market Indicators

in thousands $

$2,000

$8,000

Revenue Neutrality Uplift (RNU) ensures settlement payments/receipts for each

$4,000

hourly settlement interval equal zero.
• Positive RNU - SPP receives insufficient revenue and collects from market participants.

$0

• Negative RNU - SPP receives excess revenue, which must be credited back to

-$4,000

market participants.

-$8,000
-$12,000
-$16,000

-$20,000
2009

2010
-3000

2011
-3000

-3000

Prev 12 mo
-3000

-3000

-3000

-3000

-3000

-3000

-3000

-3000

-3000

-3000

Prev
12 mo
-11,877

Transmission & Market Indicators

40,000

80%

30,000

60%

20,000

40%

10,000

20%

% of Total Offered

MW (daily average)

6a. Market Liquidity - Offered and Dispatchable

0%

0
Mar 10 Apr 10 May 10 Jun 10 Jul 10 Aug 10 Sep 10 Oct 10 Nov 10 Dec 10 Jan 11 Feb 11 Mar 11 Apr 11 May 11 Jun 11 Jul 11 Aug 11 Sep 11 Oct 11 Nov 11 Dec 11 Jan 12 Feb 12 Mar 12

Dispatchable MW

Daily Average

Jan 11

Feb 11

Mar 11

Apr 11

May 11

Jun 11

Jul 11

Total Offered MW

Aug 11

Sep 11

Oct 11

% of Total Offered

Nov 11

Dec 11

Jan 12

Feb 12

Mar 12

2009

2010

2011

Prev
12 mo

Dispatchable MW

11,805

11,011

10,045

10,789

11,786

16,284

17,140

16,394

13,184

11,413

10,657

12,346

12,518

12,598

11,711

10,522

11,221

12,738

13,068

Total Offered MW

34,975

33,034

25,874

25,802

28,140

37,888

42,389

40,994

31,715

27,280

26,747

30,107

29,582

28,608

26,639

29,193

33,917

32,079

31,324

% of Total Offered

34%

33%

39%

42%

42%

43%

40%

40%

42%

42%

40%

41%

42%

44%

44%

36.0%

33.1%

39.7%

41.7%

Monthly Average

MW (daily average)

40,000

% of Total Offered

30,000

40%

20,000

30%

10,000

20%
10%

0
Dispatchable MW
2009

Total Offered MW
2010

2011

0%

Prev 12 mo

2009

2010

2011 Prev 12 mo

6b. Market Liquidity - Volume

80,000

$4,000

60,000

$3,000

40,000

$2,000

20,000

$1,000

0

$0
Mar 10 Apr 10 May 10 Jun 10 Jul 10 Aug 10 Sep 10 Oct 10 Nov 10 Dec 10 Jan 11 Feb 11 Mar 11 Apr 11 May 11 Jun 11 Jul 11 Aug 11 Sep 11 Oct 11 Nov 11 Dec 11 Jan 12 Feb 12 Mar 12

Sales (MWh)
Average Daily

Jan 11

Feb 11

Mar 11

Apr 11

May 11

Jun 11

Jul 11

Aug 11

Sales ($000's)
Sep 11

Oct 11

Nov 11

Dec 11

Jan 12

Feb 12

Mar 12

2010

2011

55,116

60,380

64,822

1,651

1,695

1,673

56,034

58,115

50,084

49,733

58,332

71,957

65,986

67,166

58,590

60,420

62,394

65,745

71,574

68,901

77,065

56,969

Sales ($000's)

1,615

1,503

1,345

1,351

1,488

2,275

2,513

2,319

1,541

1,452

1,461

1,478

1,427

1,404

1,362

1,518

Monthly Average
3,000
Average Daily Sales ($000's)

60,000

40,000

20,000

0
2009

2010

2011

Prev 12 mo

2,000

1,000

0
2009

2010

2011 Prev 12 mo

Prev
12 mo

2009

Sales (MWh)

Average Daily Sales (MWh)

Transmission & Market Indicators

Sales MWh

$5,000

Sales ($000s)

EIS Market Sales Volumes (average daily volume by month)
100,000

7. SPP Admin Fee Performance
$0.26

$0.24

$ per MWh

$0.22

$0.20

$0.18

$0.16

Financial Metrics

$0.14

$0.12

2004

2005

2006

2007

Approved Admin Fee

2004

Budgeted Net Revenue Required ($000s)
Budgeted Load (000's)
Budgeted NRR / Budget Load

$

2005

38,322

$

245,776
$

$

0.150

Actual Net Revenue Required ($000's)
Actual Load (000's)
Actual NRR / Actual Load

$

$

2010

0.175

33,443

$

258,556
$

0.177

$

38,714
0.145

$

48,613
0.170

$

288,649
$

$

$

312,496

0.183

$

2012

0.197

47,998

$

58,081

$

0.196

$

331,324
$

0.170

$

$

59,837
0.182

$

$

$

343,000

0.205

$

0.228

89,560
353,453

$

0.253

0.210

63,497

$

331,610
$

2012

78,368

0.195

328,175
$

2011

68,358
333,458

0.170

296,135

0.159

2010

56,478

0.190

301,098
$

2009

61,462

0.190

286,446
$

2008

52,819

0.160

267,239

0.136

$

2011

Actual NRR / Actual Load

2007

45,688

0.160

245,571
$

2009

2006

44,391
253,489

0.156

Approved Admin Fee

2008

Budgeted NRR / Budget Load

80,841

0.255
$

341,438

0.191

$

0.237

EIA-411 Load Growth Forecast

-0.37%

3.05%

-0.60%

1.80%

2.10%

2.40%

-1.00%

2.21%

Actual Load Growth

-1.60%

8.82%

7.19%

5.12%

-1.65%

10.82%

1.05%

2.96%

27,526
109,048

$

Note: Budgeted 2012 figures cover the entire 2012 calendar year, while actual 2012 figures cover the
period through the date of this report.

8. Budget Performance Monitor
Operating Expense Variance
$2,000

$0

in thousands $

Apr 11

May 11

Jun 11

Jul 11

Aug 11

Sep 11

Oct 11

Nov 11

Dec 11

Jan 12

Feb 12

Mar 12

-$2,000

Financial Metrics

-$4,000

-$6,000

-$8,000

Monthly Variance

in thousands $
Budgeted Operating Expense
Actual Operating Expense

Apr 11

May 11

Jun 11

Jul 11

Cumulative Variance

Aug 11

Sep 11

Oct 11

Nov 11

Dec 11

Jan 12

Feb 12

Mar 12

11,030

10,500

10,909

10,793

10,818

11,503

11,736

11,197

11,296

11,723

11,695

11,917

9,751

9,807

11,549

10,632

10,818

11,519

11,147

10,608

11,790

10,507

11,543

10,921

Monthly Variance:
Over Budget / (Under Budget)

(1,279)

(693)

12 month Cumulative Variance:
Over Budget / (Under Budget)

(1,279)

(1,972)

640
(1,332)

(161)
(1,493)

0
(1,493)

16
(1,477)

(589)

(589)

(2,066)

(2,655)

494
(2,161)

(1,216)

(152)

(996)

(3,377)

(3,529)

(4,525)

0.252

9. Financial Settlement Index
Late Payments

% of $ received after due date

30%

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

Financial Metrics

0%

Transmission Billing Payments

EIS Market Billing Payments

Prev
12 mo

2009

2010

2011

1.1% 4.1% 21.9% 0.0% 0.1% 0.2% 0.2% 2.1% 2.2% 0.0% 1.4% 0.0% 0.0% 10.9% 2.6%

3.4%

6.2%

2.8%

1.6%

% of Market Payment $
Received After the Due
Date

0.1% 18.2% 0.4% 0.0% 0.2% 0.0% 0.2% 0.0% 0.4% 0.2% 0.5% 0.3% 0.3% 0.0% 1.2%

3.8%

1.8%

1.7%

0.3%

% of Market Payment $
short paid

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

Jan 11

% of Transmission
Payment $ Received After
the Due Date

Feb 11

Mar 11

Apr 11

May 11

Jun 11

Jul 11

Aug 11

Sep 11

Oct 11

Nov 11

Dec 11

Jan 12

Feb 12

Mar 12

Monthly Average
10%

Note 1: Figures represent
billings with a due date in
month shown. For
example, the September
figures are related to the
August 31 transmission
billing, which has payments
due on September 20.

Late Payments

8%
6%
4%
2%
0%
Transmission Billing
2009
2010

EIS Market Billing
Prev 12 mo

2011

10a. Financial Disputes Index - $
Settlement Dispute Statistics ($)

$300

$250

$000's

$200

$150

$100

Financial Metrics

$50

$0

Total Disputes
(Figures in
$000's)

Jan 11

Feb 11

Mar 11

Apr 11

May 11

Jun 11

Jul 11

Largest single dispute

Aug 11

Sep 11

Oct 11

Nov 11

Average Dispute Size

Dec 11

Jan 12

Feb 12

2009

Mar 12

2010

Total Disputes

$0.9 $26.6 $31.9 $16.9

$8.2 $189.7

$9.1

$0.4 $222.5

$3.3

$6.5 $26.2

$0.4 $76.1

$2.5 $ 210.3 $ 234.2 $

Avg. Dispute
Size

$0.5

$0.4

$7.9

$0.1

$0.1

$2.6

$0.2

$0.2

$0.0

$0.1 $

Largest single
dispute

$0.6 $15.9 $30.8 $14.7

$4.6 $187.9

$3.2

$0.3 $212.4

$2.3

$2.1 $18.5

$1.2

$1.2

$0.5

$0.7

$5.1

$0.1 $75.6

$1.3

16.9 $

2011

15.2 $

45.2 $

46.8

1.3 $

1.5

$ 1567.2 $ 1611.3 $ 212.4 $ 212.4

Monthly Average

$300

Monthly Average Amount in Dispute
($000's)

$20

Average Dispute Size ($000's)

$2,000

$15

$1,500

$10

$1,000

$100

$5

$500

$0

$0

$200

2009

2010

2011

Prev 12
mo

Largest Single Dispute ($000's)

$0
2009

2010

2011 Prev 12
mo

2009

2010

2011 Prev 12
mo

Prev
12 mo

* Annual maximum

*

10b. Financial Disputes Index

100

40

50

20

0

0

Avg Days Outstanding
(Figures in $000's)

# Disputes

# Resettlements

Mar 11

Apr 11

May 11

Jun 11

Jul 11

Aug 11

Sep 11

Oct 11

Nov 11

Dec 11

Jan 12

Feb 12

Mar 12

21
2
14

32
2
22

37
2
20

49
5
37

53
4
25

65
5
25

49
27
24

30
34
32

38
14
35

20
4
35

23
1
29

13
11
33

21
33
41

# Disputes
# Resettlements
Avg Days Outstanding

2009

2010

2011

40.1
22.5
33.2

17.8
11.7
27.4

38.1
8.6
27.3

Prev 12
mo

35.8
11.8
29.8

Monthly Average
Monthly Average of Active
Disputes

100

Average Monthly Resettlements

40

Average Days Outstanding

30

80

30
20

60

20
40
10

10

20
-

-

2009

2010

2011 Prev 12
mo

-

2009

2010

2011

Prev 12
mo
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Prev 12
mo

11a. Employee Turnover - monthly

Turnover Rate

Employee Turnover (monthly)
3.0%

550

2.5%

500

2.0%

450

1.5%

400

1.0%

350

0.5%

300

0.0%

250
Mar
10

Apr
10

May Jun Jul 10 Aug Sep
10
10
10
10

Oct
10

Nov Dec
10
10

Jan
11

Feb
11

Jan 11

Voluntary TO Rate
Involuntary TO Rate
Total Turnover
(# of employees)

Permanent
Employees

0.0%
0.0%
455

Feb 11

0.2%
0.0%

Mar 11

0.2%
0.0%

Apr 11

0.6%
0.0%

May 11

0.2%
0.0%

Apr
11

May Jun Jul 11 Aug Sep
11
11
11
11

Voluntary TO Rate
Jun 11

0.2%
0.0%

Jul 11

0.8%
0.0%

Aug 11

0.4%
0.0%

Oct
11

Nov Dec
11
11

Jan
12

Feb
12

Mar
12

# of Employees
Sep 11

0.4%
0.0%

Oct 11

0.2%
0.2%

Nov 11

0.2%
0.2%

Dec 11

0.2%
0.0%

1

1

3

1

1

4

2

2

2

2

1

463

475

476

480

496

499

500

510

512

512

514

Jan 12

0.0%
0.0%
521

Feb 12

0.2%
0.4%

Mar 12

0.2%
0.0%

3

1

524

527

Rolling 12-month Turnover Rate
10%
Turnover Rate

Learning & Growth

Involuntary TO Rate

Mar
11

8%
6%
4%
2%
0%
Mar 10 Apr 10 May 10 Jun 10 Jul 10 Aug 10 Sep 10 Oct 10 Nov 10 Dec 10 Jan 11 Feb 11 Mar 11 Apr 11 May 11 Jun 11 Jul 11 Aug 11 Sep 11 Oct 11 Nov 11 Dec 11 Jan 12 Feb 12 Mar 12

Jan 11

Rolling 12-month
Turnover Rate

4.5%

Feb 11

4.3%

Mar 11

4.3%

Apr 11

4.7%

May 11

4.4%

Jun 11

3.9%

Jul 11

4.5%

Aug 11

4.0%

Avg. Days Outstanding

60

Financial Metrics

# of Disputes and Resettlements

Settlement Dispute Statistics
150

Sep 11

4.2%

Oct 11

4.3%

Nov 11

4.1%

Dec 11

4.0%

Jan 12

4.0%

Feb 12

4.4%

Mar 12

4.4%

11b. Employee Turnover - annual

600

10%

500

8%

400

6%

300

4%

200

2%

100

0%

Total Employees

Turnover Rate (annualized)

Learning & Growth

Annual Turnover Ratio and Employee Count
12%

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Total Employees
1998

2000

2001

2002

2009

2010

2011

2012

Turnover Ratio

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

3

1

7

7

10

8

8

8

14

21

30

13

21

20

4

39

45

73

110

110

116

131

169

245

295

345

423

449

514

527

7.7%

2.2%

9.6%

6.4%

9.1%

6.9%

6.1%

4.7%

5.7%

7.1%

8.7%

3.1%

4.7%

3.9%

3.0%

Total Turnover
Total Employees
Turnover Ratio

1999

2008

Note 1: Total Turnover only includes voluntary and involuntary separations; retirements and interns are not used in the calculation.
Note 2: Turnover Ratio is annualized for the current year.

12. Staffing Summary

160

140

Employees

120

100

80

Learning & Growth

60

40

20

0
Jan 11

Feb 11

Mar 11

Apr 11

May 11

Jun 11

Jul 11

Aug 11

Filled w/ External Hire

Filled w/ Internal Hire
Filled w/ External Hire
Hired YTD

Oct 11

Nov 11

Dec 11

Jan 12

Feb 12

Mar 12

Hired YTD

Jan 11

Feb 11

Mar 11

Apr 11

May 11

Jun 11

Jul 11

Aug 11

Sep 11

Oct 11

Nov 11

Dec 11

Jan 12

Feb 12

Mar 12

12

5

8

3

8

8

8

6

5

5

5

5

6

5

3

5

12

3

4

5

18

8

4

11

2

3

3

1

-

2

17

34

45

52

65

91

107

117

133

140

148

156

7

12

17

2011

Filled w/ Internal Hire
Filled w/ External Hire
Hired YTD

Sep 11

Filled w/ Internal Hire

78
78
156

2012

14
3
17

13. SPP Regional Entity Compliance

Year End Open Caseload

Violations

300

300

200

Performance

200

100
100

0
2009

0
2008

2009

2010

2009

2011

2010

2010
New

2012

2011

2011

Processed

2012

Dismissed

All 2012 Figures are as of the end of the 1st Quarter.

2012

Starting Caseload
New Violations
Processed by SPP RE
Dismissed by SPP RE
Ending Caseload

57
129
27
5
154

154
254
117
23
268

268
239
187
75
245

245
57
15
12
275

Cumulative Violations

194

448

687

744

14a. IT System Performance - Monthly Service Availability

% Service Availability

100.00

Jan Feb Mar

Jan Feb Mar

Jan Feb Mar

Jan Feb Mar

Jan Feb Mar

Jan Feb Mar

Jan Feb Mar

Market System
(MOS)

Reliability
(EMS)

Reliability
(ICCP)

Tariff Admin
(OASIS)

Scheduling
(RTO_SS)

COS Portal

MUI Portal

99.50

99.00

98.50

Performance

98.00

Target Uptime %

(MOS)
99.87

Reliability
(EMS)
99.93

Reliability
(ICCP)
99.93

Tariff Admin
(OASIS)
99.87

Scheduling
(RTO_SS)
99.87

Target Threshold (min)

60

30

30

60

60

240

60

Jan Uptime %

99.66

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

Feb Uptime %

99.98

100.00

100.00

100.00

99.75

100.00

100.00

Mar Uptime %

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

Jan Outage Minutes

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Feb Outage Minutes

60

0

0

0

0

0

0

Mar Outage Minutes

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

GREEN
Meets or
Exceeds
Targeted
Uptime

YELLOW
Unplanned
outage below
Target Uptime

RED
Unplanned
outage below
Target Uptime

Market System

COS Portal

MUI Portal

99.46

99.87

14b. IT System Performance - 12 Month Service Availability

% Service Availability

100.00

99.50

99.00

Performance

98.50

98.00

Market System
(MOS)

Reliability
(EMS)

Reliability
(ICCP)

Tariff Admin
(OASIS)

%

Market
System
(MOS)

Reliability
(EMS)

Reliability
(ICCP)

Tariff Admin
(OASIS)

Scheduling
(RTO_SS)

COS Portal

MUI Portal

12 Month
Service
Availability

99.94

100.00

100.00

100.00

99.98

100.00

100.00

15. Strategic Plan - Progress Dashboard

Scheduling
(RTO_SS)

COS Portal

March 2012

Performance

Under development for 2012

MUI Portal

16a. Studies - Aggregate - MW

20,000

2011-AG3

2012-AG1

16,000

2011-AG2
2011-AGP1

MW

12,000

2011-AG3

2011-AG2

8,000
2011-AG2

2011-AGP1

Performance

2011-AGP1

4,000
2011-AGP1
2010-AGP1

2010-AGP1

2010-AGP1

2010-AGP1

-

Completed
2010-AGP1

(4,000)
1Q 11

2Q 11

3Q 11

4Q 11

MW
Completed

1Q 11

2Q 11

1Q 12

MW
3Q 11

4Q 11

1Q 12

2008-AGP1

In Progress

1Q 11

2Q 11

3Q 11

4Q 11

1Q 12

2009-AGP2

2009-AGP1

2010-AGP1

2009-AGP2

2011-AGP1

2010-AGP1

2,624

3,953

3,653

3,503

3,212

17,984

6,948

6,143

5,680

5,941

3,866

3,074

7,505

6,125

20,726

17,898

2011-AG2
2011-AG3
2012-AG1

TOTAL

-

-

-

-

2,624

3,019

TOTAL

3,953

21,637

16,392

16b. Studies - Aggregate - Upgrade $

$3,000

2012-AG1
$2,000

Performance

$ (in millions)

2011-AG3
2011-AG3

$1,000

2011-AG2

2011-AG2

2011-AG2

2011-AGP1

2011-AGP1

2011-AGP1
2011-AGP1
2010-AGP1

2010-AGP1

2010-AGP1

$0

2010-AGP1
Completed
2010-AGP1

-$1,000
1Q 11

2Q 11

3Q 11

4Q 11

$ (in millions)
Completed

1Q 11

2Q 11

1Q 12

$ (in millions)

3Q 11

4Q 11

1Q 12

In Progress

2008-AGP1

2009-AGP2

2009-AGP1

2010-AGP1

2009-AGP2

2011-AGP1

2010-AGP1

$

13.0

1Q 11

$

22.7

2Q 11

3Q 11

4Q 11

$

22.1

$

22.1

$

23.7

$

507.2

$

255.0

$

275.9

$

281.3

$ 1,281.2

$

364.9

$

495.7

2011-AG2
2011-AG3

$ 1,778.9

2012-AG1
TOTAL

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

13.0

TOTAL

1Q 12

$ 1,307.8
$

$

22.7

$

529.3

$ 1,558.3

$ 2,443.4

98.1

$ 2,183.0

16c. Studies - Generation Interconnection - MW
Generation Interconnection MW - In Progress

20,000

MW

15,000

10,000

5,000

Performance

1Q 11

2Q 11

Pre Queue Reform

3Q 11

Transition Cluster

2009 Studies

2010 Studies

4Q 11

2011 Studies

1Q 12

2012 Studies

MW
In Progress

1Q 11

Pre Queue Reform

2Q 11

3Q 11

4Q 11

1Q 12

78

78

48

48

48

Transition Cluster

1,209

1,209

454

454

454

DISIS-2009-001

2,238

412

201

201

201

DISIS-2010-001

4,315

3,731

1,821

1,821

1,087

DISIS-2010-002

2,147

2,147

2,075

2,075

534

DISIS-2011-001

6,823

6,783

4,824

4,722

4,420

2,893

3,096

2,073

333

1,250

DISIS-2011-002
DISIS-2012-001
PISIS-2011-001

479

479

200

PISIS-2012-001

150

FCS-2011-001
FCS-2011-002

2,438

2,438

FCS-2011-003

242

FCS-2011-004

74

74

FCS-2012-002

80

Pending Withdrawal

TOTAL

19,726

17,517

12,588

12,823

10,297

Metrics Definitions
Transmission and Market Indicators
Two groups of metrics will be monitored to provide an overall health indication of the regional transmission system and market.
Reliability Performance Indicators, which focus on the actual operations of the transmission system and whether or not it was operated within

• expected limits and standards.

• Market Performance Indicators, which focus on the performance of the market in terms of overall volume, prices and level of participation.
The intent is to monitor the trends in these areas over time to identify any unexpected performance in an area. Specific performance targets may be
established in the future as experience is gained with the information.

Reliability Performance Indicators
This sub-group of metrics is designed to measure the operations of the transmission system from a reliability perspective.

• How much time was congested during the period. (see Congestion)
• How much energy was curtailed due to congestion? (see Congestion)
• Was the system operated in compliance with the relevant control performance standards? (see Regional Control Performance)
1a. Congestion
Time (in hours) during the month that flowgates were in Congested (Breached or Binding) and Over
• the Limit
• % of Schedules/Tags Curtailed
1b. Curtailments

• Tag Curtailments and Market (Schedules) Curtailments along with Total Tags and Schedules.

1.

Congestion

1c. TLR / CME Time
TLR Events by level (in hours)
Level 3 - curtailment of non-firm schedules and non-firm market flow
Level 4 – curtailment of all non-firm schedules and non-firm market flow (additional reconfiguration
of transmission allowed)
•
Level 5 - curtailment of all non-firm and some firm schedules and market flow
"A" Levels begin curtailing at the beginning of the next hour
"B" Levels begin curtailing immediately and lasts through the end of the next hour
• CME (Congestion Management Events) where loading is greater than 90% (in hours)
1d. Congested Intervals
Percent of intervals binding (flow = System Operating Limit [SOL]), breached (flow > SOL) and

• congested (either binding or breached) during the month.
1e. & 1f. Price Contour Map

Graphic representation of average monthly prices by load area for the last quarter and last 12 months.

• Flowgates appearing in the top ten by average shadow price impact in 1g. are identified on 1f.
1f. Congestion

• Congestion by flowgate by average hourly shadow price.

Measures the aggregate performance to the NERC CPS (Control Performance Standards) of the Balancing
Authorities in the region. This indicator is set based on the number of BAs within region that are in
compliance with the NERC real time control performance standards (known as BAL-001 – Real Power
Balancing Control Performance and BAL-002 – Disturbance Control Performance).
CPS1 requires BAs to be in compliance for 100% of the periods measured within the month; and

2.

Regional Control Performance

• CPS2 requires BAs to be in compliance for 90% of the periods measured within the month.

For the CPS1 standard, each BA’s rolling 12 month performance is grouped into one of three

• performance bands (<100% [red], 100-150% [yellow], >150% [green]).

The number of BA’s whose CPS1 score falls into these bands is shown; with below 100% meaning

• non-compliant with the standard.

CPS2 performance is depicted in the appropriate bands (<90% [red], 90-95% [yellow], >95% [green])

• based on the monthly CPS2 score rather than a rolling 12 month average.
Market Performance Indicators

This sub-group of indicators provides a view of the effectiveness of the EIS market in the context of answering the following questions:

• What was the value of transmission services used in the month? (see Transmission Utilization)
• What was the average wholesale price paid in the region and what was its volatility? (see EIS Price and Price Range)
• How much Revenue Neutrality Uplift was generated during the month? (see Congestion Uplift)
• What was the level of available generation offered to the market and EIS related energy sales in the month? (see Market Liquidity)
Measures the volume of transmission service scheduled in the month in terms of the transmission service
revenues paid by both Network Customers and Point-to-Point customers.
The revenues paid by transmission customers are directly related to the amount of transactions

• scheduled on the transmission system and therefore provide a proxy as to the utilization of the
3.

Transmission Utilization
•

transmission system in the period.
Transmission service revenues will be reported as a simple sum of revenues paid for Network
Service, Firm Point-to-Point, and Non-Firm Point-to-Point transmission service.
Transmission service MWh will be reported as a simple sum of Network Service, Firm Point-to-Point,

• and Non-Firm Point-to-Point transmission service.

•
4.

Price and Price Ranges
•

Shows the EIS market prices (high, average and low) for each market participant within the footprint
on during the previous 12-month period as well as for the previous month. Also provides an SPPwide average price for the period reported. Volatility (measured as the coefficient of correlation, which
is average divided by the standard deviation) is shown for each market participant as well as SPP as
a whole. A higher volatility indicates more variability in prices.
Shows the SPP-wide monthly average EIS price and the Gas Cost at the Panhandle Eastern Pipeline
hub along with12-month rolling averages.

Tracks amount of RNU (Revenue Neutrality Uplift) charged or credited to market participants during the
month. RNU ensures settlement payments/receipts for each hourly settlement interval equal zero.

5.

Revenue Neutrality Uplift

• Positive RNU - SPP receives insufficent revenue and collects from market participants.
• Negative RNU - SPP receives excess revenue, which must be credited back to market participants.

Measures the average daily MW offered and dispatchable to the EIS market (dispatchable generation); as
well as the average daily sales volume during the month in MWh and dollars.

6.

Market Liquidity

• Data is taken from the Resource Plans.
A “percent of total offered” is calculated using the dispatchable MW divided by the total offered MW.

• Although no specific performance targets have been set, the intent is to monitor the trend of this
index to identify significant deviations from average.

Financial Metrics
This group of metrics provides a view of the organization’s overall financial situation in terms of both the operating costs and settlement functions carried out.

7.

SPP Admin Fee Performance

Measures actual costs incurred by SPP on an annual basis and compares this to the approved Admin Fee
and Budgeted Net Revenue Requirement (NRR).

8.

Budget Performance Monitor

Measures the total actual operating expenses against the total budgeted operating expenses across the
organization.

9.

Financial Settlement Index

Metric measures the timeliness of the financial settlements for both transmission billing and EIS market
billing and provides a proxy for the strength of the organization’s cash flow.
Measures the number and value of disputes made with regard to the financial settlements of the markets.
The objective in this area is twofold: (1) minimize the time to clear disputes; and (2) minimize the total value
of dollars in dispute.

10.

Financial Disputes Index

•

The dollar amount for total disputes, the average dispute size and the largest single dispute is
tracked.

•

The number of disputes active during the month, as well as the average days outstanding for those
disputes is calculated. In addition, the number of resettlements during the month is tracked.

Learning & Growth Metrics
These indicators provide insights into the organization’s success in maintaining and supporting its desired staffing levels and employee growth plans.
Measures both involuntary and voluntary turnover rates, along with number of employees in the organization.
Monthly turnover is charted on a rolling 12 month basis, while annual turnover ratio and number of
employees is provided for historical purposes.

11.

12.

Employee Turnover

Staffing

•

A turnover rate is calculated each month by dividing the total turnover for the month by the total
employee count at month-end. This monthly rate is then aggregated for the previous 12 months
giving a 12-month turnover rate. In order to observe the trend, this 12-month turnover rate is
calculated on a rolling basis for the last 25 months.

•

An annual turnover rate and the number of employees at year-end are both tracked for historical
purposes.

Measures the number of new hires during a month (positions filled) from internal transfers and external hires.
Also shows year-to-date new hire total.

Performance Metrics
The metrics in this group focus on NERC Compliance and IT System Availability.

13.

SPP RE Compliance

Measures SPP Regional Entity compliance of all NERC standards. Metrics track the active caseload, as well
as new possible violations and the disposition of reported violations.

14.

IT System Availability

Measures availability of SPP IT Systems.

15.

Strategic Plan Progress

Tracks status of elements of the SPP Strategic Plan.

16.

Studies

Tracks status of Aggregate Studies and Generation Interconnection Studies by MW and upgrade costs
(Aggregate Studies only).

Regulatory Update - Activity in Significant Dockets
First Quarter 2012
SPP Tariff/Governing Document Revisions
Docket Number
ER08-1419

ER09-1050,
ER11-121 and
ER12-550

ER10-1069

Short Description
SPP Submission of Tariff
Revisions to Adopt a "Balanced
Portfolio" Cost Allocation
Process for Economic Planning
Upgrades
SPP Order No. 719 Compliance
Filing Pursuant to the Final Rule
Issued Concerning Wholesale
Competition in Regions with
Organized Electric Markets in
Docket No. RM07-19
SPP Submission of Tariff
Revisions to Adopt a
"Highway/Byway" Regional
Transmission Upgrade Cost
Allocation Methodology

Summary
On January 24, 2012, SPP filed a Motion for Extension of Time to request an extension to and including
May 14, 2012, to submit the compliance filing required by the Commission's December 16, 2011 Order.
FERC granted the extension on January 31, 2012.
SPP’s Compliance Filing is due May 14, 2012.
On December 5, 2011, SPP submitted its compliance filing in Docket No. ER12-550 in response to the
October 4, 2011 Order on Compliance Filings and Rehearing issued in Docket Nos. ER09-1050, ER09748 and ER09-1192. An effective date of December 5, 2011 was requested.
FERC action is pending.
On January 24, 2012, the U.S. Court of Appeals issued an order granting interventions in Case No. 113715. Interventions were granted for: Southwest Power Pool, Inc., ITC Great Plains, Sunflower Electric
Power Corporation and Mid-Kansas Electric Company, LLC, Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation
and Golden Spread Electric Cooperative, Tri-County Electric Cooperative, The American Wind Energy
and Wind Coalition, and American Electric Power Service Corporation.

and
11-3715
(U.S. Court of Appeals)

ER11-3967

ER12-608

The Empire District Electric
Company, Lincoln Electric
System, Nebraska Public Power
District, Omaha Public Power
District, and City Utilities of
Springfield, Missouri
(“Petitioners”) v. Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission

SPP Order No. 741 Compliance
Filing Pursuant to the Final Rule
Issued Concerning Credit
Reforms in Organized Wholesale
Electric Markets in Docket No.
RM10-13
SPP Submission of Tariff
Revisions to Revise the
Minimum Participation Criteria

On April 2, 2012, the Petitioners' filed their First Status Report in Case No. 11-3715. The Petitioners
stated that although there are steps yet to be taken to implement the recommendations set forth by the
Regional Allocation Review Task Force ("RARTF"), the Petitioners believe that withdrawal of the
Petition for Review is warranted at this time and expects to file a motion for voluntary dismissal of the
Petition for Review.
On April 4, 2012, the Petitioners' filed a Motion for Voluntary Dismissal of Petition for Review in U.S.
Court of Appeals Case No. 11-3715.
On April 5, 2012, the U.S. Court of Appeals issued a Judgment granting the Appellant's motion to dismiss
appeal in Case No. 11-3715.
On March 15, 2012, FERC issued an Order on Compliance Filing. FERC accepted SPP's December 14,
2011 Compliance Filing, as amended January 13, 2012, to be effective October 1, 2011.

On January 30, 2012, FERC issued an order accepting the tariff revisions, effective January 1, 2012 as
requested.
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SPP Tariff/Governing Document Revisions
Docket Number

ER12-1179

Short Description
Set Forth in its Credit Policy in
Attachment X to Permit Market
Participants to Use Certain
Parental Guaranties to Meet the
Minimum Criteria for Market
Participation
SPP Submission of Tariff
Revisions to Implement SPP
Integrated Marketplace

Summary
This order constitutes final agency action.

On February 29, 2012, SPP submitted revisions to its Open Access Transmission Tariff to implement the
SPP Integrated Marketplace. An effective date of March 1, 2014 was requested. SPP requested that the
Commission issue an order on this filing by July 31, 2012.
Numerous entities filed Motions to Intervene and Comments.
Several entities filed Protests.
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Other Filings of Interest
Docket Number
EL11-34

and

Short Description
Midwest Independent
Transmission System Operator,
Inc. ("MISO”) Petition for
Declaratory Order Seeking
Commission Confirmation
Regarding Section 5.2 of the
Joint Operating Agreement
("JOA") between MISO and SPP

12-1158
(U.S. Court of Appeals)

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. v.
Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission

ER09-659 and
ER12-1401

SPP Filing of an Executed Letter
Agreement Regarding InterRegional Planning between SPP
and Entergy Services, Inc.
(“Entergy”) (SPP-Entergy Seams
Agreement)

EL12-2

ER12-1402

Investigation Under Section 206
of the Federal Power Act
(“FPA”) to Determine the
Justness and Reasonableness of
Certain Language in Section
VII.8(b) of Attachment O of
SPP's Tariff

SPP Submission of Tariff
Revisions to Section VII.8(b) of
Attachment O

Summary
On January 26, 2012, FERC issued an Order on Rehearing. FERC, noting that the process and scope of
any potential renegotiation of the JOA is beyond the scope of the Petition and the July 1, 2011 Order,
denied the requests for rehearing and/or clarification.
On March 23, 2012, SPP filed in Case No. 12-1158, before the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit, a Petition for Review of two orders that FERC issued in Docket No. EL11-34 on July 1,
2011 and January 26, 2012.

On February 29, 2012, FERC issued an Order on Compliance Filing, Instituting Section 206 Proceeding,
Establishing Refund Effective Date, and Directing Further Compliance Filing.
The Commission accepted SPP's August 17, 2009 Compliance Filing in Docket No. ER09-659, effective
April 8, 2009, subject to SPP submitting an additional filing in 30 days modifying the seams agreement.
FERC directed SPP to revise the definitions of "Approved Expansion Plan" and "Regional Stakeholder
Meeting" to conform with Entergy's proposed revisions accepted by FERC in March 2010 in Docket No.
OA08-59. FERC also directed SPP to submit revisions to the seams agreement to conform with section
VII.7(d) of Attachment O of SPP's Tariff, as modified in the ER08-1419 Balanced Portfolio proceeding.
FERC found the language of section VII.8(b) of Attachment O of SPP's Tariff, which directs certain
entities to the Commission's website for instructions for access to Critical Energy Infrastructure
Information (“CEII”), appears to contradict the Commission's directive that stakeholders are not required
to receive authorization from the Commission to access CEII data. Therefore, FERC found section VII to
be unjust and unreasonable, and inconsistent with Order No. 890's requirement that transmission providers
establish procedures for allowing access to CEII, rather than referring those seeking such information to
the Commission. The Commission established Docket No. EL12-2 to open an investigation under FPA
section 206 to evaluate the justness and reasonableness of section VII.8(b) of Attachment O of SPP's
Tariff. FERC directed SPP to revise section VII.8(b) of Attachment O to remove the language directing
individuals that do not belong to a confirmed pre-screened Member or Market Participant to the
Commission's website for instructions to access CEII information and to add procedures for how non-
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Other Filings of Interest
Docket Number

Short Description

Summary
Members may gain access to CEII.
The refund effective date is March 6, 2012.
On March 23, 2012, SPP filed a Motion for Extension of Time and Request for Shortened Comment
Period and Expedited Action. SPP requested an extension to May 14, 2012 to file certain revisions to the
agreement between SPP and Entergy Services, Inc. in Docket No. ER09-659, and an extension to July 31,
2012 to file certain other revisions to the SPP Tariff as required by the February 29, 2012 Order.
On March 30, 2012, in Docket No. ER12-1401, SPP submitted revisions to the SPP-Entergy Seams
Agreement, Original Rate Schedule 11, to comply with the February 29, 2012 Order issued in Docket
Nos. ER09-659 and EL12-2. An effective date of March 30, 2012 was requested.
On March 30, 2012, in Docket No. ER12-1402, SPP submitted revisions to its OATT to revise Section
VII.8(b) of Attachment O to delete language indicating that "[i]ndividuals that do not belong to a
confirmed pre-screened Member or Market Participant shall be directed to the Commission's website for
instructions for access to CEII information" in compliance with the February 29, 2012 Order issued in
Docket Nos. ER09-659 and EL12-2. An effective date of March 30, 2012 was requested.

ES12-20

SPP Application Under Section
204 of the Federal Power Act
(“FPA”) for an Order
Authorizing the Issuance of
Securities ($125 Million)

On February 2, 2012, SPP filed an Application Under Section 204 of the FPA for an Order Authorizing
the Issuance of Securities in the amount of up to $125 million in secured or unsecured promissory notes.
The Notes will be used to fund capital expenditures and for general corporate purposes of SPP, including,
particularly without limitation: 1) fund all or a portion of the acquisition and installation of equipment and
furnishings for facilities constructed to house SPP's personnel and operations center; 2) fund the continued
development and implementation of SPP's Integrated Marketplace; and 3) complete various other tasks
associated with the normal business of the Company and for any other lawful and proper purpose of SPP.
On April 2, 2012, FERC issued a letter order granting SPP's application to issue Promissory Notes in an
aggregate principal amount not to exceed $125 million. SPP must file a Report of Securities Issued no
later than 30 days after the sale or placement of long-term debt or equity securities. SPP's authorization to
issue Promissory Notes expires April 2, 2014.
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State Cases
Docket Number
Arkansas
09-090-U

Arkansas
10-011-U

Short Description
In the Matter of the Impact of
Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (“FERC”) Orders
719 and 719-A in FERC Docket
No. RM07-19-001 on the
Regulatory Authority of the
Arkansas Public Service
Commission
In the Matter of a Show Cause
Order Directed to Entergy
Arkansas, Inc. (“EAI”)
Regarding Its Continued
Membership in the Current
Entergy System Agreement, or
Any Successor Agreement
Thereto, and Regarding the
Future Operation and Control of
Its Transmission Assets

Summary
Further action in this proceeding is pending SPP’s compliance filing and FERC’s action in FERC Docket
No. ER09-1050. SPP submitted its compliance filing on December 5, 2011, in response to FERC’s Order
on Compliance Filings and Rehearing issued October 4, 2011.

On January 6, 2012, EAI filed its Responses to Order No. 54.
On January 6, 2012, Kurtis Castleberry filed Supplemental Direct Testimony on behalf of EAI pursuant to
Order No. 54.
On January 11, 2012, Hugh McDonald and Kurtis Castleberry filed Supplemental Direct Testimony. Mr.
McDonald provided an overview of the process that EAI will use for generation resource planning and
operations after its participation in the System Agreement ends. Mr. Castleberry provided additional
details on this process and detailed plans about EAI's post-System Agreement operation, including how
EAI will operate within the Midwest Independent Transmission System Operator, Inc. Regional
Transmission Organization (“RTO”).
On February 16, 2012, the APSC issued Order No. 60, directing all parties to this proceeding to consider
to what extent, if any, the proposed ITC transaction may affect EAI's membership in an RTO or otherwise
may bear upon the proceedings and address those matters in upcoming testimony due during March, April
and May.
On March 16, 2012, Staff and Intervenors filed Direct Testimony. Carl Monroe and Ralph Luciani filed
Direct Testimony on behalf of SPP.
EAI continues to file Responses to Order No. 54 at the first of each month.
The remainder of the procedural schedule is as follows:
April 13, 2012 (by Noon) - EAI Rebuttal Testimony due;
April 27, 2012 (by Noon) - Staff and Intervenor Surrebuttal Testimony due;
May 11, 2012 (by Noon) - EAI Sur-Surrebuttal Testimony due;
May 16, 2012 (by Noon) - Any proposed settlement agreements and/or stipulations and supporting
testimonies due;
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State Cases
Docket Number

Short Description

Summary
May 30, 2012 - Evidentiary Hearing begins at 9:30 AM.

Louisiana
U-32148

Joint Application of Entergy
Louisiana, LLC (“ELL”) and
Entergy Gulf States Louisiana,
L.L.C. (“EGSL”) (collectively
“Entergy”) Regarding Transfer
of Functional Control of Certain
Transmission Assets to the
Midwest Independent
Transmission System Operator,
Inc. (“MISO”) Regional
Transmission Organization
(“RTO”), For an Accounting
Order Deferring Related
Implementation Costs and
Request for Timely Treatment

On January 6, 2012, Richard Doying, Clair Moeller, and R. Wayne Schug filed Direct Testimony on
behalf of MISO.
On January 23, 2012, John Hurstell , William Mohl, and Michael Schnitzer and filed Supplemental Direct
Testimony on behalf of Entergy.
On January 23, 2012, Entergy filed a Notice of Objection and Reservation of Rights in order to
memorialize within the record in this proceeding Entergy's continuing objection to the submission of
testimony, as well as the conduct of discovery or proceedings, relating to the proposed divestiture and
merger of transmission assets.
On March 14, 2012, Staff and Intervenors filed Direct Testimony. Carl Monroe filed Direct Testimony on
behalf of SPP.
On March 26, 2012, Carl Monroe and Ralph Luciani filed Direct Testimony on behalf of SPP regarding
Charles River Associates’ assessment of the impact that Energy potentially joining MISO would have on
reciprocal coordinated flowgate loadings and congestion.
Also on March 26, Kip Fox filed Direct Testimony on behalf of Southwestern Electric Power Company
(“SWEPCO”) to discuss the effect of Entergy membership on SWEPCO ratepayers so that the ratepayers
are not harmed and are protected as necessary.
The remainder of the Procedural Schedule is as follows:
April 10, 2012 - Staff and Intervenor Cross-Answering Testimony and work papers
April 19, 2012 - Entergy Rebuttal Testimony and work papers
April 25, 2012 - Pre-hearing Statements
May 2-8, 2012 - Hearing

Louisiana – City of New
Orleans
UD-11-01

Initiating Investigation of the
Potential Costs and Benefits of
Entergy New Orleans, Inc. and
Entergy Louisiana, LLC Joining
a Regional Transmission
Organization Versus the
Continuation of the Entergy

On March 23, 2012, Intervenors filed Direct Testimony. Carl Monroe filed Direct Testimony on behalf of
SPP.
The remainder of the Procedural Schedule is as follows:
May 7, 2012 - Advisors Direct Testimony
June 7, 2012 - Entergy Cross-Answering Testimony
August 3, 2012 - Intervenor and Advisors Cross-Answering Testimony
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State Cases
Docket Number

Short Description
Independent Coordinator of
Transmission with
Enhancements

Summary
August 22, 2012 - Entergy Rebuttal Testimony
September 18, 2012 - Evidentiary Hearing commences
September 28, 2012 - Hearing Officer to certify record of these proceedings

Louisiana – City of New
Orleans
UD-12-01

Investigation of the Proposed
Divestiture of the Transmission
Assets of Entergy New Orleans,
Inc. ("ENO") and Entergy
Louisiana, LLC ("ELL") to ITC
Holdings Corp.
Joint Application of Entergy
Mississippi, Inc. (“EMI”), and
the Midwest Independent
Transmission System Operator,
Inc. (“MISO”), for Transfer of
Functional Control of Entergy
Mississippi's Transmission
Facilities to MISO

On February 16, 2012, the Council of the City of New Orleans adopted Resolution R-12-56, Resolution
Establishing Docket and Initiating Investigation of the Proposed Divestiture of the Transmission Assets of
Entergy New Orleans, Inc. and Entergy Louisiana, LLC to ITC Holdings Corp.

Mississippi
2011-UA-376

Missouri
EO-2012-0135

Missouri
EO-2012-0136

In the Matter of the Application
of Kansas City Power & Light
Company (“KCPL”) for
Authority to Extend the Transfer
of Functional Control of Certain
Transmission Assets to the
Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
In the Matter of the Application
of KCP&L Greater Missouri
Operations Company (“KCPLGMO”) for Authority to Extend
the Transfer of Functional

On January 9, 2012, the MPSC issued an order granting SPP's Petition to Intervene.
A Technical Conference was held on February 22, 2012.
On March 13, 2012, the MPSC issued a Revised Scheduling Order setting the following procedural
schedule:
April 23, 2012 - Intervenor Direct Testimony
May 11, 2012 - Last day to serve data requests on parties
June 11, 2012 - Staff Direct Testimony
June 25, 2012 - EMI and MISO Rebuttal Testimony
July 16, 2012 - Technical Conference
July 17, 2012 - Prehearing Conference
July 19-20, 2012 - Hearing
August 31, 2012 - Final Order
On February 24, 2012, the MoPSC issued an Order Directing Staff to File a Status Update no later than
April 30, 2012.

On February 24, 2012, the MoPSC issued an Order Directing Staff to File a Status Update no later than
April 30, 2012.
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Regulatory Update - Activity in Significant Dockets
First Quarter 2012
State Cases
Docket Number

Missouri
EO-2012-0269

Oklahoma
PUD 201000043

Texas
38877

Short Description
Control of Certain Transmission
Assets to the Southwest Power
Pool, Inc.
In the Matter of The Empire
District Electric Company's
(“Empire”) Submission of Its
Interim Report Regarding
Participation in the Southwest
Power Pool, Inc.

Inquiry of the Oklahoma
Corporation Commission
("OCC") to Investigate Issues
Arising from the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission's Orders
No. 719, 719-A and 719-B
Application of Southwestern
Public Service Company ("SPS")
to Amend a Certificate of
Convenience and Necessity for a
Proposed Tuco to
Texas/Oklahoma Interconnection
345-kV Transmission Line
Within Hale, Floyd, Motley,
Cottle, Briscoe, Hall, Childress,
Donley, Collingsworth, and
Wheeler Counties

Summary

On February 3, 2012, Empire filed its Interim Report regarding participation in SPP, pursuant to the
Stipulation and Agreement in Case No. EO-2006-0141.
Empire estimated that their total company net savings or trade benefits were approximately $21.6 million
between 2007 and 2010. The Interim Report shows a projected net annual benefit for continued
participation in SPP of approximately $12.2 million over the four year study period of 2014 through 2017
for Empire and its customers.
Empire requested that the Commission accept the Interim Report and issue an order approving the
continued participation in SPP beyond January 31, 2014.
Further action in this proceeding is pending SPP’s compliance filing and FERC’s action in FERC Docket
No. ER09-1050. SPP submitted its compliance filing on December 5, 2011, in response to FERC’s Order
on Compliance Filings and Rehearing issued October 4, 2011.

A Hearing on the Merits was held January 3, 2012.
On January 4, 2012, Anastacia Santos and Jeffrey Stebbins filed Supplemental Testimony in Support of
Settlement on behalf of SPS.
On March 7, 2012, SPS field an Agreed Motion to Admit Evidence and Motion to Remand. SPS filed the
Stipulation and moved to admit evidence in this proceeding. SPS requested an order remanding this case
to the Commission for consideration of the Stipulation and dismissing this case from the active docket of
the State Office of Administrative Hearings.
On March 9, 2012, the PUCT issued SOAH Order No. 23, Granting Motion to Admit Evidence and
Remand Proceeding; Dismissal of SOAH Docket.
On March 14, 2012, the PUCT issued a Proposed Order which will be discussed at the April 12, 2012
Open Meeting. Parties shall file corrections or exceptions to the Proposed Order no later than April 4,
2012.
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Regulatory Outlook

State of Texas

Parties to file corrections or exceptions to Proposed Order (Proposed Order issued March 14, 2012)

4/4/2012

38877
State of Louisiana
U-32148

State of Arkansas

Staff and Intervenors Cross-Answering Testimony and work papers are due (March 8, 2012 Ruling on
Unopposed Motion to Modify Procedural Schedule; December 21, 2011 Report of December 20, 2011
Status Conference)

4/10/2012

Entergy Arkansas, Inc.'s Rebuttal Testimony due by Noon (Order No. 57 issued December 16, 2011)

4/13/2012

Technical Conference begins at 9 AM Eastern Time to examine whether the Commission should
reconsider or modify the reactive power provisions of Order No. 661-A (Notice of Technical Conference
issued February 17, 2012)

4/17/2012

Settlement Conference begins at 10 AM EST (Order Rescheduling Initial Settlement Conference issued
April 5, 2012; Order of Chief Judge Designating Settlement Judge and Scheduling Settlement Conference
issued March 29, 2012)

4/17/2012

Settlement Conference begins at 10 AM EST (Order of Chief Judge Designating Settlement Judge and
Scheduling Settlement Conference issued April 5, 2012)

4/17/2012

SPP's Compliance Filing is due in response to FERC's order regarding SPP's Order No. 745 Compliance
(January 19, 2012 Order on Compliance Filing)

4/18/2012

Entergy Rebuttal Testimony and work papers due (March 8, 2012 Ruling on Unopposed Motion to Modify
Procedural Schedule; December 21, 2011 Report of December 20, 2011 Status Conference)

4/19/2012

Comments due regarding Non-RTO/ISO Performance Metrics (Commission Staff Request Comments on
Performance Metrics for Regions Outside of RTOs and ISOs issued February 23, 2012)

4/23/2012

10-011-U
FERC
AD12-10

FERC
ER12-891

FERC
ER12-959
FERC
ER11-4105
State of Louisiana
U-32148
FERC
AD12-8

4/10/2012 1:31 PM
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Regulatory Outlook

State of Mississippi

Intervenor Testimony due (Revised Scheduling Order issued March 13, 2012; Scheduling Order issued
January 31, 2012)

4/23/2012

Pre-hearing statements are due (December 21, 2011 Report of December 20, 2011 Status Conference)

4/25/2012

Staff and Intervenor Surrebuttal Testimony due by Noon (Order No. 57 issued December 16, 2011)

4/27/2012

FERC Form 582 due

4/30/2012

RTO/ISO Order No. 755 Compliance Filings due to modify their tariffs to provide for a two-part payment to
frequency regulation resources. The first part of this payment will be a capacity, or option, payment for
keeping a resource's capacity in reserve in the event that it is needed to provide real-time frequency
regulation service. The second part of the payment shall be a performance payment that reflects the
amount of work each resource performs in real-time. (Final Rule issued October 20, 2011)

4/30/2012

RTO/ISO Order No. 755 Compliance Filings due to modify their tariffs to provide for a two-part payment to
frequency regulation resources. The first part of this payment will be a capacity, or option, payment for
keeping a resource's capacity in reserve in the event that it is needed to provide real-time frequency
regulation service. The second part of the payment shall be a performance payment that reflects the
amount of work each resource performs in real-time. (Final Rule issued October 20, 2011)

4/30/2012

RTOs and ISOs to submit compliance filings to comply with the requirement that RTOs and ISOs
enhance their ability to offset market obligations in bankruptcy, pursuant to the Final Rule, with the
relevant tariff revisions to take effect on May 1, 2012 (Notice of Extension of Time issued January 24,
2012; Notice of Extension of Time issued September 13, 2011; Order 741-A issued February 17, 2011)

4/30/2012

RM10-13

State of Missouri

Staff to file Status Update (Order Directing Staff to File a Status Update issued February 24, 2012)

4/30/2012

2011-UA-376
State of Louisiana
U-32148
State of Arkansas
10-011-U
FERC
10-1178
FERC
AD10-11

FERC
RM11-7

FERC

EO-2012-0135

4/10/2012 1:31 PM
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Regulatory Outlook

State of Missouri

Staff to file Status Update (Order Directing Staff to File a Status Update issued February 24, 2012)

4/30/2012

Hearing begins at 9:30 AM (December 21, 2011 Report of December 20, 2011 Status Conference)

5/2/2012

EO-2012-0136
State of Louisiana
U-32148
State of LA - New Orleans Advisors Direct Testimony due (Resolution R-12-55 adopted February 16, 2012)

5/7/2012

UD-11-01
FERC
RM11-16
FERC
AD12-8
State of Arkansas
10-011-U
FERC
ER08-1419
FERC
ER09-659

FERC
RM01-8

State of Arkansas

Effective Date of Order No. 759, Final Rule approving Reliability Standard PRC-023-2 (Transmission
Relay Loadability) (Order No. 759 issued on March 15, 2012)

5/7/2012

Reply Comments due regarding Non-RTO/ISO Performance Metrics (Commission Staff Request
Comments on Performance Metrics for Regions Outside of RTOs and ISOs issued February 23, 2012)

5/8/2012

Entergy Arkansas, Inc.'s Sur-Surrebuttal Testimony due by Noon (Order No. 57 issued December 16,
2011)

5/11/2012

SPP's Compliance Filing due (January 31, 2012 Notice of Extension of Time; December 16, 2011 Order
on Rehearing and Compliance Filing)

5/14/2012

Compliance Filing due to revise Section 1.5.9.7.2 of the seams agreement (March 29, 2012 Notice of
Extension of Time; Order on Compliance Filing, Instituting Section 206 Proceeding, Establishing Refund
Effective Date, and Directing Further Compliance Filing issued February 29, 2012)

5/14/2012

Comments due in response to the NOPR proposing to revise the EQR Data Dictionary to add
"Simultaneous Exchange" to the list of available Product Names in EQR (Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking issued March 15, 2012)

5/21/2012

Evidentiary Hearing begins at 9:30 AM (Order No. 57 issued December 16, 2011)

5/30/2012

10-011-U

4/10/2012 1:31 PM
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State of New Mexico
07-00390-UT

State of New Mexico
10-00143-UT

FERC

Southwestern Public Service Company to file its Annual Report on or before June 1 in relation to
participation in the SPP RTO (September 17, 2009 Uncontested Stipulation; February 2, 2010 Final
Order Approving Certification of Stipulation)

6/1/2012

Lea County Electric Cooperative, Inc. to file its Annual Report on or before June 1 in relation to
participation in the SPP RTO (October 1, 2010 Uncontested Stipulation; December 16, 2010 Final Order
Adopting Certification of Stipulation)

6/1/2012

SPP's Annual State of the Market Report due at FERC

6/1/2012

Empire District Electric Company, Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company, and Southwestern Electric
Power Company Annual Reports due showing net benefits or costs to Arkansas ratepayers of continued
participation in the SPP EIS market (Order No. 9 issued June 2, 2010)

6/1/2012

10-1272
State of Arkansas
04-137-U

State of LA - New Orleans Entergy Cross-Answering Testimony due (Resolution R-12-55 adopted February 16, 2012)

6/7/2012

UD-11-01
State of Mississippi
2011-UA-376
State of Mississippi
2011-UA-376
FERC
AD10-12
State of Mississippi
2011-UA-376

4/10/2012 1:31 PM

Staff Testimony due (Revised Scheduling Order issued March 13, 2012; Scheduling Order issued
January 31, 2012)

6/11/2012

Entergy Mississippi and Midwest ISO Rebuttal Testimony due (Revised Scheduling Order issued March
13, 2012; Scheduling Order issued January 31, 2012)

6/25/2012

Technical Conference to discuss opportunities for increasing real-time and day-ahead market efficiency
through improved software (Notice of Technical Conference issued March 26, 2012)

6/25/2012

Technical Conference (Revised Scheduling Order issued March 13, 2012; Scheduling Order issued
January 31, 2012)

7/16/2012
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State of Mississippi

Pre-hearing Conference (Revised Scheduling Order issued March 13, 2012; Scheduling Order issued
January 31, 2012)

7/17/2012

Hearing (Revised Scheduling Order issued March 13, 2012; Scheduling Order issued January 31, 2012)

7/19/2012

Compliance Filing is due to revise Section VII.8(b) of Attachment O (March 29, 2012 Notice of Extension
of Time; Order on Compliance Filing, Instituting Section 206 Proceeding, Establishing Refund Effective
Date, and Directing Further Compliance Filing issued February 29, 2012)

7/29/2012

Informational report due regarding interconnection queue (July 31, 2009 Order)

7/31/2012

State of LA - New Orleans Intervenor and Advisors Cross-Answering Testimony due (Resolution R-12-55 adopted February 16, 2012)

8/3/2012

2011-UA-376
State of Mississippi
2011-UA-376
FERC
EL12-2

FERC
ER09-1254

UD-11-01
State of LA - New Orleans Entergy Rebuttal Testimony due (Resolution R-12-55 adopted February 16, 2012)

8/22/2012

UD-11-01
FERC

SPP Demand Response Status Report Due

9/1/2012

ER06-451
State of LA - New Orleans Hearing (Resolution R-12-55 adopted February 16, 2012)

9/18/2012

UD-11-01
FERC
RM10-17

4/10/2012 1:31 PM

Study results due pursuant to Final Rule, Demand Response Compensation in Organized Wholesale
Energy Markets. Study must examine the requirements for, costs of, and impacts of implementing a
dynamic net benefits approach to the dispatch of demand resources that takes into account the billing
unit effect in the economic dispatch in both the day-ahead and real-time energy markets. (Order No. 745
issued March 15, 2011)

9/21/2012
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SPP RE Report to
Board of Directors
April 24, 2012
John Meyer
Chairman, SPP RE Trustees

Topics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BES Definition/Exception Procedures
Misoperations Update
Facility Ratings Alert Update
Most Violated Standards
Regional Standards Under Development Update
2013 Preliminary Draft Budget Summary
SPP RE Outreach Activities

1

BES Definition/Exception Procedure
•

BES Definition filed with FERC on 1/25/12: “Unless
modified by the lists shown below, all Transmission Elements
operated at 100 kV or higher and Real Power and Reactive
Power resources connected
d at 100 kV
k or higher.
hi h This
hi does
d
not
include facilities used in the local distribution of electric
energy.”

•

Exception Procedure filed with FERC on 1/25/12

•

SPP RE will soon conduct non‐binding survey to ask
owners if they:
–

Have reviewed BES filings

–

Can estimate how many exception requests they may
submit
3

2011 Q3 Misoperations by Region/Cause Code
150
Incorrect setting, logic, or design errors
Relay Failures/Malfunctions

125

Communication Failures
Unknown/Unexplainable

100

As‐left Personnel Error
AC System

75

DC System
50
25
0
NERC

FRCC

MRO

NPCC

RFC

SERC SPP RE

TRE

WECC

2

2011 Q3 Misoperations by Region /Voltage
400
350

100 kV – 199 kV
200 kV – 299 kV
300 kV – 399 kV
400 kV – 599 kV
600 kV – 799 kV
Other

300
250
200
150
100
50
0
NERC

FRCC

MRO

NPCC

RFC

SERC SPP RE

TRE

5
WECC

Facility Ratings Alert – 1Q 2012 Report
•

In 2010 NERC asked entities to assess lines’ physical
attributes and compare as‐built to design ratings

•

High Priority assessments scheduled for completion 12/31/11

•

Eight SPP RE entities have High Priority lines:
–

Seven completed inspections and assessments

–

One did not complete due to LIDAR contractor availability

•

3,534 miles assessed using LIDAR, aerial patrol, field inspections

•

332 discrepancies found including transmission and/or
distribution under‐build, conductor‐to‐conductor clearances,
uneven terrain

•

Entities have one year to complete discrepancy remediation
6

3

High Priority Circuits with Discrepancies
42%

31%

30%
27%

26%
21%

19%

15%

FRCC

MRO

NPCC

RFC

SERC

SPP

TRE

WECC
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Most Violated Standards
Based on rolling 12 months through 3/31/12 [Represents ~ 75% of
violations]
SPP
RE
Rank

NERC
12 Month
Rank

Standard

Description

Number
Violations

Risk Factor

1

1

CIP‐007

Systems Security Management

42

Med./Lower

2

3

CIP‐006

Physical Security‐Critical Assets

26

Med./Lower

3

2

CIP‐005

Electronic Security Perimeters

23

Med./Lower

4

4

PRC‐005

Protection System Maintenance

20

High

5

5

CIP‐004

Personnel & Training

16

Lower

6
7
8

7
6
N/A

CIP‐002
C
002
CIP‐003
CIP‐001

Critical
C
i i l Cyber
C b Asset Identification
d ifi i
Security Management Controls
Sabotage Reporting

10
0
9
9

d
Med.
Lower/Med.
Med.

9

N/A

TOP‐002

Normal Operations Planning

7

Med.

10

N/A

PRC‐008

UFLS Relay Maintenance

7

Med.

8

4

Regional Standards Under Development
RSR‐002‐ Request to Review Regional Standard Process

•



Request submitted to MOPC 3/05/12



Next Step‐‐‐
p MOPC to form task force to serve as draftingg
team



Requested completion date by 3/31/13

RSR‐001‐ PRC‐006‐SPP‐01 (UFLS Standard):

•



Presented to the RE Trustees for action 4/23/12


Permissible Actions:
1.Recommend NERC approve,
2.Remand to Standard Drafting Team through MOPC, or
3. Determine no need for standard and terminate activity
9

2013 Preliminary Budget Summary
•

Proposed 2013 budget:

•

Additional Shared Staff FTE to support RAPA program

•

Reallocated of direct resources‐ 2012 Compliance program
FTE to repurposed to RAPA program

•

Comparison to 2012 Budget:

•

$11.5 million

•

0.06% increase in expenses

•

8.00% reduction in entity assessments

Budget Risk:
–

BES Definition‐Exception Procedure

–

Travel expenses


Cost Changes



CIP Compliance‐ duration of on‐site audit



Event Analysis/Investigations‐ number and complexity

10

5

SPP RE Outreach Activities
•

•

YTD Activities:
–

Five webinars with 220 registrants

–

Compliance Workshop with 164 stakeholder attendees

–

Three E‐Newsletters

–

Four Event Analysis Lessons Learned

Upcoming Events:
–

CIP Workshop,
W kh
5/22 23 Dallas
5/22‐23,
D ll ‐ Download
D
l dA
Agenda
d

–

Review of Standards Effective in 2012/2013, 5/31 webinar

–

LTRA Stakeholder Input, 5/30 webinar

–

Fall Compliance Workshop, 11/13‐14, Little Rock
11

J h Meyer
John
M
Chairman, SPP RE Trustees

12
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Human Resources
Committee Report
April 24, 2012

Human Resources Committee Meeting
Highlights
April 12, 2012
Renaissance Hotel,, Oklahoma City,
y, OK
•

The SPP Human Resources Committee members include:
–

Ms. Phyllis Bernard, Chair

–

Mr. Larry Altenbaumer, Director

–

Ms Trudy Harper,
Ms.
Harper Tenaska Power Services

–

Mr. Duane Highley, Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation

–

Mr. Mike Palmer, Empire District Electric Company

–

Mr. Noman Williams, Sunflower Electric Power Corporation
2

1

Meeting Highlights
•

Committee Members Retirement
–

Mr. Darrell Dorsey,
y, HRC member from Board of Public
Utilities, Kansas City, KS retired on April 1, 2012

–

Ms. Trudy Harper, HRC member from Tenaska Power
Services will retire on April 30, 2012

–

The Human Resources Committee wishes to thank both
of these members for their dedication and service to
S th
Southwest
tP
Power P
Pooll and
d the
th committee.
itt

3

Meeting Highlights
•

•

Medical Plan Trust
–

Reviewed legal
g requirements
q
for SPP medical p
plan trust

–

Trust is used in funding employee medical insurance
plan (partially self‐insured plan)

–

Income from the trust will never exceed expenses; thus
no tax liability created by the trust

Reviewed Defined Benefit Plan Prevalence
–

These plans are still prevalent among SPP members

–

Committee will conduct a more extensive review of the
composition of retirement plans used by SPP members
at the HRC retreat in July
4

2

Meeting Highlights
•

Stakeholder Survey Use Options
–

Reviewed the use of stakeholder surveyy results in
determining SPP Performance Compensation payouts

–

Variability exits in responses to stakeholder survey

–

Committee will examine another method of measuring
member input for Performance Compensation Plan
funding

–

SPP staff will present recommendation to HRC at the
July planning retreat of alternative survey method for
SPP members

–

This will not take the place of the Stakeholder Survey
5

Meeting Highlights
•

•

2011 Performance Compensation Process Review
–

SPP management allocates funds to staff based on
i di id l performance
individual
f
d i the
during
th preceding
di fiscal
fi l year

–

Every manager meets with Nick Brown or Carl Monroe
and discusses each individual employee

Review of Proposed HRC Scope Changes
–

Committee reviewed proposed changes to HR, Finance
and
d Oversight
h Committee Scope documents
d

–

Approved proposal to move review of benefit
investment plan manager reports to Finance Committee

–

Review of 401(k) investment advisor will remain with
HRC

6

3

Meeting Highlights
•

SPP HR Staff Report
–

Annualized turnover ratio: 4.2%

–

Average staff age: 40

–

76% of SPP employees have five years or less of service
with SPP; average length of service is 4 years, 9 months

–

Of the 50 new positions approved for 2012, 22 were
filled by March 31, 2012

–

Eighteen of these 22 positions were filled by internal
applicants

–

SPP HR proactively looking to fill additional positions

–

Recruiting activities at local and regional universities
7

Employee Demographics – April 23, 2012
Southwest Power Pool Employee Age
Mean 40.83

Median 40.00

Years of Service (all employees)
Mean 4.93 years Median 4.00 years
Employee Age within Years of Service Categories:
Employee Age
Years of Service

Mean

Median

0 ‐ 5 years (76% of population)

39.14

38.00

6 ‐ 9 years (13% of population)

42.78

42.00

10+ years (11% of population)

48.80

50.00
8
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Finance Committee
Report
April 24, 2012

Harry Skilton – Chair

SPP Finance Committee Roster
Harry Skilton, Chair

Director

Larry Altenbaumer
Altenbaumer, Vice Chair

Director

Carl Huslig

ITC Great Plains

Trudy Harper

Tenaska

Sandra Bennett

AEP

Kelly Harrison

Westar

2

1

SPP Finance Committee
•

Review of 2011 Financial Audit

•

2012 Funding of Pension and Post‐retirement
Healthcare Plans

•

2012 Note Issuance

•

Capital Expenditure Funding Policy

•

SPP Rate Structure

•

Finance Committee Scope

3

SPP Finance Committee
2012 Note Issuance
•

Engaged
g g Merrill Lynch
y
(BofA)
(
) to lead issuance

•

Placed notes in two $50MM series (12 yr term)

•

–

Series D: Fund in May at 3.00%

–

Series E: Fund in November at 3.25%

Five new investors: Sun Life (AM Best: A+), Hartford
(A), Great West (A+), Modern Woodmen (A+), and
Country Insurance (A+)

4

2

SPP Finance Committee
Capital Expenditure Funding Policy
•

Reviewed existing policy of funding capital expenditures
100% with
ith d
debt
bt

•

Evaluated pros and cons of existing policy

•

Reviewed alternatives including funding maintenance
capital expenditures through the administrative fee and
equity contribution

•

Unanimous consensus reached supporting existing policy
–

Initial funding obligation not on SPP members

–

Debt retirement closely tied to asset use and recovery in
administrative fee
5

SPP Finance Committee
SPP Rate Structure
•

•

Reviewed existing single bundled rate structure and
options to accommodate new market realities
–

Fully unbundle rate

‐

–

Rate based on cust. class ‐

Change billing units
Virtual transaction fees

Criteria proposed by Finance Committee members
–

Bundled rate for majority of RTO recovery

–

Customers should also be members

–

Increase annual membership fee

–

Review applicability of withdrawal obligation to all
members
6

3

SPP Finance Committee
Finance Committee Scope Document
•

Reviewed p
proposed
p
additions to Finance Committee
responsibility
–

Approval and amendments to Investment Policy
Statements for pension and post‐retirement healthcare
funds

–

Oversight, engagement, and monitoring of investment
managers

•

Committee agreed with proposed additions

•

Reviewed proposed reductions to Finance Committee
responsibility
7

SPP Finance Committee
Finance Committee Scope Document
•

•

Agreed
g
with p
proposed
p
shifts to Oversight
g Committee
of:
–

Business continuity and disaster recovery planning

–

Enterprise risk management

These responsibilities need the greater confidentiality
of the Oversight Committee for effective and full
analysis

8

4

SPP Finance Committee
Finance Committee Scope Document
•

•

Disagreed
g
with p
proposed
p
shifts from Finance
Committee of:
–

Engagement of independent auditors

–

Review of independent auditor work product (SSAE 16
audit, financial audit, benefit plan audit)

The Committee did not unanimously agree with
shifting these responsibilities and believe SPP
members should be directly involved in these activites

9

SPP Finance Committee
Financial Criteria (Order 1000)
•

Finance Committee to develop
p financial criteria for
qualified transmission owners to participate in the
Competitive Solicitation Process

•

Meetings scheduled for:

•

–

May 24 in Dallas

–

June 6 in Little Rock

–

June 26 in Dallas

Final recommendation delivered to SPC by June 30
10
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Southwest Power Pool
BOARD OF DIRECTORS/MEMBERS COMMITTEE MEETING
Intercontinental Stephen F. Austin
January 31, 2012
- Summary of Action Items 1. Approved Consent Agenda items:
a. October 25, 2011 and December 13, 2011 minutes
b. Markets and Operations Policy Committee Recommendations

c.

i. TWG – Criteria 12.2 and Appendix 6
ii. ORWG – Criteria Appendix 7
Corporate Governance Committee Recommendation for SPP Group Rosters

2. Approved the Regional Allocation Review Task Force’s (RARTF) report and directed SPP staff to
implement the recommendations and review SPP’s Highway/Byway Cost Allocation methodology per
SPP OATT.
3. Approved the Markets and Operations Policy Committee’s recommendation that the Board of
Directors approve its request regarding Tariff Revision Request 051 on aggregate study exit costs.
4. Approved the Markets and Operations Policy Committee’s recommendation that the Board of
Directors approve its request regarding Tariff Revision Requests 054 and 057 and MPRR’s 9, 40, 42,
and 46.
5. Approved SPP Staff’s recommendation that the Board of Directors support PRR 240 as approved by
RTWG, which permits the curtailment of unscheduled output of Qualifying Facilities selling to their
host utility at TLR level 5 or consistent with Firm Transmission Service.
6. Approved the Markets and Operations Policy Committee’s recommendation that the Board of
Directors endorse the “2012 SPP Transmission Expansion Plan” report as the documentation of SPP
Staff completing the SPP OATT processes including the Attachment O transmission planning
process, and approve the ITPNT and ITP10 projects and issue NTCs/ATPs conditioned on
completion of the NTC/ATP business practices.
7. The Members Committee endorsed the SPP Under Frequency Load Shedding Standard Drafting
Team’s recommendation to concur with the stakeholder‐approved PRC‐006‐SPP‐1 (SPP UFLS
Regional Standard). The Board of Directors did not endorse the UFLS Standard.
8. Approved the Finance Committee’s recommendation that the Board of Directors:
• Authorize issuance of up to $125 million in secured and unsecured notes with maturities of up to
12 years.
• Authorize appropriate regulatory filings for the issuance of up to $125 million in secured and
unsecured notes with maturities of up to 12 years to be issued within 24 months of receiving
regulatory approval.
• Authorize SPP Finance Committee to oversee negotiation, final approval of terms and
conditions, and authorization to execute up to $125 million in secured and unsecured notes with
maturities of up to 12 years.
• Authorize the SPP President and CFO to jointly execute notes and agreements for the issuance
of up to $125 million in secured and unsecured notes with maturities of up to 12 years, upon final
authorization of the SPP Finance Committee.

MINUTES NO. 145
Southwest Power Pool
BOARD OF DIRECTORS/MEMBERS COMMITTEE MEETING
Intercontinental Stephen F. Austin
January 31, 2012
Agenda Item 1 - Administrative Items
SPP Chair Mr. Jim Eckelberger called the meeting to order at 8:00 a.m. The following Board of
Directors/Members Committee members were in attendance or represented by proxy:
Mr. Larry Altenbaumer, director
Ms. Phyllis Bernard, director
Mr. Julian Brix, director
Mr. Nick Brown, director
Mr. Mike Deggendorf, Kansas City Power and Light
Mr. Mo Doghman, Omaha Public Power District
Mr. Jim Eckelberger, director
Mr. Kevin Smith, proxy for Ms. Trudy Harper, Tenaska Power Services Company
Mr. Kelly Harrison, Westar Energy
Ms. Cindy Holman, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority
Mr. Rob Janssen, Dogwood Energy
Mr. Tom Kent, Nebraska Public Power District
Mr. Jeff Knottek, City Utilities of Springfield
Mr. Brett Kruse, Calpine Energy Services
Mr. Steve Parr, Kansas Electric Power Cooperative
Mr. Josh Martin, director
Mr. Phil Crissup, proxy for Mr. Mel Perkins, OG+E Electric Services
Mr. Gary Roulet, Western Farmers Electric Cooperative
Mr. Harry Skilton, director
Mr. Stuart Solomon, American Electric Power
Mr. Noman Williams, Sunflower Electric Power Corporation
Mr. Mike Wise, Golden Spread Electric
Mr. Eckelberger asked for a round of introductions. There were 106 persons in attendance either in person or
via phone representing 32 members (Attendance List - Attachment 1). Mr. Nick Brown reported proxies and
a quorum was declared (Proxies - Attachment 2).
Mr. Eckelberger welcomed Mr. Kevin Gunn, Chairman of the Missouri Public Service Commission and
newest member of the SPP Regional State Committee; Mr. Mark Schwirtz, President and General Manager
of Golden Spread Electric Cooperative; Mr. Paul Barber, NERC Trustee; and Mr. Dan Sullivan, CEO and
Director of Investments with Grand River Dam Authority.
Agenda Item 2 – Board Reports
President’s Report
Mr. Nick Brown presented the President’s Report (President’s Report – Attachment 3). The new SPP
campus is on schedule and on budget. Mr. Brown provided pictures and a timeline of events leading up to
completion.
The new SPP campus consists of 20 acres, 150,000 square feet Administration building, 33,000 square feet
Operations Center and a 600 car parking deck. SPP will host a ribbon-cutting ceremony July 9, and the
Board of Directors/Members Committee meeting in October.
Mr. Brown reported that the Integrated Marketplace project is on schedule consisting of four towers and
twenty-three workstreams. Thanks to Trip Doggett (ERCOT) and his sharing lessons learned, SPP has a
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very detailed project plan with an ongoing internal audit. According to the first audit report, SPP rated a C+.
This shows that the Integrated Marketplace is succeeding but that there is room for improvement.
Mr. Brown announced that Jay Caspary has been assigned for a one-year sabbatical at the Department of
Energy as a Senior Policy Advisor reporting to Patricia Hoffman, Assistant Secretary of Electricity Delivery
and Energy Reliability. This resulted from an Interdepartmental Personnel Assignment (IPA) Program for
information exchange between government and industry.
On June 4 and 5, the Board of Directors will hold its annual educational workshop. This year the topics will
consist of:
•
•
•

Market Monitoring , a Day in the Life
State Regulatory Roles in Transmission Expansion
Seams Coordination

Mr. Brown provided “Goals for 2012”, which have been vetted with the Board of Directors. He called
attention to items in three categories:
Regulatory and Transmission
• Complete process to ensure equity for transmission expansion cost allocation, including
defining total benefits of transmission
• Order 1000 compliance - implement cost allocation methodology into interregional seams
agreements
Operations and Reliability Improvement
• Complete building of Integrated Marketplace
• Coordination with gas pipelines
Administrative Process
• Board engagement with member boards
• File governance modifications on withdrawal obligations for transmission assignments
• New campus construction and migration
Mr. Brown called attention to the 2011 Fourth Quarter Metrics provided in the background material. He stated
that questions could be directed to Mr. Carl Monroe.
Regional State Committee Report
Mr. Olan Reeves (Arkansas Public Service Commission) presented the Regional State Committee (RSC)
report. Mr. Reeves stated that the RSC met on January 30. The following items were discussed and
approved:
•

Approved the Regional Allocation Review Task Force Report. Mr. Reeves thanked everyone for
work well done.

•

Approved the engagement of Patricia Salman & Associates to perform the 2011 audit for the RSC
and to prepare the tax returns for that same year.

•

Approved the Cost Allocation Working Group’s (CAWG) recommendation that the Balanced
Portfolio Transfer Payments as determined by the Tariff be implemented over a 10-year period.

•

Heard reports regarding:
o
o

•
•

Order 1000
Brattle Group Seams Report

Agreed with the ITP Near Term and the ITP10 with RSC comments.
Integrated Marketplace is on budget and on time.
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•
•

Heard report on EPA rules – Mr. Brown added that FERC issued a White Paper on Monday with 30
days to comment. He suggested that all do so. Mr. Michael Desselle will coordinate SPP’s
comments.
Mr. Paul Suskie provided a report on transmission revenue requirements.

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Report
Mr. Patrick Clarey provided an update on recent FERC activities:
November
FERC Enforcement staff presented its 2011 report on enforcement activities. The reported noted
that the Commission approved nine settlement orders between Enforcement and regulated entities
last fiscal year, resulting in over $2.9 million in civil penalties and over $2.75 million in disgorgement
of unjust profits. Staff closed another 10 investigations with no enforcement action. Staff opened 12
investigations, 8 of which concern allegations of market manipulation or false statements to the
Commission or RTOs and ISOs. Enforcement staff completed 72 audits last year.
FERC held a Commissioner-led Reliability Technical Conference to explore issues involving EPA
Regulations and the bulk power system. As a follow-up to this, Federal and State energy regulators
launched a forum to further explore these reliability issues. The forum, will consist of FERC and
NARUC members and will coincide with NARUC’s three yearly meetings.
December
Commissioner Marc Spitzer resigned from FERC effective December 14, 2011.
FERC rejected Duke Energy Corp. and Progress Energy, Inc.’s proposed mitigation plan to remedy
their merger’s harmful effects on competition, saying it cannot unconditionally approve the merger
until the applicants remedy the harmful effects on competition previously identified by FERC.
January
Last week, North Dakota Chair Tony Clark was nominated by the President to fill Marc Spitzer’s seat
at FERC. FERC also denied rehearing of its interpretation of the JOA between MISO and SPP.
On January 30, FERC staff issued a White Paper and request for comments on a proposal to
provide a fair, timely and transparent process for the Commission to advise the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) on requests for extension of time to comply with its Mercury and Air Toxics
Standards rule. Comments are due 30 days after publication in the Federal Register.
FERC continues a series of informational conferences to aid stakeholders in the Order No. 1000
compliance process.
Regional Entity Trustee Report
Mr. John Meyer presented the Regional Entity Trustee report (RE Report – Attachment 4). The report
included updates on:
•

2011 Year-End Report

•

2011 Metrics Performance

•

Mis – operations

•

Most Violated Standards

•

Outreach

Human Resources Committee Report
Ms. Phyllis Bernard provided the Human Resources Committee report. Ms. Bernard announced that Mr.
Darrell Dorsey will retire and expressed appreciation for his service on the Committee. She stated that
compensation for the CEO as outlined by the HRC would be discussed later in Executive Session.
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Mr. Don Shipley (SPP) met with the Committee and helped with a discussion regarding the working
environment and conditions for shift personnel in real time operations. With input from the workers, the
center design is very successful and members have asked us to share these ideas with their companies.
Strategic Planning Committee Report
Mr. Ricky Bittle provided the Strategic Planning Committee (SPC) report (SPC Report – Attachment 5). Mr.
Bittle updated the group on the Aggregate/GI Queue Study improvements, proposed 2013 IPT20 Futures,
Economic Studies Working Group (ESWG) concerns about EPA regulations, and Order 1000 SPCTF status
report.
The Group is seeking stakeholder input for the May SPC Retreat regarding the SPP Strategic Plan. Board
members will be invited to participate in the retreat. Also, plans are underway to hold a discussion at the April
Board lunch. Questions would be assigned to each table for input and discussion.
Agenda Item 3 – Consent Agenda
Mr. Eckelberger presented the following Consent Agenda items for approval (Consent Agenda – Attachment
6):
a. Approve October 25, 2011 and December 13, 2011 minutes
b. Markets and Operations Policy Committee Recommendations
i. TWG – Criteria 12.2 and Appendix 6
ii. ORWG – Criteria Appendix 7
c. Corporate Governance Committee Recommendation for SPP Group Rosters
Mr. Eckelberger asked for requests to remove any items from the Consent Agenda or a motion to
approve. Mr. Josh Martin moved to approve the Consent Agenda items and Mr. Harry Skilton
seconded the motion. The Members Committee voted in unanimous approval. The Board voted; the
motion passed.
Agenda Item 6 – Regional Allocation Review Task Force Report
Mr. Paul Suskie presented the Regional Allocation Review Task Force report (RARTF Report – Attachment
7). Mr. Suskie stated that the Tariff requires a review of the regional allocation methodology and the zonal
allocation methodology at least once every three years. He reviewed the four step review process,
presented the RARTF Charter and provided an overview of the RARTF Report unanimously adopted by the
task force. Mr. Michael Siedschlag presented a chart to illustrate RARTF’s vision of how this process would
look in the future (RARTF Chart – Attachment 8). Mr. Suskie then requested that the Board of Directors
approve the following recommendation:
The MOPC, RSC & Board of Directors approve the RARTF’s Report and direct SPP staff to
implement the recommendations and review SPP’s Highway/Byway Cost Allocation
methodology per SPP OATT.
Mr. Harry Skilton moved to approve the RARTF Report and Mr. Julian Brix seconded the motion. The
Members Committee voted in unanimous approval. The Board voted; the motion passed.
Agenda Item 4 – Markets and Operations Policy Committee Report
Mr. Bill Dowling provided the Markets and Operations Policy Committee report (MOPC Report – Attachment
9). He then presented the following action items for approval:
TRR 051
The MOPC recommends that the BOD approve its request regarding Tariff Revision Requests 051 on
aggregate study exit costs.
Mr. Julian Brix moved to approve TRR 051 and Mr. Larry Altenbaumer seconded the motion. The
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Member Committee voted to approve with Mr. Mo Doghman in opposition. The Board voted; the
motion passed.
TRR 054 and 057
The MOPC recommends that the BOD approve its request regarding Tariff Revision Requests 054
and 057 and MPRRs 9, 40, 42, and 46.
Mr. Nick Brown moved to approve and Mr. Harry Skilton seconded the motion. The Members
Committee voted to approve with Mr. Tom Kent opposed and Mr. Jeff Knottek abstaining. The Board
voted; the motion passed.
Mr. Tom Kent listed Nebraska Public Power District’s concerns regarding:
1. Imbedded Loads
2. Grandfathered Agreements
3. Constrained interfaces
PRR 240
Mr. Dowling presented background information on PRR240 regarding non-dispatchable resources
curtailment and recommended the following:
The MOPC recommends that the BOD approve its request regarding Protocol Revision
Request 240 and associated tariff language changes, which permits the curtailment of
unscheduled output of Qualifying Facilities selling to their host utility.
Mr. Larry Altenbaumer moved to bring the motion to a vote. Mr. Nick Brown seconded the motion.
Following considerable discussion, the Members Committee voted against the motion with 6 in favor,
8 in opposition and 1 abstaining. The Board voted; the motion failed.
Mr. Carl Monroe then presented the Staff recommendation regarding PRR 240 as:
BOD supports PRR 240 as approved by RTWG, which permits the curtailment of unscheduled
output of Qualifying Facilities selling to their host utility at TLR level 5 or consistent with Firm
Transmission Service.
Ms. Phyllis Bernard moved to approve the Staff recommendation for PRR 240. Mr. Harry Skilton
seconded the motion. The Members Committee voted to approve with 13 in favor, Mr. Mike Wise in
opposition, and Mr. Jeff Knottek abstaining. The Board voted; the motion passed.
Mr. Brown stated that Staff would be directed to have a conference with FERC regarding PRR240. Staff will
also work with how to handle this issue in regard to the new Integrated Marketplace with clarification
presented at the next meeting.
ITPNT, ITP10 and 2012 STEP
Mr. Lanny Nickell presented a report on the SPP Transmission Expansion Plan: ITPNT, ITP10 and 2012
STEP (ITPNT, ITP10 and STEP – Attachment 10). Mr. Paul Suskie presented information on the rate impact
of ITP10/NT using the Rate Impact Task Force method. After discussion, the following recommendation was
presented for approval:
MOPC recommends the BOD endorse the “2012 SPP Transmission Expansion Plan” report as
the documentation of SPP Staff completing the SPP OATT processes including the
Attachment O transmission planning process and approve the ITPNT and ITP10 projects and
issue NTCs/ATPs conditioned on completion of the NTC/ATP business practices.
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Mr. Larry Altenbaumer moved to approve the recommendation and Mr. Harry Skilton seconded the
motion. The Members Committee voted to approve with Mr. Jeff Knottek and Mr. Mike Deggendorf
abstaining. The Board voted; the motion passed.
Informational Items
Mr. Bill Dowling then presented the following informational items:
•

RTWG – TRR 056 Through and Out Rates

•

BPWG – BPR-024-Revision to BP 1.11 – DC Ties

•

MWG – Protocol Traceability Report

•

ESWG – Changing EPA Regulation Landscape

Agenda Item 5 – SPP Regional UFLS Standard (PRC-006-SPP-1)
Mr. Heidt Melson (Xcel Energy and Chair of the UFLS Standard Drafting Team) presented information and a
recommendation for the SPP Regional Under Frequency Load Shedding Standard (PRC-066-SPP-1) (UFLS
Standard – Attachment 11). Mr. Melson reviewed the SPP Regional Entity Standards development process
and history of PRC-066-SPP-1. He shared previous voting results and the voting structure. Mr. Melson
offered the following recommendation for endorsementl:
The SPP Under Frequency Load Shedding Standard Drafting Team recommends that the SPP
Board of Directors concur with the stakeholder‐approved PRC‐006‐SPP‐1 (SPP UFLS
Regional Standard).
Mr. Eckelberger called for a vote. The Members Committee voted to endorse with 8 in favor, 6
against and 1 abstention. The Board of Directors did not concur. In accordance with the Standards
voting process, his recommendation will be sent to the RE noting voting record.
Following much discussion, it was the general consensus that the Regional Entity voting process warrants
review now that it has been implemented for the first time..
Agenda Item 7 – Corporate Governance Committee Report
Mr. Nick Brown reported that currently the withdrawal obligation documents have been modified and are with
the Regional Tariff Working Group to review Tariff language. These modifications and language are planned
to be presented for a vote at the April series of meetings. Mr. Brown encouraged members to please review
these documents and be informed.
Mr. Brown called attention to several vacancies in various working groups:
•
•
•

One Transmission User (TU) vacancy on Human Resources Committee (HRC)
Two TU vacancies on the Economic Studies Working Group (ESWG)
Two TU vacancies on the Regional Tariff Working Group (RTWG)

If interested in these vacancies, please contact Mr. Tom Dunn for HRC, Mr. Tim Miller for ESWG and Ms.
Heather Starnes for RTWG. Mr. Brown thanked Mr. Darrell Dorsey, who is soon retiring, for his service on
the HRC.
The next CGC meeting will be March 1, 2012 hosted by the Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority (OMPA).
An assessment is planned regarding responsibilities of various groups. A memo will be sent in the near
future to solicit input from members.
Agenda Item 8 – Finance Committee Report
Mr. Harry Skilton provided the Finance Committee report (Finance Committee Report – Attachment 12). Mr.
Skilton welcomed Mr. Carl Huslig (ITP Great Plains) as the Committee’s newest member. He then
presented the 2012 Financing Program recommendation and resolution. Mr. Skilton moved to approve:
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•
•
•
•

Authorize issuance of up to $125 million in secured and unsecured notes with maturities of
up to 12 years.
Authorize appropriate regulatory filings for the issuance of up to $125 million in secured and
unsecured notes with maturities of up to 12 years to be issued within 24 months of receiving
regulatory approval.
Authorize SPP Finance Committee to oversee negotiation, final approval of terms and
conditions, and authorization to execute up to $125 million in secured and unsecured notes
with maturities of up to 12 years.
Authorize the SPP President and CFO to jointly execute notes and agreements for the
issuance of up to $125 million in secured and unsecured notes with maturities of up to 12
years, upon final authorization of the SPP Finance Committee.

Mr. Josh Martin seconded the motion. The Members Committee voted in unanimous approval. The
Board voted; the motion passed.
Mr. Skilton also provided information on Cost Recovery, review of the Integrated Marketplace program and
FERC Order 741 compliance regarding risk assessment.
Agenda Item 9 – Oversight Committee Report
Mr. Josh Martin provided the Oversight Committee report. The Committee met in Little Rock in December
with a very full agenda and considerable discussion on a variety of topics.
•

•

The Committee heard quarterly reports from Internal Audit, Compliance, and Market Monitoring staff.
o

In addition to its regular audits, Internal Audit has been focused on the SSAE16 controls
audit. The Committee is receiving regular reviews of the construction project and note no
concerns to date. The 2012 audit plan was presented and approved. Plans are to focus on
higher-risk areas and particularly those that intersect with the Integrated Marketplace
initiative.

o

Compliance continues its Member Outreach initiative. Several Evidence Reviews have been
completed and more are scheduled for this year. The Compliance Forums this year are
scheduled for March 1, May 24, August 16 and November 15. These continue to be wellattended. The Event Analysis Working Group has been engaged with the RE on the Cold
Weather Event analysis.

o

The Market Monitoring Unit continues its work on the 2011 State of the Market Report. The
Committee will review a draft at its next meeting. MMU staff remains engaged in the
Integrated Marketplace initiative, developing the various new metrics that will be necessary
to monitor the new markets.

The Committee provided final guidance to staff to engage Boston Pacific to a contract for 2012 to
provide a Looking Forward Report, as well as other projects the Board may request. The Committee
has discussed various topics for the report and will see a draft at the next meeting.

The Committee has been discussing the benefit of clarifying the independent role of the MMU. A position
statement is currently under development.
The Oversight Committee’s next scheduled meeting is March 27 in Washington, DC.
Agenda Item 10 – Future Meetings
Mr. Eckelberger reminded the group that the next SPP Board of Directors meeting will be in Oklahoma City
on April 24 (Future Meetings – Attachment 13).
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Adjournment
With no further business, Mr. Eckelberger thanked everyone for participating and adjourned the meeting to
Executive Session at 2:35 p.m.
Stacy Duckett, Corporate Secretary

Executive Session
The Board approved funding of the Performance Compensation Program and compensation for the CEO.
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
Markets and Operations Policy Committee
Recommendation to the Board of Directors
PRR 241,
MPPRs 43, 44, 47, 49, 50, 52, 56, 63, 65, and 68
April 23-24, 2012

Organizational Roster
The following members represent the Market Working Group:
Richard Ross, AEP, Chairman
Keith Sugg, AECC, Vice Chairman
Carrie Simpson, SPP, Secretary
Rick McCord, EDE
Will Amos, OGE
Gene Anderson, OMPA
Jessica Collins, Xcel Energy
Patricia Denny, KCPL
Joshua Kirby, WFEC
Randy Gillespie, Kelson Energy
Matt Moore, Golden Spread Electric Cooperative
Ann Scott, Tenaska Power Services Co.
Lee Anderson, Lincoln Electric System
Rick Yanovich, OPPD
Aaron Rome, Midwest Energy, Inc.
Shah Hossain, Westar Energy, Inc.
Background
Please see the PRR Recommendation Reports for PRR 241 and the MPRR Recommendation Report for MPPRs
43, 44, 47, 49, 50, 52, 56, 63, 65, and 68 that were included in the MOPC April 10-11, 2012 background
materials.
Analysis
Please see the PRR Recommendation Reports for PRR 241 and the MPRR Recommendation Report for MPPRs
43, 44, 47, 49, 50, 52, 56, 63, 65, and 68 that were included in the MOPC April 10-11, 2012 background
materials.
Recommendation
The MOPC recommends that the Board of Directors approve its request regarding Protocol Revision Request 241
and Marketplace Protocol Revision Requests 43, 44, 47, 49, 50, 52, 56, 63, 65, and 68.
Action Requested: Approval of MWG’s request on PRR 241 and MPRRs 43, 44, 47, 49, 50, 52, 56, 63, 65, and
68.
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PRR
Number
241

Description

Revisions to PRR 200 Approved
Language per FERC Order

MWG Meeting
Vote

RTWG Meeting
Vote

ORWG Meeting
Vote

March 13, 2012
Unanimously approved
with modifications

March 22, 2012
Approved

March 22, 2012
Approved with no
reliability impact

MWG Meeting
Vote

RTWG Meeting
Vote

ORWG Meeting
Vote

February 23, 2012
Approved

February 27, 2012
Approved

March 27, 2012
Approved with
modifications

March 22, 2012
Approved with no
reliability impact

March 22, 2012
Approved with
modifications

March 22, 2012
Approved

February 23, 2012
Approved with
modifications

February 27, 2012
Approved with no
reliability impact

February 23, 2012
Approved

February 27, 2012
Approved

February 22, 2012
Unanimously approved
February 14, 2012
Unanimously approved
with modifications

February 23, 2012
Approved with
modifications

February 27, 2012
Approved

February 22, 2012
Unanimously approved

March 22, 2012
Approved

March 22, 2012
Approved with no
reliability impact

February 22, 2012
Approved with one
opposition (Westar)

March 22, 2012
Approved

March 22, 2012
Approved

.

MPRR
Number

Description

43

External Operating Reserve

44

Operating Reserve Offer
Mitigation

47

Clarification of Compensation for
Reliability Commitment and
Dispatch

49

RUC MWP Changes

50

Changes to Selection of
Regulating Resources Prior to
Operating Hour for Use in RTBM

Modification of OOME
Instruction

52

56

63

65

68

Correction of MWP Cost
Allocation for Load Deviation
During Emergency
Clarification to Emergency
Procedure within the Operating
Hour
Changes to Operating Reserve
Qualification Re-Testing
Requirements
Clarification to Excess
Generation Emergency Logic

Approved: MOPC

January 24, 2012
Approved with
modifications with one
abstention (Westar)
February 27, 2012
Approved with one
abstention (GSEC)
March 13, 2012
Approved with
modifications with one
opposition (Westar)
January 25, 2012
Approved with
modifications with one
opposition (Westar)
February 14, 2012
Unanimously approved
with modifications

February 27, 2012
Unanimously approved
March 13, 2012
Unanimously approved

March 22, 2012
Approved with
modifications
March 22, 2012
Approved with
modifications

March 22, 2012
Approved
March 22, 2012
Approved

April 10-11, 2012

MPRR 43, 50, 52, 56, 65, 68, & PRR 241 Unanimously
MPRR 47-Approved with 2 opposed-Westar & KGE-Westar Energy
MPRR 49-Approved with 2 Abstentions-Westar & KGE-Westar Energy
MPRR 63-Approved Unanimously
MPRR 44-Approved with 4 Abstentions-Golden Spread, Calpine Energy, Tenaska Power, & Dogwood
Energy
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EIS Market
Integrated Marketplace

PRR Recommendation Report
PRR
No.

Marketplace-PRR43

PRR
External Operating Reserve
Title
Normal
Expedited
Urgent Action

Timeline
Provide explanation if Expedited and/or Urgent Action is selected:
Approve

Reject

Require additional information

Recommendation Action

Defer

Refer

Yes – If yes, estimated cost: $136,072

No

Impact Analysis Required

Protocol Section(s)
Requiring Revision

SPP Staff will complete this section.
Sections No.: 1., 4.2.2.7.1, 4.2.2.7.2, 4.5.8.8,4.5.8.9,4.5.8.10, 4.5.8.11
Title: Glossary, External Contingency Reserve, External Regulation, Day-Ahead
Regulation-Up Distribution Amount, Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Distribution
Amount, Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Distribution Amount, Day-Ahead
Supplemental Reserve Distribution Amount
Protocol Version: 5.0

Type of Revision

Revision Description

Correction/Clean-Up

Clarification

Design Enhancement

Design Change

The design detailed in this MPRR allows for two options:
1. External resources choosing to offer energy and Operating Reserve
located in the Eastern Interconnection must pseudo-tie into the footprint.
2. A new resource type External Dynamic Resource (EDR) allows External
Resources that are not Pseudo-tied to participate in the market. A Market
Participant registers an EDR for the purposes of accounting for importing
of Operating Reserve that is sourced external to the SPP BA. An External
Dynamic Resource that is modeled in the Eastern Interconnection may
either represent a single Resource or a fleet of Resources and is not
subject to Energy dispatch, only clearing and deployment of the Operating
Reserve products that the EDR is qualified to provide. An EDR that is
associated with a DC tie-line is modeled as a single Resource and may be
available for Energy dispatch and/or Operating Reserve clearing which
must be specified at registration.
Yes – Section No: (Include a summary of impact and/or specific changes)

Tariff Implications or
Changes
No
Date of Vote: 1/24/2012—Approved
MWG Review
PRR Recommendation

All Segments present for the vote:

Yes

No

Segment of Parties that voted No or Abstained:
Abstained—Westar

#5d. MPRR 43 Recommendation Report
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RTWG Review

2/23/2012—Approved

ORWG Review

2/27/2012—Approved

MOPC Recommendation
Board Review

Date

11/23/2011

Name
E-mail Address
Company
Phone Number

Sponsor
Debbie James
djames@spp.org
Southwest Power Pool
501.614.3577

Abstainer
Date
Reason

Comment Author
Date

Reasons for Abstaining
Westar
1/24/2012
Westar abstained because we felt that the protocol language governing Regulation
deployment across a DC tie is inadequate and confusing.

Comments Received
LES
12/7/2011
LES cannot support MPRR43 due to the following language:
“Operating Reserve being supplied from multiple Resources may be represented
as a single Pseudo-Tied Resource provided that all Resources are located at the
same generating plant and are connected at the same voltage level.”

Comment Description

Comment Status

Comment Author
Date

Our regulation currently comes from outside the SPP footprint and is imported as
Dynamic Schedule. This Dynamic Schedule is sourced from a fleet of Resources.
These Resources are not at the same generating plants or voltage levels.
We would support this MPRR if it allowed for multiple Resources at different
generating plants to be modeled as a single Pseudo-Tied Resource.
Comments were taken into consideration. The approved language is reflected in
this recommendation report.
Comments Received
NPPD
12/7/2011
NPPD would not be able to support MPRR43 due to the following language:
“Operating Reserve being supplied from multiple Resources may be represented
as a single Pseudo-Tied Resource provided that all Resources are located at the
same generating plant and are connected at the same voltage level.”

Comment Description

Also NPPD has concerns with the language that ties these changes to RegulationUp and/or Regulation Down being supplied from external to the SPP BAA.
NPPD currently utilizes a dynamic schedule for a significant portion of our
regulation that comes from outside the SPP footprint. NPPD believes going
forward this should be an option. This Dynamic Schedule is sourced from a fleet of
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Comment Status

Comment Author
Date

Resources that are not at the same generating plants or voltage levels. With
discussions with the Provider of Regulation there could be concerns of changing
this to a Pseudo Tie from a Dynamic Schedule.
Comments were taken into consideration. The approved language is reflected in
this recommendation report.
Comments Received
SPP
12/7/2011
Two different changes are proposed in these comments.
1) Language was removed in Section 4.2.2.7.1 that allows external
contingency reserve to be pseudo-tied across the DC tie. After further
analysis and discussion internally, SPP staff recommends removing this
option due to modeling and reliability concerns.

Comment Description

Comment Status

Comment Author
Date

Comment Description

Comment Status

2) Language was removed in Section 4.5.3 related to External Reserve Zone
Obligation Transfer Schedules. External Reserve Zone Obligation
Transfer Schedules aren’t necessary with the proposal in MPRR43 and
was unintentionally left in the original MPRR posting.
Comments were taken into consideration. The approved language is reflected in
this recommendation report.
Comments Received
SPP
1/18/2012
SPP proposes the following comments based on internal discussions and
feedback from members. In short, any external resource or external fleet of
resources that are located in the Eastern Interconnection that choose to offer
Operating Reserve on behalf of a Market Participant will be modeled and
registered as an External Dynamic Resource (“EDR”) as detailed in 4.2.2.7.1.
Resources across a DC Ties available for Energy dispatch and/or provision of
Operating Reserve will be modeled and registered as EDRs as well. External
resources choosing to offer energy and Operating Reserve located in the Eastern
Interconnection must pseudo-tie into the footprint. Changes were also made to
the Registration section to accommodate the addition of External Dynamic
Resources. Please note: the following proposal changes the approach proposed
in the comments submitted by SPP on December 7, 2011.
Comments were taken into consideration. The approved language is reflected in
this recommendation report.
Comments Received

Comment Author
Date
Comment Description
Comment Status

MWG
1/24/2012
Clarification
The MPRR was approved as modified. The approved language is reflected in this
recommendation report.
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Proposed Protocol Language Revision

1.0

Glossary

External Contingency Reserve
The sum of External Spinning Reserve and External Supplemental Reserve.
External Interface
A Settlement Location representing a physical interconnection point(s) between the SPP
Balancing Authority Area and an External Balancing Authority Area.
External Reserve Zone Obligation Transfer Schedule
A schedule from a Balancing Authority external to the SPP Balancing Authority into a Reserve
Zone supported by firm transmission service to the SPP border that allows a Market Participant
to reduce its Operating Reserve obligation in that Reserve Zone.
External Spinning Reserve
Spinning Reserve contracted by a Market Participant that is being supplied from an external BA
to a Reserve Zone within the SPP BA for the purposes of meeting the Market Participant’s
Spinning Reserve obligation within the Reserve Zone.
External Supplemental Reserve
Supplemental Reserve contracted by a Market Participant that is being supplied from an external
BA to a Reserve Zone within the SPP BA for the purposes of meeting the Market Participant’s
Supplemental Reserve obligation within the Reserve Zone.

4.2.2.5.6 Non‐Dispatchable Variable Energy Resources
The following rules apply to Resources registered as Non-Dispatchable Variable Energy Resources
(“NDVER”):
(1) For the RUC processes, the maximum operating limit shall be as submitted in the Resource
Offer;
(2) For the Real-Time Balancing Market, the Resource’s Energy Offer Curve shall not apply and
offer prices shall be assumed equal to zero for the purposes of calculating production costs
relating to RUC make-whole payments and cost allocation thereof under Sections 4.5.9.8 and
4.5.9.10. The Resource must operate in “Manual” Control Status and the Setpoint Instruction
will be an echo of actual SCADA output as updated every ten seconds.
4.2.2.5.7 External Dynamic Resource
Any external Resource, not Pseudo-Tied, or external fleet of resources that will be participating in the
Energy and Operating Reserve Markets will be modeled and registered as an External Dynamic
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Resource (“EDR”). EDRs in the Eastern Interconnection are not permitted to offer Energy. EDRs
associated with DC Ties may only be modeled and registered as an EDR if the DC tie is continuously
dispatchable across zero. Dead bands are not supported. The following specific rules pertain to EDRs:
(1)

An EDR may represent an external entity’s resource or fleet of resources:
a. within the Eastern Interconnect for the offering of Operating Reserve only or;
b. offer Energy and/or Operating Reserve sourcing from other Interconnections
using a DC tie;

(2)

The EDR will be assigned by SPP to the applicable Reserve Zone within SPP, as
determined by SPP;

(3)

For external entities offering Operating Reserves, a Firm Transmission Service
Reservation shall be associated with an EDR from source BA to the SPP BA, or from the
SPP BA to the sink BA, as applicable, which must be used for scheduling a Dynamic
Schedule representing the MW provided by the EDR;

(4)

A Market Participant must use the following commit status for a EDR:
a) For the DA Market, a Market Participant may select “Self”, “Not Participating” or
Outage”or;
b) for the RTBM, a Market Participant must select “Self”, if available, otherwise
“Outage”

(5)

A Market Participant must offer an EDR that is not associated with a DC tie with an
energy dispatch status of “Not-Qualified”;

(6)

The following resource offer parameters as described under Section 4.2.2.1 are not valid
for an EDR that is not associated with a DC Tie: (a) all offer parameters labeled as Unit
Commitment; (b) Energy Offer Curve, Ramp-Rate-Up and Ramp-Rate-Down. For an
EDR associated with a DC tie, the same restrictions apply except that if this EDR is
available for Energy dispatch, it must submit an Energy Offer Curve, Ramp-Rate-Up and
Ramp Rate Down;

(7)

Market Participants must submit an Eco Min and Eco Max for the EDRs. These limits
will be used for the Normal Min and Normal Max, Emergency Min and Emergency Max
and Regulation Min and Regulation Max.

(8)

If the EDR offers with a minimum less than zero, then a Dynamic Schedule must be
created sourcing from the SPP BA to the Sink BA. Similarly, if the EDR offers with a
maximum greater than zero, then a Dynamic Schedule must be created from the Source
BA to the SPP BA.

(9) The TSR profile on the Dynamic Schedule must be greater than or equal to the maximum
operating limits of the EDR.
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‐

If the EDR minimum is less than zero, then the TSR profile must be equal to or
greater than to the absolute value of the minimum. (The EDR is cleared for
Regulation Down in the direction of the external BA).

‐

If the EDR maximum is greater than zero, then the TSR profile must be equal to
or greater than the maximum. (The EDR is cleared for Regulation in the direction
SPP BA).

(10)

The EDR Dynamic Schedule will be excluded for settlement purposes. The host Market
Participant is responsible for updating the profile on the Dynamic Schedule to comply
with NERC standard INT-004-2;

(11)

The Market Participant will send a Control Status and the MW response of the EDR via
ICCP the same as any other Resource; and

(12) All settlements will be based on the actual output value of the EDR as submitted by the
MP’s Meter Agent, the same as any other Resource.
4.2.2.7.1 External Contingency Operating Reserve

A Market Participant may reduce its Contingency Reserve obligation within a Reserve Zone through
submittal of an External Reserve Zone Obligation Transfer Schedule relating to a contract for External
Contingency Reserve supply subject to the following requirements:
(1)

The Market Participant must initially notify SPP seven (7) business days prior to the applicable
Operating Day of its intent to supply a portion of its Contingency Reserve obligation from
external sources and identify the applicable Reserve Zone(s);

(2)

Transmission service from the external party to the SPP border must be consistent with
supplying External Contingency Reserve into the Reserve Zone(s) identified;

(3)

Submittal of an External Reserve Zone Obligation Transfer Schedule reduces the amount of
Contingency Reserve procured from the DA Market and RTBM and reduces the Market
Participant’s Contingency Reserve obligation within the applicable Reserve Zone as calculated
under Section 4.5.8.10 for Spinning Reserve and Section 4.5.8.11 for Supplemental Reserve.
Market Participants must submit their External Reserve Zone Obligation Transfer Schedules no
later than 8:00 AM Day-Ahead and must specify the following information:
(a)

Asset Owner Buyer

(b)

Sink Reserve Zone;

(c)

Contingency Reserve Product; and

(d)

MW Amount.
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(1) External Reserve Zone Obligation Transfer Schedules in excess of the Market
Participants Contingency Reserve obligation in the applicable Reserve Zone is not eligible to
receive payment.
4.2.2.7.2

External Regulation

A Market Participant may meet all or a portion of its Regulation-Up and Regulation-Down obligation
within a Reserve Zone through External Regulation subject to the following requirements:
(1) If the source BA is supplying the External Regulation from three physical resources or less, the
External Regulation must be modeled as a Pseudo-Tie Resource inside the SPP BAA. The
Pseudo-Tie Resource may only be used to represent Regulation-Up and/or Regulation Down
being sourced from one of the maximum of three physical Resources at any one time.
Otherwise, the External Regulation must be represented as a Dynamic Schedule and the market
accounting will be performed consistent with the treatment of External Contingency Reserve
described under Section 4.2.2.7.1; and
(2)

Firm transmission service from the external party to the SPP border must be obtained identifying
a sink location consistent with supplying Regulation-Up and Regulation Down to load within the
Reserve Zone(s) identified.

4.5.3 Financial Schedules and External Reserve Zone Obligation Transfer Schedules
4.5.3.1

Financial Schedules

Market Participants may create Financial Schedules for Energy and Operating Reserve obligation by
registering and confirming the parameters of the agreement between buyer and seller such as the
Schedule ID, Settlement Location, Reserve Zone, maximum allowable hourly quantity, market product,
submitting party, auto-confirmation option and the effective & termination dates. Once this “header”
information is validated and entered into the system by SPP, hourly quantities submitted reference the
Schedule ID in order to be associated with all the parameters required for settlement calculations. In the
event that either party no longer consents to participate in the Financial Schedule or if SPP staff
encounter recurring settlement dispute activity related to its usage the “header” information may be
ended in advance of the original termination date effectively preventing further submittal of hourly
quantities.
Market Participants may submit Financial Schedule quantities for Energy and Operating Reserve
obligation up to four (4) days following the applicable Operating Day for the Initial settlement. New
submittals and revisions to previously submitted values may be submitted up to 44 days following the
applicable Operating Day to be included in the Final settlement. The submittal timeline is subject to
acceleration around holidays (see Section 4.5.14). Auto-confirmation applies to only the first submittal
per Operating Day and must occur prior to the cutoff for the Initial settlement. Submittals 1) for
agreements not using the auto-confirmation option, 2) beyond the cutoff date for the Initial settlement or
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3) which update previous submittals must all be explicitly confirmed by the submitting party and
counterparty. Submittals not confirmed by both parties will not be included in any settlement execution.
Transactions related to Financial Schedules for Energy must specify the Settlement Location, the MW
amount, the buyer, the seller and which market it applies to (DA Market or RTBM). The seller receives
an increase in load obligation equal to the specified MW amount and the buyer receives a reduction in
load obligation equal to the specified MW amount (the equivalent of a Resource settlement) at the
specified Settlement Location.
Transactions related to Financial Schedules for Operating Reserve obligation must specify the buyer, the
seller, the Operating Reserve product, the MW obligation transfer and the Reserve Zone within which
the obligation transfer applies. The seller receives an increase in Operating Reserve obligation equal to
the specified MW and the buyer receives a corresponding decrease in Operating Reserve obligation
within the specified Reserve Zone.
External Reserve Zone Obligation Transfer Schedules

4.5.3.2

Market Participants may submit External Reserve Zone Obligation Transfer Schedules for Operating
Reserve as described under Section 4.2.2.7.1. The buyer receives a corresponding decrease in Operating
Reserve obligation in the sink Reserve Zone up to but not beyond the buyer’s obligation.
4.5.8.8

Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Distribution Amount

(1) A DA Market charge or credit will be calculated for each Asset Owner for each hour for each
Reserve Zone. The Asset Owner amount within each Reserve Zone will be equal to the net Reserve
Zone procurement rate for Regulation-Up multiplied by the Asset Owners Regulation-Up obligation
within the Reserve Zone. For the purpose of allocating DA Market Regulation-Up procurement
costs, all Non-Binding Reserve Zones will be combined into a single Non-Binding Reserve Zone.
The amount to each Asset Owner is calculated as follows:
#DaRegUpDistHrlyAmt a, z, h =
DaRegUpDistHrlyRate z, h * DaRegUpAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h
Where,
(a)

IF DaRegUpObligRznHrlyQty z, h > 0
THEN
#DaRegUpDistHrlyRate z, h =
DaRegUpRznHrlyCost z, h / DaRegUpObligRznHrlyQty z, h
ELSE
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DaRegUpDistHrlyRate z, h = 0

(a.1)

DaRegUpObligRznHrlyQty z, h =

∑DaRegUpAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h
a

(a.2)

#DaRegUpRznHrlyCost z, h =
Min (DaRegUpRznHrlyQty z, h , DaRegUpObligRznHrlyQty z, h)
* DaRegUpMcpHrlyPrc z, h
+ Max ( 0, (DaRegUpObligRznHrlyQty z, h - DaRegUpRznHrlyQty z, h ) )
* DaRegUpSpxHrlyRate

(a.2.1) IF

h

∑ Max (0, DaRegUpRznHrlyQty z, h - DaRegUpObligRznHrlyQty z, h) > 0
z

THEN

#DaRegUpSpxHrlyRate h =

∑( Max (0, DaRegUpRznHrlyQty z, h - DaRegUpObligRznHrlyQty z, h)
z

* DaRegUpMcpHrlyPrc z, h )

/

∑ Max (0, DaRegUpRznHrlyQty z, h - DaRegUpObligRznHrlyQty z, h )
z

ELSE
DaRegUpSpxHrlyRate h = 0
(a.2.2)

DaRegUpRznHrlyQty z, h =

∑∑DaRegUpHrlyQty a, z, s, h
a

(b)

s

#DaRegUpAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h =

DaRegUpSppHrlyQty h
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*

(

∑

RtRegUpRznLoadHrlyQty

a,

z,

s,

h

/

RtLoadSppHrlyQtyh

)(

s

DaRegUpInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h

* DaRegUpObligRatio h ) -

∑RegUpFinHrlyQty a, z, h, t
t

(b.1) DaRegUpInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h =

Max (0, DaRegUpIniAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h -

∑ContrRegUpHrlyQty a, z, h, t )
t

(b.2)

DaRegUpIniAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h =

( DaRegUpSppHrlyQty h + ContrRegUpSppHrlyQtyh )

*(

∑RtRegUpRznLoadHrlyQty a, z, s, h / RtLoadSppHrlyQtyh )
s

(b.2.1)

ContrRegUpSppHrlyQty h =

∑∑∑ContrRegUpHrlyQty a, z, h, t
a

(b.2.21) RtLoadSppHrlyQty h =

DaRegUpSppHrlyQty h =

s

z

∑∑∑DaRegUpHrlyQty a, z, s, h
a

(b.3)

t

∑∑∑RtRegUpRznLoadHrlyQty a, z, s, h
a

(b.2.3)

z

s

z

DaRegUpObligRatio h = DaRegUpSppHrlyQty h
/ DaRegUpInterObligSppHrlyQtyh

(b.3.1)

DaRegUpInterObligSppHrlyQtyh =

∑∑DaRegUpInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h
a
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(b.43)

#RtRegUpRznLoadHrlyQty a, z, s, h = [ Max ( 0,

∑ RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i )
i

+ Max ( 0,

∑∑RtImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t * (1 – RsgCrdFlgt ) ) ]
i

t

* PctSlinRznRegUpHrlyFct a, z, s, h / 12
(c)

#DaRegUpSlObligHrlyQty a, z, s, h =
( DaRegUpSppHrlyQtyh + ContrRegUpSppHrlyQtyh )
* (RtRegUpRznLoadHrlyQty a, z, s, h / RtLoadSppHrlyQtyh )

(2) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Reserve Zone. The daily amount is
calculated as follows:
DaRegUpDistDlyAmt a, z, d =

∑ DaRegUpDistHrlyAmt a, z, h
h

(3) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated. The daily
amount is calculated as follows:
DaRegUpDistAoAmt a, m, d =

∑ DaRegUpDistDlyAmt a, z, d
z

(4) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset Owner
amounts associated with that Market Participant. The daily amount is calculated as follows:
DaRegUpDistMpAmt m, d =

∑ DaRegUpDistAoAmt a, m, d
a
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Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

DaRegUpDistHrlyAmt a, z, h

$

Hour

DaRegUpDistHrlyRate z, h

$/MW

Hour

ContrRegUpHrlyQty a, z, h, t

MW

Hour

DaRegUpRznHrlyCost z, h

$

Hour

DaRegUpHrlyQty a, z, s, h

MW

Hour

DaRegUpAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h

MW

Hour

DaRegUpRznHrlyQty z, h

MW

Hour

DaRegUpObligRznHrlyQty z, h

MW

Hour

ContrRegUpSppHrlyQtyh

MW

Hour

RtLoadSppHrlyQtyh

MW

Hour

Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Distribution Amount per AO per
Reserve Zone per Hour - The amount to AO a for AO a’s
share of DA Market Regulation-Up procurement costs in
Reserve Zone z in Hour h.
Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Distribution Hourly Rate per
Reserve Zone per Hour – The rate applied to AO a’s
Regulation-Up obligation within Reserve Zone z in Hour h.
Contracted Regulation-Up per AO per Reserve Zone per
Transaction per Hour – AO a’s contracted Regulation-Up
transaction t being supplied to Reserve Zone z from external to
the SPP BA to meet AO a’s Regulation-Up obligation.
Contracted Regulation-Up being supplied to AO a is a positive
value.
Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Reserve Zone Cost per Reserve
Zone per Hour – The total DA Market Regulation-Up
procurement cost for Reserve Zone z in Hour h.
Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Hourly Quantity per Asset Owner
per Settlement Location per Reserve Zone per Hour – The
value described under Section 4.5.8.4.
Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Asset Owner Obligation Quantity
per Reserve Zone per Hour – Asset Owner a’s DA Market
Regulation-Up obligation in Reserve Zone z for Hour h.
Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Hourly Quantity per Reserve Zone
per Hour – The total amount of cleared Regulation-Up in
Reserve Zone z for Hour h.
Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Obligation per Reserve Zone per
Hour – Reserve Zone z’s DA Market Regulation-Up obligation
for Hour h.
Contracted Regulation-Up per Hour – The total of all
ContrRegUpHrlyQty a, z, h, t for Hour h.
Real-Time SPP Load per Hour – SPP total actual load and
Export Interchange Transactions in Hour h.
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Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

DaRegUpSppHrlyQty h

MW

Hour

DaRegUpInterObligSppHrlyQtyh

MW

Hour

DaRegUpInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h

MW

Hour

DaRegUpIniAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h

MW

Hour

DaRegUpObligRatio h

none

Hour

DaRegUpSlObligHrlyQty a, z, s, h

MW

Hour

$/MW

Hour

Total SPP Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Hourly Quantity per
Hour – The total amount of Regulation-Up cleared in the DA
Market for Hour h.
Day-Ahead SPP Regulation-Up Interim Obligation Quantity
per AO per Reserve Zone per Hour – The total of all Asset
Owner’s DA Market Regulation-Up interim obligation over all
Reserve Zones for Hour h .
Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Interim Asset Owner Obligation
Quantity per AO per Reserve Zone per Hour – Asset Owner
a’s DA Market Regulation-Up interim obligation that includes
treatment of ContrRegUpHrlyQty a, z, h, t but does not include
allocation of excess ContrRegUpHrlyQty a, z, h, t in Reserve
Zone z for Hour h .
Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Initial Asset Owner Obligation
Quantity per AO per Reserve Zone per Hour – Asset Owner
a’s DA Market Regulation-Up initial obligation that does not
include treatment of ContrRegUpHrlyQty a, z, h, t in Reserve
Zone z for Hour h.
Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Asset Owner Obligation Ratio per
Hour – The percentage applied to Asset Owner a’s
DaRegUpInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h to account for allocation
of any excess
ContrRegUpHrlyQty a, z, h, t in Reserve Zone z in Hour h.
Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Obligation Quantity per AO per
Settlement Location per Hour - Asset Owner a’s DA Market
Regulation-Up initial obligation that does not include
treatment of ContrRegUpHrlyQty a, z, h, t at Settlement
Location s in Reserve Zone z for Hour h. Note that this value
is provided for information purposes only and is not used in
any of the cost allocation calculations.
Day-Ahead MCP for Regulation-Up per Reserve Zone – The
value described under Section 4.5.8.4 for Reserve Zone z.

DaRegUpMcpHrlyPrc z, h
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Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

$/MW

Hour

RtRegUpRznLoadHrlyQty a, z, s, h

MWh

Hour

RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i

MW

Dispatch
Interval

%

Hour

RtImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t

MW

Dispatch
Interval

RsgCrdFlgt

none

none

RegUpFinHrlyQty a, z, h, t

MW

Hour

Day-Ahead Regulation-Up SPP Exchange Rate per Hour –
The rate applied to calculate the portion of DA Market Reserve
Zone procurement costs associated with Reserve Zones that
must purchase cleared Regulation-Up from other Reserve
Zones in order to meet the Reserve Zone Regulation-Up
obligation.
Real-Time Reserve Zone Load per AO per Settlement Location
in Reserve Zone z for Hour h – Asset Owner a’s actual load
and Export Interchange Transactions at Settlement Location s
in Reserve Zone z for Hour h for use in Regulation-Up cost
allocation.
Real-Time Billing Meter Quantity per AO per Settlement
Location per Dispatch Interval - The value described under
Section 4.5.9.1 for Reserve Zone z.
Percent Settlement Location in Reserve Zone per AO per
Settlement Location per Reserve Zone per Hour – The
percentage factor of AO a’s load at Settlement Location s that
is contained within Reserve Zone z for use in Regulation-Up
cost allocation.
Real-Time Interchange Transaction Quantity per AO per
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval per Transaction –
The value described under Section 4.5.9.2 for Reserve Zone z.
Reserve Sharing Group Contingency Reserve Deployment
Flag per Event – A flag indicating that an import or export is a
result of a schedule created by a Reserve Sharing Event.
Normally, this flag is equal to zero. It is set equal to one for a
Reserve Sharing Event.
Financial Schedule for Regulation-Up per AO per Settlement
Location per Transaction per Hour - The MW amount
specified by the buyer AO and seller AO in a RTBM Financial
Schedule transaction t for Regulation-Up at Reserve Zone z for
the Hour. The buyer AO MW amount is a positive value and
the seller AO MW amount is a negative value.

DaRegUpSpxHrlyRate

h

PctSlinRznRegUpHrlyFct a, z, s, h
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Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

DaRegUpDistDlyAmt a, z, d

$

Operating
Day

DaRegUpDistAoAmt a, m, d

$

Operating
Day

DaRegUpDistMpAmt m, d

$

Operating
Day

Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Distribution Amount per AO per
Reserve Zone per Operating Day - AO a’s share of DA Market
Regulation-Up procurement costs for Reserve Zone z in
Operating Day d.
Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Distribution Amount per AO per
Operating Day - AO a’s for total DA Market Regulation-Up
procurement costs associated with Market Participant m in
Operating Day d.
Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Distribution Amount per MP per
Operating Day - MP m’s share of total DA Market RegulationUp procurement costs for in Operating Day d.
An Asset Owner.
A Settlement Location.
An Hour.
A Reserve Zone.
A Dispatch Interval.
A single tagged Interchange Transaction, a single virtual
energy transaction, a single Financial Schedule, a single
contracted Operating Reserve transaction, a single TCR
instrument, a single ARR award or a single Reserve Sharing
Event transaction.
An Operating Day.
A Market Participant.

a
s
h
z
i
t

none
none
none
none
none
none

none
none
none
none
none
none

d
m

none
none

none
none
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4.5.8.9

Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Distribution Amount

(1) A DA Market charge or credit will be calculated for each Asset Owner for each hour for each
Reserve Zone. The Asset Owner amount within each Reserve Zone will be equal to the net Reserve
Zone procurement rate for Regulation-Down multiplied by the Asset Owners Regulation-Down
obligation within the Reserve Zone. For the purpose of allocating DA Market Regulation-Down
procurement costs, all Non-Binding Reserve Zones will be combined into a single Non-Binding
Reserve Zone. The amount to each Asset Owner is calculated as follows:
#DaRegDnDistHrlyAmt a, z, h =
DaRegDnDistHrlyRate z, h * DaRegDnAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h
Where,
(a)

IF DaRegDnObligRznHrlyQty z, h > 0
THEN
#DaRegDnDistHrlyRate z, h =
DaRegDnRznHrlyCost z, h / DaRegDnObligRznHrlyQty z, h
ELSE
DaRegDnDistHrlyRate z, h = 0

(a.1)

DaRegDnObligRznHrlyQty z, h =

∑DaRegDnAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h
a

(a.2)

#DaRegDnRznHrlyCost z, h =
Min (DaRegDnRznHrlyQty z, h , DaRegDnObligRznHrlyQty z, h)
* DaRegDnMcpHrlyPrc z, h
+ Max ( 0, (DaRegDnObligRznHrlyQty z, h - DaRegDnRznHrlyQty z, h ) )
* DaRegDnSpxHrlyRate

(a.2.1) IF

h

∑ Max (0, DaRegDnRznHrlyQty z, h - DaRegDnObligRznHrlyQty z, h) > 0
z

THEN
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#DaRegDnSpxHrlyRate h =

∑( Max (0, DaRegDnRznHrlyQty z, h - DaRegDnObligRznHrlyQty z, h)
z

* DaRegDnMcpHrlyPrc z, h )

/

∑ Max (0, DaRegDnRznHrlyQty z, h - DaRegDnObligRznHrlyQty z, h )
z

ELSE
DaRegDnSpxHrlyRate h = 0
DaRegDnRznHrlyQty z, h =

(a.2.2)

∑∑DaRegDnHrlyQty a, z, s, h
a

(b)

s

#DaRegDnAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h =

DaRegDnSppHrlyQty h

*

(

∑

RtRegDnRznLoadHrlyQty

a,

z,

s,

h

/

RtLoadSppHrlyQtyh

)(

s

DaRegDnInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h

* DaRegDnObligRatio h ) -

∑RegDnFinHrlyQty a, z, h, t
t

(b.1) DaRegDnInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h =

Max (0, DaRegDnIniAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h -

∑ContrRegDnHrlyQty a, z, h, t )
t

(b.2)

DaRegDnIniAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h =

( DaRegDnSppHrlyQty h + ContrRegDnSppHrlyQtyh )

*(

∑RtRegDnRznLoadHrlyQty a, z, s, h / RtLoadSppHrlyQtyh )
s
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(b.2.1)

ContrRegDnSppHrlyQty h =

∑∑∑ContrRegDnHrlyQty a, z, h, t
a

(b.2.21) DaRegDnSppHrlyQty h =

t

∑∑∑DaRegDnHrlyQty a, s, z, h
a

(b.3)

z

s

z

DaRegDnObligRatio h = DaRegDnSppHrlyQty h
/ DaRegDnInterObligSppHrlyQtyh

(b.3.1)

DaRegDnInterObligSppHrlyQtyh =

∑∑DaRegDnInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h
a

(b.42)

z

#RtRegDnRznLoadHrlyQty a, z, s, h = [ Max ( 0,

∑ RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i )
i

+ Max ( 0,

∑∑RtImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t * (1 – RsgCrdFlgt ) ) ]
i

t

* PctSlinRznRegDnHrlyFct a, z, s, h / 12
(c)

#DaRegDnSlObligHrlyQty a, z, s, h =
( DaRegDnSppHrlyQtyh + ContrRegDnSppHrlyQtyh )
* (RtRegDnRznLoadHrlyQty a, z, s, h / RtLoadSppHrlyQtyh )

(2) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Reserve Zone. The daily amount is
calculated as follows:
DaRegDnDistDlyAmt a, z, d =

∑ DaRegDnDistHrlyAmt a, z, h
h

(3) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated. The daily
amount is calculated as follows:
DaRegDnDistAoAmt a, m, d =

∑ DaRegDnDistDlyAmt a, z, d
z
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(4) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset Owner
amounts associated with that Market Participant. The daily amount is calculated as follows:
DaRegDnDistMpAmt m, d =

∑ DaRegDnDistAoAmt a, m, d
a
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Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

DaRegDnDistHrlyAmt a, z, h

$

Hour

DaRegDnDistHrlyRate z, h

$/MW

Hour

ContrRegDnHrlyQty a, z, h, t

MW

Hour

DaRegDnRznHrlyCost z, h

$

Hour

DaRegDnHrlyQty a, z, s, h

MW

Hour

DaRegDnAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h

MW

Hour

DaRegDnRznHrlyQty z, h

MW

Hour

DaRegDnObligRznHrlyQty z, h

MW

Hour

ContrRegDnSppHrlyQtyh

MW

Hour

RtLoadSppHrlyQtyh

MW

Hour

Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Distribution Amount per AO per
Reserve Zone per Hour - The amount to AO a for AO a’s share
of DA Market Regulation-Down procurement costs in Reserve
Zone z in Hour h.
Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Distribution Hourly Rate per
Reserve Zone per Hour – The rate applied to AO a’s RegulationDown obligation within Reserve Zone z in Hour h.
Contracted Regulation-Down per AO per Reserve Zone per
Transaction per Hour – AO a’s contracted Regulation-Down
transaction t being supplied to Reserve Zone z from outside of
the SPP BA to meet AO a’s Regulation-Down obligation.
Contracted Regulation-Down being supplied to AO a is a
positive value.
Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Reserve Zone Cost per Reserve
Zone per Hour – The total DA Market Regulation-Down
procurement cost for Reserve Zone z in Hour h.
Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Hourly Quantity per Asset Owner
per Settlement Location per Reserve Zone per Hour – The value
described under Section 4.5.8.5.
Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Asset Owner Obligation Quantity
per Reserve Zone per Hour – Asset Owner a’s DA Market
Regulation-Down obligation in Reserve Zone z for Hour h.
Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Hourly Quantity per Reserve Zone
per Hour – The total amount of cleared Regulation-Down in
Reserve Zone z for Hour h.
Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Obligation per Reserve Zone per
Hour – Reserve Zone z’s DA Market Regulation-Down
obligation for Hour h.
Contracted Regulation-Down per Hour – The total of all
ContrRegDnHrlyQty a, z, h, t for Hour h.
Real-Time SPP Load per Hour – The value described under
Section 4.5.8.8.
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Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

DaRegDnSppHrlyQty h

MW

Hour

DaRegDnInterObligSppHrlyQtyh

MW

Hour

DaRegDnInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h

MW

Hour

DaRegDnIniAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h

MW

Hour

DaRegDnObligRatio h

none

Hour

DaRegDnSlObligHrlyQty a, z, s, h

MW

Hour

$/MW

Hour

Total SPP Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Hourly Quantity per
Hour – The total amount of Regulation-Down cleared in the DA
Market for Hour h.
Day-Ahead SPP Regulation-Down Interim Obligation Quantity
per AO per Reserve Zone per Hour – The total of all Asset
Owner’s DA Market Regulation-Down interim obligation over
all Reserve Zones for Hour h .
Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Interim Asset Owner Obligation
Quantity per AO per Reserve Zone per Hour – Asset Owner a’s
DA Market Regulation-Down interim obligation that includes
treatment of ContrRegDnHrlyQty a, z, h, t but does not include
allocation of excess ContrRegDnHrlyQty a, z, h, t in Reserve
Zone z for Hour h .
Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Initial Asset Owner Obligation
Quantity per AO per Reserve Zone per Hour – Asset Owner a’s
DA Market Regulation-Down initial obligation that does not
include treatment of ContrRegDnHrlyQty a, z, h, t in Reserve
Zone z for Hour h .
Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Asset Owner Obligation Ratio per
Hour – The percentage applied to Asset Owner a’s
DaRegDnInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h to account for allocation
of any excess
ContrRegDnHrlyQty a, z, h, t in Reserve Zone z in Hour h.
Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Obligation Quantity per AO per
Settlement Location per Hour - Asset Owner a’s DA Market
Regulation-Down initial obligation that does not include
treatment of ContrRegDnHrlyQty a, z, h, t at Settlement Location
s in Reserve Zone z for Hour h. Note that this value is provided
for information purposes only and is not used in any of the cost
allocation calculations.
Day-Ahead MCP for Regulation-Down per Reserve Zone – The
value described under Section 4.5.8.5 for Reserve Zone z.

DaRegDnMcpHrlyPrc z, h
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Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

$/MW

Hour

RtRegDnRznLoadHrlyQty a, z, s, h

MWh

Hour

RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i

MW

Dispatch
Interval

%

Hour

RtImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t

MW

Dispatch
Interval

RsgCrdFlgt

none

none

RegDnFinHrlyQty a, z, h, t

MW

Hour

$

Operating
Day

Day-Ahead Regulation-Down SPP Exchange Rate per Hour –
The rate applied to calculate the portion of DA Market Reserve
Zone procurement costs associated with Reserve Zones that must
purchase cleared Regulation-Down from other Reserve Zones in
order to meet the Reserve Zone Regulation-Down obligation.
Real-Time Reserve Zone Load per AO per Settlement Location in
Reserve Zone z for Hour h – Asset Owner a’s actual load and
Export Interchange Transactions at Settlement Location s in
Reserve Zone z for Hour h for use in Regulation-Down cost
allocation.
Real-Time Billing Meter Quantity per AO per Settlement
Location per Dispatch Interval - The value described under
Section 4.5.9.1 for Reserve Zone z.
Percent Settlement Location in Reserve Zone per AO per
Settlement Location per Reserve Zone per Hour – The
percentage factor of AO a’s load at Settlement Location s that is
contained within Reserve Zone z for use in Regulation-Down
cost allocation.
Real-Time Interchange Transaction Quantity per AO per
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval per Transaction – The
value described under Section 4.5.9.2 for Reserve Zone z.
Reserve Sharing Group Contingency Reserve Deployment Flag
per Event – The value described under Section 4.5.8.8.
Real-Time Financial Schedule for Regulation-Down per AO per
Settlement Location per Transaction per Hour - The MW
amount specified by the buyer AO and seller AO in a RTBM
Financial Schedule transaction t for Regulation-Down at Reserve
Zone z for the Hour. The buyer AO MW amount is a positive
value and the seller AO MW amount is a negative value.
Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Distribution Amount per AO per
Reserve Zone per Operating Day - AO a’s share of DA Market
Regulation-Down procurement costs for Reserve Zone z in
Operating Day d.

DaRegDnSpxHrlyRate

h

PctSlinRznRegDnHrlyFct a, z, s, h

DaRegDnDistDlyAmt a, z, d
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Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

DaRegDnDistAoAmt a, m, d

$

Operating
Day

DaRegDnDistMpAmt m, d

$

Operating
Day

Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Distribution Amount per AO per
Operating Day - AO a’s for total DA Market Regulation-Down
procurement costs associated with Market Participant m in
Operating Day d.
Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Distribution Amount per MP per
Operating Day - MP m’s share of total DA Market RegulationDown procurement costs for in Operating Day d.
An Asset Owner.
A Settlement Location.
An Hour.
A Reserve Zone.
A Dispatch Interval.
A single tagged Interchange Transaction, a single virtual energy
transaction, a single Financial Schedule, a single contracted
Operating Reserve transaction, a single TCR instrument, a single
ARR award or a single Reserve Sharing Event transaction.
An Operating Day.
A Market Participant.

a
s
h
z
i
t

none
none
none
none
none
none

none
none
none
none
none
none

d
m

none
none

none
none
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4.5.8.10

Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Distribution Amount

(1) A DA Market charge or credit will be calculated for each Asset Owner for each hour for each
Reserve Zone. The Asset Owner amount within each Reserve Zone will be equal to the net Reserve
Zone procurement rate for Spinning Reserve multiplied by the Asset Owners Spinning Reserve
obligation within the Reserve Zone. For the purpose of allocating DA Market Spinning Reserve
procurement costs, all Non-Binding Reserve Zones will be combined into a single Non-Binding
Reserve Zone. The amount to each Asset Owner is calculated as follows:
#DaSpinDistHrlyAmt a, z, h = DaSpinDistHrlyRate z, h * DaSpinAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h
Where,
(a)

IF DaSpinObligRznHrlyQty z, h > 0
THEN
#DaSpinDistHrlyRate z, h =
DaSpinRznHrlyCost z, h / DaSpinObligRznHrlyQty z, h
ELSE
DaSpinDistHrlyRate z, h = 0

(a.1)

DaSpinObligRznHrlyQty z, h =

∑DaSpinAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h
a

(a.2)

#DaSpinRznHrlyCost z, h =
Min (DaSpinRznHrlyQty z, h , DaSpinObligRznHrlyQty z, h)
* DaSpinMcpHrlyPrc z, h
+ Max ( 0, (DaSpinObligRznHrlyQty z, h - DaSpinRznHrlyQty z, h ) )
* DaSpinSpxHrlyRate

(a.2.1) IF

h

∑ Max (0, DaSpinRznHrlyQty z, h - DaSpinObligRznHrlyQty z, h) > 0
z

THEN

#DaSpinSpxHrlyRate h =
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∑( Max (0, DaSpinRznHrlyQty z, h - DaSpinObligRznHrlyQty z, h)
z

* DaSpinMcpHrlyPrc z, h )

/

∑ Max (0, DaSpinRznHrlyQty z, h - DaSpinObligRznHrlyQty z, h )
z

ELSE
DaSpinSpxHrlyRate h = 0
(a.2.2)

DaSpinRznHrlyQty z, h =

∑∑DaSpinHrlyQty a, z, s, h
a

(b)

s

#DaSpinAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h =

DaSpinSppHrlyQty h

*(

∑RtSpinRznLoadHrlyQty a, z, s, h / RtLoadSppHrlyQtyh )( DaSpinInterAoObligHrlyQty a,
s

z, h

* DaSpinObligRatio h ) -

∑SpinFinHrlyQty a, z, h, t
t

(b.1) DaSpinInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h =

Max (0, DaSpinIniAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h -

∑ContrSpinHrlyQty a, z, h, t )
t

(b.2)

DaSpinIniAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h =

( DaSpinSppHrlyQty h + ContrSpinSppHrlyQtyh )

*(

∑RtSpinRznLoadHrlyQty a, z, s, h / RtLoadSppHrlyQtyh )
s
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(b.2.1)

ContrSpinSppHrlyQty h =

∑∑∑ContrSpinHrlyQty a, z, h, t
a

(b.2.21) DaSpinSppHrlyQty h =

t

∑∑∑DaSpinHrlyQty a, z, s, h
a

(b.3)

z

s

z

DaSpinObligRatio h = DaSpinSppHrlyQty h
/ DaSpinInterObligSppHrlyQtyh

(b.3.1)

DaSpinInterObligSppHrlyQtyh =

∑∑DaSpinInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h
a

(b.42)

z

#RtSpinRznLoadHrlyQty a, z, s, h = [ Max ( 0,

∑ RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i )
i

+ Max ( 0,

∑∑RtImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t * (1 – RsgCrdFlgt ) ) ]
i

t

* PctSlinRznSpinHrlyFct a, z, s, h / 12
(c)

#DaSpinSlObligHrlyQty a, z, s, h =
( DaSpinSppHrlyQtyh + ContrSpinSppHrlyQtyh )
* (RtSpinRznLoadHrlyQty a, z, s, h / RtLoadSppHrlyQtyh )

(2) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Reserve Zone. The daily amount is
calculated as follows:
DaSpinDistDlyAmt a, z, d =

∑ DaSpinDistHrlyAmt a, z, h
h

(3) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated. The daily
amount is calculated as follows:
DaSpinDistAoAmt a, m, d =

∑ DASpinDistDlyAmt a, z, d
z
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(4) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset Owner
amounts associated with that Market Participant. The daily amount is calculated as follows:
DaSpinDistMpAmt m, d =

∑ DaSpinDistAoAmt a, m, d
a
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Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

DaSpinDistHrlyAmt a, z, h

$

Hour

DaSpinDistHrlyRate z, h

$/MW

Hour

ContrSpinHrlyQty a, z, h, t

MW

Hour

DaSpinRznHrlyCost z, h

$

Hour

DaSpinHrlyQty a, z, s, h

MW

Hour

DaSpinAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h

MW

Hour

DaSpinRznHrlyQty z, h

MW

Hour

DaSpinObligRznHrlyQty z, h

MW

Hour

ContrSpinSppHrlyQtyh

MW

Hour

RtLoadSppHrlyQtyh

MW

Hour

DaSpinSppHrlyQty h

MW

Hour

Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Distribution Amount per AO per Reserve
Zone per Hour - The amount to AO a for AO a’s share of DA Market
Spinning Reserve procurement costs in Reserve Zone z in Hour h.
Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Distribution Hourly Rate per Reserve
Zone per Hour – The rate applied to AO a’s Spinning Reserve
obligation within Reserve Zone z in Hour h.
Contracted Spinning Reserve per AO per Reserve Zone per
Transaction per Hour – AO a’s contracted Spinning Reserve
transaction t being supplied to Reserve Zone z from outside of the SPP
BA to meet AO a’s Spinning Reserve obligation. Contracted Spinning
Reserve being supplied to AO a is a positive value.
Day-Ahead Reserve Zone Cost per Reserve Zone Spinning Reserve per
Hour – The total DA Market Spinning Reserve procurement cost for
Reserve Zone z in Hour h.
Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Hourly Quantity per Asset Owner per
Settlement Location per Reserve Zone per Hour – The value described
under Section 4.5.8.6.
Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Asset Owner Obligation Quantity per
Reserve Zone per Hour – Asset Owner a’s DA Market Spinning
Reserve obligation in Reserve Zone z for Hour h.
Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Hourly Quantity per Reserve Zone per
Hour – The total amount of cleared Spinning Reserve in Reserve Zone
z for Hour h.
Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Obligation per Reserve Zone per Hour –
Reserve Zone z’s DA Market Spinning Reserve obligation for Hour h.
Contracted Spinning Reserve per Hour – The total of all
ContrSpinHrlyQty a, z, h, t for Hour h.
Real-Time SPP Load per Hour – The value described under Section
4.5.8.8.
Total SPP Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Hourly Quantity per Hour –
The total amount of Spinning Reserve cleared in the DA Market for
Hour h.
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Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

DaSpinInterObligSppHrlyQtyh

MW

Hour

DaSpinInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h

MW

Hour

DaSpinIniAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h

MW

Hour

DaSpinObligRatio h

none

Hour

DaSpinSlObligHrlyQty a, z, s, h

MW

Hour

DaSpinMcpHrlyPrc z, h

$/MW

Hour

DaSpinSpxHrlyRate

$/MW

Hour

Day-Ahead SPP Spinning Reserve Interim Obligation Quantity per AO
per Reserve Zone per Hour – The total of all Asset Owner’s DA
Market Spinning Reserve interim obligation over all Reserve Zones for
Hour h .
Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Interim Asset Owner Obligation Quantity
per AO per Reserve Zone per Hour – Asset Owner a’s DA Market
Spinning Reserve interim obligation that includes treatment of
ContrSpinHrlyQty a, z, h, t but does not include allocation of excess
ContrSpinHrlyQty a, z, h, t in Reserve Zone z for Hour h .
Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Initial Asset Owner Obligation Quantity
per AO per Reserve Zone per Hour – Asset Owner a’s DA Market
Spinning Reserve initial obligation that does not include treatment of
ContrSpinHrlyQty a, z, h, t in Reserve Zone z for Hour h .
Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Asset Owner Obligation Ratio per Hour
– The percentage applied to Asset Owner a’s
DaSpinInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h to account for allocation of any
excess
ContrSpinHrlyQty a, z, h, t in Reserve Zone z in Hour h.
Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Obligation Quantity per AO per
Settlement Location per Hour - Asset Owner a’s DA Market Spinning
Reserve initial obligation that does not include treatment of
ContrSpinHrlyQty a, z, h, t at Settlement Location s in Reserve Zone z
for Hour h. Note that this value is provided for information purposes
only and is not used in any of the cost allocation calculations.
Day-Ahead MCP for Spinning Reserve per Reserve Zone – The value
described under Section 4.5.8.6 for Reserve Zone z.
Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve SPP Exchange Rate per Hour – The rate
applied to calculate the portion of DA Market Reserve Zone
procurement costs associated with Reserve Zones that must purchase
cleared Spinning Reserve from other Reserve Zones in order to meet
the Reserve Zone Spinning Reserve obligation.

h
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Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

RtSpinRznLoadHrlyQty a, z, s, h

MWh

Hour

RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i

MW

Dispatch
Interval

%

Hour

RtImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t

MW

Dispatch
Interval

RsgCrdFlgt

none

none

SpinFinHrlyQty a, z, h, t

MW

Hour

DaSpinDistDlyAmt a, z, d

$

Operating
Day

DaSpinDistAoAmt a, m, d

$

Operating
Day

DaSpinDistMpAmt m, d

$

Operating
Day

Real-Time Reserve Zone Load per AO per Settlement Location in
Reserve Zone z for Hour h – Asset Owner a’s actual load and Export
Interchange Transactions at Settlement Location s in Reserve Zone z
for Hour h for use in Spinning Reserve cost allocation.
Real-Time Billing Meter Quantity per AO per Settlement Location per
Dispatch Interval - The value described under Section 4.5.9.1 for
Reserve Zone z.
Percent Settlement Location in Reserve Zone per AO per Settlement
Location per Reserve Zone per Hour – The percentage factor of AO
a’s load at Settlement Location s that is contained within Reserve Zone
z for use in Spinning Reserve cost allocation.
Real-Time Interchange Transaction Quantity per AO per Settlement
Location per Dispatch Interval per Transaction – The value described
under Section 4.5.9.2 for Reserve Zone z.
Reserve Sharing Group Contingency Reserve Deployment Flag per
Event – The value described under Section 4.5.8.8.
Financial Schedule for Spinning Reserve per AO per Settlement
Location per Transaction per Hour - The MW amount specified by the
buyer AO and seller AO in a RTBM Financial Schedule transaction t
for Spinning Reserve at Reserve Zone z for the Hour. The buyer AO
MW amount is a positive value and the seller AO MW amount is a
negative value.
Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Distribution Amount per AO per Reserve
Zone per Operating Day - AO a’s share of DA Market Spinning
Reserve procurement costs for Reserve Zone z in Operating Day d.
Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Distribution Amount per AO per
Operating Day - AO a’s for total DA Market Spinning Reserve
procurement costs associated with Market Participant m in Operating
Day d.
Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Distribution Amount per MP per
Operating Day - MP m’s share of total DA Market Spinning Reserve
procurement costs for in Operating Day d.
An Asset Owner.

PctSlinRznSpinHrlyFct a, z, s, h

a
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Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

A Settlement Location.
An Hour.
A Reserve Zone.
A Dispatch Interval.
A single tagged Interchange Transaction, a single virtual energy
transaction, a single Financial Schedule, a single contracted Operating
Reserve transaction, a single TCR instrument, a single ARR award or a
single Reserve Sharing Event transaction.
An Operating Day.
A Market Participant.

s
h
z
i
t

none
none
none
none
none

none
none
none
none
none

d
m

none
none

none
none
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4.5.8.11

Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve Distribution Amount

(2)(1) A DA Market charge or credit will be calculated for each Asset Owner for each hour for each
Reserve Zone. The Asset Owner amount within each Reserve Zone will be equal to the net Reserve
Zone procurement rate for Supplemental Reserve multiplied by the Asset Owners Supplemental
Reserve obligation within the Reserve Zone. For the purpose of allocating DA Market Supplemental
Reserve procurement costs, all Non-Binding Reserve Zones will be combined into a single NonBinding Reserve Zone. The amount to each Asset Owner is calculated as follows:
#DaSuppDistHrlyAmt a, z, h = DaSuppDistHrlyRate z, h * DaSuppAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h
Where,
(a)

IF DaSuppObligRznHrlyQty z, h > 0
THEN
#DaSuppDistHrlyRate z, h =
DaSuppRznHrlyCost z, h / DaSuppObligRznHrlyQty z, h
ELSE
DaSuppDistHrlyRate z, h = 0

(a.1)

DaSuppObligRznHrlyQty z, h =

∑DaSuppAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h
a

(a.2)

#DaSuppRznHrlyCost z, h =
Min (DaSuppRznHrlyQty z, h , DaSuppObligRznHrlyQty z, h)
* DaSuppMcpHrlyPrc z, h
+ Max ( 0, (DaSuppObligRznHrlyQty z, h - DaSuppRznHrlyQty z, h ) )
* DaSuppSpxHrlyRate

(a.2.1) IF

h

∑ Max (0, DaSuppRznHrlyQty z, h - DaSuppObligRznHrlyQty z, h) > 0
z

THEN

#DaSuppSpxHrlyRate h =
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∑( Max (0, DaSuppRznHrlyQty z, h - DaSuppObligRznHrlyQty z, h)
z

* DaSuppMcpHrlyPrc z, h )

/

∑ Max (0, DaSuppRznHrlyQty z, h - DaSuppObligRznHrlyQty z, h )
z

ELSE
DaSuppSpxHrlyRate h = 0
(a.2.2)

DaSuppRznHrlyQty z, h =

∑∑DaSuppHrlyQty a, z, s, h
a

(b)

s

#DaSuppAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h = ( DaSuppInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h

* DaSuppObligRatio h ) -

∑SuppFinHrlyQty a, z, h, t
t

(b.1)

DaSuppInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h =

Max (0, DaSuppIniAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h -

∑ContrSuppHrlyQty a, z, h, t )
t

DaSuppIniAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h =

(b.2)

( DaSuppSppHrlyQty h + ContrSuppSppHrlyQtyh )

*(

∑RtSuppRznLoadHrlyQty a, z, s, h / RtLoadSppHrlyQtyh )
s

(b.2.1)

ContrSuppSppHrlyQty h =

∑∑∑ContrSuppHrlyQty a, z, h, t
a

(b.2.2)

DaSuppSppHrlyQty h =

t

∑∑∑DaSuppHrlyQty a, z, s, h
a
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(b.3)

DaSuppObligRatio h = DaSuppSppHrlyQty h
/ DaSuppInterObligSppHrlyQtyh

(b.3.1)

DaSuppInterObligSppHrlyQtyh =

∑∑DaSuppInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h
a

(b.4)

z

#RtSuppRznLoadHrlyQty a, z, s, h = [ Max ( 0,

∑ RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i )
i

+ Max ( 0,

∑∑RtImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t * (1 – RsgCrdFlgt ) ) ]
i

t

* PctSlinRznSuppHrlyFct a, z, s, h / 12
(c)

#DaSuppSlObligHrlyQty a, z, s, h =
( DaSuppSppHrlyQtyh + ContrSuppSppHrlyQtyh )
* (RtSuppRznLoadHrlyQty a, z, s, h / RtLoadSppHrlyQtyh )

(3)(2) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Reserve Zone. The daily amount is
calculated as follows:
DaSuppDistDlyAmt a, z, d =

∑ DaSuppDistHrlyAmt a, z, h
h

(4)(3) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated. The
daily amount is calculated as follows:
DaSuppDistAoAmt a, m, d =

∑ DaSuppDistDlyAmt a, z, d
z

(5)(4) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset Owner
amounts associated with that Market Participant. The daily amount is calculated as follows:
DaSuppDistMpAmt m, d =

∑ DaSuppDistAoAmt a, m, d
a
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Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

DaSuppDistHrlyAmt a, z, h

$

Hour

DaSuppDistHrlyRate z, h

$/MW

Hour

ContrSuppHrlyQty a, z, h, t

MW

Hour

DaSuppRznHrlyCost z, h

$

Hour

DaSuppHrlyQty a, z, s, h

MW

Hour

DaSuppAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h

MW

Hour

DaSuppRznHrlyQty z, h

MW

Hour

DaSuppObligRznHrlyQty z, h

MW

Hour

Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve Distribution Amount per AO
per Reserve Zone per Hour - The amount to AO a for AO a’s
share of DA Market Supplemental Reserve procurement costs in
Reserve Zone z in Hour h.
Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve Distribution Hourly Rate per
Reserve Zone per Hour – The rate applied to AO a’s
Supplemental Reserve obligation within Reserve Zone z in Hour
h.
Contracted Supplemental Reserve per AO per Reserve Zone per
TransactionRecallable Day-Ahead Export Interchange per Hour
– AO a’s contracted Supplemental Reserve obligation in Reserve
Zone z being met by Recallable day-Ahead Export Interchange
transaction t being supplied to Reserve Zone z from outside of
the SPP BA to meet AO a’s Supplemental Reserve obligation.
Contracted Supplemental Reserve being supplied to AO a is a
positive value.
Day-Ahead Reserve Zone Supplemental Reserve Cost per
Reserve Zone per Hour – The total DA Market Supplemental
Reserve procurement cost for Reserve Zone z in Hour h.
Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve Hourly Quantity per Asset
Owner per Settlement Location per Reserve Zone per Hour –
The value described under Section 4.5.8.7.
Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve Asset Owner Obligation
Quantity per Reserve Zone per Hour – Asset Owner a’s DA
Market Supplemental Reserve obligation in Reserve Zone z for
Hour h.
Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve Hourly Quantity per Reserve
Zone per Hour – The total amount of cleared Supplemental
Reserve in Reserve Zone z for Hour h.
Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve Obligation per Reserve Zone
per Hour – Reserve Zone z’s DA Market Supplemental Reserve
obligation for Hour h.
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Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

ContrSuppSppHrlyQtyh

MW

Hour

RtLoadSppHrlyQtyh

MW

Hour

DaSuppSppHrlyQty h

MW

Hour

DaSuppInterObligSppHrlyQtyh

MW

Hour

DaSuppInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h

MW

Hour

DaSuppIniAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h

MW

Hour

DaSuppObligRatio h

none

Hour

Contracted Supplemental ReserveRecallable Day-Ahead Export
Interchange per Hour – The total of all ContrSuppHrlyQty a, z,
h, t for Hour h.
Real-Time SPP Load per Hour – The value described under
Section 4.5.8.8.
Total SPP Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve Hourly Quantity
per Hour – The total amount of Supplemental Reserve cleared in
the DA Market for Hour h.
Day-Ahead SPP Supplemental Reserve Interim Obligation
Quantity per AO per Reserve Zone per Hour – The total of all
Asset Owner’s DA Market Supplemental Reserve interim
obligation over all Reserve Zones for Hour h .
Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve Interim Asset Owner
Obligation Quantity per AO per Reserve Zone per Hour – Asset
Owner a’s DA Market Supplemental Reserve interim obligation
that includes treatment of ContrSuppHrlyQty a, z, h, t but does not
include allocation of excess ContrSuppHrlyQty a, z, h, t in
Reserve Zone z for Hour h .
Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve Initial Asset Owner
Obligation Quantity per AO per Reserve Zone per Hour – Asset
Owner a’s DA Market Supplemental Reserve initial obligation
that does not include treatment of ContrSuppHrlyQty a, z, h, t in
Reserve Zone z for Hour h.
Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve Asset Owner Obligation Ratio
per Hour – The percentage applied to Asset Owner a’s
DaSuppInterAoObligHrlyQty a, z, h to account for allocation of
any excess
ContrSuppHrlyQty a, z, h, t in Reserve Zone z in Hour h.
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Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

MW

Hour

DaSuppMcpHrlyPrc z, h

$/MW

Hour

DaSuppSpxHrlyRate

$/MW

Hour

RtSuppRznLoadHrlyQty a, z, s, h

MWh

Hour

RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i

MW

Dispatch
Interval

%

Hour

RtImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t

MW

Dispatch
Interval

RsgCrdFlgt

none

none

Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve Obligation Quantity per AO
per Settlement Location per Hour - Asset Owner a’s DA Market
Supplemental Reserve initial obligation that does not include
treatment of ContrSuppHrlyQty a, z, h, t at Settlement Location s
in Reserve Zone z for Hour h. Note that this value is provided
for information purposes only and is not used in any of the cost
allocation calculations.
Day-Ahead MCP for Supplemental Reserve per Reserve Zone –
The value described under Section 4.5.8.7 for Reserve Zone z.
Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve SPP Exchange Rate per Hour
– The rate applied to calculate the portion of DA Market Reserve
Zone procurement costs associated with Reserve Zones that must
purchase cleared Supplemental Reserve from other Reserve
Zones in order to meet the Reserve Zone Supplemental Reserve
obligation.
Real-Time Reserve Zone Load per AO per Settlement Location in
Reserve Zone z for Hour h – Asset Owner a’s actual load and
Export Interchange Transactions at Settlement Location s in
Reserve Zone z for Hour h for use in Supplemental Reserve cost
allocation.
Real-Time Billing Meter Quantity per AO per Settlement
Location per Dispatch Interval - The value described under
Section 4.5.9.1 for Reserve Zone z.
Percent Settlement Location in Reserve Zone per AO per
Settlement Location per Reserve Zone per Hour – The
percentage factor of AO a’s load at Settlement Location s that is
contained within Reserve Zone z for use in Supplemental
Reserve cost allocation.
Real-Time Interchange Transaction Quantity per AO per
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval per Transaction – The
value described under Section 4.5.9.2 for Reserve Zone z.
Reserve Sharing Group Contingency Reserve Deployment Flag
per Event – The value described under Section 4.5.8.8.

DaSuppSlObligHrlyQty a, z, s, h

h

PctSlinRznSuppHrlyFct a, z, s, h
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Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

MW

Hour

DaSuppDistDlyAmt a, z, d

$

Operating
Day

DaSuppDistAoAmt a, m, d

$

Operating
Day

DaSuppDistMpAmt m, d

$

Operating
Day

Real-Time Financial Schedule for Supplemental Reserve per AO
per Settlement Location per Transaction per Hour - The MW
amount specified by the buyer AO and seller AO in a RTBM
Financial Schedule transaction t for Supplemental Reserve at
Reserve Zone z for the Hour. The buyer AO MW amount is a
positive value and the seller AO MW amount is a negative value.
Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve Distribution Amount per AO
per Reserve Zone per Operating Day - AO a’s share of DA
Market Supplemental Reserve procurement costs for Reserve
Zone z in Operating Day d.
Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve Distribution Amount per AO
per Operating Day - AO a’s for total DA Market Supplemental
Reserve procurement costs associated with Market Participant m
in Operating Day d.
Day-Ahead Supplemental Reserve Distribution Amount per MP
per Operating Day - MP m’s share of total DA Market
Supplemental Reserve procurement costs for in Operating Day d.
An Asset Owner.
A Settlement Location.
An Hour.
A Reserve Zone.
A Dispatch Interval.
A single tagged Interchange Transaction, a single virtual energy
transaction, a single Financial Schedule, a single contracted
Operating Reserve transaction, a single TCR instrument, a single
ARR award or a single Reserve Sharing Event transaction.
An Operating Day.
A Market Participant.

SuppFinHrlyQty a, z, h, t

a
s
h
Z
I
T

none
none
none
none
none
none

none
none
none
none
none
none

D
M

none
none

none
none
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6.1.1

Responsibilities of the Resource Asset Owner

Each Asset Owner shall be responsible for conducting its operations in accordance with all applicable
SPP market rules and guidelines. Each Asset Owner shall supply operating characteristics of its
Resource, including, but not limited to: location of physical Resource, Legal owner and Resource type
as specified below. Registration shall also include identification of the Settlement Location and
Settlement Area of the Resource. The Market Participant representing the applicable Asset Owner is
responsible for ensuring that real-time settlement meter data is submitted to SPP. Valid Resource Types
are:
(1)

Generating Unit (“Gen”);

(2)

Plant (“PLT”);

(3)

Dispatchable Demand Response (“DDR”) Resource;

(4)

Block Demand Response (“BDR”) Resource;

(5)

Combined Cycle (“CC”) Resource;

(6)

Jointly Owned Unit (“JOU”) Resource;

(7)

Dispatchable Variable Energy Resource (“DVER”);

(8)

Non-Dispatchable Variable Energy Resource (“NDVER”); and

(8)(9)

External Dynamic Resource (“EDR”); and

(9)(10)

Operating Reserve Only Resource.

For each Resource registered, the Asset must specify whether Settlement Meter Data will be submitted
on an hourly basis or on a 5-minute basis.
6.1.10 Resources External to the SPP BA

6.1.10.1

External Dynamic Resources

A Market Participant registers an EDR for the purposes of accounting for importing of Operating
Reserve that is sourced external to the SPP BA. An External Dynamic Resource that is modeled in the
Eastern Interconnection may either represent a single Resource or a fleet of Resources and is not subject
to Energy dispatch, only clearing and deployment of the Operating Reserve products that the EDR is
qualified to provide. An EDR that is associated with a DC tie-line is modeled as a single Resource and
may be available for Energy dispatch and/or Operating Reserve clearing which must be specified at
registration. See Section 4.2.2.5.7 for specific modeling details.

6.1.10.2

Pseudo-Tied Resources

Resources external to the SPP BA, other than External Dynamic Resources, wishing to participate in the
SPP Integrated Marketplace must Pseudo-tie into the SPP Balancing Authority (BA) utilizing the SPP
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OATT Attachment AO or equivalent agreement approved by SPP. In addition to the responsibilities
outlined in the Attachment AO agreement, the Resource will be responsible for registering and
performing all responsibilities that are required of any other Resource in the SPP Integrated
Marketplace.
Proposed Tariff Language Revision

ATTACHMENT AO
AGREEMENT ESTABLISHING EXTERNAL GENERATION NON-PHYSICAL
ELECTRICAL INTERCONNECTION POINT
This Agreement Establishing External Generation Non-Physical Electrical Interconnection Point
(including its exhibits, this “Agreement”) is entered into this ____ day of ____________ 20___ by and
among ________ (Source Balancing Authority), ________ (Market Participant), and the Southwest
Power Pool, Inc. (“SPP”). Source Balancing Authority, Market Participant and SPP are hereinafter
referred to individually as a “Party” and collectively as the “Parties.”
WHEREAS, in order to facilitate the foregoing, the Parties desire to establish a new non-physical
electrical interconnection point between the SPP Balancing Authority and the Source Balancing
Authority on the terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement; and
WHEREAS, SPP is a Regional Transmission Organization approved by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission operating an Integrated Marketplace and is a NERC certified Balancing
Authority; and
WHEREAS, the Source Balancing Authority has agreed to facilitate the delivery of power into
the Integrated Marketplace from the Market Participant to the SPP Balancing Authority as defined
below; and
WHEREAS, Market Participant is responsible for generation outside of the boundaries of the
SPP Balancing Authority Area and desires to participate in the Integrated Marketplace as an External
Resource; and
WHEREAS, SPP Balancing Authority has agreed to accept delivery of power into the Integrated
Marketplace from the Market Participant as defined below; and
WHEREAS, Market Participant is a generator operator located in the Eastern Interconnection
and physically located within the balancing authority boundaries of the Source Balancing Authority; and
WHEREAS, Market Participant is a generator operator registered with SPP and meeting all of
the SPP qualifications in order to operate in the Integrated Marketplace and abiding by all the respective
Market Protocols and rules as set forth by SPP.
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements in this
Agreement and of other good and valuable consideration, the sufficiency and adequacy of which are
hereby acknowledged, the Parties, intending to be legally bound, hereby agree as follows:
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1.
Creation of Non-Physical Pseudo-Tie Point. From and after the effective date hereof, the point at
which non-physical electrical interconnection (pseudo-tie) is made between the Market Participant
____________ (Name of the Generation Facility) ____________ (Generation FacitlityFacility Location)
(the “Facility”) and the SPP Balancing Authority, which shall be defined in the one-line diagram
attached hereto as Exhibit A, shall be a new non-physical electrical interconnection point between the
SPP Balancing Authority and the Source Balancing Authority (the “Pseudo-Tie Point”), whereby any
energy delivered from the Facility to the Pseudo-Tie Point for the account of the Source Balancing
Authority, shall be treated as a balancing authority interchange from the Source Balancing Authority to
the SPP Balancing Authority (for the avoidance of doubt, whether or not, at the time of delivery of such
energy, the metering, data processing, telemetry and other equipment associated with the Pseudo-Tie
Point is properly functioning). For the avoidance of doubt, the SPP Balancing Authority will not be
taking title to any energy delivered from the Facility to the Pseudo-Tie Point for the account of the
Source Balancing Authority.
2.
Implementation. Each Party shall design, construct, operate and maintain the equipment for
which it is responsible under this Agreement, and shall take all other actions required of it, to create and
have the Pseudo-Tie Point recognized by the SPP as a balancing authority interchange from the Source
Balancing Authority to the SPP Balancing Authority for the purpose of allowing the Facility to be
treated as being in the SPP Balancing Authority. Without limiting the foregoing, each Party shall
undertake the design, construction, operation and maintenance for which it is responsible under this
Agreement according to North American Electric Reliability Corporation standards. A basic block
diagram of the communications equipment required for the Pseudo-Tie Point is set forth in Exhibit B.
As among the Parties:
(a) The entity representing the generator in the Source Balancing Authority shall register with
SPP to become a Market Participant in the Integrated Marketplace. Registration shall be
done in accordance with the SPP Market Protocols. Each Facility must be registered
separately with SPP and registration information shall be provided to the Source Balancing
Authority. Market Participant mustay register its External Resource either as a Resource
capable of supplying both Energy and qualified Operating Reserve products (RegulationUp, Regulation-Down and/or Contingency Reserve) or as an Operating Reserve Only
Resource that is not capable of providing Energy but is capable of providing Operating
Reserve.
(b) This Agreement does not provide for the reservation or sale of Transmission Service under
the SPP’s Open Access Transmission Tariff (“OATT”) or on any other transmission system.
Market Participant shall secure and pay for all cost associated with transmission service,
across all transmission service providers necessary to deliver power from the Facility to the
interface point with the SPP Balancing Authority.
(c) In order to supply Energy and qualified Operating Reserve products (Regulation-Up,
Regulation-Down and /or Contingency Reserve) to the Integrated Marketplace the Market
Participant shall secure Firm Transmission Service from where it is physically located
through the path to the interface point with the SPP Balancing Authority. SPP shall confirm
that the appropriate Transmission Service reservations are in place and maintained prior to
granting participation and for continued participation in the Energy and Operating Reserve
Markets.
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(d) In order to supply Energy to the Integrated Marketplace the Market Participant shall secure
Firm Transmission Service from where it is physically located through the path to the
interface point with the SPP Balancing Authority, however the Market Participant may use
non-firm service, subject to the following conditions:
i.

SPP Operating Reserve may be utilized to support the transaction or;

ii.

The Source Balancing Authority or the SPP Balancing Authority and any
intermediary transmission service providers agree to only request an adjustment to
the pseudo-tie values under emergency conditions due to the violation of an
Interconnection Reliability Operating Limit (“IROL”) which requires action to be
taken more quickly than the Market Operating System (“MOS”) can recognize the
condition.

(ed) The use of this Agreement is intended for the purposes of providing Energy and/orand
qualified Operating Reserve products into the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets
through submission of a Resource Offer.
(fe) Market Participant is solely responsible for all requirements as set forth for a Market
Participant in the Market Protocols.
(gf) Market Participant shall design, construct, operate and maintain systems and
communications equipment in order to receive SPP deployment instructions in accordance
with the Market Protocols.
(hg) Market Participant shall design, construct, operate and maintain real-time and historical
systems and communications equipment, at Market Participant’s expense, in order to
provide the Source Balancing Authority and the SPP Balancing Authority with the
corresponding real-time pseudo-tie value. Market Participant’s systems shall provide this
signal per the SPP Balancing Authority’s ICCP communication standards. Market
Participant’s system shall provide this signal to the Source Balancing Authority in a manner
mutually agreed to between the Source Balancing Authority and the Market Participant.
(hi) SPP, in accordance with the Market Protocols, will provide the Market Participant
commitment and dispatch instructions for participation in the Energy and Operating
Reserve Markets consistent with such instructions issued to other registered Resources.
(ji) The real time pseudo-tie value will be equal to the Setpoint Instruction issued by the SPP to
the Market Participant. The Market Participant shall simultaneously provide this value to
the Source Balancing Authority. Any Out of Merit Energy (OOME) requests as defined in
the Market Protocols shall be included in the real time pseudo-tie values.
(j)

The Source Balancing Authority and the SPP Balancing Authority will include this real
time pseudo-tie value in their respective calculations of Net Actual Interchange (“NAI”) and
Area Control Error (“ACE”).

(k) If communication is lost between any of the Parties (including communication between SPP
and the Market Participant), the Source Balancing Authority and the SPP Balancing
Authority will freeze at the last known value and it is the responsibility of the Market
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Participant to verbally communicate changes of the real time pseudo-tie values with the
other Parties consistent with the SPP instructions.
(l)

Market Participant shall notify Parties of any real-time circumstances that affect the Market
Participant’s obligation or ability to meet the SPP Setpoint Instructions. If the Market
Participant or the Source Balancing Authority deviate from the anticipated real time pseudotie value, the Market Participant is responsible for costs incurred by the SPP Balancing
Authority. External generators will be subject to the same penalties as internal generators
under Attachment AE of the SPP Tariff.

(m) The Source Balancing Authority and the SPP Balancing Authority shall integrate the real
time pseudo-tie value on an hourly basis and maintain this information for balancing
authority checkout, inadvertent calculations and payback purposes in accordance with the
applicable NERC standards. It is the responsibility of the Source Balancing Authority to
checkout these hourly integrated values with the Market Participant prior to the Source
Balancing Authority’s final daily checkout with the SPP Balancing Authority.
(n) The SPP Balancing Authority shall act as the Meter Agent on behalf of the Market
Participant in the settlement process of the Real-Time Balancing Market in accordance with
the SPP Market Protocols. The SPP Balancing Authority shall perform this obligation
unless mutually agreed upon by both the SPP Balancing Authority and the Market
Participant. The settlement meter data will be the hourly integrated real time pseudo-tie
value as calculated by the SPP Balancing Authority and checked out between the parties.
(o) Except as otherwise provided in this Section 2, failure by the Market Participant to provide
real-time pseudo-tie values in a timely manner and consistent with the SPP Setpoint
Instruction constitutes a basis for the immediate suspension of this Agreement by the
Source Balancing Authority or SPP Balancing Authority. In the event of such suspension,
the Market Participant shall provide a remedy for the cause of the failure prior to
resumption of its participation in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets. In the event
of two suspensions within a thirty day period, this Agreement may be terminated, in
accordance with Section 7 of this Agreement, at the sole discretion of the Source Balancing
Authority or SPP Balancing Authority.

3.
Losses. Market Participant will be responsible for loss compensation to transmission provider(s)
to deliver their energy to the SPP Balancing Authority. Pseudo-tie value(s) will be considered net of
losses external to SPP. Losses within the SPP Balancing Authority attributable to the Market
Participant’s participation in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets shall be handled in the same
manner as other Energy and Operating Reserve Markets transactions.
4.
Compensation. Market Participant will compensate the Source Balancing Authority for the
reasonable implementation and operations related costs borne by the Source Balancing Authority as a
result of this Agreement unless the Market Participant and Source Balancing Authority agree to a
different cost arrangement, which shall be filed with the Commission in a non-conforming agreement.
5.
Auditing. Each Party reserves the right to audit records necessary to permit evaluation and
verification of claims submitted, and the other Party’s compliance with this Agreement. The Parties
shall retain for a period of three years all information and records relating to the performance of this
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Agreement. Each Party may examine and copy such information and records at the other Party’s
premises during regular business hours and upon advance notice given no less than 15 calendar days
prior to such examination.
6.
Effective Date. The Agreement is effective upon full execution if it is not filed with the
Commission. If the Agreement is filed with the Commission, then it is effective upon the later of the
date of execution or the date allowed by the Commission. If the parties are unable to resolve any issues,
SPP shall file an unexecuted agreement with the Commission, including all agreed-upon nonconforming deviations.
7.
Termination. Notwithstanding 2(o), this Agreement shall terminate on ______ (Date), unless
extended by agreement of all the Parties. Any Party shall have the right to terminate this Agreement
upon ___ month’s notice, subject to receiving all necessary regulatory approvals for such termination.
8.
Governing Law. The interpretation and performance of this Agreement and each of its
provisions shall be governed and construed in accordance with the applicable Federal and/or State laws
without regard its conflicts of laws provisions that would apply the laws of another jurisdiction.
9.

Interpretation. In this Agreement:
(a) the words “include”, “includes” and “including” are deemed to be followed by the words
“without limitation”;
(b) references to contracts, agreements and other documents and instruments shall be references
to the same as amended, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time;
(c) references to laws or standards and to terms defined in, and other provisions of, laws or
standards shall be references to the same (or a successor to the same) as amended,
supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time; and
(d) references to a person shall include its successors and permitted assigns and, in the case of a
governmental or other authority (including SPP and the North American Electric Reliability
Corporation), any person succeeding to its functions and capacities.

10.
Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is held invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any
jurisdiction, then, the Parties agree, to the fullest extent permitted by law, that the validity, legality and
enforceability of the remaining provisions hereof in such or any other jurisdiction and of such provision
in any other jurisdiction shall not in any way be affected or impaired thereby. With respect to the
provision held invalid, illegal or unenforceable, the Parties will amend this Agreement as necessary to
effect the original intent of the Parties as closely as possible.
11.
Complete Agreement; Amendments. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement among
the Parties with respect to the subject matter of this Agreement and supersedes other prior agreements
and understandings, both written and oral, among the Parties with respect to the subject matter of this
Agreement. This Agreement may be amended, supplemented or otherwise modified only by an
instrument in writing signed by all Parties.
12.
Other Obligations. Nothing in this Agreement is intended to modify or change any obligations
or rights under any tariff (including the SPP Tariff), any rate schedule, or any other contract. This
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Agreement does not in any way provide transmission service or address rates, terms or conditions of
transmission service or indicate in any way that transmission service is available or properly awarded.
A Party seeking transmission service must still go through the full tariff process to obtain transmission
service. This Agreement also does not establish any generation as a designated network resource under
the Tariff; the requirements of the Tariff still must be satisfied. Nor does this Agreement make any
Party a Market Participant under the SPP Tariff. A Party seeking to become a Market Participant must
apply to SPP under the terms of the SPP Tariff and nothing in this Agreement affects its rights or
obligations as a Market Participant.
13.
Commission Filing. If unchanged, a signed version of this form agreement shall not be filed
with the Commission. SPP will simply report the existence of a signed agreement in its quarterly
reports. If the form agreement is substantively changed, then SPP shall file the revised form agreement
with the Commission. The Parties shall be bound to the terms accepted or ordered by the Commission.
14.
Modification. Nothing in this Agreement is intended to modify or limit the right of SPP to
submit under FPA Section 205 or Section 206 unilateral changes to this Agreement (both the form
Agreement and any signed agreement); the right of any other Party to seek unilateral changes under FPA
Section 206, or the right of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission to accept any FPA Section 205
filing or to make changes under FPA Section 206 or to initiate proceedings under FPA Section 206.
15.
Charges. The provisions in this Agreement providing for compensation do not authorize
Commission regulated public utilities to impose charges without a separately filed tariff or rate schedule
being accepted by the Commission.
16.
Disputes. Any disputes under this Agreement shall first be resolved pursuant to the dispute
resolution procedures in the SPP’s Open Access Transmission Tariff. Any disputes may be brought to
the Commission.
17.
Breach. If any Party breaches the terms of this Agreement, then a non-breaching Party may seek
any relief it believes is appropriate at the Commission. A breach is considered a substantive violation of
this Agreement. Prior to pursuing a remedy at the Commission for a breach, a non-breaching Party shall
provide five business days notice of the breach to the breaching Party. If the breaching Party does not
eliminate the breach within five (5) business days after the notice is received by the breaching Party,
then the non-breaching Party may pursue its remedies at the Commission.
18.
Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which shall
be an original but all of which, taken together, shall constitute only one legal instrument. It shall not be
necessary in making proof of this Agreement to produce or account for more than one counterpart. The
delivery of an executed counterpart of this Agreement by facsimile shall be deemed to be valid delivery
thereof.
The Parties have caused this Agreement to be signed by their authorized representatives on the
day and year first above written.
Source Balancing Authority

By:_____________________________
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Name:
Title:

SPP Balancing Authority

By:_____________________________
Name:
Title:

Market Participant

By:_____________________________
Name:
Title:

By:_____________________________
Name:
Title:
Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (SPP)
Proposed Criteria Language Revision
N/A
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EIS Market
Integrated Marketplace

PRR Recommendation Report
PRR
No.

Marketplace-PRR50

PRR Changes to Selection of Regulating Resources Prior to Operating Hour for
Title Use in RTBM
Normal
Expedited
Urgent Action

Timeline
Provide explanation if Expedited and/or Urgent Action is selected:
Approve

Reject

Require additional information

Recommendation Action

Defer

Refer

Yes – If yes, estimated cost:

No

Impact Analysis Required

Protocol Section(s)
Requiring Revision

SPP Staff will complete this section.
Section No.: 4.3.2.4.1, 4.4.1.1, 4.4.1.4.1, 4.4.2.1, 4.4.2.2.1, 4.4.2.2.2
Title: Managing Regulation Control Status Prior To Operating Hour, Intra-Day
RUC Inputs, Managing Regulation Control Status Prior To Operating Hour,
Managing Regulation Control Status Prior To Operating Hour, Pre-Operating Hour
Inputs, In-Operating Hour Inputs.
Protocol Version: 6.0

Type of Revision

Revision Description

Correction/Clean-Up

Clarification

Design Enhancement

Design Change

Modifies SPP process for selection of the set of Regulating Resources required
prior to the Operating Hour. Resources whose regulation limits are equal to their
economic limits will be chosen first. SPP will then use set criteria to select such
additional resources, as necessary, in merit order to the extent that such resources
can be deployed reliably.
Yes – Section No: (Include a summary of impact and/or specific changes)

Tariff Implications or
Changes
No
Date of Vote: 2/14/2012—Unanimously approved with modifications (Protocols)
2/22/2012—Unanimously approved (Tariff)
MWG Review
PRR Recommendation

All Segments present for the vote:

Yes

No

Segment of Parties that voted No or Abstained:
None
RTWG Review

2/23/2012—Approved

ORWG Review

2/27/2012—Approved

MOPC Recommendation
Board Review
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Date

1/19/2012

Name
E-mail Address
Company
Phone Number

Sponsor
Yasser Bahbaz
ybahbaz@spp.org
Southwest Power Pool
501.614.3200

Comments Received
Comment Author
Date
Comment Description
Comment Status

None

Proposed Protocol Language Revision

4.3.2.4.1 Managing Regulation Control Status Prior to Operating Hour
All on-line Regulation Qualified Resources, Regulation-Up Qualified Resources and Regulation-Down
Qualified Resources are expected to be on “Regulating” Control Status thus making such Resources
eligible to be cleared for Regulation-Up and/or Regulation-Down during the Operating Hour. However,
SPP may not select certain qualified Resources to be eligible for regulation clearing during an Operating
Hour if:
(a)

during times of expected capacity shortages as described in (3) above, a Resource’s Maximum
Regulation Capacity Operating Limit is less than its Maximum Economic Capacity Operating
Limits;

(b)

during times of expected excess generation conditions as described under (4) above, a
Resource’s Minimum Regulation Capacity Operating Limits is greater than its Minimum
Economic Capacity Operating Limit; or

(c)

a Market Participant requests that its qualified Resource operate under “Non-Regulating” status
for economic reasons and SPP approves the request after determining that sufficient qualified
Resources are remaining to meet the Regulation-Up and Regulation-Down requirements during
the affected Operating Hour.

If the conditions under (a), (b) or (c) above apply, SPP will notify Market Participants electronically or
by other means at least 30 minutes prior to the start of each Operating Hour that the Market Participant’s
affected on-line Regulation-Qualified Resources, Regulation-Up Qualified Resources and/or
Regulation-Down Qualified Resources are not eligible to clear regulation within the Operating Hour.
Following this notification, Market Participants must ensure that their Resource Control Status for the
affected Resource(s) is set to “Non-Regulating” or “Manual.” The Resource shall remain in this status
until the affected Market Participant is otherwise notified by SPP or the affected Market Participant
requests a change to “Regulating” status and SPP approves the request.
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4.4.1

Intra-Day Reliability Unit Commitment

Following completion of the Day-Ahead RUC process, SPP continually evaluates the need for an IntraDay RUC for the remainder of the Day-Ahead period and the Operating Day and performs additional
Intra-Day RUCs at least every four hours. Consistent with the Day-Ahead RUC, these additional IntraDay RUCs assess capacity adequacy during the Operating Day. As soon as practicable following
completion of an Intra-Day RUC study, SPP will communicate the results described under Section
4.4.1.3. SPP then updates the Current Operating Plan, if needed, and start-up and/or shutdown orders
are issued simultaneously which may be anytimeany time after completion of an Intra-Day RUC study.
The Intra-Day RUC consists of four steps: (1) process RUC inputs; (2) execute RUC algorithm; (3)
evaluate and communicate RUC results; and (4) update Current Operating Plan as needed.

4.4.1.1

Intra-Day RUC Inputs

Inputs to the RUC algorithm consist of:
(1)

RTBM Resource Offers;

(2)

Confirmed Export Interchange Transactions;

(3)

Confirmed Import Interchange Transactions;

(4)

Confirmed Through Interchange Transactions;

(5)

SPP Operating Reserve requirements (system-wide and Reserve Zone min and max);

(6)

SPP Mid-Term Load Forecast as described under Section 4.1.2.1;

(7)

SPP Transmission System topology consistent with Network Model in place for the Operating
Day, including adjustments to RCF firm flow entitlements if applicable;

(8)

Resource commitment and de-commitment schedules from the Day-Ahead RUC or previous
Intra-Day RUCs;

(9)

Resources providing Regulation-Up and Regulation-Down from the Day-Ahead RUC or
previous Intra-Day RUCs;

(10)(9)

Wind Resource output forecast as described under Section 4.1.2.2;

(11)(10)

Transmission System outages;

(12)(11)

Parallel Flow forecasts; and

(13)(12)

Resource outages.

4.4.1.4.1 Managing Regulation Control Status Prior to Operating Hour
All on-line Regulation Qualified Resources, Regulation-Up Qualified Resources and Regulation-Down
Qualified Resources are expected to be on “Regulating” Control Status thus making such Resources
eligible to be cleared for Regulation-Up and/or Regulation-Down during the Operating Hour. However,
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SPP may not select certain qualified Resources to be eligible for regulation clearing during an Operating
Hour if:
(a)

during times of expected capacity shortages as described in (3) above, a Resource’s Maximum
Regulation Capacity Operating Limit is less than its Maximum Economic Capacity Operating
Limits;

(b)

during times of expected excess generation conditions as described under (4) above, a
Resource’s Minimum Regulation Capacity Operating Limits is greater than its Minimum
Economic Capacity Operating Limit; or

(c)

a Market Participant requests that its qualified Resource operate under “Non-Regulating” status
for economic reasons and SPP approves the request after determining that sufficient qualified
Resources are remaining to meet the Regulation-Up and Regulation-Down requirements during
the affected Operating Hour.

If the conditions under (a), (b) or (c) above apply, SPP will notify Market Participants electronically or
by other means at least 30 minutes prior to the start of each Operating Hour that the Market Participant’s
affected on-line Regulation-Qualified Resources, Regulation-Up Qualified Resources and/or
Regulation-Down Qualified Resources are not eligible to clear regulation within the Operating Hour.
Following this notification, Market Participants must ensure that their Resource Control Status for the
affected Resource(s) is set to “Non-Regulating” or “Manual.” The Resource shall remain in this status
until the affected Market Participant is otherwise notified by SPP or the affected Market Participant
requests a change to “Regulating” status and SPP approves the request.

4.4.2

Real-Time Balancing Market

SPP operates the RTBM on a continuous 5-minute basis. SPP clears the RTBM by determining the
security-constrained dispatch that is the least costly means of balancing generation and load
(supply/demand) while meeting Operating Reserve requirements within the SPP Balancing Authority
Area based on actual conditions, forecasted conditions, and submitted Offers. The RTBM uses the same
Network Model that is used in the DA Market, with all RTBM network configurations and constraints as
determined from the most recent State Estimator results.
RTBM operations consist of three steps: (1) Process RTBM inputs; (2) Execute RTBM and (3) Post
RTBM results. Each of these steps is described in the following subsections.

4.3.4.4.4.2.1 Managing Regulation Control Status Prior to Operating Hour
All on-line SPP sSelection of Regulation Qualified Resources, Regulation-Up Qualified Resources and
Regulation-Down Qualified Resources to be available to be cleared and deployment for Regulation-Up
and/or Regulation-Down within the Operating Hour will be performed as follows:
(1) Prior to each Operating Hour, SPP will select sufficient on-line regulation qualified Resources
to meet the Regulation-Up and Regulation-Down requirements using the results of the most
recently completed RUC analysis in combination with the selection process described under
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(2)

(3)

(3) below. based on the results of the Day-Ahead RUC process. AdditionallyPrior to the
Operating Hour, in order to prepare for the loss of regulating capability on one or more
selected Resources within the Operating Hour and support reliable operations,, SPP will also
select, as necessary, additionalll regulation qualified Resources prior to the Operating Hour
that have no difference between their regulating limits and economic limits. to the extent that
these Resources were not already selected.;
No later than 20 minutes prior to the Operating Hour, SPP will notify the affected Market
Participants by entering such Resource selections in the Current Operating Plan as being
required to regulate in the identified Operating Hour (s);
(a) Market Participants with sselected Resources that are physically capable of providinge
regulation, houldmust submit a Resource Control Status = “Regulating” beginning at
least 10 minutes prior to the Operating Hour to ensure that the Resources will be
available to clear Regulation-Up and/or Regulation-Down in the first Dispatch Interval
of the upcoming Operating Hour.
SPP maywill in order to support reliable operations, also update the Current Operating Plan
with the Operating Hour by selecting additional regulation qualified Resources as being
required to regulate to support reliable system operations. to the extent that one or more
previously selected regulating Resource are no longer able to provide the service and SPP can
no longer meet the Regulation-Up and/or Regulation-Down requirements. SPP may also will
use the following criteria to select such additional resources in the following order in merit
order to the extent that such resources can be deployed reliably:
(a) Regulation qualified Resources with the lowest submitted Offer for Regulation-Up
and/or Regulation-Down (as applicable) that are currently being dispatched for Energy
at a level less than the Resource’s regulation maximum limit and/or greater than that
Resource’s regulation minimum limit shall be selected first; and
(b) Any remaining Regulation-Up Qualified Resources that are required will be selected in
ascending merit order based upon the sum of each Resource’s estimated lost
opportunity cost for Energy output between regulation maximum limit and economic
maximum limit and that Resources Regulation-Up Offer; and
(c) Any remaining Regulation-Down Qualified Resources that are required will be selected
in ascending merit order based upon the sum of each Resource’s estimated lost
opportunity cost for Energy output between regulation minimum limit and economic
minimum limit and that Resources Regulation-Down Offer.

4.4.2.21 RTBM Inputs
Inputs into the RTBM algorithm consist of data provided prior to each Operating Hour and data
provided within each Operating Hour.
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4.4.2.12.1.

Pre-Operating Hour Inputs:

(1)

RTBM Resource Offers;

(2)

Approved and tagged Export Interchange Transactions, Import Interchange Transactions and
Through Interchange Transactions;
(a)

Interchange Transactions submitted at an External Interface, SPP uses a common set of
weighting factors to distribute the MWs down to PNodes included in the External
Interface for modeling purposes. These weighting factors are determined by SPP at the
time the External Interface is created and are not dependent upon historical
injections/withdrawals.

(3)

SPP Operating Reserve requirements (system-wide and Reserve Zone min and max);

(4)

Resources selected to provide Regulation-Up or Regulation-Down as described under Section
4.4.2.1 from the most recent RUC process. This set of Resources will remain on regulation
control for the Operating Hour and will be used by SCED to clear Regulation-Up and/or
Regulation-Down on a 5-minute basis to meet the regulation requirements;

(5)

Resource commitment from the Current Operating Plan;
(a)

The Current Operating Plan includes Resource commitments and Resource decommitments from the Multi-Day Reliability Assessment process, DA Market, DayAhead RUC and Intra-Day RUC.

(6)

Use of Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits on Resources identified in the DayAhead RUC or Intra-Day RUC; and

(7)

Use of Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits on Resources identified in the DayAhead RUC or Intra-Day RUC.

4.4.2.21.2 In-Operating Hour Inputs:
(1)

Latest State Estimator solution for:
(a)

distribution of load forecast throughout the Network Model;

(b)

latest transmission topology for the Network Model; and

(c)

backup initial energy injection of Resources if SCADA not available.

(2)

Actual Resource output from latest SCADA snapshot to determine initial energy injection of
Resources and Generator outages;

(3)

Active transmission constraints including RCFs with firm flow entitlement adjustments if
applicable;

(4)

Intra-Hour adjustments to Interchange Transactions due to curtailments or initiation of a Reserve
Sharing Event involving external Balancing Authorities;
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(5)

Intra-Hour adjustments to Resource Offer parameters;
(a)

(6)

Intra-hour adjustments to selection of regulating Resources as described under Section 4.4.2.1;

(6)(7)

SPP Short-Term Load Forecast (STLF) as described under Section 4.1.2.1;
(a)

(7)

Market Participants are required to keep their Resource Offer operating parameters up-todate during the Operating Day. In the event of a required change in a Resource Offer
operating parameter due to physical Resource changes during an Operating Hour, the
Market Participant is responsible for notifying SPP of required changes, and SPP will
make the required modification for the current Operating Hour. Market Participant shall
remain responsible for accurately reflecting Resource operating parameters in their
Resource Offer submissions for subsequent hours.

SPP distributes the STLF down to the associated PNodes using weighting factors for
modeling purposes as described under Section 4.1.2.1.7

Wind Resource output forecast as described under Section 4.1.2.2.

4.4.2.32 RTBM Execution
SPP executes the RTBM every 5-minutes for the next Dispatch Interval based on the inputs described
above.
(1)

A simultaneous co-optimization methodology utilizing a SCED algorithm is employed to
calculate Resource Dispatch Instructions and clear Regulation-Up, Regulation Down, Spinning
Reserve and/or Supplemental Reserve to meet the SPP Short-Term Load Forecast and Operating
Reserve requirements at minimum costs based upon submitted Offers while respecting Resource
operating constraints and transmission constraints;

(2)

The SCED algorithm includes marginal loss sensitivity factors which approximate the change in
marginal system losses for a change in Energy dispatch. Inclusion of these factors further
optimizes the Energy dispatch and reduces overall production costs;

(3)

In certain situations, enforcing constraints may result in a solution that is not feasible at a
Shadow Price less than an appropriately priced VRL. In such cases, SPP must apply Violation
Relaxation Limits (VRLs) in SCED as described under Section 4.1.4;

(4)

To ensure rational pricing of cleared Operating Reserve products, the SCED algorithm will
include product substitution logic as follows:
(a)

Any Regulation-Up Offers remaining once the Regulation-Up Requirement is satisfied
may be used to meet Contingency Reserve requirements if Regulation-Up Offer is more
economic or is needed to meet the overall Operating Reserve requirement;

(b)

Any Spinning Reserve Offers remaining once the Spinning Reserve Requirement is
satisfied may be used to meet the Supplemental Reserve requirements if the Spinning
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Reserve Offer is more economic or is needed to meet the overall Operating Reserve
requirement.
The product substitution logic ensures that the MCP for Regulation-Up is always greater than or
equal to the Spinning Reserve MCP and that the Spinning Reserve MCP is always greater than or
equal to the Supplemental Reserve MCP.
(5)

To ensure that Market Participants are indifferent as to whether they are cleared for Energy or
Operating Reserve, the co-optimization logic will provide through the Shadow Price calculation
Market Clearing Prices for Operating Reserve that include any lost opportunity costs incurred as
a result of Operating Reserve clearing;

(6)

Additionally, SPP executes a look-ahead SCED prior to the RTBM SCED process. The lookahead SCED will perform at least these two functions: (1) anticipate the need to adjust Dispatch
Instructions for the current Dispatch Interval to prepare to meet forecasted changes in the load
several Dispatch Intervals into the future and (2) determine commitment of Quick-Start
Resources within the Operating Hour. The look-ahead period is at least two Dispatch Intervals,
one of which is the next Dispatch Interval following the current Dispatch Interval.

4.4.2.23.1 Emergency Operations – Capacity Shortage
(1)

(2)

In addition to the release of Emergency capacity limits prior to the Operating Hour as described
under Sections 4.3.2.3 and 4.4.1.3, SPP operators may release any remaining Emergency
capacity limits as needed during the Operating Hour. SPP shall continue implementation of
Emergency procedures which may have been implemented prior to the Operating Hour or shall
begin implementation of Emergency procedures within the Operating Hour, as needed, in
accordance with its authority as Reliability Coordinator.
(a)

If there is an actual Operating Reserve shortage during any Dispatch Interval, either on a
system-wide or a Reserve Zone basis, the system-wide or Reserve Zone Scarcity Prices
will be invoked as described under Section 4.1.5.

(a)

If there is a shortage of available capacity to meet Energy requirements on a system-wide
basis, all LMPs will be set as described under Section 4.1.5.

Ramp sharing continues to be applied to ensure, to the extent possible, that short-term ramping
deficiencies within an Operating Hour do not initiate unjustified Scarcity Pricing (i.e. Scarcity
Pricing should only be initiated when there is a capacity shortage) as described under Section
4.1.5.1.

4.4.2.23.2 Emergency Operations – Excess Generation
(1)

SPP operators may take the following actions within the Operating Hour to address excess
generation conditions on either a system-wide or Reserve Zone basis, that were not alleviated
through actions taken prior to the Operating Hour:
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(a)

Notify any remaining Resources not cleared for Regulation-Down that do not have a
Dispatch Status of Fixed that were not notified prior to the Operating Hour that those
Resources will be dispatched down to their Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating
Limits;

(b)

De-commit any remaining Resources that were Self-Committed following the DayAhead RUC process;

(c)

Curtail any remaining fixed Import Interchange Schedules that were submitted and
approved following the Day-Ahead RUC process;

(d)

Reduce Resources with a Dispatch Status of Fixed and Variable Energy Resources prorata down to Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits;

(e)

Curtail any remaining fixed Import Interchange Schedules pro-rata;

(f)

Reduce Resources with cleared Regulation-Down economically, as needed, down to
Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit;

(g)

Coordinate with Generation Operators, SPP BA Operator and SPP Reliability
Coordinator to de-commit generation to meet power balance.

(2)

If actions taken under (1) above are not sufficient to relieve the excess generation condition in
any Dispatch Interval either on a system-wide basis or Reserve Zone basis, LMPs will be set by
the Offers prices associated with Energy down to the Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating
Limit or zero, whichever is less, to the extent that the Regulation-Down requirement can be
maintained. If the actions under (9) above create a Regulation-Down shortage during any
Dispatch Interval either on a system-wide basis or Reserve Zone basis, the MCPs for RegulationDown will reflect Scarcity Prices and LMPs will reflect negative Scarcity Prices as described
under Section 4.1.5;

(3)

In parallel with the actions under (1) above, if there is a transmission constraint within a Reserve
Zone occurring simultaneously with a Reserve Zone excess capacity event, SPP operators may
take the following additional actions:
(a)

Identify and communicate with owners of Resources with greater than a 5% Generation
Shift Factor (“GSF”) on the constraint and fixed Import Interchange Transactions with
greater than a 3% transfer distribution factor on constraint;

(b)

Issue TLR to curtail any Interchange Transactions that may be contributing to the
loading;

(c)

Commit Quick Start Resources in the constrained area if they can be re-dispatched with
other Resources in constrained area to relieve constraint without contributing to the
excess capacity situation.
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4.4.2.34 RTBM Results
Following execution of the RTBM SCED, the following results are communicated to Market
Participants prior to the start of the applicable Dispatch Interval. The following results are
communicated to each Market Participant that relates only to that Market Participant:
(1)

Resource Dispatch Instructions. The Dispatch Instruction is a MW output target for the end of
the applicable Dispatch Interval;

(2)

Cleared Regulation-Up, Regulation-Down, Spinning Reserve and Supplemental Reserve MW by
Resource.

These values are used by the Energy Management System (EMS) for Regulation Deployment and by the
Reserve Sharing System (RSS) for Contingency Reserve Deployment.
The following results are communicated to all Market Participants and are used for settlement purposes
(i.e. prices used for settlement are “ex-ante”);
(1)

Locational Marginal Prices (LMPs) for each Settlement Location, the Marginal Congestion
Component (MCC) of LMP for each Settlement Location and the Marginal Losses Component
(MLC) of LMP for each Settlement Location; and

(2)

Market Clearing Prices for Regulation-Up, Regulation-Down, Spinning Reserve and
Supplemental Reserve for each Reserve Zone.

4.4.2.54 Out-of-Merit Energy (OOME) Dispatch
SPP may issue reliability directives via a Manual Dispatch Instruction to any on-line Resource to resolve
a reliability issue (referred to in the system as OOME, or out-of-merit energy). A Resource will receive
Setpoint Instructions that include a Manual Dispatch Instruction for the duration of the reliability
directive. SPP will issue Manual Dispatch Instructions at the MW level the Resource is expected to
produce until such time as the constraint can be resolved by SCED through the RTBM. Such MW
levels may include (i) dispatch below a Resource’s Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit down
to Minimum Normal Capacity Operating Limit or Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit as
system conditions warrant or (ii) dispatch above a Resource’s Maximum Economic Capacity Operating
Limit up to Maximum Normal Capacity Operating Limit or Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating
Limit as system conditions warrant. SPP will make every effort to define and activate the appropriate
constraint.
When an OOME event occurs, SPP takes the following actions:
(a)

Notifications are immediately issued for all future intervals for which a SCED Dispatch
Instruction has already been calculated and included in the Resource Setpoint Instruction;

(b)

Setpoint Instructions for future intervals not yet dispatched will include the Manual Dispatch
Instruction instead of the SCED Dispatch Instruction for the same interval;
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(c)

SPP notifies the Market Participant when the OOME event had ended;

(d)

Asset Owners are compensated for OOME events in accordance with Section 4.5.9.9.
Proposed Tariff Language Revision

6.1.1 Intra‐Day Reliability Unit Commitment Inputs
Inputs to the RUC will include the following:
(1)

RTBM Resource Offers;

(2)

Confirmed Export Interchange Transactions;

(3)

Confirmed Import Interchange Transactions;

(4)

Confirmed Through Interchange Transactions;

(5)

Operating Reserve requirements (system-wide and Reserve Zone minimum and
maximum);

(6)

Transmission Provider load forecast;

(7)

Transmission System topology consistent with Network Model;

(8)

Resource commitment and de-commitment schedules from the Day-Ahead RUC or
previous Intra-Day RUCs;

(9)

Resources providing Regulation-Up and Regulation-Down from the Day-Ahead RUC or
previous Intra-Day RUCs;

(109) The Transmission Provider’s wind Resource MWh output forecast;
(110) Actual and approved scheduled Transmission System outages as documented in the
Transmission Provider’s outage scheduler;
(121) Actual and approved scheduled Resource outages as documented in the Transmission
Provider’s outage scheduler; and
(123) The Transmission Provider’s estimate of Parallel Flows.
6.2.1.1

Pre-Operating Hour Inputs
Pre-Operating hour inputs to the RTBM will include the following:
(1)

RTBM Resource Offers;
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(2)

Approved and tagged Export Interchange Transactions, Import Interchange
Transactions and Through Interchange Transactions;

(3)

Operating Reserve requirements (system-wide and Reserve Zone minimum and
maximum);

(4)

Resources selected to provide Regulation-Up or Regulation-Down from the most
recent RUC.

This set of Resources will remain on regulation control for the

Operating Hour and will be used by SCED to clear Regulation-Up and RegulationDown on a five (5) minute basis to meet the regulation requirements;
(5)

Resource commitment from the Current Operating Plan. The Current Operating Plan
includes Resource commitments and Resource de-commitments from the Multi-Day
Reliability Assessment, Day-Ahead Market, Day-Ahead RUC and Intra-Day RUC;

(6)

Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits on Resources identified in the DayAhead RUC or Intra-Day RUC; and

(7)

Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits on Resources identified in the DayAhead RUC or Intra-Day RUC.

6.2.1.2

Intra-Operating Hour Inputs
Intra-operating hour inputs to the RTBM will include the following:
(1)

(2)

Latest State Estimator solution for:
(a)

Distribution of load forecast throughout the Network Model;

(b)

Latest transmission topology for the Network Model; and

(c)

Backup initial Energy injection of Resources if SCADA not available;

Actual Resource output from latest SCADA snapshot to determine initial Energy
injection of Resources and Generator outages;

(3)

Active transmission constraints;

(4)

Intra-operating hour adjustments to Interchange Transactions due to curtailments or
initiation of a Reserve Sharing Event involving external Balancing Authorities;

(5)

Intra-operating hour adjustments to Resource Offer physical operating parameters due
to changes in a Resource’s capability.
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Transmission Provider of a change in a Resource Offer physical operating parameter
during an Operating Hour. For the current Operating Hour the Transmission Provider
will make the requested modification to the Resource Offer physical operating
parameter. For subsequent hours the Market Participant shall remain responsible for
accurately reflecting Resource operating parameters in its Resource Offer
submissions;
(6)

Intra-hour adjustments to selection of Resources to provide Regulation-Up or
Regulation-Down to the extent that Resources selected as described under Section
6.2.1.1(4) become unavailable to provide regulation service;

(67)

Transmission Provider load forecast;

(78)

The Transmission Provider’s wind Resource MWh output forecast; and

(89)

The Transmission Provider’s estimate of Parallel Flows.
Proposed Criteria Language Revision

N/A
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Comment Status
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Date
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Comment Author
Date
Comment Description
Comment Status

Comments Received
SPP
2/7/2012
Additional content added for settlement changes required to capture OOM
settlement during a Resource de-commitment scenario. The language in section
4.5.9.9 “…including a Resource de-commitment…” is not reflected in the
settlement formulae, this change adds a de-commit flag to the criteria which
determine whether a resource is eligible for settlement. The language is also
added to the section discussing the Operating Reserve component of the
calculation.
Also included Marketplace Tariff changes required for the original MPRR.
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MWG
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recommendation report.
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RTWG
2/23/2012
Clarification of Tariff language
The MPRR was approved as modified. The approved language is reflected in this
recommendation report.

Proposed Protocol Language Revision

4.4.2.4 Out-of-Merit Energy (OOME) Dispatch
SPP may issue reliability directives via a Manual Dispatch Instruction to any on-line Resource to resolve
a reliability issue (referred to in the system as OOME, or out-of-merit energy). A Resource will receive
Setpoint Instructions that include a Manual Dispatch Instruction for the duration of the reliability
directive. SPP will issue Manual Dispatch Instructions at the MW level the Resource is expected to
produce until such time as the condition can be resolved by SCED through the RTBM. Such MW levels
may include (i) dispatch below a Resource’s Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit down to
Minimum Normal Capacity Operating Limit or Minimum emergency Capacity Operating Limit as
system conditions warrant or (ii) dispatch above a Resource’s Maximum Economic Capacity Operating
Limit up to Maximum Normal Capacity Operating Limit or Maximum Emergency Capacity Limit as
system conditions warrant. While the OOME instruction is active the resource minimum and maximum
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limits will be treated as though they are Economic/Emergency Minimum and Economic/Emergency
Maximum will treated as though they were be set equal to the OOME instruction. The resource will not
be eligible to clear reserve products during an OOME event. SPP will make every effort to define and
activate the appropriate constraint.
When an OOME event occurs, SPP takes the following actions:
(a)

Notifications are immediately issued that an OOME has been initiated and the MW level the
resource is supposed to produce; for all future intervals for which a SCED Dispatch Instruction
has already been calculated and included in the Resource Setpoint Instruction;

(b)

Setpoint Instructions and Economic/Emergency Minimum and Economic/Emergency Maximum
Limits for the current dispatch interval are immediately adjusted to the OOME MW level that
has been issued; for future intervals not yet dispatched will include the Manual Dispatch
Instruction instead of the SCED Dispatch Instruction for the same interval;

(c)

Setpoint Instructions for future intervals and Economic/Emergency Minimum and
Economic/Emergency Maximum limits not yet dispatched will be set to the OOME MW level
that has been issued;

(d)

SPP notifies the Market Participant when the OOME event had ended; after which

(d)

Limits are reset to the Market Participant submitted limits are used and Energy, Regulation,
Spinning Reserve, and Supplemental Reserve products are cleared based on the member
submitted offer;

(e)

Asset Owners are compensated for OOME events in accordance with Section 4.5.9.9.

4.4.4.1.1 URD Exemptions
A Resource’s URD in a Dispatch Interval shall be considered equal to zero (0) under the following
situations:
(1)

The Resource is deployed for Contingency Reserve;

(2)

The Resource trips or is derated after receiving Dispatch Instructions;

(3)

There is missing or bad Resource SCADA data in the Dispatch Interval;

(4)

During a system Emergency if the URD is above the Resource’s Setpoint Instruction in a
shortage condition or if the URD is below the Resource’s Setpoint Instruction during an excess
generation condition;

(5)

If a Dispatch Instruction is issued to a Resource beyond the reported capabilities due to the
application of a VRL;

(6)

If the Resource is part of a Common Bus and the URD calculated at the Common Bus is less
than the Operating Tolerance calculated at the Common Bus;
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(7)

SPP may set Uninstructed Resource Deviation to zero (0) to the extent a Market Participant can
demonstrate such deviation was caused solely by events or conditions beyond its control, and
without the fault or negligence of the Market Participant. The Market Participant must provide
SPP with adequate documentation through the invoice dispute process in order for the Market
Participant to be eligible to avoid such Uninstructed Resource Deviation. SPP shall determine
through the dispute process whether such Uninstructed Resource Deviation should be waived.

(7)(8)
4.5.9.9

The Resource is issued an OOME instruction.
Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Amount

(1) A RTBM credit or charge 1 will be made to each Market Participant with a Resource that receives a
SPP Manual Dispatch Instruction that creates a cost to the Asset Owner or that adversely impacts the
Asset Owner’s DA Market position and/or if a Market Participant must buy back its DA Market
position for any Operating Reserve product at a RTBM MCP that is greater than that product’s DA
Market MCP. The amount will be calculated on a Dispatch Interval basis under the following
conditions:
(a)

If the Manual Dispatch Instruction is for Energy in the up direction and the Energy Offer
Curve cost associated with the Out-Of-Merit-Energy (OOME) MW is greater than the
RTBM LMP, the Asset Owner will receive a credit for the difference. The OOME MW
is calculated as Max (0, or the difference between the actual Resource output and the
Resource’s Desired Dispatch);

(b)

If the Manual Dispatch Instruction is for Energy in the down direction, including a
Resource de-commitment, and the RTBM LMP is greater than the DA Market LMP, the
Asset Owner will receive a credit for the difference multiplied by the OOME MW. The
OOME MW is calculated as Max (0, or the difference between the Resource’s DA
Market cleared Energy MW and the actual Resource output); and/or

(c)

If the Manual Dispatch Instruction, or including a Resource de-commitment instruction,
causes the RTBM cleared amount of an Operating Reserve product is to be less than the
DA Market cleared amount of the corresponding Operating Reserve product and the
RTBM MCP is greater than the DA Market MCP, the Asset Owner will receive a credit
for the difference multiplied by the OOMOR MW. The OOMOR MW is calculated as
Max (0, or the difference between the Resource’s DA Market cleared Operating Reserve
MW and the Resource’s RTBM cleared Operating Reserve MW).

To the extent that additional costs are incurred as a direct result of a Manual Dispatch Instruction
through the compensation mechanisms described above, Market Participants may request additional
compensation through submittal of actual cost documentation to SPP. SPP will review the submitted
1

Note that this charge type will almost always produce a credit. The charge is included here for the rare occasion when a
charge may be produced as a result of a data error and/or a resettlement.
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documentation and confirm that the submitted information is sufficient to document actual costs and that
all or a portion of the actual costs are eligible for recovery.
The amount to each Asset Owner (AO) for each eligible Resource Settlement Location for each
Dispatch Interval is calculated as follows:
IF RtOom5minFlg a, s, i = 1 OR ResDeCommit5minFlg a, s, i = 1
THEN
#RtOom5minAmt a, s, i = RtOom5minFlg a, s, i
* ( RtOomeIncr5minAmt a, s, i + RtOomeDecr5minAmt a, s, i
+ RtOomor5minAmt a, s, i ) * (-1)
ELSE
#RtOom5minAmt a, s, i = 0
Where,
(a)

RtOomeIncr5minAmt a, s, i =
Max ( 0, RtIncrEn5minAmt a, s, i – RtDesiredEn5minAmt a, s, i
+ Min ( 0, RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i + RtDesiredEn5minQty a, s, i )
* Max( 0, RtLmp5minPrc s, i ) ) / 12

(b)

RtOomeDecr5minAmt a, s, i =
Max (0, RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i - DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h )
* Max ( 0, RtLmp5minPrc s, i - DaLmpHrlyPrc s, h ) / 12

(c)

RtOomor5minAmt a, s, i =
[ ( Max (0, DaRegUpHrlyQty a, z, s, h - RtRegUp5minQty a, z, s, i )
* Max ( 0, RtRegUpMcp5minPrc z, i - DaRegUpMcpHrlyPrc z, h ) )
+ ( Max (0, DaRegDnHrlyQty a, z, s, h - RtRegDn5minQty a, z, s, i )
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* Max ( 0, RtRegDnMcp5minPrc z, i - DaRegDnMcpHrlyPrc z, h ) )
+ ( Max (0, DaSpinHrlyQty a, z, s, h - RtSpin5minQty a, z, s, i )
* Max ( 0, RtSpinMcp5minPrc z, i - DaSpinMcpHrlyPrc z, h ) )
+ ( Max (0, DaSuppHrlyQty a, z, s, h - RtSupp5minQty a, z, s, i )
* Max ( 0, RtSuppMcp5minPrc z, i - DaSuppMcpHrlyPrc z, h ) ) ] / 12
(2) For each Asset Owner, an hourly amount is calculated at each Settlement Location. The hourly
amount is calculated as follows:

∑ RtOom5minAmt a, s, i

RtOomHrlyAmt a, s, h =

i

(3) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Settlement Location. The daily credit
amount is calculated as follows:

∑ RtOomHrlyAmt a, s, h

RtOomDlyAmt a, s, d =

h

(4) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated. The daily
amount is calculated as follows:
RtOomAoAmt a, m, d =

∑ RtOomDlyAmt a, s, d
s

(5) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset Owner
amounts associated with that Market Participant. The daily amount is calculated as follows:
RtOomMpAmt m, d =

∑ RtOomAoAmt a, m, d
a

(6) For FERC Electric Quarterly Reporting (“EQR”) purposes, SPP calculates Real-Time Out-of-Merit
Energy and Operating Reserve $ per Dispatch Interval for each Asset Owner as follows:
(a)

EqrRtOom5minPrc a, s, i = (-1) * RtOom5minAmt a, s, i

(b)

IF EqrRtOom5minPrc a, s, i > 0
THEN
EqrRtOom5minQty a, s, i = 1
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The above variables are defined as follows:

Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

RtOom5minAmt a, s, i

$

Dispatch
Interval

RtOomeIncr5minAmt a, s, i

$

Dispatch
Interval

RtOomeDecr5minAmt a, s, i

$

Dispatch
Interval

ResDeCommit5minFlg a, s, i

None

RtOom5minFlg a, s, i

None

Dispatch
Interval
Dispatch
Interval

Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Make-Whole-Payment Amount per AO per
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval - The amount to AO a for
eligible Resource Settlement Location s in Dispatch Interval i for OutOf-Merit Energy and Operating Reserve resulting from an SPP Manual
Dispatch Instruction.
Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Incremental Energy Make-Whole-Payment
Amount per AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval - The
portion of AO a’s RtOome5minAmt a, s, i amount for eligible Resource
Settlement Location s in Dispatch Interval i for Out-Of-Merit Energy
resulting from an SPP manual Dispatch Instruction in the up direction.
Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Decremental Energy Make-Whole-Payment
Amount per AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval - The
portion of AO a’s RtOome5minAmt a, s, i amount for eligible Resource
Settlement Location s in Dispatch Interval i for Out-Of-Merit Energy
resulting from an SPP manual Dispatch Instruction in the down
direction.
Resource De-Commitment Flag per AO per Dispatch Interval per
Settlement Location – The value as described under Section 4.5.9.10.
Real-Time Out-of-Merit Flag per AO per Settlement Location per
Dispatch Interval – A flag that is set equal to 1 when SPP issues a
Manual Dispatch Instruction or whenever there is a price correction
event as described under Section 7, otherwise, this flag is set equal to
zero.
Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Operating Reserve Make-Whole-Payment
Amount per AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval - The
portion of AO a’s RtOome5minAmt a, s, i attributable to buying back a
DA Market Operating Reserve position in the RTBM at a RTBM MCP
that is greater than the corresponding DA Market MCP. This should not
be a normal occurrence but could happen as a result of price corrections
as described under Section 7.

RtOomor5minAmt a, s, i
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Variable

RtDesiredEn5minQty a, s, i

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

MW

Dispatch
Interval
Dispatch
Interval

Real-Time Desired Dispatch Quantity per AO per Settlement Location
per Dispatch Interval – The value described under Section 4.5.9.8.
Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Energy Incremental Energy Cost Amount per
AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval – The value described
under Section 4.5.9.8.
Real-Time Energy Cost at Desired Dispatch Amount per AO per
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval - The value described under
Section 4.5.9.8.
Real-Time Actual Meter Quantity per AO per Location per Dispatch
Interval - The value defined under Section 4.5.9.1 for Dispatch Interval
i.
Real-Time LMP - The value defined under Section 4.5.9.1 at Settlement
Location s for Dispatch Interval i.
Day-Ahead Cleared Energy Quantity per AO per Settlement Location
per Hour in the DA Market – The value described under Section 4.5.8.1.
Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Quantity per AO per Settlement Location per
Hour in the DA Market– The value described under Section 4.5.8.4.
Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Quantity per AO per Settlement Location
per Hour in the DA Market– The value described under Section 4.5.8.5.
Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Quantity per AO per Settlement Location
per Hour in the DA Market– The value described under Section 4.5.8.6.
Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Quantity per AO per Settlement Location
per Hour in the DA Market– The value described under Section 4.5.8.7.
Real-Time Regulation-Up Quantity per AO per Settlement Location per
Dispatch Interval in the RTBM– The value described under Section
4.5.9.4.
Real-Time Regulation-Down Quantity per AO per Settlement Location
per Dispatch Interval in the RTBM– The value described under Section
4.5.9.5.
Real-Time Spinning Reserve Quantity per AO per Settlement Location
per Dispatch Interval in the RTBM– The value described under Section
4.5.9.6.

RtIncrEn5minAmt a, s, i

$

RtDesiredEn5minAmt a, s, i

$

Dispatch
Interval

MW

Dispatch
Interval

RtLmp5minPrc s, i

$/MW

DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h

MWh

Dispatch
Interval
Hour

DaRegUpHrlyQty a, z, s, h

MW

Hour

DaRegDnHrlyQty a, z, s, h

MW

Hour

DaSpinHrlyQty a, z, s, h

MW

Hour

DaSuppHrlyQty a, z, s, h

MW

Hour

RtRegUp5minQty a, z, s, i

MW

Dispatch
Interval

RtRegDn5minQty a, z, s, i

MW

Dispatch
Interval

RtSpin5minQty a, z, s, i

MW

Dispatch
Interval

RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i
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Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

RtSupp5minQty a, z, s, i

MW

Dispatch
Interval

DaRegUpMcpHrlyPrc z, h

$/MW

Hour

DaRegDnMcpHrlyPrc z, h

$/MW

Hour

DaSpinMcpHrlyPrc z, h

$/MW

Hour

DaSuppMcpHrlyPrc z, h

$/MW

Hour

RtRegUpMcp5minPrc z, i

$/MW

Dispatch
Interval

RtRegDnMcp5minPrc z, i

$/MW

Dispatch
Interval

RtSpinMcp5minPrc z, i

$/MW

Dispatch
Interval

RtSuppMcp5minPrc z, i

$/MW

Dispatch
Interval

$

Hour

Real-Time Supplemental Reserve Quantity per AO per Settlement
Location per Dispatch Interval in the RTBM– The value described under
Section 4.5.9.7.
Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Market Clearing Price per Settlement
Location per Hour in the DA Market– The value described under Section
4.5.8.4.
Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Market Clearing Price per Settlement
Location per Hour in the DA Market– The value described under Section
4.5.8.5.
Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Market Clearing Price per Settlement
Location per Hour in the DA Market– The value described under Section
4.5.8.6.
Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Market Clearing Price per Settlement
Location per Hour in the DA Market– The value described under Section
4.5.8.7.
Real-Time Regulation-Up Market Clearing Price per Settlement
Location per Dispatch Interval in the RTBM– The value described under
Section 4.5.9.4.
Real-Time Regulation-Down Market Clearing Price per Settlement
Location per Dispatch Interval in the RTBM– The value described under
Section 4.5.9.5.
Real-Time Spinning Reserve Market Clearing Price per Settlement
Location per Dispatch Interval in the RTBM– The value described under
Section 4.5.9.6.
Real-Time Supplemental Reserve Market Clearing Price per Settlement
Location per Dispatch Interval in the RTBM– The value described under
Section 4.5.9.7.
Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Make-Whole-Payment Amount per AO per
Settlement Location per Hour - The amount to AO a for eligible
Resource Settlement Location s in Hour h for Out-Of-Merit Energy and
Operating Reserve resulting from an SPP Manual Dispatch Instruction.

RtOomHrlyAmt a, s, h
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Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

RtOomDlyAmt a, s, d

$

Operating
Day

RtOomAoAmt a, m,

$

Operating
Day

RtOomMpAmt m, d

$

Operating
Day

EqrRtOom5minPrc a, s, i

$

Dispatch
Interval

EqrRtOom5minQty a, s, i

$

Dispatch
Interval

none
none
none
none
none
none

none
none
none
none
none
none

Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Make-Whole-Payment Amount per AO per
Settlement Location per Operating Day - The amount to AO a for
eligible Resource Settlement Location s in Operating Day d for Out-OfMerit Energy and Operating Reserve resulting from an SPP Manual
Dispatch Instruction.
Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Make-Whole-Payment Amount per AO per
Operating Day - The amount to AO a associated with Market Participant
m in Operating Day d for Out-Of-Merit Energy and Operating Reserve
resulting from an SPP Manual Dispatch Instruction.
Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Make-Whole-Payment Amount per MP per
Operating Day - The amount to MP m in Operating Day d for Out-OfMerit Energy and Operating Reserve resulting from an SPP Manual
Dispatch Instruction.
Real-Time Electric Quarterly Reporting Out-of-Merit Make-WholePayment Amount per AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval The Out-of-Merit make-whole amount to AO a for Dispatch Interval i at
Resource Settlement Location s for use by AO a in reporting such makewhole-payments to FERC in accordance with FERC EQR requirements.
Real-Time Electric Quarterly Reporting Out-of-Merit Make-WholePayment Quantity per AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval
– This value is set equal to 1 if EqrRtOom5minPrc a, s, i > 0 for use by
AO a in reporting such make-whole-payments to FERC in accordance
with FERC EQR requirements..
An Asset Owner.
A Settlement Location.
A Dispatch Interval.
An Hour.
An Operating Day.
A Market Participant.

d

a
s
i
h
d
m
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Proposed Tariff Language Revision

6.2.4

Out-of-Merit Energy Dispatch
The Transmission Provider may issue OOME dispatch directives to any on-line Resource
to resolve Emergency Conditions. The Transmission Provider will make every effort to define
and activate the appropriate constraints in RTBM SCED within one (1) hour of the manual
reconfiguration.
When an OOME event occurs, the Transmission Provider will take the following actions:
(1)

A Resource will receive Setpoint Instructions that include a Manual Dispatch Instruction
for the duration of the reliability directive;

(21)

Notifications are immediately issued that an OOME has been initiated and Tthe
Transmission Provider will issue Manual Dispatch Instructions at the MW level the
Resource is expected to produce until such time as the constraint can be resolved by
SCED through the RTBM;

(2)

For the current dispatch interval and all future dispatch intervals not yet dispatched by the
SCED, a A Resource will receive Setpoint Instructions for the current Dispatch Interval
and all future Dispatch Intervals not yet dispatched by SCED that are equal to the Manual
Dispatch MW Instruction for the duration of the OOMEreliability directive;

(3)

Notifications are immediately issued for all future intervals for which a SCED Dispatch
Instruction has already been calculated and included in the Resource Setpoint Instruction;

(4)

Setpoint Instructions for future intervals not yet dispatched will include the Manual
Dispatch Instruction instead of the SCED Dispatch Instruction for the same interval;

(53)

The Transmission Provider will notify the Market Participant when the OOME event has
ended; and

(64)

Market Participants are compensated for OOME events in accordance with Section 8.6.6
of this Attachment AE.

6.4.1.1

Uninstructed Resource Deviation Exemptions
A Resource’s URD in a Dispatch Interval will be considered equal to zero (0) under the
following situations:
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(1)

The Resource is deployed for Contingency Reserve; or

(2)

The Resource trips off-line or is derated after receiving Dispatch Instructions; or

(3)

There is missing or bad Resource SCADA data in the Dispatch Interval; or

(4)

If during Emergency Conditions the URD is above the Resource’s Setpoint Instruction in
a shortage condition or the URD is below the Resource’s Setpoint Instruction during an
excess generation condition; or

(5)

If a Dispatch Instruction is issued to a Resource beyond the reported capabilities due to
the application of a VRL; or

(6)

If the Resource is part of a Common Bus and the URD calculated at the Common Bus is
less than the Operating Tolerance calculated at the Common Bus; or

(7)

A Market Participant can demonstrate such deviation was caused solely by events or
conditions beyond its control, and without the fault or negligence of the Market
Participant.

The Market Participant must provide the Transmission Provider with

adequate documentation through the invoice dispute process in order for the Market
Participant to be eligible to avoid such URD. The Transmission Provider will determine
through the dispute process whether such URD should be waived; or.
(8)
8.6.6

If the Resource has been issued a Manual Dispatch Instruction.

Real-Time Out-of-Merit Amount
An RTBM payment will be made to each Asset Owner with a Resource that receives a
Transmission Provider Manual Dispatch Instruction that creates a cost to the Asset Owner or that
adversely impacts the Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Market position for Energy and/or Operating
Reserve. The amount will be calculated on a Dispatch Interval basis as follows:
(1)

If the Manual Dispatch Instruction is for Energy in the up direction and the Energy Offer
Curve cost associated with the OOME MW is greater than the RTBM LMP, the Asset
Owner will receive a payment for the difference. The OOME MW is calculated as the
positive difference between the actual Resource output and the Resource’s economic
operating point. The Resource’s economic operating point is calculated as described
under Section 8.6.5(4)(d);
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(2)

If the Manual Dispatch Instruction is for Energy in the down direction, including a
Resource de-commitment, and the RTBM LMP is greater than the Day-Ahead Market
LMP, the Asset Owner will receive a payment for the difference multiplied by the
OOME MW.

The OOME MW is calculated as the maximum of zero (0) or the

difference between the Resource’s Day-Ahead Market cleared Energy MW and the actual
Resource output; and
(3)

If the Manual Dispatch Instruction or, including a Resource de-commitment instruction,
causes the RTBM cleared amount of an Operating Reserve product to be less than the
Day-Ahead Market cleared amount of the corresponding Operating Reserve product and
the RTBM MCP is greater than the Day-Ahead Market MCP, the Asset Owner will
receive a payment for the difference multiplied by the OOME Operating Reserve MW.
The OOME Operating Reserve MW is calculated as the maximum of zero (0) or the
difference between the Resource’s Day-Ahead Market cleared Operating Reserve MW
and the Resource’s RTBM cleared Operating Reserve MW.

(4)

To the extent that additional costs are incurred as a direct result of a Manual Dispatch
Instruction that are not addressed through the compensation mechanisms described in (1)
through (3) above, Asset Owners may request additional compensation through submittal
of actual cost documentation to the Transmission Provider. The Transmission Provider
will review the submitted documentation and confirm that the submitted information is
sufficient to document actual costs and that all or a portion of the actual costs are eligible
for recovery.
Proposed Criteria Language Revision

N/A
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EIS Market
Integrated Marketplace

PRR Recommendation Report
PRR
No.

Marketplace-PRR56

Timeline

PRR
Correction of MWP Cost Allocation for Load Deviation During Emergency
Title
Normal
Expedited
Urgent Action
Provide explanation if Expedited and/or Urgent Action is selected:
Expedited has been chosen to properly inform all parties of the software design
and business process changes that may impact their products.
Approve

Reject

Require additional information

Recommendation Action

Defer

Refer

Yes – If yes, estimated cost:

No

Impact Analysis Required

Protocol Section(s)
Requiring Revision

SPP Staff will complete this section.
Section No.: 4.5.9, 4.5.9.10 & 4.4.4.1.2 (new sub-section)
Title: Real-Time Balancing Market Settlement, RUC Make-Whole-Payment
Distribution Amount & Load Deviation Exemptions
Protocol Version: 2.0

Type of Revision

Revision Description

Tariff Implications or
Changes

Correction/Clean-Up

Clarification

Design Enhancement

Design Change

Protocols currently do not contain the capability of exempting a deviation for RealTime load which is reduced below its Day-Ahead Market cleared quantity during an
Emergency.
Yes – Section No: (Include a summary of impact and/or specific changes)
6.4.1.1 Uninstructed Resource Deviation Exemptions
6.4.1.2 Load Deviation Exemptions
8.6.7 Reliability Unit Commitment Make Whole Payment Distribution Amount
No
Date of Vote: 2/22/2012—Unanimously approved

MWG Review
PRR Recommendation

All Segments present for the vote:

Yes

RTWG Review

3/22/2012—Approved

ORWG Review

3/22/2012—Approved with no reliability impact

No

Segment of Parties that voted No or Abstained:
None

MOPC Recommendation
Board Review
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Date

2/9/2012

Name
E-mail Address
Company
Phone Number

Sponsor
Tony Alexander
talexander@spp.org
Southwest Power Pool
501.614.3303

Comment Author
Date
Comment Description
Comment Status

Comment Author
Date
Comment Description
Comment Status

Comments Received
SPP
2/16/2012
Some clarification of the criteria in which a load is exempt from deviation
calculations is necessary. If the emergency condition is a generation excess no
exemptions should be granted.
Comments were taken into consideration. The approved language is reflected in
this recommendation report.
Comments Received
SPP
2/21/2012
Additional clarification of the criteria in which a load is exempt from deviation
calculations is necessary. If the emergency condition is a generation excess no
exemptions should be granted.
The MPRR was approved as modified. The approved language is reflected in this
recommendation report.

Proposed Protocol Language Revision

4.5.9.10

RUC Make-Whole-Payment Distribution Amount

(1) A RTBM charge or credit 1 will be calculated at each Settlement Location for each Asset Owner for
each hour in order to fund the payments made under Section 4.5.9.8. The amount will be determined
by multiplying the Asset Owner deviations by a daily RTBM MWP rate.
The hourly amount is calculated as follows:
(a.1) An Asset Owner’s Settlement Location deviation is calculated as the Absolute Value of the
sum of (1) (RTBM actual load MWh - DA Market cleared load MWh) – excluding
deviations resulting from excepting actual load consumption that is less than DA Market
cleared load MWh reduction during capacity shortage condition Emergencies, (2) (RTBM
actual Export Interchange Transactions – DA Market cleared Export Interchange
Transactions), (3) (RTBM actual Import Interchange Transactions – DA Market cleared
Import Interchange Transactions), (4) (RTBM actual Through Interchange Transactions (sink
only) – DA Market cleared Through Interchange Transactions (sink only)), (5) DA Market

1

Note that this charge type will almost always produce a charge. The credit is included here for the rare occasion when a
credit may be produced as a result of a data error and/or a resettlement.
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cleared Virtual Energy Bids * (-1), and (6) DA Market cleared Virtual Energy Offers * (-1).
An Asset Owner’s Settlement Location deviation is calculated as follows.

#RtNetSlDev5minQty a, s, i =
{ [ IF XmptDev5minFlg a, s, i = 0 THEN 1 ELSE 0 ] * [Max ( 0, RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i ) –
Max ( 0, DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h )]

+[

∑ Max ( 0, RtImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t, dir )
t

-

∑ Max ( 0, DaImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t, dir )
t

+ [ IF DIR <> “THROUGH”, THEN

∑ Min ( 0, RtImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t, dir )
t

-

∑ Min ( 0, DaImpExp5minQty a, s, i, t, dir ), ELSE 0 ] ]
t

* (1 – RsgCrdFlgt ) -

∑ DaClrdVHrlyQty a, s, h, t } / 12
t

4.5.9
(8)

Real-Time Balancing Market Settlement
Make-Whole payments for SPP committed Resources as described in (7) above are collected on
a daily basis from Market Participants based upon their pro-rata share of the sum of following
quantities for the Operating Day as described in detail under Section 4.5.9.10:
(a)

4.4.4.1.1

The absolute value of the net Settlement Location deviations from DA
Market cleared amounts for load, virtual transactions and interchange transactions –
excluding deviations resulting from actual load consumption that is less than DA Market
cleared load MWh during capacity shortage condition Emergenciesexcepting load
reduction during shortage condition Emergencies;
URD Exemptions

A Resource’s URD in a Dispatch Interval shall be considered equal to zero (0) under the following
situations:
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(1)

The Resource is deployed for Contingency Reserve;

(2)

The Resource trips or is derated after receiving Dispatch Instructions;

(3)

There is missing or bad Resource SCADA data in the Dispatch Interval;

(4)

During a system Emergency if the URD is above the Resource’s Setpoint Instruction in a
shortage condition or if the URD is below the Resource’s Setpoint Instruction during an excess
generation condition;

(5)

If a Dispatch Instruction is issued to a Resource beyond the reported capabilities due to the
application of a VRL;

(6)

If the Resource is part of a Common Bus and the URD calculated at the Common Bus is less
than the Operating Tolerance calculated at the Common Bus;

(7)

SPP may set Uninstructed Resource Deviation to zero (0) to the extent a Market Participant can
demonstrate such deviation was caused solely by events or conditions beyond its control, and
without the fault or negligence of the Market Participant. The Market Participant must provide
SPP with adequate documentation through the invoice dispute process in order for the Market
Participant to be eligible to avoid such Uninstructed Resource Deviation. SPP shall determine
through the dispute process whether such Uninstructed Resource Deviation should be waived.

4.4.4.1.2

Load Deviation Exemptions

A load is exempt from deviation based charges for cost allocation of RUC MWP under the following
situations:
(1)

The load Real-Time billable meteringBilling Meter Quantity is less than it’s Day-Ahead
mMarket cleared quantity during an capacity shortage condition Emergency;
Proposed Tariff Language Revision

6.4.1.1

Uninstructed Resource Deviation Exemptions [Protocols Section 4.4.4.1.1]
A Resource’s URD in a Dispatch Interval will be considered equal to zero (0) under the
following situations:
(1)

The Resource is deployed for Contingency Reserve; or

(2)

The Resource trips off-line or is derated after receiving Dispatch Instructions; or

(3)

There is missing or bad Resource SCADA data in the Dispatch Interval; or

(4)

If during Emergency Conditions the URD is above the Resource’s Setpoint Instruction in
a shortage condition or the URD is below the Resource’s Setpoint Instruction during an
excess generation condition; or
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(5)

If a Dispatch Instruction is issued to a Resource beyond the reported capabilities due to
the application of a VRL; or

(6)

If the Resource is part of a Common Bus and the URD calculated at the Common Bus is
less than the Operating Tolerance calculated at the Common Bus; or

(7)

A Market Participant can demonstrate such deviation was caused solely by events or
conditions beyond its control, and without the fault or negligence of the Market
Participant.

The Market Participant must provide the Transmission Provider with

adequate documentation through the invoice dispute process in order for the Market
Participant to be eligible to avoid such URD. The Transmission Provider will determine
through the dispute process whether such URD should be waived.
6.4.1.2

Load Deviation Exemptions [Protocols Section 4.4.4.1.2]
A load is exempt from deviation based charges for cost allocation under Section 8.6.7 of
RUC MWP under the following situations:
(1)

The actual Metered RTBM load billable metering for load is less than that load’s it’s
Day-Ahead Market cleared quantity during a capacity shortage condition Emergency.

8.6.7

Reliability Unit Commitment Make Whole Payment Distribution Amount [Protocols
Section 4.5.9.10]
An RTBM charge will be calculated at each Settlement Location for each Asset Owner
for each hour in order to fund the payments made under Section 8.6.5. The amount will be
determined by multiplying An Asset Owners distribution volume by a daily RUC make whole
payment rate as follows:
RUC Make Whole Payment Distribution Amount =
[(RUC SPP Make Whole Payment Distribution Rate) * (RUC Make Whole Payment Distribution
Volume)]
(1)

The RUC SPP Make Whole Payment Distribution Rate is the sum of all make whole
payments for the Operating Day as calculated under Section 8.6.5, divided by the sum of
Asset Owners’ RUC Make Whole Payment Distribution Volumes for all Settlement
Locations for the entire Operating Day.
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(2)

An Asset Owner’s RUC Make Whole Payment Distribution Volume at a Settlement
Location for an hour is equal to the sum of following values that are calculated for each
Dispatch Interval within the hour:
(a)

The absolute value of the sum of actual Real-Time Settlement Location deviations
from Day-Ahead Market cleared amounts for load, virtual transactions and
interchange transactions except that, during any Dispatch Interval in which the
Transmission Provider has declared an Emergency Condition due to a
generationcapacity shortage, Real-Time actual load deviations from Day-Ahead
Market cleared amounts shall be limited to deviations associated with actual RealTime load in excess of amounts cleared in the Day-Ahead Market;

Proposed Criteria Language Revision
N/A
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4.4.3.3.

Regulation Deployment

Regulation Deployment is limited to Resources that have cleared Regulation-Up and/or RegulationDown with a Control Status of “Regulating”. Regulation-Up and/or Regulation-Down is deployed on
specific Resources through Setpoint Instructions via the AGC system on a pro-rata basis based upon
Regulation-Up and/or Regulation-Down cleared MW, adjusted as needed to ensure deliverability. No
Regulation Deployment will occur on Resources that have not cleared Regulation-Up and/or Regulationdown even if their Control Statuses are set to “Regulating”.
Market Participants providing Regulation-Up and/or Regulation-Down service during the Operating
Hour have an obligation to report to SPP when their Resources are no longer capable of providing the
service due to physical problems with the associated Resources through submission of the applicable
Resource Control Status via ICCP as described under Exhibit 4-10. If the problem persists into the next
Operating Hour, that Market Participant must update its Resource Offer by submitting a Regulation-Up
and Regulation-Down Dispatch Status as “Not-Qualified”. If a Market Participant fails to follow this
procedure and SPP observes that a particular Resource is failing to provide the Regulation-Up or
Regulation-Down service for 3 or more consecutive Dispatch Intervals, SPP wilmayl change the
Resource’s regulation Dispatch Status to “Not-Qualified” and will contact the Market Participant to
ascertain the nature of the problem. If the physical limitation is expected to be corrected within that
Operating Hour, SPP will return the Resource’s Dispatch Status to “Market” or “Fixed”, as applicable
when notified by the Market Participant. If the Market Participant fails to notify SPP within that
Operating Hour and then fails to submit an updated Resource Offer indicating a Regulation-Up and/or
Regulation Down Dispatch Status of “Not-Qualified”, SPP will change the Resource’s regulation
Dispatch Status to “Not-Qualified” for the remainder of the Operating Day or the Market Participant
notifies SPP that the physical limitation is corrected, whichever is shorter. disqualify that Resource as a
Regulation Qualified Resource, Regulation-Up Qualified Resource or Regulation-Down Qualified
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Resource and that Resource must pass a re-test as described under Section 6.1.11.3 in order to be recertified. Exhibit 4-10 shows the all of the available Resource Control Statuses in the AGC system.

4.4.3.4

Contingency Reserve Deployment

Contingency Reserve procured in the RTBM will be deployed through a Contingency Reserve
Deployment Instruction, via both Inter-Control Center Communications Protocol (ICCP) and Extensible
Markup Language (XML) instruction except in the case of a Block Demand Response Resource which
only receives an XML instruction, following a system event, normally following the sudden loss of a
Resource. The following rules apply to the deployment of Contingency Reserve for both internal SPP
BA contingencies and for providing assistance to a Reserve Sharing Group member. Scheduling
procedures for provision of assistance to/from Resource Sharing Group members are described under
Section Error! Reference source not found.:
(1)

Contingency Reserve is deployed on Resources with cleared Contingency Reserve and Export
Interchange Transactions providing Supplemental Reserve in the Dispatch Interval immediately
following the system event;

(2)

Spinning Reserve and on-line Supplemental Reserve is deployed ahead of off-line Supplemental
Reserve;

(3)

A Resource with deployed Spinning Reserve and/or on-line Supplemental Reserve that moves
into “Manual” Control Status will continue to be issued a Setpoint Instruction that includes the
amount of Spinning Reserve and/or Supplemental Reserve deployed on that Resource as
described under Exhibit 4-10;

(4)

If the amount of Spinning Reserve and on-line Supplemental Reserve cleared is greater than or
equal to the Contingency Reserve amount required in response to a contingency, no off-line
Supplemental Reserve is deployed;

(5)

Spinning Reserve and on-line Supplemental Reserve is deployed in proportion to the amount of
Spinning Reserve and on-line Supplemental Reserve cleared on each Resource, adjusted as
needed to ensure deliverability;

(6)

Supplemental Reserve from off-line Quick-Start Resources is deployed on Resources in merit
order based on economics of Start-Up Offer, No-Load Offer, Energy Offer Curves and Minimum
Run Time, adjusted as needed to ensure deliverability. For the purposes of deploying
Supplemental Reserve supplied from Export Interchange Transactions, as described under
Section Error! Reference source not found., the merit order cost will be equal to zero.;

(6)

If a Resource fails all four of the tests described under Section 4.4.4.3 and the Resource’s
individual smallest positive Shortfall Quantity is greater than 25% of the Contingency Reserve
Deployment Instruction, the amount of Contingency Reserve available to be cleared on Resource
will be reduced by that percentage based on the current Contingency Reserve Ramp Rate, for
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online deployment, or Maximum Quick-Start Response Limit for offline deployments, for the
remainder of the Operating Day.
6.1.11

Operating Reserve Certification

Asset Owners of registered Resource must meet the following certification requirements in order to be
eligible to submit Operating Reserve Offers for use in the SPP Integrated Marketplace.

6.1.11.1 Spin Qualified Resources
There are no specific testing requirements for a Resource to become a Spin Qualified Resource. An
Asset Owner will self-certify that its Resource is capable of deploying Spinning Reserve or on-line
Supplemental Reserve during the registration process. In such case, that Resource will become a Spin
Qualified Resource. However, in order to verify that any cleared Spinning Reserve or on-line
Supplemental Reserve is capable of being deployed, SPP may perform on-line random Contingency
Reserve deployment tests as follows:
(1)

Random deployment tests may include Spinning Reserve deployment in response to actual
Contingency Reserve deployment events as described under Section 4.4.3.2

(1)

SPP will only perform a Spinning Reserve or on-line Supplemental Reserve deployment test on a
Resource thatissue an Out-Of-Merit-Energy instruction to the Resource to get a stable dispatch
prior to the start of the test;
(i) has cleared for Spinning Reserve or Supplemental Reserve in Real-Time (and not
Regulation-Up and Regulation-Down) and that has not had a change in Dispatch
Instruction between the last Dispatch Interval and the current Dispatch Interval;

(2)

SPP will issue modify a the Contingency Reserve Ddeployment IinstructionOut-Of-MeritEnergy instruction to the Resource being tested that is equal to the amount of on-line
SpinningContingency Reserve cleared on the Resourceas follows;:
(i) If this is a random on-line Contingency Reserve deployment test, SPP will issue a Out-OfMerit-Energy instruction equal to the amount of online Contingency Reserve cleared on the
Resource.
(ii) If this is a retest requested by an Asset Owner, SPP will issue an Out-Of-Merit-Energy
instruction equal to the amount of online Contingency Reserve available to be cleared on
the Resource without the cap enforced as a result of the previously failed test.

(2)(3)
Simultaneously with the beginning and end of the Spinning Reserve or on-line
SupplementalContingency Reserve deployment test (which will span a period equivalent to the
Contingency Reserve Deployment Period), SPP will take a snapshot of the Resource MW output.
The difference between the Resource MW output at the end of the test and the Resource MW
output at the beginning of the test will be equal to the Resource response.
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(a)

SPP will communicate the results of the test to the affected Asset Owner no later than 60
minutes following the end of the test.

(b)

If the Resource response is greater than or equal to 75% of the MW specified in the
Contingency Reserve Ddeployment Iinstruction, the Resource has passed the test and no
further action is requiredthe Out-Of-Merit-Energy instruction and any previous online
Contingency Reserve caps will be released.

(c)

(i)

For settlement purposes, this instruction shall be considered a Manual Dispatch
Instruction and the Resource will be eligible for compensation for Out-Of-MeritEnergy as described under Section Error! Reference source not found..

(ii)

If this test was a retest requested by the Asset Owner as described under (c)
below, the Resource will not be eligible for compensation for Out-Of-MeritEnergy as described under Section Error! Reference source not found..

If the Resource response is less than 75% of the MW specified in the Contingency
Reserve Ddeployment Iinstruction, the Resource has failed the test and the following
actions will be taken:
(i)

The Resource will not be eligible for compensation for Out-Of-Merit-Energy as
described under Section Error! Reference source not found.;

(ii)

SPP will cap the amount on-line Contingency Reserve available to be cleared on
that Resource by multiplying the deployed MW amount by Resources submitted
Ramp-Rate-Up and Ramp Rate by the Resource response percentageto the
Resource response observed in the test or zero, whichever is larger, until such
time that the Resource requests and passes a retest;

(iii) The Asset Owner of the Resource must obtain SPP approval regarding the timing
of the retest.
(iii)(iv)

The Out-Of-Merit-Energy instruction will be released.

6.1.11.2 Supplemental Qualified Resources
There are no specific testing requirements for an off-line Resource to become a Supplemental Qualified
Resource. An Asset Owner will self-certify that its off-line Resource is capable of deploying
Supplemental Reserve during the registration process. In such case, that Resource will become a
Supplemental Qualified Resource. However, in order to verify that any cleared Supplemental Reserve is
capable of being deployed, SPP may perform random Contingency Supplemental Reserve deployment
tests as follows:
(1)

Random deployment tests may include Supplemental Reserve deployment in response to actual
Contingecy Reserve deployment events as described under Section 4.4.3.2.
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(2)(1)
SPP will only perform a Supplemental Reserve deployment test on an off-line QuickStart Resource that has cleared Real-Time Supplemental Reserve;
(2)

SPP will issue an Contingency Reserve Out-Of-Merit-Energy instruction Ddeployment
Iinstruction to the Resource being tested as follows: that is equal to the amount of Supplemental
Reserve cleared on the Resource;
(i) If this is a random Supplemental Reserve deployment test, SPP will issue an Out-Of-MeritEnergy instruction equal to the amount of off-line Supplemental Reserve cleared on the
Resource.
(i)(ii) If this is a retest requested by an Asset Owner, SPP will issue an Out-Of-Merit-Energy
instruction equal to the amount of off-line Supplemental Reserve available to be cleared on
the Resource without the cap enforced as a result of the previously failed test.

(3)

Simultaneously with the end of the Supplemental Reserve deployment test (which will span a
period equivalent to the Contingency Reserve Deployment Period), SPP will take a snapshot of
the Resource MW output. The difference between the Resource MW output at the end of the test
will be equal to the Resource response.
(a)

SPP will communicate the results of the test to the affected Asset Owner no later than 60
minutes following the end of the test.

(b)

If the Resource response is greater than or equal to 75% of the MW specified in the
Contingency Reserve Ddeployment Iinstruction, the Resource has passed the test and the
Out-Of-Merit-Energy instruction will be released and any previous Contingency Reserve
caps will be released. no further action is required.

(c)

(i)

For settlement purposes, this instruction will be considered as an SPP
commitment and the Resource will be eligible for RUC Make-Whole-Payment
compensation as described under Section Error! Reference source not found..

(ii)

If this test was a retest requested by the Asset Owner as described under (c)
below, the Resource will not be eligible for RUC Make-Whole-Payment
compensation as described under Section Error! Reference source not found..

If the Resource response is less than 75% of the MW specified in the Contingency
Reserve Ddeployment Iinstruction, the Resource has failed test and the following actions
will be taken:
(i)

The Resource will not be eligible for compensation for RUC Make-WholePayment compensation as described under Section Error! Reference source not
found.;

(ii)

SPP will cap the amount off-line Supplemental Reserve available to be cleared on
that Resource multiply the Resource’s submitted Maximum Off-Line Response
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Limit by the Resource response percentageto the Resource response observed in
the test until such time that the Resource requests and passes a retest.
(iii) The Asset Owner of the Resource must obtain SPP approval regarding the timing
of the retest.
(iv) The Out-Of-Merit-Energy instruction will be released.
Proposed Tariff Language Revision

2.10.1

Spin Qualified Resources
There are no specific testing requirements for a Resource to become a Spin Qualified
Resource. A Market Participant will self-certify that its Resource is capable of deploying
Spinning Reserve or on-line Supplemental Reserve during the registration process. In such case,
that Resource will become a Spin Qualified Resource. The Transmission Provider may perform,
at its discretion, Contingency Reserve deployment tests, as described in the Market Protocols, in
order to verify that any cleared Spinning Reserve or on-line Supplemental Reserve is capable of
being deployed. Such Contingency Reserve deployment tests may also test deployment of
Spinning Reserve or on-line Supplemental Reserve resulting from a Reserve Sharing Event.
If the Resource deploys less than seventy-five percent (75%) of the MW deployment
instruction, the Resource has failed the test and the Resource will not be eligible for
compensation for out-of-merit Energy (“OOME”) and the maximum online Contingency
Reserve available for sale in the Integrated Marketplace shall be limited to the actual MW
deployed during the test. Such restriction shall continue to apply until the Resource passes a
retest. The Market Participant representing the Resource must obtain Transmission Provider
approval regarding the timing of a retest and the Resource will not be eligible for compensation
for OOME as a result of the retest.

2.10.2

Supplemental Qualified Resources
There are no specific testing requirements for an off-line Resource to become a
Supplemental Qualified Resource.

A Market Participant will self-certify that its off-line

Resource is capable of deploying Supplemental Reserve during the registration process. In such
case, that Resource will become a Supplemental Qualified Resource. The Transmission Provider
may perform, at its discretion, Contingency Reserve deployment tests, as described in the Market
Protocols, in order to verify that any cleared Supplemental Reserve is capable of being deployed.
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Such Contingency Reserve deployment tests may also test deployment of off-line Supplemental
Reserve resulting from a Reserve Sharing Event
If the Resource deploys less than seventy-five percent (75%) of the MW deployment
instruction, the Resource has failed the test and the Resource will not be eligible for Reliability
Unit Commitment (“RUC”) make whole payment compensation and the maximum off-line
Supplemental Reserve available for sale in the Integrated Marketplace shall be limited to the
actual MW deployed during the test. Such restriction shall continue to apply until the Resource
passes a retest. The Market Participant representing the Resource must obtain Transmission
Provider approval regarding the timing of a retest and the Resource will not be eligible for RUC
make whole payment compensation as a result of the retest.

6.3.2 Contingency Reserve Deployment [Protocols Section 4.4.3.2]
Contingency Reserve procured in the RTBM will be deployed through a Contingency
Reserve Deployment Instruction following a Reserve Sharing Event in accordance with the
following rules:
(1)

Contingency Reserve is deployed on Resources with cleared Contingency Reserve and
Export Interchange Transactions providing Supplemental Reserve in the Dispatch
Interval immediately following system events;

(2)

Spinning Reserve and on-line Supplemental Reserve is deployed ahead of off-line
Supplemental Reserve;

(3)

If the amount of Spinning Reserve and on-line Supplemental Reserve cleared is greater
than or equal to the Contingency Reserve amount required in response to a contingency,
no off-line Supplemental Reserve is deployed;

(4)

Spinning Reserve and on-line Supplemental Reserve is deployed in proportion to the
amount of Spinning Reserve and on-line Supplemental Reserve cleared on each
Resource, adjusted as needed to ensure deliverability; and

(5)

Supplemental Reserve from off-line Quick-Start Resources is deployed on Resources in
merit order of Start-Up Offer, No-Load Offer, Energy Offer Curves and Minimum Run
Time, adjusted as needed to ensure deliverability.

For the purposes of deploying

Supplemental Reserve supplied from Export Interchange Transactions, the merit order
cost will be equal to zero (0).
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(6)

If a Resource fails all four of the tests described under Section 6.4.3 and the smallest
Shortfall Quantity is greater than 25% of the Contingency Reserve Deployment
Instruction, the amount of Contingency Reserve available to be cleared on that Resource
will be reduced based on the current Contingency Reserve Ramp Rate, for online
deployment, or Maximum Quick-Start Response Limit for offline deployments, to the
Deployment Instruction minus the smallest positive Shortfall Quantity by that percentage
for the remainder of the Operating Day.
Proposed Criteria Language Revision

N/A
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Proposed Protocol Language Revision

4.3.1.2

DA Market Execution

SPP clears the Day-Ahead Market for each hour of the upcoming Operating Day based on the inputs
described above. A simultaneous co-optimization methodology, utilizing the SCUC and SCED
algorithms is employed to simultaneously perform the following tasks:
(1)

Commit offered Resources, Import Interchange Transaction Offers and Virtual Energy Offers
using the SCUC algorithm to meet the Demand Bids, Virtual Energy Bids, Export Interchange
Transactions Bids and Operating Reserve requirements at least cost throughout the projected
upcoming Operating Day while respecting Resource operating constraints and transmission
constraints;
(a)

The DA Market SCUC algorithm will initially consider commitment of Resources with a
Commit Status of Market and Self, including Resources committed in the Multi-Day
Reliability Assessment process, only including capacity up to the Resources’ Maximum
Economic Capacity Operating Limit (or Maximum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit
if selected for Regulation-Up) and down to the Resources Minimum Economic Capacity
Operating Limit (or Minimum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit if selected for
Regulation-Down).
(i)

If this capacity is not sufficient to meet the fixed Demand Bids and fixed Export
Interchange Transaction Bids plus Operating Reserve requirements on a systemwide basis, the DA Market SCUC algorithm will, in priority order: (1) curtail
non-firm fixed Export Interchange Transaction Bids until the capacity shortage is
eliminated; (2) incorporate capacity up to Resources’ Maximum Emergency
Capacity Operating Limit and/or commit Resources’ with a Commit Status of
Reliability on an economic basis until the capacity shortage is eliminated while
attempting to maintain the Regulation-Up requirement to the extent possible.
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(ii)

(b)

4.3.2.2

If there is a capacity surplus on a system-wide basis calculated as the sum of SelfCommitted capacity at minimum output, fixed Import Interchange Transaction
Offers and the Regulation-Down requirement that is in excess of the sum of Fixed
Demand Bids and fixed Export Interchange Transaction Bids, the DA Market
SCUC algorithm will, in priority order (1) curtail non-firm fixed Import
Interchange Transaction Offers until the capacity surplus is eliminated; (2)
incorporate capacity down to Resources’ Minimum Emergency Capacity
Operating Limit on an economic basis until the capacity surplus is eliminated
while attempting to maintain the Regulation-Down requirement to the extent
possible.(2) incorporate capacity down to the Resources’ Minimum Emergency
Capacity Operating Limit for Resources not selected for Regulation-Down until
the capacity surplus is eliminated and (3) incorporate capacity down to the
Resources’ Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit for Resources
selected for Regulation-Down Down.

To the extent that a particular reliability issue cannot be directly addressed within the DA
Market SCUC algorithm as described under subsection (i) and (ii) above, SPP may
manually commit Resources to alleviate such reliability issues. SPP will re-run the DA
Market SCUC algorithm after such manual commitments, time permitting, and will
notify the Market Participants that units were manually committed. The SCED algorithm
will be run based on the manual commitment to produce a final market solution.

Day-Ahead RUC Execution

Using the inputs described above, SPP performs a capacity adequacy analysis for the upcoming
Operating Day using the SCUC algorithm. The capacity adequacy analysis provides advisory
information to the SPP Operators.
(1)

The objective of the SCUC is to commit Resources to meet the SPP Mid-Term Load Forecast
and Operating Reserve requirements over the Operating Day such that commitment costs are
minimized while adhering to transmission system security constraints and the resource operating
parameter constraints submitted as part of the RTBM Offers;

(2)

Commitment costs are defined as Start-Up Offer, No-Load Offer and incremental cost to operate
at minimum output as defined in the submitted Energy Offer Curve. Incremental Energy costs
above minimum output and Operating Reserve Offers are not considered by the RUC SCUC in
making commitment decisions;

(3)

The SCUC algorithm will initially consider commitment of Resources with a Commit Status of
Market or Self only including capacity up to the Resources’ Maximum Economic Capacity
Operating Limit (or Maximum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit if selected for RegulationUp) and down to the Resources Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit (or Minimum
Regulation Capacity Operating Limit if selected for Regulation-Down).
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(a)

If this capacity is not sufficient to meet the system-wide SPP Mid-Term Load Forecast
plus Operating Reserve requirements, the SCUC algorithm study will, in priority order:
(1) curtail non-firm Export Interchange Transactions until the capacity shortage is
eliminated; (2) incorporate capacity up to Resources’ Maximum Emergency Capacity
Operating Limit and/or commit Resources’ with a Commit Status of Reliability on an
economic basis until the capacity shortage is eliminated while attempting to maintain the
Regulation-Up requirement to the extent possible.

(b)

If the sum of Self-Committed capacity at minimum output, fixed Import Interchange
Transaction Offers and the system-wide Regulation-Down requirement is in excess of the
sum of the SPP system-wide Mid-Term Load Forecast and fixed Export Interchange
Transactions, the RUC SCUC algorithm study will, in priority order: (1) curtail non-firm
fixed Import Interchange Transactions until the capacity surplus is eliminated; (2)
incorporate capacity down to Resources’ Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit
on an economic basis until the capacity surplus is eliminated while attempting to
maintain the Regulation-Down requirement to the extent possible;(2) reduce Resource
capacity down to the Resources’ Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit for
Resources not selected for Regulation-Down until the capacity surplus is eliminated; (3)
de-commit Resources that were committed in the DA Market with a Commit Status of
Market until the capacity surplus in eliminated; and (4) de-commit Self-Committed
Resources until the capacity surplus in eliminated.
(i)

(c)

If there is a transmission constraint within a Reserve Zone occurring
simultaneously with a Reserve Zone excess capacity event, SCUC may commit
additional Resources and/or de-commit Resources to relieve the constraints
provided that any commitment changes do not aggravate the excess capacity
situation.

To the extent that a particular reliability issue cannot be directly addressed within the
SCUC algorithm as described under subsection (a) and (b) above, SPP may manually
commit Resources with a Commit Status of Reliability and de-commit Resources with a
Commit Status of Self to alleviate such reliability issues in accordance with its authority
as Reliability Coordinator.

Any curtailment of schedules, use of Reliability Status Resources or use of Emergency operating
limits by the RUC algorithms will only be advisory information to the SPP RUC Operators. DayAhead RUC and Intra-Day RUC Operators will determine which of these options should be acted
on and when as described in the Day-Ahead and Intra-Day RUC Results sections.
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4.4.1.2

Intra-Day RUC Execution

Using the inputs described above, SPP performs a capacity adequacy analysis for the upcoming
Operating Day and throughout the Operating Day using a SCUC algorithm. The capacity adequacy
analysis provides advisory information to the SPP Operators.
(1)

The objective of the SCUC is to commit Resources to meet the SPP Mid-Term Load Forecast
and Operating Reserve requirements over the Operating Day such that commitment costs are
minimized while adhering to transmission system security constraints and the resource operating
parameter constraints submitted as part of the RTBM Offers;

(2)

Commitment costs are defined as Start-Up Offer, No-Load Offer and incremental cost to operate
at minimum output as defined on the submitted Energy Offer Curve. Incremental Energy costs
above minimum output and Operating Reserve Offers are not considered by the RUC SCUC in
making commitment decisions;

(3)

The SCUC algorithm will initially consider commitment of Resources with a Commit Status of
Market or Self only including capacity up to the Resources’ Maximum Economic Capacity
Operating Limit (or Maximum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit if selected for RegulationUp) and down to the Resources Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit (or Minimum
Regulation Capacity Operating Limit if selected for Regulation-Down).
(a)

If this capacity is not sufficient to meet the system-wide SPP Mid-Term Load Forecast
plus Operating Reserve requirements, the SCUC algorithm study will, in priority order:
(1) curtail non-firm Export Interchange Transactions until the capacity shortage is
eliminated; (2) incorporate capacity up to Resources’ Maximum Emergency Capacity
Operating Limit and/or commit Resources’ with a Commit Status of Reliability on an
economic basis until the capacity shortage is eliminated while attempting to maintain the
Regulation-Up requirement to the extent possible.

(b)

If the sum of Self-Committed capacity at minimum output, fixed Import Interchange
Transaction Offters and the system-wide Regulation-Down requirement is in excess of
the sum of the SPP system-wide Mid-Term Load Forecast and fixed Export Interchange
Transactions, the SCUC algorithm study will, in priority order: (1) curtail non-firm fixed
Import Interchange Transactions until the capacity surplus is eliminated; (2) incorporate
capacity down to Resources’ Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit on an
economic basis until the capacity surplus is eliminated while attempting to maintain the
Regulation-Down requirement to the extent possible;(2) reduce capacity down to the
Resources’ Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit for Resources not selected
for Regulation-Down until the capacity surplus is eliminated; (3) de-commit Resources
that were committed in the DA Market with a Commit Status of Market until the capacity
surplus is eliminated; and (4) de-commit Self-Committed Resources that were committed
following the Day-Ahead RUC process until the capacity surplus is eliminated.
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(i)

(c)

If there is a transmission constraint within a Reserve Zone occurring
simultaneously with a Reserve Zone excess capacity event, RUC may commit
additional Resources to relieve the constraints provided that the additional
commitment does not aggravate the excess capacity situation.

To the extent that a particular reliability issue cannot be directly addressed within the
SCUC algorithm as described under subsection (a) and (b) above, SPP may manually
commit Resources with a Commit Status of Reliability and de-commit Resources with a
Commit Status of Self to alleviate such reliability issues in accordance with its authority
as Reliability Coordinator.
Proposed Tariff Language Revision

5.1.2 Day-Ahead Market Execution
The Transmission Provider will employ a simultaneous co-optimization methodology to
perform the following tasks in order to clear the Day-Ahead Market for each hour of the
upcoming Operating Day:
(1)

Commit Offered Resources, Import Interchange Transaction Offers and Virtual Energy
Offers using the SCUC algorithm to meet the Demand Bids, Virtual Energy Bids, Export
Interchange Transactions Bids and Operating Reserve requirements on a least cost basis
for each hour of the upcoming Operating Day.
(a)

The Day-Ahead Market SCUC algorithm will initially consider commitment of
Resources not specified for reliability only use as described in Section 4.1(10)(c)
of this Attachment AE, including Resources committed in the Multi-Day
Reliability Assessment, up to the Resources’ Maximum Economic Capacity
Operating Limit or Maximum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit if selected for
Regulation-Up, and down to the Resources’ Minimum Economic Capacity
Operating Limit or Minimum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit if selected for
Regulation-Down.
(i)

If this capacity is not sufficient to meet the fixed Demand Bids and fixed
Export Interchange Transaction Bids plus Operating Reserve requirements
on a system-wide basis, the Day-Ahead Market SCUC algorithm will, in
priority order: (1) curtail non-firm fixed Export Interchange Transaction
Bids until the capacity shortage is eliminated; and (2) incorporate capacity
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up to Resources’ Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits and/or
commit Resources designated as reliability only use, as described in
Section 4.1(10)(c) of this Attachment AE, on an economic basis until the
capacity shortage is eliminated while attempting to maintain the
Regulation-Up requirement to the extent possible .
(ii)

If there is a capacity surplus on a system-wide basis calculated as the sum
of self-committed capacity at minimum output, fixed Import Interchange
Transaction Offers and the Regulation-Down requirement that is in excess
of the sum of fixed Demand Bids and fixed Export Interchange
Transaction Bids, the Day-Ahead Market SCUC algorithm will, in priority
order: (1) curtail non-firm fixed Import Interchange Transaction Offers
until the capacity surplus is eliminated; and (2) incorporate capacity down
to Resources’ Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits for
Resources not selected for Regulation-Down until the capacity surplus is
eliminated

while

attempting

to

maintain

the

Regulation-Down

requirement. to the extent possible.
(b)

To the extent that a particular reliability issue cannot be directly addressed within
the Day-Ahead Market SCUC algorithm as described under Subsections (i) and
(ii) above, the Transmission Provider may manually commit Resources to
alleviate such reliability issues. The Transmission Provider will re-run the DayAhead SCUC algorithm after such manual commitments, time permitting, and
will notify the Market Participants that units were manually committed.

5.2.2 Day-Ahead Reliability Unit Commitment Execution
The Transmission Provider will perform a capacity adequacy analysis for the upcoming
Operating Day using the SCUC algorithm with the objective of committing Resources to meet
the Transmission Provider load forecast and Operating Reserve requirements over the Operating
Day such that commitment costs are minimized while adhering to Transmission System security
constraints and the Resource operating parameter constraints submitted as part of the RTBM
Offers.
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(1)

Commitment costs used in the SCUC are defined as Start-Up Offer, No-Load Offer and
incremental cost to operate at minimum output as defined in the submitted Energy Offer
Curve.

(2)

The SCUC algorithm will initially consider commitment of Resources not specified for
reliability only use as described in Section 4.1(10)(c) of this Attachment AE, up to the
Resources’ Maximum Economic Capacity Operating Limit or Maximum Regulation
Capacity Operating Limit if selected for Regulation-Up, and down to the Resources’
Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit or Minimum Regulation Capacity
Operating Limit if selected for Regulation-Down.
(a)

If this capacity is not sufficient on a system-wide basis to meet the Transmission
Provider load forecast plus Operating Reserve requirements, the SCUC algorithm
will, in priority order: (1) Curtail non-firm fixed Export Interchange Transaction
Bids until the capacity shortage is eliminated; and (2) Incorporate capacity up to
Resources’ Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits and/or commit
Resources designated as reliability only use, as described in Section 4.1(10)(c) of
this Attachment AE, on an economic basis until the capacity shortage is
eliminated while attempting to maintain the Regulation-Up requirement, to the
extent possible.

(b)

If there is a capacity surplus on a system-wide basis calculated as the sum of selfcommitted capacity at minimum output, fixed Import Interchange Transaction
Offers and the Regulation-Down requirement that is in excess of the sum of the
Transmission Provider load forecast and fixed Export Interchange Transaction
Bids, the SCUC algorithm will, in priority order: (1) curtail non-firm fixed Import
Interchange Transaction Offers until the capacity surplus is eliminated; (2)
incorporate capacity down to Resources’ Minimum Emergency Capacity
Operating Limits for Resources not selected for Regulation-Down until the
capacity surplus is eliminated while attempting to maintain the Regulation-Down
requirement to the extent possible; (3) de-commit Resources that were committed
by the Transmission Provider in the Day-Ahead Market that were not selfcommitted until the capacity surplus is eliminated; and (4) de-commit selfcommitted Resources until the capacity surplus is eliminated.
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(3)

To the extent that a particular Transmission System security constraint cannot be directly
addressed within the SCUC algorithm, the Transmission Provider may manually commit
Resources and/or decommit self-committed Resources to alleviate such a Transmission
System security constraint in accordance with its authority as Reliability Coordinator.

6.1.2

Intra-Day Reliability Unit Commitment Execution
Using the inputs described in Section 6.1.1, the Transmission Provider will perform a
capacity adequacy analysis using the SCUC algorithm with the objective of committing
Resources to meet the Transmission Provider’s load forecast and Operating Reserve
requirements over the Operating Day such that commitment costs are minimized while adhering
to Transmission System security constraints and the resource operating parameter constraints
submitted as part of the RTBM Offers.
(1)

Commitment costs used in the SCUC are defined as Start-Up Offer, No-Load Offer and
incremental cost to operate at minimum output as defined on the submitted Energy Offer
Curve. Incremental Energy costs above minimum output and Operating Reserve Offers
are not considered by the SCUC in making commitment decisions.

(2)

The SCUC algorithm will initially consider commitment of Resources not specified for
reliability only use as described in Section 4.1(10)(c) of this Attachment AE, only
including capacity up to the Resources’ Maximum Economic Capacity Operating Limits
(or Maximum Regulation Capacity Operating Limits if selected for Regulation-Up) and
down to the Resources’ Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limits (or Minimum
Regulation Capacity Operating Limits if selected for Regulation-Down).
(a)

If this capacity is not sufficient on a system-wide basis to meet the Transmission
Provider’s load forecast plus Operating Reserve requirements, the SCUC
algorithm will, in priority order: (1) Curtail non-firm fixed Export Interchange
Transaction Bids until the capacity shortage is eliminated; and (2) Incorporate
capacity up to Resources’ Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits
and/or commit Resources designated as reliability only use, as described in
Section 4.1(10)(c) of this Attachment AE, on an economic basis until the capacity
shortage is eliminated while attempting to maintain the Regulation-Up
requirement to the extent possible.
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(b)

If there is a system-wide capacity surplus calculated as the sum of self-committed
capacity at minimum output, fixed Import Interchange Transaction Offers and the
Regulation-Down requirement that is in excess of the sum of the Transmission
Provider load forecast and fixed Export Interchange Transaction Bids, the DayAhead Market SCUC algorithm will, in priority order: (1) Curtail non-firm fixed
Import Interchange Transaction Offers until the capacity surplus is eliminated; (2)
Incorporate capacity down to Resources’ Minimum Emergency Capacity
Operating Limits for Resources not selected for Regulation-Down until the
capacity surplus is eliminated while attempting to maintain the Regulation-Down
requirement to the extent possible; (3) De-commit Resources that were committed
by the Transmission Provider in the Day-Ahead Market that were not selfcommitted until the capacity surplus is eliminated; and (4) De-commit selfcommitted Resources until the capacity surplus is eliminated.

(3)

To the extent that a particular reliability issue cannot be directly addressed within the
SCUC algorithm as described under subsections (a) and (b) above, the Transmission
Provider may manually commit Resources and/or decommit self-committed Resources to
alleviate such reliability issues in accordance with its authority as Reliability Coordinator.
Proposed Criteria Language Revision

N/A
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PRR
No.

PRR241

PRR
Revisions to PRR 200 Approved Language per FERC Order
Title
Normal
Expedited
Urgent Action

Timeline
Provide explanation if Expedited and/or Urgent Action is selected:
Approve

Reject

Require additional information

Recommendation Action

Defer

Refer

Yes – If yes, estimated cost:

No

Impact Analysis Required
SPP Staff will complete this section.
Protocol Section(s)
Requiring Revision

Section No.: 9.2.2
Title: Out of Merit Energy (OOME)
Protocol Version: 30.0

Type of Revision

Revision Description

Correction/Clean-Up

Clarification

Design Enhancement

Design Change

The proposed revisions to the Protocols are to ensure that the Tariff language
approved by FERC in compliance with the October 20, 2011 order in ER11-3627000 as filed by SPP on November 21, 2011 and approved by order from FERC on
February 8, 2012 is incorporated into the Protocols consistent with the Tariff. The
October 2011 order approved the language as proposed in PRR 200 (Keep Whole
Payments for Out of Merit Energy Dispatch) but the Commission determined that
SPP’s proposed OOME compensation mechanism may compensate resources
“for more than the amount of the under-recovery,” and therefore directed SPP to
“make a compliance filing with the Commission that caps the compensation under
the proposal to the amount of the under-recovery caused by the OOME directive.”
The language proposed below for the Protocols is verbatim to what was approved
by FERC in February 2012.
In addition to the language approved in the February order, there is a reference
that was incorporated inadvertently from the original tariff language approved that
references “Section 5.6 of this Attachment AE”. This is recommended to be
changed to “Section 5.6(a)(viii) of SPP OATT Attachment AE” both places it
appears in the Protocol language currently – see below.
Yes – Section No: (Include a summary of impact and/or specific changes)

Tariff Implications or
Changes

Tariff language has already been accepted by FERC on February 8, 2012 in
Docket No. ER11-3627-001.
No
Date of Vote: 3/13/2012—Unanimously approved with modifications

MWG Review
PRR Recommendation

All Segments present for the vote:

Yes

No

Segment of Parties that voted No or Abstained:
N/A
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RTWG Review

3/22/2012—Approved

ORWG Review

3/22/2012—Approved with no reliability impact

MOPC Recommendation
Board Review

Date

2/24/2012

Name
E-mail Address
Company
Phone Number

Sponsor
Patti Kelly
pkelly@spp.org
SPP Regulatory Staff
501.614.3381

Comment Author
Date
Comment Description
Comment Status

Comments Received
MWG
3/13/2012
Clarification
The MPRR was approved as modified. The approved language is reflected in this
recommendation report.

Proposed Protocol Language Revision

9.2.2 Out of Merit Energy (OOME)
a. SPP may issue reliability directives to any on-line Resource to resolve Emergency conditions
(referred to in the system as “OOME,” or out of merit energy). A Resource will receive OOME
instructions for the duration of the reliability directive. SPP will issue manual OOME
instructions at the MW level the Resource is expected to produce until such time as the constraint
can be resolved by SCED through the EIS market. SPP will make every effort to define and
activate the appropriate constraints in MOS and the IDC within one hour of the manual
reconfiguration. SPP shall coordinate resolution of the Emergency condition with the
appropriate Balancing Authority (ies). When an OOME is created notifications will immediately
be issued for all future intervals for which an EIS Dispatch Instruction has already been sent.
The OOME notification for future intervals not yet dispatched will be sent directly following the
EIS Dispatch Instruction for those intervals. So Market Participants will receive an OOME
Dispatch Instruction for each interval that supersedes the EIS Dispatch instruction for the same
interval.
b. More than one OOME may be initiated for the same Resource within a given interval. In such a
case the OOME instruction indicating the latest timestamp will be utilized.
c. SPP will notify the Market Participant when the OOME event has ended.
Uninstructed Deviation will be automatically waived and Uninstructed Deviation Charges will not be
assessed for a Resource for each interval it receives an OOME instruction consistent with Section 8.5.6.
For the duration of the reliability directive:
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a. Each Resource with an OOME instruction that results in an increase in Resource output that
creates a sale or an increase in a sale to the EIS market will be paid, for its for its EIS Market
sale up additional output attributable to its response to the OOME Dispatch Instruction, at the
higher of the LIP determined by the security constrained economic dispatch for the Resource
Settlement Location or the Resource offer curve price at the OOME dispatch point (“OOME Sale
Compensation”). If such offer price exceeds the LIP, the difference between the two prices will
be multiplied by the minimum of OOME Dispatch Instruction and actual output minus the
Resource scheduled quantity in order to calculate the credit that is recoverable through the
revenue neutrality uplift process (Section 5.6(a)(viii) of this SPP OATT Attachment AE[p1]). The
OOME Sale Compensation shall be limited to the amount necessary to compensate the resource
for any under-recovery resulting from its response to the OOME dispatch instruction.
b. Each Resource with an OOME instruction that results in a decrease in generation that creates a
purchase or an increase in a purchase from the EIS market will pay, for its EIS market purchase
attributable to its response to above the OOME Dispatch Instruction, at the lower of the LIP
determined by the security constrained economic dispatch for the Resource at the Settlement
Location or the Resource offer curve price at the OOME dispatch point (“OOME Purchase
Compensation”). If the LIP exceeds such offer price, the difference between the two prices will
be multiplied by the Resource scheduled quantity minus the maximum of the OOME Dispatch
Instruction and the actual output in order to calculate the credit that is recoverable through the
revenue neutrality uplift process (Section 5.6(a)(viii) of this SPP OATT Attachment AE). The
OOME Purchase Compensation shall be limited to the amount necessary to compensate the
resource for any under-recovery resulting from its response to the OOME dispatch instruction.
c. Settlement calculations for any partial hour OOME instructions will be scaled by the number of
intervals so that each 5-minute dispatch interval is settled for 1/12th of the value indicated by the
appropriate price.
Proposed Tariff Language Revision
Note: This language is for informational purposes only – it was filed by SPP on November 21, 2011 and
accepted by FERC in compliance with order dated October 20, 2011 in Docket No. ER11-3627 related to
original PRR 200. These revisions to this language as redlined below were approved by FERC in the
same docket on February 8, 2012.
Sections 4.4(c)(i) and (ii) of the SPP OATT:

(c)

When SPP issues a reliability directive to any on-line Resource to resolve an Emergency
Condition (referred to in the system as “OOME” or out of merit energy) and for the
duration of the reliability directive, SPP will determine the appropriate credit for the
OOME dispatch as follows:
(i)

Each Resource with an OOME instruction that results in an increase in Resource
output that creates a sale or an increase in a sale to the EIS Market will be paid,
for its EIS Market sale up additional output attributable to its response to the
OOME dispatch instruction, at the higher of the LIP determined by the security
constrained economic dispatch for the Resource Settlement Location or the
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Resource offer curve price at the OOME dispatch point (“OOME Sale
Compensation”). If such offer price exceeds the LIP, the difference between the
two prices will be multiplied by the minimum of the OOME dispatch instruction
and actual output minus the Resource schedule quantity in order to calculate the
credit that is recoverable through the revenue neutrality uplift process (Section 5.6
of this Attachment AE). The OOME Sale Compensation shall be limited to the
amount necessary to compensate the resource for any under-recovery resulting
from its response to the OOME dispatch instruction.
(ii)

Each Resource with an OOME instruction that results in a decrease in Resource
output that creates a purchase or an increase in a purchase from the EIS Market
will pay, for its EIS Market purchase attributable to its response to above the
OOME Dispatch Instruction, at the lower of the LIP determined by the security
constrained economic dispatch for the Resource at the Settlement Location or the
Resource offer curve price at the OOME dispatch point (“OOME Purchase
Compensation”). If the LIP exceeds such offer price, the difference between the
two prices will be multiplied by the Resource scheduled quantity minus the
maximum of the OOME Dispatch Instruction and the actual output in order to
calculate the credit that is recoverable through the revenue neutrality uplift
process (Section 5.6 of this Attachment AE). The OOME Purchase
Compensation shall be limited to the amount necessary to compensate the
resource for any under-recovery resulting from its response to the OOME
dispatch instruction.
Proposed Criteria Language Revision

N/A
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
Market and Operations Policy Committee
Recommendation to the Board of Directors
TRR064 - Balanced Portfolio Compliance - Competitive Duties Language; TRR 062-Revisions to
Attachment M
April 23-24, 2012

Organizational Roster
The following persons are members of the Regional Tariff Working Group:
Dennis Reed, WR (Chair)
Charles Locke, KCPL (Vice-Chair)
Richard Andrysik, LES
Bill Dowling, Midwest Energy
Tom Hestermann, Sunflower
Rob Janssen, Dogwood
David Kays, OGE
Lloyd Kolb, Golden Spread
Brett Leopold, ITC Great Plains
Tom Littleton, OMPA
Bernie Liu, Xcel

Paul Malone, NPPD
Adam McKinnie, MoPSC
Robert Pennybaker, AEP
Neil Rowland, KMEA
Robert Shields, AECC
John Varnell, Tenaska
Bary Warren, EDE
Mitch Williams, WFEC
Heather Starnes, SPP (Acting Secretary)

Background
The proposed compliance language amends Section VII.7(d) of Attachment O to provide that resourcespecific data in the transmission planning process be disclosed by SPP, under applicable confidentiality
provisions, if the information is needed to participate in the transmission planning process and/or to
replicate transmission planning studies, per the Commission’s December 16, 2011 Order on Rehearing
and Compliance Filing in Docket No. ER08-1419.
Analysis
The proposed compliance language narrows the definition of “Competitive Duties” by eliminating its
application to counsel or outside consultants and also clarifies that “Competitive Duties” does not pertain
to an entity that has received a Commission-approved waiver of the Commission’s standards of conduct
requirement. The RTWG approved the compliance language as modified on March 22, 2012, with two
abstentions (ITC Great Plains and Xcel Energy). The compliance filing is due May 14, 2012.
Recommendation
The MOPC recommends that the BOD approve TRR 062-Revisions to Attachment M and TRR 064-the
tariff modifications in the Balanced Portfolio Compliance Filing (Competitive Duties) Tariff Sheets that
were included in the MOPC April 10-11, 2012 background materials.
Action Requested: Approval of RTWG’s TRR 062-Revisions to Attachment M and TRR 064-the tariff
modifications in the Balanced Portfolio Compliance Filing (Competitive Duties) Tariff Sheets.
Approved:

MOPC

April 10-11, 2012

Passed with one abstention-ITC Great Plains
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TRR
Number
Cross
Reference #

TRR
Title

062M
PRR

BRR

Revisions to Attachment M

Other (Specify) _ Marketplace Tariff
Sponsor

Name
E-mail Address
Company
Phone Number
Date

Wayne Camp
wayne.camp@accenture.com
Accenture
609-703-2707
3/14/2012

Tariff Section(s)
Requiring Revision

Section No. - Attachment M
Title
Tariff Version (effective date)
Normal
request)

Requested Resolution

Urgent (provided justification below for urgent

Need MOPC approval of changes at their April 2012 meeting in order
to include changes in proposed May 2012, Supplemental Integrated
Marketplace Filing.

Revision Description

Clarify that Appendix 1 loss percentages only apply to NITS Service
Transmission Billing.

Reason for Revision

Language under Section III of Attachment M implies that Appendix 1
loss percentages also apply to Point-To-Point transactions, which is
not the case. Transmission Billing for Point-To-Point Service is
based on Reserved Capacity and losses associated with schedules
are accounted from under Attachment AE settlements.

Stakeholder Approval
Required (specify date
and record outcome of
vote; n/a for those
stakeholders not
required)

RTWG
MOPC
Board of Directors

Market Protocol
Implications or
Changes

Yes (Include a summary of impact and/or specific changes &
PRR #)

No

Southwest Power Pool  Open Access Transmission Tariff, Sixth Revised Volume No. 1

Business Practice
Implications or
Changes

Yes (Include a summary of impact and/or specific changes &
BRR #)

No
Yes (Include a summary of impact and/or specific changes)
Criteria Implications or
Changes
No
Other Corporate
Documents
Implications (i.e., SPP
By-Laws, Membership
Agreement, etc.)

Yes (Include which corporate documents)
No
Yes (Include a summary of impact and/or specific changes)

Credit Implications
No
Yes

Impact Analysis
Required

No

Proposed Marketplace Tariff Language Revision (Redlined)
I.
15.7

COMMON SERVICE PROVISIONS
Real Power Losses:
Real Power Losses are associated with all transmission service. The applicable Real

Power Loss factors are as specified in the loss compensation matrices developed in accord with
Attachment M. As stated on Schedules 7 and 8, the Transmission Customer shall be responsible
forreplace losses in accordance with Attachment M.

22.2

Additional Charge To Prevent Abuse:
If a Transmission Customer making the modifications in Section 22.1 takes
service over a transmission path that costs more than the path the Transmission Customer
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Southwest Power Pool  Open Access Transmission Tariff, Sixth Revised Volume No. 1
initially reserved, then for the service the Transmission Customer schedules, the
Transmission Customer shall pay in addition to the amounts based on its initial
reservation the additional costs (i.e., the difference between the zonal rates) associated
with the new path. In addition, the Transmission Customer shall be responsible for
replace losses (in accordance with Attachment M) and pay for any redispatch costs (as
determined in accordance with Attachment K) based on the actual transmission path
used.
28.5

Real Power Losses:
Real Power Losses are associated with all transmission service. The applicable
Real Power Loss factor is the factor for the Zone in which the Network Load is located.
These loss factors are stated in Appendix 1 to Attachment M. The Network Customer is
responsible for replacing losses associated with all transmission service as determined in
accordance with Attachment M.

SCHEDULE 7
LONG-TERM FIRM AND SHORT-TERM FIRM POINT-TO-POINT TRANSMISSION
SERVICE
The Transmission Customer shall compensate the Transmission Provider each month for
Reserved Capacity at the sum of the applicable charges set forth below in addition to other
applicable charges specified in the Tariff. All effective rates under this schedule shall be posted
on the SPP OASIS.
1.

Zonal Rates: The Transmission Customer shall pay the zonal rate (per kW of

reserved capacity) based upon the Zone where the load is located for Firm Point-To-Point
Transmission Service where the generation source is outside the SPP Region and the load is
located within the SPP Region and for Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service where both the
generation source and the load are located within the SPP Region. For Firm Point-To-Point
Transmission Service where the generation source is located within the SPP Region and the load
is located outside of the SPP Region, and for Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service where
both the generation source and the load are located outside of the SPP Region, the Transmission
Customer shall pay the zonal rate (per kW of reserved capacity) for the Zone interconnected with
the Balancing Authority Area, external to the SPP Region, that is the designated Point of
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Delivery. Where there is more than one Zone interconnected with such Balancing Authority
Area, the lowest zonal rate of the interconnected Zones is applicable. The zonal rates are stated
in Attachment T.
The Zones are as follows:
Zone 1:

American Electric Power – West

Zone 2:

Reserved for Future Use

Zone 3:

City Utilities of Springfield, Missouri

Zone 4:

Empire District Electric Company

Zone 5:

Grand River Dam Authority

Zone 6:

Kansas City Power & Light Company

Zone 7:

Oklahoma Gas & Electric Company

Zone 8:

Midwest Energy, Inc.

Zone 9:

KCP&L Greater Missouri Operations Company

Zone 10:

Southwestern Power Administration

Zone 11:

Southwestern Public Service

Zone 12:

Sunflower Electric Cooperative

Zone 13:

Western Farmers Electric Cooperative

Zone 14:

Westar Energy, Inc. (Kansas Gas & Electric and Westar Energy)

Zone 15:

Mid-Kansas Electric Company

Zone 16:

Lincoln Electric System

Zone 17:

Nebraska Public Power District

Zone 18:

Omaha Public Power District

No changes in Zones shall be made without submitting a filing to the Commission.
2.

Caps: The total demand charge in any week, pursuant to a reservation for Daily

delivery, shall not exceed the weekly rate times the highest amount in kilowatts of Reserved
Capacity in any day during such week.
3.

Redispatch Costs: The redispatch costs shall be calculated in accordance with

the formula and protocols shown on Attachment K.
4.

Losses:

The Transmission Customer shall be responsible for replace losses

determined in accordance with Attachment M.
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SCHEDULE 8
NON-FIRM POINT-TO-POINT TRANSMISSION SERVICE
The Transmission Customer shall compensate the Transmission Provider for Non-Firm
Point-To-Point Transmission Service up to the sum of the applicable charges set forth below in
addition to other applicable charges specified in the Tariff.

All effective rates under this

schedule shall be posted on the SPP OASIS.
1.

Zonal Rates: The Transmission Customer shall pay the zonal rate (per KW of

reserved capacity) based upon the Zone where the load is located for Non-Firm Point-To-Point
Transmission Service where the generation source is outside the SPP Region and the load is
located within the SPP Region and for Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service where
both the generation source and the load are located within the SPP Region. For Non-Firm PointTo-Point Transmission Service where the generation source is located within the SPP Region
and the load is located outside of the SPP Region, and for Non-Firm Point-To-Point
Transmission Service where both the generation source and the load are located outside of the
SPP Region, the Transmission Customer shall pay the zonal rate (per KW of reserved capacity)
for the Zone interconnected with the Balancing Authority Area, external to the SPP Region, that
is the designated Point of Delivery. Where there is more than one Zone interconnected with such
Balancing Authority Area, the lowest zonal rate of the interconnected Zones is applicable. The
zonal rates are stated in Attachment T.
The Zones are as follows:
Zone 1:

American Electric Power – West

Zone 2:

Reserved for Future Use

Zone 3:

City Utilities of Springfield, Missouri

Zone 4:

Empire District Electric Company

Zone 5:

Grand River Dam Authority

Zone 6:

Kansas City Power & Light Company

Zone 7:

Oklahoma Gas & Electric Company

Zone 8:

Midwest Energy, Inc.

Zone 9:

KCP&L Greater Missouri Operations Company

Zone 10:

Southwestern Power Administration
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Zone 11:

Southwestern Public Service

Zone 12:

Sunflower Electric Cooperative

Zone 13:

Western Farmers Electric Cooperative

Zone 14:

Westar Energy, Inc. (Kansas Gas & Electric and Westar Energy)

Zone 15:

Mid-Kansas Electric Company

Zone 16:

Lincoln Electric System

Zone 17:

Nebraska Public Power District

Zone 18:

Omaha Public Power District

No changes in Zones shall be made without submitting a filing to the Commission.
2.

Caps: The total demand charge in any week, pursuant to a reservation for Daily

delivery, shall not exceed the weekly rate times the highest amount in kilowatts of Reserved
Capacity in any day during such week. The total demand charge in any day, pursuant to a
reservation for Hourly delivery, shall not exceed the daily rate times the highest amount in
kilowatts of Reserved Capacity in any hour during such day. In addition, the total demand
charge in any week, pursuant to a reservation for Hourly or Daily delivery, shall not exceed the
weekly rate above times the highest amount in kilowatts of Reserved Capacity in any hour
during such week.
3.

Redispatch Costs: The redispatch costs shall be calculated in accordance with

the formula and protocols shown on Attachment K.
4.

Discounts: The Transmission Provider may offer discounts under this Schedule.

Three principal requirements apply to discounts for transmission service as follows: (1) any
offer of a discount made by the Transmission Provider must be announced to all Eligible
Customers solely by posting on the OASIS, (2) any customer-initiated requests for discounts
must occur solely by posting on the OASIS, and (3) once a discount is negotiated, details must
be immediately posted on the OASIS. For any discount agreed upon for service on a path, from
Point(s) of Receipt to Point(s) of Delivery, the Transmission Provider must offer the same
discounted transmission service rate for the same time period to all Eligible Customers on all
unconstrained transmission paths that go to the same Point(s) of Delivery on the Transmission
System.

In offering discounts, the Transmission Provider’s goal shall be to maximize

transmission revenues.
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4(a)

Next-Hour-Market Service: The basic charge shall be that agreed upon by the

Parties at the time this service is reserved and in no event shall exceed the applicable charges
posted on OASIS. In the event that transmission service is curtailed or interrupted by the
Transmission Provider, either acting directly or indirectly at the request of another transmission
provider or a Security Coordinator, the Transmission Customer shall be charged only for that
portion of the hour of actual transmission service used. The pro-rata portion must be agreed
upon between the Transmission Provider and the Transmission Customer.
5.

Losses:

The Transmission Customer shall be responsible for replace losses

determined in accordance with Attachment M.
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SCHEDULE 9
NETWORK INTEGRATION TRANSMISSION SERVICE
The Transmission Customer shall compensate the Transmission Provider for Network
Integration Transmission Service at the applicable charges set forth below in addition to other
applicable charges specified in the Tariff.
1.

Zonal Rates:

The Transmission Customer taking Network Integration

Transmission Service shall pay a monthly demand charge for the Zone where the load is located.
Each month, the Transmission Customer shall pay the Transmission Provider the applicable
monthly zonal Demand Charge, determined in accordance with Section 34.1. If a Transmission
Customer has load in multiple Zones, the Transmission Customer shall pay the monthly demand
charge for each Zone in which its load is located. For load not physically interconnected with
the Transmission System designated as Network Load pursuant to Section 31.3, the Network
Customer shall pay the zonal Demand Charge for the Zone interconnected with the Balancing
Authority Area, external to the SPP Region, that is the designated Point of Delivery. Where
there is more than one Zone interconnected with such Balancing Authority Area, the lowest
zonal Demand Charge of the interconnected Zones is applicable.

The Zonal Annual

Transmission Revenue Requirement of each Zone is stated in Attachment H.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Tariff, a Transmission Owner taking Network
Integration Transmission Service may elect not to pay (in whole or in part) the monthly demand
charges specified in the preceding paragraph to the extent that the Transmission Owner would
have received under Attachment L (revenue distribution) the amounts it seeks to not pay under
this provision. A Transmission Owner electing this option shall remain obligated to pay any
applicable charges for transmission services using any other Transmission Owner’s facilities
unless the transmission is provided pursuant to a Grandfathered Agreement (in which case
compensation provisions under the Grandfathered Agreement control). A Transmission Owner
electing this option shall remain responsible for any credits pursuant to Section 30.9 and for all
other applicable charges under this Tariff. This election will only be effective through January
31, 2010.
The Zones are as follows:
Zone 1:

American Electric Power - West

Zone 2:

Reserved for Future Use
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Zone 3:

City Utilities of Springfield, Missouri

Zone 4:

Empire District Electric Company

Zone 5:

Grand River Dam Authority

Zone 6:

Kansas City Power & Light Company

Zone 7:

Oklahoma Gas & Electric Company

Zone 8:

Midwest Energy, Inc.

Zone 9:

KCP&L Greater Missouri Operations Company

Zone 10:

Southwestern Power Administration

Zone 11:

Southwestern Public Service

Zone 12:

Sunflower Electric Cooperative

Zone 13:

Western Farmers Electric Cooperative

Zone 14:

Westar Energy, Inc. (Kansas Gas & Electric and Westar Energy)

Zone 15:

Mid-Kansas Electric Company

Zone 16:

Lincoln Electric System

Zone 17:

Nebraska Public Power District

Zone 18:

Omaha Public Power District

No changes in Zones shall be made without submitting a filing to the Commission.
2.

Redispatch Costs: The redispatch costs shall be calculated in accordance with

the formula and protocols shown on Attachment K.
3.

Losses:

The Transmission Customer shall be responsible for replace losses

determined in accordance with Attachment M.

ATTACHMENT 1 TO THE NETWORK INTEGRATION TRANSMISSION SERVICE
AGREEMENT
BETWEEN SOUTHWEST POWER POOL AND _______________
SPECIFICATIONS FOR NETWORK INTEGRATION TRANSMISSION SERVICE
1.0

Network Resources
The Network Resources are listed in Appendix 1.

2.0

Network Loads
The Network Load consists of the bundled native load or its equivalent for Network
Customer load in the _______________ Zone(s) as listed in Appendix 3.
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The Network Customer’s Network Load shall be measured on an hourly integrated basis,
by suitable metering equipment located at each connection and delivery point, and each
generating facility. The meter owner shall cause to be provided to the Transmission
Provider, Network Customer and applicable Transmission Owner, on a monthly basis
such data as required by Transmission Provider for billing. The Network Customer’s
load shall be adjusted, for settlement purposes, to include applicable Transmission Owner
transmission and distribution losses, as applicable, as specified in Sections 8.5 and 8.6,
respectively. For a Network Customer providing retail electric service pursuant to a state
retail access program, profiled demand data, based upon revenue quality non-IDR meters
may be substituted for hourly integrated demand data. Measurements taken and all
metering equipment shall be in accordance with the Transmission Provider’s standards
and practices for similarly determining the Transmission Provider’s load. The actual
hourly Network Loads, by delivery point, internal generation site and point where power
may flow to and from the Network Customer, with separate readings for each direction of
flow, shall be provided.
3.0

Affected Zone(s) and Intervening Systems Providing Transmission Service
The affected Zone(s) is/are ______________.

The intervening systems providing

transmission service are _______________.
4.0

Electrical Location of Initial Sources
See Appendix 1.

5.0

Electrical Location of the Ultimate Loads
The loads of _______________ identified in Section 2.0 hereof as the Network Load are
electrically located within the ________________ Zone(s).

6.0

Delivery Points
The delivery points are the interconnection points of _______________ identified in
Section 2.0 as the Network Load.

7.0

Receipt Points
The Points of Receipt are listed in Appendix 2.

8.0

Compensation
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Service under this Service Agreement may be subject to some combination of the charges
detailed below. The appropriate charges for individual transactions will be determined in
accordance with the terms and conditions of the Tariff.
8.1

Transmission Charge
Monthly Demand Charge per Section 34 and Part V of the Tariff.

8.2

System Impact and/or Facility Study Charge
Studies may be required in the future to assess the need for system reinforcements in light
of the ten-year forecast data provided. Future charges, if required, shall be in accordance
with Section 32 of the Tariff.

8.3

Direct Assignment Facilities Charge

8.4

Ancillary Service Charges
8.4.1 The following Ancillary Services are required under this Service Agreement.
a)

Scheduling, System Control and Dispatch Service per Schedule 1 of the
Tariff.

b)

Tariff Administration Service per Schedule 1-A of the Tariff.

c)

Reactive Supply and Voltage Control from Generation Sources Service
per Schedule 2 of the Tariff.

d)

Regulation and Frequency Response Service per Schedule 3 of the Tariff.

e)

Energy Imbalance Service per Schedule 4 of the Tariff.

f)

Operating Reserve - Spinning Reserve Service per Schedule 5 of the
Tariff.

g)

Operating Reserve - Supplemental Reserve Service per Schedule 6 of the
Tariff.

The Ancillary Services may be self-supplied by the Network Customer or
provided by a third party in accordance with Sections 8.4.2 through 8.4.4, with the
exception of the Ancillary Services for Schedules 1, 1-A, and 2, which must be
purchased from the Transmission Provider.
8.4.2

In accordance with the Tariff, when the Network Customer elects to self-supply
or have a third party provide Ancillary Services, the Network Customer shall
indicate the source for its Ancillary Services to be in effect for the upcoming
calendar year in its annual forecasts. If the Network Customer fails to include this
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information with its annual forecasts, Ancillary Services will be purchased from
the Transmission Provider in accordance with the Tariff.
8.4.3

When the Network Customer elects to self-supply or have third party provide
Ancillary Services and is unable to provide its Ancillary Services, the Network
Customer will pay the Transmission Provider for such services and associated
penalties in accordance with the Tariff as a result of the failure of the Network
Customer’s alternate sources for required Ancillary Services.

8.4.4 All costs for the Network Customer to supply its own Ancillary Services shall be
the responsibility of the Network Customer.
8.5

Real Power Losses - Transmission
The Network Customer shall be responsible for replace losses in accordance with
Attachment M of the Tariff.

8.6

Real Power Losses - Distribution

ATTACHMENT M
LOSS COMPENSATION PROCEDURE

I.

PURPOSE
This loss compensation procedure will be used to quantify transmission loss energy that

the Transmission Customer is responsible for required to replace to the Transmission Owner(s)
under this Tariff. The Transmission Customer shall be responsible for replacing the losses due
on a real time basis. The Transmission Customer shall be responsible for replace the loss energy
to the Control Area(s) Transmission Owner(s) affected by the transactions in accordance with the
optionsas set forth below.
Each Transmission Owner shall maintain a schedule showing its allocation of loss energy
for the provision of transmission service on its system.

For the Commission regulated

Transmission Owners, these allocations shall be pursuant to Commission approved schedules.
The average loss factor (LAVG) for each Transmission Owner is stated in Appendix 1 to this
Attachment M.
II.

LOSS DETERMINATION - NETWORK INTEGRATION TRANSMISSION
SERVICE
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The Network Customer is responsible for accounting for replacing losses, associated
with Network Integration Transmission Service to its Network Load, to each Zone in which its
Network Load is located for the purposes of determining charges under Schedule 9 and Schedule
11 to this Tariff. The Network Customer’s loss responsibility is the product of the Zone loss
factor stated in Appendix 1 to this Attachment M and the hourly metered Network Load for the
hour that is coincident with the applicable Zone monthly peak load hour energy delivered within
that Zone by the Network Customer and such loss responsibility shall be included when
calculating that Network Customer’s Load Ratio Share. Loss energy associated with hourly
energy settlement under the Integrated Marketplace shall be accounted for under the settlement
procedures for marginal losses in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets as specified in in
Attachment AE of this Tariff.

Where a Network Customer has designated Network Load not physically interconnected
with the Transmission System under Section 31.3, the Network Customer is responsible for
replacing losses, associated with Network Integration Transmission Service to its Network Load,
for schedules from Network Resources (as well as other non-designated generation resources)
located within the Transmission System. These deemed loss impacts will be determined, and
allocated to the Transmission Owners, in the same manner as losses for Point-To-Point
Transmission Service.

III.

LOSS DETERMINATION - POINT-TO-POINT TRANSMISSION SERVICE
No lLoss energy shall not be separately calculated for Point-To-Point Transmission

Service for the purposes of calculating charges under Schedule 7 and Schedule 8 to this Tariff.
Loss energy associated with settlement of Point-To-Point Transmission Service schedules in the
Integrated Marketplace shall be accounted for under the settlement procedures for marginal
losses in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets as specified in Attachment AE of this
Tariff. for the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets specified in Attachment AE.
The Transmission Provider shall calculate a loss matrix twice each year to show the
composite loss factors for each transaction, as a percentage of the transaction, based on the total
of each Transmission Owner’s pro rata MW-mile impact multiplied by the applicable loss factor
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for energy for such Transmission Owner. The factors for inclusion in the loss matrix shall be
determined as follows:
1)

For each Transmission Owner, determine a Transaction Participation
Factor (TPF) which is the MW-mile impact on that Owner expressed
as a percentage of the MW-mile impacts on all Transmission Owners
for the given transaction. The MW mile impacts will be calculated in
accordance with Attachment S.

2)

The seasonal application of the individual Transmission Owner’s loss
factors under this Tariff shall be consistent with the Transmission
Provider’s seasonal calculation of the MW-Mile impact factors under
Attachment S.

3)

Calculate a weighted system loss factor for each transaction as the
sum of the products of:

TPF x LAVG for the system of each

Transmission Owner.
The amount of loss energy supplied to and to be replaced by each Transmission Customer for
each transaction will be determined by multiplying the MWh’s of the schedule by the composite
loss factor for the transaction. The amount of loss energy impact on the transmission facilities of
each Transmission Owner for each transaction will be determined by multiplying the MW’s of
the schedule by that Owner’s TPF and loss factor (LAVG). The Transmission Customer shall
replace the loss energy shown in the loss matrix (as a percentage of the transaction) to the
Transmission Owners for each transaction. The Transmission Provider shall be responsible for
allocating the replaced loss energy among the Transmission Owners consistent with the above
methodology.
IV.

SETTLEMENT OF LOSSES

Losses shall be settled in accordance with the Integrated Marketplace settlement procedures
specified in Attachment AE.
Appendix 1 to Attachment M
Zone 1:

American Electric Power – West ........................................................................2.90

Zone 2:

Reserved for Future Use ............................................................................................

Zone 3:

City Utilities of Springfield, Missouri ................................................................2.00
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Zone 4:

Empire District Electric Company ......................................................................2.71

Zone 5:

Grand River Dam Authority ...............................................................................3.50

Zone 6:

Kansas City Power & Light Company................................................................1.90

Zone 7:

Oklahoma Gas & Electric Company...................................................................3.00

Zone 8:

Midwest Energy, Inc. ..........................................................................................7.20

Zone 9:

KCP&L Greater Missouri Operations Company ................................................1.92

Zone 10:

Southwestern Power Administration ..................................................................4.00

Zone 11:

Southwestern Public Service...........................................................................3.0111

Zone 12:

Sunflower Electric Power Corporation ...............................................................5.96

Zone 13:

Western Farmers Electric Cooperative ...............................................................3.00

Zone 14:

Westar Energy, Inc. (Kansas Gas & Electric and Westar Energy) .....................2.94

Zone15:

Mid-Kansas Electric Company ...........................................................................6.32

Zone 16:

Lincoln Electric System ......................................................................................1.07

Zone 17:

Nebraska Public Power District ..........................................................................2.40

Zone 18:

Omaha Public Power District..............................................................................1.20

Effective Date: 7/26/2010 ‐ Docket #: ER10‐1960
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TRR
Number
Cross
Reference #

064
PRR

TRR
Title
BRR

Compliance Language regarding "Competitive Duties" –ER08‐1419

Other (Specify) _ _____________
Sponsor

Name
E-mail Address
Company
Phone Number
Date

Susan Polk
spolk@spp.org
SPP
501-614-3260
1/25/2012

Tariff Section(s)
Requiring Revision

Section No. Attachment O Section VII. 7) d)
Title Confidentiality Requirements in Information Exchange
Tariff Version (effective date)

Requested Resolution

Revision Description

Reason for Revision

Stakeholder Approval
Required (specify date
and record outcome of
vote; n/a for those
stakeholders not
required)

Normal
request)

Urgent (provided justification below for urgent

The proposed compliance language narrows the definition of
“Competitive Duties” by eliminating its application to counsel or
outside consultants and also clarifies that “Competitive Duties” does
not pertain to an entity that has received a Commission-approved
waiver of the Commission’s standards of conduct requirement.
The proposed compliance language amends Section VII.7(d) of
Attachment O to provide that resource-specific data in the
transmission planning process be disclosed by SPP, under
applicable confidentiality provisions, if the information is needed to
participate in the transmission planning process and/or to replicate
transmission planning studies, per the Commission’s December 16,
2011 Order on Rehearing and Compliance Filing in Docket No.
ER08-1419.
MWG (n/a)
BPWG (n/a)
TWG (n/a)
ORWG (n/a)
Other (specify) (n/a)
RTWG 03/22/2012 – passed with 2 abstentions (ITC GP & Xcel Enegry)
MOPC
Board of Directors
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Yes (Include any comments resulting from the review)
Legal Review
Completed
No
Market Protocol
Implications or
Changes

Business Practice
Implications or
Changes

Yes (Include a summary of impact and/or specific changes &
PRR #)

No
Yes (Include a summary of impact and/or specific changes &
BPR #)

No
Yes (Include a summary of impact and/or specific changes)
Criteria Implications or
Changes
No
Other Corporate
Documents
Implications (i.e., SPP
By-Laws, Membership
Agreement, etc.)

Yes (Include which corporate documents)
No
Yes (Include a summary of impact and/or specific changes)

Credit Implications
No
Impact Analysis
Required

Yes
No
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Proposed Tariff Language Revisions (Redlined)

6

VII.

Information Exchange

1)

Data Requirements

2)

a)

Any entity that is subject to the NERC Reliability Standards is required to provide
data to the Transmission Provider in accordance the NERC Reliability Standards
for Modeling, Data and Analysis (the “NERC MOD Standards”).

b)

When an entity has developed a preliminary engineering concept for new facilities
that impact the interconnected operation of the Transmission System, it shall
contact the Transmission Provider so that the optimal integration of any new
facilities and potentially benefiting parties can be identified.

c)

In preparation for the annual update of transmission planning models for each
annual planning cycle, Members, Transmission Customers, Transmission Owners,
Generation Interconnection Customers and all other stakeholders must provide to
the Transmission Provider the data specified in this Section VII.

d)

During the course of the annual planning cycle, if material changes to the data
occur, the data owners must provide timely written notice to the Transmission
Provider.

e)

The format required to submit modeling data shall be posted on the SPP website.

f)

The modeling data shall be posted on the SPP website with password protected
access.

Owners of transmission facilities shall provide to the Transmission Provider:
a)

Modeling data for power flow, short-circuit and stability analysis;

b)

Detailed power system models of their transmission systems and provide updates to
their models via a password protected web based application;
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3)

4)

5)

c)

Data regarding the design and operation of their transmission facilities;

d)

Their FERC Form 715;

e)

Their individual company-specific planning criteria;

f)

Planning grade cost estimates and schedules for upgrades in the SPP Transmission
Expansion Plan in a timely manner;

g)

Their five-year transmission construction plans; and

h)

Their transmission fixed charge rate.

Generator owners shall provide to the Transmission Provider:
a)

Modeling data for power flow, short-circuit and stability analysis;

b)

Data for planned additions or upgrades, including status and expected in-service
dates, planned retirements and environmental restrictions; and

c)

Modeling data to perform economic planning studies in accordance with Sections
III and IV of this Attachment O. Data required to model generating units for the
economic planning studies is documented in the Transmission Network Economic
Modeling and Methods manual which shall be posted on the SPP website.

Transmission Customers
a)

Network Customers shall provide the Transmission Provider an update of the
information on its Network Integration Transmission Service application with a ten
year forecast of summer and winter load at each delivery point and ten year
projection of network resources and with any other information that has changed
from the original application.

b)

Point-to-point Transmission Customers shall provide to the Transmission Provider
their good faith projections on their need for service including transmission
capacity, duration and points of delivery and receipt over the ten year planning
horizon.

c)

Transmission Customers with existing and planned demand response resources,
including demand response resources, shall provide information on such resources.

Neighboring Transmission Providers and RTOs
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In accordance with applicable agreements and Section VIII of this Attachment O, the
Transmission Provider shall exchange with neighboring Transmission Providers and RTOs
the data required for the development of power flow cases, short-circuit cases and stability
cases over the ten year planning horizon.
6)

7)

Stakeholder Access to Transmission Planning Information
a)

The planning information, data, and models provided pursuant to this Section VII
shall be sufficient to allow parties to replicate results of the planning studies.

b)

The Transmission Provider shall provide a secure web-based workspace for hosting
and sharing planning information, data, and models.

c)

The secure web-based workspace shall be password protected and require CEII
clearance in accordance with Section VII.8 of this Attachment O.

d)

Instructions to obtain access to the Transmission Provider’s power flow models
shall be posted on the SPP website.

e)

Instructions to obtain copies of the Transmission Provider’s transmission planning
maps shall be posted on the SPP website.

Confidentiality Requirements
a)

The Transmission Provider shall make all reasonable efforts to preserve the
confidentiality of information in accordance with the provisions of the Tariff and
the SPP Membership Agreement.

b)

For those entities that have executed a confidentiality agreement, the Transmission
Provider shall provide password protected access to confidential information
related to the SPP Transmission Expansion Plan and the underlying studies and
models via the SPP website.

c)

The form of confidentiality agreement shall be posted on the SPP website.

d)

The confidentiality agreement shall allow access to applicable system design
software results needed to participate in the SPP Transmission Expansion Plan
process, replicate the results of specified transmission planning studies, or to
confirm assumptions used in creating adjusted production cost-benefit metrics used
to analyze a specified Balanced Portfolio; provided however, if the results include
resource-specific data (including input data), access will be limited to individuals
that are not Competitive Duty Personnel. For the purposes of this section:
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i)

“Competitive Duty Personnel” are any individuals directly engaged in
Competitive Duties.

ii)

“Competitive Duties” include: (1) the marketing, purchase, or sale of
electric power at wholesale, or (2) the direct supervision of any employee
with responsibilities for the marketing, purchase, or sale of electric power at
wholesale. However, “Competitive Duties” shall not include those duties
enumerated above by an entity that has received a Commission-approved
waiver of the Commission’s Standards of Conduct requirement.
Resource specific data shall not be made available by the Transmission Provider if
the data has been designated confidential by the data provider or if the data can be
used to:

8)

i)

Determine security constrained unit commitment or economic dispatch for
resources; or

ii)

Perform an economic evaluation of costs and benefits.

e)

Other transmission planning information shall be posted on the SPP website and
may be password protected, as appropriate.

f)

Confidentiality agreements shall be required for Members and Market Participants
to receive data where the owner of the data has given permission to the
Transmission Provider to release the data.

Critical Energy Infrastructure Information (CEII) Requirements
a)

The Transmission Provider shall take appropriate steps to protect CEII information.

b)

The Transmission Provider shall screen Members and Market Participants prior to
providing access to CEII information. Individuals that do not belong to a
confirmed pre-screened Member or Market Participant shall be directed to the
Commission’s website for instructions for access to CEII information.

c)

For those entities that have met the CEII requirements in Section VII.8.b of this
Attachment O, the Transmission Provider shall provide password protected access
to CEII information related to the SPP Transmission Expansion Plan and the
underlying studies and models via the SPP website.

d)
The Transmission Provider shall follow the guidelines set forth by the Commission
to flag data which shall be treated as CEII sensitive.
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Tariff Revision Request (TRR)

Proposed Market Protocol Language Revision (Redlined)
n/a

Proposed Business Practices Language Revision (Redlined)
n/a
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Tariff Revision Request (TRR)
Proposed Criteria Language Revision (Redlined)
n/a

Revisions to Other Corporate Documents (Redlined)
n/a
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
FINANCE COMMITTEE
Report to the Board of Directors
April 24, 2012

2011 Financial Audit Acceptance
Organizational Roster
The following persons are members of the Finance Committee:
Harry Skilton
Larry Altenbaumer
Carl Huslig
Trudy Harper
Sandra Bennett
Kelly Harrison

Director
Director
ITC Great Plains
Tenaska
Southwestern Electric Power Company
Westar Energy

Background
SPP annually engages a Certified Public Accounting firm to audit its financial statements and accounting
controls. The SPP Finance Committee at its December 12, 2011 meeting approved the engagement of
BKD, LLC to perform an audit of SPP’s 2011 financial results.
Analysis
BKD, LLC has completed and published its audit of SPP’s 2011 financial results. The Finance
Committee, at its April 17, 2012 meeting met with representatives of BKD, LLC and discussed their
findings, specifically focusing on: 1) adequacy of SPP’s accounting policies and procedures, 2) adequacy
of internal control procedures and the extent tested, and 3) any areas of weakness or concern that SPP
should address going forward.
Recommendation
The Finance Committee recommends the SPP Board of Directors accept in its entirety the 2011 audit
report and findings of BKD, LLC.
Approved:

Finance Committee
Unanimous

Action Requested:

Approve Recommendation

April 17, 2012

Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
Accountants’ Report and Financial Statements
December 31, 2011 and 2010
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Independent Accountants’ Report

Board of Directors
Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
Little Rock, Arkansas

We have audited the accompanying balance sheets of Southwest Power Pool, Inc. as of December
31, 2011 and 2010, and the related statements of operations, members’ deficit and cash flows for
the years then ended. These financial statements are the responsibility of the Company's
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on
our audits.

Draft
4/10/2012

We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United
States of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement.
An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in
the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects,
the financial position of Southwest Power Pool, Inc. as of December 31, 2011 and 2010, and the
results of its operations and its cash flows for the years then ended in conformity with accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States of America.

April 17, 2012

Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
Balance Sheets
(In Thousands)
December 31, 2011 and 2010

Assets
2011

Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Restricted cash deposits
Accounts receivable
Prepaid expenses and other

$

Total current assets

Property and Equipment, At Cost
Land
Building
Furniture and fixtures
Equipment and machinery
Leasehold improvements
Software
Software in development
Construction in progress
Less accumulated depreciation and amortization

Other Assets, Net

$

See Notes to Financial Statements

73,763
34,903
15,901
6,636

2010

$

81,041
25,668
18,509
3,351

131,203

128,569

4,812
5,965
4,613
31,846
1,309
74,646
34,351
46,779
204,321
92,133

4,812
5,695
4,395
20,994
1,283
71,082
10,689
6,114
125,334
79,334

112,188

46,000

2,915

3,192

246,306

$

177,761

Liabilities and Members’ Deficit
2011

Current Liabilities
Accounts payable
Customer deposits
Current maturities of long-term debt (Note 4)
Accrued expenses
Deferred revenue

$

Total current liabilities
Long-term Debt (Note 4)

Other Long-term Liabilities

Members’ Deficit

$

17,816
34,903
11,206
25,741
7,450

2010

$

10,348
25,668
13,206
26,448
6,174

97,116

81,844

170,958

112,163

7,654

4,136

(29,422)

(20,382)

246,306

$

177,761
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
Statements of Operations
(In Thousands)
Years Ended December 31, 2011 and 2010

2011

Operating Income
Tariff fees and member assessments
Other member services

$

Operating Expenses
Salaries and benefits
Employee travel
Administrative
Regulatory assessment
Meetings
Communications system
Leases
Maintenance
Consulting services
Depreciation and amortization

Operating Income
Other Income (Expense)
Interest income
Interest expense
Change in fair market value of interest rate swaps
Other income (expense)

2010

95,825
33,115

$

86,563
29,526

128,940

116,089

64,514
1,655
3,003
16,639
838
3,204
1,624
7,308
16,124
13,107

56,896
1,424
2,899
14,101
775
3,079
1,707
6,354
14,366
14,243

128,016

115,844

924

245

157
(6,307)
183
(21)

56
(3,619)
53
79

(5,988)

(3,431)

Loss Before Change in
Funded Status of Employee Benefit Plans

(5,064)

(3,186)

Change in Funded Status of Employee Benefit Plans

(3,976)

2,110

Net Loss

See Notes to Financial Statements

$

(9,040) $

(1,076)
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
Statements of Members’ Deficit
Years Ended December 31, 2011 and 2010

2011

Balance, Beginning of Year

$

Net loss
Balance, End of Year

See Notes to Financial Statements

(20,382) $
(9,040)

$

(29,422) $

2010

(19,306)
(1,076)
(20,382)
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
Statements of Cash Flows
(In Thousands)
Years Ended December 31, 2011 and 2010

2011

Operating Activities
Net loss
Items not requiring cash
Depreciation and amortization
Impairment loss
Change in funded status of employee benefit plans
Change in fair market value of interest rate swaps
Changes in assets and liabilities
Accounts receivable
Prepaid expenses and other
Other assets
Accounts payable
Accrued expenses
Other long-term liabilities

$

2010

(9,040) $

(1,076)

13,107
152
3,976
(183)

14,243

2,608
(3,285)
(121)
7,468
569
67

(3,426)
(213)
(1,120)
(1,121)
5,594
96

15,318

10,814

(79,391)

(21,737)

(79,391)

(21,737)

(13,205)
70,000

(9,206)
65,000

56,795

55,794

Increase (Decrease) in Cash and Cash Equivalents

(7,278)

44,871

Cash and Cash Equivalents, Beginning of Year

81,041

36,170

Net cash provided by operating activities
Investing Activities
Acquisition of property and equipment
Net cash used in investing activities
Financing Activities
Repayments of long-term debt
Issuance of long-term debt
Net cash provided by financing activities

Cash and Cash Equivalents, End of Year

(2,110)
(53)

$

73,763

$

81,041

$

6,498

$

3,512

Supplemental Cash Flow Information
Interest paid (net of interest capitalized of $1,943 and $224 in
2011 and 2010, respectively)

See Notes to Financial Statements
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
Notes to Financial Statements
December 31, 2011 and 2010

Note 1:

Nature of Operations and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

Nature of Operations
Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (the Company) is a not-for-profit entity formed in 1941 and
incorporated in 1994. The Company is a Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)approved regional transmission organization (RTO) serving more than six million ultimate
customers across all or parts of nine states. The Company’s membership consists of investorowned utilities, municipal systems, generation and transmission cooperatives, state authorities,
independent power producers, contract participants, power marketers and independent transmission
companies.
Major services provided by the Company to its members and customers include tariff
administration, electric reliability coordination, regional transmission scheduling, energy imbalance
service (EIS) market operations and regional transmission expansion planning.
The Company also serves as the Regional Entity (RE) for its region. The primary responsibility of
the RE is the enforcement of North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC)-approved
reliability standards for users, owners and operators of the bulk power system within the region.
Use of Estimates
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America requires management to make estimates and assumptions
that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and
liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses
during the reporting period. Actual results could differ from those estimates.
Cash and Cash Equivalents and Deposits (In Thousands)
The Company considers all highly liquid interest-earning investments with stated maturities and
coupon rate reset dates of no more than three months to be cash equivalents. At December 31,
2011 and 2010, the Company’s cash and cash equivalents, including restricted deposits, are
invested primarily in money market funds, mutual funds and repurchase agreements. These
investments are typically revalued to the market each day and, in the case of repurchase
agreements, are collateralized by U.S. government and federal agency securities. The Company’s
cash and cash equivalents consist primarily of funds accumulated for general operating purposes.
Restricted cash deposits consist primarily of customer security deposits, amounts deposited for
engineering studies and funds held in escrow for disputed invoices.
Effective July 21, 2010, the FDIC’s insurance limits were permanently increased to $250. At
December 31, 2011, the Company’s cash accounts did not exceed federally insured limits.
Pursuant to legislation enacted in 2010, the FDIC will fully insure all noninterest-bearing
transaction accounts beginning December 31, 2010 through December 31, 2012, at all FDICinsured institutions.
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
Notes to Financial Statements
December 31, 2011 and 2010

Income Taxes
The Company is exempt from income taxes under Section 501c(6) of the Internal Revenue Code
and a similar provision of state law. However, the Company is subject to federal income tax on
any unrelated business taxable income.
The Company files tax returns in the U.S. federal jurisdiction. With a few exceptions, the
Company is no longer subject to U.S. federal examinations by tax authorities for years before 2008.
Accounts Receivable
Accounts receivable are stated at the amount billed to members, customers and others plus any
accrued and unpaid interest. The Company provides an allowance for doubtful accounts, when
necessary, which is based upon a review of outstanding receivables, historical collection
information and existing economic conditions. Accounts that are unpaid after the due date bear
interest at a rate set by FERC. Interest continues to accrue until the account is paid or deemed
uncollectible.
Property and Equipment (In Thousands)
Property and equipment are recorded at cost and depreciated on a straight-line basis over the
estimated useful life of each asset. The estimated useful lives are as follows:
Building
Furniture and fixtures
Vehicles
Equipment and machinery
Software
Leasehold improvements

20 years
5 years
5 years
3 years
3 years
Shorter of useful life or lease term

The Company capitalizes interest cost incurred on funds used to construct property, plant and
equipment. The capitalized interest is recorded as part of the asset to which it relates and is
amortized over the asset’s estimated useful life. Interest cost capitalized was $1,943 and $224 in
2011 and 2010, respectively.
The Company capitalizes development costs, including interest, for internal use software costs.
These costs are included in software and software in development. Except as noted below,
management of the Company is of the opinion that all costs capitalized in association with the
software in development are fully recoverable over the anticipated life of the asset.
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
Notes to Financial Statements
December 31, 2011 and 2010

Long-lived Asset Impairment (In Thousands)
The Company evaluates the recoverability of the carrying value of long-lived assets whenever
events or circumstances indicate the carrying amount may not be recoverable. If a long-lived asset
is tested for recoverability and the undiscounted estimated future cash flows expected to result
from the use and eventual disposition of the asset is less than the carrying amount of the asset, the
asset cost is adjusted to fair value and an impairment loss is recognized as the amount by which the
carrying amount of a long-lived asset exceeds it fair value.
In 2011, management of the Company determined the system development completed in prior
years for the Centralized Balancing Authority (CBA) is now obsolete technology, and therefore has
no fair value. An impairment loss of $152 was recognized for the year ended December 31, 2011.
The loss is included in consulting services in the accompanying Statement of Operations.
Revenue Recognition
Revenues, consisting of member assessments, tariff administrative fees, contract services and
miscellaneous revenues, are recognized when earned and expenses are recognized when incurred.
Customer Deposits
Customers may be required to make deposits with the Company prior to the performance of
transmission services and engineering studies. These amounts are typically held for the duration of
the service and applied to the customer’s final invoice. An offsetting liability equal to the deposit
balance is recorded in current liabilities. Funds held in escrow related to disputed invoices are also
recorded as a customer deposit under current liabilities.
Tariff Fees and Member Assessments (In Thousands)
An administrative charge is applied to all transmission service under the Company’s tariff to cover
the expenses related to the administration of the tariff. The charge is calculated in accordance with
the terms of the Company’s Open Access Transmission Tariff. The administrative rate used for the
calculation is established by the board of directors.
Members are assessed monthly based on their prior year average 12-month peak demand multiplied
by the total hours in a month and by the monthly assessment rate as established by the board. A
member’s monthly assessment is offset dollar for dollar for qualifying tariff administrative fees
collected from a member in any given assessment period.
The Company collects a membership fee from each member annually. The amount of the
membership fee is established by the board of directors of the Company. For 2011 and 2010, all
members paid a $6,000 membership fee.
The Company also bills transmission customers and transmission owners a charge under schedule
12 on all energy delivered under point-to-point transmission service and network integration
transmission service. This provides a mechanism for recovering from transmission customers and
transmission owners the annual charges the Company pays to FERC. The rate is developed by
8

Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
Notes to Financial Statements
December 31, 2011 and 2010

FERC in the prior calendar year and applied to energy transmitted in the second prior calendar
year.
Deferred Revenue
Revenues for contract services received in advance are recognized over the periods to which the
revenues relate.
Other Member Services
The Company provides reliability, tariff administration and scheduling for non-members on a
contract basis.
Withdrawing Members
Members wishing to withdraw their membership from the Company must provide 12 months
written notice and are responsible for their portion of the Company’s existing obligations as
defined in the bylaws, which include unpaid membership fees, any assessments imposed prior to
the effective withdrawal date, any costs or expenses imposed upon the Company as a direct
consequence of the member’s withdrawal, and the member’s share of long-term obligations and
related interest.
Concentration of Credit Risk
The Company is exposed to credit risk primarily through accounts receivable and uninsured cash
balances. During 2011 and 2010, the Company maintained cash balances that exceeded the
insurance limits of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. However, the Company requires
the financial institutions holding its cash balances to be rated A or better by nationally recognized
rating agencies.
Because the Company considers all accounts receivable to be highly probable of collection, an
allowance for doubtful accounts is not maintained. The Company requires its customers to meet
certain minimum standards of financial condition and creditworthiness to receive unsecured credit
from the Company. If these standards cannot be met by a counterparty, the Company requires the
posting of defined financial security instruments to cover potential liabilities.
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
Notes to Financial Statements
December 31, 2011 and 2010

Note 2:

Line of Credit (In Thousands)

The Company has a $20,000 revolving line of credit expiring in 2013. At December 31, 2011 and
2010, no amounts were borrowed against this line. The agreement has a variable interest rate equal
to the London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR) plus a credit margin. The Company’s line of credit
requires compliance with certain financial and non-financial covenants as well as periodic
reporting requirements. The Company was in compliance with the covenant and reporting
requirements throughout and at December 31, 2011.

Note 3:

Significant Estimates and Concentrations

Current Economic Conditions
The current protracted economic decline continues to present organizations with difficult
circumstances and challenges, which in some cases have resulted in large declines in fair value of
assets, decrease in revenues, constraints on liquidity and difficulty obtaining financing. The
financial statements have been prepared using values and information currently available to the
Company.
In addition, given the volatility of current economic conditions, the values of assets and liabilities
recorded in the financial statements could change rapidly, resulting in material future adjustments
that could negatively impact the Company’s ability to meet debt covenants or maintain sufficient
liquidity.
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
Notes to Financial Statements
December 31, 2011 and 2010

Note 4:

Long-term Debt and Interest Rate Swaps (In Thousands)

Long-term Debt
2011

4.78% Term Notes due 2011 (A)
Variable Rate Term Note due 2027 (B)
Variable Rate Term Note due 2014 (C)
5.45% Term Note due 2016 (D)
4.82% Term Notes due 2042 Series A (E)
4.82% Term Notes due 2042 Series B (F)
3.55% Term Notes due 2024 Series C (G)

Less current maturities

2010

5,000
4,369
21,000
30,000
30,000
35,000

4,164
16,000
27,000
30,000
35,000
70,000
182,164

125,369

11,206

13,206

$ 170,958

$ 112,163

(A)

Due June 25, 2011; principal payable annually, beginning on June 25, 2007; interest payable
semi-annually at 4.78%. The note agreement requires mandatory prepayments of outstanding
principal upon withdrawal from the Company of various aggregates of membership. The
Company was not subject to any mandatory prepayments during 2010 and 2011. The notes
are unsecured.

(B)

Due February 1, 2027; principal and interest are payable quarterly based on a 25-year
amortization. Payments commenced on May 1, 2007. The interest rate adjusts monthly
based on the London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR) plus 0.85%. The note is secured by a
first mortgage on the Company’s operation facility.

(C)

Due December 25, 2014; interest is payable monthly and principal is payable quarterly based
on a seven-year amortization. Payments commenced on March 25, 2008. The interest rate
adjusts monthly based on the London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR) plus 0.30%. The
note is unsecured.

(D)

Due July 23, 2016; principal and interest are payable quarterly based on a seven-year
amortization. Payments commenced on September 30, 2011. The interest rate is fixed at
5.45%. The note is unsecured.

(E)

Due December 30, 2042; principal and interest are payable quarterly based on a 32-year
amortization. Principal payments commence on March 30, 2013. The interest rate is fixed at
4.82%. The note is unsecured.

(F)

Due December 30, 2042; principal and interest are payable quarterly based on a 32-year
amortization. Principal payments commence on March 30, 2013. The interest rate is fixed at
4.82%. The note is unsecured.
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
Notes to Financial Statements
December 31, 2011 and 2010

(G)

Due March 30, 2024; principal and interest are payable quarterly based on 13-year
amortization. Principal payments commence on June 30, 2014. The interest rate is fixed at
3.55%. The note is unsecured.

Aggregate annual maturities of long term debt at December 31, 2011, are:
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
Thereafter

$

11,206
12,700
17,998
14,300
11,353
114,607

$

182,164

Certain of the Company’s term notes require compliance with financial and non-financial
covenants, as well as periodic reporting requirements. The Company was in compliance with the
covenant and reporting requirements throughout and at December 31, 2011.
Variable-to-Fixed Interest Rate Swap
As a strategy to maintain acceptable levels of exposure to the risk of changes in future cash flows
due to interest rate fluctuations, the Company entered into an interest rate swap agreement on
September 15, 2006 with U.S. Bank National Association. The agreement provides for the
Company to receive interest from the counterparty at LIBOR and to pay interest to the counterparty
at a fixed rate of 5.51% on notional amounts of $4,131 and $4,335 at December 31, 2011 and 2010,
respectively. Under the agreement, the Company pays or receives the net interest amount
quarterly, with the quarterly settlements included in interest expense. The swap was established to
hedge interest rate risk on its floating rate debt obligation (Loan B).
The Company entered into another interest rate swap agreement on August 23, 2007, with U.S.
Bank National Association. The agreement provides for the Company to receive interest from the
counterparty at LIBOR and to pay interest to the counterparty at a fixed rate of 5.31% on notional
amounts of $16,000 and $21,000 at December 31, 2011 and 2010, respectively. Under the
agreement, the Company pays or receives the net interest amount monthly, with the monthly
settlements included in interest expense. The swap was established to hedge interest rate risk on its
floating rate debt obligation (Loan C).
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
Notes to Financial Statements
December 31, 2011 and 2010

The table below presents certain information regarding the Company’s interest rate swap agreements.

Fair value of interest rate swap agreements
Balance sheet location of fair value amounts
Gain recognized in statement of operations
Location of gain recognized in statement of operations

Note 5:

2011

2010

$
2,531
Other Long-term
Liabilities
$
183
Change in Fair
Market Value of
Interest Rate
Swaps

$
2,714
Other Long-term
Liabilities
$
53
Change in Fair
Market Value of
Interest Rate
Swaps

Operating Leases (In Thousands)

The Company has noncancellable operating leases for office space and certain office equipment,
which expire at various times through 2014. The Company incurred lease expense related to these
operating leases of $1,624 and $1,707 in 2011 and 2010, respectively.
Future minimum lease payments at December 31, 2011, were:
2012
2013
2014

$

$

Note 6:

1,563
743
246
2,552

Employee Benefit Plans (In Thousands)

Pension and Other Postretirement Benefit Plans
The Company has a noncontributory defined benefit pension plan covering all employees meeting
eligibility requirements. The Company’s funding policy is to make the minimum annual
contribution that is required by applicable regulations, plus such amounts as the Company may
determine to be appropriate from time to time. The Company expects to contribute approximately
$3,600 to the plan in 2012.
The Company has a noncontributory defined benefit postretirement health care plan covering
eligible retirees, including those retiring between the ages of 55-65 and hired prior to
January 1, 1996. Employees hired after June 1, 2006, are not eligible to participate in the defined
postretirement health care plan. The Company’s funding policy is to make the minimum annual
contribution that is required by applicable regulations, plus such amounts as the Company may
determine to be appropriate from time to time. The Company expects to contribute approximately
$444 to the plan in 2012.
The Company uses a December 31 measurement date for the plans. Information about the plans’
funded status is as follows:
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
Notes to Financial Statements
December 31, 2011 and 2010

Postretirement
Health Care Benefits

Pension Benefits
2011

2010

Benefit obligation
Fair value of plan assets

$ 28,921
25,263

$ 23,862
23,536

$

5,950
6,751

$

5,298
6,440

Funded status

$

$

$

801

$

1,142

(3,658)

2011

(326)

2010

Amounts recognized in the balance sheets:
Postretirement
Health Care Benefits

Pension Benefits
2011

Noncurrent assets

$

Noncurrent liabilities

2010

-

$

(3,658)
$

(3,658)

2011

-

$

801

(326)
$

(326)

2010

$

1,142

$

801

$

1,142

Amounts recognized in members’ equity not yet recognized as components of net periodic benefit
cost as of December 31, 2011, consist of:

Net (gain)/loss
Prior service credit
Transition obligation

Pension Benefits

Postretirement
Health Care Benefits

$

6,457
(19)
148

$

(810)
40

$

6,586

$

(770)

The accumulated benefit obligation for the defined benefit pension plan was $22,317 and $18,104
at December 31, 2011 and 2010, respectively.
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
Notes to Financial Statements
December 31, 2011 and 2010

Other significant balances and costs are:
Postretirement
Health Care Benefits
2011
2010

Pension Benefits
2011
2010

Employer contributions
Benefits paid
Benefit costs

$

3,133
144
2,830

$

3,122
129
2,763

$

445
20
445

$

511
20
511

The following amounts have been recognized in the statements of operations for the year ended
December 31, 2011:
Postretirement
Health Care Benefits

Pension Benefits

Amounts arising during
the period
Net gain or (loss)
Amounts recognized as
components of net
periodic benefit cost
of the period
Net (gain) or loss
Net prior service credit
Net transition
obligation

$

(2,900)

$

(77)

25
1

(26)
-

16

4

The estimated net loss, prior service cost and transition obligation for the defined benefit pension
plan that will be amortized from members’ equity into net period benefit cost over the next fiscal
year are $210, $1 and $16, respectively. There is no prior service credit for the defined benefit
postretirement health care plan that will be amortized from members’ equity into net periodic
benefit cost over the next fiscal year.
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December 31, 2011 and 2010

Weighted-average assumptions used to determine benefit obligations and costs:
Pension Benefits
2011
2010

Postretirement
Health Care Benefits
2011
2010

Discount rate
Benefit
Obligation

6.25%

6.5%

6.25%

6.5%

Expected return on
plan assets

7.0%

7.0%

7.0%

7.0%

Rate of
compensation
increase

4.25%

4.5%

-

-

The Company has estimated the long-term rate of return on plan assets based primarily on
historical returns on plan assets, adjusted for changes in target portfolio allocations and recent
changes in long-term interest rates based on publicly available information.
For measurement purposes, a 10% annual rate of increase in the per capita cost of covered health
care benefits was assumed for 2011 and 2010. The rate was assumed to decrease gradually to 5%
by the year 2017 and remain at that level thereafter.
On December 8, 2003, the Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modernization Act of
2003 (the Act) was signed into law. The Act introduces a prescription drug benefit under Medicare
Part D, as well as a federal subsidy to sponsors of retiree health care benefit plans that provide
benefits at least actuarially equivalent to Medicare Part D. The Company has not determined
whether its plan provides benefits that are actuarially equivalent to Medicare Part D.
Financial Accounting Standards Board Staff Position 106-2, Accounting and Disclosure
Requirements Related to the Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modernization Act of
2005, subsequently incorporated into FASB Accounting Standards Codification (ASC) 715-60,
requires federal subsidies, if any, attributable to past service to be accounted for as an actuarial gain
and federal subsidies, if any, attributable to current service to be accounted for as a reduction of net
periodic benefit cost. The measures of projected benefit obligation and periodic benefit costs do
not reflect any amounts associated with the subsidy because the Company has been unable to
conclude whether the benefits provided by the plan are actuarially equivalent to Medicare Part D.
The effect of adopting the provisions of ASC 715-60, if and when the Company makes such a
determination, is not expected to be material.
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The following benefit payments, which reflect expected future service, as appropriate, are expected
to be paid as of December 31:
Postretirement
Pension Benefits Health Care Benefits

2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017–2021

$

236
348
440
552
656
5,817

$

58
87
104
119
134
1,457

The Company’s investment strategy is based on an expectation that equity securities will
outperform fixed income securities over the long-term. Accordingly, the composition of the
Company’s plan assets is broadly characterized as a 70/30 allocation between equity and fixed
income securities. The strategy utilizes indexed and actively managed mutual fund instruments as
well as direct investment in individual equity and fixed income securities. Investments in the plans
must adhere to the Investment Policy Statement developed by the Company. The Investment
Policy Statement limits investments in foreign securities to 20% of the total fair value of plan
assets. The Investment Policy Statement is reviewed annually. At December 31, 2011 and 2010,
plan assets by category are as follows:
Pension Plan
Assets
2011

Fixed income securities
Equity securities
Cash and equivalents

2010

Postretirement
Health Care Plan
Assets
2011

2010

14%
74
12

15%
75
10

30%
67
3

28%
71
1

100%

100%

100%

100%
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Pension and Other Postretirement Plan Assets
Following is a description of the valuation methodologies used for the pension and postretirement
plan assets measured at fair value on a recurring basis and recognized in the accompanying balance
sheets, as well as the general classification of the assets pursuant to the valuation hierarchy.
Where quoted market prices are available in an active market, plan assets are classified within
Level 1 of the valuation hierarchy. Level 1 plan assets include cash, money market accounts,
mutual funds and common stock. If quoted market prices are not available, then fair values are
estimated by using pricing models, quoted prices of plan assets with similar characteristics or
discounted cash flows. Level 2 plan assets include foreign company stock, corporate debt
obligations, foreign corporate debt obligations, government securities and foreign government
securities. In certain cases where Level 1 or Level 2 inputs are not available, plan assets are
classified within Level 3 of the hierarchy. At December 31, 2011, the Company does not hold any
plan assets valued using Level 3 inputs.
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The fair values of the Company’s pension plan assets at December 31, 2011, by asset category are
as follows:
Fair Value Measurements Using

Asset Category

Cash
Money market mutual funds
Mutual funds
Foreign large blend
Mid cap value
Mid cap growth
Small cap growth
Large growth
Common stock
Industrial materials
Consumer goods
Energy
Healthcare services
Hardware
Business services
Foreign company stock
Industrial materials
Hardware
Business services
Energy
Financial services
Telecommunications
Healthcare services
Corporate debt obligations
Foreign corporate debt
obligations
Government securities
Total

Quoted Prices
in Active
Markets for
Identical
Assets
Total Fair Value
(Level 1)

$

$

3
343

$

3
343

Significant
Other
Observable
Inputs
(Level 2)

$

-

Significant
Unobservable
Inputs
(Level 3)

$

-

565
1,180
3,031
922
3,572

565
1,180
3,031
922
3,572

-

-

1,368
670
1,375
1,677
25
464

1,368
670
1,375
1,677
25
464

-

-

1,087
508
204
879
811
83
223
2,668

-

1,087
508
204
879
811
83
223
2,668

-

616
2,989

-

616
2,989

-

25,263

$

15,195

$

10,068

$

0
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The fair values of the Company’s pension plan assets at December 31, 2010, by asset category are
as follows:
Fair Value Measurements Using

Asset Category

Cash
Money market mutual funds
Mutual funds
Foreign large blend
Mid cap value
Mid cap growth
Large growth
Common stock
Industrial materials
Consumer goods
Financial services
Energy
Healthcare services
Hardware
Business services
Foreign company stock
Industrial materials
Hardware
Business services
Energy
Financial services
Consumer goods
Telecommunications
Healthcare services
Corporate debt obligations
Foreign corporate debt
obligations
Government securities
Foreign government securities
Total

Quoted Prices
in Active
Markets for
Identical
Assets
Total Fair Value
(Level 1)

$

$

3
267

$

3
267

Significant
Other
Observable
Inputs
(Level 2)

$

-

Significant
Unobservable
Inputs
(Level 3)

$

-

535
704
1,638
5,072

535
704
1,638
5,072

-

-

2,324
117
604
1,361
1,111
48
99

2,324
117
604
1,361
1,111
48
99

-

-

1,501
334
235
682
770
231
90
197
2,350

-

1,501
334
235
682
770
231
90
197
2,350

-

580
2,381
302

-

580
2,381
302

-

23,536

$

13,883

$

9,653

$

0
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The fair value of the Company’s other postretirement benefit plan assets at December 31, 2011, by
asset category are as follows:
Fair Value Measurements

Asset Category

Cash
Money market mutual funds
Mutual funds
Equities
Foreign large blend
Foreign large growth
Mid cap value
Mid cap growth
Small cap value
Small blend
Real estate
Emerging markets
Commodities
Fixed income
Bond funds
Inflation protected
Common stock
Industrial materials
Consumer goods & services
Financial services
Energy
Healthcare services
Hardware
Business services
Software
Telecommunications
Media
Utilities
Foreign company stock
Business services
Financial services
Energy
Total

Quoted Prices
in Active
Markets for
Identical
Assets
(Level 1)

Total

$

$

8
190

$

8
190

Significant
Other
Observable
Inputs
(Level 2)

$

-

Significant
Unobservable
Inputs
(Level 3)

$

-

249
248
154
356
140
149
327
203
298

249
248
154
356
140
149
327
203
298

-

-

1,735
280

1,735
280

-

-

293
553
180
222
321
125
235
60
84
59
107

293
553
180
222
321
125
235
60
84
59
107

-

-

69
56
50

-

69
56
50

-

6,751

$

6,576

$

175

$

0
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The fair value of the Company’s other postretirement benefit plan assets at December 31, 2010, by
asset category are as follows:
Fair Value Measurements

Asset Category

Cash
Money market mutual funds
Mutual funds
Equities
Foreign large blend
Foreign large growth
Mid cap value
Mid cap growth
Small cap value
Small blend
Real estate
Emerging markets
Commodities
Fixed income
Bond funds
Inflation protected
Common stock
Industrial materials
Consumer goods & services
Financial services
Energy
Healthcare services
Hardware
Business services
Software
Telecommunications
Media
Utilities
Foreign company stock
Business services
Financial services
Energy
Total

Quoted Prices
in Active
Markets for
Identical
Assets
(Level 1)

Total

$

$

2
78

$

2
78

Significant
Other
Observable
Inputs
(Level 2)

$

-

Significant
Unobservable
Inputs
(Level 3)

$

-

311
287
266
278
142
142
422
204
382

311
287
266
278
142
142
422
204
382

-

-

183
1,634

183
1,634

-

-

323
390
207
186
251
142
61
166
128
31
66

323
390
207
186
251
142
61
166
128
31
66

-

-

63
50
45

-

63
50
45

-

6,440

$

6,282

$

158

$

0
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Defined Contribution Plans
The Company has a 401(k) defined contribution plan covering substantially all employees. The
Company contributes funds to the plan on behalf of plan participants equal to 75% of the
participants’ elective deferrals up to 6% of deferred compensation. Contributions to the plan were
$1,966 and $1,658 for 2011 and 2010, respectively.
The Company has a 457(b) non-qualified tax-deferred compensation plan. This plan is an
unfunded plan maintained for the purpose of providing deferred compensation for a select group of
management or highly-compensated employees and, therefore, is intended to be exempt from the
participation, vesting, funding and fiduciary requirements of Title I of ERISA. Accumulated
contributions and earnings of $775 and $652 are recorded in other long-term liabilities at
December 31, 2011 and 2010, respectively. The Company also offers a 457(f) non-qualified taxdeferred compensation plan to a select group of executive management. The 457(f) plan is
intended to be exempt from the participation, vesting, funding and fiduciary requirements of Title I
of ERISA and serves to further supplement benefits lost due to IRS limits on compensation and
benefits. Accrued benefits of $691 and $443 are recorded in other long-term liabilities for the
457(f) plan participants at December 31, 2011 and 2010, respectively.

Note 7:

Related Party Transactions (In Thousands)

General disbursements of the Company are apportioned to members based on the formula
described in the bylaws of the Company (see Note 1). The Company’s receivables from members
totaled $8,984 and $9,986 as of December 31, 2011 and 2010, respectively. The Company
recognized revenues of $88,257 and $84,698, including assessments and tariff administrative fees,
from members for the years ended December 31, 2011 and 2010, respectively.
The Southwest Power Pool Regional State Committee (RSC) was incorporated on April 7, 2004, in
the State of Arkansas. The RSC is comprised of commissioners from public service commissions
or equivalent, having regulatory authority over Company members. FERC, in its
February 20, 2004, order regarding the Company’s RTO application, stated, “the RSC should have
primary responsibility for determining regional proposals and the transition process for funding of
regional transmission enhancements, rate structure for a regional access charge and allocation of
transmission rights.” The RSC prepares budgets annually for the expected costs of its operations.
This budget is submitted to the Company’s board of directors for approval. The Company includes
in its annual budget funds sufficient to cover 100% of the operating costs of the RSC. During 2011
and 2010, the Company incurred $311 and $178, respectively, in expenses attributable to RSC
operations. Management of the Company expects such expenditures for 2012 to be approximately
$394.
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Note 8:

Open Access Transmission and EIS Market Operations (In Thousands)

The Company provides short- and long-term firm and non-firm point-to-point transmission services
and network integration transmission service across 15 providers in nine states. The Company is
responsible for the billing of the transmission customers for the respective services and the
remittance of the subsequent collections to the transmission owner on a monthly basis. Billings for
these transmission services are not included in the statements of operations. The Company
receives a fee for facilitating the transmission process, which is recorded as tariff fees in the
Company’s statements of operations. For the years ended December 31, 2011 and 2010, the
Company billed transmission customers $944,613 and $698,748, respectively. For the years ended
December 31, 2011 and 2010, the Company remitted to transmission owners $864,380 and
$627,931, respectively. At December 31, 2011 and 2010, the Company was due to collect from
customers and remit to owners transmission service charges of $71,590 and $53,810, respectively.
The Company’s EIS market is a wholesale market that operates under a tariff approved by FERC
and is consistent with the mandate of the FERC Order No. 2000, which requires RTOs to provide
real-time energy imbalance services and market monitoring functions. Weekly settlements of
market participants’ energy transactions are not reflected in the Company’s statements of
operations since they do not represent revenues or expenses of the Company as the Company
merely acts as an intermediary in the settlement process. In this role, the Company receives and
disburses funds to/from market participants on a weekly basis.

Note 9:

Commitments and Contingencies (In Thousands)

Litigation and Regulatory Matters
The Company is engaged in various regulatory proceedings at both the federal and state levels.
The Company is also subject to claims and lawsuits that arise primarily in the ordinary course of
business. It is the opinion of management that the disposition or ultimate resolution of such
proceedings, claims and lawsuits will not have a material adverse effect on the financial position,
results of operations and cash flows of the Company.
Construction Contract
The Company entered into a $52,691 contract for the construction of a new facility. The remaining
commitment on the contract at December 31, 2011 was approximately $13,517.
Integrated Marketplace Contracts
The company entered into long term contracts totaling $72,491 with numerous vendors for the
development of various components of systems that will comprise the Integrated Marketplace. The
remaining commitment on these contracts at December 31, 2011 was approximately $54,331.

Building Lease Decommissioning
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The Company is constructing a new corporate campus and expects to complete the employee
migration to the new facility in July 2012. The Company is currently leasing office space that will
expire on September 30, 2012. In accordance with the lease agreement, the Company has agreed to
pay a vacation services fee to the lessor in 2012 upon vacating the rented office space. An expense
of $631 was recognized for the year ended December 31, 2011 and is included in consulting
services in the accompanying Statement of Operations.

Note 10: Disclosures About Fair Value of Financial Instruments (In Thousands)
ASC Topic 820, Fair Value Measurements, defines fair value as the price that would be received to
sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at
the measurement date. Topic 820 also specifies a fair value hierarchy, which requires an entity to
maximize the use of observable inputs and minimize the use of unobservable inputs when
measuring fair value. The standard describes three levels of inputs that may be used to measure
fair value:
Level 1

Quoted prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities

Level 2

Observable inputs other than Level 1 prices, such as quoted prices for similar assets
or liabilities; quoted prices in markets that are not active; or other inputs that are
observable or can be corroborated by observable market data for substantially the
full term of the assets or liabilities

Level 3

Unobservable inputs that are supported by little or no market activity and are
significant to the fair value of the assets or liabilities

Following is a description of the valuation methodologies used for assets and liabilities measured at
fair value on a recurring basis and recognized in the accompanying balance sheets, as well as the
general classification of such assets and liabilities pursuant to the valuation hierarchy.
Interest Rate Swap Agreements
The fair value is estimated using forward-looking interest rate curves and discounted cash flows
that are observable or that can be corroborated by observable market data and, therefore, are
classified within Level 2 of the valuation hierarchy. At December 31, 2011 and 2010, the fair
value measurement of the interest rate swaps as recognized in the accompanying balance sheets
was a liability of $2,531 and $2,714, respectively.
Cash Equivalents
The fair value of money market mutual funds included in cash equivalents are estimated using
quoted prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities. At December 31, 2011 and 2010,
the fair value measurement of the cash equivalents as recognized in the accompanying balance
sheets was $12,636 and $4,261, respectively.
The Company has no assets or liabilities measured and recognized in the accompanying balance
sheets on a nonrecurring basis.
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The following methods were used to estimate the fair value of all other financial instruments
recognized in the accompanying balance sheets at amounts other than fair value.
Restricted Cash Deposits
For these short-term instruments, the carrying amount is a reasonable estimate of fair value.
Customer Deposits
The carrying amount is a reasonable estimate of fair value.
Long-term Debt
Fair value is estimated based on the borrowing rates currently available to the Company for bank
loans with similar terms and maturities.
The following table presents estimated fair values of the Company’s financial instruments at
December 31, 2011 and 2010.
2011
Carrying
Amount

Financial assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Restricted cash deposits
Financial liabilities
Customer deposits
Long-term debt
Swap agreements

$

73,763 $
34,903

34,903
182,164
2,531

2010
Fair
Value

73,763
34,903

34,903
171,540
2,531

Carrying
Amount

$

81,041
25,668

25,668
125,369
2,714

Fair
Value

$

81,041
25,668

25,668
101,799
2,714

Note 11: Subsequent Events (In Thousands)
Subsequent events have been evaluated through the date of the Independent Accountants’ report,
which is the date the financial statements were available to be issued.
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2012 Defined Benefit Pension Plan and Retiree Healthcare Plan Funding
Organizational Roster
The following persons are members of the Finance Committee:
Harry Skilton
Larry Altenbaumer
Carl Huslig
Trudy Harper
Sandra Bennett
Kelly Harrison

Director
Director
ITC Great Plains
Tenaska
American Electric Power
Westar Energy

Background
The SPP Finance Committee is charged with reviewing reports from the plan’s actuary, establishing funding policies,
and recommending annual funding levels for the plans to the SPP Board of Directors. SPP engaged Osborn,
Carreiro & Associates (“the Actuary”) to prepare actuarial valuation reports of the SPP Defined Benefit Retirement
Plan and SPP Post-retirement Benefits Plan as of January 1, 2012.

Analysis
SPP Defined Benefit Retirement Plan
The report identifies 2012 accounting expense for this plan as well as minimum and maximum contributions for the
plan. The Actuary determined 2012’s minimum contribution level to be $2,611 1 and maximum suggested level to be
$3,892. SPP’s 2012 budget anticipated contributions to the defined benefit pension plan of $3,600.
The schedule below illustrates the historical funding of the SPP Defined Benefit Retirement Plan:

1

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Maximum Contribution (tax deductible)

$3,394

$13,100

$7,267

$9,214

$16,877

Minimum Contribution
Actuary Suggested Contribution
Actual Contribution

0
2,377
2,500

0
3,121
3,000

0
3,173
3,122

2,230
3,132
3,133

2,611
3,892

Projected Benefit Obligation (PBO)
Accumulated Benefit Obligation (ABO)
Fair Value of Plan Assets
Discount Rate 2

$17,112
12,786
11,023
6.50%

$20,064
15,211
17,822
6.50%

$23,862
18,104
23,536
6.75%

28,921
22,317
25,263
6.50%

Funded Status vs. PBO
Funded Status vs. ABO

-$6,098
-1,763

-$2,242
2,611

-$326
5,758

-3,658
2,946

6.25%

All dollar amounts expressed in thousands
Based on the Corporate Bond Yield Curve prescribed by the U.S. Treasury Department and reflect the twenty four month average of investment
grade corporate bonds with maturities of greater than 15 years all as defined in Section 102, Title I of the Pension Protection Act of 2006.

2

SPP Defined Benefit Retirement Plan Fund Status as of December 31, 2010
The fund had total assets of $25,263 versus an Accumulated Benefit Obligation of $22,317, Projected Benefit
Obligation of $28,921 and termination value of approximately $24,000. The Actuary estimates participants active on
January 1, 2012 will accrue $2,500 in benefits during fiscal year 2012; including participants added during 2012,
benefits accrued during 2012 are expected to total $2,987. Finally, the value of the early retirement feature of the
Defined Benefit Retirement Plan is estimated to be $3,000.

SPP Post-retirement Benefits Plan
In 1995, the Board of Directors approved retiree medical coverage for all SPP employees who retire at their Normal
Retirement Date as defined in the SPP Defined Benefit Retirement Plan. The Board also awarded benefits under this
plan to those employees of record on January 1, 1996 who retire between the ages of 55 - 65. The SPP Board acted
in 2006 to limit benefits from this plan to only those employees hired prior to June 1, 2006. As of January 1, 2012
SPP had 146 active employees covered by this plan and 5 retirees.
The Actuary estimated 2012 net periodic post retirement benefit cost to be $469. This computation is based on a
6.25% discount rate, and a 7% investment return on plan assets, and retirement at age 65. The health care cost
trend was assumed to increase 10% next year, 9% the year after and so on down to 5% and remain there thereafter.
SPP’s 2012 budget allocates $444 in funding for post retirement benefits. SPP has used the net periodic postretirement benefit cost as a proxy for determining the amount of contribution to the plan annually.
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Actual Contribution
Pension Cost

$629
629

$586
586

$633
633

$511
511

$445
445

Accumulated Benefit Obligation (ABO)
Fair Value of Plan Assets

$4,046
4,363

$4,359
3,625

$4,640
5,228

$5,298
6,440

$5,950
6,751

Funded Status vs. ABO

$317

-$734

$588

$1,142

$801

Plan Participants – Active
Plan Participants – Retired

178
2

164
2

158
2

149
4

146
5

Recommendation
Approve 2012 funding of the SPP Post-retirement Benefits Plan at $469.
Approve 2012 funding of the SPP Retirement plan at $3,892.

Approved:

Finance Committee
Unanimous

Action Requested:

Approve Recommendation

April 17, 2012

Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE
Recommendation to the Board of Directors
April 24, 2012

Vacancy

Background
There is a vacancy on the Human Resources Committee. In accordance with SPP’s Bylaws, the
Corporate Governance Committee recommends a candidate to the Board of Directors for consideration
and appointment.

Analysis
Mr. Darrell Dorsey retired from the Board of Public Utilities, and thus from his position on the SPP Human
Resources Committee. He served as a representative of the Transmission User member sector.
The members of that sector were notified of the vacancy, and Duane Highley (AECC) expressed interest
in serving on the Human Resources Committee. The other Transmission User member representative on
the committee is Trudy Harper (Tenaska).
The Corporate Governance Committee considered the candidate, his background, and the balance of
member representation on the various SPP committees. The Corporate Governance Committee
recommends Duane Highley to serve on the Human Resource Committee.
Recommendation
The Corporate Governance Committee recommends the appointment of Duane Highley (AECC) to serve
on the Human Resources Committee.

Approved:

Corporate Governance Committee
Unanimous

Action Requested:

Approve recommendation

March 1, 2012

Corporate
Governance
Committee Report:
Withdrawal
Obligations
MOPC Meeting
Aprill 10‐11, 2012

Issue
SPP has a formula for calculating the withdrawal fee for an
exiting Member to cover that Member’s pro rata share of SPP,
I ’ fi
Inc.’s
financial
i l obligations
bli ti
att the
th effective
ff ti date
d t off the
th
withdrawal.
With the implementation of regional cost allocation for
transmission projects, it is necessary for SPP to revise its
governing documents to address an exiting entity’s obligations
for transmission costs allocated as well as revenues due.

2

1

Process
• The Strategic Planning Committee directed staff
to research the issue of withdrawal obligations
associated with regional transmission costs
• Initiated issue with Strategic Planning Committee
• To Date: multiple CGC meetings to consider
various drafts and proposals
• RTWG has reviewed Tariff language and provided
feedback
• CGC requests discussion at April MOPC and Board
meetings
3

Process
• Technical conference for Legal contacts
Accounting/Tax/Rate
• Technical conference for Accounting/Tax/Rate‐
making contacts
• Other stakeholder feedback
• Other staff feedback

4

2

Principles
• SPP policies and governance should encourage voluntary
membership/participation while protecting the Membership
from any undue monetary burden that may result from an
entity’s withdrawal from the organization.
• An exiting entity should remain obligated for its share of
assigned transmission costs upon withdrawal.
• Remaining entities should not incur increases in their
respective shares of assigned transmission costs due to a
withdrawal.
• The withdrawal obligation for transmission costs should be
calculable in such a way that an entity can factor this
obligation into its decision to withdraw.
5

Principles
• An exiting entity will receive payments toward transmission
costs for facilities previously assigned to the region.
• Credits will
ill not be provided
pro ided for future
f t re service.
ser ice
• These provisions will only be applied to Member entities.

6

3

Current Proposal
• Notice period extended to 24 months
– Allows more coordination for impacts
p
to transmission
planning

• Member may rescind notice
• Deposit will be due with submission of notice
– Intended to cover costs associated with removal
– If notice
ti is
i rescinded,
i d d intended
i t d d to
t cover costs
t associated
i t d
with reintegration
– True‐up against actual costs

7

Current Proposal
• Departing member will continue to pay its ATRR share for
projects approved during its tenure; list of projects on which
th ATRR is
the
i based
b d will
ill be
b “l
“locked”
k d” on effective
ff ti d
date
t off
withdrawal
• Departing member that removes facilities built under cost
allocation will continue to receive revenues for those
facilities

8

4

Current Proposal/Issues
• These provisions would only apply to Member entities
– Currently non‐Member network service customers
representt lless th
than 1% off load
l d and
d declining
d li i
– FERC precedent under Membership Agreement

• Apply to all NITS Customers?
– Planning for Network load
– Extend notice period for rollover rights?

• Apply
Appl onl
only to Member entities?
– Captures virtually all the load
– Incent to avoid membership and just take NITS?

9

Current Proposal/Issues
• No credits are contemplated for future service
– Early feedback: accounting for such credits would be too
b d
burdensome,
if even possible
ibl
 Service on which facilities?
 How long does credit remain open?

– RTWG has been asked to further consider
– Will FERC approve this approach?

• Can timing for exercise of roll‐over rights be adjusted?
– Being
B i researched
h d

10

5

Next Steps
•

Presentation at MOPC meeting in April

•

Presentation at Board of Directors/Members Committee
meeting in April

•

CGC meeting to discuss feedback in May

•

Further Tariff revisions to RTWG

•

Bylaws and Membership Agreement revisions to CGC

•

Vote on Tariff revisions at MOPC in July

•

Vote on all revisions at BOD/MC in July (following notice to
Membership)

•

File at FERC
11

Stacy Duckett
Chief Compliance Officer and
Corporate Secretary
sduckett@spp.org
501‐614‐3296
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RECOMMENDATION IS TO POST THIS ON THE MMU PAGE ON THE SPP.ORG WEBSITE

SPP OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE POSITION STATEMENT
ON THE

INDEPENDENCE OF THE MARKET MONITORING UNIT
March 2012

The MMU must function independently of the RTO to avoid actual or apparent conflicts in its
oversight role. The RTO is the market operator and therefore is included in the monitoring
function. Whether internal or external, this creates the opportunity for conflict – either the MMU
is a contractor subject to termination by the RTO, or the MMU is staff subject to “administrative
interference”. FERC has approved either approach to market monitoring (as well as a hybrid),
but requires that independence of the MMU be clear, and in fact audits to this. The MMUs
likewise have a duty to report “interference” to FERC.
SPP has an internal MMU. The Manager reports to the Oversight Committee of the Board of
Directors quarterly; he may request or be requested to report more often/as needed. These reports
include staffing levels and opportunity to report/discuss any concerns with the ability of the
MMU to execute its tasks. The Committee ensures the MMU’s independence by taking an active
role in the oversight of the MMU and by being informed of any compensation adjustments,
disciplinary actions, or related proceeding taken against the MMU Manager.
For administrative purposes the MMU reports to the Chief Compliance Officer, a position
separate from Operations. This reporting includes requests to initiate employment processes
(posting positions, salary adjustments, disciplinary actions), budget and organizational reviews,
and for the Manager, administrative approvals (time off, salary adjustments) and performance
reviews. The MMU has regular direct contact with FERC staff.
The Committee is confident that SPP has more in-depth monitoring than is possible from an
external source, at a much more economical cost, and that the internal MMU is as independent as
an external contractor.

Annual State of the
Market
April 24, 2012
Alan McQueen
amcqueen@spp.org ∙ 501.614.3306
Barbara Stroope
bstroope@spp.org ∙ 501.688.1791

1

2011 Market Summary
•

Overall, market performed well

•

Market experienced
p
some significant
g
localized areas of
congestion

•

Price volatility down

•

No evidence of market power abuse

3

OVERALL, MARKET PERFORMED
WELL
4

2

SPP Prices Continue to Mirror Gas Prices

5

Dispatchable Range Reverses Trend

6

3

Other Performance Indicators Suggest Healthy
Market
•

Total available ramp
p increased slightly,
g y, especially
p
y
during summer months when needed the most

•

Ramp deficiencies remained low overall

•

Steady decline in self‐dispatched generation

•

Coal on the margin increasing over time

7

MARKET EXPERIENCED SIGNIFICANT
LOCALIZED AREAS OF CONGESTION
8

4

Significant, but Declining, Price Spread between MPs

9

Congestion Sustained Across Time
Breached

Binding

10

5

Localized Areas of Congestion Visible

11

PRICE VOLATILITY DOWN

12

6

SPP Competitive Compared to Neighboring Regions

13

SPP Volatility Low Compared to Neighboring
Regions

14

7

Most MPs Experienced a Pattern of Decreasing
Volatility between 2008 ‐ 2011
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Missouri River Flooding Has Little Impact on Market
•

June 2011 the water level of Missouri River rose in South
Dakota, Nebraska, Iowa and Kansas

•

Several 345 kV transmission lines and power plants at risk

•

Entities enacted emergency procedures in June and July

•

SPP Operations and impacted entities coordinated action
plans on a daily and weekly basis

•

Market performed effectively and efficiently
–

High number of resources available for dispatch

–

Prices increased slightly as expected during high temps

–

Flooding did not significantly impact congestion
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Concerns
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Texas Panhandle Area – Continues to be the most
congested area on the SPP system

•

Wind Generation – Significant factor in some
localized congestion

•

Seams Issue – Unallocated loading of flowgates
resulting from regional loop flows

•

Environmental Regulations – Concern about
responses that reduce participation in the
wholesale electric market
30
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Disclaimer
The data and analysis in this report are provided for informational purposes only and shall not be
considered or relied upon as market advice or market settlement data. Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
(“SPP”) makes no representations or warranties of any kind, express or implied, with respect to the
accuracy or adequacy of the information contained herein. SPP shall have no liability to recipients of
this information or third parties for the consequences arising from errors or discrepancies in this
information, for recipients’ or third parties’ reliance upon such information, or for any claim, loss or
damage of any kind or nature whatsoever arising out of or in connection with
(i)
the deficiency or inadequacy of this information for any purpose, whether or not known
or disclosed to the authors,
(ii)
any error or discrepancy in this information,
(iii) the use of this information, or
(iv)
any loss of business or other consequential loss or damage whether or not resulting from
any of the foregoing.
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Executive Summary
A. Purpose
The Market Monitoring Unit (MMU) is the independent market monitor for the Southwest Power Pool
(SPP) Regional Transmission Organization (RTO) and is responsible for providing an annual report on
electricity market conditions to the SPP Board of Directors, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC), the SPP Regional State Committee, and other interested stakeholders. FERC requires State of
the Market Reports from all RTO and Independent System Operator MMUs. This report fulfills that
obligation.

B. Overview of the SPP Footprint
Electricity Supply and Demand
SPP Energy Imbalance Service (EIS) Market footprint peak electric demand for 2011 increased
approximately 6% percent from 2010. This substantial increase in peak demand was primarily
caused by weather-driven load requirements and the entry of new Market Participants. Total energy
production increased about 3% with the increase primarily the result of a new Market Participant.
Total generation capacity increased about 3% from the previous year.
SPP has a significant resource margin, although it decreased somewhat between 2010 and 2011. The
region’s total annual generating capacity compared to peak demand results in the resource margin:
the amount of extra system capacity available after peak load has been served. In 2011, the resource
margin was just over 24% down slightly from 27% in 2010. This healthy resource margin can have
positive implications for both reliability and for mitigation of the potential exercise of market power
within SPP.

Generation Interconnection
As of the end of 2011, SPP had 215 active generation interconnection requests representing 36,495
MW of potential generation under study. The vast majority of the queued interconnection requests
were wind resources, at 27,450 MW while gas represented 5,153 MW and coal represented only
3,555 MW.

Generation and Transmission Outages
Generation outages for 2011 increase about 9% over 2010 while the number and duration of
transmission outages changed little from 2010. The finding of an increase is attributable to additional
resources, larger market footprint, and more complete recording of outage data rather than an actual
increase in outage rates. SPP implementation of a new outage tracking system along with new
processes and procedures for collecting data should ensure greater accuracy in both generation and
transmission outage data. The new program upgrade is vital because of the function of outage data in
both system management and for monitoring market power abusive practices.
SPP 2011 State of the Market Report ‐ DRAFT
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C. EIS Market Results
Market Prices
SPP prices are comparable to system prices from the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT)
and the Midwest Independent System Operator (MISO). SPP’s yearly average price of $29.28 is
slightly lower than MISO’s $31.50, and well below ERCOT’s $41.94. ERCOT experienced some
extreme scarcity events during 2011 and, thus, cannot be directly compared to the neighboring
regions.
Price differential between SPP Market Participants within the EIS Market is the second prices
assessment. While the SPP regional price was $29.28, average Market Participant prices ranged from
a low of $24.57 to a high of $32.97. These price differences reflect transmission congestion and
transfer limitations across the SPP footprint. If no congestion existed in the SPP region, the prices at
all points would be identical. During 2011, Market Participant price differentials decreased
significantly even though fuel price increased slightly from the previous year. This decline in price
volatility can be attributed to market system developments: implementation of a new Congestion
Management Event process (in late 2010) and a step Violation Relaxation Limit function (in early
2011).

Fuel Type
Energy generated in the SPP region in 2011 was predominantly from coal (64%) with natural gas a
distant second (23%). Other fuel type categories include nuclear (6%), wind (6%) and hydro (1%).
The fuel on the margin (i.e., the units that set system price) was 55% natural gas and 45% coal. This
was a significant change from 2010 when gas was the marginal fuel 63% of the time.

Market Participation
The ways in which a Market Participant engages in the market has significant impact on the overall
efficiency of the market. Common metrics that describe market participation include analysis of
dispatchable range, ramp rates, and status type. These metrics were all strong in 2010 and continued
to improve in 2011. This indicates that the SPP EIS market is efficient and effective.

Market Power Monitoring
Common market power measures indicate that SPP market is competitive and becoming less
concentrated with the addition of new Market Participants in 2011. A review of the offer cap system
impact indicates that Market Participant offers are rarely at a level where the offer cap actually
impacts specific offers. In 2011, only 0.003% of resource intervals were dispatched at a level
affected by the SPP offer cap.
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D. Energy Delivery
Transmission Congestion
In 2011, at least one flowgate was congested an average of 80% of the time. This is an increase from
2010 in which an average of 69% of all intervals had at least one congested flowgate. This level of
congestion is not necessarily a concern, as congestion in the form of binding flowgates can indicate
that the transmission system is being fully utilized. However, breached flowgates, or those that have
exceeded their limit, can be problematic. In 2011, approximately 4.4% of all dispatch intervals
included a breached flowgate. Since 2008, the percentage of breached flowgates has declined each
year. Breached flowgates lead to significant price differentials across the region and can adversely
impact individual market participants. Thus, the trend of decreasing breached flowgates is a positive
market factor.
Wind generation in some areas has reached a level where abrupt changes in production are starting
to have a significant impact on local congestion. This is a concern given the very limited
controllability of intermittent resources and the rapid growth of this type of generation.
Even though total price impacts from congestion declined in 2011, congestion in the Texas
Panhandle area continues to be a persistent concern. This area has been the most congested region
for the last five years. Congestion in the Kansas City area declined in 2011 but the underlying seams
issues resulting from loop flow from the adjacent market continues to be a concern.

Transmission Investment
The 2012 SPP Transmission Expansion Plan (STEP), published in January of 2012, summarized
2011 activities that impact future development of the SPP transmission grid. Seven distinct areas of
transmission planning are discussed in the report, each of which are critical to meeting mandates of
either the 2011 SPP Strategic Plan or the nine planning principles in FERC Order 890. These areas
are Integrated Transmission Planning (ITP), Tariff Studies, Sub-regional and Local Area Planning,
Transmission Congestion and Top Flowgates, Interregional Coordination, Project Tracking and
Public Policy Impacts. Transmission upgrade projects throughout the SPP region totaled more than
$7.1 billion dollars of proposed development. Costs were allocated by project type: $4,090 million
for ITP projects, $69 million for Generation Interconnection projects, $433 million for Transmission
Service projects, $210 million for Sponsored projects, $870 million for Balanced Portfolio projects,
and $1,444 million for high priority projects.

E. Conclusions
Overall, the SPP EIS market performed extremely well in 2011. All general market parameters
indicate efficient prices and participation. The impact of congestion on prices is down even though
there continues to be a persistent high level of congestion in the Texas Panhandle area. The impact
of seam issues was down but still a concern that needs to be address. The most significant
improvement in 2011 was the decline in price volatility across the market footprint. This factor has
numerous positive implications for the overall health of the market.
SPP 2011 State of the Market Report ‐ DRAFT
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I.

Overview of SPP Footprint

To ensure a consistent methodology metrics in this report have been formulated using only the
Market Participant footprint unless otherwise expressly stated. Where applicable, the MMU has
provided historical data for the market footprint to ensure that trend analysis across time may be
performed.

A. Brief Overview of SPP
SPP is a RTO mandated by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) to ensure reliable
power supplies, adequate transmission infrastructure, and competitive wholesale electricity prices.
SPP was granted RTO status by FERC in 2004. SPP is one of nine Independent System
Operators/RTOs and one of eight NERC Regional Entities. SPP provides many services to its
members including reliability coordination, tariff administration, regional scheduling, reserve
sharing, transmission expansion planning, training, and market operations. Market operations and
2011 EIS Market results are discussed in this report.
In 2007 SPP launched its real-time EIS Market, comprised of participants that agreed to operate
under the SPP Tariff, and Market Protocols. The market does not include all SPP members, only
those that have agreed to the above terms and provisions. The Market Participant’s respective areas
collectively form the EIS Market footprint. Unless otherwise stated, the EIS Market footprint is used
for the metrics in this report.
In addition to the EIS Market, SPP is developing new markets called the Integrated Marketplace.
The major components of these new markets include: (a) a Day-Ahead Market with Transmission
Congestion Rights and virtual trading, (b) a Reliability Unit Commitment process, (c) a Real-Time
Balancing Market, essentially the same as today’s EIS Market, (d) a price-based Operating Reserves
procurement. These markets are scheduled for launch in 2014.
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SPP’s Location
SPP is located in the southwest portion of the Eastern Interconnection. It is bordered by the Midwest
Reliability Organization (MRO) and the SERC Reliability Corporation (SERC) in the Eastern
Interconnection. SPP also shares borders with the Western Electricity Coordinating Council
(WECC) and the Texas Regional Entity (TRE). Figure I.1 shows the four NERC Interconnections
and the eight Regional Entities in North America. (Note, Nebraska is currently part of SPP, but an
updated graphic was not available at the time of this publication.)
Figure I.1 NERC Interconnections

Source: NERC.com
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SPP Membership
At the end of 2011, SPP had 65 members that serve load, provide generation, and own or use
transmission facilities. SPP members include cooperatives, municipals, state agencies, independent
transmission companies, investor-owned utilities, independent power producers, and power
marketers. For a list of all SPP members, visit SPP.org>About>Members.
Figure I.2 Members as of December 31, 2011

Figure I.3 Members as of December 31, 2006
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SPP Balancing Authorities
The SPP market footprint is comprised of Balancing Authorities, which are operated by investorowned utilities, cooperatives, municipals, and state agencies. A Balancing Authority is responsible
for managing the minute-to-minute supply and demand for electricity within a specific territory. A
rough approximation of the locations of these Balancing Authorities is shown in Figure I.4.
Figure I.4 Map of SPP Balancing Authorities
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B. Electricity Demand in the SPP Region
The SPP EIS Market is comprised of Market Participants who are responsible for load and/or
resources, but are all commonly served by SPP. A standard way to compare load changes across
time is to review peak system demand statistics by year. Figure I.5 depicts monthly peak electric
energy demand for the SPP market footprint for the past three years. It is important to consider that
the market footprint changes over time as participants are added or removed. The peak MW value is
coincident, representing total peak dispatch that occurred during a particular market interval. The
peak experienced during a particular year or season may be affected by events such as unusually hot
or cold weather in addition to average or seasonal load patterns.

System Peak Demand
The peak demand experienced during 2011 was 47,989 MW, an increase of approximately 6%
percent from 2010. A month-by-month comparison, as seen in Figure I.5, shows substantial growth
from 2009 to 2011 for most months. A significant portion of the increase can be attributed to new
participants.
Figure I.5 Monthly Peak Electric Energy Demand for 2009 – 2011
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Market Participant Peak and Total Energy Consumption
Figure I.6 depicts 2011 total energy consumption, the percent of energy consumption attributable to
a Market Participant, and Market Participants’ peak loads. The largest four participants account for
over half of the total system load. This is not unexpected, as SPP is primarily comprised of legacy
vertically-integrated utilities, which tend to be quite large.
Figure I.6 Market Participant Energy Usage in 2011
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Total SPP system energy consumption has increased steadily over the past several years. In 2011
total system energy consumption was higher in 9 out of 12 months compared to 2010. Although
some months in 2011 only showed a slight increase in energy consumption compared to the previous
years, the summer months showed a significant increase over 2010, see Figure I.7. The year-overyear increase of about 3% was primarily driven by the addition of new market participants.
Figure I.7 Monthly System Energy Consumption for 2009 – 2011
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Total energy consumed and coincident peak demand for the SPP market continue to increase as
shown in Figure I.8. As stated above, most of the increase is attributed to new market participants
with a small portion attributed to unusually hot summer peak periods. This significant increase in
demand and energy driven by the associated increase in the number of Market Participants is a
strong indication that market is performing well and there is a high level of confidence in the market.
Figure I.8 Annual Energy Consumption for 2008 – 2011
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System Demand Profile
Figure I.9 depicts total minimum and maximum hourly demand within each month and each year.
There is a significant upward trend in both minimum and maximum hourly peak values, and a
substantial spread between the minimum and maximum values but the spread experiences less
change over time, which is consistent with overall growth in load.
This chart depicts the total sum of MWs that EIS Market resources must move to meet changes in
load. The maximum daily spread between minimum and maximum values is around 16,350 MW. In
other words, the EIS Market had to adjust the output of market resources by 16,350 MW throughout
the day to balance supply and demand. If the change in demand across time is fairly consistent, the
strain of maintaining the balance between available generation and demand is lessened and the
likelihood of a ramp constraint condition is minimized. However, if changes in demand or loading
are sudden, it may be more than the system is capable of handling in the short-term, which would
result in a ramp constraint condition.
Figure I.9 Daily Minimum and Maximum Electric Energy Demand

Load Duration Curve
Figure I.10 depicts load duration curves for 2009-2011. A load duration curve is a modified display
of load against time. It is a reordered version of the traditional load curve, as shown above in Figure
I.8, in which hourly load values are sorted by magnitude instead of chronologically. A load duration
curve shows the relative magnitude and frequency of load throughout the year.
In 2011 the total system load peaked at almost 48,000 MW, with a minimum of approximately
17,000 MW. Reference lines and percentages indicate the relative persistence of 2011 load levels.
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Comparing annual load duration curves shows better differentiation between cases of extreme
loading events and more general increases in system demand. If only the extremes are higher than
the previous year, short-term loading events are likely the reason. However, if the entire load curve
is higher than the previous year, it indicates that total system demand has increased. When
comparing 2010 and 2011, the curves are very similar except for the highest 25% of the load cure
were 2011 is higher than 2010. This is most like the result of a hotter than normal summer in the
SPP region.
Figure I.10 Electric Load Duration Curve for 2009 – 2011
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Summary and Conclusions
Total load in the SPP region has increased over the past several years primarily because of the
addition of new Market Participants. SPP market will also grow as population increases and the
demand for energy subsequently increases. Additionally, economic recovery can be expected to
increase total energy demand from the commercial and industrial sectors. Load growth patterns are
an important consideration in the RTO’s transmission planning efforts, and the MMU encourages
SPP to fully quantify the expected growth pattern throughout the SPP region.
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C. Generation – The Supply of Electricity
Capacity in the SPP Market Region
Figure I.11 depicts the EIS Market’s Balancing Authorities and corresponding sum of their installed
generating capacity as of December 31, 2011. Total generating capacity in the SPP EIS Market
region was 67,439 MW, a 4% increase over 2010 total generation capacity.
Figure I.11 Installed Generation Capacity by Balancing Authority for 2011
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Resource Margin
As depicted in Figure I.12, SPP has a significant resource margin. The region’s total annual
generating capacity compared to peak demand results is the SPP resource margin: the amount of
extra system capacity available after peak load has been served. In 2011, the resource margin was
just over 24%. This healthy resource margin can have positive implications for both reliability and
for mitigation of the potential exercise of market power within SPP. Note that the methodology for
calculating resource margin changed between 2010 and 2011. We improved the metric by using a
measuring capacity during the peak hour of 2011 and only including 5% of wind capacity. The 5%
wind value is use in this analysis to be consistent with ITP Year 20 Assessment methodology as
approved by SPP Economic Studies Working Group on 19 January, 2010.

Figure I.12 Resource Margin by Year for 2007 – 2011

Capacity Additions in 2011
Figure I.13 shows the total amount of installed capacity by fuel type that was added to the SPP
market in 2011. There was a substantial increase in coal generation. SPP saw the addition of the first
solar resources in the market footprint. These resources are located in New Mexico in the
Southwestern Public Services balancing authority and add a total of 50 MWs to the footprint. SPP
had no capacity retirements during 2011.
Figure I.13 Capacity Additions by Fuel Type for 2011
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Figure I.14 is new to the report for this year. It contains more detailed information about the new
resources that joined the market during 2011. One notable addition to the market was the City
Utilities of Springfield which joined as a Market Participant on June 1st, 2011. This new Market
Participant brought 698 MW of coal resources and 359 MW of gas resources to the market.
Figure I.14 Capacity Additions Detail
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Implied Heat Rate
A common way to determine the relative impact of a region’s scarcity pricing is to study the Implied
Heat Rate. The implied heat rate is the ratio of the natural gas price and the system’s electricity
price. If the price of natural gas was $4.50 MMBtu, and the LIP was $40.00 MWh, the implied heat
rate would be (40.00/4.5) = 8888 MMBtu/MWh. This implied heat rate shows the relative efficiency
required of a generator to convert gas to electricity and break even, given system prices.
Figure I.15 shows the Implied Heat Rate for the years 2008-2011. The implied heat rate shows
significant spikes during some months which are largely coincident with peak loading events or
significant transmission congestion issues. When the implied heat rate increases, generation that
otherwise would not have been needed was required to meet system demand, and prices increased
accordingly.
Figure I.15 Implied Heat Rate
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Summary and Conclusions
In general, capacity reserve margins indicate that there is sufficient capacity to meet peak demand
within the SPP market footprint for the near future. Limiting factors such as congested transmission
corridors could impair the deliverability of available capacity at the time and location it is most
needed. Another future implication regarding available capacity is environmental regulations which
could result in the retiring or de-rating of older generating units.
New resource construction within the SPP footprint in 2011 was limited to about 1,000 MW of wind,
300 MW of coal and 170 MW of gas. This results in an increase of about 500 MW of reliable
capacity, which is a very small number when compared to the existing installed capacity of over
67,000 MW.
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D. Transmission – The Bridge between Supply and Demand
Transmission System Characteristics
Six primary transmission voltages are used in the SPP region: 69 kV, 115 kV, 138 kV, 161 kV, 230
kV, and 345 kV. Balancing Authorities in the SPP region use differing voltage levels as the
backbone of their respective systems. 345 kV is the predominant backbone voltage for much of
SPP’s eastern portion. 230 kV is the backbone voltage in much of the western part of the region,
most notably in the Southwestern Public Service area. Regardless of the backbone voltage, most of
the SPP region uses the 69 kV as the cutoff for step-down between their transmission and
distribution systems. Figure I.16 shows the major transmission elements in the SPP region.
Figure I.16 Major Transmission System Elements in the SPP Region
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Inter-grid Connection Points
In addition to the alternating current grid referenced above, there are seven direct current (DC) ties
with other interconnections. These DC ties serve as interconnection points to other grids by
converting power through AC-DC-AC interfaces. A unique characteristic of this type of interface is
its controllability and stability. Energy transfers are known, easily identifiable, and very tightly
controlled. A list of the seven DC ties is provided in Figure I.17.
Two of the DC ties connect the SPP region with the ERCOT area: ERCOT East and ERCOT North.
Five DC ties connect the SPP region to the Western Electricity Coordinating Council area: Lamar,
Eddy County, Blackwater, Sidney, and Stegall. Tie capacity is depicted in Figure I.17.
Figure I.17 DC Tie Transmission Capability
DC Tie Name Transmission Capacity (MW)
ERCOT East
600
ERCOT North
210
Lamar
210
Eddy County
200
Blackwater
200
Sidney
200
Stegall
200

Summary and Conclusions
The SPP region’s transmission system is largely based on legacy systems developed from
independent vertically integrated utilities. While these systems may be functionally sufficient for
their respective areas, they may not be sufficient for macro transfers across the region. SPP has been
working with and coordinating transmission development throughout the region to increase the
system’s overall reliability, efficiency, and effectiveness.
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II. EIS Market Activity
A. Brief Overview of the EIS Market
The SPP EIS Market began operation February 1, 2007, and settles real-time imbalances between
generation and load. The EIS Market is comprised of participants that have agreed to operate under
the SPP Tariff, Market Protocols, and other governing documents. The SPP Market does not include
all SPP members, only those that have agreed to the above terms and provisions. There are 15
Balancing Authorities and 32 Market Participants in the Market footprint. A list of all SPP Market
Participants is found at SPP.org>About>Fast Facts>Footprints. Unless otherwise stated, the SPP EIS
Market footprint is the reference area for this report.

B. Market Activity
EIS Sales and Purchases
A sale in the EIS Market is made when either a resource generates more than was scheduled, or a
load consumes less than was scheduled. A purchase is made when a resource generates less than was
scheduled or a load consumes more than what was scheduled. Figure II.1 and Figure II.2 show the
total volume of EIS sales and purchases that occurred in the SPP region in 2010 and 2011.
Figure II.1 shows that Market Participants sold more MWh in the EIS market in 2011 compared to
2010; Market Participants sold 22 million MWh in 2011 compared to 20.1 million in 2010. Market
Participants purchased 635 million MWh in 2011 compared 641 million in 2010.
During 2011, participants received approximately $635 million for sales into the EIS market and
paid approximately $646 million for purchases (Figure II.2). From 2010, sales increased 9.5% and
purchases increased 10.6%. An important aspect of pricing information is that the total magnitude of
dollars for purchases and sales is driven by the marginal cost of energy in the SPP region and the
volume of energy, MWh. As the price of energy changes so does the EIS total cost of energy.
Because of this relationship, a change in dollars received by Market Participants may not reflect any
actual increase in overall market activity, but instead may reflect a change in the market price in the
SPP area.
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Figure II.1 Electricity Sales in the EIS Market by Month for 2010 – 2011
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Figure II.2 Electricity Purchases in the EIS Market by Month for 2010 – 2011
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C. Market Prices
Regional Price Comparison
A useful measure of basic market competitiveness is the comparison of prices between SPP and its
neighboring regions. If prices in neighboring regions are generally in line with prices in the SPP
region, then basic market operations are yielding similar results. It is not realistic to expect prices to
be identical across the regions, as market structures vary and resource fuel mixes are markedly
different. For this review, SPP prices are compared to prices in the MISO and the ERCOT, the two
electric wholesale markets adjacent to SPP.
Figure II.3 shows 2011 system average prices for SPP, MISO and ERCOT. Prices in the SPP region
are slightly less than prices in MISO, and substantially less than those in ERCOT. This trend
continues from the previous year. The most probable explanation for the price disparity is differing
regional fuel mixes. SPP and MISO have similar fuel mixes, although MISO has somewhat more
coal than SPP, on a percentage basis. ERCOT has substantially more gas generation as a percent of
capacity than either SPP or MISO. All three have a significant amount of wind generation. Gas
generation is typically more expensive to operate than either coal or nuclear generators;
consequently, system prices tend to be higher in regions with high gas generator concentration.
Another useful means of comparing prices across regions is to review overall price stability in the
regions. The Volatility column in Figure II.3 represents the average volatility for the system-wide
average, hourly price. The volatility is calculated by dividing the standard deviation of hourly
regional prices by the mean of the hourly regional prices, which yields the coefficient of variation.
This value represents the relative movement of prices across time. If volatility is high, prices tend to
be concentrated away from the system average, or toward the tails of the price distribution curve. If
volatility is low, prices tend to be close to the system average, or near the mean of the price
distribution curve. The low, average price volatility value shown in Figure II.3 suggests that SPP’s
average price volatility is significantly less than other regions. SPP price volatility has a consistent
trend down over time. This is not the case for the other two markets.
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Figure II.3 Regional Electricity Price Comparison for 2008 – 2011
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Figure II.4 shows monthly system average prices for SPP, MISO, and ERCOT. During nine out of
twelve months in 2011, the SPP system price was lower than the other regions. As with the annual
average prices, the monthly prices show that the SPP region is usually slightly less than MISO and
substantially less than ERCOT.
Figure II.4 Regional Electricity Prices by Month for 2011
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Figure II.5 shows 2009-2011 average annual prices for SPP, MISO, and ERCOT. For SPP, the
average price decreased slightly between 2010 and 2011. In comparison, average prices in other
regions increased since 2010; the MISO average price increased only slightly, but the ERCOT
average price increased by more than $6. Average On-Peak price decreased for SPP, were flat for
MISO, and increased dramatically for ERCOT. The Off-Peak price changes for SPP and MISO
were similar to the change in total price. ERCOT Off-Peak actually declined which was opposite of
the On-Peak price change.
Figure II.5 Regional Electricity Price Characteristics for 2009 – 2011
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Figure II.6 depicts 2009 – 2011 monthly prices in the SPP, MISO, and ERCOT regions. Like the
annual numbers, SPP prices tend to be very similar to MISO and less than ERCOT prices, largely
due to resource fleets for each market.
Figure II.6 Regional Hourly Average Prices for 2009 – 2011
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Electric and Natural Gas Price Comparison
Figure II.7 compares the average price for natural gas sold at the Panhandle hub and the SPP
monthly average price for 2009-2011. Gas prices are very closely correlated with average system
prices in the SPP region because the marginal resources that set overall prices are most often gas
units. In 2011, gas prices fluctuated modestly ranging from a low of $3.11 per MMBtu in December
2011 to a high of $4.36 per MMBtu in January 2011. The average annual price of gas increased
slightly from $3.39 in 2010 to $4.17 in 2011, and increased of about 7%.
Figure II.7 Comparison of Average Monthly SPP Prices and Panhandle Natural Gas Prices
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Average Hourly Prices
Figure II.8 shows the hourly price ranges of SPP, MISO, and ERCOT for those prices that fall within
two standard deviations of the mean. Prices that fall outside of two standard deviations are excluded,
both on the high and low sides. This was done to better illustrate the normal prices that occur in the
listed regions. Had those prices outside of two standard deviations been included, the ranges in the
table would be much greater and indicate that price extremes are more significant than their actual
occurrence would imply.
Average hourly prices are fairly equivalent across the regions even though the spread is very
different. ERCOT prices are the most volatile, as shown by the greatest maximum and minimum
prices. SPP prices are the least volatile, with the lowest maximum and least negative minimum price.
A consistent theme in this pricing data for all participants is the weight of prices above the mean.
This is because congestion costs and other pricing factors like ramp rate breaches usually result in
price extremes greater than the mean. Pricing extremes do occur below the mean, although with less
frequency.
Figure II.8 Regional Hourly Price Ranges for 2011 (90th percentile)
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Price Duration Curve
A final look at system prices is illustrated in Figure II.9, which depicts a price duration curve similar
to the load duration curve in Figure I.10, except that system hourly prices are used. While prices are
similar across 2009, 2010, and 2011, this chart shows the incidence of price extremes in relation to
total pricing with extreme levels visible in the tails of the chart. However, relatively few hours are
priced at these extreme levels.
Figure II.9 Price Duration Curve for 2009 through 2011
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Market Participant Price Comparisons
While pricing comparisons between SPP and its neighboring regions show the relative consistency
of the regional markets, they do not assess individual participants within the region. To better
understand the intricacies of the SPP region, it is necessary to establish metrics that analyze SPP’s
individual Market Participants. The remaining metrics in this section provide an analytic framework
for the review of the SPP EIS Market and its participants.
Figure II.10 shows annual 2009-2011 average prices for SPP’s EIS Market Participants. The prices
in 2011 for all load serving Market Participants was less than that experienced in 2010. In 2011, the
Tenaska Power Service (TNSK) area experienced the highest average prices of $32.33, while the
Basin Electric Power Cooperative (BEPM) area experienced the lowest average prices of $24.87.
Prices for these two participants represent the SPP region’s extremes, as they are significantly
different than the $29.28 mean system price for 2011. The principal driver of the relative price
extremes is congestion costs applied to Market Participants’ respective areas.
Figure II.10 Average Annual Price by Market Participant
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Price Volatility
A review of average prices across Market Participants provides a rough assessment of price stability.
Another useful perspective is provided by reviewing price volatility values for individual participant.
The volatility experienced by Market Participants indicates the relative stability of prices in their
regions. Figure II.11 shows Market Participants’ volatility using hourly prices.
All Market Participants experienced a decrease in price volatility between 2010 and 2011 and most
experienced a decrease over the last four years. This is a positive trend. However, the high volatility
experienced by some Market Participants indicates areas which are impacted by congestion and
extreme pricing events. High levels of volatility present long run problems and may discourage open
participation in the SPP EIS Market.
Figure II.11 Annual Price Volatility by Market Participant for 2008 – 2011
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Price Spread
Figure II.12 shows each Market Participants’ 2009-2011 hourly price distribution. The data used in
this analysis is the 90th percentile of hourly prices, meaning the prices outside of two standard
deviations of the mean were excluded. Both price volatility and the system average price have
decreased from 2010. Congestion is the principal driver for both volatility and price extremes, and as
indicated in this figure, congestion and volatility affect certain participants to a larger extent than
others. Average prices of zero indicate the Market Participant did not participate in the SPP EIS
Market during that year.
Figure II.12 Annual Price Range by Market Participant
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Average Monthly Prices
Figure II.13 shows Market Participants’ average monthly price for 2009-2011. There was some
significant deviation between Market Participants’ system prices. Differing prices are to be expected,
as participants each have resource fleets and congested areas that behave differently. Differences
between Market Participant prices in any given month likely indicate there was congestion in the
affected region that caused this deviation. Congestion usually drives up prices in one area of the SPP
market and down in another unless the congestion is at the seam with another market. If congestion
had not been present, prices experienced by all the Market Participants would have been identical.
Constraints or congestion into or out of Market Participants’ areas cause price deviation and may
lead to substantial differences in average prices. There is no discernible annual cyclical pattern
across the SPP system with regard to more or less congestion.
Figure II.13 Average Monthly Price by Market Participant
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Interval Price Excursions
Interval prices are the most granular of all SPP EIS Market prices. The Market Operations System
generates prices for all pricing nodes every five minutes, a market interval. These prices represent
the value of energy at a particular point in the system for the interval. Market Participants are not
exposed directly to these prices, as billing is settled on hourly values (a simple average of the hourly
interval values). Nonetheless, interval prices that are either significantly higher or lower than the
norm can indicate market limitations or bottlenecks.
Interval prices shown in Figure II.14 are divided into four categories:
(I)
less than two standard deviations from the mean,
(II)
less than one standard deviation,
(III) greater than one standard deviation, and
(IV) greater than two standard deviations. The figure depicts the percentage of pricing events
for each of these categories. Standard deviation shows how much variation or dispersion
exists from the average (i.e., mean). Prices greater than two standard deviations from the
mean or less than two standard deviations from the mean generally indicate a market
limitation.
In 2011 about 58% of interval prices fell within one standard deviation below the mean
and about 39% fell within one standard deviation above the mean, 97% of interval prices
within one standard deviation of the mean. This indicates that prices are very tightly
grouped around the mean. Overall there has been a general decline in price variability
since the market started in 2007.
Figure II.14 Interval Prices beyond Threshold Levels for 2011
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Re-pricing Occurrence
Interval prices from the Market Operations System may be revised if there is software or a data input
error. Figure II.15 shows the percentage of hours per year that were re-priced in 2008-2010. An
average of approximately 4% of all hours were re-priced in 2011, a slight increase from 2010 when
approximately 3% were re-priced. Although the re-priced hours increased slightly, the percent of repriced dollars suggests that the dollar impact of re-priced intervals is very low. In 2011, only 0.46%
of EIS market purchases were re-priced. Given such low level of re-priced dollars, it is unlikely that
re-pricing has significantly distorted market results.
There are very few hours where the price correction is significant. About 90% of the dollar impact
of repricing is the result of 5% of the repriced hours. Therefore Market Participants experienced a
significant price correction in only 0.0023% of the hours. Price certainty is an important aspect of
an efficient and effective market and the results of this assessment indicate that Market Participants
can expect a very high level of price certainty.
Figure II.15 Percent of Re-priced Hours and Dollar Amount from 2008 – 2011
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2011 Price Contour Map
A final look at prices is provided in Figure II.16, the 2011 price contour map. This figure is a visual
depiction of the price differential that resulted from congestion. It was calculated by averaging prices
at each pricing node for the year.
Congestion in the SPP system is largely concentrated in a few select transmission corridors that
correspond to macro power flows across the region. For instance, Figure II.16 shows that the Texas
panhandle is heavily congested. This is due largely to overall flows from the rest of the system into
this region. Congestion in the Kansas City area is driven principally by north to south flows that
occur in the Nebraska/Kansas interface.
For the fifth year, the Texas panhandle is the most congested area in the SPP region. The
fundamental conclusion is that the lack of available transmission capacity in this region has serious
implications for local market efficiency and the potential for local market power. A more recent
development is persistently lower prices in Nebraska, which are also due to transmission limitations
in the form of limited export capability. Such limitations tend to lead to lower average prices.

Figure II.16 2011 Price Contour Map
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Principal Congested Flowgates
Figure II.17 shows the most congested areas and their associated flowgates. Several flowgates may
correspond with any given congested interface. Also included are proposed transmission solutions
that would help in some way alleviate the congested element, as proposed by SPP Transmission
Planning. Again, only the top two regions, Texas Panhandle and Kansas City, which include
multiple flowgates, are the only congested areas with high enough shadow prices to be discernible
on the price contour map above.
Figure II.17 Principal Congested Flowgates by Area

Region

Flowgate Name

RANPALAMASWI

Texas
Panhandle
OSGCANBUSDEA

LAKALASTJHAW

Flowgate
Location (kV)
Randall County Palo Duro (115)
ftlo Amarillo –
Swisher (230)
[SPS]
Osage Switch Canyon East [SPS]
[(115) ftlo
Bushland - Deaf
Smith [SPS] (230)

Lake Road –
Alabama [GMOC]
(161) ftlo St. Joe –
Hawthorn [GMOC]
(345)

Average
Hourly
Shadow
Price
($/MWh)

Total %
Intervals
(Breached
or
Binding)

Projects Expected to Provide Some Positive
Mitigation (Estimated In Service Date Upgrade Type)
1. Rebuild Randall Co–Palo Duro 115 kV line (March
2012 - no NTC but is Sponsored)

$32.24

20.20%

2. Tuco Int. – Woodward 345 kV line (May 2014 Balanced Portfolio)
3. Swisher Co. Int. – Newhart 230 kV line (April 2015 Regional Reliability)

$21.27

18.90%

1. Tuco Int. – Woodward 345 kV line (May 2014 Balanced Portfolio)
2. Castro County Int. – Newhart 115 kV line (April 2015
- Regional Reliability)
1. Axtell – Post Rock – Spearville 345 kV line, two
Spearville – Comanche – Flat Ridge –Woodward 345 kV
lines, and two Flat Ridge – Wichita 345 kV lines (Dec
2014 - Balanced Portfolio/Priority Projects)

$6.71

1.90%

2. Iatan – Nashua 345 kV line (June 2015 - Balanced
Portfolio)
3. Nebraska City – Maryville – Sibley 345 kV line (June
2017 - Priority Projects)

Kansas
City Area

PENMUNSTRCRA

IASCLKNASJHA

SW
Kansas

HOLPLYHOLSPE

Western
Nebraska

GENTLMREDWIL

Tulsa
Area

OKMHENOKMKEL

Pentagon – Mund
(115) [WR] ftlo
Stranger Creek –
Craig (345) [WRKCPL]
Iatan – Stranger
Creek
(345)[KCPL] ftlo
Lake Road –
Nashua (161), St.
Joe – Hawthorne
(345) [GMOCKCPL]
Holcomb – Plymell
Switch [SECI]
(115) ftlo Holcomb
- Spearville [SECI]
(345)
Gentleman to Red
Willow (345)
[NPPD]
Okmulgee –
Henryetta (138) ftlo
Okmulgee – Kelco
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$4.25

3.70%

1. 1. Tap existing Swissvale – Stilwell 345 kV line at
West Gardner (June 2012 - Balanced Portfolio)
2. 2. Iatan – Nashua 345 kV line (June 2015 - Balanced
Portfolio)
1. Iatan – Nashua 345 kV line (June 2015 - Balanced
Portfolio)

$3.99

9.30%

$3.65

1.90%

1. Rebuild Holcomb – Plymell Switch 115 kV line (June
2012 - Regional Reliability)

$3.09

4.10%

1. Axtell – Post Rock – Spearville 345 kV lines (June
2013 - Balanced Portfolio)

$2.87

2.40%

1. Tap Pittsburg – Muskogee 345 kV line and add new
Canadian River substation and 345/138 kV transformer
(June 2013 – Regional Reliability)

2. Nebraska City – Maryville – Sibley 345 kV line (June
2017 - Priority Projects)
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Wichita
Area

ELPFARWICWDR

Southwest
Missouri

Brkxf1brkxf2

(138) [CSWS]

2. Seminole – Muskogee 345 kV line (December 2013 –
Balanced Portfolio)

El Paso – Farber
[WR] (138) ftlo
Wichita –
Woodring [WROGE] (345)
Brookline Xfmr
Ckt1 (345/161) ftlo
Brookline Xfmr
Ckt2 (345/161)
[SPA/AECI]

1. Rose Hill – Sooner 345 kV line (June 2012 - Regional
Reliability)

$2.50

1.70%

$2.14

0.40%

2. Two Woodward – Thistle – Wichita 345 kV lines (Dec
2014 - Priority Projects)
1. Flint Creek – Centerton – Osage Creek 345 kV line
(June 2016 – Regional Reliability)

Summary and Conclusions
SPP prices in general during 2011 were representative of a well functioning market. Overall price
volatility was modest compared to other markets in the region. Price trends within the market
footprint indicate that price differential between Market Participants is declining. Also, a decline in
annual average system price even though gas prices increased is a strong indication that the SPP
market is efficient and effective.
Persistent pockets of congestion continue to be an area of concern. For the fifth year, the Texas
panhandle is the most congested area in the SPP region. This leads to a fundamental conclusion that
the lack of available transmission capacity in this region has serious implications for local market
efficiency and increased local market power. The price impact of congestion in the Texas Panhandle
area in 2011 was comparable to that experienced in 2010. The scheduled reconductoring of a 115
kV line (Randall Co–Palo Duro 115 kV line) is a positive development and should help to reduce
congestion in the Texas panhandle area.
A more recent development is persistent lower prices in Nebraska, which are also due to
transmission limitations in the form of limited export capability; such limitations tend to lead to
lower average prices. Even though the Kansas City area continued to experience congestion in
2011, a significant factor in low prices in Nebraska, the price impact was lower than in 2010 as
reflected in lower flowgate shadow prices.
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D. Revenue Adequacy (Cost Recovery Determination)
An important theory of economic efficiency in markets is the notion that long tern outcomes via
pricing schemes should reflect full cost recovery. If market prices do not reflect full cost recovery,
new entrants will not be incentivized to move into the market. If prices reflect full cost recovery,
new participants will enter the market to profit from the economic rents. In the case of electricity
markets, prices that reflect full cost recovery indicate that system demand is strong and additional
generation is necessary. Prices that are continually below the full recovery cost indicate an excess of
supply and additional investment in generation is not recoverable given economic conditions.
Critical to the theory of full cost recovery is the baseline selection mechanism which determines the
investment cost of new generation. To reduce the complexity of the baseline selection process, the
SPP MMU made several simplifying assumptions and relied extensively on the Electricity Market
Module published by the Energy Information Administration 1 . Key assumptions from the
Electricity Market Module can be found in Figure II.18. For this analysis, three technologies were
selected that represent the most likely contribution to new generation capacity in the SPP region:
Scrubbed Coal, Advanced Gas Combined Cycle, and Advanced Combustion Turbine.
Figure II.18 Key Assumptions in Revenue Adequacy Formulation

Determining the potential profitability of a new generating facility involves the following general
process. For each hour, the estimated marginal cost as identified in Figure II.19 is compared to the
system average price. If the estimated marginal cost is less than the system average price, the
difference between these prices is calculated and multiplied by the size of the proposed facility as
found in Figure II.18. By multiplying the difference between the system average price and the
estimated marginal cost by the capacity of the unit, a total projected revenue stream can be
established. This calculation is performed for each hour in the year and the result is summed.

1

http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/aeo/assumption/pdf/electricity.pdf#page=3
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In Figure II.19 the actual return represents the potential revenue stream of a new generating facility
when applying the above method using annualized cost for 2011 actual prices. Comparing the actual
return to the expected plant return determines if investment in a new generating facility is warranted.
The expected plant return uses an assumed return on equity of 10%.
The only fuel type that could fully recover costs for new investments in 2011 was scrubbed coal.
This does not mean there is no rationale for investment in other types of new generation. Regulatory
requirements, reliability demands, shifts in generation technology emphasis, and loading patterns
may require new generation construction. What may be inferred is that generation additions from
independent entrants based on purely economic incentives may not be warranted at this time.
Figure II.19 Revenue Adequacy Results

Figure II.20 shows revenue adequacy results in expanded detail. This table depicts the result of the
revenue adequacy calculation using individual Market Participant price data instead of the system
average price. This analysis determines if generation construction may be more advantageous at
various points in the SPP system. There is a differential across the locations, which is expected as
some areas experience significant transmission congestion and prices significantly different from the
system mean.
Figure II.20 Revenue Adequacy Results for Select Market Participants
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E. Fuel Type
Generation by Fuel Type for 2011
Analyzing fuel types most utilized in the SPP EIS Market provides a better understanding of the
pricing structure as well as the potential impact of environmental and other regulatory requirements
in the SPP system. An understanding of fuel types and fleet characteristics is also useful in
understanding market dynamics regarding congestion management, price volatility, and normal
cyclical price patterns.
Figure II.21 depicts 2011 generation in the SPP EIS Market by fuel type 2 . Coal is the predominant
fuel source; in 2011, coal generation accounted for 64% of all generation in the SPP EIS Market.
This was much greater than natural gas, the next most prevalent fuel type, which generated 23%. As
gas prices decline, the relative cost of generation from this fuel declines in comparison with other
fuels. In the long-term, it is anticipated that gas generation will substantially increase in both total
capacity and market share. As coal generation continues to be impacted by regulatory issues, the
percentage of generation derived from coal will likely decline. Whether there is a precipitous drop
will depend on the eventual outcome of climate legislation and the magnitude of taxes that may be
levied on coal generation. In the short-term, a resurgence of less expensive natural gas and the
increased emphasis on developing wind generation will continue to yield changes as reflected in this
table.

2

The “other” category includes oil and solar.
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Figure II.21 Percent Generation by Fuel Type for 2011
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Generation by Fuel Type for 2009-2011 in GWh
Figure II.22 shows market resources’ total generation by fuel type in GWh for January 2009December 2011. Coal is the predominant source of energy in the SPP EIS Market region. Natural
gas is a distant second, and other fuel types follow. This chart depicts the relative change in
generation patterns by fuel over time. The annual cyclical nature of generation from certain fuel
types is clearly visible.
Figure II.22 Generation by Fuel Type 2009-2011 (GWh)
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Capacity by Age of Resource
Figure II.23 shows that, overall, the age of SPP resources is increasing. Slightly more than 51% of
SPP’s fleet is 30 years old or older. In particular, the coal resources in SPP are aging. Almost 70%
of coal resources are 30 years old or older. The aging of SPP’s fleet of resources means that a
significant portion of resources could be impacted by Environmental Protection Agency rulings such
as the Cross State Air Pollution Rules.
Figure II.23 SPP Capacity by Age of Resource
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SPP Capacity by Fuel Type Compared to National Average
Figure II.24 compares SPP’s installed capacity by fuel type to the national average. In terms of
percentage of total capacity, SPP has more coal, natural gas and wind than the nation as a whole.
Conversely, SPP has less nuclear, oil, and hydro capacity installed.
Figure II.24 SPP Capacity by Fuel Type Compared to National Average

Generation on the Margin
Figure II.25 displays which fuels are on the margin in SPP, thus setting market prices. The system
marginal price is calculated as the price of the next MW available after the total system demand has
been met. The LIP is the system marginal price plus any congestion charges associated with the
pricing node. For a generator to set the system marginal price, the resource must be: (a) in
“available” status, (b) not at the resource plan minimum or maximum, and (c) not ramp limited.
As highlighted in Figure II.21, generation from coal-fired resources is responsible for over 60% of
all generation in SPP. Because coal resources in the SPP region are predominantly base load units,
they set price less than their overall percent of generation may imply. Also, coal plants have
significant mechanical limitations that reduce operation flexibility as compared to other fuel types
such as some gas units.
During 2011, coal was on the margin 45.2% of the time and natural gas was on the margin 54.7% of
the time. Natural gas units in the SPP region are consistently used for load following, and are
therefore on the margin more frequently. However, the gap between coal and natural gas narrowed
somewhat between 2010 and 2011; in 2010 coal was on the margin 38.2% of the time and natural
gas was on the margin 61.6% of the time.
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Coal on the margin has increased significantly over the last four years from a low of about 30% in
2008 to the current level of over 45% despite the fact that coal generation as a percent of total
generation has declined slight over the last five years. This is probably the result of a multitude of
factors. First, the utilities in Nebraska that joined the SPP Market in 2009 had a larger share of coal
units than the SPP fleet of generating prior to that time. Second, market participants have increased
the flexibility of their coal plant offers reflecting their confidence in the SPP Market. Finally, the
increase in wind generation has displaced natural gas generation and forced coal up the supply curve
causing coal to be on the margin more often. Wind generation has accounted for as much as 9% of
monthly generation in 2012.
Figure II.25 Generation at the Margin in 2011
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Wind Capacity and Generation
The SPP region is an area of the country with a high potential for wind generation. As a result,
Federal incentives and state renewable portfolio standards have resulted in significant wind
investment and development. Figure II.26 depicts capacity and total generation from wind facilities
for January 2009-December 2011 in the SPP region. Total wind capacity increased by 1,046 MW in
2011. Total wind generation also continues an overall upward trend as more capacity is added.
Figure II.26 Wind Capacity and Generation
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Figure II.27 compares the wind capacity factor to load percentiles. Capacity factor is a ratio of the
actual output of wind generators over a period of time and its potential if operated at full nameplate
capacity the entire time. Overall, we see that as load increases, the wind capacity factor decreases.
Conversely, when demand is at its lowest, the wind capacity factor is at its highest.
Figure II.27 Wind Capacity Factor Compared to Load Percentiles 2011
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Figure II.28 suggests that the same patterns that we observed in 2011 were also present in previous
years. All four years show a pattern of decreased wind capacity factor during times of high demand
and increased wind capacity during times of low demand.
Figure II.28 Wind Capacity Factor Compared to Load Percentiles 2008 – 2011

F. Market Participation
Settling imbalances in the EIS Market is mandatory and automatic. However, the level of
participation in the SPP EIS Market is voluntary. Market Participants individually decide how to
best manage their resources through appropriate scheduling, resource offers, and resource control
parameters. Specifically, Market Participants may modify the control parameters of their resources
by changing any or all of the following: dispatchable range, resource minimums, resource
maximums, ramp rates, price offers, resource status, etc. Market Participants also engage with the
market, in a minor way, as they set schedules to manage load price risk. The following charts and
descriptions depict some key components of the resource parameters.

Dispatchable Range
Dispatchable range is a control parameter that allows resources to alter their total range of operation.
If a unit has a 500 MW maximum and a 100 MW minimum output level, the dispatchable range is
400 MW. If this resource were to add Spinning or Up/Down Regulation service to this resource, it
would decrease the total dispatchable range by the amount of the service. Limiting the dispatchable
range of resources diminishes the responsiveness of the EIS Market because it shrinks the total
operational range over which resources may be moved. If the dispatchable range is very small, an
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increased incidence of extreme pricing events is likely because the market would not be able to
respond to sudden market condition changes.
Figure II.29 represents the dispatchable range of available resources for January 2009-December
2011. During 2010 there was a noticeable downward trend in the total dispatchable range available
to the SPP system. This has been a significant concern for the MMU because of the potential adverse
impact on the market. However, in 2011, the pattern reversed and the market experienced an
upward trend in dispatchable range. This upward trend is a positive development and a significant
contribution to a more flexible and efficient market.
Figure II.29 Dispatchable Range of Available Resources

Ramp Rates
Ramp rates play a key role in EIS market operations because they place limits on how quickly a unit
can respond to changes in loading conditions and the need for redispatch to manage congestion. As
load increases or decreases, units must move accordingly to maintain the proper balance between
instantaneous supply and demand. Also, when flowgates are fully loaded or overloaded, units must
be re-dispatched to prevent damage to transmission assets.
Higher ramp rates allow units to move more rapidly and adjust more quickly to system changes.
Lower ramp rates increase the total response time to changes in load and need for congestion
management. If ramp rates are too low, the market cannot respond quickly enough to manage system
changes and ramp deficiencies will occur. Ramp shortages serve two functions: they indicate that
there is not enough ramp capability from available resources in a specific location, and they provide
incentives to Market Participants to provide sufficient ramp to maintain the most efficient system
possible.
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Figure II.30 shows the average monthly available ramp per interval for January 2010-December
2012 and the total monthly ramp deficiency intervals. The total available ramp increased slightly
over time, with noticeable seasonal patterns. Running counter-cyclically to the total ramp portion of
the figure is the total number of ramp deficiency intervals. This is to be expected, because if more
ramp capability is available, there is less likelihood of a ramp deficiency. There also a discernible
slow decline in the overall number of ramp deficiency intervals.
Figure II.30 Ramp Availability and Deficiency Intervals
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Ramp and Capacity
A composite view of ramp in the SPP EIS Market can be seen in Figure II.31, which shows ramp
available to the system as standardized by available capacity, compared to the average online
capacity. The total standardized system ramp began an upward trend in late 2010 and continued
through July 2011. Even though available ramp is cyclical in nature with lower levels in non summer
months, the overall trend continues to be up. Sufficient ramp is vital to ensure proper market
operation.
Figure II.31 Ramp and Average Online Capacity
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Status Type Utilization
Another way a Market Participant can modify its resource control parameters is by selecting the
status type listed in their resource plans. The status type indicates the manner in which the resource
is allowed to function. In 2010, there were five status types: available, unavailable, self-scheduled,
manual, and supplemental. In late February 2011, the use of “manual” status type was discontinued
and replaced with exigent conditions, intermittent, qualifying facility, quick start, shut down, start
up, and testing. Only the available status type allows the market to fully utilize a resource by
changing the resource output and allowing it to set the system price. The “manual” status types
indicate the resource is uncontrollable. Resources in these statuses cannot set price and are
dispatched at its last known output. Self-scheduled resources are dispatched according to their sum
of schedules against the resource. For a resource in self-scheduled status, a Market Participant has
essentially pre-determined an output level, regardless of overall market conditions or operations.
Unavailable status indicates the resource is offline and not available for use by either the market or
the Market Participant. Supplemental status indicates the resource is offline but available to come
online within ten minutes. Available status units are most useful to the market because these units
can respond to instructions and quickly resolve congestion and alleviate other operational
constraints.

Generation by Status Type
Figure II.32 shows generation from resources operating in various status types. The vast majority of
generation comes from market available resources; consequently, the market is able to resolve many
operational constraints and operate quite efficiently. The category of “Start-up, Shut-down, and
Test” was introduced in February 2011. Intermittent resources are becoming more important in the
EIS Market, and the status types were separated to ensure proper categorization of generation from
these resources. A point of interest is the steady decline in Self-Dispatched generation.
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Figure II.32 Generation by Status Type

G. Market Power Measurement and Mitigation
The system marginal price and corresponding LIPs are derived from the offer curves submitted by
Market Participants. Because these offer curves are the principal drivers of overall system prices, it
is necessary to carefully monitor participant offers to mitigate improper offer submissions. The
MMU’s principal concern is that a Market Participant may submit offers that are substantially higher
than what is appropriate, causing the market clearing price to increase above what is warranted. A
Market Participant raising its generators’ offer curves above their actual marginal cost is an example
of Economic Withholding.
The MMU is directly charged by FERC with monitoring and reporting instances of Economic and
Physical Withholding and the RTO is responsible for managing the offer cap systems to mitigate
potential Economic Withholding. The MMU monitors the impact of the mitigation system to detect
possible market behavior issues and also conducts monitoring through the development and
implementation of screens and market behavior analysis tools that search out potential market power
abuse.
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Offer Cap
The FERC offer cap limits the total amount of submitted offers. The current value of this cap is
$1,000; no participant may submit an offer exceeding this value. The FERC offer cap applies to all
resources at all times. This cap is often referred to as the “safety net cap”.
The SPP offer cap is a methodology in which offers are automatically capped given the following
conditions:
(a) congestion is present in the system,
(b) resources are in a position to wield potential market power and their Generator to Load
Distribution Factors are greater in magnitude than -5%, and
(c) affiliate resources of any capped resource are also capped.
The SPP offer cap comes into play only during times of congestion. Without congestion, competition
between Market Participants eliminates potential market power abuse. Neither the FERC nor SPP
offer caps are price caps. Prices are set through the use of the System Pricing and Dispatch model,
which may yield prices greater than any individual capped offer.
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Figure II.33 shows when the SPP offer cap was in effect and how often the cap actually affected
prices. The SPP offer cap impacts prices when 1) the offer is greater than the SPP offer cap, 2) the
LIP is greater than the SPP offer cap, 3) the LIP is less than the offer, and 4) there is a non-zero
imbalance volume (EIS energy was sold/bought at the LIP). Without all four conditions present, EIS
prices are not affected. Figure II.31 indicates the SPP offer cap affected prices only rarely. In 2011
there were merely three months where the percent of interval was about 0.001% of the time. This is
essentially only one resource in a month affected by the offer cap for one hour.
Figure II.33 Effect of SPP Offer Caps in 2009 – 2011
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Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) Market Participant Capacity
HHI is a common measure of competitiveness used to identify relative levels of market
concentration. The U.S. Department of Justice is a predominant user of the HHI as part of its
approval process for mergers or acquisitions. A market with a HHI at or under 1,000 is traditionally
considered to be competitive and/or un-concentrated. A HHI between 1,000 and 1,800 indicates
moderate concentration, and/or a workably competitive solution. A HHI over 1,800 is said to
indicate a highly concentrated market, and is unlikely to be competitive. In the case of electric
markets, a higher level of 2500 is accepted as an upper threshold level.
Figure II.34 shows the HHI for 2009-2011 calculated from total generation capacity shares. The HHI
has declined as more Market Participants have been added to the EIS Market footprint. HHI values
at this level indicate that no individual Market Participant can dominate the market and that the
overall market is very competitive. This does not preclude the possibility of localized market power
concerns, but does indicate that an individual participant is unlikely to successfully manipulate the
system by withholding capacity.
Figure II.34 HHI Market Participant Capacity
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HHI Uncommitted Capacity
Figure II.35 shows the Herfindahl-Hirschman index for 2009-11 for uncommitted capacity by
market participants. Uncommitted capacity is calculated as the installed capacity at the summer peak
minus the maximum load obligation. In the case of an independent power producer, the entire
capacity is considered uncommitted. As can be seen in the figure, the HHI values generally trend
downward across time as more participants are added. As with the HHI results for Market
Participant Capacity, the HHI for Uncommitted Capacity suggests that an individual market
participant is unlikely to successfully manipulate the system.
Figure II.35 HHI Uncommitted Capacity

The Market Participant Capacity and Uncommitted Capacity calculations of the HHI yield similar
results. At the start of the EIS Market both indexes show competitive market conditions. Between
2009 and 2011, the HHI values have declined markedly. This clearly shows that during times of no
congestion, that the market is competitive and that individual market participants are unlikely to be
successful by withholding capacity.

Wholesale Uncommitted Capacity
The wholesale market capacity metric is a measurement of the uncommitted capacity in the market
held by each market participant. FERC uses this measure as one of the screens for Market Based
Rates authorization. If a market participant has control of less than 20% of the total uncommitted
capacity, then they pass this market power test.
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The uncommitted capacity is the market capacity remaining after subtracting any capacity that is
committed to serving contracted load; for the purposes of this calculation contracted load is defined
as that derived under franchise load obligations. Firm sales to other parties are normally included in
this calculation but not included here because this information is not readily available to the MMU.
Figure II.36, Uncommitted Capacity Market Shares 2011, clearly highlights the limited impact
attributable to individual market participants. Moreover, as no individual market participant passes
the 20% threshold of uncommitted capacity, there is little likelihood of market power and therefore
the market in an unconstrained state is workably competitive.
Figure II.36 Uncommitted Capacity Market Shares 2011

Conclusion
The SPP market is very competitive during time when the system is not congested as the low HHI
values demonstrate. The extremely low impact of the offer cap system on SPP prices is another
indication that the market is not adversely impacted by market power. MMU nonpublic market
power screens such as uneconomic production, physical and economic withholding, strategic bid,
and other others support this assessment as well.
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H. Revenue Neutrality Uplift
SPP is required by its tariff to remain revenue neutral in its market operations processes. The total
money paid to Market Participants for a given hour must equal the amount collected from Market
Participants. Market operations may result in instances in which there is a difference between net
values either paid or collected by SPP. When this occurs, SPP must either uplift the deficiency to all
Market Participants or distribute the over-collection back to Market Participants by including an
adder in the hourly settlement.
There are five components to Revenue Neutrality Uplift (RNU)
(a) Energy Imbalance Service (EIS),
(b) self-provided losses (SP loss),
(c) over-scheduling charges (O/S),
(d) under-scheduling charges (U/S), and
(e) uninstructed deviation (UD) charges.
Positive numerical results represent an over-collection by SPP and a payment to Market Participants.
Negative numerical results represent an under-collection by SPP and require a payment to SPP from
Market Participants. EIS results may be either positive or negative; SPP may either under or over
collect depending on market results. Self-provided losses may also be positive or negative,
depending on the nature of the market solution. Over-scheduling charges, under-scheduling charges,
and uninstructed deviation charges are always levied against Market Participants, which means they
will always be negative in the corresponding chart.
EIS Payments
EIS payments are calculated as EIS volume in MWh multiplied by the appropriate price at the settlement
location (LIP). EIS volume is the difference between the metered MW value and the scheduled MW
value. The LIP used is the appropriate settlement location LIP. For a given operating hour, the EIS
component is the net of all sales and purchases. If SPP collects less revenue from Market Participants
than it paid out, the EIS component of RNU is positive. Positive RNU is an indicator that SPP has a
revenue shortfall and must collect additional revenue from Market Participants to remain revenue
neutral. If SPP collects more revenue than it paid, the EIS component of RNU is negative and SPP has a
surplus, which must be distributed back to Market Participants in order to remain revenue neutral.
Self-Provided Losses
Transmission losses are a reality of the electrical grid and must be accounted for when considering power
flows throughout the SPP region. Losses associated with transactions wholly within the SPP region are
already accounted for using the SPP EIS Market. Losses associated with transactions that source from a
non-SPP region and sink into SPP are also accounted for using the SPP EIS Market. Losses from
transactions that source or sink outside of SPP are accounted for using an alternate method to the SPP
EIS Market.
There are two ways Market Participants may handle losses for the aforementioned transactions. They
may settle these losses financially, or they may self provide the loss amount. Financial settlement of
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losses requires the Market Participant to pay for all loss costs associated with the transaction. If a Market
Participant chooses to self-provide for its losses, the Market Participant assigns a Designated Balancing
Authority, which is billed the loss amount times the LIP. The Transmission Owners are then
compensated for the loss costs as a result of the transaction based on their LIP prices and the
Transmission Owner Loss Matrix (posted on the Open Access Same-time Information System). If these
amounts are not equal, RNU is necessary for SPP to remain revenue neutral.
Over and Under Scheduling
Over scheduling happens when a Market Participant schedules more load than actually occurs in its area
in an attempt to profit from price differentials between its resource and load LIP values. Under
scheduling happens when a Market Participant schedules less load than actually occurs to profit from
price differentials between its load and resource LIP values. To mitigate under scheduling, SPP’s market
software looks for instances in which a Market Participant’s actual load exceeds its scheduled load by
4% or 2 MW, whichever is greater. Additionally, the Market Participant must have a LIP value at its load
settlement location that is less than the LIP value at its generators. If these conditions are met, the
software automatically calculates the total amount to be disgorged from the Market Participant. The over
scheduling logic works in much the same way. If the Market Participant’s actual load is greater than the
scheduled load by 4% or 2 MW, whichever is greater, and LIP at the generators is less than LIP at the
load, the Market Participant is subject to disgorgement of any undue revenue.
The Over and Under Scheduling charges outlined above were established to automatically mitigate
instances of either over or under scheduling. These charges are levied against the Market Participant’s
meeting the listed criteria and are distributed to all Market Participants according to the established RNU
procedures. Under and over scheduling penalties are shown in the following RNU table as negative
values because they are penalties levied against Market Participants and require payment from the same.
Uninstructed Deviation Charge
Uninstructed Deviation (UD) is the difference between a Market Participant resource’s dispatch
instruction and actual output for a given interval. Market Participants are expected to operate their
resources within an allowable tolerance range. Deviation from this range can cause adverse market
impacts, as the market must adjust to resources not being where they were instructed.
The tolerance range for a resource is set at 10% above and below the dispatch instruction, limited to a
lower limit of 5 MW, and an upper limit of 25 MW. Up and Down Regulation is then added to the
tolerance range to determine a total allowable deviation range for the resource.
Deviation outside the total allowable deviation range is charged against the Market Participant. If the
deviation is between zero and 25 MW, the charge is (MW deviation amount * LIP * 10%). If the
deviation is greater than 25 MW, the charge is the sum of the previous calculation for 25 MW plus
(deviation in excess of 25 MW * LIP * 25%). The absolute value of the interval deviation as calculated
previously is then averaged across the hour for each resource. This yields the hourly uninstructed
deviation total. Uninstructed deviation charges are levied against Market Participants and represent a
payment required from the participant to SPP in the RNU chart.
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RNU Results
Figure II.37 shows the total RNU for each month in 2011 by component. RNU derived from EIS
represents the majority of total RNU. In 2011, EIS represents approximately 79% of total RNU. Positive
RNU results in SPP applying an uplift procedure to collect additional money to remain revenue neutral.
Negative RNU results in SPP distributing excess money back to Market Participants.
Figure II.37 also includes the absolute value of the RNU. For Total RNU, positive uplift in a given hour
may offset negative uplift from a different hour resulting in the “netting out” of hourly impacts for the
monthly total. However, the Absolute RNU shows the total magnitude of all RNU charges that occurred
during the month. During 2010 and 2011 Absolute RNU was low and the dollar impact trend is clearly
decreasing over time. Low and the continuing decline in Absolute RNU indicate price signals are
appropriate and efficient.

Figure II.37 Components of RNU by Month for 2010 and 2011
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All-in Price
Figure II.38 shows the all-in price by month for 2011. The all-in price is the load-weighted SPP average
price adjusted for net RNU. The net RNU adjustment is the total RNU divided by total EIS MWh. The
largest negative RNU adjustment was $-.62/MWh in July 2011, an approximately 2% adjustment to the
system average price. The magnitude of RNU adjustment does not cause the MMU to be concerned.

Figure II.38 All-In Price by Month for 2011
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III. Energy Delivery
A. Transmission Service
The SPP Regional Transmission Organization is obligated by FERC to manage and regulate the flow
of energy across the transmission system within its territory. SPP member companies have agreed to
allow SPP to administer their component transmission systems and place these transmission facilities
under provisions of the SPP Open Access Transmission Tariff. The Tariff contains regulations that
describe how Market Participants are paid for use of the transmission system, as well as rules
pertaining to use of the transmission system itself.
Participants that wish to use the transmission system must follow specific provisions outlined in
SPP’s Tariff, Market Protocols, and Business Practices. Market Participants work with SPP to ensure
the maximum amount of transmission service requests are approved, while maintaining system
reliability and security. Changes in demand patterns via transmission system flows can indicate
larger economic shifts or the need for transmission system modifications. The following metrics
detect these types of changes.
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Transmission Owner Revenue
Members that own transmission elements in the SPP system are entitled to revenues from use of
those elements as facilitated by SPP. Figure III.1 shows total 2010 and 2011 revenue generated from
use of the transmission system. Total 2010 revenue was approximately $630 million. In 2011, the
total increased to approximately $865 million. Changes in transmission revenue is due to an increase
in the use of the existing investment, newly constructed transmission assets, and the addition of
existing assets now covered by SPP Tariff.
Figure III.1 Transmission Owner Revenue for 2011
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Transmission Service Requests by Year
Transmission service requests provide a measure of the use of the transmission system. A
participant’s request for service indicates its desire to use specific transmission system paths. The
rate of confirmation of initial requests may represent the demand for access to the grid, and may also
provide insight into the grid’s ability to simultaneously accommodate demand for transmission
paths.
Figure III.2 depicts just over 115,000 transmission service requests in 2011, a slight increase from
2010. Since 2009, the number of requests has remained relatively stable. This number represents
requests that were approved, modified or rejected.
Figure III.2 Annual SPP Transmission Service Requests
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Transmission Service Requests by Status
An alternative view of transmission service requests incorporates monthly values to better reflect
intra-year changes that have occurred. Figure III.3 shows total transmission requests by status type
for January 2009 through December 2011. The total number of transmission service requests
(including all categories) remained stable between 2010 and 2011.
Figure III.3 Monthly SPP Transmission Service Requests by Status from 2009 – 2011
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Approved and Refused Transmission Service Requests
Modifying the above chart by removing the “Other” status generates Figure III.4, Monthly Approved
and Refused Transmission Service Requests 2009–2011. The percentage of approved transmission
service requests declined steadily during 2010 then began a slower, upward trend in 2011.
Figure III.4 Monthly Approved and Refused Transmission Service Requests from 2009 – 2011

B. Transmission Congestion
An important consideration in analyzing overall market health is to study the use or overuse of the
transmission system. In an ideal world, the transmission system would be robust enough to allow the
transfer of any amount of energy to any point on the system, eliminating the possibility of
congestion. However, building such a robust grid would be extremely expensive and costs would
more than offset net gains for the interconnected system. The approach to building a transmission
system balances energy transfer needs and overall affordability. The existing transmission system is
reasonably efficient at facilitating energy transfers across the system, but it does have some highly
congested areas.
Flowgates are used to monitor the transmission system to ensure proper operation and maintain
maximum efficiency. A flowgate is a transmission element or combination of elements representing
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a piece of the transmission system over which energy flows must be monitored and controlled. SPP
manages total system flows over these flowgates to control and manage congestion.
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Flowgate Congestion by Time (percentages)
Figure III.5 shows the percentage of on-peak, off-peak, and total intervals in which there was at least
one congested flowgate. In 2011, at least one flowgate was congested an average of 68% of the time.
This is a slight decrease from 2010 in which an average of 69% of all intervals had at least one
congested flowgate. More congestion during off-peak hours - 10 p.m. through 7 a.m. – is usually
caused by less overall, system dispatch flexibility during these time periods.
Figure III.5 Percent of Five-minute Intervals with at Least One Flowgate Congested
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Flowgate Congestion by Time (graphical)
Figure III.6 is a graphic representation of flowgate congestion as highlighted in Figure III.5. Overall
congestion remains fairly steady across years, while the on-peak and off-peak congestion level is
converging. Transmission congestion is not necessarily bad, in that it is an indication the
transmission system is fully utilized for a specific corridor. High levels of congestion with
significant price impacts signal areas where additional transmission development is needed to
eliminate bottlenecks and facilitate efficient transfer of low cost energy
Figure III.6 Percent congestion by Time Status
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C. Incidence of Flowgate Congestion
Another way to analyze transmission congestion is to study the total incidence of intervals in which
a flowgate was either breached or binding. A breached flowgate is one in which flow over the
element has exceeded its allowable limit. A binding flowgate is one in which flow over the element
has reached but not exceeded its allowable limit.

Breached Flowgates
Figure III.7, shows the total percent of intervals by month in which a flowgate was breached.
Overall, the incidence of flowgate breaches is declining. This trend can clearly be seen in the annual
data. This is a positive development and suggests that appropriate congestion management
techniques are helping decrease severe transmission congestion.
Figure III.7 Intervals with Breached Flowgates
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Binding Flowgates
Figure III.8 shows the total percent of intervals by month in which a flowgate was binding. The
MMU is less concerned about binding flowgates compared to breached, because binding flowgates
may indicate that the transmission system is being fully utilized. A binding flowgate indicates the
transmission path is fully utilized given its current condition and configuration.
When comparing breached flowgates (see Figure III.7) to binding flowgates (Figure III.8), we see
that the incidence of breached flowgates has decreased in the last two years while the incidence of
binding flowgates has increased. This suggests that SPP Operations is successfully managing the
delicate balance of utilizing the grid to its fullest while minimizing severe congestion.
Figure III.8 Intervals with Binding Flowgates
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Constrained Flowgates by Shadowprice
Another way to look at the congestion effects from constrained flowgates is to quantify the dollar
impact associated with relieving the congestion. A flowgate shadowprice represents the dollar value
of flowgate relief. In other words, it represents the cost associated with relieving the congestion on
the flowgate by one MW. Figure III.9 shows summed shadowprices over time for the listed
flowgates categorized by binding or breached conditions. For example, for every 2011 interval in
which there was a binding flowgate, its associated shadowprice is summed and the total displayed.
The total shadowprice for the top two flowgates, RANPALAMASWI and OSGCANBUSDEA, is
quite high. High shadowprices indicate where additional investment is needed to relieve congestion.
The total shadowprice for the remaining eight flowgates is significantly lower.
Figure III.9 Top 10 Constrained Flowgates by Shadowprice
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Constrained Flowgates by Time
In the SPP region there are flowgates that are congested/constrained a significant amount of the time.
Figure III.10 lists the top 10 constrained flowgates in the SPP region. Two flowgates were
constrained more than 18% of all intervals in 2011. While some congestion is necessary and
provides important insight into transmission system limitations, congestion of this magnitude may
reflect a deeper issue in the affected region.
Figure III.10 Top 10 Time Constrained Flowgates

D. Transmission Outages
Transmission elements experience outages during which they are not in service and not available for
use. Outages may be the result of maintenance or some other scheduled unavailability, or may be
caused by unforeseen circumstances such as storm damage, accidents, fires, equipment malfunction,
etc.

Transmission Outage Days
Figure III.11 shows total transmission outage days for 2009-2011. A transmission outage day is the
total number of days in which a transmission element is out of service. For instance, if two
transmission elements are out of service for one week, the number of transmission outage days
would be {(2 elements * 7 days outage) = 14 transmission outage days}.
Between 2010 and 2011, the number of transmission outage days decreased slightly. Although the
number of outage days decreased, the magnitude of the decrease is small; 2010 experienced 23,913
days of outages while 2011 experienced 23,403 days.
Between 2009 and 2010, the number of transmission outage days increased substantially. There are
several reasons for this, including the addition of new market participants and new transmission
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elements to the SPP system. Reporting of transmission outages has increased, as there is an
increased demand for more accurate outage information. Also, construction of new transmission
requires reworking existing elements, which necessitates outages.
SPP installed a new transmission outage tracking system in the fall of 2011. The new system
provides increased tracking capability that will result in more accurate and reliable outage data.
Figure III.11 Total Transmission Outage Days for 2009 – 2011
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Transmission Outage Days by Month
Figure III.12 shows days of transmission outage by month for 2009 - 2011. Transmission and
generator outages follow seasonal patterns. It makes sense to schedule transmission outages when
there is less demand on the transmission system. Transmission outage days during 2011 follow the
same seasonal pattern as previous years.
Figure III.12 Days of Transmission Outage by Month for 2009 – 2011
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Transmission Outage Days by Balancing Authority
Figure III.13 shows total days of transmission outages by Balancing Authority (BA) for 2011. The
largest BAs consistently experienced the most outage days. This is expected, because the largest
BAs have more transmission facilities and have more cause for outages. The top five BAs,
experienced almost half of the total days of outages (9646 of 20278 days).
Figure III.13 Days of Transmission Outages by Balancing Authority
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Relative Repair Time for Transmission Outages
Figure III.14 shows the ratio of transmission outage days compared to the number of transmission
facilities by participant. This chart establishes the number of outage days per element by participant.
The chart depicts considerable diversity because there is variability across the system and between
participants. Outages in Market Participant areas may require different levels of remediation and
may have vastly different methods of correction.
Figure III.14 Ratio of Days of Transmission Outage Days to Number of Transmission Facilities
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E. Generator Outages
Generator outages typically fall into two categories, forced and maintenance. Forced outages occur
when a generator is unable to function at full capacity due to an unforeseen circumstance, or it has
otherwise been rendered inoperative. Maintenance outages occur when the owner schedules and SPP
approves a generator or associated facility to be out for maintenance. MMU gives special attention to
Generator outages because they may represent a classic case of physical withholding.
Figure III.15 shows total forced and maintenance generation outages from 2007-2011. Also included
is the percent of total generation experiencing an outage - the sum of maintenance and forced
outages divided by the total daily capacity. Outages typically follow a seasonal pattern, with
increased maintenance outages in spring and fall and increased forced outages during summer and
winter. Forced outages increase along with the increased utilization of units during high demand
summer and winter peak periods as would be expected.
The annual outage rate has seen a steady increase since 2007, though the accuracy of the historical
data is in question. The new Outage Scheduler System discussed in the transmission outage section
is also used for tracking plant outages. This new system and accompanying process improvements is
expected to address the Market Monitor’s concern about data quality for plant outages.
Figure III.15 Generation Outages (MW) by Status
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F. Generation Interconnection
In order for generation to be added to the SPP footprint, it is necessary to perform engineering
studies to determine the feasibility of the proposed generation connecting to the system and to
identify any transmission development that is necessary to facilitate the proposed generation. Types
of engineering studies include: Feasibility, Preliminary Interconnection System Impact Study
(PISIS), Definitive Interconnection System Impact Study (DSIS), and Facility (descriptions provided
below). Generation under these study types is displayed in Figure III.16. Generation studies that
have already been completed are also included in the figure. These include interconnection
agreements that are in the process or being created, those where work is progressing, and those
where work has been suspended.
Figure III.16 Generation Interconnection Requests by Category (MW)

A very brief description of the study types and interconnection categories is provided below.
•Feasibility Study Stage – Initial assessment of the practicality and cost involved in adding
generation to the SPP transmission system.
•PISIS – More detailed analysis of the proposed interconnection with cost allocations for
necessary transmission upgrades (if any)
•DISIS - More detailed analysis of the proposed interconnection with cost allocations for
necessary transmission upgrades (if any), and system response modeling with updated
interconnection parameters
•Facility Study Stage – Final analysis of proposed interconnection including detailed cost
planning data, complete analysis of system integration impacts highlighting needed upgrades.
•Interconnection Agreement (IA) Pending – The Customer, SPP and the Transmission Operator
are in the process of negotiating aspects of the Generation Interconnection Agreement
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•Interconnection Agreement Fully Executed/On Schedule – A generation interconnection
agreement has been executed and the construction of the facility as outlined in the agreement
is underway
•Interconnection Agreement Fully Executed/On Suspension - A generation interconnection
agreement has been executed and the construction of the facility as outlined in the agreement
has been suspended
A reformulation of the generation interconnection requests in queue, summing by fuel type yields
Figure III.17. As can be seen in the figure, Wind accounts for the vast majority of proposed
generation interconnection, well over 27,000 MW. In 2010, wind also accounted for the majority of
proposed interconnections at 19,000 MW. Continued development of wind generation in the SPP
region is very likely to continue and the proper integration of wind generation is fundamental to
maintaining the reliability of the SPP system. Additions by other fuel types, while less than additions
by wind, are still substantial and require careful planning to ensure proper integration into the
regional grid.
Figure III.17 Generation Interconnection Requests by Fuel Type (MW)
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G. Transmission Investment
SPP as a Regional Transmission Organization has a responsibility to develop transmission expansion
plans that will ensure both the long and short-term reliability of the system, as well as ensure that the
system is cost effective and adequately robust. SPP has developed several Transmission Expansion
Plans in past years, 2011 was no exception. The 2012 SPP Transmission Expansion Plan highlights
many key areas of transmission development and provides an outline of forecast capital outlays
necessary to ensure that the transmission system remains adequate for both current and future needs.
The 2012 SPP Transmission Expansion Plan (STEP), published in January of 2012, summarized
2011 activities that impact future development of the SPP transmission grid. Seven distinct areas of
transmission planning are discussed in the report, each of which are critical to meeting mandates of
either the 2011 SPP Strategic Plan or the nine planning principles in FERC Order 890. These areas
are Integrated Transmission Planning (ITP), Tariff Studies, Sub-regional and Local Area Planning,
Transmission Congestion and Top Flowgates, Interregional Coordination, Project Tracking and
Public Policy Impacts.
Transmission upgrade projects throughout the SPP region totaled more than $7.1 billion dollars of
proposed development. Costs were allocated by project type: $4,090 million for ITP projects, $69
million for Generation Interconnection projects, $433 million for Transmission Service projects,
$210 million for Sponsored projects, $870 million for Balanced Portfolio projects, and $1,444
million for high priority projects.
The MMU is pleased to see that the STEP continued its review of the year’s principal congested
flowgates and that consideration has been given to appropriate amelioration efforts for these
congested areas. Additionally, the recognition that the current congestion experienced by market
participants should be studied and where possible resolved is a major undertaking that should yield
positive results for all parties. For more details see the 2012 SPP Transmission Expansion Plan
Report.
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IV. Market Developments
The following issues relate to the SPP market but are not directly represented by other metrics. This
section highlights macro trends and significant market changes that have or may affect the SPP
region.

A. Shale Gas Development
The development of shale gas in the United States continued to accelerate during 2011. The steep
decline in the price of natural gas though is resulting in fewer active rigs drilling for natural gas. Gas
prices were below $2.25 per MMBtu in March of 2012 with expectation of further decline. This vast
new supply of proven reserves will have far reaching implications for the electric utility industry in
general and the SPP wholesale electric markets in particular.
In the near term shale gas supplies have and will continue to result in lower electric price because
natural gas is the marginal fuel more than 50% of the time. Even with gas prices in the low $2 range,
the level of fuel switching in the EIS Market appears to be very small. Because of the low cost of
Powder River coal in the SPP region, gas prices would most likely need to drop below $1.50 before
significant fuel switching occurs. If declining gas prices reach a point where gas is replacing coal,
the SPP system could experience unusual congestion patterns.
The inherent low capital cost of building generation units and the relatively short construction period
coupled with low fuel prices could have substantial impacts for the SPP system. Some potential
implications of sustained low prices for natural gas are listed here.
1. Reducing the potential market price impact of CSAPR and MATS regulations
2. Reducing the financial impact of wind generation variability
3. Increasing the potential for new gas generation as a competing alternative to new
transmission investment for resolving congestion
4. Increasing long term risk if substantial gas capacity is added to the system - coal prices have
historically been more stable than gas prices
Natural gas is a premium fuel in that it is clean, transportable, and storable. The implications here are
that low prices and supply security in the form of substantial proven reserves will result in increased
demand. This will be in the form of fuel switching and new uses, which will ultimately drive prices
up but it may be a long time before gas price approach typical historical levels.

B. SPP Seams Issue
The MMU reported on an SPP MISO seams issue of concern in the 2010 ASOM. Different rules and
practices in adjacent markets are resulting in inequitable allocation of firm transmission service
curtailments for flowgates in the Kansas City area that resulted from cross system loop flows.
Congestion in the Kansas City area was significantly less in 2011 than in 2010 reducing the urgency
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of the issue because the curtailments were significantly reduce. However, this does not mean the
problem has been resolved.
The affected parties have been working for a period of over two years through direct discussions and
mediations with little in the form of tangible results. Resolution of this problem should be a high
priority of all parties. If congestion returns to prior levels and the core issues are not resolved,
alternative means to address the problem need to be enacted. Failure of the RTOs to address the
issues in a reasonable period of time should result in an escalation of the problem to an organization
with the authority to bring closure to this intractable problem.

C. Missouri River Flooding During Summer
In June 2011 the water level of Missouri River began to rise in South Dakota, Nebraska, Iowa and
Kansas. Rising water levels were predicted to impact lines, substations, load and generation. In
particular, the flooding threatened several 345 kV transmission lines and power plants in the SPP
footprint. Because of this, SPP and other impacted entities enacted emergency procedures in June
and July. These emergency procedures included actions like sandbagging and installing barriers
throughout June and July to protect transmission line structures and power plants.
Emergency procedures also included creating and carrying out coordinated action plans between
SPP Operations, SPP Balancing Authorities, Transmission Owners, and MISO. These action plans
were reviewed on a on a daily and weekly basis to determine how to best mitigate the potential
impacts of the flooding. SPP Operations lead these coordination activities, and they continued
throughout June and July.
The most significant impact of the flooding was reduced coal deliveries. Several rail lines were
flooded; as a consequence, coal deliveries to some Market Participants were stalled or stopped
altogether. After several weeks of flooding, some coal plants in the region were shut down due to
exhaustion of stored fuel supply. However, due to the relatively high resource margin in SPP,
capacity did not fall below required reserve margins.
Overall, the EIS Market performed effectively and efficiently during this time period. This can be
attributed in part to the fact that a high number of resources were available for dispatch. Because the
market had a large number of resources available for dispatch, the market remained flexible and was
able to efficiently dispatch around the affected areas. The flexibility of the market meant that
flooding did not significantly impact congestion. Prices did increase slightly during this time as we
expected during summer season with high temperatures.
SPP Operations also helped ensure effective and efficient market operations. SPP Operations
accomplished this through detailed studies, mitigation plans, and constant communications with
impacted entities.
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D. SPP Operational Changes that Reduced Price Volatility
Several significant operational changes took place in late 2010 and 2011. These changes included
implementation of Congestion Management Event (CME) Procedures and block Violation
Relaxation Limits (VRLs). Each of these is described briefly below.

Transmission Loading Relief/Congestion Management Event Procedure Overview
To manage congestion SPP uses several relief mechanisms, principally the Transmission Loading
Relief (TLR) and Congestion Management Event (CME) processes. Prior to the introduction of the
CME process, SPP tariff required the TLR process be utilized even when no Interchange
Distribution Calculator (IDC) curtailable schedules existed. The TLR process is best suited for
instances when there are IDC curtailable schedules, so the requirement that the TLR process be used
in the absence of IDC curtailable schedules was not particularly helpful. Because the vast majority of
TLR events had no associated IDC curtailable schedules, it became necessary to develop a
secondary mechanism to more efficiently manage flowgate congestion.
The secondary mechanism for better managing congestion is the Congestion Management Event
procedure, which was implemented in August 2010. The CME procedure is utilized by the market
operators to activate flowgates in the Market Operation System (MOS) when the flowgate
approaches its limit where as TLR process is only activate when the flowgate is at or above its limit.
CME causes the MOS to re-dispatch around the activated flowgate without any lag improving the
efficiency of market congestion management. Because the TLR system only takes affect when or
after a flowgate reaches its limit the actual re-dispatch lag a couple of intervals. This lag will often
times resulted in a flowgate breach which is now avoided by using the CME procedure. Flowgate
breaches are the primary reason for significant price volatility within the EIS Market.
It is no longer necessary to use the TLR process when there are no associated IDC curtailable
schedules; this is principally the case when a flowgate is affected by only market resources and
schedules. However, if there are IDC curtailable schedules, the TLR process must still be utilized.
The CME procedure has some additional benefits. It eliminates overlapping work by allowing SPP
Reliability Coordinators to use the TLR process only when it is needed. The CME procedure reduces
the total incidence of TLR reporting, providing a better basis of comparison with neighboring
entities. The CME procedure, which has a faster response time than the TLR process, should result
in faster mitigation of congestion management.

Block Violation Relaxation Limit Overview
In March 2011, SPP implemented the block VRL process which sets the relaxation of operating
limits on the transmission system. SPP’s EIS Market uses a Security-Constrained Economic
Dispatch (SCED) engine which is programmed to produce economically optimal solutions subject to
a series of security-based constraints. As relevant here, one such modeled constraint is a loading
limit (MW) for each activated flowgate or other monitored transmission branch. Each flowgate or
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other monitored transmission branch in the system has a particular loading limit (MW). When the
limit is reached, SCED looks for other dispatch solutions rather than breaching the limit. In some
situations, because of operational constraints or extreme situations, the SCED engine cannot solve
within the limitations. In order to produce feasible results, some limitations must be relaxed to allow
temporary violation. The value of these limits, or VRLs, allow the model to reach a lower-cost
dispatch solution in lieu of continuing to redispatch generation resources at unreasonable costs.
Violations are given a pre-determined dollar value, and values assigned to VRLs vary depending on
the particular violation category.
The four categories of VRLs are:
• Operational Constraints (OCs); subcategories being:
o Flowgate constraints
o RTCA constraints
o Watch list constraints
o Manual constraints
o PNode constraints
• Resource ramp rate limits
• Market balance (generation to load)
• Resource capacity maximum/minimum output limits
SPP revised its operational constraint VRL from $1,500/MW to five separate “block” dollar values.
The values vary based on the percentage of the operating constraint (OC) limit violation that ranges
from $500/MW when the loading on an OC is between 100% and 101% to $1,500/MW when the
loading on an OC is greater than 104%. Prior to the “block” function VRL, all breaches were limited
to $1,500. Now a significant portion of flowgate breaches are limited to something less than $1,500
resulting in lower price impacts more appropriately reflecting the severity of the flowgate breach.

Reduction in Price Volatility
The MMU attributes the significant reduction in price volatility in large part to the introduction of
CME and block VRL initiated by SPP Operations. Overall EIS Market reduced price volatility
during 2011 is evident from several different metrics throughout this report. For example, Figure II.3
Regional Electricity Price Comparison for 2008-2011 shows annual volatility numbers for SPP.
Volatility in SPP decreased 8% between 2010 and 2011. Another metric in this report that suggests
price volatility has decreased is Figure II.11 Annual Price Volatility by Market Participant for 20082011.

E. Environmental Regulations – Cross State Air Pollution Rule
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) finalized the Cross State Air Pollution Rule
(CSAPR) in July 2011. The rule is intended to reduce air pollution and improve clean air standards.
The rule requires states to significantly improve air quality by reducing power plant emissions that
contribute to ozone and/or fine particle pollution in other states. The rule will affect 28 states. The
rule is expected to affect a number of power plants in SPP footprint. The EPA set the original
compliance deadline for January 1, 2012. However, the United States Court of Appeals for the D.C.
Circuit issued a ruling to stay the CSAPR pending judicial review. At the time of writing this report,
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the CSAPR rule is on hold pending review. It is important to note that until the rule is implemented,
the final form the rule will not be known.
The CSAPR rule in its current form will pose challenges to SPP Market Participants (MPs). If the
rule is implemented, MPs will have to meet emissions requirements while still maintaining supply
adequacy as defined in the SPP Open Access Transmission Tariff and maximizing the value of their
resources. The current rule sets a cap and trade system on a state basis. There are three programs in
CSAPR: annual SOx, annual NOx and peak season NOx (May to September) programs.
In order to comply with the rule, MPs can potentially take a number of actions. The following
actions are a sample of the ways in which MPs might react to the CSAPR rule when it is
implemented. First, MPs can retire or mothball older units. Figure II.23 SPP Capacity by Age of
Resource shows that the SPP footprint contains a high percentage of coal units that have been in
operation for 30 or more years. Some of these units might be considered for retirement. Second, MPs
can retrofit units with new equipment and technology that help reduce emissions. Third, MPs could
fuel switch to use low sulfur coal or ultra-low sulfur coal. Fourth, MPs could limit dispatch to
mitigate emissions through lower economic maximums or by using self dispatch status.
Some of the alternatives described above may be unavoidable. Decisions to retire very old
uneconomic units and retrofit others with new technologies are long term alternative for MPs. The
preferred short term approach would be for MPs to use the market by monetizing compliance cost
and including those costs in individual Resource offer curves. By maximizing resource availability
and using appropriate offers, resources will be dispatched when they are most profitable while
minimizing compliance cost. Units will also be available when needed for congestion management
there by improve market efficiency and helping to enhance overall system reliability. Offers will
likely increase to reflect the opportunity cost of running units reflecting the value of allowances.
Although overall prices may increase with these offer adjustments, this is still the most efficient
short term management practice for Market Participants to address the rule.

F. Integrated Marketplace Design
With the BOD approval of the Integrated Marketplace implementation in April 2011, SPP began the
software design and build. Milestones reached by SPP Staff and vendors include:
• Significant progress made on software requirements documents
• Significant progress made on vendor design documents
• TCR Mock Auction 1 completed
• Tariff revisions for the Integrated Marketplace filed with FERC
The MMU has continued its involvement by attending the Market Working Group meetings and
participating in the software design discussions. Noteworthy activity in 2011 includes:
• A protocol revision request to include a Market Impact Test in the market design. The
Market Impact Test will reduce the potential for over-mitigation by distinguishing between
an exercise of market power and a legitimate supply shortage condition.
• Potomac Economics performed a Market Power Study for the Operating Reserve products in
the Integrated Marketplace. The study concluded that there was not significant market power
on a regional basis but all Reserve Zones did have market power issues. The study
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•

recommended that SPP change the energy mitigation framework and also include operating
reserve mitigation.
Two protocol revision requests (ultimately combined into a single request) to address the
market power concerns identified in the Market Power Study.
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2011 Conclusions and Recommendations
SPP Market Performance
The SPP wholesale electric market performance was strong and competitive. All general
performance metrics indicate the market is effective and continuing to get even better. Generation
from resources using Self-Dispatch status hovers around 1%, down from about 15% when the
market started. This is a strong signal by Market Participants that they trust the EIS Market by
allowing the market to dispatch their resources. A slow but steady increase in offered ramp rate is
another positive market indicator. Improving ramp rate offers has resulted in fewer ramp
deficiencies. A continuing decline in revenue neutrality uplift indicates that price signals are
appropriate and efficient.
One area of concern in 2010 was the continuing decline in dispatchable range offered by Market
Participants. This trend was reversed in 2011 and the overall level of offers is approaching the
highest level experienced since the start of the market. The improvement in this market parameter
appears to be linked to a significant decline in system price volatility. Some Market Participants
previously attempted to manage the impact of price volatility on individual plants by reducing
dispatchable range.
Reduced price volatility can be attributed to several factors. First, the block VRL step function
implemented in late 2010 making congestion costs on individual flowgate proportionate with the
breach level. Now, small breaches have a relatively small flowgate shadow price and large breaches
have a large shadow price. Second, the implementation of the CME process reduced the lag time for
implementing market congestion management there by reducing the number of flowgate breaches.
Third, increased resource offer flexibility increases system ability to address congestion and changes
in load there by reducing ramp rate breaches and flowgate breaches.

Localized Congestion Concerns
Trends in localized congestion for 2011 were multifaceted. First, the Texas Panhandle area was the
most congested part of SPP systems as has been the case for the last 5 years. This has been and
continues to be the single most import issue affecting the SPP wholesale electric market. High and
persistent congestion adversely impact market efficiency, distorts price signals and creates barriers
for competition. The planned rebuilding of the Randall County to Palo Duro 115 with an expected
completion date sometime in early 2012 will help address this concern. Only when there are major
new transmission lines such as the 345 kV Tuco Int. to Woodward line (expected completion date of
2014) will this area see substantial congestion relief.
Second, the non-Texas Panhandle portion of the SPP footprint experienced extensive but low priceimpact congestion. The Kansas City area congestion price was significantly lower than that
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experienced in 2010. The overall low price impact of congestion across SPP in 2011 is reflected in
the lower price differentials between SPP load serving entities.
Third, the continued decline in the number and the price impact of breached flowgate intervals in
2011 has significantly reduced price volatility for all Market Participants. This low price volatility
appears to be one of the primary drivers in the increased flexibility seen in the typical resource offer
for dispatch range. This also appears to be a small but important driver in the improved level of ramp
rate offers. Market system and process improvements like Congestion Management Events (CMEs)
and Violation Relaxation Limit (VRL) block function were the initial drivers in reducing price
volatility. This has becomes a self-reinforcing mechanism with Market Participants reacting to lower
volatility by providing more flexible resource offers in the form of greater dispatchable range and
higher ramp rates. Increased resource flexibility reduces price volatility by creating a fleet of
resources that are more effective at resolving congestion.

Competitive Market
The SPP EIS market is considered to be competitive in the absence of congestion. Traditional market
power assessments such as the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index, a commonly accepted measure of
market concentration, show the SPP market to be un-concentrated. This is true when evaluating all
capacity as well as the uncommitted capacity on the system. This assessment only reflects conditions
when there is no congestion in the market footprint. Congestion will create conditions where there
will be very high levels of concentration and limited competition.
Because congestion creates conditions where individual market participants have market power, SPP
is required to have mitigation measures in the form of offer caps to deter and minimize potential
abuses of market power. A review of prices and offers shows that offer caps have very little impact
on prices in the SPP market. This is one indication that offers are generally competitive.
Overall congestion increased during 2011, but the price impact of congestion was down because the
number and duration of flowgate breaches were down. Increased congestion with lower price
impacts is an indication that utilization of the transmission system has increased with few negative
impacts. This trend, though, is not sustainable.

Concerns and Recommendations
Wind Generation – In 2011 wind generation during some months was almost 10% of total system
generation. Constrained areas in the western part of the system sometimes experienced wind
generation upwards of 40% of areas requirement. This level of wind generation is beginning to have
a significant impact on congestions. During shoulder months when total demand is low, dramatic
increases in wind generation can be a major component of congestion in one direction and when the
wind generation decreases dramatically the same corridor will experience significant congestion in
the opposite direction. There are few locations were this anomaly occurs and it is mostly limited to
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low demand periods. This, though, does not bode well for a system that is experiencing yearly wind
interconnection request in excess of 25,000 MW and actual connected capacity increases of 20% or
more a year.
Effective congestion management for areas with significant wind generation will be very difficult if
most or all of that capacity does not have effective controls (i.e., the ability to be dispatched down).
This is important if wind is going to be a larger part of the SPP portfolio of generation.
Congestion - Ever increasing system utilization as indicated by higher and higher levels of binding
flowgate periods will eventually reach a point where line loading exceeds capacity and congestion
cost will increase significantly. The long-run solution is increased transmission infrastructure
investments. The transmission system investments approved by SPP are an appropriate step in
addressing this concern. The open question is will the investments be completed in time to prevent
substantial increases in system congestion costs.
Outage Data - The MMU requested in the last two State of the Market reports that SPP collect more
accurate and complete outage data for both power plants and transmission assets. The
implementation of a new outage scheduler system in the fall of 2011 was a critical step in addressing
this request. SPP Operations has also implemented new process and procedures to improve the
quality of the data collected from Market Participants. The MMU recognizes this accomplishment
and recommends the RTO verify that the data is complete and accurate on periodic bases.
Cross State Air Pollution Rule (CSAPR) Compliance – Market Participant decisions to address
CSAPR rules by reducing participation in the EIS market through the use of self-dispatch status or
reduced resource maximums is likely to reduce market efficiency and increase overall cost of
compliance. The MMU strongly encourages Market Participants to monetize compliance costs and
adjust offer curves appropriately. Maximizing the availability of units for market re-dispatch is in the
best interest of individual Market Participants and for the market as a whole.
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Definitions of Select Terms
Alternating Current - the movement of electric charge that periodically reverses direction
Balancing Authority- The responsible entity that integrates resource plans, maintains loadinterchange-generation balance, and supports Interconnection frequency
British thermal unit - amount of heat required to raise the temperature of 1 pound of water by 1
degree Fahrenheit
Congestion Management Event - process by which the market recognizes flowgate limits and
dispatches resources accordingly, used chiefly when no curtailable transactions in the IDC are
present
Direct Current - the movement of unidirectional electric charge
Energy Imbalance Service - the real time balancing between scheduled generation and load
Energy Imbalance Service Market - the overall market structure surrounding the provision of EIS
Flowgate - A designated point on the transmission system which serves as a monitoring point for
energy flows, and through which the interchange distribution calculator calculates the power flow
interchange transactions
Generator to Load Distribution Factor - a numerical representation of the relative impact a
generator has on a flowgate. If a GLDF is .1, for any 100MW change in output there is a
corresponding effect on the flowgate of 10MW
Giga-Watt hour - 1 thousand MWH or A measure of electrical energy equal to an accumulation of
1,000,000,000 watts in a one hour period
Independent System Operator - Responsible for coordinating, monitoring and controlling the
operation of the electric system within its territory
Kilovolt – 1,000 volts
Locational Imbalance Price - The point specific price that results from the market operations
system
MM (mm) - Equivalent Roman numeral representation of one thousand thousand, or 1,000,000
Market Operating System - The SPP system that creates Locational Imbalance Price (LIP) and
deployment instructions for participating resources
Market Participant - As defined in the SPP Tariff
Mega-watt - an instantaneous measure of electrical energy equal to 1,000,000 Watts
Mega-watt hour - A measure of electrical energy equal to an accumulation of 1,000,000 watts in a
one hour period
Open Access Transmission Tariff - SPP’s transmission tariff as posted on SPP’s website
Revenue Neutrality Uplift - Process used to ensure that SPP remains revenue neutral in every
market interval by either adding a surcharge or distributing money back to participants
Regional Transmission Organization - Organization responsible for moving electricity over large
areas, commonly at higher voltages and over larger areas than covered by an ISO
Transmission Loading Relief - A process used to reduce loading on lines which are at risk for an
overload
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Common Acronyms
Acronym
AC
AECC
AECI
AEPW
AFC
BA
BTU
CLEC
CME
CT
DC
DISIS
DOE
EHV
EIA
EIS
EMDE
ENTR
ERCOT
FERC
GLDF
GRDA
GWH
HHI
IA
INDN
IOU
IPP
ISO
KACY
KCPL
GMOC
kV
LAFA
LEPA
LES
LIP
LNG

Term
Alternating current
Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation
Associated Electric Cooperative Inc.
American Electric Power
Annual Fixed Cost
Balancing Authority
British thermal unit
Cleco Power LLC
Congestion management event
Combustion Turbine
Direct Current
Definitive Interconnection System Impact Study
Department of Energy
Extra High Voltage
Energy Information Administration
Energy Imbalance Service
Empire District Electric Co.
Entergy, Incorporated
Electric Reliability Council of Texas
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
Generator to Load Distribution Factor
Grand River Dam Authority
Giga-Watt hour
Herfindahl-Hirschman Index
Interconnection Agreement
City Power & Light, Independence, Missouri
Investor-Owned Utility
Independent Power Producer
Independent System Operator
Board of Public Utilities, Kansas City, Kansas
Kansas City Power & Light
Greater Missouri Operations Company
Kilovolt (1,000 volts)
City of Lafayette, Louisiana
Louisiana Energy & Power Authority
Lincoln Electric System
Locational Imbalance Price
Liquefied Natural Gas
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Continued from previous
(Acronym
Term)
MIDW
Midwest Energy, Inc.
MISO
Midwest Independent Transmission System Operator
MKEC
Mid-Kansas Electric Company
MM
Thousand thousand
MMBtu
Thousand Thousand British Thermal Units (1,000,000 Btu)
MMU
Market Monitoring Unit
MOS
Market Operating System
MP
Market Participant
MPS
Missouri Public Service
MRO
Midwest Reliability Organization
MW
Megawatt (1,000,000 watts)
MWh
Megawatt Hour
NERC
North American Electric Reliability Corporation
NPPD
Nebraska Public Power District
O&M
Operation and Maintenance
OASIS
Open Access Same-time Information System
OATT
Open Access Transmission Tariff
O/S
Over-Scheduling
OKGE
Oklahoma Gas & Electric
OMPA
Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority
OPPD
Omaha Public Power District
PISIS
Preliminary Interconnection System Impact Study
RE
Regional Entity
RNU
Revenue Neutrality Uplift
RTO
Regional Transmission Organization
SERC
SERC Reliability Corporation
SMP
System Marginal Price
SPP
Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
SPS
Southwestern Public Service Company
SECI
Sunflower Electric Power Corporation
SWPA
Southwestern Power Administration
TLR
Transmission Loading Relief
TRE
Texas Regional Entity
UD
Uninstructed Deviation
U/S
Under-Scheduling
VRL
Violation Relaxation Limit
WAPA
Western Area Power Administration
WECC
Western Electricity Coordinating Council
WERE
Westar Energy, Incorporated
WFEC
Western Farmers Electric Cooperative
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I. INTRODUCTION
A.

Purpose of the Report

B.
B

Contents
C t t
1.

Updates on five issues
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

2.

Two new issues
a.
b.

3.

Shale gas
GHG regulation
Clean Energy Standard
Production Tax Credits
Electric vehicles
Prospects for new nuclear power
FERC capacity markets

Looking for the “next big thing”
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II. SHALE GAS REVOLUTION
A.

It is for real, but not for certain
1. Yes, big impact.
2.

But wide bandwidth of estimate indicates uncertainty – five
topics

B. Supply
1. Reserves nineteen times level estimated in 2003
2
2.

B d idth +/Bandwidth
+/ 34%

C. Demand
1.

Wide range of outcomes

2. E.g. Large carbon tax – doubles natural gas consumption in
3
2030
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II. SHALE GAS REVOLUTION
D. Cost of Production
y
1. Variation across and within pplays
2. E.g. mean breakeven cost 62% higher in Barnett Play than
Marcellus Play
E. Environmental Concerns
1. Growing Consensus
2. Bad practices, not inherent
F. Exports/Imports – either way, but later
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II. SHALE GAS REVOLUTION
EIA AEO Henry Hub Price Projections
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III. EPA’S EFFORT TO REGULATE GHGs
A.

Effort more fully shifted from Congress to courts and the EPA

B.

Supreme
S
Court
C
2007,
200 Endangerment
d
Finding
i di 2009,
2009 Tailoring
il i
Rule 2010

C.

EPA issued draft performance standards March 27 – no
conventional coal / require CCS, big deal!

D.

Final performance standards due by May 26, 2012 under court
settlement but comment period until June 12
settlement,
12, 2012

E.

Wait for rules for existing plants

F.

Three possible roadblocks
6
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III. EPA’S EFFORT TO REGULATE GHGs
Timeline
April 2, 2007 – Supreme Court decision in Massachusetts v. EPA – EPA was required to determine whether emissions of GHGs from new motor vehicles
cause or contribute to air pollution which may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or welfare, or whether the science is too uncertain to make a
reasoned decision.
December 15, 2009 – Endangerment and Cause-or-Contribute Findings – In two separate findings EPA finds that "six greenhouse gases taken in
combination endanger both the public health and the public welfare of current and future generations”
generations and "that
that the combined emissions of these greenhouse
gases from new motor vehicles and new motor vehicle engines contribute to the greenhouse gas air pollution that endangers public health and welfare.”
April 2, 2010 – Timing Decision – EPA finds that when GHGs are regulated under the CAA, GHG-emitting sources will be subject to PSD requirements.
May 7, 2010 – Light-duty Vehicle Rule (“Tailpipe Rule”) – EPA set standards for the emissions of GHGs by light-duty vehicles for 2012-2016 model years.
This regulation came into effect for light-duty vehicles on January 2, 2011, triggering regulations of GHGs from stationary sources under PSD.
May 13, 2010 – GHG Tailoring Rule – focused GHG emissions permitting to only the largest sources of GHGs, those that emit 75,000 or 100,000 tons of
CO2e per year. Sources that emit less than 50,000 tons of CO2e GHGs will not be required to obtain permits for GHG before 2016.
December 21, 2010 – Settlement Agreement in State of New York, et al. v. EPA – EPA agreed to issue final regulations addressing GHG emissions from
electric generating units by May 26, 2012.
January 2, 2011 – Tailoring Rule Step 1 comes into effect – “Anyway” sources, those sources that would have to obtain a PSD or Title V permit anyway for
emissions of other pollutants, and that exceed the GHG emissions thresholds, are required to address GHG emissions under the permit.
June 20, 2011 – Supreme Court decision in American Electric Power Co. v. Connecticut – The Court determines that the Clean Air Act and the EPA action
the Act authorizes displace any federal common-law right to seek abatement of carbon dioxide emissions from fossil-fuel fired power plants.
July 1, 2011 – Tailoring Rule Step 2 comes into effect – Sources with GHG emissions above the Tailoring Rule threshold are required to obtain a PSD or title
V permit, even if they would not be subject to these programs based on emissions of other pollutants.
Settlement Agreement deadline delayed – what was a July 26, 2011 deadline for releasing a draft proposal was pushed to September 30, 2011, then to the end
of January 2012, and now draft regulations (a notice of proposed rulemaking or NPRM) are to be made public in April, 2012.
Nov. 7, 2011 – EPA submits draft regulations to OMB – OMB receives from EPA a notice of proposed rulemaking on the performance standards.
February 24, 2012 – Tailoring Rule Step 3 Notice – EPA proposes to maintain tailoring rule thresholds at 75,000 / 100,000 tpy CO2e rather than reduce them
to 50,000 tpy CO2e.
March 27, 2012 – NSPS issued

7
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IV. FEDERAL CLEAN ENERGY STANDARD
A.

Recall the President’s 80% CES in 2011

B.

Senator
S
Bingaman’s
i
’ 2012 proposall – “unlikely”
“ lik l ” by
b his
hi own
account

C.

CES v. RPS?
1.

Motives can differ

2.

Strong RPS can make CES easier, but cannot fully
compensate for coal.
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IV. FEDERAL CLEAN ENERGY STANDARD

Generation Portfolio of States A, B and C

Renewables
Natural Gas
Nuclear
Coal
Clean

State A State B State C
20%
0%
20%
0%
50%
40%
0%
20%
20%
80%
30%
20%
20%

45%
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V. IMPACT OF PRODUCTION TAX
CREDITS
A.

Mandates vs. Money

B.

Long-term price
i impact
i
off PTC
C
1.

Cuts price 14.1% to 31.3%

2.

Lower capital costs, higher capacity factor mean bigger
impact

3.

PTC ends December 31, 2012
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V. IMPACT OF PRODUCTION TAX
CREDITS
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VI. PROSPECTS FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES
A.

Not much optimism . . . anecdotal evidence

B.

Close
Cl
in
i costs . . . not in
i performance
f
or infrastructure
i f
1.

Harvard study of ownership and operation costs
a.

All electric, 100-mile range, about 15% higher cost
before subsidy

b.

Future cost advantage if cut battery cost in half
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VI. PROSPECTS FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES
Base case scenario:
Net Present Cost
Cost Differential with Conventional
% Differential with Conventional

Conventional PHEV
BEV
$32,861
$38,239 $37,680
$0
$5,377 $4,819
0%
16%
15%

Another scenario:
Net Present Cost
Cost Differential with Conventional
% Differential with Conventional

Conventional PHEV
BEV
$34,152
$34,601 $30,674
$0
$449 ($3,478)
0%
1%
-10%
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VII. PROSPECTS FOR NEW NUCLEAR
A.

Surge in applications
1.
1

Noteworthy:
h
a.

U.S. largest nuclear power producer in world

b.

104 reactors, 20% of U.S. power needs

c.

Since 2007, applications for 28 new reactors

d
d.

First NRC license in 34 years - Plant Vogtle in Georgia

e.

Second license – Summer units in South Carolina
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VII. PROSPECTS FOR NEW NUCLEAR
B.

C
C.

But . . . Four strong headwinds
1.
1

High
i h capital
i l costs

2.

Competition from natural gas-fired power

3.

Renewed concerns after Fukushima

4.

Private finance difficult

Modular might help
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VIII. DEBATE ON RTO CAPACITY
MARKETS
A.

Good intentions

B.

Intrusion
i into
i
state resource planning
l i
1.

New Jersey

2.

Maryland

SWMAAC Capacity Changes 2008/09-2013/14 (MW)
Source
New Generation

242

Reactivated Generation

22

Retired Generation
Net Capacity Modifications
Net Demand Response Modifications
Net Energy Efficiency Modifications
Total

16

MW

(788)
25
1,811
107
1,419
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IX. LOOKING FOR THE NEXT BIG
THING(S)
A.

Shale gas revolution – few saw it coming

B.

How to look:
l k Use wide-angle
id
l lens
l
1.

Look beyond government

2.

Look beyond the electricity business

3.

Look beyond the U.S.

4
4.

Look beyond costs

5.

Look at major fault lines
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ABOUT BOSTON PACIFIC COMPANY, INC.
Boston Pacific Company, Inc. (“Boston Pacific”) is a consulting and investment services
firm, located in Washington, D.C., specializing in the electricity and natural gas industries. For
25 years we have provided information and insight to our clients who span the full range of
stakeholders: State regulatory commissions, regional transmission organizations, energy
consumers, competitive power producers, electric utilities, gas pipeline companies, and electric
transmission companies. We are nationally recognized experts on the electricity business as
documented by our service as expert witnesses throughout North America. Boston Pacific also
is an industry leader in designing and monitoring major power procurements of every type for
State Commissions across the country, as well as open seasons for merchant transmission lines.
In addition, Boston Pacific has extensive, hands-on experience with a full range of technologies
including clean coal (IGCC), on- and off-shore wind, geothermal, waste-to-energy, solar
photovoltaics, and natural gas-fired combined-cycle. For eight years we have served as an
independent advisor to the Board of Directors of the Southwest Power Pool RTO on a full range
of issues related to market design and operation.
For more information on Boston Pacific please visit us at www.bostonpacific.com.

DISCLAIMER
The data and analysis in this report are provided for informational purposes only and
shall not be considered or relied upon as market advice. Boston Pacific makes no representations
or warranties of any kind, express or implied, with respect to the accuracy or adequacy of the
information contained herein. Boston Pacific shall have no liability to recipients of this
information or third parties for the consequences arising from errors or discrepancies in this
information, for recipients’ or third parties’ reliance upon such information, or for any claim,
loss or damage of any kind or nature whatsoever arising out of or in connection with (1) the
deficiency or inadequacy of this information for any purpose, whether or not known or disclosed
to the authors, (2) any error or discrepancy in this information, (3) the use of this information, or
(4) any loss of business or other consequential loss or damage whether or not resulting from any
of the foregoing.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This is the second year in which Boston Pacific Company, Inc. (“Boston Pacific”) has
prepared a separate Looking Forward Report for the SPP Board of Directors. As with last year,
the purpose of this report is to address broad market and regulatory events that (1) potentially
could have a significant impact on SPP’s market and/or (2) could require the Board’s special
attention.
This year we were asked to accomplish three things. First, update the Board on five
topics from the 2011 report: the Shale Gas Revolution, EPA’s effort to regulate greenhouse gas
emissions, a Federal Clean Energy Standard, the impact of production tax credits for renewable
resources, and the prospects for electric vehicles. Second, address two other issues of interest to
the Board: the prospects for new nuclear power plants and the state of the debate on FERCapproved capacity markets. Third, we were asked to step back to broadly address the question
“How will America power its future?” Specifically, the Board asked us to address a central and
intriguing question for the Looking Forward Report: “Where should we look for the next big
thing?”

A. THE SHALE GAS REVOLUTION
Last year in our 2011 Looking Forward Report we heralded the widely publicized Shale
Gas Revolution, referring to the technological innovations that allowed substantial,
unconventional natural gas resources to be tapped at a reasonable cost. We gave evidence that
the Revolution had already led to prices that were decreased by half from their highs in 2008.
This year we confirm that the Revolution is having and is likely to continue to have a substantial
impact in the electricity business, in general, and in SPP’s market in particular.
Our update, however, is best stated as “the Shale Gas Revolution is for real, but not for
certain.” It is for real in the sense that it has increased dramatically the accessible natural gas
resources now thought to be in America and, as expected, this substantial new supply should
keep prices moderate – which in turn should help to moderate electricity prices in SPP’s market.
It is not certain in the sense that no one can know exactly how much shale gas will be produced
and exactly what the price of natural gas will be. When forecasts change so significantly, as they
have for natural gas supply and price over the past five years, we think that reveals risk rather
than removes it. That is, policy makers should not think that the new forecasts inevitably get us
closer to the truth, but rather that natural gas markets are inherently uncertain. This year the
Oversight Committee asked us to focus on the nature and extent of that uncertainty. To do so,
we have looked at five topics related to natural gas: supply, demand, production cost,
environmental concerns, and global market impacts.
•

With respect to supply, we note that at least one credible estimate has it that the level of
shale gas resources in America is now nineteen times higher than it was estimated to be
in 2003. And that the bandwidth or range of uncertainty around today’s estimate is still
substantial – plus and minus 34 percent.
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•

•

•
•

With respect to demand, that same forecaster showed that it, too, has a wide range of
uncertainty. For example, the amount of natural gas consumed in the electricity business
in 2030 could be almost doubled from what it would otherwise be if a substantial carbon
tax were imposed.
With respect to the price of production, estimates show that the variation of production
costs across and within different shale gas plays is significant. For example, the mean
breakeven price in the Barnett play is 62 percent higher than that in the Marcellus play.
All shale gas plays are not alike.
Interestingly, with respect to environmental concerns, the message for now is that these
can be mitigated substantially. This is because they are more about operational errors
and poor drilling practices than pervasive, inherent dangers.
Finally, with respect to the impact of the global market, whether America exports, or
imports, natural gas appears to be an open question. Further, for several reasons,
substantial exports seem to be several years off in the future, if they occur at all.

One final point involves the role for public policy. It is distinctly different for shale gas
than for most of the other resources we discuss herein. There is no direct government mandate
requiring or direct government money supporting the consumption of natural gas. Moreover,
rather than requiring an above-market price, shale gas has driven market prices substantially
below previous highs in 2008. The role for public policy in shale gas is to assure that the
possible environmental concerns are reasonably defined and mitigated.

B. EPA’S EFFORT TO REGULATE GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
The failure of the House-passed Waxman-Markey bill to secure enough votes in the
Senate in 2009 did not mean that efforts to regulate greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions came to an
end. As we discussed last year, the main push for Federal limits on greenhouse gas emissions
has shifted more fully from the U.S. Congress to the already active, parallel track involving U.S.
courts and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). This has also meant a shift from a
market-based approach such as cap-and-trade to a command-and-control approach under the
Clean Air Act. Herein, we provide an update on EPA’s efforts.
It is worth setting the backdrop by noting EPA is acting under court orders. The first and
most important was the Supreme Court decision in 2007 which said, as EPA describes it, that
EPA was required to determine whether GHG emissions from new motor vehicles “cause or
contribute to air pollution which may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or
welfare, or whether the science is too uncertain to make a reasoned decision.” EPA issued the
Endangerment and Cause or Contribute Findings in 2009. Importantly, once the need to regulate
new motor vehicles was determined, EPA argued that it triggered a requirement to also regulate
GHG emissions at stationary sources such as power plants. EPA followed these Findings with
other regulatory rules including the “Tailoring Rule” which set the size of stationary sources to
be regulated.
The EPA has two primary regulatory paths under the Clean Air Act to set GHG emission
limits on power plants and other stationary sources. The first is under the New Source Review
2
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permitting process, under which power plants will be required to follow the Prevention of
Significant Deterioration or PSD process. States have already begun to set source-by-source
GHG emission requirements in their role as permitting agencies. As of December 1, 2011, the
States had issued eighteen PSD permits and had received fifty additional applications. We
understand that the required actions or controls have not been as strict as they could have been.
For example, the 600-MW Wolverine Power coal-fired power plant in Rogers City, Michigan
will meet its emissions limits by co-firing with biomass.
The second path to setting GHG limits on power plants is through EPA’s obligation to
define performance standards for new and existing plants. Under a settlement agreement
between EPA and plaintiffs in State of New York, et al. v. EPA, final new source performance
standards are to be issued by May 26, 2012. A proposed rule on performance standards was
issued on March 27, 2012, establishing the emissions of a modern natural gas combined-cycle
plant as the baseline for CO2 emissions from new intermediate and baseload generation. This
proposed rule would prevent the construction of conventional coal-fired plants; new coal-fired
plants would generally be required to eventually use carbon capture and sequestration or an
equally effective control technology. Under the same settlement agreement EPA is also to issue
emissions guidelines for existing facilities; EPA officials have recently stated that no progress
has been made in developing such guidelines.
Finally, it is important to see that EPA’s actions can still be blocked in three ways. One
possible roadblock is judicial action. Oral arguments in four cases against EPA in the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit were heard on February 28 and 29, 2012. In a
post-hearing discussion by participants, the general view was that some features may be
remanded to the EPA, but the courts were unlikely to throw out the entire effort. Another
possible roadblock is Congressional action. For example, a letter was sent to the OMB on
February 23, 2012, signed by 221 Members of the House, asking the OMB to stop EPA’s
actions. Finally, others in the Executive Branch itself could set a roadblock. For a variety of
reasons, the Administration could decide that EPA’s proposed rule should be weakened or
removed entirely as was done in September 2011, when EPA was asked to withdraw stricter
ozone regulations.

C. A FEDERAL CLEAN ENERGY STANDARD
Last year we noted that, in his 2011 State of the Union speech, President Obama
proposed a Clean Energy Standard or CES for America’s electricity business. That is, by 2035
all electricity suppliers would be required to produce 80 percent of their generation from
technologies deemed to be “clean.” The CES would be another way to require steep reductions
in GHG emissions in coming decades – that is, it offers an alternative for the electricity business
to the cap-and-trade approach in Waxman-Markey and to EPA’s command-and-control
regulations.
In his 2012 State of the Union speech, the President made some reference to a similar
concept. On March 1, 2012, Senator Bingaman introduced his Clean Energy Standard Act of
2012 which would set a target comparable to that proposed by the President: by 2035, 84 percent
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of electricity supplied by retail utilities would be produced by “clean” sources, in the sense that
their GHG emissions met specific standards. The President’s own proposal made little progress
toward enactment and Senator Bingaman admitted that his bill would face substantial challenges
in an election year like this. Also, the Senator will retire after his current term.

D. THE IMPACT OF PRODUCTION TAX CREDITS
Last year at the Board’s request we reported on a forecast of wind and other renewable
resource development with and without the federal Production Tax Credit or PTC. We found
little changed in the short run if the PTC was eliminated since wind development was driven as
much or more by State mandates as it was by Federal money (tax breaks).
This year we were asked to quantify the long-term price effect of the PTC. That is, by
how much does the PTC lower the price of wind power over the life of a wind farm? Obviously,
the answer depends on the cost to build a wind farm, the portion of time that wind farm produces
electricity (its capacity factor), and other factors. Boston Pacific calculated the impact of the
PTC under a range of assumptions. Assuming optimistically that the owner of a wind farm could
take full advantage of the tax break in the PTC, we found that the PTC lowered prices over the
assumed 25-year life of the wind farm by 14.1 percent to 31.3 percent across nine different
scenarios. As expected, the highest impact (31.3 percent) occurred under assumptions of low
capital cost and high capacity factor.

E. PROSPECTS FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES
In last year’s Looking Forward Report we summarized the results of a recent study that
concluded market penetration of electric vehicles in the SPP region would be very limited. We
see no reason to change that conclusion in our update this year.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that electric vehicles are having a hard time winning over
consumers. General Motors reported that they will halt production of the highly touted Chevy
Volt – for five weeks – due to slow sales. A new manufacturing facility for electric vehicles in
Elkhart, Indiana got lots of attention because of President Obama’s visits. The town – “the RV
Capitol of the World” – expected on the order of 400 new jobs; NPR reported that there were
only 25 new jobs created and now, just two jobs remain. And there is anecdotal evidence of
competition from other alternative fuels: Chrysler and General Motors announced plans to
produce natural gas-fueled trucks.
The International Energy Agency produced a road map to greatly expand electric vehicle
use across the globe and set several goals, including: (1) match the life-cycle costs of an internal
combustion engine vehicle; (2) increase battery performance to allow expanded driving range;
and (3) build the needed charging infrastructure. Taking just the first, and presumably easiest-toachieve, goal, a 2011 Harvard study entitled “Will Electric Cars Transform the U.S. Vehicle
Market? An Analysis of the Key Determinants” shows electric vehicles are reasonably close.
Obviously, a great many assumptions go into such a cost comparison, including the assumed
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costs of gasoline and electricity. Without any subsidy, the Harvard study calculated that an allelectric, battery-powered electric vehicle with a 100-mile range would cost about 15 percent
more than an internal combustion engine vehicle. If battery costs could be cut in half – from
$600/kWh to $300/kWh – the all-electric vehicle would actually cost 10 percent less. It is
important to add, however, that, if the all-electric were assumed to have a 150-mile driving range
– up from 100 miles – Harvard reports that the cost of doing so would eliminate this cost
advantage.
No one is saying electric vehicles will soon match the non-cost performance of internal
combustion engine vehicles in the eyes of consumers. And no one is saying sufficient charging
infrastructure is yet available.

F. PROSPECTS FOR NEW NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
Nuclear power is a new topic for the Looking Forward Report. The Board asked us to
assess whether the reported resurgence of interest in nuclear power is likely to result in new
nuclear power plants actually being built, especially in the SPP footprint. The bottom line is that
there surely is a resurgence of applications for licenses at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission or
NRC. As a backdrop it is worth reminding ourselves that the U.S. is the largest nuclear power
producer in the world, accounting for over 30 percent of the world’s nuclear generated
electricity. We are home to 104 nuclear reactors and they produce 20 percent of America’s total
electricity output. With that in mind, since 2007, the NRC reports that it has received 18
applications for licenses covering 28 new nuclear reactors. We should note at the outset that
none of these were applications for reactors in the SPP footprint.
As to actually building new plants, in February 2012 the NRC issued its first construction
and operating license or COL in 34 years – the last was issued in 1978. The COL was issued for
two new units at the existing Vogtle nuclear power plant located in Georgia and operated by a
Southern Company affiliate. In March, the NRC issued a second COL, this time for the Virgil C.
Summer nuclear facility in South Carolina, jointly owned by South Carolina Electric & Gas, a
subsidiary of the SCANA Corporation, and Santee Cooper. Most consider the Vogtle and Virgil
C. Summer plants to be the most likely to be built, but it is fair to say that all such power plants
will face four strong headwinds.
The first headwind is that the cost of building new nuclear power plants is very high. For
example, Florida Power and Light estimates that the cost to build two new units could range
from $12 billion to $18 billion, which would be from $5,492/kW to $8,081/kW. One estimate
for Vogtle puts the total cost at $14 billion or about $6,364/kW. Some estimates for new nuclear
development are lower, however, such as South Carolina Electric & Gas and Santee Cooper’s
estimate of $9.8 billion for two new 1,117 MW reactors at the Virgil C. Summer nuclear facility.
As a point of comparison, a new natural gas-fired combined-cycle power plant would cost in the
range of $1,000/kW to $1,200/kW to build and finance. Of course, natural gas-fired power
plants could face much more expensive fuel costs and those costs could be much more volatile.
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The subject of natural gas prices, however, brings us to the second of four headwinds: as
documented earlier herein, the Shale Gas Revolution has dramatically reduced the costs of
natural gas as a fuel for power plants. It is difficult to see how a new nuclear power plant can
compete with a new natural gas-fired power plant unless the price of natural gas increases
significantly. One of the events that could do that would be the imposition of a price on
emissions of carbon dioxide or other greenhouse gases. While a natural gas-fired combinedcycle power plant can have direct greenhouse gas emissions that are 60 percent lower than those
from a conventional coal power plant, nuclear power has zero direct emissions. Indeed, the
primary motive today for the renewed interest in nuclear power is its zero greenhouse gas
emissions.
The third headwind for nuclear power is renewed safety concerns in the wake of Japan’s
nuclear power crisis. Everyone understands that the crisis at the Fukushima power plant was
triggered by significant natural disasters – both an earthquake and a tsunami. And everyone, as
well, is attuned to differences in plant design, operating skills, and strictness of regulation. Still,
what happened in Japan is viewed as a reason for substantial concern. For example, the one “no”
vote at the NRC on the Vogtle COL was attributed to a difference on when Vogtle should be
required to agree to comply with the yet-to-be issued assessment of “lessons learned” from
Fukushima.
The fourth headwind is the inability to privately finance a new nuclear power plant.
Private finance is impaired by the three other headwinds – the high costs to build a nuclear
power plant, the low cost of competing power plants like those fueled by natural gas, and the
high costs of mitigating the harm of nuclear accidents. All of this would make private financing
impossible for all but utilities with very big balance sheets. This is evidenced by the fact that it
is common for new nuclear plants to seek U.S. DOE loan guarantees. DOE has received
applications covering twenty one units – this includes the proposed Vogtle power plant.

G. THE DEBATE ON RTO CAPACITY MARKETS
RTO capacity markets also are a new topic for the Looking Forward Report. The Board
asked us to address two questions: (1) why did some RTOs establish capacity markets? and (2)
what is the experience with those markets? The stated goal of RTO capacity markets is a good
one: create a zonal price incentive to ensure sufficient new capacity is built, and essential
existing capacity is kept on line, to maintain reliability. Zonal price signals should ensure not
only that the right amount is built, but also that it is built in the right places. No one disagrees
with the stated goal or with the basic concept of a capacity market.
Two RTOs – PJM and New England ISO – have longer-term, FERC-approved capacity
markets. However, capacity markets have not always achieved the stated goals in the eyes of
State Commissions. Some believe that these FERC-approved capacity markets inappropriately
intrude on State resource planning. The intrusion into State resource planning has been well
publicized. The New Jersey Legislature mandated a program called the Long-term Capacity
Agreement Pilot Program or LCAPP. The New Jersey Board of Public Utilities implemented the
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State legislation and, in March 2011, awarded 15-year swap contracts to projects with almost
2,000 MW of capacity.
The New Jersey process originally envisioned these new power plants being price takers
in the PJM capacity market – called the Reliability Pricing Model or RPM. That is, these power
plants would bid zero into the market and accept whatever price resulted at settlement. If the
market price was insufficient in a year to cover the net capacity costs of the plant as bid into
LCAPP, New Jersey ratepayers would make up the difference. If, on the other hand, the bidder
earned more than was needed, the difference would be paid back to the New Jersey ratepayers.
During the year, the plant would sell into the spot market. Incumbent generators in PJM filed a
complaint at FERC concerning LCAPP. Then, PJM filed tariff revisions to its Minimum Offer
Price Rule or MOPR. With these revisions, which FERC approved, the bidders would be
required to bid a price close to the estimated full costs of their technology rather than be price
takers. Under the terms of the LCAPP contract, a bidder would have to clear the RPM Market
before it received any revenue through the LCAPP contract. This added MOPR risk is one of the
reasons none of the three LCAPP winners have moved forward significantly with their project.
Maryland came next. The Maryland Commission was also concerned that insufficient
new capacity was being built in the PJM region in which their two major utilities operated. They
wanted to address both risks and opportunities. As to risks, the Commission was worried, among
other things, about coal-fired capacity being shut down in response to new EPA environmental
rules being set for coal-fired power plants. The Maryland Commission also wanted to be in a
position to realize the opportunity for low cost electricity created by the Shale Gas Revolution
and modernize their portfolios – note that 90 percent of Maryland’s in-State electricity comes
from coal and nuclear power plants. The goal was to create a diversified portfolio of resources
and Maryland found that RPM had not done this. Over the six years in which it had operated,
PJM’s capacity market had resulted in only 242 MW of new generating capacity being built in
the relevant Maryland zone; that 242 MW was more than offset by a shutdown of 788 MW.
Moreover, the largest source of new resources in that zone was the 1,800 MW of demand-side
resources coming out of RPM; the Maryland Commission had some concern about heavy
reliance on demand-side resources since some of these resources contracted early on had
indicated that they might not be able to perform as promised.
The Maryland Commission issued an RFP for up to 1,500 MW of new natural gas-fired
capacity in the relevant PJM zone, and in April, the Commission awarded a single contract for a
661 MW, new natural gas-fired power plant to be developed in Maryland. Notably, the
Maryland RFP requires bidders to comply with FERC’s MOPR rule.
The important bottom-line is that the States believe they are in the better position to know
the full range of risks and opportunities that must be addressed with a resource plan. And, they
are also in the better position to choose what kind of procurement method will best serve their
ratepayers. PJM’s RPM is just one of many possible procurement designs – it is not the market
design, it is one of several possible market designs.
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H. LOOKING FOR THE NEXT BIG THING(S)
This Report has already discussed many of the “next big things” that might have an
impact on how America powers its future. What must be clear by now, however, is that, in the
face of substantial uncertainty, no one should claim to know precisely what the next big things
will be. The Shale Gas Revolution is the perfect evidence. We can all agree that the surge in
shale gas production has had a major impact. However, few if any forecasts that we reviewed
over the past several years saw the Shale Gas Revolution coming.
The fact that we cannot precisely predict the future in terms of picking the next big things
does not mean that we do not have a clue about the future. The historian Thomas P. Hughes has
told us that technological changes in the electricity business have not been “driverless vehicles
carrying society to destinations unknown and perhaps undesired.” For him, the effect of
technology on society is important, but he tells us that the arrow goes the other way too – society
affects technology. He speaks of the history of technology in the electricity business as a series
of “reverse salients.” That is, a series of “critical problems” defined by society that are solved by
“inventors, engineers, and entrepreneurs” with technologies that then take on a momentum of
their own.
This all means that we should look very broadly for the next big things and purposely
avoid any artificial limits or boundaries on where we look – this is a place for out-of-the-box
thinking. True to that, here are eight guidelines for an unconstrained look for the next big things.
•

•
•

•

Do not expect to precisely predict the next big innovations: Conventional forecasts did
not see the Shale Gas Revolution coming because it was born out of technological
innovation. Forecasters are unlikely to have the intimate information needed to see inside
the innovation pipeline as a venture capitalist might. And even venture capitalists pick a
winner only a fraction of the time.
Look beyond government mandates and money: Again, look to shale gas for evidence on
this point. It is private innovation. We should never limit our search for the next big
things to a list of technologies with government mandates and money.
Look beyond the electricity business: Shale gas helps to make the point here, too – it
came out of the natural gas business, not the electricity business. But the point can be
made with other industries such as transportation. One example is the Toyota Prius’ use
of regenerative braking which recovers the energy that would have been lost in
conventional breaking, and converts it to electricity. The Prius appears to be an example
of scientists and engineers looking at the overall effectiveness of a product (in this case
an automobile) and finding a source of energy inherent in that product.
Look beyond the borders of the United States: James Fallows, in an article in The
Atlantic, espoused the interesting view that those who build the most power plants the
fastest are the ones most likely to innovate. The idea is that building faster allows
repeated trial and error where new approaches can be tested, fixed, and improved quickly.
He then suggested that China is the one building the most and the fastest. Data backs him
up. Another reason to look beyond the U.S. is that other countries may have completely
different motives for apparent energy policy. Take electric vehicles in China. The
motives for electric vehicles could be similar to those in America – reduce dependence on
8
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•

•

•

•

foreign oil and reduce air pollution emissions. China, however, could have a much
broader motive and, therefore, might push an electric vehicle policy much further. That
broader motive would be to win a large share of the world’s auto market, but side step the
major competitive advantage of today’s car makers: the internal combustion engine itself.
Look beyond costs: Forecasters in the electricity business (including Boston Pacific)
typically let narrowly defined cost comparisons drive the choice of technology. To see
that more than cost matters, we have only to consider the two previous, great energy
transformations in history – from water power to steam power and from steam power to
electric power. Cost mattered, but the major impact of these transformations – and their
major attraction – was that the new form of energy was a more effective form of energy.
Look to competitive markets: In a recent special section on nuclear power, the Economist
concluded that innovation was fostered in industries with ease of new entry, a choice of
(and therefore the opportunity to test) a range of business models and technologies, and
light regulation. Competitive markets like SPP’s Integrated Marketplace can offer all
three of these precursors to innovation.
Look for Black Swan risks: Black Swan risk refers to low probability events with
catastrophic consequences. The discussion herein is in the context of the estimated costs
of the disaster at the Fukushima nuclear power plant in Japan. At some point, the
absence of Black Swan risks has to be a competitive advantage and, therefore,
justification for pursuing technologies that do not have such risks – even if those
technologies are currently at a price disadvantage.
Look at major fault lines in business: In the electricity business, the fault lines include,
among others: (1) centralized versus decentralized generation, (2) supply-side versus
demand-side technologies, and (3) technologies with carbon emissions versus those
without such emissions. Competition drives innovation at these fault lines. Looking
more broadly, by some accounts, the ultimate fault line for all businesses is that the world
cannot sustain the level of material consumption it has today. The broad point is that
reduction in electricity and other energy use might come from broader innovations that
reduce consumption in general rather than through new energy technologies aimed at
reducing energy consumption per se.
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I.

THE SHALE GAS REVOLUTION

A. Introduction
In last year’s Looking Forward Report, we noted that more and more, Boston Pacific was
seeing forecasters adopt the so-called “Shale Gas Revolution” in their outlooks. Today, this
revolution continues to have a significant impact on the energy industry. Supply estimates
continue to be revised, further revealing the abundance of shale gas resources in the U.S., and
natural gas price projections continue to fall. While there is consensus that the Shale Gas
Revolution is real, forecasts change frequently. Accordingly, the natural gas industry is facing a
great deal of uncertainty. This uncertainty includes technological uncertainties, variations in
performance across and within plays, and also regulatory uncertainties stemming from
environmental concerns.
As we said last year, natural gas dynamics are important to SPP because natural gas sets
the price in SPP about 60 percent of the time, 1 and gas use is set to increase. Because of the
heavy reliance on natural gas, the Board should remain apprised of recent developments in the
natural gas industry. Herein, Boston Pacific will discuss developments in five areas: supply,
demand, price, environmental concerns, and a global market. Within each topic, Boston Pacific
will not endorse any one outlook in particular, but rather, we will identify the ranges and drivers
of uncertainty seen across various forecasts.
In its work, Boston Pacific has come across several sources that contain in-depth
discussion of the most recent developments in the Shale Gas Revolution. This chapter will rely
on support from two main sources: MIT’s 2011 Future of Natural Gas report (“MIT’s Report”)
and discussions that occurred at a recent NARUC conference attended by Boston Pacific. MIT’s
Report is a comprehensive study of the natural gas industry, primarily authored by members of
MIT’s Energy Initiative (MITEI). The MITEI, established in September 2006, is an Institutewide initiative designed to help transform the global energy system to meet the needs of the
future and to help build a bridge to that future by improving today's energy systems. MIT’s
faculty and staff were assisted by an Advisory Committee, comprised of a range of industry
participants. The National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC), the
national association representing the State Public Service Commissioners who regulate energy,
telecommunications, and water, held its 2012 Winter Committee Meetings from February 5 to
February 8, 2012 in Washington, DC. The NARUC Winter Meetings is an annual event that
gathers State Commissioners and industry leaders from across the United States to discuss
emerging issues and current challenges in the utility sector. Boston Pacific also looks to the EIA
and other forecasts as well.

B. Supply
In last year’s Looking Forward Report, we explained that we were beginning to see the
“Shale Gas Revolution” reflected in drastically increased natural gas supply estimates. This
1

2011 Looking Forward Report, at page 1.
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year, that revolution continues and we can see even more clearly just how large an impact the
development of shale gas has had. First, we see that the Shale Gas Revolution came about
quickly and unexpectedly. Consider that, in 2003, the National Petroleum Council estimated
U.S. shale resources at 35 Tcf.2 In their Report, MIT’s mean projection of recoverable shale gas
resources is approximately 650 Tcf—a 19-fold increase over what was predicted just nine years
ago. This leap gives us an understanding of just how significant the Shale Gas Revolution is, but
what’s most striking is the fact that few in the gas industry appear to have seen the Shale Gas
Revolution coming. The Shale Gas Revolution itself is a strong reminder of just how uncertain
the future can be, and how hard it is for decision makers to know what’s ahead.
Today, while there is agreement that the Shale Gas Revolution is real, there is still great
uncertainty surrounding its exact impact on the energy industry. This uncertainty is evident in a
variety of sources, but we’ll start by looking to the bandwidth given by forecasters. MIT gives a
mean shale resource estimate of 650 Tcf, but they predict that resources could be as low as 420
Tcf or as high as 870 Tcf, a swing of about 34 percent in either direction. 3 These high and low
estimates are not driven by any one factor; that is, MIT is not providing a high and low
technology case. Instead, this bandwidth was developed using historic production data. MIT
examined how far reality deviated from expectations in the past to determine how wrong
forecasters are likely to be. What this tells us is that uncertainty is inherent in the gas and oil
industries and inevitable in forecasting.
In addition to large bandwidth, uncertainty is also evident in disagreement among
forecasters. MIT’s mean projection of 650 Tcf is in line with recent estimates by the Potential
Gas Committee and ICF, who estimated 616 Tcf in 2008 and 631 Tcf in 2009, respectively. 4 But
let’s look to another forecaster—the Energy Information Administration (EIA). The EIA’s 2012
Annual Energy Outlook (AEO) Early Release estimates a mean of 482 Tcf of shale resources, 5
42 percent below their own estimate of 827 Tcf in the 2011 AEO,6 and 26 percent below MIT’s
mean estimate. The lower value primarily reflects a decrease in the estimate for the Marcellus
shale, from 410 Tcf in the 2011 AEO to 141 Tcf. 7 EIA notes that the reason for this decline is
simply that we have far more information about the Marcellus shale today due to rapid
acceleration of drilling in 2010 and 2011.
Uncertainty in supply also is driven by variation of well performance within and across
plays and we don’t yet fully understand what causes the variation. The Barnett and Haynesville
plays represent the two extremes. The average initial production rate of a well in the Barnett
play is estimated at 1,610 Mcf/d, while the average initial production rate of a well in the
Haynesville play is estimated at 7,730 Mcf/d. 8 Even within the same play, different wells can
produce extremely different results. For example, in the Barnett play’s 2009 vintage wells,

2

MIT’s Report, at page 30.
Ibid., at page 7.
4
Ibid., at page 30.
5
U.S. Energy Information Administration, “AEO2012 Early Release Overview,” January 23, 2012, at page 9,
available at http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/er/pdf/0383er%282012%29.pdf.
6
Ibid.
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8
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initial production rates ranged from 200 Mcf/d to almost 6,000 Mcf/d. 9
Despite this looming uncertainty, many would agree that natural gas is the bridge to the
future. MIT’s mean estimate of shale resources is 28 times U.S. consumption in 2009. In other
words, shale resources alone could sustain 2009 consumption for over 28 years and total U.S. gas
resources could sustain consumption for almost 100 years. There’s no doubt that the Shale Gas
Revolution has created a fundamental shift in the energy outlook. While it still remains
uncertain exactly how much recoverable shale gas exists and exactly at what price we can extract
it, what is certain is that natural gas will continue to make a growing contribution to our energy
portfolio.

C. Demand
Just as supply projections have increased, demand for natural gas is also expected to
increase. In fact, across a range of scenarios—even scenarios that make natural gas consumption
unfavorable—natural gas consumption increases. As with supply, there is uncertainty
surrounding the magnitude of the increase, and the question remains, how much will demand for
natural gas increase?
Here we focus on two key factors that influence natural gas demand: a) price and b)
policy that would administratively alter the energy portfolio. MIT captures the effect of changes
in both price and policy by modeling three scenarios: 10
1) A Status Quo, where no additional greenhouse gas (GHG) mitigations policies are
pursued beyond what was in place in June 2011;
2) An Emissions Tax, which establishes a national price on GHG emissions, applying the
same penalty to all emissions from all sources and uses. The price reduces total U.S.
greenhouse gas emissions to 50 percent below 2005 levels by 2050. The emissions price
is $106/ton by 2030 and $240/ton by 2050, accounting for nearly half the user price of
gas; and
3) A National RPS requirement, mandating a 25 percent renewable standard by 2030,
staying at that level through 2050.
Currently, a GHG policy seems unlikely, but if the Shale Gas Revolution tells us
anything, it’s that the future is hard to predict. That’s why, although it may seem far off, it is still
important to understand the impact of such policies. MIT’s decision to model these three
scenarios should not be interpreted as a prediction that any such policy will occur. Rather, the
modeling is meant to illustrate what happens to natural gas demand if we change the drivers.
Under both the Status Quo and National RPS policy scenarios, total economy-wide U.S.
gas use grows to about 27 Tcf by 2030, eventually reaching 33 Tcf by 2050 (a 45 percent
9

Ibid., at page 32.
Ibid., at page 55.
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increase over 2009 levels of 23 Tcf). 11 The high gas demand growth predicted in these two
scenarios is driven by the outlook of low natural gas prices. In both cases, natural gas prices
reach about $8/MMBtu in 2030 and increase to about $10/MMBtu by 2050 in 2005 dollars. 12
The outcome of the National RPS scenario is so similar to the Status Quo because gas prices are
not affected by an RPS, and therefore demand is not significantly altered either.
But, of course, there is uncertainty. Contrast these two scenarios with the Emissions Tax
scenario, where the gas price increases significantly and demand is dampened. Under an
Emissions Tax, demand increases to about 25 Tcf in 2030, further increasing to about 29 Tcf by
2040, and declining back to about 24 Tcf by 2050 (only a 4 percent increase over 2009 levels). 13
This lower demand relative to the Status Quo and National RPS scenarios is driven by higher
natural gas prices due to the inclusion of a carbon charge. With this Emissions Tax, natural gas
prices climb to about $13/MMBtu by 2030 and to about $22/MMBtu by 2050 in 2005 dollars;
over half the price of natural gas in this scenario is attributable to the carbon charge. 14 Thus, the
total economy-wide demand for natural gas in 2050 could grow by a range of 4 percent to 45
percent over 2009 levels across the three scenarios, and the exact value will be determined by the
relative cost of natural gas and policy measures that dictate our energy portfolio, both of which
remain uncertain.
Within the electric power sector the story is the same—demand for natural gas continues
to grow, although the Emissions Tax scenario replaces the Status Quo as the scenario with high
demand. For reference, note that gas use by the power sector in 2009 was 6.9 Tcf. Assuming
the Status Quo, average gas demand for the electric sector is projected to be 6.3 Tcf by 2030,
with an uncertainty bandwidth of about 18 percent in either direction. 15 This bandwidth
represents uncertainty in demand for electricity, the prices of natural gas and coal, and the costs
of new technologies. However, in the Emissions Tax scenario, average gas demand for the
electric sector shoots up to 12.8 Tcf by 2030—over twice as much as under the Status Quo, with
a range of about 45 percent in either direction.16 The greater bandwidth in this case is driven by
uncertainty in the cost of other alternatives such as solar and wind.
What is also interesting in these modeling exercises, and necessary for understanding
why natural gas demand in the Emissions Tax scenario is so high, is the dynamic between coal
and gas. In the Emissions Tax scenario, although overall energy consumption falls, coal is
completely driven from the generation mix by 2035 and replaced by gas. In this case, the
substitution effect outweighs the demand reduction effect, which is why demand for natural gas
is so much higher in this scenario as compared to the Status Quo. Under the Status Quo,
electricity generation from natural gas rises by about 70 percent to 2050, but yet, coal would
continue to dominate—generating almost four times as much electricity as natural gas in 2050. 17
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Again, the point here is not to debate whether a GHG policy is likely or what such a
policy might look like. The point to draw out of MIT’s modeling results is that natural gas
demand remains resilient under a range of plausible circumstances. Put simply, even in the
worst case scenarios for natural gas—high gas prices and legislative support for other energy
sources—natural gas consumption is set to increase. Exactly how high it will increase remains to
be seen.

D. Price
In last year’s Looking Forward Report, we discussed evidence that the Shale Gas
Revolution led to rapidly decreasing price expectations. Today, that trend continues. This
expectation of low natural gas prices is evident in MIT’s Report, EIA projections, Futures prices,
and recent work before the Maryland Public Service Commission. However, while there is
general agreement that natural gas prices will remain low for some time, there is still uncertainty
surrounding forecasts.
MIT estimates that the vast majority of U.S. shale resources can be economically
produced at a mean breakeven price of $6/MMBtu to $8/MMBtu. Of the mean projection of 650
Tcf of shale, approximately 400 Tcf (62 percent) could be recovered at $6/MMBtu or less at the
wellhead and 470 Tcf (72 percent) is available for less than $8/MMBtu. 18 The main driver of
price is the variability of individual well performance, though we don’t yet understand the
reasons for differences in well productivity. 19 As with supply, there is variation in price both
across plays as well as within plays. For example, the mean breakeven price estimate for the
Marcellus play is $4.02/Mcf, while the mean breakeven price estimate for the Barnett play is 62
percent higher, at $6.53/Mcf. 20 The Haynesville play shows the range of uncertainty in prices
within plays. The 20th and 80th percentiles for the price distribution of Haynesville wells are
$3.49/Mcf and $13.42/Mcf, respectively. 21 In other words, MIT estimates that if you take a
sample of wells in the Haynesville play, 20 percent of them could be developed for a price of
$3.49/Mcf or less, but if you look to complete 80 percent of the wells in the sample, the
necessary price would jump to $13.42/Mcf or less..
In addition to the cost uncertainty associated with natural gas production, uncertainty is
also reflected in natural gas price forecasts in two distinct ways. First, we see the same
forecaster dramatically changing their outlook within a short timeframe. A good example is the
EIA’s recent year-to-year changes in forecasts in the AEO natural gas price projections. As we
noted in last year’s Looking Forward Report, EIA lowered their natural gas price forecast by 20

18

MIT’s Report, Appendix 2C: Supply Curve Additional Material, at page 13.
Also affecting the economics of the plays is the amount of hydrocarbon liquid produced along with gas.
Hydrocarbon liquids are energy-rich liquids that can be recovered from shale wells as a by-product of shale gas
drilling. Hydrocarbon liquids are chemically similar to oil and include propane, butane, pentane, hexane and
heptane. For a typical Marcellus well, assuming a hydrocarbons liquids price of $80/bbl, a hydrocarbon liquid ratio
of at least 50 bbls/MMcf alone can provide an adequate return on the investment, even if the gas were to realize no
market value.
20
MIT’s Report, at page 33.
21
Ibid.
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percent from 2010 to 2011. 22 In the early release of the 2012 AEO, prices are even lower this
year as compared to the 2011 AEO, though only by an average of 6 percent through 2030. The
short term outlook drops more, by 9 percent through 2020, as compared to the 2011 AEO.
Figure I.1 below illustrates how drastically the EIA has altered their outlook in just a few years.
Figure I.1
EIA AEO Henry Hub Price Projections
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This trend of rapidly declining prices is echoed in NYMEX Futures prices. In last year’s
Looking Forward Report, we noted that in the summer of 2008, investors expected the average
natural gas price in 2012 to be almost $11. By March of 2011, that expectation had fallen to
under $5. Today, the average natural gas price expectation for the remaining months of 2012 has
fallen still, to $2.40.23 Like the EIA’s projections, NYMEX Futures show that price expectations
have been consistently revised each year for the last few years.
Second, forecasters are reflecting uncertainty via bandwidth surrounding their forecasts,
and Boston Pacific sees this firsthand in its work. In a recent engagement for the Maryland
22
23

2011 Looking Forward Report, at page 2.
Calculated using NYMEX Henry Hub Natural Gas Futures with settlement date of April 12, 2012.
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Public Service Commission, Boston Pacific advised the Commission on whether, when, and
where to build a new natural gas-fired plant. The Maryland Department of Natural Resources
(MDNR) commissioned a Long-Term Electricity Report for Maryland (LTERM) in December of
2011, which was frequently relied on in this high-profile case before the Maryland Commission.
For the LTERM, modeling was conducted with the natural gas price ranges shown below in
Table I.1.
Table I.1
LTERM Henry Hub Forecast
(in 2010 dollars per MMBtu)
Year
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030

Low
3.56
3.84
3.94
4.16
4.43
4.59
4.74
4.75
4.76
4.75
4.74
4.73
4.67
4.66
4.70
4.67
4.61
4.58
4.60
4.63

Base
4.46
4.89
5.09
5.46
5.90
6.22
6.53
6.75
6.98
7.09
7.13
7.16
7.12
7.16
7.36
7.46
7.52
7.61
7.80
8.01

High
5.50
6.09
6.41
6.93
7.57
8.05
8.53
8.90
9.28
9.52
9.66
9.78
9.82
9.95
10.32
10.55
10.72
10.95
11.30
11.70

On average, the low case is 32 percent lower than the base case and the high case is 35
percent higher than the base case. The main point to draw from this is that Maryland decision
makers are being asked to account for uncertainty by using a wide bandwidth in forecasts used to
make high-profile decisions. What’s also interesting in this case is that the LTERM publically
disagreed with the level of uncertainty adopted by other forecasters. In comparing their price
forecast to the EIA’s, the LTERM states that their base case was in line with the 2010 AEO’s
Reference Case, but they deliberately chose a much wider bandwidth. “The high and low gas
price cases, however, differ markedly from the 2010 AEO high and low gas price projections,
which we judged to be too similar to the LTERM Reference Case to adequately capture the range
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of uncertainty associated with future gas prices.” 24 The reason the LTERM cites for choosing
this wider bandwidth is that the EIA’s significant price forecast drop between 2010 and 2011
was due to projected abundance of the Marcellus shale. However, given the radical change in
the supply estimates for the Marcellus shale, the LTERM’s authors disagreed with EIA’s range
of uncertainty because it was too small to capture the possibility that the new Marcellus shale
estimate was wrong. The LTERM notes: “To the extent that environmental concerns related to
extraction of natural gas from Marcellus shale inhibit future natural gas production, or the costs
related to the mitigation of environmental damage associated with the extraction of natural gas
prove to be higher than expected, the EIA projections would understate future natural gas prices,
other factors equal.” 25
This anecdote clearly demonstrates the uncertainty present in the Shale Gas Revolution.
First, the uncertainty is evident in disagreement among forecasters, which is why it is impossible
to look at just one forecaster’s expectations to get a sense of what the future might look like.
Second, as has occurred often over the course of the Shale Gas Revolution, expectations are
drastically revised as new information becomes available. This is seen when the EIA
substantially reduced their estimate of Marcellus shale resources by 66 percent.
When looking at forecasters’ views on the cost of shale production and likely future price
of natural gas, the key is to understand that one price forecast alone tells us little. Other experts
may disagree and all expectations are subject to change rapidly. Instead, the Board should focus
on the trends in forecasts and the drivers of uncertainty to guide decision making.

E. Environmental Challenges
In last year’s Looking Forward Report, we noted that a high-volume environmental
debate was gaining momentum. Today, while the environmental challenges are real and should
be taken seriously, it appears that environmental concerns related to shale drilling are
manageable. Boston Pacific has seen support for this in both MIT’s Report and at a recently
attended NARUC Conference. Both MIT and a panel at the NARUC conference agree that
environmental challenges are manageable. When done properly, horizontal drilling methods
used to release shale gas may not carry more risk than traditional vertical oil and gas drilling.
According to MIT, with over 20,000 shale wells drilled in the last 10 years, the reported
environmental record is, in fact, largely a good one. In a review of widely reported incidents
involving gas well drilling from 2005 to 2009, there were only 20 reported incidents of
groundwater contamination by natural gas or drilling fluid, and 14 incidents of on-site surface
spills. 26 In the studies surveyed, no incidents conclusively demonstrate contamination of shallow
water zones with fracture fluids. Also, while there is evidence of natural gas migration into
freshwater zones in some areas, it is most likely the result of substandard well completion by a
few operators.27
24

LTERM, at page 3-10.
Ibid., at pages 3-10 to 3-11.
26
MIT’s Report, at page 39.
27
MIT’s Report, at page 7.
25
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This was echoed at the NARUC conference, where one takeaway was that horizontal
drilling, when done properly, introduces very little new environmental risk compared to
traditional vertical oil and gas drilling. It was further noted at the NARUC conference that one
environmental concern related to fracking, flammable water due to methane contamination, may
be overstated. Methane release typically occurs in the process of drilling the vertical well, not
just the horizontal well. Thus, water contamination due to methane is a symptom of all oil and
gas drilling, not just fracking. Finally, one NARUC panelist commented that Texas has been
drilling wells for 60 years without a single reported instance of groundwater contamination.

F. Global Market
The Shale Gas Revolution provokes the question of whether the U.S. could eventually
export some of this shale to regions where gas prices are significantly higher. The fact that some
are considering exporting natural gas is nothing short of remarkable. Not long ago, the
expectation was that the U.S. would begin importing liquefied natural gas (LNG) from abroad as
domestic supplies were depleted. Though the Shale Gas Revolution has reversed this
expectation and sparked the discussion of future trade opportunities, it is currently too difficult to
predict whether the U.S. will import or export significant quantities of LNG, given the
uncertainty of several factors. Instead of trying to speculate if and when global trade might
occur, we will briefly discuss some the uncertainties that a global market for gas faces, both the
barriers to existence and complications that may arise after one develops. This discussion will
again rely on support from MIT’s Report as well as the recent NARUC conference attended by
Boston Pacific.
The main obstacle to a global gas market is the difficulty and cost of transporting natural
gas. Right now, the potential for U.S. LNG exports exists because the spread between low
domestic gas prices and more expensive foreign prices could exceed transportation costs for
years to come, making it profitable to export. In their Report, MIT estimates that transportation
costs could range from $3/MMBtu to $5/MMBtu.28 Even if exports were economic and we had
the necessary infrastructure in place to take advantage of the opportunity, there is still great
uncertainty as to how wide that spread between domestic and international gas prices will be in
the future. If, for any number of reasons, foreign gas prices were to fall or domestic prices were
to increase, the opportunity for exports could vanish.
Next, there is the hurdle of building the necessary infrastructure to physically move fuel
around the globe. It costs billions of dollars to build gasification and liquefaction facilities, and
to develop the tanker fleet required to ship natural gas. DOE approval is also required to build
regasification and liquefaction facilities, creating yet another barrier to adequate infrastructure.
Though the DOE has recently approved applications for seven LNG export facilities, if they
decide that exports could impact U.S. energy security, they can prevent companies from
exporting. At the NARUC Conference, companies like Dominion explained that, despite these
uncertainties, they are actively seeking DOE approval to build LNG export terminals. Even so,
28

Ibid., at page 25.
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the NARUC panel concluded that exports of LNG are still a long way away, and securing DOE
approval to build an LNG export terminal is just the first step.
Finally, there is always the uncertainty associated with an unpredictable shift in the gas
market, like the Shale Gas Revolution. History reminds us that even if we have the infrastructure
in place, it may not be needed. Almost a decade ago, when it was thought that the U.S. would
import LNG, we began investing in regasification infrastructure. In 2000, the U.S. had four
LNG regasification facilities with 2.3 Bcfd of capacity, which has now grown to about 20
Bcfd. 29 However, once the Shale Gas Revolution occurred, the need for those regasification
facilities diminished. In 2009, U.S. consumption of LNG was 1.2 Bcfd, 30 meaning that 94
percent of LNG regasification capacity in the U.S. sits idle – again illustrating that no one
predicted the Shale Gas Revolution. We also cannot predict what future changes in the gas
markets might occur, and given that investors lost quite a bit of money in the last decade
anticipating LNG imports, this uncertainty should be taken seriously.
As with supply and price, the uncertainty surrounding the future of a global market is
evident in disagreement among credible experts. Last year, the Deloitte Center for Energy
Solutions and Deloitte Marketplace published a report titled Navigating a Fractured Future:
Insights into the Future of the North American Natural Gas Market. In that report, Deloitte
found that “Exporting LNG from North America to Europe and Asia, while tempting now, may
not prove to be profitable over the long term, especially if future technological advancements do
not continue to significantly drive down the cost of producing shale gas.” 31 Counter to
conventional wisdom, Deloitte further postulates that in their reference case “ . . . LNG imports
are projected to grow significantly in the middle of this decade and eventually rise to comprise a
fairly significant component of U.S. natural gas supply under this scenario.” 32 Fast forward just
six months, and the EIA’s early release of the 2012 AEO tells us the exact opposite. The 2012
AEO predicts that the U.S. will become a net exporter of LNG in 2016, a net pipeline exporter in
2025, and an overall net exporter of natural gas in 2021. 33 Even within half a year, two credible
sources can look to the future and see very different outcomes.
But let’s assume for the sake of argument that the EIA is correct, and that a global market
for natural gas develops and the U.S. becomes a net exporter. There still remains uncertainty
about what a global gas market would look like and how the U.S. would fare as a participant. If
a global market increases global demand for gas significantly, this could quickly drive up the
price of gas, an unfavorable consequence for consumers in a global market. Alternatively, if
demand for exports remains strong and the spread between domestic and international gas prices
remains wide, the U.S. could end up earning large profits in a global gas market, which would be
a boost to the U.S. economy.
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Ibid., at page 143.
Ibid.
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Deloitte Center for Energy Solutions and Deloitte Marketplace, Navigating a Fractured Future: Insights into the
Future of the North American Natural Gas Market, 2011, at page 3.
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Ibid., at page 7.
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U.S. Energy Information Administration, “AEO2012 Early Release Overview,” January 23, 2012, at page 2,
available at http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/er/pdf/0383er%282012%29.pdf.
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Another source of uncertainty is the response of other countries. If a global market
develops, all other gas-rich nations would become our competitors. Outside the U.S., only 11
percent of estimated recoverable conventional resources have been produced to date. 34 MIT
estimates that globally, 9,000 Tcf could be developed economically with a natural gas price at or
below $4/MMBtu at the point of export. 35 Surely other gas-rich countries would want to join us
in supplying gas to regions with higher prices. This not only has economic implications, but also
raises geopolitical concerns. In addition to conventional resources, China, Argentina, and
Mexico are also rich in shale, with 1275 Tcf, 774 Tcf, and 681 Tcf, respectively. 36 Eventually,
it’s likely that these countries will start to develop their shale resources too, potentially at a lower
price than U.S. shale.
While global development of shale resources may hurt the U.S. by applying competitive
pressure, it also presents a unique opportunity. Currently, the U.S. is the only country that
commercially develops its shale resources, and thus, we are the only country that has the relevant
experience developing fracking technology and methods. If other countries seek to develop their
shale resources, the U.S. is in a position to export its technology and experience. Just as China is
trying to lead in the development of solar technology, the U.S. would be on the forefront of the
“shale model,” giving us a unique edge in global energy development.

G. Conclusion
The Shale Gas Revolution continues to be an important force in the U.S. economy, and
the electric industry in particular. While the data this year further illustrates that the Shale Gas
Revolution is real, the impact still remains uncertain. We cannot be sure how much shale gas
will be produced and demanded, and at exactly what price the market will settle. Recent
forecasts show that the assumptions and expectations are changing rapidly as our understanding
of the shale plays grows. With this in mind, the Board should continue to stay apprised of
developments in the shale gas markets. As to policy, the most pressing concern is the
environmental impact of shale drilling. The short-term goal should be for all industry
participants to ensure that environmental challenges are reasonably and fairly addressed, and that
regulations by individual States and the Federal government are efficiently coordinated.
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II.

EPA’S EFFORT TO REGULATE GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

A. Introduction
In the 2011 Looking Forward Report, we described the legal and regulatory background
on EPA’s rulemakings on GHG emissions from major stationary sources. Our conclusion was
that it would be at least a year, likely longer, before such regulations would be in place. EPA has
continued on this path. In the last year, permitting addressing GHG emissions has begun,
slowly, at the State level through so-called “Prevention of Significant Deterioration,” or PSD air
permits under New Source Review (NSR). On March 27, 2012 EPA publicly released proposed
new source performance standards for CO2 emissions from new fossil fuel-fired power plants.
EPA is accepting comments until June 12, 2012; after the publication of the final rule, States will
begin to implement these regulations. EPA’s efforts have faced legal challenges and political
pressure and may well face more of each.

B. Key Legal and Regulatory Events in EPA Greenhouse Gas Rulemakings
A timeline summarizing key events in EPA’s process of EPA GHG rulemakings is
displayed on the next page. There are several key events listed. First is the 2007 Supreme Court
decision in Massachusetts v. EPA directing EPA to address the question of whether GHG
emissions from cars are harmful. Second, EPA makes that very determination, and later
concludes that it is then required to enforce GHG emissions from stationary sources such as
power plants. Third, EPA decided to “tailor” these GHG emissions regulations so that only the
largest sources of GHG emissions will be regulated. Within the last year, these regulations under
the Tailoring Rule framework have started at the State level via NSR air permitting. Most
recently, EPA released proposed performance standards for CO2 emissions from new fossil fuelfired power plants. According to a December 2010 Settlement Agreement between EPA and 11
States and other parties, subsequent modifications to final standards are to be issued by May 26,
2012, though EPA is accepting comments until June 12, 2012 so it appears they will not publish
by the May 26 date.

C. EPA GHG Regulations Take Two Paths
There are two forms of EPA rulemaking occurring on GHG emissions from power plants.
The first is the on-going NSR permitting for new or modified sources currently being
implemented by States. The second is performance standards for new sources, a proposed rule
for which was released on March 27, 2012, and emissions guidelines for existing sources.
1. New Source Review / Prevention of Significant Deterioration
NSR is a long-standing component of Clean Air Act regulations for new and modified
stationary sources of emissions. Before beginning construction, these sources are required to
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Timeline
April 2, 2007 – Supreme Court decision in Massachusetts v. EPA – EPA was required to
determine whether emissions of GHGs from new motor vehicles cause or contribute to air pollution
which may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or welfare, or whether the science is
too uncertain to make a reasoned decision.
December 15, 2009 – Endangerment and Cause-or-Contribute Findings – In two separate
findings EPA finds that “six greenhouse gases taken in combination endanger both the public health
and the public welfare of current and future generations” and “that the combined emissions of these
greenhouse gases from new motor vehicles and new motor vehicle engines contribute to the
greenhouse gas air pollution that endangers public health and welfare.”
April 2, 2010 – Timing Decision – EPA finds that when GHGs are regulated under the CAA,
GHG-emitting sources will be subject to PSD requirements.
May 7, 2010 – Light-duty Vehicle Rule (“Tailpipe Rule”) – EPA set standards for GHG
emissions by light-duty vehicles for 2012-2016 model years. This regulation came into effect on
January 2, 2011, triggering regulations of GHGs from stationary sources under PSD.
May 13, 2010 – GHG Tailoring Rule – focused GHG emissions permitting to only the largest
sources of GHGs, those that emit 75,000 or 100,000 tons of CO2e per year. Sources that emit less
than 50,000 tons of CO2e GHGs will not be required to obtain permits for GHGs before 2016.
December 21, 2010 – Settlement Agreement in State of New York, et al. v. EPA – EPA agreed to
issue final regulations addressing GHG emissions from electric generating units by May 26, 2012.
January 2, 2011 – Tailoring Rule Step One comes into effect – “Anyway” sources, those that
would have to obtain a PSD or title V permit anyway for emissions of other pollutants, and that
exceed the GHG emissions thresholds, are required to address GHG emissions under the permit.
June 20, 2011 – Supreme Court decision in American Electric Power Co. v. Connecticut – The
Court determines that the Clean Air Act and the EPA action the Act authorizes displace any federal
common-law right to seek abatement of CO2 emissions from fossil fuel-fired power plants.
July 1, 2011 – Tailoring Rule Step Two comes into effect – Sources with GHG emissions above
the Tailoring Rule threshold are required to obtain a PSD or title V permit, even if they would not
be subject to these programs based on emissions of other pollutants.
Settlement Agreement deadline delayed – what was a July 26, 2011 deadline for releasing a draft
proposal was pushed to September 30, 2011, then to the end of January 2012, and then draft
regulations (a notice of proposed rulemaking or NPRM) were to be made public by April, 2012.
Nov. 7, 2011 – EPA submits draft regulations to OMB – OMB receives from EPA a notice of
proposed rulemaking on the performance standards.
February 24, 2012 – Tailoring Rule Step Three Notice – EPA proposes to maintain tailoring rule
thresholds at 75,000 / 100,000 tpy CO2e rather than reduce them to 50,000 tpy CO2e.
March 27, 2012 – Proposed Standards of Performance for GHG emissions for Electric
Generating Units – New generating units would be required to meet an output-based standard of
1,000 lb CO2/MWh.
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obtain an air pollution permit, typically from their State permitting office. The terms and
conditions of this pre-construction permit will then become part of the operating permit required
for the facility to begin operations. The emissions control standard that is applied to major
sources of air pollution depends on whether the facility is in an area that is in attainment with the
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) or in an area where air pollution standards
are exceeded. Because there is no NAAQS for GHG emissions, all NSR addressing GHG
emissions will be conducted as if the facilities are in attainment areas. 37 This means facilities
will have to obtain a PSD permit, in which the best available control technology (BACT)
standard is applied. 38
BACT has long been applied for regulating other air pollutant emissions under the Clean
Air Act. BACT is determined for each facility via a case-by-case five-step process. This process
identifies all possible control technologies, eliminates infeasible controls, and selects the most
effective remaining control. 39 An idea of what this process has recently meant for new sources
of GHG emissions can be found by examining the PSD permitting for GHG emissions that States
have been carrying out since the beginning of 2011. As of December 1, 2011 EPA and State
authorities had issued 18 PSD permits with GHG requirements, and had received an estimated 50
additional GHG PSD permit applications.40
A review of two State-issued PSD permits for GHG emissions and EPA comments on
these permits suggests that strict technology standards have not necessarily been imposed up to
this point. EPA’s comments have simply asked for clarification, including additional specificity
about calculations or methodologies used. The two permits reviewed are for the Wolverine
Clean Energy Venture 600 MW coal-fired power plant in Michigan, and a set of four natural gasfired boilers in Wisconsin. Details about these permits can be found in Section F at the end of
this chapter.
However, under the Clean Air Act, new source performance standards set a floor for
BACT determinations under the PSD permitting program. That is, facilities requiring PSD
permits will be subject to the performance standards established by EPA and discussed in the
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, “PSD and Title V Permitting Guidance for Greenhouse Gases,” March
2011, at page 2, available at http://www.epa.gov/nsr/ghgdocs/ghgpermittingguidance.pdf.
38
“Prevention of Significant Deterioration and Title V Greenhouse Gas Tailoring Rule Step 3, GHG Plantwide
Applicability Limitations and GHG Synthetic Minor Limitations; Proposed Rule,” 77 Federal Register 46, March 8,
2012, at pages 14226 to 14264, available at http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2012-03-08/pdf/2012-5431.pdf.
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BACT is set on a case-by-case basis, through a five step process:
Step One: Identify all available control technologies.
Step Two: Eliminate technically infeasible options.
Step Three: Rank remaining control technologies.
Step Four: Evaluate most effective controls and document results.
Step Five: Select BACT
Ibid., at page 14252.
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Note that electric generating units are just one category of sources that these permits have covered. States and
regional EPA offices concluded that 2011 has not been representative of the higher level of GHG PSD and title V
permitting that will eventually result. EPA’s initial estimates of the number of additional sources subject to PSD
permitting under Step Two of the Tailoring Rule (two new and 915 modified sources), are higher than the permits
addressing GHGs that have resulted thus far. Ibid., at page 14232.
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next section. Until there is a final EPA rule on these performance standards, State BACT
determinations should, in most cases, incorporate EPA’s thinking on the proposed rule. 41
2. Performance Standards and Emissions Guidelines
The second form of GHG regulation that EPA is creating is category-based performance
standards and emissions guidelines. A proposed new source performance standard publicly
released March 27, 2012 set as a category new baseload and intermediate fossil fuel-fired electric
generating units 25 MW or larger. The standard of performance that EPA is proposing for these
units is the best system of emission reduction that has been adequately demonstrated, which was
determined to be a modern natural gas combined-cycle (NGCC) facility, with an emissions level
of 1,000 lb CO2/MWh. This was chosen as the standard because NGCC facilities emit far less
CO2 than coal and according to EPA analysis will be less costly, at least until 2020, which is the
analysis period for this rulemaking. This standard will apply at all times, including during
startups, shutdowns, and malfunctions. Facilities within this category, however, remain free to
use any combination of technology they see fit to meet this rate-based numerical emissions limit.
Simple cycle combustion turbines – peaking units – are not included in this category.
In effect, EPA has prevented new, traditional coal-fired facilities from obtaining permits.
The only way new coal- or pet-coke fired EGUs may be permitted under this rule is through the
30-year averaging option. That is, such units must meet an immediate performance standard of
1,800 lb CO2/MWh (gross) on a 12-month annual average basis, but by no later than the
beginning of the 11th year, they must install carbon capture and sequestration that will reduce
emissions to 600 lb CO2/MWh or less for the next 20 years. Average emissions under the 30
year averaging option would then remain 1,000 lb CO2/MWh.
As discussed above, this performance standard will set a floor for the case-by-case
emissions controls of the BACT standard under NSR. New source performance standards must
be reviewed every eight years, and revised if appropriate. 42
Existing facilities will be subject to an EPA emissions guideline, as implemented by the
States. The EPA explains that “[t]he guidelines include targets based on demonstrated controls,
emission reductions, costs and expected timeframes for installation and compliance, and can be
less stringent than the requirements imposed on new sources.” 43 Also, States have flexibility to
make their implementation of the EPA guidelines more or less stringent and with a longer or
shorter compliance schedule for reasons of cost, physical impossibility, or other factors. 44
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U.S. EPA permitting guidance states “BACT cannot be set at an emission control level that is less stringent than
that required by the NSPS” and goes on to discuss the role of proposed NSPS standards on BACT determinations.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, “PSD and Title V Permitting Guidance for Greenhouse Gases,” March
2011, at page 25. For a discussion of these topics in light of the EPA March 27, 2012 proposed rule, see, for
example, “U.S. EPA Proposes CO2 Emissions Standard for New Power Plants,” Paul Hastings, March 2012,
available at www.paulhastings.com/assets/publications/2158.pdf.
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, “Settlement Agreements to Address Greenhouse Gas Emissions from
Electric Generating Units and Refineries Fact Sheet,” at page 2, available at
http://www.epa.gov/airquality/pdfs/settlementfactsheet.pdf (last accessed at March 16, 2012).
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Final new source performance standards and emissions guidelines were to be issued by
May 26, 2012, according to the Settlement Agreement. However, EPA is currently accepting
comments on specific topics until June 12, 2012, which should push the issuance of the final rule
past the May deadline. Less progress appears to have been made towards the emissions
guidelines for existing units. After the proposed rule was released, EPA Administrator Lisa
Jackson said “we don’t have plans to address existing plants.” 45 It is unclear what form these
emissions guidelines may take. The changes could be minor, such as stricter requirements
around meeting manufacturer’s operating efficiencies, or could require more significant changes.
Some analysts even suggest that the wide latitude EPA has to propose standards for existing
units under the Clean Air Act means that a cap-and-trade program may be an appropriate
guideline. 46

D. Potential Roadblocks for EPA GHG Regulation
Despite the judicial and regulatory actions that have already occurred, EPA’s regulations
on power plants may yet be blocked. Among potential roadblocks are legal challenges by
affected industries, Congressional action, and decisions from within the Obama Administration.
1. Judicial
The most substantive and recent legal challenges to EPA’s GHG regulations were heard
by the DC Circuit Court of Appeals on February 28 and 29, 2012. In these two days, the court
heard oral arguments on four cases that challenged EPA’s Endangerment Finding, its Tailpipe
Rule, the “Historical Regulations” issue wherein EPA has found that regulation of any pollutant
under the Clean Air Act triggers regulation of that pollutant at certain stationary sources, and
EPA’s Timing and Tailoring Rules. 47
A debrief of oral arguments was held at the Washington, DC offices of the law firm Jones
Day on March 1, involving experts on this issue from the public, non-profit, and private sector,
many of whom worked for plaintiffs or filed briefs in these cases. 48 These experts suggested that
it was unlikely that such legal challenges would fully roll back EPA’s regulations. It was
thought that challenges to EPA’s Endangerment Finding and Tailpipe Rule are unlikely to
succeed. As one expert later wrote, “Though the judges appeared troubled by some elements of
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Stecker, Tiffany, “Emissions,” ClimateWire, March 29, 2012, available at
http://nicholasinstitute.duke.edu/news/ClimateWire_RulesforNewSourcesAnnounced.pdf.
46
For example, see a Paul Hastings law firm Client Alert that discussed the possibility of a cap-and-trade program
like California’s being relied on to meet the guidelines. “U.S. EPA Proposes CO2 Emissions Standard for New
Power Plants,” Paul Hastings, March 2012, available at www.paulhastings.com/assets/publications/2158.pdf.
47
Danish, Kyle et al., “Climate, Energy, and Air Weekly Update – February 27 - March 2, 2012,” Van Ness
Feldman, March 5, 2012, available at http://www.vnf.com/news-policyupdates-684.html (“VNF Update”).
48
Held at the Washington, DC offices of the law firm Jones Day, other sponsors of this event were the
Environmental Law Institute; International Emissions Trading Association; Georgetown Climate Center; DC Bar
Environment, Energy and Natural Resources Section; and the Climate Change, Sustainable Development, and
Ecosystems Committee of the ABA’s Section of Environment, Energy, and Resources.
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the Endangerment Finding, their comments suggested that the challenges were mostly foreclosed
by the Supreme Court's decision in Massachusetts v. EPA.” 49
However, it was agreed that there may be more room for challenges to EPA’s Tailoring
Rule. EPA relied on three legal doctrines in crafting its Tailoring Rule: (1) The ‘‘absurd results’’
doctrine, which authorizes agencies to apply statutory requirements differently than a literal
reading would indicate, as necessary to effectuate congressional intent and avoid absurd results;
(2) the ‘‘administrative necessity’’ doctrine, which authorizes agencies to apply statutory
requirements in a way that avoids impossible administrative burdens; and (3) the ‘‘one-step-at-atime’’ doctrine, which authorizes agencies to implement statutory requirements a step at a time. 50
Specifically, it was said that the Court may be troubled by the “absurd results” doctrine.
However, even if the Court finds against EPA, it was generally agreed that the Court is unlikely
to vacate (throw out) EPA’s rules. The most likely action if the Court finds in favor of one or
more plaintiffs may simply be that EPA would be forced to re-do its finding with a different
legal basis, which would also force another public comment period. The timing of the DC
Circuit Court’s decisions on these cases is unknown, but could occur as early as Summer 2012. 51
2. Congressional
Another potential roadblock is Congressional action. Many in Congress continue to be
opposed to EPA action on GHG emissions. For example, on February 23, 2012 a letter from the
Chairman of the Committee on Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Energy and Power to
the OMB asking it to stop EPA’s GHG regulation was signed by over half of the House of
Representatives, a total of 207 House Republicans and 14 Democrats. The letter cited concerns
about the economic cost were EPA to require carbon capture and sequestration technology. It is
unclear what the chances are of Congress taking action against the EPA.
3. Executive
EPA cannot issue regulations without the support of other parts of the Executive branch,
and ultimately the President. As a result, political calculus and broad policy considerations
almost necessarily influence significant new rulemakings. For example, on September 2, 2011
the Obama Administration decided not to issue stricter ozone regulations that had long been
under consideration by EPA. This is yet another level of uncertainty on GHG emissions
regulations.
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One of the participants in the Jones Day event, Kyle Danish, also helped write the VNF Update.
“Prevention of Significant Deterioration and Title V Greenhouse Gas Tailoring Rule; Final Rule,” 75 Federal
Register 106, June 3, 2010, at page 31516, available at http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2010-06-03/pdf/201011974.pdf.
51
VNF Update.
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E. Next Steps
The next major issue will be the release of final EPA regulations. Following a comment
period lasting through June 12, 2012 will be the publication of final EPA regulations on GHG
emissions from power plants. After the final regulations are released, States will have nine
months to create plans for power plants to meet emissions guidelines. Power plants will then be
required to follow a compliance schedule timeline to comply with these plans. Note also that
EPA’s scope for GHG emissions regulation stretches beyond the electric sector. Refinery
regulations were discussed in a separate settlement agreement, and absent EPA action being
blocked, a number of other industries will also face regulation in coming years.

F. Review of State-Issued PSD Permits for GHG Emissions
1. Wolverine Clean Energy Venture (WCEV), Rogers City, MI 52
The Wolverine Clean Energy Venture plant is a 600 megawatt (MW) coal-fired steam
electric power plant. This facility will be comprised of two 300 MW circulating fluidized bed
(CFB) boilers, allowing for the burning of coal or biomass.
The Michigan Department of Environmental Quality approved WCEV’s air use permit
on June 29, 2011. The GHG BACT determination concluded that GHG emissions limits should
be no more than 2.1 lb CO2 equivalent / gross kWh at 70 percent load or greater and 6,024,107
short tons per year. The technology or operational restrictions on this plant are that (1) biomass
is to be co-fired at a level between 5 percent and 20 percent on a heat input basis, (2) cost
effective system component motors are to be installed, (3) manufacturer’s guidance is to be
followed on O&M for plant components, and (4) there will be continuous emissions monitoring.
EPA had the following comments regarding the GHG BACT determination: (1) The
permit should provide additional detail about the calculation of the emission limit and how fuel
usage records will be maintained and (2) clarification should be made for how BACT
compliance will be maintained during start-ups, shutdowns, and malfunctions; secondary BACT
limits or work practices may be established for these periods if compliance with BACT
emissions limits is infeasible.
2. University of Wisconsin, Charter Street facility, Madison, WI 53
The Charter Street facility added four natural gas boilers to provide steam and chilled
water, as well as potentially generate electricity.
52

Michigan Department of Environmental Quality PSD construction permit, number 317-07, for Wolverine Power
Supply Cooperative. For more information, see http://www.deq.state.mi.us/aps/downloads/permits/CFPP/2007/31707/317-07.htm, and specifically the March 16, 2011 “Greenhouse Gas (GHG) BACT Analysis,” April 5, 2011
“GHG BACT Supplement Information,” and April 6, 2011 “GHG BACT Supplement Information Memo.” EPA’s
comments of May 19, 2011 can be found at http://www.epa.gov/nsr/ghgcomment.html.
53
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources issued Construction Permit Number 11-SDD-099 on October 15,
2011, available at http://dnr.wi.gov/cias/am/amexternal/AM_PermitTracking.aspx?id=3000056. EPA’s comments
of December 9, 2011 are available at http://www.epa.gov/nsr/ghgcomment.html.
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The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources issued a preliminary PSD permit on
November 3, 2011. As to the GHG emissions of these new boilers, this permit concluded that
the boilers should be maintained at a minimum 70 percent efficiency rating. This was at the
lower end of the 70 to 75 percent efficiency rating expected from a new natural gas boiler, and
below the 72.6 percent efficiency rating given by the applicant. This efficiency rating was to be
maintained on a 12-month rolling average basis and documented by fuel use and steam
production records.
EPA asked for the following additional information in regards to GHG: (1) a numerical
GHG BACT emissions limit, or justification for why such a numerical limit is infeasible; (2)
additional appropriate monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting for the GHG BACT emissions
limit; and (3) that the permit account for EPA’s analysis that CCS is not infeasible for such
natural gas boilers. EPA points WDNR to EPA documents about the feasibility of CCS for
power plants. However, these documents suggest that EPA would rarely require the use of such
technology, if it all.
“CCS should be listed in Step 1 of a top-down BACT analysis for GHGs. This does not
necessarily mean CCS should be selected as BACT for such sources. Many other casespecific factors, such as the technical feasibility and cost of CCS technology for the
specific application, size of the facility, proposed location of the source, and availability
and access to transportation and storage opportunities, should be assessed at later steps of
a top-down BACT analysis.” 54
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, “PSD and Title V Permitting Guidance for Greenhouse Gases,” March
2011, available at http://www.epa.gov/nsr/ghgdocs/ghgpermittingguidance.pdf.
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III.

A FEDERAL CLEAN ENERGY STANDARD

A. Introduction
In the 2011 Looking Forward Report, we explained that President Obama proposed a
Federal Clean Energy Standard or CES in his 2011 State of the Union speech. That proposal
would have required electricity suppliers to source 80 percent of their supply from technologies
deemed to be “clean energy.” The Report also discussed why SPP’s relatively greater reliance
on conventional coal generation would make it more affected than the U.S. in general. And we
reported that a CES would be unlikely to be made law; the President’s CES did not become law.
This year, Senator Bingaman of New Mexico proposed a CES policy: the Clean Energy
Standard Act of 2012 (“Act”). President Obama, in the 2012 State of the Union, continued to
support such a policy, calling for an “all-out, all-of-the-above strategy that develops every
available source of American energy.” 55 This chapter briefly describes (1) the Act, (2) Energy
Information Agency (EIA) modeling of CES, (3) that the Act is unlikely to be made into law in
the near term, and (4) how State renewable portfolio standards (RPS) and CES policies interact.

B. Clean Energy Standard Act of 2012
On March 1, 2012, Senator Bingaman introduced the Clean Energy Standard Act of 2012.
The Act calls for each utility to sell 24 percent clean energy by 2015, increasing 3 percent
annually to 84 percent clean energy by 2035.56 Electricity generation is defined as clean by its
carbon emissions, as compared to a conventional modern coal plant. The Act uses a credit
trading system, with each credit equal to one MWh of clean generation. A power plant that
emits less greenhouse gas than a standard coal plant (0.82 metric tons of CO2 equivalent per
MWh) will receive up to one credit per MWh, depending on how much lower its emissions are.
Renewable energy that emits zero CO2e would receive one credit per MWh; a natural gas facility
that emits 0.41 metric tons of CO2e per MWh would receive 0.5 credits per MWh. This
definition supports a wide variety of generation sources, including solar, wind, nuclear, natural
gas, coal with carbon capture and storage, etc.
1. Energy Information Agency Modeling of the Act
In creating his proposal, Senator Bingaman asked the EIA to model several variants of
CES policies. One variant, titled “All Clean,” was similar to Senator Bingaman’s proposal,
though with an 80 percent clean energy target by 2035. The following conclusions are from
55

“Remarks by the President in State of the Union Address,” January 24, 2012, available at
http://www.whitehouse.gov/state-of-the-union-2012.
56
Note that the calculation of how much energy is currently “clean” under the Act is not straightforward. Clean
generation must have been placed in service after 1991, while energy from nuclear or hydropower sources in service
prior to 1992 will be deducted from the total generation of each utility when calculating the total amount of clean
generation to supply. See the bill text and a summary of the Act at
http://www.energy.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/2012/3/clean-energy-standard-act-of-2012
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EIA’s modeling of the electricity sector in 2035 under the “All Clean” policy, as compared to
EIA’s reference case in 2035. 57
•
•
•
•
•

Electricity prices would be 27 percent higher, at 11.9 cents/kWh instead of 9.4
cents/kWh, as measured in 2009 cents/kWh
Total generation would be 6 percent lower
Coal generation would be 66 percent lower, though coal capacity would be only 25
percent lower
Natural gas generation would be 42 percent higher
Zero-carbon generation (nuclear, hydropower, geothermal, wood, solar, and wind) would
be 36 percent higher. These zero-carbon resources would make up 44 percent of total
generation instead of 30 percent in the reference case
2. CES is Unlikely to Become Law

Senator Bingaman’s CES is unlikely to become law this year, as the 2012 presidential
election looms. Even Senator Bingaman himself, upon presenting the legislation, acknowledged
the political hurdles: "We face a challenging environment this year in terms of passing energy
legislation," he said. "We may have to wait until the result of this election is in before we can
move forward." 58 Senator Bingaman, who has long been a leading proponent of CES, is
planning to retire at the end of this year.

C. Interaction of Federal Clean Energy Standard and State Policies
State and regional energy policymakers may at some time contend with a Federal policy
similar to the Clean Energy Standard Act of 2012. It may be useful to consider how such a
Federal CES would “sync” with related, existing State policies such as renewable portfolio
standards. The short answer is that, all else equal, more robust State renewable portfolio
standards would make fulfilling a CES easier.
More subtly, however, Federal CES proposals have somewhat different goals and
implementation than most State RPS. CES policies that accept a broad array of technologies are
targeting carbon emissions. State RPS policies tend to create incentives for in-State investment
in renewable generation, not baseload low-carbon generation such as nuclear, large hydro or
natural gas. That is, CES may be more purely an environmental policy, while RPS may tend to
target in-State investment and jobs as much as environmental goals.
A simple example may be the best way to illustrate the interaction between CES and RPS
policies. Take three hypothetical States: State A, with a robust 20 percent RPS but otherwise
reliant on coal; State B, with zero renewable generation but a mix of other generation sources;
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U.S. Energy Information Administration, “Analysis of Impacts of a Clean Energy Standard as requested by
Chairman Bingaman,” November 30, 2011, available at http://www.eia.gov/analysis/requests/ces_bingaman/.
58
“US Senate Democrat to introduce clean energy standard bill Thursday,” Platts, February 29, 2012, available at
http://www.platts.com/RSSFeedDetailedNews/RSSFeed/ElectricPower/6000459.
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and State C, which has a mix of resources like State B but has replaced its nuclear generation
with a 20 percent RPS policy.
Table III.1
Generation Portfolio of States A, B and C

Renewables
Natural Gas
Nuclear
Coal
Clean

State A State B State C
20%
0%
20%
0%
50%
40%
0%
20%
20%
80%

30%

20%

20%

45%

60%

As shown in Table III.1, State A initially has 20 percent clean generation. State B, even
though it has no renewable generation, has 45 percent clean generation. This is 20 percent from
nuclear generation and 25 percent from natural gas generation, since each unit of natural gas is
assumed to emit half as much CO2e as a modern coal plant and so counts for half credit. State C
is like State B but has reduced natural gas and coal generation to meet a 20 percent RPS policy.
It has 60 percent clean generation. Based on these initial portfolios, State A would not quite
meet the starting CES target for clean generation of 24 percent in 2015, State B would already
meet the target through 2022, and State C would meet the target through 2027. 59
This simple example shows that having a RPS policy is not the only way to reduce the
impact from a Federal CES. However, States with higher levels of renewable generation do tend
to be better prepared for a CES, assuming that the renewable generation replaced fossil fuel-fired
generation. This example also shows that the States that would be most negatively affected by
Federal CES would be States that rely heavily on coal, while States that tend to rely on
generation from nuclear, large hydro, and natural gas would be less affected. That is, the more
relevant factor on how much a State would be impacted by CES may be the portion of its
generation from low-carbon resources, not simply the State’s percentage of generation from
renewable resources.
For States in SPP, which are more reliant on conventional coal generation than the
average State in the U.S. and that generally do not have RPS, this example suggests at least one
path to prepare for a CES, if it is thought that such a policy is possible: reduce generation from
coal-fired plants and increase generation from any and all other resources that emit lower levels
of greenhouse gases.

59

Note that, for simplicity, this example ignores important aspects of the Act. The Act only counts as clean that
generation that came into service after 1991; it gives value to nuclear or hydroelectric generation in service prior to
1992 by deducting that generation from the total generation of each utility when calculating the amount of clean
generation required. The basic conclusions of this example would not change if those aspects of the Act were taken
into account: State A would still have 20 percent clean generation, State B would have 31 percent clean generation,
and State C would have 50 percent clean generation (assuming that natural gas generation was placed in service
after 1991 and nuclear generation was placed in service before 1992).
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IV.

THE IMPACT OF PRODUCTION TAX CREDITS

A. Introduction
Last year at the Board’s request we reported on a forecast of wind and other renewable
resource development with and without the Federal Production Tax Credit or PTC. We found
little changed in the short run if the PTC was eliminated since wind development was driven as
much or more by State mandates as it was by Federal money (tax breaks). This year the Board
asked us to measure the impact of the PTC on the cost of wind power over its life.

B. State of the PTC and Other Federal Incentives
Currently, the PTC, as it applies to wind energy projects, provides an income tax credit of
2.2 cents per kilowatt-hour for the first 10 years of electricity production. This incentive was
originally created under the Energy Policy Act of 1992, and since then, has been renewed and
expanded several times. The PTC is set to expire on December 31, 2012. 60
When the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA) was passed
several years ago, two new incentives became available for wind energy projects: the investment
tax credit (ITC) and a cash grant in lieu of tax credits (Treasury Grant). 61 With the ITC, a wind
energy project can elect to take an upfront tax credit in the amount of 30 percent of eligible
capital expenditures. Wind energy projects must be placed in service by December 31, 2012 to
be eligible for the ITC. 62 The Treasury Grant provides a cash grant that is equivalent to the
monetized value of the ITC. 63 The advantage of the Treasury Grant is that the realization of the
incentive is not dependent on the project having taxable income, unlike the PTC and ITC.
However, the Treasury Grant program expired on December 31, 2011. 64 And actually, just
recently, a proposal to extend the PTC and the Treasury Grant program was rejected by the
Senate. 65

C. The PTC is a Key Component of a Wind Energy Project’s Levelized Cost of Energy
Given the Board’s request, we decided to examine the impact of the PTC on a wind
energy project’s levelized cost of energy (LCOE). That is, by how much might the PTC lower
60

Database of State Incentives for Renewables & Efficiency, “Renewable Electricity Production Tax Credit (PTC),”
June 3, 2011, available at http://dsireusa.org/incentives/incentive.cfm?Incentive_Code=US13F.
61
Database of State Incentives for Renewables & Efficiency, “Business Energy Investment Tax Credit (ITC),”
November 18, 2011, available at http://dsireusa.org/incentives/incentive.cfm?Incentive_Code=US02F&re=1&ee=1.
62
Ibid.
63
Database of State Incentives for Renewables & Efficiency, “U.S. Department of Treasury – Renewable Energy
Grants,” November 29, 2011, available at
http://dsireusa.org/incentives/incentive.cfm?Incentive_Code=US53F&re=1&ee=1.
64
Ibid.
65
Leone, Steve, “Senate Rejects 1603, PTC Amendment,” RenewableEnergyWorld.com, March 13, 2012, available
at http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2012/03/senate-rejects-1603-ptc-amendment.
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the price of wind power over the life of a wind farm? Boston Pacific created a revenue
requirement model that calculated the LCOE for a generic wind farm in the “Heartland” region
of the United States, as defined by a report from the Department of Energy. 66 The assumptions
used in the model are listed in Table IV.1:
Table IV.1
Assumptions
Plant Capacity
Asset Life
Capital Cost Range (2010 dollars)
Average
High
Low
Capacity Factor Range
Average
High
Low
Fixed O&M Cost (2010 dollars)
PTC Amount
PTC Term (Escalating by Inflation)
Income Tax Rate (Combined Federal and State)
Capital Structure (Based on Utility Financing)
Debt
Equity
Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC)
Inflation

200 MW
25 years
$2,000
$2,250
$1,750
33%
43%
23%
$35/kW-year
2.2 cents/kWh
10 years
38.90%
55%
45%
6.57%
2%

For our analysis, we calculated the LCOE of the generic wind farm across nine different
scenarios by varying the capital cost and capacity factor of the wind farm. We note that the
ranges for the capital costs and capacity factors are based on historical data for wind farms in the
“Heartland” region of the United States and are derived from the aforementioned DOE report. 67
The following table shows the LCOE for each scenario, with and without the PTC and the
corresponding percentage impact of the PTC:

66

U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy, “2010 Wind Technologies Report,” June
2011, at page 41. The Heartland region includes the states of Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska, South Dakota, North
Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, and Arkansas.
67
Ibid., at pages 49 and 57.
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Table IV.2
Sensitivity
Installed Cost Capacity Factor
Average
Average
High
Average
Low
Average
Average
High
High
High
Low
High
Average
Low
High
Low
Low
Low

Levelized Cost of Energy ($/MWh in 2012 Dollars)
With PTC No PTC
PTC % Reduction
$77.14
$98.83
21.9%
$85.78 $107.47
20.2%
$68.49
$90.18
24.1%
$54.15
$75.84
28.6%
$60.79
$82.47
26.3%
$47.52
$69.21
31.3%
$120.10 $141.79
15.3%
$132.50 $154.19
14.1%
$107.70 $129.39
16.8%

The results show that the PTC lowered prices over the assumed 25-year life of the wind
farm by 14.1 percent to 31.3 percent across nine different scenarios. As expected, the highest
impact (31.3 percent) occurred under the assumptions of low capital cost and high capacity
factor. We note that these results assume that the owner of the project has sufficient taxable
income to take advantage of the full PTC value.
While the PTC allows wind generation to be more cost competitive, we believe the main
driver in new developments of wind are State mandates such as a renewable portfolio standard
(RPS). Notably, in SPP’s footprint, Kansas has an RPS of 20 percent by 2020, Missouri has an
RPS of 15 percent by 2021, and Texas has a requirement of 5,880 MW by 2015. 68 Even with the
absence of the PTC, we believe that States with an RPS will continue to increase their supply of
wind generation.

68

Database of State Incentives for Renewables & Efficiency, “RPS Policies,” March 2012, available at
http://www.dsireusa.org/documents/summarymaps/RPS_map.pdf.
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V.

PROSPECTS FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES

A. Introduction
In last year’s Looking Forward Report we summarized the results of a recent study which
concluded that market penetration of electric vehicles in the SPP region would be very limited.
We see no reason to change that conclusion in our update this year.
In fact, anecdotal evidence suggests that electric vehicles are having a hard time winning
over consumers. Recently, General Motors (GM) reported that they will halt production of the
highly touted Chevy Volt for five weeks due to slow sales. 69 GM indicated that they sold about
7,700 Chevy Volts last year, which was below their target of 10,000 vehicles. Coincidentally, a
recent safety investigation was conducted about whether the battery pack in the Chevy Volt
posed a fire risk during crashes.70
Other anecdotal evidence includes events in Elkhart, Indiana, which is known as “the RV
capital of the world.” The city received lots of attention because of visits by President Obama.
In his most recent visit, President Obama had promised to provide stimulus funding to promote
the development of electric vehicles that would help revive Elkhart’s economy which suffered a
deep downturn during the recession. 71 Think EV, a manufacturer of electric vehicles that
received Federal stimulus funding, State development grants, and tax credits, promised to hire
400 employees two years ago; at its peak, only 25 employees worked at the facility and now only
two remain. 72
And there is anecdotal evidence of competition from other alternative fuels: Chrysler and
GM announced plans to produce natural gas-fueled trucks. 73 Chrysler is planning to build at
least 2,000 bi-fueled pickup trucks that run on compressed natural gas (CNG) and gasoline
starting in June. GM will also build bi-fueled pickup trucks that run on CNG and gasoline with
the intention of offering them in the fourth quarter of this year.
Of note, however, there is news on the infrastructure side that NRG Energy (NRG) is
expanding their electric charging station system, known as “eVgo,” from Houston and Dallas to
major cities in California. 74 Currently, NRG has a total of twelve eVgo charging stations: eleven
in Houston and one in Dallas. As part of a settlement agreement with the California Public
Utilities Commission, NRG plans to invest $100 million in a network of eVgo stations primarily
in the Bay Area, Los Angeles, and San Diego. The current business model for eVgo requires
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Terlep, Sharon, “GM to Idle Chevy Volt Output as Sales Slow,” The Wall Street Journal, March 2, 2012.
Ibid.
71
Schaper, David, “As Elkhart’s Electric Dreams Fizzle, RVs Come Back,” NPR, March 19, 2012, available at
http://www.npr.org/2012/03/06/147255700/as-elkharts-electric-dreams-fizzle-rvs-come-back.
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Ibid.
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Bennett, Jeff, “Natural Gas to Power Pickups,” The Wall Street Journal, March 5, 2012.
74
Hull, Dana, “California's charging stations deal has industry in an uproar,” MercuryNews.com, April 11, 2012,
available at http://www.mercurynews.com/business/ci_20366925/nrg-energy-electric-vehicle-charging-stationcalifornia?source=most_emailed.
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consumers to sign up for a subscription plan and pay a fixed monthly rate to charge their electric
vehicles. 75

B. Electric Vehicle Market Challenges
In order to shed light on the issues facing the electric vehicle market, we reviewed a
technology roadmap produced by the International Energy Agency that focuses on achieving
widespread adoption of electric vehicles. 76 The roadmap specifies a target of 50 percent of total
light vehicle sales worldwide by 2050. 77 Furthermore, the roadmap lays out several challenges
that must be met before the target can be reached, including: (1) match the life-cycle costs of an
internal combustion engine vehicle, (2) increase battery performance to allow expanded driving
range, and (3) build the needed charging infrastructure. 78 Taking just the first, and presumably
easiest-to-achieve, goal, a Harvard study shows electric vehicles are reasonably close. 79
The Harvard study provides a cost comparison of an internal combustion engine vehicle
to electric vehicles based on the following assumptions: 80
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

10 year useful life
Uniform number of miles driven per year (12,000 miles/year)
No consideration of consumer preferences, such as performance, size, and range
Gas price of $3.75/gallon
Average price of electricity of 12 cents/kWh
Discount rate of 15 percent
No government subsidies
Electric vehicle consumers pay $1,500 to upgrade home electric circuitry

The study focuses on two types of electric vehicles that have a plug-in charging feature:
the Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV) and the Battery Electric Vehicle (BEV), which runs
solely on electricity. 81 The PHEV and BEV are assumed to have purchase prices of $30,235 and
$33,565, respectively, which does not include the currently available $7,500 government tax
rebate. This compares to a conventional vehicle with a purchase price of $21,390. The PHEV
and BEV are also assumed to have an all-electric driving range of 40 miles and 100 miles,
respectively. 82
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Ibid.
International Energy Agency, “Technology Roadmap, Electric and Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles,” June 2011.
77
Ibid., at page 4.
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Ibid., at page 27.
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Lee, Henry and Grant Lovellette, “Will Electric Cars Transform the U.S. Vehicle Market? An Analysis of the
Key Determinants,” Discussion Paper 2011-08, Cambridge, Mass.: Belfer Center for Science and International
Affairs, July 2011.
80
Ibid., at Appendix A.
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Ibid., at page 6.
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Ibid., at page 15.
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The study’s base case scenario, shown in Table V.1, projects that the costs of ownership
and operation for electric vehicles are about 15 percent higher than a conventional vehicle. 83
However, if the government subsidy of $7,500 for electric vehicles is assumed, the cost
differential is more than offset.
Table V.1
Conventional PHEV
BEV
Net Present Cost
$32,861
$38,239 $37,680
Cost Differential with Conventional
$0
$5,377 $4,819
% Differential with Conventional
0%
16%
15%

In another scenario, for the years 2025 to 2030 and shown in Table V.2, battery costs are
assumed to be reduced from $600/kWh to $300/kWh, gasoline prices increase to $4.50/gallon,
and electricity prices increase by 30 percent to 15 cents/kWh. In this case the BEV would cost
10 percent less while the PHEV would cost about the same as a conventional vehicle. 84 Since
the BEV is an all-electric vehicle, unlike the PHEV, rising gasoline prices do not affect the cost
of the BEV.

Table V.2
Conventional PHEV
BEV
Net Present Cost
$34,152
$34,601 $30,674
Cost Differential with Conventional
$0
$449
($3,478)
% Differential with Conventional
0%
1%
-10%

Interestingly, the study points out that if driving range were to be factored in to the cost
comparison, that is – if the current all-electric driving range of 100 miles for the BEV was
increased to 150 miles – the study concludes that the cost of increasing the range would offset
the cost advantage in Table V.2. 85 It should be noted that an average conventional vehicle has a
driving range between 350 and 450 miles per tank of gasoline. 86

C. Conclusion
With regard to cost, currently electric vehicles can be cost-competitive with conventional
vehicles, especially if government subsidies are considered in the purchase price of an electric
vehicle. In the future, if battery costs decrease significantly, electric vehicles can have a cost
advantage over conventional vehicles.
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Ibid.
Ibid., at pages 15 to 16.
85
Ibid., at page 17.
86
Ibid., at page 19.
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However, while cost is a major attribute consumers assess in making a vehicle purchase,
there are other factors that need to be addressed in order to increase market penetration of
electric vehicles. These include driving range and charging infrastructure. “Range anxiety” is a
term, usually associated with all-electric vehicles, that describes a driver’s fear of limited range
with the possibility of being stranded. Until battery technology improves, allowing an increased
range, with an increased deployment of charging stations, we do not envision significant market
penetration of electric vehicles in the near-term.
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VI.

THE RESURGENCE OF NUCLEAR POWER?

A. Introduction
Nuclear power is a new topic for the Looking Forward Report. The Board asked us to
assess whether the reported resurgence of interest in new nuclear power is likely to result in new
nuclear reactors being built, especially in SPP’s footprint. There surely has been a resurgence in
applications to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, or NRC. Eighteen applications covering 28
reactors have been received by the NRC. And, after a 34 year drought, the NRC has approved a
construction and operating license for Plant Vogtle in Georgia.
Still, any new nuclear plant will face four strong headwinds that we discuss here. One is
the high cost to build new nuclear plants. Two is the low cost for competing technologies such
as natural gas-fired combined-cycle. Three is renewed safety concerns in the wake of the crisis
at the Fukushima plant in Japan. Four is the inability to privately finance new nuclear plants.

B. A Resurgence of Applications
As a backdrop, recall that the United States is the world's largest producer of nuclear
power, accounting for more than 30 percent of worldwide nuclear generation of electricity. The
country's 104 nuclear reactors produced 807 billion kWh in 2010, over 20 percent of total U.S.
electrical output. However, construction on the last new nuclear reactor in the United States was
completed in 1996. And no new plant has been issued a license in thirty four years. To build
and operate a new nuclear facility in the U.S. requires a license from the NRC. The NRC issues
“construction and operating licenses,” or COLs, to applicants that can demonstrate that their
projects meet national safety and environmental standards, among other requirements. Thus, the
future of new nuclear investment in the United States might best be gleaned from looking at the
number of projects seeking construction and operating licenses from the NRC. Prior to February
2012, the NRC had not issued a COL since 1978, one year before the Three Mile Island nuclear
incident in Pennsylvania. According to the NRC, the lack of COLs is not the result of NRC’s
stinginess in approving new facilities, but rather because there simply have not been any new
applications for COLs since 1978. The lack of interest in developing new facilities was
generally attributed to the very high construction costs for nuclear facilities plus, to a much lesser
extent, the environmental and safety concerns that arose after Three Mile Island.
Beginning in 2007, interest in new nuclear development in the United States picked up.
The NRC lists 18 active COL applications for a total of 28 new nuclear reactors, all submitted
between 2007 and 2009. At the outset we will note that none of the applications to the NRC are
for plants in the SPP footprint. Figure VI.1 is a map of the applications which shows that they
come from a range of States—indeed, 15 different States although most in the Eastern portion of
the country. There is some variation in technology; seven of the sites, including Vogtle, propose
to use the third generation technology from Westinghouse designated as AP 1000. Another four
sites propose another third generation technology, by AREVA Nuclear Power, called U.S.
EPR—Evolutionary Power Reactor.
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Figure VI.1
Map of Applications to the NRC

What ended the application drought in the over 30-year period between the last COL in
1978 and the Vogtle in 2012? In short, it was concern over global climate change. Nuclear
power plants directly emit zero carbon dioxide and other greenhouses gases. Rough estimates
are that conventional coal-fired plants emit about one ton per MWh; natural gas-fired combinedcycle plants emit about 60 percent less than coal, but still about 0.4 tons per MWh. The global
climate change concerns led to the other big change – the change that nuclear plants could secure
debt financing from the U.S. DOE Loan Guarantee Program, which provides taxpayer-backed
loans for new clean energy development, including nuclear facilities. Unsurprisingly, the vast
majority of applicants for COLs also have applied to the DOE for a loan guarantee. To a much
lesser extent, renewed interest in nuclear power is also attributable to the lower volatility in the
price of nuclear fuel, as compared to that of natural gas prices.

C. Headwinds for New Nuclear Power Development
Everyone knows it is a long journey from an NRC license to actually completing the
construction of a nuclear power plant. Indeed, it appears that interest in ever starting that journey
peaked in the 2007 to 2009 period due to proposed mandates related to climate change (e.g., cap
and trade) and available money (i.e., the U.S. DOE’s Loan Guarantee Program). The NRC
expects far fewer COL applications in coming years. As of October 6, 2011, the NRC projects a
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total of three new applications for a total of eight new nuclear units in 2012, two more
applications in 2013, and one more in 2014.87
1. The High Cost of Construction
The fact is that, despite the newfound money and mandates, the construction costs for
new facilities can be very high. Florida Power & Light estimates that its two-unit, 1,100 MW
nuclear project would cost between $12.1 billion and $17.8 billion or from $5,492/kW to
$8,081/kW. 88 Progress Energy estimated that its two-unit Levy Nuclear Plant in Florida would
cost between $17.2 billion and $22.5 billion.89 Duke Energy’s Lee Nuclear Plant in South
Carolina would cost $11 billion without escalation or financing costs, and TVA’s two-unit
Bellefonte site could be as high as $17.5 billion.90 Plant Vogtle is estimated to cost $14 billion
or about $6,364/kW. 91 As a point of comparison note that a new natural gas-fired combinedcycle plant would cost $1,000/kW to $1,200/kW; for nuclear to be competitive, the lower
building cost for combined-cycle would have to be offset by high natural gas fuels costs and a
high tax or price on greenhouse gas emissions.
Applications to the U.S. DOE Loan Guarantee Program also illustrate the high cost of
new nuclear development. As of 2008, the DOE had received 19 applications for Federal loan
guarantees for 21 proposed reactors with a total cost of $188 billion.92 That figure implies an
average cost of $9 billion per unit, or $18 billion for a two-unit facility. Some estimates of the
cost of new nuclear development, however, are lower. For example, South Carolina Electric &
Gas and Santee Cooper estimate that the cost of developing two new additional 1,117 MW
nuclear units at their jointly-owned Virgil C. Summer Facility is $9.8 billion.
2. Risks After Fukushima
In addition to being expensive, nuclear investment comes with a high level of perceived
safety risks. Each new proposed nuclear unit of course must comply with the extensive safety
regulations put forth by the NRC. The NRC is currently considering whether or not to adopt new
safety standards in the wake of its “lessons learned” from Japan’s Fukushima disaster. However,
compliance with NRC standards does not eliminate the risk of accidents at nuclear reactors and
thus is only part of the equation. Nuclear developers and their financial backers must factor in
costs of mitigating or remedying the impact of accidents.
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Although its uniquely severe causes and consequences are acknowledged, some experts
conclude that Tokyo Electric Power’s (TEPCO) Fukushima Dai-ichi’s plant may set a new high
estimate of risks. 93 TEPCO’s market capitalization was $42 billion prior to the disaster; 94 one
estimate of decommissioning costs alone is 1.15 trillion yen, 95 or approximately $13.7 billion
using current exchange rates. Another estimate of damages to be incurred by 2013 is 4.5 trillion
yen, 96 or $53.7 billion using current exchange rates. Together these costs and damages exceed
TEPCO’s total capitalization.
Fukushima’s implications for the United States’ nuclear industry are yet to be
determined, but three points can be made. First, TEPCO is larger than most of the U.S. nuclear
operators in terms of market capitalization, so no U.S. company would have been in a better
balance sheet position to handle the costs than TEPCO. Second, Fukushima must have
significantly raised the estimated costs of disasters, meaning that private financing will be more
expensive and public financing – via the DOE Loan Guarantee Program – will be needed more
than ever. Third, U.S. laws related to liability of U.S. nuclear operators may be revisited.
Specifically, the U.S. Price Anderson Act limits liability to nuclear operators at $12.5 billion, a
figure that is low compared to the cost of Fukushima. 97
3. Competition from Shale Gas
The Shale Gas Revolution was discussed at length herein. Suffice it to say that, if natural
gas prices stay low and relatively stable, new nuclear power plants will have a hard time
competing on price. When asked if Fukushima put new nuclear plants “on ice,” one expert
replied, “No. Shale gas did.”98
Only a significant increase in natural gas prices could lessen this particular headwind.
Aggressive policy to mitigate concerns over global climate change could be the event which
pushes prices up by increasing demand for natural gas and/or by embedding a tax or other
penalty in the price. Again, the EPA path forward on command and control policy to address
greenhouse gas emissions also was discussed here at length.
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4. Problems Getting Private Finance
The three previous headwinds make it doubtful that new nuclear plants will be privately
financed. As noted, that is why so many plants have pursued U.S. DOE loan guarantees—
including Vogtle.
Another implication for the United States is that given the high cost of financing and the
post-Fukushima estimates for the cost of accidents, merger activity among U.S. utilities may tick
up as utilities seek to expand their balance sheets to absorb the risk and cost of nuclear
development. The merger of Duke Energy and Progress Energy is one example of this potential
trend. Bill Johnson, the CEO of Progress, recently stated publicly that the merged entity will
continue to pursue licensing and construction of the Lee Nuclear Station in South Carolina and
the Levy County Station in Florida, at a combined price tag of more than $40 billion. 99 The
merged company has a market capitalization of approximately $36.5 billion. 100

D. NRC Approval of Vogtle
On February 9, 2012, NRC issued COLs for two new nuclear generation facilities, Units
3 and 4, at the existing Vogtle Electric Generating Plant site near Waynesboro, Georgia, owned
by Southern Nuclear Operating Company. As noted above, these were the first COLs issued by
the NRC since 1978. Because of the dearth of COL applications between 1978 and 2007, NRC’s
Order on Vogtle provides valuable insight into NRC’s policy on new nuclear development,
especially in a post-Fukushima environment.
NRC’s Vogtle Order had one purpose: to assess whether NRC Staff’s review of the
Vogtle application was adequate to make the necessary safety and environmental findings which
would clear the way for NRC’s “Office of New Reactors” to issue the COLs. NRC concluded
that, “after weighing the environmental, economic, technical, and other benefits against
environmental and other costs, and considering reasonable alternatives, that the combined
licenses should be issued.” 101 In approving COLs for the Vogtle units, NRC imposed one
condition that requires inspection and testing of “squib valves,” which are important components
of the new reactors’ passive cooling system. NRC certified Westhinghouse’s AP1000 reactor
design that includes these passive safety features that would cool down the reactor after an
accident without the need for electricity or human intervention. This is important since the
disaster at Fukushima was largely attributed to a loss of backup cooling at the facility that was
used to cool the reactors.102
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The NRC Staff had already resolved most environmental issues related to Vogtle in 2009;
in the COL proceeding, NRC Staff’s review centered on whether there was any “new and
significant” information that might affect the NRC Staff’s original environmental conclusions.
In August 2011, Staff concluded that Vogtle was environmentally in compliance with regulations
despite objections from third parties and the Fukushima experience. In the Vogtle Order, NRC
affirmed Staff’s findings and did not withhold the COL approval for reasons related to
Fukushima.
The NRC Commissioners voted four to one to approve Vogtle’s COL application. The
Chairman of the NRC, Gregory Jaczko, issued a dissenting vote. Chairman Jaczko’s dissent was
not related to Vogtle’s compliance with any NRC regulatory requirements currently in place – in
fact, Chairman Jaczko was in full agreement with his fellow Commissioners that Vogtle is in full
compliance with all of NRC’s effective regulations. Chairman Jaczko and the rest of the NRC
Commissioners also agreed that Vogtle should be required to comply with all new regulatory and
safety enhancements that emerge from the NRC’s “lessons learned” from Fukushima, which are
currently being developed by NRC Staff. 103 For its part, NRC Staff said that a sequence of
events like the Fukushima accident is unlikely to occur in the U.S.
The point of contention between the Chairman and the four Commissioners was how to
impose on Vogtle requirements to comply with post-Fukushima requirements. The NRC Order
expressed the majority opinion that the NRC rulemaking process is adequate to impose any
newly developed, post-Fukushima conditions on Vogtle before it goes into operation. In his
dissent, Chairman Jaczko wanted a binding assurance that the Vogtle plant would conform with
new requirements before going into commercial operation via an “across-the-board license
condition requiring implementation of all Fukushima-related requirements.” 104 The NRC
Commissioners said that this was too vague since those requirements are only in development.
On March 30, 2012, the NRC issued a COL for Units 2 and 3 of the Virgil C. Summer
nuclear facility in South Carolina. That project, which is jointly-owned by South Carolina
Electric & Gas Company (a subsidiary of the SCANA Corporation) and Santee Cooper, will
feature two 1,117 MW reactors. Similar to Vogtle, the NRC voted four to one to approve the
COL for the Virgil C. Summer units, with Chairman Jaczko dissenting for the same reasons he
explained in the Vogtle decision.

E. Modular Reactors: Another Option
Given the headwinds that face nuclear development, one option that has seen increased
attention in the U.S. – including SPP – is that of the small modular reactors (SMRs). As defined
by the International Atomic Energy Agency, SMRs are nuclear reactors with the equivalent
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electric power of less than 300 MW. 105 SMRs have some compelling attributes. First, they can
enlarge the market for nuclear power. Many utilities either have no interest in or cannot absorb
the reliability risk of a nuclear project of 1,000 MW or more. In addition, SMRs avoid the high
capital costs associated with large units that can imperil a balance sheet. 106 SMRs are also
simpler in design and can take advantage of “economies of mass production,” unlike their larger
counterparts. SMRs are also smaller and are thought to carry lower siting costs and constraints
and can be built in a much faster timeframe.
However, SMRs also have significant drawbacks. First, SMRs do not take advantage of
economies of scale as do larger units. For example, SMRs, just like their larger counterparts,
require expensive safety control systems. SMRs spread that cost over fewer MWs than larger
units so their required price per MWh is higher.
A 2011 report by University of Chicago Energy Policy Institute concluded that
development of SMRs can create an opportunity for the United States to recapture a slice of the
nuclear technology market that has eroded over the last several decades as companies in other
countries have expanded into full‐scale reactors for domestic and export purposes. However,
the study points out that detailed engineering data for most small reactor designs are only 10 to
20 percent complete, only limited cost data are available, and no U.S. factory has advanced
beyond the planning stages. In general, however, the report says small reactors could
significantly mitigate the financial risk associated with full‐scale plants, potentially allowing
SMRs to compete effectively with other energy sources. 107
In January 2012 the DOE called for applications from industry to support the
development of one or two U.S. light-water reactor designs – one type of modular nuclear
technology – allocating $452 million over five years. Other SMR designs will have modest
support through the Reactor Concepts Research Development & Demonstration program. In
March 2012, the U.S. DOE signed agreements with three companies interested in constructing
demonstration SMRs at its Savannah River site in South Carolina. DOE is discussing similar
arrangements with four further SMR developers, aiming to have in 10 to 15 years a suite of
SMRs providing power for the DOE complex.
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VII.

THE DEBATE ON RTO CAPACITY MARKETS

A. Introduction
RTO capacity markets are a new topic included in this year’s Looking Forward Report at
the request of the Board. Specifically, the Board asked us to report on (1) why other RTOs have
adopted capacity markets and (2) what issues have arisen in those RTOs as a result of that
adoption. While RTOs have adopted capacity markets to incentivize timely investment where it
is needed, some States have not realized those benefits and have been limited by jurisdictional
challenges in their efforts in procuring capacity to maintain reliability.

B. Why Some RTOs Have Adopted Capacity Markets
Of the six U.S. RTOs, two – the PJM Interconnection and ISO New England – operate
longer-term capacity markets; each procures capacity for three years forward. New York ISO
operates a short-term capacity market. SPP and the California ISO do not operate capacity
markets. The Midwest ISO has proposed a new resource adequacy mechanism that features
voluntary capacity auctions.
For our purposes in this Report, we will focus on the longer-term capacity market
constructs of PJM and ISO New England. In each case, the overarching goal in implementing a
capacity market is to create long-term, locational price signals to incentivize investments in
capacity where it is most needed. Notably, these capacity markets are designed to create
incentives to keep both existing generation on line and to bring new sources of capacity into
service. These signals are needed, theory goes, because of the “missing money” problem, which
occurs when revenues from energy and ancillary services earned by generators is insufficient to
support new and existing capacity resources at a level that maintains system reliability. 108
PJM, ISO New England, and FERC – the Federal agency that regulates all the RTO
markets – have all echoed this goal in either proposing or accepting the capacity markets. PJM
claims that its capacity market, the Reliability Pricing Model (RPM), is designed to create longterm price signals to attract investments needed to ensure reliability in the PJM region. 109 PJM
also states that RPM is intended to work in conjunction with PJM’s regional transmission
expansion planning process to ensure the reliability of the PJM region for future years. 110 ISO
New England indicates that the goal of its Forward Capacity Market (FCM) is to send
appropriate price signals to attract new investment, including demand resources, and maintain
existing resources where and when they are needed, thus ensuring the reliability of the New
England electricity grid. 111 In accepting a settlement that established the framework of FCM,
108
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FERC noted that FCM will “provide the revenues needed by generators to keep them in
operation to preserve reliability,” “provide a market-based mechanism to appropriately value
capacity resources based on their location,” and “provide appropriate signals to investors when
new infrastructure resources are necessary with sufficient lead time to allow that infrastructure to
be put into place before reliability is sacrificed…where reliability problems are most
imminent.” 112
We agree getting capacity built when and where it is needed is a laudable goal. Capacity
markets that procure resource commitments three years in advance are one way to ensure
reliability going forward and to attempt to provide locational signals for new investment.
However, as shown in our real-world examples below, capacity markets may not always live up
to the goals they were intended to achieve. Specifically, it is the view of some entities that
capacity markets are not resulting in enough local capacity being built in certain areas. We see
two fundamental characteristics in capacity markets that may help explain these results.
First, RPM and FCM are not pure markets. Instead, they combine administratively
determined, subjective parameters and complex rules with just some characteristics of normal
markets. For example, “demand” in PJM is not determined by buyers bidding in a market
setting; instead, demand is determined by an administratively determined curve, which is drawn
with straight lines between three reference points on a graph. Those reference points are dictated
by PJM’s planning reserve margins and the “net” cost of new entry, 113 a number estimated using
administratively determined inputs. In New England, a vertical demand curve is used, equal to
the “installed capacity requirement,” also administratively determined. 114 Also, each of ISO
New England’s first five capacity auctions have resulted in a clearing price equal to the
administratively determined price floor. 115 These administratively determined parameters not
only may fail to achieve pure market outcomes, but can also be targets for protests by interested
market participants; this can create uncertainty around the capacity markets that adds additional
risk to investment decisions.
Another reason why FCM and RPM are not pure markets is that they are governed by
complex, voluminous market rules that are the result of either lengthy negotiations or litigation.
In New England, for example, FERC, in 2003, identified flaws in New England’s old capacity
market – i.e., locational signals were not being sent – in response to a complaint by generators in
Connecticut with Reliability Must Run contracts. In response, ISO New England proposed its
Locational Installed Capacity (LICAP) market in March 2004, which was accepted but set for
hearing by FERC. LICAP settlement negotiations continued from 2004 through March 2006,
when parties settled on a proposal known as the Forward Capacity Market. 116 Market rules were
not in place until 2007, and the first capacity auction under FCM took place in February 2008.
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The second fundamental characteristic of U.S. capacity markets that may help explain
why actual results are not necessarily meeting the goals of the markets is the impact capacity
markets have on States’ resource adequacy authority. All 50 states have authority over decisions
related to resource adequacy and generation within their borders. However, the extent of that
authority becomes less clear when a utility joins an RTO that has a multi-State capacity market
under Federal jurisdiction.
Specifically, RTOs like PJM and ISO New England, under the direction of FERC, have
taken action to prevent States’ individual resource adequacy decisions from impacting the
capacity prices of other market participants in other States. 117 As a result, States have found it
more difficult to engage in their own authority to seek new in-State capacity when the capacity
market fails to deliver enough local capacity to meet their needs. States, which are in the best
position to address the full range of risk inherent in the electricity business and assess if the
capacity market is serving its ratepayers, have faced Federal challenges to their own resource
adequacy decisions in these regions.

C. Examples of Issues Experienced in Capacity Market RTOs
Since 2010, two PJM participant States – New Jersey and Maryland – have separately
complained that RPM does not provide the long-term revenue certainty to attract new generation
located in their States, despite high RPM prices in their areas. Both States have explored the
option of using their resource adequacy authority to address reliability concerns in their
respective States by designing RFPs for new, in-State capacity. However, Federal challenges
related to the capacity markets in which those States participate have introduced large hurdles to
procuring in-State capacity for both States.
First, consider New Jersey, a participant in the PJM markets. Parties in New Jersey
raised concerns about the lack of in-State generation constructed under RPM despite relatively
high RPM clearing prices in New Jersey. 118 In January 2011, the New Jersey Legislature
directed the creation of the Long-Term Capacity Agreement Pilot Program (LCAPP). 119 Under
this program, new in-State generation would be guaranteed to receive a fixed capacity price for
15 years. In March 2011, the Board of Public Utilities awarded contracts to three new
combined-cycle facilities, totaling almost 2,000 MW of generating capacity. 120
Incumbent generators in PJM petitioned FERC to prevent New Jersey from conducting
its LCAPP as planned. Those parties were concerned that winning bidders in LCAPP would
submit artificially low bids in the RPM auctions, thus depressing RPM capacity prices. PJM then
filed and FERC approved adjustments to the “Minimum Offer Price Rule” (MOPR) that scans
new entrants for below cost offers. This introduces a huge amount of risk to potential LCAPP
117
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bidders because if they were to not clear the RPM auctions, they would enjoy no guaranteed
capacity revenue, from PJM or New Jersey. As a further challenge to New Jersey’s State rights,
the incumbent generators have filed suit to challenge the constitutionality of LCAPP in a New
Jersey Federal court. That case is pending.121
Maryland was facing the same problem as New Jersey: RPM prices were high –
Maryland’s capacity price was roughly double that of the rest of the RTO on average since 200708 ($177.04/MW-day v. $88.65/MW-day) – but the Maryland Commission was concerned that
there was insufficient capacity of the right type and in the right location being built to ensure
reliability for Maryland ratepayers.
In the context of its role of assuring adequate resources for Maryland ratepayers,
Maryland was concerned about reliability and other risks inherent in the electricity business.
Those risks included possible coal shutdowns due to the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency’s regulations, increased need to accommodate renewables, and risks that expected
transmission projects would not be built on time or at all. Maryland was interested in addressing
these risks by using the authority of a State Commission to assure that the State has a diversified
portfolio of resources. Diversification is important because the future is uncertain and it is
unknown which fuel or technology will prove best for ratepayers.
RPM had failed to bring that diversified mix of resources to SWMAAC—the capacity
region PJM defined to include BGE and PEPCO, two major utilities the Maryland Commission
regulates. 122 According to EIA data, Maryland’s supply portfolio was not diverse: coal and
nuclear generation made up almost 90 percent of all electricity produced in Maryland in 2009. 123
Further, as shown in Table VII.1, in the last six years, a total of only 242 MW of new generation
has “cleared” the RPM market (i.e., was selected to provide capacity) in SWMAAC. This is
more than offset by a reduction of 788 MW due to retirements. 124 By far, the biggest capacity
addition in SWMAAC is net demand response for 1,811 MW. 125 It is a good thing to open up
competition to demand-side resources, but this is all new and the Maryland Commission’s Staff
had publicly noted that some early demand-side suppliers in Maryland may fail to perform as
promised. 126
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Table VII.1
SWMAAC Capacity Changes 2008/09 to 2013/14 (MW) 127

Source

MW

New Generation

242

Reactivated Generation

22

Retired Generation

(788)

Net Capacity Modifications

25

Net Demand Responce Modifications

1,811

Net Energy Efficiency Modifications

107

Total

1,419

Because of RPM’s failure, the Maryland Commission proposed a supplement to RPM,
another form of competitive procurement with a successful 30-year track record—a unit
contingent RFP. The purpose of the RFP was not to supplant RPM but, rather, to augment RPM
by compensating for its two obvious problems: a short contract duration and highly variable
prices. The RFP solicited bids to provide up to 1,500 MW of in-State, natural gas-fired
generation. Maryland’s RFP was similar to that of New Jersey: contracts pay a guaranteed price
to winning bidders, and those winning bidders must clear PJM’s RPM. It is important to note,
however, that Maryland’s RFP is consistent with PJM’s MOPR rule. Compliance with MOPR
means that generators must shoulder the risk that, despite winning in the State-run RFPs, they
may not receive any capacity revenue if they cannot clear the PJM capacity market.
Despite conforming with RPM’s rules, including the MOPR rule, and being designed to
supplement RPM’s processes, Maryland’s RFP has also been the subject of public complaints by
other PJM market participants and may be subject to legal challenge on ground of Federal vs.
State jurisdiction. Nevertheless, the RFP resulted in the award of a single contract for 661 MW
of new, natural gas-fired combined-cycle generation to be developed by CPV Maryland, LLC,
the winning bidder. The plant will be located in Waldorf, Maryland.
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VIII.

LOOKING FOR THE NEXT BIG THING(S)

This Report has already discussed many of the “next big things” that might bring
“disruptive change” to how America powers its future. What must be clear by now, however, is
that, in the face of substantial uncertainty, no one should claim to know precisely what the next
big things will be. The Shale Gas Revolution is the perfect evidence. We can all agree that the
surge in shale gas production has had a major impact in terms of dramatically reducing the nearterm price for natural gas and in terms of what resources America might have available to
replace conventional coal-fired power plants if environmental rules result in substantial
retirements. However, few if any forecasts that we reviewed over the past several years saw the
Shale Gas Revolution coming. Indeed, the premise of many natural gas price forecasts as
recently as three to five years ago was that America would have to turn to imported natural gas –
Liquefied Natural Gas or LNG – because resources in America and in Canada were dwindling.
As noted above, now there is a debate on whether America should export natural gas.
The fact that we cannot precisely predict the future in terms of picking the next big things
does not mean that we do not have a clue about the future. The historian Thomas P. Hughes has
told us that technological changes in the electricity business have not been “driverless vehicles
carrying society to destinations unknown and perhaps undesired.” 128 For him, the effect of
technology on society is important, but he tells us that the arrow goes the other way too – society
affects technology. He speaks of the history of technology in the electricity business as a series
of “reverse salients.” That is, a series of “critical problems” defined by society that are solved by
“inventors, engineers, and entrepreneurs” with technologies that then take on a momentum of
their own. 129 Global climate change seems to be a good example of a modern reverse salient
defined by society; whether and how it will be addressed remains to be seen.
This all means that we should look very broadly for the next big things and purposely
avoid any artificial limits or boundaries on where we look – this is a place for out-of-the-box
thinking. And, of course, we have to abide by Immanuel Kant’s guidance – put aside all your
presumptions. Kant reminds us that Copernicus would have gotten nowhere had he simply
refused to put aside the view that the sun orbited the earth. 130 Although not quite as earth- or
universe- shaking as that, we might think in terms of putting aside the view that economies of
scale dictate every move in the electricity business; for example, we might question that
centralized power systems are the better choice over decentralized systems because of economies
of scale. True to both Hughes and Kant, here are eight guidelines for an unconstrained look for
the next big things.
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A. Do Not Expect to Precisely Predict the Next Big Innovations
Conventional forecasts did not see the Shale Gas Revolution coming because it was born
out of technological innovation. Indeed, the uncertainty in predicting shale gas production going
forward still is caused by the difficulty of predicting how long the innovation will continue. Will
suppliers keep getting better at this technology? Forecasters are unlikely to have the intimate
information needed to see inside the innovation pipelines as a venture capitalist might. And even
venture capitalists pick a winner only a fraction of the time.

B. Look Beyond Government Mandates and Money
Again, look to shale gas for evidence on this point. It is private innovation. No one set a
mandate requiring the use of natural gas to produce electricity. There are no major subsidies to
artificially cut the price of natural gas so it will be used. We should never limit our search for
the next big things to a list of technologies with widely debated government mandates and
money. Moreover, proven technologies driven by private innovation have already delivered in
the marketplace and so do not have to rely on uncertain tax policy or other subsidies.

C. Look Beyond the Electricity Business
Shale gas helps to make the point here, too – it came out of the natural gas business, not
the electricity business. But the point can be made with other industries such as transportation.
One example is the Toyota Prius’ use of regenerative braking which recovers the energy that
would have been lost in conventional breaking, and converts it to electricity. The Prius appears
to be an example of scientists and engineers looking at the overall effectiveness of a product (in
this case an automobile) and finding a source of energy inherent in that product. The same style
of innovation in other sectors could shake up the electricity business. Also look to car makers
and computer makers to push vendors for advances in battery technology.

D. Look Beyond the Borders of the United States
James Fallows, in an article in The Atlantic, espoused the interesting view that those who
build the most power plants the fastest are the ones most likely to innovate. 131 The idea is that
building faster allows repeated trial and error where new approaches can be tested, fixed, and
improved quickly. He then suggested that China is the one building the most and the fastest.
Data backs him up. In 2009, the United States’ installed electric generating capacity was 1,025
GW; in that same year China’s was 878 GW. 132 By 2035, under a business-as-usual case, the
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U.S. is expected to increase its installed capacity by 196 GW while China is expected to increase
its installed capacity by 939 GW – almost five times more than the U.S.133
Importantly, China will build and use more than conventional coal-fired power plants.
China is projected to diversify its mix and so it will be in a position to do trial and error on a
range of technologies. The following table shows the change predicted in the percentage of
electricity to be generated by different technologies. Comparing shares in 2008 to 2035, China is
projected to reduce coal’s share from 79.7 percent to 66.1 percent and to increase nuclear’s share
from 2.0 percent to 9.6 percent, wind’s share from 0.4 percent to 4.7 percent, solar’s share from
zero to 0.4 percent, and other renewable resources from 0.1 percent to 3.1 percent.
Table VIII.1
China’s Electricity Generation By Technology in 2008 and 2035 134

Technology
% in 2008 % in 2035
Coal
79.7%
66.1%
Hydropower
16.2%
12.7%
Nuclear
2.0%
9.6%
Natural Gas
1.0%
3.3%
Oil and other liquids
0.7%
0.2%
Wind
0.4%
4.7%
Other Renewables
0.1%
3.1%
Solar
0.0%
0.4%
Geothermal
0.0%
0.0%
Another reason to look beyond the U.S. is that other countries may have completely
different motives for apparent energy policy. Take electric vehicles in China. The motives for
electric vehicles could be similar to those in America – reduce dependence on foreign oil and
reduce air pollution emissions. China, however, could have a much broader motive and,
therefore, might push an electric vehicle policy much further. That broader motive would be to
win a large share of the world’s auto market. To see this, consider that the primary competitive
advantage of today’s major car makers – in Japan, America and elsewhere – is the sophistication
and precision of the internal combustion engine. If China wanted to win a share of the world
auto market, it might be best to sidestep that competitive advantage altogether by building an
electric vehicle that does not need an internal combustion engine.
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E. Look Beyond Costs
Forecasters in the electricity business (including Boston Pacific) typically let narrowly
defined cost comparisons drive the choice of technology; if a technology is cheaper in a locale it
beats the competition. This makes sense, but there is more to it. It is not just a simple head-tohead comparison of costs. To see that more than cost matters, we have only to consider the two
previous, great energy transformations in history – from water power to steam power and from
steam power to electric power. Cost mattered, but the major impact of these transformations –
and their major attraction – was that the new form of energy was a more effective form of
energy. For example, the flexibility of using individual electric motors in a factory, rather than
one large steam engine in the basement, allowed the complete re-design of the factory floor for
more efficient manufacturing.135 The broader non-price effects of electric motors drove their
increased use.

F. Look to Competitive Markets
In a recent special section on nuclear power, the Economist concluded that innovation
was fostered in industries with ease of new entry, a choice of (and therefore the opportunity to
test) a range of business models and technologies, and light regulation.136 Competitive markets
like SPP’s Integrated Marketplace can offer all three of these precursors to innovation. More
importantly, competitive markets create an incentive to innovate like any private market. If a
supplier succeeds with a new technology and beats the market price, that supplier gets to keep
the upside profit. That does not happen in cost plus regulation. Without the profit incentive
there is little reason to innovate.

G. Look for Black Swan Risks
This point could be made just as well under the item “Look beyond costs,” but it may
deserve separate billing. As was noted in the chapter on nuclear risk, Black Swan risk refers to
low probability events with catastrophic consequences; the discussion was in the context of the
estimated costs of the disaster at the Fukushima nuclear power plant in Japan. At some point, the
absence of Black Swan risks has to be a competitive advantage and, therefore, justification for
pursuing technologies that do not have such risks – even if those technologies are currently at a
price disadvantage.

H. Look at Major Fault Lines in Business
In the electricity business, the fault lines include, among others: (1) centralized versus
decentralized generation, (2) supply-side versus demand-side technologies, and (3) technologies
135
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with carbon emissions versus those without such emissions. Competition drives innovation at
these fault lines.
Take the tension between centralized and decentralized generation and use wind and solar
as examples, respectively. These points are inspired by a Wall Street Journal interview with
NRG’s CEO David Crane. 137 Large-scale wind projects are typically distant from the customer
who will use the electricity so they will need transmission to be built. In contrast, smaller-scale
solar photovoltaics can be placed on rooftops in the communities where people live. Moreover,
solar photovoltaics, in the estimation of some, are better poised for both scientific and
manufacturing innovation that will drive down their price for decentralized deployment. Mr.
Crane seems to suggest that these are the reasons he is more focused on solar than wind.
Looking more broadly, by some accounts, the ultimate fault line for all businesses is that
the world cannot sustain the level of material consumption it has today. The point can be
illustrated simply with air travel. The author of a recent book on the subject, David Owen, cited
his flight from New York to Melbourne and said that his share of the fuel used on that trip “was
greater than the total amount of energy that the average resident of the Earth uses, for all
purposes, in a year.” 138 The point is that, while man has greatly improved the fuel efficiency of
flight, if more of us fly more and more each year, the fuel used for all of us to fly keeps going up.
The only means to a permanent reduction is to fly less which may require a mix of behavioral
and technological changes: choosing to rely on communication technologies rather than to fly,
for example.
The broad point is that reduction in electricity and other energy use might come from
broader innovations that reduce consumption in general rather than through new energy
technologies aimed at reducing energy consumption per se. While its impact may be felt only in
the distant future, if at all, The Economist gives a possible example of “three-dimensional
printing” and “additive manufacturing.” 139 The Economist says you start by calling up a
blueprint on your computer. A printer-like machine then “builds up the object gradually, either
by depositing material from a nozzle or by selectively solidifying a thin layer of plastic or metal
dust.” 140 Then a product pops out like “a spare part for your car, a lampshade, a violin.” While
not driven by energy concerns, the energy implications could be very big. The Economist says
waste is reduced because “as little as one-tenth of the amount of material” is required; less
material should mean less energy use. 141 If it cuts transport needs, energy use would fall there,
too. This would be the ultimate in “disruptive change” – and the disruption for the energy
business would be only a part of it.
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I. Big Thinking About the Next Big Things
Obviously this last chapter is quite different from all the others. While it gives no final
answers, it is meant to provoke the kind of questioning that mitigates the chances we will be
taken by surprise with disruptive changes.
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE
Recommendation to the SPP Board of Directors
April 24, 2012

Order 1000 Compliance Filing Policy Recommendations
Organizational Roster
The following persons are members of the Strategic Planning Committee:
Ricky Bittle, AECC
Mel Perkins, OGE
Mike Wise, GSEC
Jim Eckelberger, Director
Mike Palmer, EDE
Joshua Martin, Director

Jon Hansen, NPPD
Les Evans, KEPCO
David Hudson, Xcel Energy
Robert Janssen, Dogwood Energy
Harry Skilton, Director

Background
On July 21, 2011, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) issued Order 1000. Per the
Order, Public utility transmission providers must either amend their open access transmission tariffs
(“OATT”) to comply with the requirements of Order No. 1000 or demonstrate how their existing OATT
provisions already comply.
In response to Order 1000, the SPP Board of Directors tasked SPP’s Strategic Planning Committee
(“SPC”) to lead SPP’s response to the regional policy requirements contained in Order 1000 for a
compliance filing. After initial meetings of the SPC to discuss the requirements of Order 1000, the SPC
formed the SPC Task Force (“SPCTF”) on Order 1000. As a result, SPCTF was established to examine
SPP’s existing OATT to determine whether SPP’s current transmission planning and cost allocation
provisions comply with the requirements and whether additional revisions will be necessary. Further the
SPCTF on Order 1000 was tasked to propose how SPP should make its compliance filing with FERC.
The SPCTF on Order 1000 met 6 times from November 2011 through March 2012 culminating in a final
report and recommendation on March 29, 2012.
Analysis
A review of SPP’s existing practices and the regional requirements contained in Order 1000 shows that
SPP largely complies with Order 1000’s regional requirements. The accompanying attached Report of
the SPCTF on Order 1000 contains the task force’s recommendation on how to comply with the areas
that SPP either does not comply with or areas in which Order 1000 seeks for public utility transmission
providers to review.

Recommendation
The Strategic Planning Committee recommends that the Board of Directors approve the recommended
policy decisions contained in the SPC Task Force on Order 1000 Report dated April 3, 2012. The
following recommendations are contained in the Report:
1. Recommendation as to the Transmission Upgrades for which SPP Should Seek to Retain the
Federal ROFR.
2. Recommendation as to What Model SPP Should Use to Select Transmission Owners for
Projects Without a ROFR.

3. Recommendation as to Transmission Owner Qualification Criteria.
4. Recommendation as to Changes to SPP’s Membership Agreement and OATT.
5.

Recommendation as to Application of Order 1000 to Future SPP Projects.

6. Recommendation as to Consideration of Transmission Needs Driven by Public Policy
7. Recommendation as to Information and Data from Merchant Transmission Developers.
8. Timeline for Compliance Filing.

Approved:

Strategic Planning Committee Task Force on
Order 1000

March 29, 2012

Recommendations 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 all Passed without opposition
Recommendation 2 Passed with 2 opposed (AEP, KCPL)
Rationale of Opposed Task Force members
Opponents of the Motion objected to the recommendation contained in
Section II of the Report which addresses the Model SPP should use to
select transmission developers for projects without a ROFR. After
inviting stakeholders to submit potential Builder Selection Models to the
SPCTF for consideration, after reviewing each proposal and after
several meetings the SPCTF on Order 1000 recommends that SPP use
a Competitive Solicitation Model to select builders for projects that does
not have a ROFR. Opponents believe that approach is complex and
potentially creates unintended drivers; relies on SPP planning staff and
incumbent TO for ideas and solutions to problems consequently not
incenting stakeholders solutions and providing an unfair advantage for
incumbents; imposes construction bidding expertise on SPP staff and
processes contributing to increased SPP staffing and to delays in
construction; and is incompatible with current NTC-C process..
Approved:

Strategic Planning Committee

April 9, 2012

Recommendations 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 all Passed without opposition
Recommendation 2 Passed with 2 opposed
Action Requested:

Approve SPC recommendation and authorize Staff to take appropriate actions
consistent with the recommendation.

SPC Task Force on Order 1000
FINAL
REPORT

4/03/12

Southwest Power Pool
Report of the SPC Task Force on Order 1000

INTRODUCTION:
On July 21, 2011, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) issued Order
1000. Per the Order, public utility transmission providers 1 must either amend their open
access transmission tariffs (“OATT”) to comply with the requirements of Order 1000 or
demonstrate how their existing OATT provisions already comply. 2
In response to Order 1000, the Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (“SPP”) Board of Directors
tasked SPP’s Strategic Planning Committee (“SPC”) with leading SPP’s response to the
regional policy requirements contained in Order 1000. After initial meetings of the SPC
to discuss the requirements of Order 1000, the SPC formed the SPC Task Force on
Order 1000 (“SPCTF”) to examine SPP’s existing OATT to determine whether SPP’s
current transmission planning and cost allocation provisions comply with the Order 1000
requirements and whether additional revisions will be necessary. Further, the SPCTF
was tasked with proposing how SPP should respond in its compliance filing with FERC.
The following are the members of the SPCTF:

1
2

SPCTF Member

Organization

Mel Perkins, Chairman

Oklahoma Gas & Electric, Co.

Noman Williams, Member

Sunflower Electric Power Corporation

Brian Thumm, Member

ITC Holdings

Dennis Reed, Member

Westar Energy, Inc

Ricky Bittle, Member

Arkansas Electric Cooperatives

Todd Fridley, Member

Kansas City Power & Light Company

Paul Malone, Member

Nebraska Public Power District

Terri Gallup, Member

America Electric Power

Mitch Elmore, Member

Xcel Energy

Michael Desselle, Staff Secretary

SPP Staff

SPP is a public utility transmission provider.
Order No. 1000 at P 795.
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AREAS IN WHICH SPP DOES NOT COMPLY
A review of SPP’s existing practices and the regional requirements contained in Order
1000 shows that SPP largely complies with Order 1000’s regional requirements. This
Report of the SPCTF contains the SPCTF’s recommendation on how to comply with the
requirements of Order 1000 with which SPP currently does not comply or partially
complies.
COMPLIANCE DEADLINES OF ORDER 1000
FERC Order 1000 has different filing deadlines for Order 1000’s regional and
interregional requirements:
Regional Compliance Filing: Compliance filings addressing the Order 1000 regional
transmission planning and cost allocation requirements must be submitted to FERC by
October 11, 2012.
Interregional Compliance Filing: Compliance filings addressing the interregional
coordination and cost allocation requirements of Order 1000 are due by April 11, 2013.
Therefore, if SPP is to maintain its regular planning cycle of quarterly meetings to meet
FERC’s Order 1000 filing deadlines, SPP must approve the regional compliance filing at
the SPP Board of Directors’ July 2012 meeting and interregional compliance filing at the
SPP Board of Directors’ January 2012 meeting. 3

3

The SPCTF recommends that SPP seek a 60-day extension for FERC Order 1000’s regional
filing compliance deadline. See § 8.1
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
SPP evaluated Order 1000 to determine SPP’s level of compliance with the new
requirements. Through collaborative stakeholder meetings, SPP and the SPCTF
worked to develop the SPCTF policy recommendations on how SPP should comply with
the Order 1000 requirements with which SPP currently does not comply or partially
complies. The SPCTF identified seven specific areas where decisions were needed.
These recommendations are intended to be the product of a broader SPC
recommendation to the SPP Board of Directors for its consent and approval.
The first topic for decision by the SPCTF relates to Order 1000’s General Requirement
to Eliminate Rights of First Refusal from FERC-jurisdictional Tariffs and Agreements.
The focus of this requirement is transmission facilities that are evaluated at the regional
level and selected in the regional plan for purposes of cost allocation, as opposed to
facilities that are planned exclusively in the public utility transmission provider’s local
planning process and simply “rolled-up” and listed in the regional transmission plan for
informational purposes and analysis. SPP reviewed the requirements of Order 1000
relating to a Federal Right of First Refusal (“ROFR”) and evaluated SPP’s existing
methods of assigning construction and ownership responsibilities for transmission
upgrades under SPP’s Membership Agreement and SPP’s OATT. The SPCTF
unanimously recommends that SPP seek to retain the Federal ROFR for every category
of transmission facility upgrades except “Highway Upgrades” (300 kV and above,
regionally-funded transmission facilities).
The second topic for decision by the SPCTF relates to Order 1000’s: General
Requirement to Eliminate Rights of First Refusal from FERC-jurisdictional Tariffs and
Agreements. Order 1000 requires that the selection of a Transmission Owner to
construct, own, and maintain an upgrade must provide comparable and
nondiscriminatory treatment to incumbent transmission owners and non-incumbent
transmission developers. The SPCTF has identified essentially three potential options
for transmission owner selection: 1) a project sponsorship model; 2) a competitive
solicitation model; and 3) a model that was not defined in Order 1000. The SPCTF
invited stakeholders to submit potential builder selection models to the SPCTF for
consideration. After reviewing each proposal and conducting extensive discussions on
the proposed models over the course of several meetings, the SPCTF recommends that
SPP use a Competitive Solicitation Process to select builders for projects that do not
have a Federal ROFR. The SPCTF’s decision was not unanimous, with two entities not
supporting the majority decision and instead supporting a “planning-only” sponsorship
model.
The third topic for decision by the SPCTF relates to Order 1000’s requirement for
Transmission Owner Qualification Criteria. Order 1000 requires each public utility
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transmission provider to revise its OATT to demonstrate that the regional transmission
planning process in which it participates has established appropriate qualification
criteria for determining an entity’s eligibility to propose a transmission project for
selection in the regional transmission plan for purposes of cost allocation, whether that
entity is an incumbent transmission provider or a non-incumbent transmission
developer. The SPCTF unanimously recommends that SPP’s compliance filing contain
Transmission Owner qualification requirements that must be met before a potential
Transmission Owner can participate in SPP’s Competitive Solicitation Process.
Recommended Transmission Owner qualification criteria include:
1. Threshold eligibility criteria that will be developed by the SPCTF;
2. Financial criteria that will be developed by SPP’s Finance Committee; and
3. Managerial criteria that will be developed by the SPCTF demonstrating ability to
site, construct, own and operate transmission projects.
The fourth topic for decision by the SPCTF relates to Order 1000’s Changes to SPP’s
Membership Agreement and OATT. The SPCTF unanimously recommends that
Section 3.3(b) and (c) of SPP’s Membership Agreement be amended to remove the
Federal ROFR. Additionally the SPCTF unanimously recommends that Attachment O
to SPP’s OATT, referencing SPP’s Transmission Expansion Plan (“STEP”) and
Integrated Transmission Plan (“ITP”) processes, be amended to remove the Federal
ROFR.
The fifth topic for decision by the SPCTF relates to Order 1000’s Requirement to
Determine the Application of Order 1000 to Future SPP Projects. The requirements of
Order 1000 are intended to apply to new transmission facilities. Each public utility
transmission provider must explain in its regional compliance filing how it will determine
which facilities in its local and regional planning processes will be subject to Order 1000.
The SPCTF unanimously recommends that Order 1000 requirements would become
effective on the date that FERC issues an order accepting SPP’s compliance filing, with
the first Transmission Owner qualification process beginning in the summer (June)
thereafter. Further, the SPCTF unanimously recommends that the applicability of Order
1000 is to all transmission facilities for which Federal ROFR has been eliminated that
are approved for construction in the first STEP Report issued following the first
Transmission Owner qualification process, and for all facilities approved thereafter for
which Federal ROFR has been eliminated.
The sixth topic for decision by the SPCTF relates to Order 1000’s Requirement to
Consider Transmission Needs Driven by Public Policy. Transmission providers are
required to amend their OATTs to describe procedures that provide for the
consideration of transmission needs driven by public policy requirements in their local
5
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and regional transmission planning processes or to demonstrate how existing OATT
provisions comply. The SPCTF unanimously recommends that SPP’s currently
effective OATT generally complies with the requirement through the language in
Attachment O that requires consideration of “Renewable energy standards,” (see
Attachment O § III.6.k), “Other relevant environmental or government mandates,” (see
Attachment O § III.6.n), and “Other input requirements identified during the stakeholder
process” (see Attachment O § III.6.o). Further, the SPCTF recommends that the
Regional Tariff Working Group (“RTWG”) examine the existing SPP OATT language to
determine if any minor revisions might be required to comply with Order 1000.
The seventh and final topic for decision by the SPCTF relates to Order 1000’s
Requirement for Information and Data from non-participating Merchant Transmission
Developers. Order 1000 requires that public utility transmission providers include in
their compliance filings the type of information and data that merchant transmission
developers must provide to the regional planning process when the merchant developer
does not intend to participate in the planning process or seek to recover costs through
the regional cost allocation mechanism(s). The SPCTF unanimously recommends that
SPP seek FERC’s approval to require merchant developers provide certain information
and data to SPP. Therefore, the SPCTF recommends that the SPP Transmission
Working Group (“TWG”) should develop a recommendation of information that merchant
transmission developers should be required to provide SPP.
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RECOMMENDATION OF THE SPCTF
I.

Recommendation as to the Transmission Upgrades for which SPP Should
Seek to Retain the Federal ROFR.

II.

Recommendation as to What Model SPP Should Use
Transmission Owners for Projects Without a Federal ROFR.

III.

Recommendation as to Transmission Owner Qualification Criteria.

IV.

Recommendation as to Changes to SPP’s Membership Agreement and
OATT to Remove the Federal ROFR.

V.

Recommendation as to Application of Order 1000 to Future SPP Projects.

VI.

Recommendation as to Consideration of Transmission Needs Driven by
Public Policy.

VII.

Recommendation as to Information and Data from Merchant Transmission
Developers.

VIII.

Timeline for Compliance Filing.
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SECTION I:
Recommendation as to the Transmission Upgrades for which SPP Should Seek to
Retain the Federal ROFR.
ORDER 1000 REQUIREMENT: General Requirement to Eliminate
Federal ROFR from FERC-jurisdictional Tariffs and Agreements: Public
utility transmission providers must remove from their OATTs or other
FERC-jurisdictional tariffs and agreements any provisions that grant a
federal ROFR for Incumbent transmission providers with respect to
transmission facilities that are selected in a regional transmission plan for
purposes of cost allocation. 4 [P. 313] The focus of this requirement is
transmission facilities that are evaluated at the regional level and selected
in the regional plan for purposes of cost allocation, as opposed to facilities
that are planned exclusively in the public utility transmission provider’s
local planning process and simply “rolled-up” and listed in the regional
transmission plan for informational purposes and analysis. [P. 318 and
n.299] This requirement does not apply to the right of an incumbent utility
to build, own, and recover costs for upgrades to its existing transmission
facilities, and does not alter an incumbent transmission provider’s use and
control of existing rights of way, even if such upgrades or facilities on
existing rights-of-way are selected in the regional transmission plan for
purposes of cost allocation. [P. 319]
SPCTF Recommendation on Federal ROFR
1.1

Recommendation on the Upgrades for which SPP Should Seek to Retain
the Federal ROFR.

After reviewing the requirements of Order 1000 relating to a Federal ROFR and
evaluating SPP’s existing methods of assigning construction and ownership
responsibilities for allocating costs for transmission upgrades under SPP’s Membership
Agreement and OATT, the SPCTF recommends that SPP provide justification for the
Federal ROFR as described below:

4

Order 1000 continues to permit an incumbent transmission provider to meet its reliability needs or
service obligations by choosing to build new transmission facilities that are located solely within its retail
distribution service territory or footprint and that are not included in the regional transmission plan for cost
allocation. [P. 262]
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Voltage/Type of
Facility/Exclusion

Should SPP
Seek to
Retain ROFR?

Zonal Upgrades:
100 kV & below

Yes

Byway Upgrades:
100 kV – 300 kV

Yes

Highway Upgrades:
300 kV & above

No

Generation
Interconnection
Upgrades

Yes

Sponsored
Upgrades

Yes, with
modifications
as discussed
below in § 1.2

Transmission
Service Upgrades

Yes

Justification of Maintaining Federal ROFR?
Funded by the Zone:
Under SPP’s Highway/Byway Cost Allocation Methodology ITP
projects that are 100 kV and below are funded exclusively by
the zone in which they are located. In this manner, they are
akin to “local transmission facilities” as defined in Order 1000
and therefore are not subject to the requirement to eliminate
Federal ROFR.
Multiple Reasons:
(1) 2/3 of these upgrades are funded by zone; (2) SPP is the
only RTO in which all load serving entities are vertically
integrated, thus there is a close nexus between load and a duty
to serve; and (3) the reliability nature of upgrades.
Federal ROFR to be Eliminated
Order 1000 expressly excludes Generation interconnection
upgrades:
Order 1000 indicates that “issues related to the generator
interconnection process and to interconnection cost recovery
are outside the scope of this rulemaking. . . . This Final Rule
does not set forth any new requirements with respect to such
procedures for interconnecting large, small, or wind or other
generation facilities.” See Order 1000 at P. 760.
Order 1000 appears to exclude SPP’s Sponsored Upgrades:
Sponsored Upgrades do not fall within the definition of
“transmission facilities selected in a regional transmission plan
for purposes of cost allocation” and therefore, the requirement
to eliminate the Federal ROFR does not apply. First, Sponsored
Upgrades are not in the STEP for cost allocation, because the
costs associated with Sponsored Upgrades are paid by the
Project Sponsor. Thus, at the time that a Sponsored Project is
included in the STEP, it is not included for purposes of cost
allocation. Additionally, Sponsored Upgrades are built at the
request of a Project Sponsor; they are not “selected pursuant to
a transmission planning region’s Commission‐approved regional
transmission process for inclusion in a regional transmission
plan for purposes of cost allocation because they are more
efficient or cost‐effective solutions to regional transmission
needs.” The Order 1000 Federal ROFR mandate, therefore,
should not apply. See Order 1000 at P. 63.
Order 1000 appears to exclude Transmission Service
Upgrades:
Service Upgrades identified through the SPP Aggregate
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Transmission Service Study process do not appear to be subject
to the requirement to eliminate the Federal ROFR. While
Service Upgrades are included in the STEP, and all or a portion
of the costs of some Service Upgrades may be eligible for
allocation under SPP’s Base Plan funding (i.e., Service Upgrades
associated with a Designated Resource that meet the
conditions in Section III.B of Attachment J or have obtained a
waiver of the requirements), such upgrades do not appear to
fall within the description of “transmission facilities selected in
a regional transmission plan for purposes of cost allocation.”
See SPP OATT at Attachment O § III.7.a. and Attachment J
§§ III.B – III.C.
Upgrades to
Existing
Transmission
Facilities (Tower
Change outs; Re‐
conductoring)
Upgrades when
state or local laws
or regulations limit
who can site or be
permitted to build
transmission
facilities
Upgrades along
existing incumbent
Transmission
Owner Rights‐of‐
Way

1.2

Yes

FERC limitation on Federal ROFR Removal Requirement:
“This Final Rule does not remove or limit any right an
incumbent may have to build, own and recover costs for
upgrades to the facilities owned by an incumbent . . . .” See
Order 1000 at P. 319.

Yes

FERC limitation on Federal ROFR Removal Requirement:
“Nothing in this Final Rule is intended to limit, preempt, or
otherwise affect state or local laws or regulations with respect
to construction of transmission facilities, including but not
limited to authority over siting or permitting of transmission
facilities.” See Order 1000 at P. 227 & Footnote 231.

Yes

FERC limitation on Federal ROFR Removal Requirement:
“Nor does this Final Rule grant or deny transmission developers
the ability to use rights‐of‐way held by other entities, even if
transmission facilities associated with such upgrades or uses of
existing rights‐of‐way are selected in the regional transmission
plan for purposes of cost allocation.”

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONS TO SPONSORED UPGRADES 5

With respect to Sponsored Upgrades as defined in the SPP OATT, the SPCTF
recommends that SPP establish in its OATT three categories of “Sponsored Upgrades”
that are funded directly by a SPP stakeholder. These categories are: (1) a
Transmission Owner proposes to fund (sponsor) an upgrade on its own system that the
Transmission Owner/sponsor will construct, own, and operate; (2) a Transmission
5

For purpose of clarification, the term “Sponsored Upgrade” in the context herein, is describing
SPP’s existing OATT provision that allows a stakeholder to build a transmission upgrade that the
stakeholder will fund. This type of upgrade is not to be confused with the “sponsorship model” suggested
in Order 1000.
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Owner or other stakeholder proposes to fund (sponsor) an upgrade on another
Transmission Owner’s system that the sponsor will construct, own, fund, and operate;
and (3) a Transmission Owner or other stakeholder proposes to fund (sponsor) an
upgrade on facilities not owned by the sponsor, and not construct, own and operate the
upgrade. 6 The SPCTF recommends that these categories of upgrades be addressed in
SPP’s compliance filing as follows:
Category

Summary

Who Builds

(1) a Transmission Owner
proposes to fund (sponsor)
an upgrade on its own
system that the proposing
sponsor will fund, construct,
own, and operate.

This is the same process
that is currently in SPP’s
OATT.
This process has Sponsor Builds.
been
used
by
SPP
members.

(2) a Transmission Owner or
other stakeholder proposes
to fund (sponsor) an upgrade
on another Transmission
Owner’s system that the
proposing sponsor will fund,
construct, own, and operate.

This would be a process in
which
a
stakeholder
proposes to fund (sponsor)
and construct, own, fund,
Sponsor Builds.
and
operate
a
new
transmission
facility
on
another
Transmission
Owner’s system.

(3) a Transmission Owner or
other stakeholder proposes
to fund (sponsor) an upgrade
on facilities not owned by the
sponsor, and not construct,
own
and
operate
the
upgrade.

This would be a process in
which
a
stakeholder
proposes to fund but NOT
Use
existing
construct, own, and operate
processes.
an upgrade on another
Transmission
Owner’s
facilities.

6

SPP

The SPCTF notes that these recommended changes do not change the obligations Transmission
Owners have to meet other SPP requirements.
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SECTION II:
Recommendation as to What Model SPP Should Use to Select Transmission
Owners for Projects Without a Federal ROFR.
ORDER 1000 REQUIREMENT: General Requirement to Eliminate
Federal Rights of First Refusal from FERC-jurisdictional Tariffs and
Agreements: Upon the elimination of a federal ROFR, Order 1000 requires
that public utility transmission providers provide comparable and
nondiscriminatory treatment to incumbent transmission owners and nonincumbent transmission developers in the selection of transmission
facilities and identification of developers to build those facilities. Order
1000 suggests at least two options under which this requirement can be
met – a sponsorship model and a competitive solicitation model.
Sponsorship Model - In the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking that resulted
in Order 1000, FERC expressly proposed that an entity that proposes or
“sponsors” a project in the regional planning process would be granted the
right to build the project if it is selected in the regional transmission plan. In
Order 1000, FERC decided not to adopt its proposal that would give a
project sponsor the federal right to construct and own a transmission
facility it sponsored in the regional planning process. However, while
Order 1000 did not mandate a sponsorship model, neither did it prohibit
such an approach to determining which entity will construct a project in the
regional transmission plan for purposes of cost allocation. Order 1000
arguably contemplates that an appropriately designed, nondiscriminatory
sponsorship model may satisfy the mandate to eliminate federal ROFR
and facilitate non-incumbent transmission developer participation in the
regional transmission planning process.
Competitive Solicitation Model - Throughout Order 1000, FERC indicated
that transmission planning regions may adopt a competitive solicitation
process to identify transmission projects and developers to build those
projects. While Order 1000 provided very little guidance on the design of
a competitive solicitation process for selecting transmission projects and
developers, such a process can be developed to comply with Order 1000.
2.1

Background Information on Transmission Owner Selection Model Options

The SPCTF has identified three potential options for Transmission Owner selection, as
discussed in more detail below:
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(1) Project Sponsorship Model: Projects for which Federal ROFR has been
eliminated will be assigned to the entity that proposed or “sponsored” the project
in the SPP planning process;
(2) Competitive Solicitation Model: Each project selected in the SPP planning
process for which Federal ROFR has been eliminated will be subject to
competitive bidding by qualified entities, with the winner to be selected by SPP
on the basis of criteria set forth in the SPP OATT and Business Practices; or
(3) Other: SPP and its stakeholders develop a different process for selecting which
entity will construct each project selected in the SPP planning process.
(1)

Project Sponsorship Model

Throughout Order 1000, FERC repeatedly refers to project “sponsors” 7 , suggesting that
a nondiscriminatory sponsorship model may satisfy the requirements of Order 1000.
Under a sponsorship model, an entity seeking to construct transmission projects in the
SPP planning process would first need to demonstrate its eligibility to participate in the
SPP planning process by satisfying a series of qualification criteria set forth in the SPP
OATT. [See Section III below.] Order 1000 requires each regional planning process to
develop qualification criteria “for determining an entity’s eligibility to propose a
transmission project for selection in the regional transmission plan for purposes of cost
allocation, whether that entity is an incumbent transmission provider or a non-incumbent
transmission developer.” 8 SPP can tailor the qualification criteria to ensure that only
qualified entities are permitted to propose projects and be designated as the designated
Transmission Owner if the project is selected in the SPP planning process.
If SPP opts for a sponsorship approach, its process would need to accommodate
changes such as if a selected project is modified from its original proposal; two
sponsored projects are combined into a single project; or SPP selects a project that
does not have a sponsor in the planning process.

7

See, e.g., Order 1000 at P. 267 (“The Commission recognizes that there may be circumstances
when an incumbent transmission provider may be called upon to complete a transmission project that it
did not sponsor. . . . There also may be situations in which an incumbent transmission provider has an
obligation to build a project that is selected in the regional transmission plan for purposes of cost
allocation but has not been sponsored by another transmission developer.”); Id. at P. 332 (“The
Commission also requires that a nonincumbent transmission developer must have the same eligibility as
an incumbent transmission developer to use a regional cost allocation method or methods for any
sponsored transmission facility selected in the regional transmission plan for purposes of cost allocation.”)
8
Id. at P. 323.
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(2)

Competitive Solicitation Model

Order 1000 provided very little guidance on the design of a competitive solicitation
process for selecting transmission owners to construct projects. However, SPP could
use as a basis for a competitive solicitation model its current process for selecting an
alternate entity to build a transmission facility if the designated Transmission Owner is
unable or unwilling to construct an assigned transmission facility set forth in Section VI.6
of Attachment O to SPP OATT and SPP Business Practice 7150. Any entity seeking to
bid on a project in the SPP planning process would be required to satisfy the
qualification criteria required by Order 1000.
(3)

Other

The two options identified above are not the only potential options to address the issue
of transmission construction and ownership assignment in the SPP planning process. It
is possible that SPP and its stakeholders could establish a process that combines
elements of the sponsorship and competitive solicitation models or some different
process altogether. In any event, whichever option SPP selects will need to provide
comparable and nondiscriminatory treatment to incumbent transmission owners and
non-incumbent transmission developers.
SPCTF on Order 1000 Recommendation on a Transmission Owner Selection
Model
2.2

Recommendation on Transmission Owner Selection Model

The SPTC invited stakeholders to submit potential Transmission Owner selection
models to the SPCTF for consideration. After reviewing each proposal and after
conducting extensive discussion over the course of several meetings, the SPCTF
recommends that SPP use a Competitive Solicitation Process to select Transmission
Owners to construct, own, and operate projects that do not have a Federal ROFR.
2.3

Recommended Competitive Solicitation Process to Select Transmission
Owners

The SPCTF recommends that SPP propose to FERC a Competitive Solicitation Model
to select Transmission Owners to construct, own and operate projects that do not have
a Federal ROFR. The SPCTF recommends that SPP use a process similar to the
process outlined in the Draft Transmission Owner Selection Process which is attached
hereto as “Attachment A”. Additionally, a flow chart of the Competitive Solicitation
Process recommended by the SPCTF is attached hereto as “Attachment B”.
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2.4

Recommendation on Development of Detailed Transmission Owner
Selection Criteria

The SPCTF recommends the SPCTF develop in detail the evaluation criteria and
associated scoring needed to evaluate/compare Qualified Transmission Owners
(“QTOs”) that are competing to build transmission projects within SPP’s footprint. The
general process, criteria and scoring is found in Attachment A and B which the SPCTF
recommends be further vetted and developed by the SPCTF by June 2012.
2.5

Majority/Minority Position

Proponents of the Competitive Solicitation Process, while acknowledging some
weaknesses, believe the proposal: preserves the current ITP process recently
approved by FERC maintaining the open, transparent and collaborative planning
process; keeps the “need” component separated from the “construction” component
thereby facilitating that the most cost-effective solutions are built; establishes only one
competitive process for SPP staff to manage; and, has the least amount of Tariff work of
all the options considered by the Task Force.
Opponents believe that the Competitive Solicitation approach is complex and potentially
creates unintended drivers; relies on SPP planning staff and incumbent transmission
owner for ideas and solutions to problems consequently not incenting stakeholders
solutions and providing an unfair advantage for incumbents; imposes construction
bidding expertise on SPP staff and processes contributing to increased SPP staffing
and to delays in construction; and is incompatible with current NTC-C process.
For the comprehensive comparisons, see the following link:
http://www.spp.org/publications/SPCTFOrder1000-030812.pdf.
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SECTION III:
Recommendation as to Transmission Owner Qualification Criteria
ORDER 1000 REQUIREMENT:
Transmission Owner Qualification
Criteria: Order 1000 requires each public utility transmission provider to
revise its OATT to demonstrate that the regional transmission planning
process in which it participates has established appropriate qualification
criteria for determining an entity’s eligibility to propose a transmission
project for selection in the regional transmission plan for purposes of cost
allocation, whether that entity is an incumbent transmission provider 9 or a
non-incumbent transmission developer. These criteria must not be unduly
discriminatory or preferential. 10 [P. 323] The qualification criteria must
provide each potential transmission developer the opportunity to
demonstrate that it has the necessary financial resources and technical
expertise to develop, construct, own, operate and maintain transmission
facilities. 11 [P. 323] Within these general parameters, FERC leaves it to
each region to develop qualification criteria that are workable for the
region, including procedures for timely notifying transmission developers
of whether they satisfy the region’s qualification criteria and opportunities
to mitigate any deficiencies. [P. 324]
SPCTF on Order 1000 Recommendation on Transmission Owner Qualifications
3.1

Recommended Transmission Owner Qualification Criteria

The SPCTF recommends that SPP’s compliance filing for Order 1000 contain
Transmission Owner qualification criteria that must be met before a potential
transmission owner can participate in SPP’s Competitive Solicitation Process described
in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 above. The Transmission Owner qualification criteria would
apply only to those entities seeking to construct, own, and operate transmission projects
that are subject to the SPP Competitive Solicitation Process. The general basis upon
which the SPCTF make its recommendation for Transmission Owner qualification
9

The qualification criteria should allow for the possibility that an existing public utility transmission
provider already satisfies the criteria and should allow any transmission developer the opportunity to
remedy any deficiency. [P. 324]

10

The criteria are intended to apply only to entities that propose transmission projects and intend to
develop the proposed transmission project if selected. Stakeholders that do not intend to develop
transmission projects may continue to propose transmission projects for consideration in the regional
transmission plan without being required to demonstrate compliance with the criteria. [n.304]

11

Nothing in the qualifications criteria requirement of Order 1000 is intended to change any existing
RTO procedure or practice regarding the operation of existing transmission facilities. [n.303]
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criteria is the existing process outlined in Attachment O § VI.6 of the SPP OATT. These
are:
(1) Threshold eligibility criteria: The recommended threshold eligibility criteria would
include, at a minimum, some level of proof by an Applicant Transmission Owner (“ATO”)
that the ATO has the legal authority under state law to construct facilities within a state
in which a project will be built and some level of assurance that the ATO is or will be a
member of SPP.
The SPCTF recommends that the SPCTF develop the threshold criteria by June 30,
2012.
(2) Financial criteria: The recommended financial eligibility criteria would include
certain creditworthiness requirements.
The SPCTF recommends that the SPP Finance Committee develop the financial
eligibility criteria by June 30, 2012.
(3) Managerial criteria: The recommended managerial eligibility criteria would require
an ATO to demonstrate certain managerial expertise.
The SPCTF recommends that the SPCTF develop the managerial expertise criteria by
June 30, 2012.
3.2

Recommended Process for Incumbent/Non-incumbent Transmission
Developers to Submit the Information Necessary for SPP to Evaluate
Whether They Satisfy the Transmission Owner Qualification Criteria.

The SPCTF recommends the following process under which incumbent/non-incumbent
transmission developers must submit the information necessary for SPP to evaluate
whether they satisfy the qualification criteria discussed in Section 3.1 above.
1) Application to become a Qualified Transmission Owner: Prior to being eligible to
participate in SPP’s Competitive Solicitation Process stated in Sections 2.2 and 2.3
above, an ATO must submit an Application to SPP demonstrating satisfaction of the
Transmission Owner qualification criteria to be designated as a QTO.
The Application can be submitted at any time, but must be submitted by at least June
30th of the year prior to the year in which the developer plans to participate in SPP’s
Competitive Solicitation process for one or more projects.
2) Application Review by SPP: Upon receiving an Application to become a QTO, SPP
will review the Application to determine whether it satisfies the Transmission Owner
qualification criteria and inform the ATO of its determination. SPP must notify each
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ATO of its determination no later than September 30th of the year prior to the year in
which the ATO desires to participate in SPP’s Competitive Solicitation Process.
3) Notification of Qualification Deficiency(ies): If SPP determines that the ATO fails
to meet one or more of the qualification criteria, SPP will inform the ATO of such
deficiency(ies) and the ATO will have 30 days to cure the deficiency(ies). Once SPP
receives information from the ATO that the ATO believes cures each deficiency, SPP
will inform the ATO within 45 days whether the deficiency(ies) have been cured. SPP
will post the list of all QTOs by December 31 of each year for the Competitive
Solicitation Process that will occur the following spring after approval of the STEP.
4) Notification of Qualification: Once SPP determines that an ATO satisfies the
qualification criteria, the ATO will be deemed a QTO to participate in SPP’s Competitive
Solicitation Process as described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 above. Additionally, once
qualified, the QTO will not be required to demonstrate its qualifications in any
subsequent SPP planning process cycles or with respect to any subsequent SPP
Competitive Solicitation Processes unless the QTO experiences a change in
circumstances as discussed below.
5) Changes in Transmission Developer Application: All QTOs will be required to
inform SPP if, at any time, there is any change to the information provided in their
application, so that SPP may determine whether the QTO continues to satisfy the
Transmission Owner qualification criteria. Upon notification of any such change, SPP
will have the option to:
(a)
Determine that the change does not affect the QTO’s qualification to
participate in SPP’s Competitive Solicitation Process;
(b)

Determine that the QTO no longer qualifies as a QTO;

(c)
Suspend the QTO’s eligibility to participate in SPP’s Competitive
Solicitation Process until the QTO has cured any deficiency in its qualifications to
SPP’s satisfaction; or
(d)
Allow the QTO to continue to participate in SPP’s Competitive Solicitation
Process for a limited time period while the QTO cures the deficiency to SPP’s
satisfaction.
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SECTION IV: Changes to SPP’s Membership Agreement and OATT.
Recommended Changes to SPP’s Membership Agreement and OATT to
Remove the Federal ROFR
ORDER 1000 REQUIREMENT: General Requirement to Eliminate Rights
of First Refusal from FERC-jurisdictional Tariffs and Agreements: Public
utility transmission providers must remove from their OATTs or other
FERC-jurisdictional tariffs and agreements any provisions that grant a
federal ROFR to incumbent transmission providers for transmission
facilities that are selected in a regional transmission plan for purposes of
cost allocation. 12 [P. 313]
SPCTF Recommendation on Changes to SPP’s Membership Agreement and
OATT
4.1

Recommended Change to SPP’s Membership Agreement

The SPCTF recommends that the following sections of SPP’s Membership Agreement
be amended to remove the Federal ROFR, as stated below.
Section 3.3 of the SPP Membership Agreement, which governs construction of
transmission facilities in SPP, contains Federal ROFR language that will need to be
modified to comply with Order 1000. Specifically, Section 3.3(b) of the SPP Membership
Agreement indicates:
After a new transmission project has received the required
approvals and been approved by SPP, SPP will direct the
appropriate Transmission Owner(s) to begin implementation
of the project. If the project forms a connection between the
facilities of a single Transmission Owner, that Transmission
Owner will be designated to provide the new facilities. If the
project forms a connection between facilities owned by
multiple parties, all parties will be designated to provide the
respective new facilities. The parties will agree among
themselves as to how much of the project will be provided by
each entity. If agreement cannot be reached, SPP will
facilitate the ownership determination process.

12

Order 1000 continues to permit an incumbent transmission provider to meet its reliability needs or
service obligations by choosing to build new transmission facilities that are located solely within its retail
distribution service territory or footprint and that are not included in the regional transmission plan or
submitted for regional cost allocation. [P. 262]
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Thus, under the language of Section 3.3(b), SPP is obligated to designate an incumbent
Transmission Owner to construct new transmission facilities (i.e., the owner of existing
facilities to which the new facility will connect).
Furthermore, Section 3.3(c) of the SPP Membership Agreement states:
A designated provider for a project can elect to arrange for a
new entity or another Transmission Owner to build and/or
own the project in its place. If the designated provider(s)
does not or cannot agree to implement the project in a timely
manner, SPP will solicit and evaluate proposals for the
project from other entities and select a replacement.
This language provides an option for the designated Transmission Owner to assign the
project to another entity or to decline to “implement the project” (i.e., “refuse” to build the
project).
When read together, Sections 3.3(b) and 3.3(c) provide incumbent Transmission
Owners a Federal ROFR over transmission projects approved for construction by SPP.
SPP is required to assign the construction obligations for new transmission facilities to
incumbent Transmission Owners that own the existing facilities to which a new
transmission facility will interconnect. Once a new transmission facility is assigned, the
designated Transmission Owner(s) have the option either to construct the project,
assign the project to another entity, or decline to construct the project. As a result, the
SPCTF recommends that SPP modify these sections to comply with Order 1000 in a
manner that is consistent with this Report.
The SPCTF will provide language to the Corporate Governance Committee (“CGC”) by
April 30, 2012.
4.2

Recommended Change to SPP’s OATT

The SPCTF recommends that the following sections of SPP’s OATT be amended to
remove the Federal ROFR as stated below.
A.

SPP OATT, Attachment O

SPP’s STEP and ITP processes set forth in Attachment O of the SPP OATT contain
similar provisions to the Membership Agreement related to assignment of construction
obligations and Federal ROFR. Specifically, Section VI of Attachment O, which governs
the construction of transmission facilities, contains several provisions that address the
manner in which SPP assigns the responsibility to construct transmission facilities in the
STEP:
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Section VI(1): The Transmission Provider, with input from
the Transmission Owners and other stakeholders, shall
designate in a timely manner within the SPP Transmission
Expansion Plan (“STEP”) one or more Transmission Owners
to construct, own, and/or finance each project in the plan.
Section VI(4): After a new transmission project is (i)
approved under the SPP Transmission Expansion Plan or (ii)
required pursuant to a Service Agreement or (iii) required by
a generation interconnection agreement to be constructed by
a Transmission Owner(s) other than the Transmission
Owner that is a party to the generation interconnection
agreement, the Transmission Provider shall direct the
appropriate Transmission Owner(s) to begin implementation
of the project for which financial commitment is required prior
to the approval of the next update of the SPP Transmission
Expansion Plan. . . . If the project forms a connection with
facilities of a single Transmission Owner, that Transmission
Owner shall be designated to construct the project. If the
project forms a connection with facilities owned by multiple
Transmission Owners, the applicable Transmission Owners
will be designated to provide their respective new facilities. If
there is more than one Transmission Owner designated to
construct a project, the Designated Transmission Owners
will agree among themselves which part of the project will be
provided by each entity. If the Designated Transmission
Owners cannot come to a mutual agreement regarding the
assignment and ownership of the project the Transmission
Provider will facilitate their discussion. . .
Like Section 3.3(b) of the SPP Membership Agreement, Section VI of Attachment O
requires SPP to assign construction and ownership responsibilities for transmission
facilities to the incumbent Transmission Owner(s) to whose existing facilities a new
transmission facility will interconnect.
Section VI of Attachment O also contains language permitting the designated
Transmission Owner to assign its construction responsibilities to another entity or to
decline to construct a transmission facility. Specifically, Section VI(6) indicates:
In order to maintain its right to construct the project, the
Designated Transmission Owner shall respond within ninety
(90) days after the receipt of the Notification to Construct
with a written commitment to construct the project as
specified in the Notification to Construct or a proposal for a
different project schedule and/or alternative specifications in
its written commitment to construct (“Designated
Transmission Owner’s proposal”). . . . If a Designated
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Transmission Owner does not provide an acceptable written
commitment to construct within the ninety (90) day period,
the Transmission Provider shall solicit and evaluate
proposals for the project from other entities and select a
replacement designated provider. (emphasis added)
Therefore, by not providing “an acceptable written commitment to construct,” a
designated Transmission Owner (i.e., the incumbent Transmission Owner(s) that own(s)
facilities to which the new transmission facility will connect) has the option of declining
to construct a facility. Read together, these provisions of Section VI of Attachment O to
the SPP OATT create a Federal ROFR for incumbent Transmission Owners. As a
result, the SPCTF recommends that SPP modify these sections to comply with Order
1000 in a manner that is consistent with this Report.
The SPCTF recommends that the RTWG draft the specific language for approval by the
SPP Board of Directors during SPP’s current meeting cycle by June 30, 2012.
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SECTION V: Application of Order 1000 to Future SPP Projects
ORDER 1000 REQUIREMENT: Determination as to Which Facilities Will
Be Subject to Order 1000 Requirements: The requirements of Order 1000
are intended to apply to new transmission facilities, which are facilities that
are no longer subject to evaluation or reevaluation in the transmission
planning process after the effective date of the public utility transmission
provider’s regional compliance filing. [PP. 65, 162] Each public utility
transmission provider must explain in its regional compliance filing how it
will determine which facilities in its local and regional planning processes
will be subject to the Order 1000 requirements. [PP. 65, 162]
SPCTF on Order 1000 Recommendation as to the applicability of Order 1000.
5.1

Recommendation as to Which Facilities Will Be Subject to Order 1000
Requirements

The SPCTF recommends that SPP propose that the effective date of its Order 1000
compliance filing be the date FERC issues an order accepting the compliance filing,
with the first developer qualification process beginning in the summer (June) thereafter.
The SPCTF therefore recommends that the requirements of Order 1000 apply to all
transmission facilities subject to Federal ROFR elimination that are approved for
construction in the first STEP Report that is issued following the first developer
qualification process, and for all facilities approved thereafter for which Federal ROFR
has been eliminated.
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SECTION VI: Consideration of Transmission Needs Driven by Public Policy
ORDER 1000 REQUIREMENT: Consideration of Transmission Needs
Driven by Public Policy: Under Order 1000, public utility transmission
providers are required to amend their OATTs to describe procedures that
provide for the consideration of transmission needs driven by public policy
requirements in their local 13 and regional transmission planning processes
or to demonstrate how existing OATT provisions already comply. [P 203,
222] Public policy requirements include, at a minimum, needs driven by
state or federal laws or regulations; 14 however, the public utility
transmission providers in a region can agree to consider needs driven by
additional public policy objectives not specifically required by state or
federal laws or regulations. 15 [P. 214-216]
SPCTF on Order 1000 Recommendation on Consideration of Public Policy
6.1

Background Information on Order 1000 “Public Policy” Requirements

FERC’s requirement that public utility transmission providers consider transmission
needs driven by public policy requirements means:
(1)

The identification of transmission needs driven by public policy
requirements: Public utility transmission providers must establish, in
consultation with stakeholders, procedures under which public utility
transmission providers and stakeholders 16 will identify those transmission
needs driven by public policy requirements for which potential
transmission solutions will be evaluated. [PP. 205-206]; and

(2)

The evaluation of potential solutions to meet those needs: Public utility
transmission providers are required to amend their OATTs to describe the
procedures by which transmission needs driven by public policy
requirements will be identified in the local and regional transmission

13

To the extent public utility transmission providers within a region do not engage in local
transmission planning, such as in some RTO regions, the public policy requirements of Order 1000 apply
only to the regional transmission planning process. [n.185]
14

“State or federal laws or regulations” mean enacted statutes (i.e., passed by the legislature and
signed by the executive) and regulations promulgated by a relevant jurisdiction, whether within a state or
at the federal level. [P. 2]

15

For example, a public utility transmission provider and its stakeholders are not precluded from
choosing to plan for state public policy goals that have not yet been codified into state law, which they
nonetheless consider to be important long-term planning considerations. [n.193]

16

All stakeholders must have an opportunity to provide input and offer proposals regarding the
transmission needs they believe should be identified. [P. 209]
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planning processes and how potential solutions to the identified
transmission needs will be evaluated in the local and regional
transmission planning processes. 17 [PP. 205, 211]
Public utility transmission providers are required to post on their websites an
explanation of which transmission needs driven by public policy requirements will be
evaluated for potential solutions in the local or regional transmission planning process,
as well as an explanation of why other suggested transmission needs will not be
evaluated. [P. 209]
Order 1000 also clarifies that the allocation of costs associated with transmission
facilities associated with public policy requirements must be at least roughly
commensurate with estimated benefits, meaning that those that receive no benefit,
either at present or in a likely future scenario, must not be involuntarily allocated costs
of the facility. [P. 219] Additionally, Order 1000 permits, but does not require, the
creation of a separate class of public policy transmission facilities and separate cost
allocation for such facilities. [P. 220]
6.2

Current SPP OATT Relating to Public Policies

Currently, the SPP OATT contains requirements relating to the consideration of public
policy in SPP’s planning process. These requirements are contained in Attachment O to
the SPP OATT as cited below:
Sections III.6.k, n & o of Attachment O to the SPP OATT states:
III.

The Integrated Transmission Planning Process

The ITP process is an iterative three-year process that
includes 20-Year, 10-Year and Near Term Assessments.
The 20-Year Assessment identifies the transmission
projects, generally above 300 kV, and provides a grid flexible
enough to provide benefits to the region across multiple
scenarios. The 10-Year Assessment focuses on facilities
100 kV and above to meet the system needs over a ten-year
horizon. The Near Term Assessment is performed annually
and assesses the system upgrades, at all applicable voltage
levels, required in the near term planning horizon.
*****

17

Order 1000 leaves it to public utility transmission providers and their stakeholders to determine
the procedures for evaluating potential transmission solutions to address identified public policy needs.
The evaluation must include, at a minimum, proposals by stakeholders for transmission facilities proposed
to satisfy an identified transmission need driven by public policy requirements. [P. 211]
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6)
Policy, Reliability, and Economic Input Requirements
to Planning Studies
The Transmission Provider shall incorporate, as
appropriate for the assessment being performed, the
following into its planning studies:
*****
k)

Renewable energy standards;
*****

n)
Other relevant environmental or government
mandates; and
o)
Other input requirements identified during the
stakeholder process.
6.3

Recommendation as to How SPP Should Handle Public Policy under Order
1000.

The SPCTF recommends that SPP rely primarily on its existing OATT language
regarding transmission needs driven by public policy requirements as discussed above.
Rather than revising the OATT to provide explicitly for the consideration of transmission
needs driven by public policy goals, the SPCTF recommends that SPP remain open to
considering public policy goals through the language in Attachment O that allows for
“Other input requirements identified during the stakeholder process” (see Attachment O
§ III.6.o).
The SPCTF recommends that the RTWG, in consultation with the TWG and the
Economic Studies Working Group (“ESWG”), examine the existing OATT language to
determine if any minor revisions are required to ensure that SPP complies with the
requirements in paragraphs 205-211 of Order 1000 to establish procedures to: (1)
identify transmission needs driven by public policy; (2) identify potential solutions to
meet those needs; and (3) post information on the SPP website relating to public policy
transmission planning.
The SPCTF recommends that the RTWG draft any specific OATT language needed to
comply with the public policy provisions of Order 1000 by June 30, 2012.
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SECTION VII: Information and Data from Merchant Transmission Developers
ORDER 1000 REQUIREMENT: Information and Data from Merchant
Transmission Developers: Order 1000 requires that public utility
transmission providers include in their compliance filings the type of
information and data that merchant transmission developers must provide
to the regional planning process when the merchant developer does not
intend to participate in the planning process or seek to recover costs
through the regional cost allocation mechanism(s). [P. 164] The purpose
of this requirement is to provide transmission providers in the regional
planning process with adequate information and data to assess the
potential reliability and operational impacts of the merchant transmission
developer’s proposed transmission facilities on other systems in the
region.
SPCTF Recommendation on Merchant Developer Information and Data
7.1

Recommended Information and Data that Merchant Transmission
Developers that Do Not Participate in SPP Planning and Cost Allocation
Should Be Required to Provide to SPP.

The SPCTF recommends that SPP seek FERC’s approval to require that merchant
developers provide certain information and data to SPP. While Order 1000 does not
expressly define "merchant developers", the Order states that merchant facilities are
facilities that are not subject to the evaluation and selection processes that apply to
transmission facilities for which regional cost allocation is sought and that merchant
transmission developers assume all financial risk for developing and constructing the
transmission project. [PP. 163-165] The SPCTF recommends that SPP consider any
transmission facility within and/or interconnecting to the SPP Region that the builder
does not intend to place under SPP's control under the SPP OATT to be "merchant
facilities" for the purposes of the information and data requirements. While the
language of Order 1000 could be read to include Sponsored Upgrades as defined in the
SPP OATT (i.e., sponsor assumes financial risk and is not part of the evaluation
process), because “Sponsored Upgrades” will be placed under SPP’s control under the
SPP OATT, the SPCTF recommends that entities proposing to construct "Sponsored
Upgrades" as defined in the SPP OATT will be subject to all of the requirements
applicable to other Transmission Owners participating in the SPP transmission planning
process. The SPCTF recommends that SPP’s TWG review existing SPP practices and
policies in order to recommend the specific information and data SPP should require
merchant transmission developers to provide to SPP.
Further, the SPCTF recommends that the TWG provide their recommendation to the
Markets and Operations Policy Committee by June 30, 2012.
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SECTION VIII: Timeline for Compliance Filing
ORDER 1000 REQUIREMENT: Deadline to File Regional Compliance
Filing: Compliance filings addressing the Order 1000 regional transmission
planning and cost allocation requirements must be submitted to FERC by
October 11, 2012.
SPCTF Recommendation on Compliance Filing Timeline
8.1

Recommended Compliance Filing Timeline for SPP.

The SPCTF recommends that the SPP Board of Directors direct SPP to seek a sixty
(60) day extension from FERC for SPP to make its regional compliance filing under
Order 1000. This will enable SPP to use its October 30, 2012 quarterly BOD meeting to
finalize SPP’s compliance filing for Order 1000’s regional requirements.
The SPCTF recommends that the following timeline 18 be used by SPP stakeholders to
meet the FERC compliance filing deadline for the regional requirements of Order 1000:
Responsible

SPCTF Report Implementation

Stakeholder

Requirement

1

Deadline

Group(s)

Endorsement of SPCTF on Order 1000
Report

SPC & BOD

April 2012

SPCTF

June 30, 2012

SPCTF

June 30, 2012

Development of Transmission Owner
2

Selection Criteria for a Competitive
Solicitation Process
(See §§ 2.3 & 2.4)
Development of Transmission Owner

3

Qualification Criteria & TO Managerial
Experience Criteria
(See §§ 3.1 & 3.2)
Development of Transmission Owner

4

Finance

Creditworthiness Criteria

Committee

(See § 3.1)
5

Drafting & Approval of Language to Remove

18

SPCTF, CGC,

June 30, 2012

SPCTF – April 30, 2012

The SPCTF makes this recommended timeline without considering SPP’s request for an
extension of time to make SPP’s regional compliance filing on Order 1000 at FERC.
This
recommendation will change if such an extension is granted.
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6

ROFR in Membership Agreement

MOPC, &

CGC – May 2012

(See § 4.1)

BOD

MOPC & BOD - July 2012

Drafting & Approval of Language to Remove

RTWG,

ROFR in OATT

MOPC, &

(See § 4.2)

SPP BOD

Review and Drafting of Recommended
7

Language on Public Policy Requirements of
Order 1000

RTWG,
MOPC, &
SPP BOD

(See § 6.3)

RTWG – June 30, 2012
MOPC & BOD - July 2012

RTWG – June 30, 2012
MOPC & BOD - July 2012

Review and Draft Information and Data SPP
8

Will Propose to Require Merchant
Transmission Developers to Provide to SPP

TWG

June 30, 2012

RTWG

RTWG – August 31, 2012

(See § 7.1)
Drafting and Endorsement/Approval of Tariff
9

Language for SPP’s Order 1000 Regional
Compliance Filing
Review and Approval of RTWG’s Language

10

for SPP’s Order 1000 Regional Compliance
Filing

MOPC &
BOD

September 31, 2012

Parallel Work of Drafting SPP’s Order 1000
11

Compliance Filing Letter for Regional

SPP Staff

Requirements
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ATTACHMENT A
DRAFT TRANSMISSION OWNER SELECTION PROCESS
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Competitive Solicitation Process
Reviewed by
Stakeholder
Working Groups

Policy, Reliability and
Economic Inputs
(Section III.6)

Study Scope
Including Policy,
Reliability & Econ.
Inputs, and TSR
and GI upgrades
(Attach O III.7)

Spring Planning
Forums
Obtain input and
Projects from all
Stakeholders
(Attach. O.2)

Analyze Alternatives
(incl. zonal upgrades
Broader Regional
Upgrades and non-wire
Upgrades
(Attach. O III.8)

ITP Studies (20/10 and
Near Term) and other
Studies Endorsed by
Stakeholder Working
Groups

ITP Upgrades
Approved or
Endorsed by
SPP BOD

Annual
SPP Transmission
Expansion Plan
(Section V)

Fall Planning
Forum
Present potential
Solutions to
stakeholders

Integrated Transmission Planning
Process
(does not include upgrades related to TSRs, GI, or
Sponsored Upgrades)

4/3/2012

Yes
Incumbent TO
builds

Note: * ROFR applies to
any project that is either
(1) < 300 kV,
(2) is an upgrade to an
existing facility
(3) Or an addition or
expansion of an existing
facility which is on
existing right-of-way
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Does
ROFR
Apply*?
No

TO
Selection
Process

1
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Transmission Owner Selection Process
SPP issues
RFP to TOs that
responded to RFI
and qualified. If only
one TO responds then
a shorter procedure
may be used.

SPP develops
RFP
(45 days)
TO
Selection
Process

Did SPP
Receive any
Responses?
SPP issues RFI
[Develop list of
Interested TOs]
(30 days)

SPP Reviews
Responses
(15 days)

Yes

TOs Develop Proposal
and cost Estimate
(+/‐ 20%)
(60 days)

No

SPP reviews
responses to RFP
(30 days)

Incumbent TO
Builds (builder of last
resort)

Recommendation
Goes to SPP BOD

Yes

No

Revise Project
Specifications?

Project is re‐evaluated

SPP BOD
selects TO?
Yes

No

NTC issued to TO

Project is Cancelled

4/3/2012

1
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ATTACHMENT B
COMPETITIVE SOLICITATION PROCESS FLOWCHART
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Attachment B – Competitive Solicitation Process
Flowchart
BOD approves applicable transmission
projects for construction as a result of
the regional planning process
The Oversight Committee shall
designate an IEP (15 Days)
SPP staff develops and issues an
RFP. (30 days)
QEs respond to RFP (60-75 days)
SPP staff reviews RFP responses
and provides the responses to the
IEP for evaluation
IEP Evaluates RFPs and makes
recommendation to the OC (3060 days)
No QE‐
Obligation to
Construct
remains with
DTO

OC reviews IEP recommendation
and makes recommendation to
the BOD (15 Days)
BOD selects Transmission
Developers (15 Days)
SPP Contacts STO

Selected QE
executes
agreements to
become the
DTO (10
Days)

34

Selected QE does not
sign agreements
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Minority Report for the Strategic Planning Committee
For the April 9, 2012 SPC Meeting
Regarding the FERC Order 1000 Task Force Results
Prepared by AEP and KCP&L

In response to FERC Order 1000 regarding the elimination of the right of first refusal
(ROFR), the Strategic Planning Committee (SPC) FERC Order 1000 Task Force (SPC
TF) was charged to address and provide a recommendation to the SPC on the SPP action
needed for FERC compliance.
The SPC TF has discussed competition options at the beginning of the Integrated
Transmission Planning (ITP) process, at the end of that process, as well as convergence
of the two options. While competition may also take place both at the beginning and the
end of the process, there was limited SPC TF support for competition at both stages of
the ITP process1. The SPC TF held a straw poll and the majority vote was for
competition at the construction phase after the SPP Board has approved projects;
however, AEP and KCP&L both supported competition at the planning stage and noted
in the straw poll that competition at both stages was a second preference.
As SPP staff (and its legal counsel) explained during the course of the SPC Task Force
discussions, a single opportunity to provide for competition at the beginning of the ITP
process is a reasonable interpretation of FERC Order 1000 in response to ROFR
elimination. Both AEP and KCP&L support this interpretation for FERC compliance and
propose that competition take place at the beginning of the ITP process, during the
planning stage to utilize existing SPP staff strengths. This minority report does not
attempt to address or discuss the project carve outs determined during the SPC Task
Force discussions. Our intent is to provide support for competition at the planning stage
for project selection versus competition after the SPP Board has selected projects to be
constructed, referred to as the Builder Selection Model (also known as the Competitive
Bid model or Competition at Construction model or Transmission Owner Selection
model).
AEP and KCPL believe that competition during the planning stage of the ITP process
provides the best value to SPP customers and that the SPP Board should select a process
that not only provides a cost effective process to be used in the selection of future
projects but that also utilizes the existing SPP strengths that serves customer best interests
and not the business interests of a subset of SPP’s stakeholders.

1

It should be noted that LS Power that has fully participated in the SPC TF discussions, supported a
hybrid option with both project sponsorship and competitive solicitation.
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Customers benefit from a competitive planning process for the following reasons:
− Achieves a greater decrease in cost and a greater increase in benefits for
customers by introducing competition in the planning stage of the ITP process
− Provides an incentive for cost effective and creative solutions by awarding the
project to the party that proposed a selected project
− Reduces burden on SPP staff by utilizing their direct experience with the
evaluation of project cost / benefit, and avoids the acquisition and development of
new skills needed to estimate projects and to evaluate construction proposals
− ITP processes to remain intact, particularly the newly approved Project Cost
Estimate process, because competition at the planning stage of the ITP estimates
utilizes the newly adopted process to allow the Transmission Owner (TO)
additional time to provide refined project cost estimates for projects greater than
$20M.
− Opens competition to vigorous stakeholder engagement during the planning
process, as opposed to a construction bid that would be closed, since only SPP
staff has the independence necessary to evaluate offerings
− Enables a more objective review of the most cost effective solutions to SPP
system needs by measuring both cost and benefit of planning proposals, providing
a level playing field
The primary concern, which has been stated by supporters of the Builder Selection
Model, with competition at the planning stage of the ITP process comes from the
experience of other RTOs whose underdeveloped processes have led to an
overabundance of proposals. SPP has the opportunity to define the quality and quantity
of planning proposals that would be accepted, which ensures that only credible solutions
are provided. To argue that there can be too many credible solutions appears to be
counter to the intent of FERC Orders 890 and 1000.
The FERC seeks to eliminate practices that (1) undermine identification and evaluation of
more efficient or cost effective alternatives to regional transmission needs, and (2) result
in unjust and unreasonable rates or undue discrimination by the Transmission Provider
(TP). Both of these are goals for the TP, in this case SPP. Unless SPP allows for
competition at the planning stage, it risks violating both directives. By not opening the
planning process, identification and evaluation of regional needs is undermined, unless
new and potentially costly processes are added at SPP to ensure the planning process will
remain robust. Even so, adding such processes could result in undue discrimination by
the TP, if it prevents other prospective TOs from providing estimates during the planning
phase and participating in the identification of alternative projects for regional needs, as
well as precluding generation or demand response solutions. Construction Bidding
competition, without allowing for a more open identification and an incentive for
submitting project alternatives at the planning stage, cannot meet the intent of FERC
Order 1000. Moreover, a back-end bidding process is not required to produce just and
reasonable rates, since that is what FERC already achieves now under its current practice
of setting rates.
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Customer Benefits
The most basic premise of FERC Order 1000 is “to eliminate practices that have the
potential to undermine the identification and evaluation of more efficient or cost-effective
alternatives to regional transmission needs, which in turn can result in rates for
Commission-jurisdictional services that are unjust and unreasonable, or otherwise result
in undue discrimination by public utility transmission providers.” (P 226) It is clear the
Commission’s intent is for having a process that provides for development of cost
effective transmission development through competition in the identification process.
So where does the potential for development of cost effective solutions exist, creative
ideas established through planning competition or lower cost of capital, assuming many
incumbent and non-incumbent TOs will have similar qualifications on the non-cost areas
of a competitive solicitation process? One example for a cost effective solution compares
the cost of a 20 mile, 345 kV line relative to an alternative project from a competitive
planning process that would suggest the installation of a Phase Shifting Transformer
(PST) that resolves the same contingency. At roughly $1.5M/mile and $5M per each
terminal, the 345 kV line would cost approximately $40M installed. The PST alternative
cost is approximately $8M installed at a green field site and less at an existing station. In
this example, a creative technical solution to install a PST in lieu of building a 20 mile,
345 kV line would reduce capital investment by approximately $32M at a green field site
and more at an existing station. Such savings cannot be duplicated in the construction
competitive process. While this example may book end the savings derived from creative
ideas introduced in a competitive planning process, the potential of substantial savings to
customers is real. Construction competition will not result in the magnitude of savings to
customers, which is possible with planning competition that provides the forum for
creative and cost effective solutions.

Burden on SPP Staff
The ITP process as it exists today relies on the incumbent TOs to provide cost estimates
for proposed projects on their system for their own ideas, SPP proposed projects, and
project ideas supplied by other stakeholders. If SPP were to adopt the Builder Selection
Model, TOs could no longer expect to receive a resulting investment opportunity for
projects to be proposed and/or estimated under this model. As a result, there is reduced
incentive to engage a TO’s resources to develop the most creative and cost effective
solution to SPP’s regional system needs, contrary to the intent of FERC Order 1000.
More importantly, the incumbent TOs will get a head start on the development of projects
to be competitively bid during the Builder Selection Model process. Incumbent TOs
should not be in a position to develop estimates that will become the basis for a
competitive bidding process. If implemented as proposed by the Builder Selection Model
proponents, the incumbent TOs will provide the initial cost estimates that could be
perceived as the potential for undue preference to incumbent TOs over non-incumbent
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transmission developers through practices applied within the transmission planning
process. This may be a potential litigation risk related to the Builder Selection Model.
Therefore, it is reasonable to propose, should the Builder Selection Model be adopted by
SPP, that SPP should either derive their own cost estimates of projects for their analysis,
which will require both new expertise and resources, or that SPP should hire a consultant
to provide all cost estimates for competitive projects under SPP consideration prior to
selection for SPP Board approval (see Note A in “Builder Selection Model” first slide).
If a consultant is utilized, it should abstain from participating in the bid process through a
participating TO.
Supporters of the Builder Selection Model have indicated it is not a “bidding” process as
much as a TO selection process; however, parties in a competitive bidding environment
are competing both on the cost to build a project as well as their ability to build the
project. This would enable the selection of an entity that can demonstrate it provides the
lowest total life cycle cost of the project. Even if that were to be the case, one could
argue that the existing TOs that have abundant construction experience in the SPP
footprint would likely result in similar scores in non-capital cost scoring, resulting in the
demonstration of total life cycle cost being the “swing vote”, so the Builder Selection
Model is much like a “bid” to construct.
So not only will a transparent and impartial Builder Selection Model require new SPP
expertise and resources to estimate projects, it will also require that SPP be the entity to
make an assessment of the total life cycle cost of the project supplied by each entity.
This would require the SPP to create a new back-end process to evaluate the bids,
including qualification of new entrants, as the independent entity (see Note B in “Builder
Selection Model” second slide). This is a fundamental shift in philosophy from existing
SPP RTO status as SPP becomes not only the planner, but also becomes the project
manager for the SPP system.
In sharp contrast, the Competitive Planning Model does not alter SPP’s role, as it keeps
the existing planning process in place, only adding supplemental competitive project
submissions, and does not require a new back-end project construction competition and
management process. As has been the practice in the existing ITP process, SPP requests
stakeholder input for projects and evaluates the cost benefit of economic projects. The
only change resulting from the Competitive Planning Model is an additional source of
proposed projects that supplements the existing planning process by allowing a qualified
project sponsor to submit project proposals complete with modeling and analysis for SPP
review.
Historically, all projects have been volunteered with no backup support, but under
planning competition, supplemental projects can also be offered as a proposal to meet a
SPP-identified need. These supplemental projects offered under a Competitive Planning
Model would be required to be fully developed, complete with estimates, schedule
commitments and targeted SPP-identified needs. Proposals would utilize the existing
SPP models and data sets that are readily available to SPP members, thus providing the
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compatible models with the associated engineering analysis for SPP’s review, rather than
SPP performing all the work. Hence, the burden on SPP could be reduced since the
proposal submitted under a Competitive Planning Model is fully developed for SPP
review, as opposed to conceptual projects (from A to B) that require SPP to fully
develop.
More importantly, SPP would not require any new expertise, since the traditional power
flow modeling they currently utilize as well as the associated cost / benefit analysis
would be employed; which is a developed skill set SPP staff already has (see Note C in
“Planning Competition” first slide). SPP will spend time validating such comprehensive
proposals; however, it would be utilizing an existing skill set. As a result, under a
Competitive Planning Model SPP remains the planner and the TO remains the project
manager. Scrutiny of the project cost in the quarterly tracking report by stakeholders, the
Regional State Committee and the SPP Board under the new Project Cost Estimate
process will ensure that projects are executed in a prudent manner.
SPP burden should be measured both in staff resources and administrative cost to
customers. While additional SPP staff2 would be needed to validate planning proposals,
only incremental resources utilizing existing skill sets are needed. In contrast, the
Builder Selection Model has the potential need for new skill sets for an entirely new
department within SPP to prepare and issue a Request for Proposals and to oversee the
evaluation of project bids (including assessment of bidder qualifications). It could also
require SPP to hire consultants to analyze proposals to offer a ranking to the SPP Board
to select the builder for each project with ROFR elimination. While SPP could outsource
such expertise, new staff within SPP would be required to manage and oversee the bidder
qualification and review process. The use of consultants will clearly increase the cost to
administer the selection of the builder, relative to the cost of using SPP staff to analyze
project proposals.

Utilizes Existing SPP Project Cost Estimate Process
Competition at Planning utilizes the new SPP Business Practice for project cost
estimating that was developed and implemented to address SPP Board and Regional State
Committee concerns to allow for more fully vetted project cost estimates. Competition at
Planning would allow the larger projects (greater than $20M) to utilize the new process
developed by the Project Cost Task Force/Working Group. For projects of this size it
still allows the TO additional time to refine its cost estimate after SPP Board approval.
With SPP proposing to file for ROFR elimination for ITP process projects of 300 kV or
greater, this criteria would apply to most projects. For example, if the estimated cost of a
10 mile, 345 kV line is roughly $1.5M/mile and $5M per each terminal, the 345 kV line
would cost approximately $25M. This project would fall under the new processes
developed to meet SPP Board and Regional State Committee intended to address
2

It should be noted that as Entergy moves to MISO, the existing SPP ICT staff might be able to absorb
this potential need.
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concerns regarding the quality of project cost estimates. This could still be achieved in
the Planning Competition Model.
However, the Builder Construction model does not allow for this review. In fact, it
reduces the time to respond to a Notification To Construct for all projects to 60 days (or
as much as 75 days in extreme circumstances as added by SPP staff). This response
timeframe does not the comply with the NTC and Project Cost Estimate Business
Practice that allows 90 days for a designated TO to respond for projects less than $20M
and does not comply at all for projects greater than $20M that allows several months for a
designated TO to provide a refined estimate. This is another reason that a planning
competition model should be used.
For project analysis on a comparable basis, the Builder Select Model may also need to go
further than the Study Estimate Design Guide developed to provide an apples to apples
cost estimate comparison of standard design to be utilized in the Study Estimate (+/- 30%
cost estimates) stage of the new SPP Project Cost Estimate process. Supporters indicated
the competitive bids in the Builder Selection Model would be submitted to the +/- 20%
SPP NPE or CPE standard. SPP regional design standards have not been achievable in
the past due to many operational and regulatory reasons. Therefore, this has not been a
path SPP members have elected to take for supportable reasons and concerns.
Not having a regional design standard may introduce a new hurdle for the SPP in regard
to bid comparison for projects in the Builder Selection Model. The existing ITP allows
for TOs to use individual design standards, since the Study Estimate Design Guide only
addresses high level performance requirements for Study Estimate comparisons. If the
SPP is to evaluate bids for life cycle costs, then design becomes a critical element in the
evaluation of bids. Without a regional design standard, SPP would lack the objective
measures needed to support their judgment. This is another area where there is a greater
litigation risk related to the Builder Selection Model. While some risk exists in the
planning process, the risk is significantly more in the Builder Selection Model process
due to number of variables involved in deciding the total life cycle cost of the various
proposals.

Open Processes
Many TOs routinely use competitive bidding to buy materials and select construction
contractors. The Builder Selection Model provides the additional layer of competitive
bids through the TO selection process. As with the bid processes used by the TOs, SPP
must maintain a closed bid to avoid sharing proprietary information to the public or
between competing bidding TOs. The result is that SPP alone knows what the proposals
state. If optimistic information is provided in a bid, the SPP must be able to discern this
relative inequality on its own or with an unbiased consultant, because others with the
capacity to provide such insight are precluded from seeing the offers.
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Additionally, in order to ensure that offers in the construction competition are evaluated
objectively, they must be compared on an apples-to-apples basis. Therefore, solution
variations of projects offered at this stage that might be more cost effective to meet the
identified need would need to be rejected, even if they are lower cost. Lacking visibility
into the bid by stakeholders, SPP would be the judge and jury of the call between the
apples and the oranges. Given that the construction bid process is closed, there cannot be
visibility into the offers, which would allow stakeholders to determine if bid outcome is
truly the best deal for the customers.
In contrast, the Planning Competition Model would be completely transparent, just as it is
today. This process also utilizes the new Project Cost Estimate process in its entirety.
Competition during planning is inherently an open process. The SPP planning process
has been very successful in obtaining engaged and frequent input from all participants,
and planning competition would perpetuate this constructive pursuit. While proposals
would need to remain confidential until a point in time when the offer process is closed,
thereafter, the basic information of the proposal would be made public, no different than
the public discourse around the conceptual ideas derived by the SPP staff and suggested
by stakeholders in the existing planning process utilized by SPP. Any proposals that are
artificially optimistic will be exposed to the public, and the SPP staff will be able to
obtain feedback from all stakeholders on each proposal’s validity, which will enhance
SPP’s ability to select projects that are the most cost effective and obtain the best value
projects for the customers. Planning competition provides a platform upon which open
discussion of ideas is encouraged, as opposed to the closed process of a construction bid
process.
In a Planning Competition Model, the Regional State Committee, SPP Board and
stakeholders get visibility into the different solutions to mitigate SPP transmission issues
relative to the regional plan selected through the ITP process. A planning competition
model provides Regional State Committee members information for the transmission
issues that are being resolved and the possible solutions. Regional State Committee
endorsement of the applicable ITP results provides more value than the Regional State
Committee acknowledging a list of bidders chosen to construct the SPP Board-approved
projects, the only visible result of the Builder Selection Model. Additionally, the
Regional State Committee would know early in the ITP process who submitted which
solutions in the planning competition model, including any new entrants. By allowing
new entrants to compete in a planning competition model, confidence is developed in
these new entrants, rather than trying to assess their capabilities based on a winning bid in
the Builder Selection Model.

Level Playing Field
The existing ITP process depends on incumbent TOs to provide project cost estimates
during the planning process in order for SPP to measure cost relative to the benefits that
the SPP calculates. This practice of incumbent TOs providing project cost estimates is no
longer practical in the Builder Selection Model, as it is critical that all projects are
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estimated on a consistent basis. Since it is indeterminate who the owner will be,
estimates that reflect unique characteristics of an incumbent TO would bias the
determination of the most cost effective solution. It may be perceived as an unfair
advantage to the incumbent TO, if the bias introduced with an incumbent’s design,
making it more difficult for other TOs to compete. An independent project cost estimator
would be required as addressed previously, along with the burden it produces. Clearly, if
all TOs are allowed to supply project cost estimates through a transparent planning
competition, this barrier to competition would be removed.
Larger SPP Transmission Owners should rank similarly in the proposed Builder Selection
Model selection process, thus moving the evaluation to the other non-cost components of
evaluation. Such non-cost components under discussion are: 1) Project Expertise; 2)
Safety Program/Current/Past Statistics; 3) Reliability/Quality/General Design; 4)
Operations; and 5) Maintenance. However, the existing SPP TOs should have similar
scoring in most of these areas. Some companies have more project expertise in EHV
projects than others, but the other areas may be similarly scored. It has also been
discussed that restoration history is very important. Returning load to service quickly
after outages is critical to SPP members who have an obligation to serve would have
historical information for this review component.
Evaluation of transmission builders from construction proposals might be perceived as a
more subjective evaluation comparing one transmission developer to another, which then
could result in tie breakers limited to life-cycle cost. So subjectivity can swing the
decision between construction proposals more easily and speculative estimates of future
operations and maintenance costs can potentially bias the selection.
Finally, under the Competitive Planning Model, proposals will be graded on both lifecycle cost and customer benefit. Often times customer benefits will significantly
outweigh any savings available through construction cost, as previously identified in
regard to customers benefit. As explained, benefits can produce savings multiple times
the savings of construction cost savings. The clear separation between projects due to
widely varying benefits ensures a clear and objective selection of projects and provides
that every TO has an equal opportunity to be selected.

Competitive Planning Model Proposal Requirements
The simple way to consider the requirements of the Competitive Planning Model
developed proposal is to follow existing ITP steps. On slide one of the “Planning
Competition” slide there are four steps that would need to be replicated into the Planning
Proposal:
1) Definition of the Project to be proposed
2) Submission of SPP compatible models for simulation
3) Preparation of SCERT estimates identical to those that would otherwise be
prepared by incumbents
4) Identification of Target Need as identified by the SPP in the ITP
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Since all these conditions must be met to proceed, the Planning Proposal would eliminate
several steps the SPP staff would otherwise have to execute. Except for the validation
requirement, the Planning Competition Model would not add any steps to the ITP
process.
The remaining concern is the abundance of Planning Proposals that might be submitted.
While the supporters of the Builder Selection Model would argue that the “sky is falling”,
the threshold requirements for the Planning Proposal should be set to ensure only
meaningful projects are submitted. A simple solution being forwarded by other RTOs is
the concept of “put your best foot forward”. Competitors are only allowed to submit one
project per identified need(s), avoiding the shotgun approach to achieving success.
Further, the information to be submitted should be complete and include minimum
requirement, such as the following:
•

Life Cycle Cost (+/- 30%)
– Installed cost broken down into components as per the SCERT
– Annual maintenance plan with schedule of activities and associated cost
– Operational resources and associated cost with locations of both control
center and field operations
– Capital structure and overheads applied
– Annual Transmission Revenue Requirement including capital cost and
annual maintenance and operations

•

Project Schedule
– Date of expected NTC/NTC-C award as the start date of the schedule
– Siting procedures and proposed regulatory filings
– Regulatory approval process with potential schedule variations
– Right of way and land acquisition schedule accounting for condemnation
– Clearance expectations and feasibility as it relates to construction of new
facilities
– Schedule of construction and energization based on season availability of
clearances and weather

•

Target Need
– Only one Planning Proposal per identified need(s)
– Specific problem(s) to be addressed as identified by the SPP during the
first stage of the ITP process
– Demonstration that the targeted need is adequately addressed with
proposed components in a timely manner
– Identifiable benefits for individual components, including the component
cost with its associated benefits must be broken out, so the SPP can select
individual components to create the SPP overall plan
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Conclusion
Planning competition provides the greatest customers benefit, results in the least burden
on SPP staff, fully utilizes the new Project Cost Estimate process, opens the proposals to
transparent stakeholder review, and creates visibility that provides equal opportunity to
non-incumbents. It is also necessary to select a process that is manageable if FERC does
not accept SPP’s filing to retain ROFR for projects 100 kV to 300 kV and that best serves
the customers. Clearly, planning competition meets that goal and ultimately achieves the
intent of FERC Order 1000. Also, RTOs analyze transmission solutions today to
determine what needs to be constructed in its footprint. Moving to a process that selects
a transmission builder at the back-end of the ITP process may introduce the potential for
litigation resulting not only in increased costs to the customers but an increased
likelihood that needed projects may be delayed and fail to be constructed in a timely
manner. While either new process will introduce additional time to the existing ITP
process, the option chosen should not unduly delay the construction of needed
transmission build out in the SPP.
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LS POWER TRANSMISSION, LLC
c/o LS Power Development, LLC
400 Chesterfield Center, Suite 110
Chesterfield, MO 63017
Ph: (636) 532-2200 · Fax: (636) 532-2250

April 2, 2012
VIA EMAIL
Ricky Bittle
Arkansas Electric Cooperative
1 Cooperative Way
Little Rock, 0AR 72209
ricky.bittle@aecc.com
RE: LS Power Transmission Stakeholder Comments on SPP SPCTF Order 1000 Report.
Dear Ricky,
LS Power Transmission, LLC (“LS Power”) has been an active participant in SPP’s process to
prepare a response to FERC Order 1000 (“Order 1000”) and its regional policy requirements
since it was kicked off on October 13, 2011. As you know, SPP kicked off its discussion of the
requirements of Order 1000 at a regularly scheduled Strategic Planning Committee (“SPC”)
meeting on October 13, 2011. At the conclusion of the October SPC meeting, the SPC formed
the SPC Task Force (“SPCTF”) on Order 1000 to examine SPP’s OATT and determine whether
the current transmission planning and cost allocation provisions comply with the requirements
of Order 1000 and whether revisions are necessary. LS Power volunteered to be a member on
the SPCTF Order 1000. LS Power participated as a member for several months before being
informed that because we are currently not a member of SPP, we are not able to be a voting
member of the SPCTF. LS Power has continued to be an active stakeholder in the SPCTF Order
1000 process even though we are not a member and do not have voting privileges. We have
very much appreciated the opportunity to participate..
The SPCTF Order 1000 identified seven specific decision points over the past four months that
needed to be addressed to comply with Order 1000. These decision points included:
1. What SPP transmission projects should the elimination of the Right of First Refusal
(“ROFR”) apply?
2. What builder selection model (project sponsorship, planning only or competitive
solicitation) should SPP use?
3. Should SPP’s compliance filing contain builder qualification requirements before a
potential transmission builder can participate in SPP’s competitive process? What should
the qualification criteria include?
4. Should SPP’s Membership Agreement and OATT be amended to remove the Federal
right of first refusal?
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5. When should Order 1000 become effective?
6. Is the SPP OATT compliant in considering transmission needs driven by public policy?
7. Is SPP compliant with the Order 1000 requirement to collect information and data from
non-participating Merchant Transmission developers?
In six of the seven decision points, a report of the SPCTF Order 1000 states that unanimous
approval was reached by the members. However, while this was factually correct comments of
stakeholders such as FERC Staff and LS Power were not considered or captured in the report as
discussed in more detail below.
The first decision point that was addressed by the SPCTF Order 1000 was What SPP
transmission projects should the elimination of ROFR apply? The SPCTF Order 1000
unanimous recommendation in its report to the SPC is that SPP should seek to retain the Federal
ROFR for every category of transmission facility upgrades except highway upgrades (300 kV
and above, regionally-funded transmission facilities). However, LS Power disagreed strongly
and recommended to the SPCTF Order 1000 that the ROFR must be removed for any project for
which any of its costs are allocated regionally, rather to the local utility. In other words, all
transmission facilities with a voltage of 100 kV and above that are allocated on a highway or
byway basis shall have the ROFR eliminated (regardless of percentage) and be competitively
administered. This includes (1) byway projects (100 kV – 300 kV); (2) highway projects (300
kV and above); (3) stakeholder identified transmission projects; and (4) customer funded
transmission projects. Further, the only transmission facilities that shall retain a ROFR shall
include (1) generation interconnection projects; (2) local projects/zonal projects (100 kV and
below that are solely within a retail distribution service territory or footprint); (3) transmission
delivery service projects; and (4) transmission projects that represent an upgrade to an
incumbents own facilities. It is our understanding that FERC staff also expressed concern with
the direction of the SPCTF Order 1000 task force related to keeping a ROFR for byway projects.
The second decision point that was addressed by the SPCTF Order 1000 was What builder
selection model (project sponsorship, planning only or competitive solicitation) should SPP
use? The SPCTF Order 1000 report to the SPC states that this was the only decision point that
was not unanimous as seven members favored a competitive solicitation (SPCTF Order 1000
recommendation) and two members supported the planning only builder selection model. LS
Power, on the other hand, proposed a hybrid builder selection model (project
sponsorship/competitive solicitation), which we believe offers the most equitable and flexible
option for all parties. Under the hybrid builder selection model, a project sponsorship model
would be used for transmission projects submitted for evaluation in the ITP for approval and a
competitive solicitation process would be used for projects approved for purposes of cost
allocation but do not otherwise have a project sponsor. Many aspects of the existing SPP Tariff
and business practices could still be utilized under this approach.
The third decision point that was addressed by the SPCTF Order 1000 was Should SPP’s
compliance filing contain builder qualification requirements before a potential transmission
builder can participate in SPP’s competitive process? The SPCTF Order 1000 unanimous
recommendation in its report to the SPC is that SPP’s compliance filing should contain builder
qualification requirements that must be met before a potential transmission builder can
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participate in SPP’s proposed competitive solicitation process. Further, the SPCTF Order 1000
recommended qualification criteria included:
1. Threshold eligibility criteria requiring state regulatory authority necessary to construct,
own, and operate transmission facilities within the state(s) where the project will be
located and the commitment to sign the SPP Membership Agreement as a Transmission
Owner upon its selection or have signed a Membership Agreement;
2. Financial criteria indicative of meeting SPP’s creditworthiness requirements and the
ability to finance new transmission construction in SPP as developed by SPP’s Finance
Committee; and
3. Managerial criteria demonstrating ability to site, construct, own and operate transmission
projects.
LS Power envisions a qualification process that results in all transmission developers being on a
level playing field at the conclusion of the qualification process and prior to the start of the
competitive process. Further, when it is time to evaluate criteria for selecting the transmission
project builder it should be determined by selecting the transmission developer that build the
project at the lowest cost (based on an annual revenue requirement) to the consumer. LS Power
believes that the vast majority of the decision points in a competitive bidding process must be
focused on cost, as this is what is consistent with FERC’s mandate to ensure just and reasonable
rates.
LS Power believes that the above qualification criteria “requiring state regulatory authority
necessary to construct, own, and operate transmission facilities within the state(s) where the
project will be located…” is inappropriate and is a standard that no party, even an incumbent
transmission owner, legally can meet today. No party, even an incumbent utility, has “state
regulatory authority to construct, own and operate transmission facilities within a state where the
project will be located…” at the transmission planning stage without state authorizations.
Qualification criteria must be reasonable and can not be unduly discriminatory in order to be
compliant with FERC Order 1000.
The fourth decision point that was addressed by the SPCTF Order 1000 was Should SPP’s
Membership Agreement and OATT be amended to remove the Federal right of first refusal?
The SPCTF Order 1000 unanimous recommendation in its report to the SPC is that sections of
the SPP Membership Agreement and OATT must be amended to remove the ROFR. LS Power
is supportive of this recommendation.
The fifth decision point that was addressed by the SPCTF Order 1000 was When should Order
1000 become effective? The SPCTF Order 1000 unanimous recommendation in its report to the
SPC is that changes to the SPP Membership Agreement and OATT to comply with Order 1000
should go into effect on the date that FERC issues an order accepting the compliance filing, with
the first developer qualification process beginning in the summer (June) thereafter. Further, the
SPCTF Order 1000 recommended that the applicability of Order 1000 be to all transmission
facilities subject to ROFR elimination that are approved for construction in the first STEP
Report that is issued following the first developer qualification process, and for all facilities
approved thereafter for which ROFR has been eliminated. LS Power’s position is that SPP’s
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Order 1000 reform should begin immediately on the date of SPP’s Order 1000 compliance filing
(October 12, 2012).
The sixth decision point that was addressed by the SPCTF Order 1000 was Is the SPP OATT
compliant in considering transmission needs driven by public policy? The SPCTF Order 1000
unanimous recommendation in its report to the SPC is that the current OATT implicitly already
complies with the transmission needs driven by public policy through the following language in
Attachment O Section III.6.0 “Other input requirements identified during the stakeholder
process”. Further, the SPCTF Order 1000 recommends that the SPC have the RTWG review the
SPP Tariff for any minor revisions that might be required. LS Power is supportive of these
recommendations.
The seventh decision point that was addressed by the SPCTF Order 1000 was Is SPP compliant
with the Order 1000 requirement to collect information and data from non-participating
Merchant Transmission developers? The SPCTF Order 1000 unanimous recommendation in its
report to the SPC is that SPP should seek FERC’s approval to require merchant developers to
provide certain information and data to SPP pursuant to the SPP Transmission Working Group’s
recommendation of what information merchant transmission developers should be required to
provide to SPP. LS Power is supportive of this recommendation.
LS Power appreciates the opportunity to provide these Order 1000 comments to the SPC and
kindly requests that the SPC consider these comments as LS Power has been (and continues to
be) an active stakeholder in the SPCTF Order 1000 meetings. Further, LS Power encourages the
SPC to consider its positions and insights as it reviews the Report and recommendations of the
SPCTF on Order 1000.

Sincerely,
Bryan Rushing
and Sharon Segner
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Mel Perkins (Chairman SPC Task Force Order 1000)
Michael Desselle (Staff Secretary)
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
Markets and Operations Policy Committee
Recommendation to the Board of Directors
PRR 241,
MPPRs 43, 44, 47, 49, 50, 52, 56, 63, 65, and 68
April 23-24, 2012

Organizational Roster
The following members represent the Market Working Group:
Richard Ross, AEP, Chairman
Keith Sugg, AECC, Vice Chairman
Carrie Simpson, SPP, Secretary
Rick McCord, EDE
Will Amos, OGE
Gene Anderson, OMPA
Jessica Collins, Xcel Energy
Patricia Denny, KCPL
Joshua Kirby, WFEC
Randy Gillespie, Kelson Energy
Matt Moore, Golden Spread Electric Cooperative
Ann Scott, Tenaska Power Services Co.
Lee Anderson, Lincoln Electric System
Rick Yanovich, OPPD
Aaron Rome, Midwest Energy, Inc.
Shah Hossain, Westar Energy, Inc.
Background
Please see the PRR Recommendation Reports for PRR 241 and the MPRR Recommendation Report for MPPRs
43, 44, 47, 49, 50, 52, 56, 63, 65, and 68 that were included in the MOPC April 10-11, 2012 background
materials.
Analysis
Please see the PRR Recommendation Reports for PRR 241 and the MPRR Recommendation Report for MPPRs
43, 44, 47, 49, 50, 52, 56, 63, 65, and 68 that were included in the MOPC April 10-11, 2012 background
materials.
Recommendation
The MOPC recommends that the Board of Directors approve its request regarding Protocol Revision Request 241
and Marketplace Protocol Revision Requests 43, 44, 47, 49, 50, 52, 56, 63, 65, and 68.
Action Requested: Approval of MWG’s request on PRR 241 and MPRRs 43, 44, 47, 49, 50, 52, 56, 63, 65, and
68.
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PRR
Number
241

Description

Revisions to PRR 200 Approved
Language per FERC Order

MWG Meeting
Vote

RTWG Meeting
Vote

ORWG Meeting
Vote

March 13, 2012
Unanimously approved
with modifications

March 22, 2012
Approved

March 22, 2012
Approved with no
reliability impact

MWG Meeting
Vote

RTWG Meeting
Vote

ORWG Meeting
Vote

February 23, 2012
Approved

February 27, 2012
Approved

March 27, 2012
Approved with
modifications

March 22, 2012
Approved with no
reliability impact

March 22, 2012
Approved with
modifications

March 22, 2012
Approved

February 23, 2012
Approved with
modifications

February 27, 2012
Approved with no
reliability impact

February 23, 2012
Approved

February 27, 2012
Approved

February 22, 2012
Unanimously approved
February 14, 2012
Unanimously approved
with modifications

February 23, 2012
Approved with
modifications

February 27, 2012
Approved

February 22, 2012
Unanimously approved

March 22, 2012
Approved

March 22, 2012
Approved with no
reliability impact

February 22, 2012
Approved with one
opposition (Westar)

March 22, 2012
Approved

March 22, 2012
Approved

.

MPRR
Number

Description

43

External Operating Reserve

44

Operating Reserve Offer
Mitigation

47

Clarification of Compensation for
Reliability Commitment and
Dispatch

49

RUC MWP Changes

50

Changes to Selection of
Regulating Resources Prior to
Operating Hour for Use in RTBM

Modification of OOME
Instruction

52

56

63

65

68

Correction of MWP Cost
Allocation for Load Deviation
During Emergency
Clarification to Emergency
Procedure within the Operating
Hour
Changes to Operating Reserve
Qualification Re-Testing
Requirements
Clarification to Excess
Generation Emergency Logic

Approved: MOPC

January 24, 2012
Approved with
modifications with one
abstention (Westar)
February 27, 2012
Approved with one
abstention (GSEC)
March 13, 2012
Approved with
modifications with one
opposition (Westar)
January 25, 2012
Approved with
modifications with one
opposition (Westar)
February 14, 2012
Unanimously approved
with modifications

February 27, 2012
Unanimously approved
March 13, 2012
Unanimously approved

March 22, 2012
Approved with
modifications
March 22, 2012
Approved with
modifications

March 22, 2012
Approved
March 22, 2012
Approved

April 10-11, 2012

MPRR 43, 50, 52, 56, 65, 68, & PRR 241 Unanimously
MPRR 47-Approved with 2 opposed-Westar & KGE-Westar Energy
MPRR 49-Approved with 2 Abstentions-Westar & KGE-Westar Energy
MPRR 63-Approved Unanimously
MPRR 44-Approved with 4 Abstentions-Golden Spread, Calpine Energy, Tenaska Power, & Dogwood
Energy
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EIS Market
Integrated Marketplace

PRR Recommendation Report
PRR
No.

Marketplace-PRR44

Timeline

PRR
Operating Reserve Offer Mitigation
Title
Normal
Expedited
Urgent Action
Provide explanation if Expedited and/or Urgent Action is selected:
The recommended changes will affect system design and the tariff filing. In order
to review this material with the appropriate working groups prior to the MOPC
meeting in January 2012, the protocol revision requests are being expedited. The
recommendations were prompted by the results of a market power study that was
completed in early December.
Approve

Reject

Require additional information

Recommendation Action

Defer

Refer

Yes – If yes, estimated cost: $126,560

No

Impact Analysis Required
SPP Staff will complete this section.
Protocol Section(s)
Requiring Revision

Section No.: 8.2.2.1.1, 8.2.2.2, 8.2.2.2.1, 8.2.2.5, 8.2.2.7, 8.2.5
Title: Mitigation Only in the Presence of Local Market Power, Mitigation
Measures, Determination of Offer Capped Resources, Mitigation Measures for
Operating Reserve Offers, Market Impact Test, Offer Caps and Floors
Protocol Version: 5.0

Type of Revision

Revision Description

Correction/Clean-Up

Clarification

Design Enhancement

Design Change

This revision replaces the previous offer cap with resource cost-based offer
mitigation that is contingent on presence of local market power and a price impact
test. It also adds Operating Reserve Offer mitigation to the Market Power
Mitigation and Monitoring section.
Yes – Section No: (Include a summary of impact and/or specific changes)
Attachment AF, Section No. 3.1.1, 3.2.2, 3.3, 3.4

Tariff Implications or
Changes

A new section describing the application of Operating Reserve Offer mitigation will
be added to Attachment AF
No
Date of Vote: 2/27/2012—Approved

MWG Review
PRR Recommendation

All Segments present for the vote:

Yes

RTWG Review

3/27/2012—Approved with modifications

ORWG Review

3/22/2012—Approved with no reliability impact

No

Segment of Parties that voted No or Abstained:
Abstained—GSEC

MOPC Recommendation
Board Review
#5e. MPRR 44 Recommendation Report

3/27/2012
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Date

12/8/2011

Name
E-mail Address
Company
Phone Number

Sponsor
Catherine Tyler Mooney
cmooney@spp.org
Southwest Power Pool—MMU
501.688.8249
Reasons for Abstaining

Abstainer
Date
Reason

Comment Author
Date

GSEC
No comments received

Comments Received
John Hyatt
2/8/2012
This submission combines the recommendations that were originally presented in
MPRRs 44 and 45 into a single MPRR. MPRR 44 now includes both the
recommendation for Operating Reserve mitigation and changes to the Energy
Offer mitigation. MPRR 45 will be withdrawn. The reason for combining the two is
to present a clear picture of the overall mitigation design and to avoid confusion
between the two original MPRR documents.
Additionally, the following changes are included in this comment:
•

The threshold for determining when a Resource’s Start-Up or No-Load
Offer is subject to mitigation is raised from 10% to 50%. This change will
reduce the possibility of over-mitigation in the SCUC processes.

•

A Fuel-Type parameter has been added to Section 4.2.4. Market
Participants will indicate the type of fuel that corresponds to the submitted
Energy Offer Curve. The Fuel-Type parameter is needed in order to apply
the appropriate reference levels during mitigation.

•

Removes language that states the Transmission Provider will calculate the
reference levels.

•

Tariff language has been included.

Comment Description

Comment Status

Comment Author
Date

Comment Description

Comments were taken into consideration. The approved language is reflected in
this recommendation report.
Comments Received
John Hyatt
2/21/2012
In this document, we revise the MPRR such that the proposed mitigation plan
will use Market Participant submitted cost-based offers in constructing offer
thresholds and mitigated offers. The change applies to Start-Up Offers, NoLoad Offers, Energy Offer Curves, and Operating Reserve Offers. The Market
Participant will submit daily cost-based offers for each of the products listed
above. The offer thresholds, at 25%, are lower than in the previously
submitted MPRR 44 to reflect the fact that, unlike MMU calculated reference
levels, cost-based offers can better capture unanticipated changes in
circumstances that impact the Resource. A higher threshold applies for units
that are pivotal to at least one congested flowgate during more than 2,000
hours per year.
We also added a section describing the Cost Development Guidelines that are
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necessary for specifying the standard calculation of cost components to be
used in developing cost-based offers. A Cost Development Taskforce,
reporting to the MWG, will be responsible for this portion of the Protocols.

Comment Status

Comment Author
Date

Comment Description

Comment Status

Comment Author
Date
Comment Description
Comment Status

The section addressing mitigation for uneconomic overproduction is removed,
to be submitted in a separate MPRR.
Comments were taken into consideration. The approved language is reflected in
this recommendation report.
Comments Received
John Hyatt
2/23/2012
Using member feedback from the February 22, 2012 meeting, the comments
address four concerns:
• A three point list was included in each relevant occurrence describing the
updated conduct-impact test process.
• A provision was added for updating cost-based offers in real-time under
special circumstances, like fuel-switching.
• The Cost Development Task Force was modified to be a Subgroup of
MWG.
• Mitigated offers were added to the list of offer parameters.
The MPRR was approved as modified. The approved language is reflected in this
recommendation report.
Comments Received
RTWG
3/27/2012
Clarification
The MPRR was approved as modified. The approved language is reflected in this
recommendation report.

Proposed Protocol Language Revision

1. Glossary
Contingency Reserve Ramp Rate
A single MW/minute value that is used to determine Resource maximum Spinning Reserve
quantities or on-line Supplemental Reserve quantities.
Mitigated Energy Offer Curve
A set of price/quantity pairs that represents the mitigated energy offer, where such offers are
developed in accordance with guidelines detailed in Appendix G, to provide Energy from a
Resource.
Mitigated No-Load Offer
The mitigated compensation request in a Mitigated Resource Offer, where such compensation
offers are developed in accordance with guidelines detailed in Appendix G, in dollars, by a
Market Participant representing the hourly fee for operating a synchronized Resource at zero (0)
MW output.
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Mitigated Regulation-Up Offer
The mitigated offer, where such offers are developed in accordance with guidelines detailed in
Appendix G, at which a Regulation Qualified Resource or a Regulation-Up Qualified Resource
offers to sell Regulation-Up in dollars per MW.
Mitigated Regulation-Down Offer
The mitigated offer, where such offers are developed in accordance with guidelines detailed in
Appendix G, at which a Regulation Qualified Resource or a Regulation-Down Qualified
Resource offers sell Regulation-Down in dollars per MW.
Mitigated Resource Offer
For a Resource, the combination of its Mitigated Start-Up Offer, Mitigated No-Load Offer,
Mitigated Energy Offer Curve, Mitigated Regulation-Up Offer, Mitigated Regulation-Down
Offer, Mitigated Spinning Reserve Offer and Mitigated Supplemental Reserve Offer. The
Mitigated Resource Offer Parameters are developed in accordance with guidelines detailed in
Appendix G and are intended to capture the incremental cost, including the appropriate
application of opportunity costs, of providing each service to the SPP Energy and Operating
Reserve Markets.
Mitigated Spinning Reserve Offer
The mitigated offer, where such offers are developed in accordance with guidelines detailed in
Appendix G, at which a Spin Qualified Resource offers to sell Spinning Reserve in dollars per
MW.
Mitigated Start-Up Offer
The mitigated compenstation request in a Mitigated Resource Offer, where such compensation
offers are developed in accordance with guidelines detailed in Appendix G, required by a Market
Participant for bringing an off-line Resource on-line or for reducing consumption of a
Dispatchable Demand Response Resource or Block Demand Response Resource.
Mitigated Supplemental Reserve Offer
The mitigated offer, where such offers are developed in accordance with guidelines detailed in
Appendix G, at which a Supplemental Qualified Resource offers to sell Supplemental Reserve in
dollars per MW.
Control Status
A parameter communicated electronically to SPP by a Market Participant at any time during an
Operating Hour indicating a Resource’s ability to follow Setpoint Instructions.
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4.2.2.1

Resource Offer Parameters

The following Resource Offer parameters must be submitted to constitute a valid offer for use in either
the DA Market or RTBM:
•(1) Resource Name (as specified during Market Registration and cannot be changed as part of
Resource Offer submittal);
•(2) Resource Type (as specified during Market Registration and cannot be changed as part of
Resource Offer submittal). See Section Error! Reference source not found. for specific
modeling rules for certain Resource Types;
(3)

Start-Up Offer ($/Start, Hot, Intermediate and Cold – Unit Commitment) 1;

•(4) Cost-basedMitigated Start-Up Offer ($/Start, Hot, Intermediate and Cold – Unit Commitment)
(5)

No-Load Offer ($/Hour)1;

•(6) Cost-basedMitigated No-Load Offer ($/Hour)
•(7) Energy Offer Curve (MW, $/MWh, up to 10 price/quantity pairs, slope or block option,
monotonically non-decreasing, block and slope pairs may not coexist – the Resource Offer in
effect for any given period of time must be comprised of all block or all slope price/quantity
pairs);
(1)(a)
The price of all MWhs below the first pricing point MWh is equal to the first
pricing point price. The price of all MWhs above the last pricing point MWh is equal to
the last pricing point price.
(2)(b)
Under the slope option, the set of price points that are submitted are used as the
beginning and ending values for calculating a linear slope for each set of beginning and
ending values. Therefore, each MW between the two price points has a different price
due to the interpolation of the submitted price points. Under the block option, each MW
between the two MW points is offered at the price of the larger MW point. Exhibit 4-4
illustrates Energy Offer Curves developed from submitted price/MWh pairs for both the
slope and block options.

1

For Asset Owners that have registered a JOU under the Combined Resource Option (see Section Error! Reference source
not found.), , this value must be submitted by the specified Asset Owner and represents the value for the entire Physical JOU
Resource)
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Exhibit Error! No text of specified style in document.-1: Energy Offer Curve Development
Energy Offer Curve
Submitted Data
90.00

$/MW
20.00
40.00
60.00
80.00

80.00
70.00

Block Option

60.00
$/MWh

MW
100
200
400
500

50.00
40.00

Slope Option

30.00
20.00
10.00
0.00
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

MW

(8)

(9)

Cost-basedMitigated Energy Offer Curve (MW, $/MWh, up to 10 price/quantity pairs, slope or
block option, monotonically non-decreasing, block and slope pairs may not coexist – the
Resource Offer in effect for any given period of time must be comprised of all block or all
slope price/quantity pairs);
Regulation-Up Offer ($/MW);

•(10) Cost-basedMitigated Regulation-Up offer ($/MW);
(11) Regulation-Down Offer ($/MW);
•(12) Cost-basedMitigated Regulation-Down Offer ($/MW);
(13) Spinning Reserve Offer ($/MW);
•(14) Cost-basedMitigated Spinning Reserve Offer ($/MW);
(15) Supplemental Reserve Offer ($/MW);
•(16) Cost-basedMitigated Supplemental Reserve Offer ($/MW)
8.2.2
Economic Withholding
This section develops the market power mitigation measures that are applied to the Day-Ahead and the
Real-Time Balancing Energy Markets, collectively referred to as the SPP Energy Markets.
8.2.2.1
PrinciplesMitigate Only in the Presence of Local Market Power
There are two principles for mitigating Economic Withholding in the SPP Energy Markets.
8.2.2.1.1
Mitigate Only in the Presence of Local Market Power
The electricity marketplace in the SPP Region is workably competitive, with an adequate supply of
electricity and diversity of suppliers, absent reliability conditions or congestion on the transmission
system that create the potential for abuse of local market power. Therefore, mitigation will be applied
only at the time of, and in places with, a congested transmission element or facility, or a local reliability
issue not represented by a flowgate constraint.
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8.2.2.1.2
Do Not Mitigate Below Long Run Marginal Cost of New Investment
Mitigation should not create or exacerbate a shortage by capping prices below the level needed to attract
investment that would relieve the shortage. This level shall be based on the long run marginal cost of
the least-cost generation supply that could be developed within the shortest period of time, which is
currently a new, natural gas-fired combustion turbine, peaking Resource.
8.2.2.2
Mitigation Measures
The following Resource Offer parameters are subject to mitigation measures in the DA Market, RTBM,
and the RUC processes: the Energy Offer Curves and Operating Reserve Offers that are used for SCED
calculations; and the Energy Offer Curves, Operating Reserve Offers, Start-Up Offers, and No-Load
Offers and Transition States Offers used to determine commitment costs during the SCUC calculations.
A determination of offer capped Resources is performed according to Section 8.2.2.2.13. A Resource
with mitigation measures applied to itsThe Energy Offer Curve associated with an offer capped
Resource shall have an effective energy offer no higher than the Resource’s Cost-basedMitigated
Energy Offer Curve reference levelCap;. A Resource with mitigation measures applied to one of its
Operating Reserve oOffers shall have an effective offer no higher than the Resource’s corresponding
Operating Reserve reference levelcost-basedmitigated offer. additionally, A Resource with mitigation
measures applied to its the Resource’s Start-Up Offer , or No-Load, and Transition State Offers shall be
capped at the Cost-basedMitigated Start-Uup Offer reference level or NNo-Load Cost reference
levelOffer, respectively, Default Start-Up, No-Load, and Transition Start Offers in the calculation of an
effective commitment cost for the SCUC. The effective energy and operating reserve offerOperating
Reserve Offers and commitment cost are used by the Market Operating System to determine unit
commitment, prices, and dispatch instructions.
The effective energy and operating reserve
offerOperating Reserve Offers and commitment cost are also used in the determination of DA and RUC
Make-Whole-Payments.
Determination of Offer Capped Resources
8.2.2.2.13
The An mitigation measures for Energy Offer Curves, Cap, OperatingOperating Reserve Offers
mitigation, Start-Up Offers, and No-Load Offers and Default Start-Up, No-Load, and Transition State
Offers, as calculated in accordance with Sections 8.2.2.4, 8.2.2.6, and -8.2.2.7, shall apply to all
Resources that are committed by SPP to address a local reliability issue not represented by a
transmission constraint, to Resources in a binding Reserve Zone, and to certain Resources, regardless of
ownership, that are on the same side of an activated transmission constraint as the constrained load and
within electrical proximity to the transmission element or facility associated with the transmission
constraint. Resources subject to the Energy Offer Cap, Operating Operating Reserve Offer mitigation,
and Default Start-Up, No-Load, and Transition State Offers will be determined for each activated
transmission constraint through the use of the Resource-to-Load Distribution Factors (RLDF). All
Resources that are located on the importing side (side with the constrained load) of an activated
transmission constraint that have Resource-to-Load Distribution Factors (RLDF) greater than or equal to
5% (i.e., for each 100 MW increase in Resource output, the imports across the flowgate are reduced by 5
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MWs or greater) shall be subject to an Energy Offer Capmitigation. If any of a Market Participant’s
Resources are subject to the Energy Offer Capmitigation based on the RLDF, all Resources owned by
that Market Participant that are located on the importing side of the same activated transmission
constraint shall also be subject to the Energy Offer Capmitigation. A list of all Resources subject to
mitigation shall be electronically posted at the www.SPP.org website for each transmission constraint.
Further, SPP shall provide through the Portal, to parties with access to information regarding each
Resource, the list of transmission constraints and the Resource-to-Load-Distribution Factor, for the
Resource with respect to each transmission constraint, that are above 5% for each Resource.
RLDF values will be reassessed at least once a year. RLDF values will also be reviewed and revised if
needed when there are significant changes to the transmission grid within or affecting the SPP Energy
and Operating Reserve Markets area.
8.2.2.3 4

Calculation of Energy Offer CapsMitigation Measures for Energy Offer Curves

Reference levels for Energy Offers shall be calculated daily for each Resource by the Transmission
Provider. For each Resource, Energy Offers for the previous ninety days that cleared during competitive
periods will be identified and grouped by load level. The identified offers will be adjusted for changes in
fuel prices. The reference level for the Energy Offer Curve shall be the lower of the mean and the
median of the relevant identified offers.
Cost-basedMitigated energy offer curves shall be submitted on a daily basis by the Market Participant in
accordance with the Cost DevelopmentMitigated Offer Development Guidelines.
The costbasedmitigated energy offer curve may be updated up to 1100 hours on the day before the Operating
Day for use in the DA Market. In the case a Resource is not committed by the DA Market, the costbasedmitigated energy offer curve may be updated until the Day-Ahead RUC process begins. For
Resources committed by the DA Market, the cost-basedmitigated energy offer curve submitted as of
1100 hours on the day before the Operating Day will apply to the DA Market on the day before the
Operating Day and the RTBM on the Operating day; for all other Resources the cost-basedmitigated
energy offer submitted at the time the Day-Ahead RUC process begins will apply to the Day-Ahead
RUC process on the day before the Operating Day, and the Intra-Day RUC processes and the RTBM on
the Operating Day.
The Energy Offer Curve threshold is the lower of a 3001025% increase or a $50/MWh increase above
the reference levelCost-basedMitigated eEnergy Offer for all Resources that are subject to mitigation, as
described in 8.2.2.3, for less than 2,000 hours per year. For resources that are subject to mitigation for
2,000 hours per year or more, the Energy Offer Curve threshold is the greater of a 25% or a $50 increase
above the Cost-basedMitigated Energy Offer.
The Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by replacing the Energy Offer Curve with
the Mitigation Energy Offer Curve if:
1) The Resource’s Energy Offer Curve exceeds the applicable threshold; and
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2) The Resource is subject to mitigation measures as determined in Section 8.2.2.3; and
3) The Resource fails the Market Impact Test as described in Section 8.2.2.9.

If a Resource’s Energy Offer Curve exceeds the applicable threshold and the Resource is subject to
mitigation measures as determined in Section 8.2.2.3, the Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation
measures by replacing the Energy Offer Curve with the Cost-Based Energy Offer reference level,
pending failure of the Market Impact Test as described in Section 8.2.2.9. An Energy Offer below
$25/MWh will not be subject to mitigation measures5.
In the event that the Transmission Provider requests that a Resource remain online past their
commitment period by the DA Market or a RUC process, the Market Participant may submit an updated
cost-based energy offer curve that reflects the procurement of higher cost fuel.
Intra-day changes to the Cost-BasedMitigation Energy Offer Curve are allowed under the following
conditions:
1)
The Market Participant incurs higher fuel procurement costs due to a request by the
Transmission Provider for a Resource to remain online past the scheduled commitment period by the
DA Market or a RUC process; or
2)

A Resource must switch fuels due to unforeseen operating conditions;

Intra-day changes to the Cost-BasedMitigation Energy Offer Curve must follow the Cost
DevelopmentMitigated Offer Development Guidelines and will be reviewed by the Market
Monitor.Intra-day changes to the cost-based energy offer curve must follow the Cost Development
Guidelines and will be reviewed by the Market Monitor.
In the case that a sufficient offer history is not available for a Resource, the reference levels shall be set
by one or a combination of the following methods: (i) the reference levels will be determined through
consultation with the Market Participant and the Market Monitor; (ii) the Market Monitor will set the
reference levels by estimating the incremental energy cost, including legitimate risk and opportunity
costs, based on physical parameters and fuel costs for the Resource; (iii) the reference levels will be
based on averages of offers from similar resources. This methodology for setting reference levels for
Resources with insufficient offer history will apply to all Resources at the start of the market.
Market Participants may request an exception to an Energy Offer reference level for a Resource by
submitting a cost based offer curve for the Resource to the Market Monitor. The data submission must
include sufficient Resource parameters and fuel cost data for the Market Monitor to verify the
reasonableness of the cost based offer curve.
The Energy Offer Cap for each Resource subject to an Energy Offer Cap will be calculated daily, posted
at the www.SPP.org website and the SPP Portal for such Resource, and will be effective until replaced
by a new Energy Offer Cap. Specifically, Energy Offer Caps will be equal to the sum of (a) the
estimated annual fixed cost of a new, natural gas-fired, combustion turbine peaking generation facility in
$/megawatt-year divided by the annual hours of constraint, (b) an adder equal to the estimated non-fuel
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variable operation and maintenance costs of a new, natural gas-fired, combustion turbine peaking
generation facility in $/megawatt-hour, and (c) the fuel cost of the peaking facility in $/megawatt-hour
calculated as the heat rate multiplied by a natural gas price index. The formula for the calculation is as
follows:
Energy Offer Cap = (AFC / AHC) + VOM + FC
Wherein the variables are defined as:
AFC

= Annual Fixed Cost (Annual Investment Recovery Requirement
($/megawatt-year) + Annual Fixed Operations and Maintenance Adder
($/megawatt-year))

AHC

= Annual Hours of Constraint

VOM

= Variable Non-Fuel Operations and Maintenance Adder ($/megawatt-hour)

FC

= Fuel Cost (Heat Rate * Natural Gas Price Index) ($/megawatt-hour)

Energy Offer Caps do not function as price caps on the SPP Energy Markets because the marginal
Resources may not be subject to an Energy Offer Cap and there are other factors that affect prices such
as congestion costs. Resources not subject to an Energy Offer Cap may bid higher than, and set a price
in the SPP Energy Markets that is above an Energy Offer Cap for another Resource. For offer capped
Resources, the market operating system limits the effective Energy Offer Curve used in determining
LMP to a maximum equal to the offer capped Resources’ Energy Offer Caps. All Resources, including
those Resources identified subject to Energy Offer Caps, will be charged/compensated based upon the
Locational Marginal Price associated with each Resource.
8.2.2.3.1

Annual Fixed Cost

The annual fixed cost of a new, natural gas-fired, combustion turbine peaking generation facility shall be
based on the calculated value of the annual carrying cost associated with the recovery of the total fixed
costs to develop, build and finance such a facility plus the fixed operation and maintenance costs. Such
cost shall be reviewed annually by the Transmission Provider with input from Market Participants. Any
changes to such costs, along with justification for the changes, shall be filed with the Commission for
approval after such review. Such costs, along with any studies justifying the costs, shall be reflected in
the Tariff and posted electronically by SPP. The Annual Fixed Cost currently approved by the
Commission and contained in the SPP OATT is $100,970/Megawatt-year.
8.2.2.3.2

Variable Non-Fuel O&M Adder

The adder equal to the estimated non-fuel variable operation and maintenance costs of a new, natural
gas-fired, combustion turbine peaking generation facility shall be based on the non-fuel operating and
maintenance costs of such a facility not included in the calculation of annual fixed costs as described
above. Such cost shall be reviewed annually by the Transmission Provider with input from Market
Participants. Any changes to such costs, along with justification for the changes, shall be filed with the
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FERC for approval after such review. Such costs, along with any studies justifying the costs, shall be
reflected in the Tariff and posted electronically by SPP. The current approved rate contained in the SPP
OATT is $3.79/Megawatt-hour.
8.2.2.3.3

Annual Hours of Constraint

The annual hours of constraint will be calculated individually for each Resource subject to an Energy
Offer Cap and is equal to the number of hours during the most recent 365 day period, as is operationally
feasible, that a transmission constraint for which the Resource has a significant effect, as determined by
the RLDF, is binding or exceeded in the RTBM. In the event that multiple constraints simultaneously
affect a Resource, coincident hours of constraint will be only be counted as one hour for the Offer Cap
calculation for such a Resource.
Additionally, all hours for which a Resource was committed by SPP to address a local reliability issue
not represented by a flowgate constraint during the most recent 365 day period will be included in the
Annual Hours of Constraint.
During the first year of operation of the SPP Integrated Marketplace, the annual hours of constraint
calculation will use congestion data from the RTBM in combination with congestion data from the SPP
Energy Imbalance Service Market to obtain a full year of historical data. The annual hours of
congestion for each Resource will be updated daily and will be posted electronically by SPP on the
www.SPP.org. The annual hours of constraint will be updated daily for inclusion in the daily
calculation of the Offer Cap on each Resource and will be posted electronically by SPP for each
Resource on the www.SPP.org website. The annual hours of constraint for each flowgate included in
the daily calculation of the Offer Cap on each Resource shall also be posted by SPP on the Portal by
flowgate for each Resource.
8.2.2.3.4

New Transmission Constraints

When a new transmission constraint is established, the annual hours of constraint used in the calculation
of the Energy Offer Cap for each Resource that has a significant effect on the transmission constraint as
determined by the RLDF will be 32 hours until the actual number of hours of constraint associated with
the new transmission constraint has exceeded 32 or the transmission constraint has been established for
at least 12 months. Thereafter, the actual hours of constraint will be used for the 12 month rolling sum.
If a Resource is pivotal on a new transmission constraint, in addition to other established transmission
constraints, the annual hours of constraint for the Resource will be the higher of the actual hours of
constraint or 32 hours until the new transmission constraint has been established for at least 12 months.
SPP will post on the Portal by transmission constraint for each Resource whether any transmission
constraint included in the daily calculation of the Offer Cap on each Resource is considered new as
defined in this section.
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8.2.2.3.5

Fuel Cost

The fuel cost of a new, natural gas-fired, combustion turbine peaking generation facility shall be based
on the estimated full-load heat rate of the facility multiplied by a fuel price index. The fuel price index
for each Resource will be based on an industry accepted natural gas pricing index for the natural gas
pricing point nearest to the Offer Capped Resource(s) of each Market Participant. The fuel price shall
be further modified based on an estimate of the distribution cost for moving natural gas to the Offer
Capped Resource(s). Alternative pricing points and fuel price modifiers shall be evaluated annually by
the Transmission Provider with input from Market Participants. The fuel price portion of each Offer
Cap shall be recalculated daily for inclusion in each Offer Cap and posted daily on the SPP.org website
as well as on the Portal for each Resource. The current approved heat rate contained in the SPP OATT
is 10,450 Btu/kilowatt-hour.
8.2.2.3.6

Energy Offer Cap Revisions

Market Participants with offer capped Resources may request an exception to an Energy Offer Cap for a
Resource by submitting a cost based offer curve for the Resource to the Market Monitor. The data
submission must include sufficient Resource parameters and fuel cost data for the Market Monitor to
verify the reasonableness of the cost based offer curve.
8.2.2.5

Mitigation Measures for Uneconomic Production

Mitigation measures may be applied when the following conditions are met:
The Resource’s LMP is less than 50 percent of the applicable reference level;
The Resource is causing a binding transmission constraint, as determined by the corresponding
RLDF being greater than or equal to 5%, or a binding reserve zone constraint;
The Resource’s Energy Offer is less than 50% of the applicable reference level;
The Resource’s Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit is more that 25% of the
applicable reference levelcost-based energy offer.
In the event that conditions (1), (2), and (3) are satisfied, the Transmission Provider shall apply
mitigation measures by replacing the Resource’s Energy Offer Curve with the Resource’s cost-based
energy offerEnergy Offer reference level, pending failure of the Market Impact Test as described in
Section 8.2.2.9.
In the event that conditions (1), (2), and (4) are satisfied, the process for applying mitigation measures to
physical parameters in Section 8.2.2.8 will be executed with the applicable threshold equal to 25%.
8.2.2.6

4 Default Start-Up, No Load, and Transition State OffersMitigation Measures for
Start-Up and No-Load Offers

Default Reference levels for Start-Up and, No-Load, and Transition State Offers shall be calculated
daily for each Resource by the Transmission Provider. For each Resource, offers for the previous ninety
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days that cleared during competitive periods shall be identified. The reference level default offer shall
be set equal to 110% times the lower of the mean or median of the identified offers. The cleared offers
used in the determination of the default offersreference levels will be adjusted for changes in fuel prices.
A Cost-basedMitigated sStart-up Offer and a Cost-basedMitigated No-load Offer shall be submitted
daily by the Market Participant in accordance with the Cost DevelopmentMitigated Offer Development
Guidelines. The cCost-basedMitigated sStart-uup and nNo-lload oOffers may be updated up to 1100
hours on the day before the Operating Day for use in the DA Market. In the case a Resource in not
committed by the DA Market, the cCost-basedMitigated sStart-uup and nNo-lload oOffers may be
updated until the Day-Ahead RUC process begins. The cCost-basedMitigated sStart-up and nNo-load
oOffers submitted at the time the Day-Ahead RUC process begins will apply to the Day-Ahead RUC
process on the day before the Operating Day and the Intra-Day RUC processes on the Operating Day.
The Start-Up and No-Load Offer threshold is a 10%25% increase above the reference levelcostbasedmitigated offer for the applicable offer. If a Resource’s Start-Up or No-Load Offer exceeds the
applicable threshold and the Resource is subject to mitigation measures as determined in Section 8.2.2.3,
the Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by replacing the submitted offer with the
applicable reference level, pending failure of the Market Impact Test as described in Section 8.2.2.9.
The Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by replacing the Start-Up or No-Load Offer
with the applicable Cost-basedMitigated Start-up or Ccost-basedmitigated No-load Offer if:
1) The Resource’s Start-Up or No-Load Offer exceeds the applicable threshold; and
2) The Resource is subject to mitigation measures as determined in Section 8.2.2.3; and
3) The Resource fails the Market Impact Test as described in Section 8.2.2.9.

In the case that a sufficient offer history is not available for a Resource, the default offersreference levels
shall be set by one or a combination of the following methods: (i) the default offersreference levels will
be determined through consultation with the Market Participant and the Market Monitor; (ii) the Market
Monitor will set the default offersreference levels by estimating the Start-Up or, No-Load, or Transition
States costs based on physical parameters and fuel costs for the Resource; (iii) the default
offersreference levels will be based on averages of offers from similar resources. This methodology for
setting default offersreference levels for Resources with insufficient offer history will apply to all
Resources at the start of the market.
8.2.2.7

Mitigation Measures for Operating Reserve OfferOperating Reserve Offers

Reference levels for Operating Reserve OfferOperating Reserve Offer s shall be calculated daily for
each Resource by the Transmission Provider. For each Resource, Operating Reserve OfferOperating
Reserve Offers for the previous ninety days that cleared during competitive periods will be identified.
The reference level for each reserve product shall be the lower of the mean and the median of the
relevant identified offers.
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A cost-basedmitigated offer for each Operating Reserve product shall be submitted daily by the Market
Participant in accordance with the Cost DevelopmentMitigated Offer Development Guidelines. The
cost-basedmitigated operating reserve offers may be updated up to 1100 hours on the day before the
Operating Day for use in the DA Market. In the case a Resource is not committed by the DA Market, the
cost-basedmitigated operating reserve offers may be updated until the Day-Ahead RUC process begins.
For Resources committed by the DA Market, the cost-basedmitigated operating reserve offers submitted
as of 1100 hours on the day before the Operating Day will apply to the DA Market on the day before the
Operating Day and the RTBM on the Operating Day; for all other Resources, the cost-basedmitigated
operating reserve offers submitted at the time the Day-Ahead RUC process begins will apply to the
RTBM on the Operating Day.
The offer threshold for each of the Operating Reserve products is a the lower of a 300% increase or a
$50/MWh25% increase above the reference level cost-basedmitigated offer for the applicable Operating
Reserve oOffer. Any Operating Reserve OfferOperating Reserve Offer exceeding the applicable
threshold, except offers below $10/MWh, will be deemed excessive. The Transmission Provider shall
mitigate excessive Operating Reserve OfferOperating Reserve Offers for Offer Capped Resources, as
determined in Section 8.2.2.3, to the relevant reference level, pending failure of the Market Impact Test,
described in Section 8.2.2.9.
The Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by replacing the relevant Operating Reserve
Offer with the applicable cost-basedmitigated operating reserve offer if:
1) The Resource’s Operating Reserve Offer exceeds the applicable threshold; and
2) The Resource is subject to mitigation measures as determined in Section 8.2.2.3; and
3) The Resource fails the Market Impact Test as described in Section 8.2.2.9.

In the case that a sufficient offer history is not available for a Resource, the reference levels shall be set
by one or a combination of the following methods: (i) the reference levels will be determined through
consultation with the Market Participant and the Market Monitor; (ii) the Market Monitor will set the
reference levels by estimating the incremental cost, including legitimate risk and opportunity costs,
based on the physical parameters for the Resource; (iii) the reference levels will be based on averages of
offers from similar resources. This methodology for setting reference levels for Resources with
insufficient offer history will apply to all Resources at the start of the market.
8.2.2.8

Additional Mitigation Measures for Resource Offer Parameters

Competitive outcomes can also be distorted by submitting offers that do not reflect the physical
capabilities of Resources. The mitigation measures in this section are intended to provide the
Transmission Provider with the means to mitigate the effects of physical parameter offers that are
inconsistent with competitive conduct. The mitigation measures in this section apply to all Offer
parameters in Section 11 expressed in units other than dollars and will only apply in the presence of
local market power as described in Section 00.
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A reference level for each Offer parameter that reflects the physical capability of the Resource shall be
determined prior to the start of the Market by one or a combination of the following methods: (i) the
reference levels will be determined through consultation with the Market Participant and the Market
Monitor; (ii) the reference levels will be based on averages of Offer parameters from similar resources.
This methodology for setting reference levels for Offer parameters shall apply to all Resources at the
start of the market and to all new Resources that join the Market subsequent to the start of the Market.
The following thresholds shall be used by the Transmission Provider to identify Resource Offers that
may warrant mitigation and shall be determined with respect to the corresponding reference level:
Time-based Offer parameters: An increase of three (3) hours, or an increase of six (6) hours in
total for multiple time-based Offer parameters.
Offer parameters expressed in units other than time or dollars: A 100 percent increase for
Offer parameters that are minimum values, or a 50 percent decrease for Offer parameters that
are maximum values.
In the case that a Resource Offer fails the thresholds described above, the Market Monitor, in
consultation with the Transmission Provider, shall determine if the impact on prices or make-whole
payments warrants the application of mitigation measures. If the Market Monitor determines that
mitigation measures may be warrantedan impact exceeds the LMP or make whole payment thresholds in
Section 8.2.2.9, the Market Monitor will initiate a discussion with the Market Participant concerning an
explanation of the parameter changes. The Market Monitor will inform the Transmission Provider of
any potential issue. If the Transmission Provider, in consultation with the Market Monitor, concludes
that the Market Participant has demonstrated the validity of the submitted Resource Offer’s parameter,
no further action will be taken. If not, the Transmission Provider shall replace the Resource does not
reflect the Resource’s actual capabilities, the mitigation measures consisting of replacing the Offer
parameter with the corresponding reference level will be applied. Mitigation measures will remain in
place until such time that the Market Participant demonstrates the validity of the Resource Offer
parameter; the Market Participant submits a dispute of the Market Monitor’s conclusion; or the Market
Participant changes the Resource Offer parameter to a value that is within the applicable threshold
rangeis changed by the Market Participant. In the event that the Market Participant submits a dispute,
the mitigation measure will remain in place until the resolution of the dispute.
8.2.2.9

Market Impact Test

The Transmission Provider will apply a market impact test to determine if offers should be mitigated.
The Transmission Provider will apply the following market impact test in the DA Market, RUC and
RTBM:
During times of congestion, a market solution with no offer capsmitigation in place is
compared to a market solution with the appropriate offer capsmitigation applied. If a
Settlement Location LMP without offer capsmitigation exceeds the LMP from the offer
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cappedmitigated solution by at least the LMP impact test threshold, then the offer capped
solution is used for dispatch, commitment, and settlement purposes. In addition, if the makewhole payment (MWP) for any Resource increases by at least the MWP impact test threshold,
then the offer cappedmitigated market solution will be used for dispatch, commitment, and
settlement purposes.
The impact test thresholds are as follows: At market start, the LMP impact threshold is $5/MWH, and
MWP impact threshold is $5/MW per hour. At the beginning of each six month (one hundred eighty
day) period after the market start, the LMP impact threshold will be increased $10/MWH and the MWP
impact threshold will be increased by $10/MW per hour unless the Market Monitor finds market
behavior that warrants keeping the threshold constant for the next one hundred eighty (180) days. The
periodic increases will continue until the LMP impact threshold is $25/MWH and the MWP impact
threshold is $25/MW per hour.
8.2.2.10

Mitigated OfferCost Development Guidelines

A CosMitigated Offert Development Subgroup of the Market Working Group, in coordination with the
Market Monitor and the Transmission Provider, shall develop and maintain Mitigated OfferCost
Development Guidelines in Appendix G, describing the standards for determining cost components for
products and services provided to the SPP market that are subject to mitigation. The Mitigated Resource
Offer Parameters are intended to capture the incremental cost, including the appropriate application of
opportunity costs, of providing each service to the SPP Energy and Operating Reserve Markets. It shall
describe all relevant cost components for defining Mitigated Start-Up Offers, Mitigated No-Load Offers,
Mitigated Energy Offer Curves, and Mitigated Operating Reserve Offers, including the appropriate
application of opportunity costs, by resource-type.
Exceptions to the CostMitigated Offer Development Guidelines may be submitted to the Market
Monitor. The Market Monitor shall respond with a resolution to such a request within fifteen calendar
days of receipt.
Proposed Tariff Language Revision

3.

Mitigation Measures for Economic Withholding – Energy Market Power
This section sets forth the market power mitigation measures that are applied in the Day-Ahead
Market, Reliability Unit Commitment processes and the Real-Time Balancing Energy Markets,
collectively referred to as the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets.
3.1

Principles

There are two principles for mitigating Economic Withholding in the Energy and Operating
Reserve Markets.
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3.1.1

Mitigate Only in the Presence of Local Market Power
Mitigation will be applied only at the time of, and in places affected by a congested
transmission element or a local reliability issue not represented by a transmission
constraint.
3.1.2

Do Not Mitigate Below Long Run Marginal Cost of New Investment

Mitigation should not create or exacerbate a supply shortage by capping prices below the
level needed to attract investment that would relieve the shortage. This level shall
be based on the long run marginal cost of the least-cost generation supply that
could be developed within the shortest period of time, which is currently a new,
natural gas-fired combustion turbine, peaking generation facility.
3.2

Mitigation Measure
When any transmission constraint is binding, the following mitigation measures shall
apply.
3.2.1

Location and Determination of Binding Constraints
Binding transmission constraints in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets
will be identified by groups of transmission elements designated as flowgates.
The determination of whether a transmission constraint is binding in the Energy
and Operating Reserve Markets will be based on the Security Constrained
Economic Dispatch (“SCED”) and Security Constrained Unit Commitment
(“SCUC”) as described in Attachment AE.

3.2.2 Determination of Offer Capped Resources
Mitigation measures applicable to An Energy Offer Curves, Operating Reserve
OfferOperating Reserve Offers, Start-Up Offers, and No-Load OffersCap, as
calculated in accordance with Section 3.2.3, 3.2.54, and 3.2.65, and a Default
Start-Up Offer Cap and No-Load Offer Cap as calculated in accordance with
Section 3.2.5, shall apply to all Resources that are committed by the Transmission
Provider to address a local reliability issue not represented by a transmission
constraint.
In addition, Resources that are in a binding Reserve Zone or are on the same side
of a transmission constraint as the constrained load may be subject to the
mitigation measures applicable to the Energy Offer Curves Cap, Operating
Reserve OfferOperating Reserve Offers, Default Start-Up Offers Cap and Default
No-Load Offers
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Resource-to-Load Distribution Factors greater than or equal to five percent (5%)
shall be subject to an Energy Offer Cap. Resources that have Resource-to-Load
Distribution Factors greater than or equal to five percent (5%) and were
committed by the Transmission Provider shall be subject to an Energy Offer Cap,
a Default Start-Up Offer Cap and Default No-Load Offer Cap. If any of a Market
Participant’s Resources are subject to the Energy Offer Cap, Default Start-Up
and/or Default No-Load Offer Cap based on the Resource-to-Load Distribution
Factors, all Resources represented by that Market Participant that are located on
the importing side of the same constrained flowgate shall also be subject to an
Energy Offer Cap, Default Start-Up Cap and/or No-Load Default Offer Cap. A
list of all Resources subject to an Energy Offer Cap and the Energy Offer Caps
associated with such Resources shall be posted electronically on a daily basis by
the Transmission Provider for each flowgate.
All Resources, including those Resources identified under this Section 3.2.2, will
be settled based upon the Locational Marginal Price associated with each
Resource as described under the settlement procedures in Attachment AE.
3.2.3

Mitigation Measures for Energy Offer Curves
Cost-basedMitigated Eenergy Ooffer Ccurves shall be submitted on a daily basis
by the Market Participant in accordance with the Cost DevelopmentMmitigated
Ooffer Ddevelopment gGuidelines in the Market Protocols.

The cost-

basedmitigated Eenergy Ooffer Ccurve may be updated up to 1100 hours on the
day before the Operating Day for use in the DA MarketDay-Ahead Market. In the
case a Resource inis not committed by the DA MarketDay-Ahead Market, the
cost-basedmitigated energy offer curve may be updated until the Day-Ahead RUC
process begins. For Resources committed by the DA MarketDay-Ahead Market,
the cost-basedmitigated Eenergy Ooffer curve submitted as of 1100 hours on the
day before the Operating Day will apply to the DA MarketDay-Ahead Market on
the day before the Operating Day and the RTBM on the Operating day; for all
other Resources the cost-basedmitigated Eennergy Ooffer Curve submitted at the
time the Day-Ahead RUC process begins will apply to the Day-Ahead RUC
process on the day before the Operating Day, and the Intra-Day RUC processes
and the RTBM on the Operating Day.
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The Energy Offer Curve threshold is a 25% increase above the costbasedmitigated energy offer for all Resources that are subject to mitigation, as
described in 8.2.2.3Section 3.2.2, for less than 2,000 hours per year.

For

resources that are subject to mitigation for 2,000 hours per year or more, the
Energy Offer Curve threshold is the greater of a 25% or a $50 increase above the
cost-basedmitigated energy offer.
The Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by replacing the
Energy Offer Curve with the Cost-Basedmitigation eEnergy oOffer cCurve if:
1) The Resource’s Energy Offer Curve exceeds the applicable threshold; and
2) The Resource is subject to mitigation measures as determined in Section 3.2.2;
and
3) The Resource fails the Market Impact Test as described in Section 3.5.
An Energy Offer below $25/MWh will not be subject to mitigation measures.
In the event that the Transmission Provider requests that a Resource remain online
past their commitment period by the DA MarketDay-Ahead Market or a RUC
process, the Market Participant may submit an updated cost-basedmitigated
energy offer curve that reflects the procurement of higher cost fuel. Intra-day
changes to the cost-basedmitigated energy offer curve must follow the Cost
DevelopmentMmitigated Ooffer Ddevelopment Gguidelines in the Market
Protocols and will be reviewed by the Market Monitor.
3.2.3

Reassessment of Offer Capped Status

The Transmission Provider will reassess the status of Resources subject to Offer Caps
when transmission and generation facility additions, outages, changes, or changes in ownership
occur that may cause the Offer Capped status to change. In any event, the Transmission Provider
will reassess the status of Offer Capped Resources on an annual basis.
3.2.4

Calculation of Energy Offer Caps

The Energy Offer Cap for each Resource subject to an Energy Offer Cap will be
calculated at least daily, posted on the Transmission Provider’s website, and will be effective
until replaced by a new Energy Offer Cap. Specifically, Energy Offer Caps will be equal to the
sum of (a) the estimated annual fixed cost of a new, natural gas-fired, combustion turbine
peaking generation facility in $/megawatt-year divided by the annual hours of constraint, (b) an
adder equal to the estimated non-fuel variable operation and maintenance costs of a new, natural
gas-fired, combustion turbine peaking generation facility in $/megawatt-hour, and (c) the fuel
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cost of the peaking facility in $/megawatt-hour calculated as the heat rate multiplied by a natural
gas price index. The formula for the calculation is as follows:
Energy Offer Cap = (AFC / AHC) + VOM + FC
wherein the variables are defined as:
AFC = Annual Fixed Cost (Annual Investment Recovery Requirement ($/megawatt-year)
+ Annual Fixed Operations and Maintenance Adder ($/megawatt-year)):
The annual fixed cost of a new, natural gas-fired, combustion turbine peaking generation
facility shall be based upon the calculated value of the annual carrying cost associated with the
recovery of the total fixed costs to develop, build and finance such a facility plus the fixed
operation and maintenance costs. Such costs shall be reviewed annually by the Transmission
Provider with input from Market Participants.

Any changes to such costs, along with

justification for the changes, shall be filed with the Commission for approval after such review.
Such costs, along with any studies justifying the costs, shall be posted electronically by the
Transmission Provider.

For calendar year 2011, the Annual Fixed Cost shall be equal to

$103,470/Megawatt-year.
VOM = Variable Non-Fuel Operations and Maintenance Adder ($/megawatt-hour):
The adder equal to the estimated non-fuel variable operation and maintenance costs of a
new, natural gas-fired, combustion turbine peaking generation facility shall be based on the nonfuel operating and maintenance costs of such a facility not included in the calculation of annual
fixed costs as described above. Such cost shall be reviewed annually by the Transmission
Provider with input from Market Participants.

Any changes to such costs, along with

justification for the changes, shall be filed with the Commission for approval after such review.
Such costs, along with any studies justifying the costs, shall be posted electronically by the
Transmission Provider. For calendar year 2011, the Variable Non-Fuel O&M Adder shall be
equal to $3.86/Megawatt-hour.
AHC = Annual Hours of Constraint:
The AHC is the number of the hours of constraint that are applicable to a Resource
during the most recent three hundred sixty-five (365) day period for which data is available. In
the event that multiple constraints simultaneously are affected by a Resource, overlapping hours
of constraint will be counted only once in the Energy Offer Cap calculation for such a Resource.
Additionally, the AHC shall include all hours for which a Resource was committed by the
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Transmission Provider to address a local reliability issue not represented by a flowgate constraint
during the most recent three hundred sixty-five (365) day period.
During the first year of operation of the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets, the
calculation of AHC will use congestion data from the Real-Time Balancing Market in
combination with historical congestion data from the SPP energy imbalance service market to
obtain a full year of historical data. The AHC will be updated daily for inclusion in the daily
calculation of the Energy Offer Cap on each affected Resource and will be posted electronically
by the Transmission Provider for each Resource. The AHC for each transmission constraint
included in the daily calculation of the Energy Offer Cap on each Resource shall also be posted
electronically by the Transmission Provider by transmission constraint for each Resource.
(i)

New Transmission Constraints

For each affected Resource, when a new transmission constraint is established, the
number of hours for that constraint used in the AHC calculation will be thirty-two (32). After
the actual number of hours of constraint exceeds thirty-two (32) then the actual hours of
constraint will be used. After the new transmission constraint has three hundred sixty-five (365)
days of history, the AHC calculation will use the actual constrained hours. The Transmission
Provider will post electronically by transmission constraint for each Resource whether any
transmission constraint included in the daily calculation of the Energy Offer Cap on each
Resource is defined as a new transmission constraint.
FC = Fuel Cost (Heat Rate * Natural Gas Price Index) ($/megawatt-hour):
The Fuel Cost of a new, natural gas-fired, combustion turbine peaking generation facility
shall be based on the estimated full-load heat rate of the facility multiplied by a fuel price index.
The fuel price index for each Resource will be based on an industry accepted natural gas pricing
index for the natural gas pricing point nearest to the Energy Offer Capped Resource(s) of each
Market Participant.

The fuel price shall be further modified based on an estimate of the

distribution cost for moving natural gas to the affected resource(s). Alternative pricing points
and fuel price modifiers shall be evaluated annually by the Transmission Provider with input
from Market Participants. The fuel price portion of each Energy Offer Cap shall be recalculated
daily for inclusion in each Energy Offer Cap and posted on the Transmission Provider’s website.
The heat rate used in the Fuel Cost calculation shall be equal to 10,450 Btu/kWh.
3.2.5

Default Mitigation Measures for Start-Up Offers and Default No-Load
Offers
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A cost-basedmitigated Start-Up Offer and a cost-basedmitigated No-Load Offer
shall be submitted daily by the Market Participant in accordance with the Cost
DevelopmentMmitigated Ooffer Ddevelopment Gguidelines in the Market
Protocols. The cost-basedmitigated Start-Up and No-Load Offers may be updated
up to 1100 hours on the day before the Operating Day for use in the DA
MarketDay-Ahead Market. In the case a Resource in not committed by the DA
MarketDay-Ahead Market, the Start-Up and No-Load Offers may be updated
until the Day-Ahead RUC process begins. The cost-basedmitigated Start-Up and
No-Load Offers submitted at the time the Day-Ahead RUC process begins will
apply to the Day-Ahead RUC process on the day before the Operating Day and
the Intra-Day RUC processes on the Operating Day.
The Start-Up and No-Load Offer threshold is a 25% increase above the costbasedmitigated offer for the applicable offer. The Transmission Provider shall
apply mitigation measures by replacing the Start-Up or No-Load Offer with the
applicable Cost-BasedMmitigationed Start-Up or No-Load Offer if:
1) The Resource’s Start-Up or No-Load Offer exceeds the applicable threshold;
and
2) The Resource is subject to mitigation measures as determined in Section 3.2.2;
and
3) The Resource fails the Market Impact Test as described in Section 3.5.
Reference levels for Default Start-Up Offer Caps and Default No-Load Offers
Caps shall be calculated daily for each Resource. by the Transmission Provider.
For each Resource committed by the Transmission Provider, Offers during
committed hours when the Offer Capsmitigation measures did not apply shall be
identified for the most recent ninety (90) days. The default Offersreference level
shall be set equal to one hundred-ten percent (110%) of the lower of the mean or
median of the identified Offers. The identified Offers used in the determination
of the default Offers will be adjusted for changes in fuel prices.
In the case that a sufficient Offer history is not available for a Resource, the
default Offers shall be set by one or a combination of the following methods: (i)
the default Offers will be determined through consultation with the Market
Participant and the Market Monitor; (ii) the Market Monitor will set the default
Offersby estimating the Start-Up and No-Load costs based on physical parameters
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and fuel costs for the Resource; and/or (iii) the default Offers will be based on
averages of Offers from similar Resources. This methodology for setting default
Offers for Resources with insufficient Offer history will apply to all Resources at
the start of the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets.
3.2.56 Mitigation Measures for Operating Reserve OfferOperating Reserve Offers
A cost-basedmitigated offer for each Operating Reserve product shall be
submitted daily by the Market Participant in accordance with the Cost
DevelopmentMmitigated Ooffer Ddevelopment gGuidelines in the Market
Protocols. The cost-basedmitigated Operating Reserve Offers may be updated up
to 1100 hours on the day before the Operating Day for use in the DA MarketDayAhead Market. In the case a Resource is not committed by the DA MarketDayAhead Market, the cost-basedmitigated Operating Reserve Offers may be updated
until the Day-Ahead RUC process begins. For Resources committed by the DA
MarketDay-Ahead Market, the cost-basedmitigated Operating Reserve Offers
submitted as of 1100 hours on the day before the Operating Day will apply to the
DA MarketDay-Ahead Market on the day before the Operating Day and the
RTBM on the Operating Day; for all other Resources, the cost-basedmitigated
Operating Reserve Offers submitted at the time the Day-Ahead RUC process
begins will apply to the RTBM on the Operating Day.
The offer threshold for each of the Operating Reserve products is a 25% increase
above the cost-basedmitigated offer for the applicable Operating Reserve Offer.
Any Operating Reserve Offer exceeding the applicable threshold, except offers
below $10/MWh, will be deemed excessive. The Transmission Provider shall
apply mitigation measures by replacing the Operating Reserve Offer with the
applicable Cost-BasedMmitigationed Operating Reserve Offer if:
1) The Resource’s Operating Reserve Offer exceeds the applicable threshold; and
2) The Resource is subject to mitigation measures as determined in Section 3.2.2;
and
3) The Resource fails the Market Impact Test as described in Section 3.5.
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3.3

Additional Mitigation Measures for Resource Offer Parameters
The mitigation measures in this section apply to all Resource Offer parameters expressed
in units other than dollars and will only apply in the presence of local market power as
described in Section 3.1.1 of this Attachment AF. A reference level for each applicable
Resource Offer parameter that reflects the physical capability of the Resource shall be
determined prior to the start of the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets by one or both
of the following methods: (i) the reference levels will be determined through consultation
with between the Market Participant and the Market Monitor; and/or (ii) the reference
levels will be based on averages of Resource Offer parameters from similar Resources.
This methodology for setting reference levels for Offer parameters shall apply to all
Resources at the start of the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets and to all Resources
that register subsequent to the start of the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets.

The following thresholds shall be used by the Transmission Provider to identify Resource
Offers that may warrant mitigation and shall be determined with respect to the
corresponding reference level:
Time-based Resource Offer parameters: An increase of three (3) hours, or an
increase of six (6) hours in total for multiple time-based Resource Offer
parameters.
Resource Offer parameters expressed in units other than time or dollars: One
hundred percent (100%) increase for Resource Offer parameters that are
minimum values, or a fifty percent (50%) decrease for Resource Offer parameters
that are maximum values.
In the case that a Resource Offer fails the thresholds described above, the Market
Monitor shall determine the impact on prices or make whole payments. If an impact
exceeds the LMP or make whole payment thresholds in Section 3.4, the Market Monitor
will initiate a discussion with the Market Participant concerning an explanation of the
parameter changes. The Market Monitor will inform the Transmission Provider of any
potential issue. If the Transmission Provider, in consultation with the Market Monitor,
concludes that the Market Participant has demonstrated the validity of the submitted
Resource Offer parameter, no further action will be taken. If not, the Transmission
Provider shall replace the Resource Offer parameter with the corresponding reference
level.

Mitigation measures will remain in place until such time that the Market
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Participant demonstrates the validity of the Resource Offer parameter or the Market
Participant changes the Resource Offer parameter to a value that is within the tolerance
range as described above. In the event that the Market Participant submits a dispute, the
mitigation measure will remain in place until the resolution of the dispute.

3.4

Exceptions

Market Participants with Energy Offer Capped Resources may request an exception to an Energy
Offer Cap for a Resource by submitting a cost based offer curve for the Resource to the Market
Monitor. The data submission must include sufficient Resource parameters and fuel cost data for
the Market Monitor to verify the reasonableness of the cost based offer curve.

If the

Transmission Provider after consultation with the Market Monitor determines that an exception
is reasonable, the Transmission Provider shall use the cost based curve as the Energy Offer Cap
for the Resource for which an exception was requested. Market Participants also may submit a
filing with the Commission seeking an exception.
Effective Date: 1/1/2011 ‐ Docket #: ER11‐1930
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3.54

Market Impact Test
The Transmission Provider will apply the following market impact test in the Day-Ahead
Market, Day-Ahead RUC, Intra-Day RUC and Real-Time Balancing Market in the event
the conditions described in Section 3.1 are satisfied:
After an initial market solution is computed with no mitigation
measuresOffer caps in place, a second market solution, called the
mitigated market solution, will be computed with the appropriate Offer
capsmitigation measures applied. If an LMP at a Settlement Location
from the initial market solution exceeds the corresponding LMP from the
mitigated market solution by the LMP impact test threshold, or a make
whole payment for any Resource from the initial market solution exceeds
the corresponding make whole payment from the mitigated market
solution by make whole payment impact test threshold, then the mitigated
market solution will be used for dispatch, commitment, and settlement
purposes.
The impact test thresholds are as follows: At market start, the LMP impact
threshold is five dollars ($5) per megawatt hour, and make whole payment impact
threshold is five dollars ($5) per megawatt hour. At the beginning of each six (6)
month period after the market start, the LMP impact threshold will be increased
ten dollars ($10) per megawatt hour and the make whole payment impact
threshold will be increased by ten dollars ($10) per megawatt hour unless the
Market Monitor finds market behavior that warrants keeping the threshold
constant for the next six (6) months. The periodic increases will continue until
the LMP impact threshold is twenty-five dollars ($25) per megawatt hour and the
make whole payment impact threshold is twenty-five dollars ($25) per megawatt
hour.
Proposed Criteria Language Revision

N/A
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EIS Market
Integrated Marketplace

PRR Recommendation Report
PRR
No.

Marketplace-PRR47

Timeline

PRR
Clarification of Compensation for Reliability Commitment and Dispatch
Title
Normal
Expedited
Urgent Action
Provide explanation if Expedited and/or Urgent Action is selected:
This issue was raised during the 12/6/2011 MOPC review of the Integrated
Marketplace Attachment AE. The tariff language was approved but an action item
was assigned to the MWG to clarify the compensation for resources that are
committed or dispatched out of merit or for other reliability reasons. This MPRR is
marked for expedited to ensure the change is included in the February 2012 FERC
filing of the Marketplace tariff language.
Approve

Reject

Require additional information

Recommendation Action

Defer

Refer

Yes – If yes, estimated cost:

No

Impact Analysis Required

Protocol Section(s)
Requiring Revision

SPP Staff will complete this section.
Section No.: 1., 4.4.1.2, 4.4.2.4, 4.5.9.9
Title: Glossary, Intra-Day RUC Execution, Out-of-Merit Energy (OOME) Dispatch,
Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Amount
Protocol Version: 6.0

Type of Revision

Revision Description

Correction/Clean-Up

Clarification

Design Enhancement

Design Change

Clarifies that Resources that are committed or dispatched out of merit or for other
reliability reasons will be appropriately compensated.
Yes – Section No: (Include a summary of impact and/or specific changes)

Tariff Implications or
Changes

Attachment AE: 6.1.2 Intra-Day Reliability Unit Commitment Execution; 6.2.4 Outof-Merit Energy Dispatch
No
Date of Vote: 3/14/2012—Approved with modifications

MWG Review
PRR Recommendation

All Segments present for the vote:

RTWG Review

3/22/2012—Approved with modifications

ORWG Review

3/22/2012—Approved

Yes

No

Segment of Parties that voted No or Abstained:
Opposed—Westar

MOPC Recommendation
Board Review
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Date

12/20/2011

Name
E-mail Address
Company
Phone Number

Sponsor
Jessica Collins
Jessica.l.collins@xcelenergy.com
Xcel Energy/SPS
303.571.7740

Dissenter
Date

Reason

Reasons for Opposing
Westar
3/14/2012
Westar Energy, Inc. supports that a resource should receive make-whole payment
for instances where the resource is being committed or de-committed, and/or
redispatched by its host Transmission Operator (TOP) to mitigate a local problem.
MPRR 47 enables the cost recovery of such make-whole payments through an
uplift. We raised the following concerns (i) is it appropriate for the entire market to bear the costs of mitigation of a local
area problem that may only benefit the local TOP area? and (ii) if entire market
continues to pays for those costs indefinitely, does such a policy create the
appropriate long run economic incentive for the TOP to develop a permanent
solution of the local area problem(s)?
Westar had advocated the following: (i) an after-the-fact SPP analysis of TOP
actions to determine whether only the load in that TOP area benefitted from the
TOP action or if the TOP action resulted in pro-active avoidance of region-wide
reliability problems, and (ii) recovery of the costs from those who benefitted from
the TOP actions, e.g., if TOP action resulted in pro-active avoidance of region-wide
reliability problems, then use of the uplift would be appropriate; otherwise, the
costs would be allocated to the loads in the local TOP area.

Comment Author
Date

Comment Description

Comments Received
Westar
12/21/2011
We support make-whole payment for the resource(s) being committed or decommitted, and/or redispatched by its host TOP, for cost incurred for adhering to
its host TOP’s instructions to mitigate local reliability and/or local emergency. We
suggest the following criteria to determine “local” event - the event is occurring in
facilities that SPP does not monitor, and/or is embedded in distribution systems, or
is an event SPP had failed to monitor and react despite having visibility.
However, for recovery of appropriate make-whole payments in these situations
should not be automatic through OOME and OOMC mechanisms. We suggest
that recovery of these make-whole payments should be allocated to loads resident
in that TOP area; Attachment H of the OATT should be used to determine the
appropriate load.
We also suggest that the Market Participants having load obligation in that TOP
area should be given the opportunity to pursue an alternative method to recover
any charges mentioned above. If so, we recommend the following procedure:
•

Affected load-serving MP(s) should make an explicit request to SPP no
later than 30 [or tbd] calendar days following the local event.

•

SPP Staff (Operations, Reliability Coordinator, Market Operator, Balancing
Authority Operator, etc) should perform an after the fact analysis. The
focus of this analysis should be to determine
o
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have propagated to a larger disturbance affecting the bulk power
system outside that TOP area, and
o

Comment Status

Comment Author
Date
Comment Description
Comment Status

Comment Author
Date
Comment Description

Comment Status

Comment Author
Date
Comment Description
Comment Status

Comment Author
Date
Comment Description

If the TOP’s actions benefitted only the local TOP area or the
entire RTO.

•

Staff should complete this analysis within [tbd] weeks of the date of the
request.

•

Staff would present this analysis to the ORWG. ORWG’s role would be
review the Staff analysis and determine accuracy of Staff’s conclusion.

•

Provided that Staff analysis and ORWG review conclude that (i) absent
TOP actions, the local disturbance would have propagated to the Bulk
Power System outside the TOP area, and (ii) those actions benefitted all
Market Participants - staff would perform additional study to determine
appropriate compensation to the affected Resource(s) according to OOME
and/or OOMC mechanisms.

•

MWG’s role would be to review and recommend compensation and cost
recovery to MOPC.
MOPC’s role would be to act on MWG’s
recommendation.

We also support after the fact analysis to generate “lessons learnt” and “best
practices.”
Comments were taken into consideration. The approved language is reflected in
this recommendation report.
Comments Received
Xcel
2/22/2012
These comments are being submitted to address items discussed during the
1/4/2012 and 1/24/2012 MWG meetings.
Comments were taken into consideration. The approved language is reflected in
this recommendation report.
Comments Received
OMPA
2/24/2012
These comments are predominantly editorial. However, it is not clear why the
TOP should be issuing manual instructions in the Day Ahead Market. In addition
the procedure to be followed by SPP in the event of an OOME described in 4.4.2.4
didn't seem to cover the TOP initiated OOME.
Comments were taken into consideration. The approved language is reflected in
this recommendation report.
Comments Received
SPP
3/6/2012
There comments are being submitted in effort to ensure that MPRRs 47 and 52
are not in conflict. The only area that had any overlap of content changes was
section 4.4.2.4 (b) and is marked with a comment to indicate the minor change.
Comments were taken into consideration. The approved language is reflected in
this recommendation report.
Comments Received
OMPA
3/8/2012
I have made some additional changes to Section 4.4.2.4 of the protocols and the
corresponding tariff language to try to make what happens in an OOME clearer. I
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Comment Status

Comment Author
Date
Comment Description

Comment Status

Comment Author
Date
Comment Description
Comment Status

Comment Author
Date
Comment Description
Comment Status

also deleted some of my earlier comment boxes.
Comments were taken into consideration. The approved language is reflected in
this recommendation report.
Comments Received
SPP
3/13/2012
In 4.4.2.4, changes to (a) thru (e) were struck and redline changes were inserted
to match the redline changes proposed in MPRR 52. Additionally, changes to the
Glossary and to the paragraph leading into the actions (a) thru (e) were made
based on discussion at the MWG March 13-14, 2012 meeting.
Comments were taken into consideration. The approved language is reflected in
this recommendation report.
Comments Received
MWG
3/14/2012
Clarification
The MPRR was approved as modified. The approved language is reflected in this
recommendation report.
Comments Received
RTWG
3/23/2012
Clarification to Tariff language
The MPRR was approved as modified. The approved language is reflected in this
recommendation report.

Proposed Protocol Language Revision

1.

Glossary

Commit Time
The time specified by SPP or a local Transmission Operator in a commit order at which a
Resource with a commit status of “Market” or “Reliability” that was committed by SPP in the
DA Market or any Reliability Unit Commitment process should be synchronized and at or above
Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit. or the time specified by a local Transmission
Operator in a commit order issued within an Operating Day at which an available off-line
Resource should be synchronized and at or above Minimum Economic Capacity Operating
Limit.
De-Commit Time
The time specified by SPP or a local Transmission Operator in a de-commit order at which a
Resource with a Commitment Status of “Market” or “Reliability” that was committed by SPP in
the DA Market or any Reliability Unit Commitment process should begin de-synchronization
procedures. or the time specified by a local Transmission Operator in a de-commit order issued
with an Operating Day at which a Resource committed by a local Transmission Operator should
begin de-synchronization procedures.
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4.3.2.2

Day‐Ahead RUC Execution

Using the inputs described above, SPP performs a capacity adequacy analysis for the upcoming
Operating Day using the SCUC algorithm. The capacity adequacy analysis provides advisory
information to the SPP Operators.
(1)

The objective of the SCUC is to commit Resources to meet the SPP Mid-Term Load Forecast
and Operating Reserve requirements over the Operating Day such that commitment costs are
minimized while adhering to transmission system security constraints and the resource operating
parameter constraints submitted as part of the RTBM Offers;

(2)

Commitment costs are defined as Start-Up Offer, No-Load Offer and incremental cost to operate
at minimum output as defined in the submitted Energy Offer Curve. Incremental Energy costs
above minimum output and Operating Reserve Offers are not considered by the RUC SCUC in
making commitment decisions;

(3)

The SCUC algorithm will initially consider commitment of Resources with a Commit Status of
Market or Self only including capacity up to the Resources’ Maximum Economic Capacity
Operating Limit (or Maximum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit if selected for RegulationUp) and down to the Resources Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit (or Minimum
Regulation Capacity Operating Limit if selected for Regulation-Down).
(a)

If this capacity is not sufficient to meet the system-wide SPP Mid-Term Load Forecast
plus Operating Reserve requirements, the SCUC algorithm study will, in priority order:
(1) curtail non-firm Export Interchange Transactions until the capacity shortage is
eliminated; (2) incorporate capacity up to Resources’ Maximum Emergency Capacity
Operating Limit and/or commit Resources’ with a Commit Status of Reliability on an
economic basis until the capacity shortage is eliminated while attempting to maintain the
Regulation-Up requirement to the extent possible.

(b)

If the sum of Self-Committed capacity at minimum output, fixed Import Interchange
Transaction Offers and the system-wide Regulation-Down requirement is in excess of the
sum of the SPP system-wide Mid-Term Load Forecast and fixed Export Interchange
Transactions, the RUC SCUC algorithm study will, in priority order: (1) curtail non-firm
fixed Import Interchange Transactions until the capacity surplus is eliminated; (2) reduce
Resource capacity down to the Resources’ Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating
Limit for Resources not selected for Regulation-Down until the capacity surplus is
eliminated; (3) de-commit Resources that were committed in the DA Market with a
Commit Status of Market until the capacity surplus in eliminated; and (4) de-commit
Self-Committed Resources until the capacity surplus in eliminated.
(i)

If there is a transmission constraint within a Reserve Zone occurring
simultaneously with a Reserve Zone excess capacity event, SCUC may commit
additional Resources and/or de-commit Resources to relieve the constraints
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provided that any commitment changes do not aggravate the excess capacity
situation.
(c)

To the extent that a particular reliability issue cannot be directly addressed within the
SCUC algorithm as described under subsection (a) and (b) above, SPP may manually
commit Resources with a Commit Status of Reliability and de-commit Resources with a
Commit Status of Self to alleviate such reliability issues in accordance with its authority
as Reliability Coordinator.

(i)

An emergency condition may arise within the operating area of a local Transmission
Operator that is either on its distribution system or may involve elements not monitored
by SPP. Such emergencies may require out of merit commitment, decommitment or
dispatch instructions to be issued to one or more Resources to resolve the emergency. In
such cases, the local Transmission Operator shall request SPP to issue such
instructions[GA1].

Any curtailment of schedules, use of Reliability Status Resources or use of Emergency operating
limits by the RUC algorithms will only be advisory information to the SPP RUC Operators. DayAhead RUC and Intra-Day RUC Operators will determine which of these options should be acted
on and when as described in the Day-Ahead and Intra-Day RUC Results sections.

4.4.1.2

Intra‐Day RUC Execution

Using the inputs described above, SPP performs a capacity adequacy analysis for the upcoming
Operating Day and throughout the Operating Day using a SCUC algorithm. The capacity adequacy
analysis provides advisory information to the SPP Operators.
(1)

The objective of the SCUC is to commit Resources to meet the SPP Mid-Term Load Forecast
and Operating Reserve requirements over the Operating Day such that commitment costs are
minimized while adhering to transmission system security constraints and the resource operating
parameter constraints submitted as part of the RTBM Offers;

(2)

Commitment costs are defined as Start-Up Offer, No-Load Offer and incremental cost to operate
at minimum output as defined on the submitted Energy Offer Curve. Incremental Energy costs
above minimum output and Operating Reserve Offers are not considered by the RUC SCUC in
making commitment decisions;

(3)

The SCUC algorithm will initially consider commitment of Resources with a Commit Status of
Market or Self only including capacity up to the Resources’ Maximum Economic Capacity
Operating Limit (or Maximum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit if selected for RegulationUp) and down to the Resources Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit (or Minimum
Regulation Capacity Operating Limit if selected for Regulation-Down).
(a)

If this capacity is not sufficient to meet the system-wide SPP Mid-Term Load Forecast
plus Operating Reserve requirements, the SCUC algorithm study will, in priority order:
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(1) curtail non-firm Export Interchange Transactions until the capacity shortage is
eliminated; (2) incorporate capacity up to Resources’ Maximum Emergency Capacity
Operating Limit and/or commit Resources’ with a Commit Status of Reliability on an
economic basis until the capacity shortage is eliminated while attempting to maintain the
Regulation-Up requirement to the extent possible.
(b)

If the sum of Self-Committed capacity at minimum output, fixed Import Interchange
Transaction Offers and the system-wide Regulation-Down requirement is in excess of the
sum of the SPP system-wide Mid-Term Load Forecast and fixed Export Interchange
Transactions, the SCUC algorithm study will, in priority order: (1) curtail non-firm fixed
Import Interchange Transactions until the capacity surplus is eliminated; (2) reduce
capacity down to the Resources’ Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit for
Resources not selected for Regulation-Down until the capacity surplus is eliminated; (3)
de-commit Resources that were committed in the DA Market with a Commit Status of
Market until the capacity surplus is eliminated; and (4) de-commit Self-Committed
Resources that were committed following the Day-Ahead RUC process until the capacity
surplus is eliminated.
(i)

If there is a transmission constraint within a Reserve Zone occurring
simultaneously with a Reserve Zone excess capacity event, RUC may commit
additional Resources to relieve the constraints provided that the additional
commitment does not aggravate the excess capacity situation.

(d)

To the extent that a particular reliability issue cannot be directly addressed within the
SCUC algorithm as described under subsection (a) and (b) above, SPP may manually
commit Resources with a Commit Status of Reliability and de-commit Resources with a
Commit Status of Self to alleviate such reliability issues in accordance with its authority
as Reliability Coordinator.

(e)

An emergency condition may arise within the operating area of a local Transmission
Operator that is either on its distribution system or may involve elements not monitored
by SPP. Such emergencies may require out of merit commitment, decommitment or
dispatch instructions to be issued to one or more Resources to resolve the emergency.
Time permitting, the local Transmission Operator shall request SPP to issue such
instructions. To the extent time does not permit, the local Transmission Operator may
issue such instructions to the Resource in accordance with its authorities as a reliability
entity. In such cases, the following shall take place:

(i)

If initial instructions are issued by a local Transmission Operator, the Transmission
Operator shall notify SPP of the instructions given to the Resource.

(ii)

The Transmission Operator and SPP will coordinate to ensure subsequent
instructions are provided by SPP.
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(iii)

SPP shall log such instructions as manual commitment, decommitment or Out-ofMerit Dispatch instruction, as appropriate, as if it gave such instruction to the
Resource.

(iv)

The Resource shall be eligible to receive the compensation for such instructions
whether issued by SPP or the local Transmission Operator.

(v)

In the event of a Transmission Operator directive, the Transmission Operator and
SPP shall collaborate to provide a report with an after-the-fact analysis of the event.
All such reports shall be made available to the ORWG appropriate stakeholder
groups for review on a quarterly basis in the month following the end of the quarter
in which the event occurred and will be used to determine the best practice for
addressing this type of emergency situation in the future.

4.4.2.4

Out‐of‐Merit Energy (OOME) Dispatch

SPP or a local Transmission Operator may issue reliability directives via a Manual Dispatch Instruction
to any on-line Resource to resolve a reliability issue (referred to in the system as OOME, or out-of-merit
energy). In such an evernt, A Resource will receive Setpoint Instructions from SPP that include a
Manual Dispatch Instruction for the duration of the reliability directive or may receive a Manual
Dispatch Instruction directly from a local Transmission Operator. or may receive the Manual Dispatch
Instruction directly from a local Transmission Operator. SPP will issueThe Resource will receive
Manual Dispatch Instructions will specify at the MW level the Resource is expected to produce until
such time as the constraint can be resolved by SCED through the RTBM. Such MW levels may include
(i) dispatch below a Resource’s Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit down to Minimum
Normal Capacity Operating Limit or Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit as system
conditions warrant or (ii) dispatch above a Resource’s Maximum Economic Capacity Operating Limit
up to Maximum Normal Capacity Operating Limit or Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit
as system conditions warrant. SPP will make every effort to define and activate the appropriate
constraint.
When an OOME event occurs, the Transmission Operator may, when necessary, issue Manual Dispatch
instructions[GA2] directly to the affected Resource(s) and will notify SPP that it has done so and SPP will
takes the following actionsensure that the following occurs:
(a)

Notifications are immediately issued Manual Dispatch Instrutions overriding for all future
intervals for which a SCED Dispatch Instructions which hasve already been calculated and
included in the Resource Setpoint Instruction;

(b)

Setpoint Instructions [c3]for future intervals not yet dispatched will include the Manual Dispatch
Instruction whether issued by SPP or the Transmission Operator in Setpoint Instructions for
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future intervals not yet dispatched instead of the SCED Dispatch Instruction for thosee same
intervals;
(c)

SPP notifyies the affected Market Participant when the OOME event hasd ended;

(d)

Asset Owners are compensated Asset Owners for OOME events, including OOME events issued
directly by a local Transmission Operator in accordance with Section 4.5.9.9.

(a) Notifications are immediately issued that an OOME has been initiated and the MW level the
resource is supposed to produce; for all future intervals for which a SCED Dispatch Instruction
has already been calculated and included in the Resource Setpoint Instruction;
(b) Setpoint Instructions and Economic/Emergency Minimum and Economic/Emergency Maximum
Limits for the current dispatch interval are immediately adjusted to the OOME MW level that
has been issued; for future intervals not yet dispatched will include the Manual Dispatch
Instruction instead of the SCED Dispatch Instruction for the same interval;
(c) Setpoint Instructions for future intervals and Economic/Emergency Minimum and
Economic/Emergency Maximum limits not yet dispatched will be set to the OOME MW level
that has been issued;
SPP notifies the Market Participant when the OOME event had ended; after which
(d) Limits are reset to the Market Participant submitted limits are used and Energy, Regulation,
Spinning Reserve, and Supplemental Reserve products are cleared based on the member
submitted offer;
(e) Asset Owners are compensated for OOME events in accordance with Section 4.5.9.9.

4.5.9.9 Real‐Time Out‐Of‐Merit Amount

[MBC4]

(1) A RTBM credit or charge 1 will be made to each Market Participant with a Resource that receives a
SPP Manual Dispatch Instruction from SPP or a Manual Dispatch Instruction issued by a local
Transmission Operator that creates a cost to the Asset Owner or that adversely impacts the Asset
Owner’s DA Market position and/or if a Market Participant must buy back its DA Market position
for any Operating Reserve product at a RTBM MCP that is greater than that product’s DA Market
MCP. The amount will be calculated on a Dispatch Interval basis under the following conditions:

1

Note that this charge type will almost always produce a credit. The charge is included here for the rare occasion when a
charge may be produced as a result of a data error and/or a resettlement.
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Proposed Tariff Language Revision

1.1

Definitions and Acronyms

Commitment Instruction
An instruction issued by the Transmission Provider or a local Ttransmission Ooperator to a Market
Participant to either start up or shut down a specified Resource in the Day-Ahead Market or any
Reliability Unit Commitment process or an instruction issued by a local Transmission
Operatortransmission operator to a Market Participant to either start up or shut down a specified
Resource within the Operating Day.

Commit Time
The time specified by the Transmission Provider or a local Ttransmission Ooperator in a Commitment
Instruction at which a Resource is to be synchronized and operating at or above its Minimum Economic
Capacity Operating Limit.

De-Commit Time
The time specified by the Transmission Provider or a local Ttransmission Ooperator in a Commitment
Instruction at which a Resource is to begin de-synchronization procedures.

5.2.2 Day‐Ahead Reliability Unit Commitment Execution [Protocols Section 4.3.2.2]
The Transmission Provider will perform a capacity adequacy analysis for the upcoming
Operating Day using the SCUC algorithm with the objective of committing Resources to meet
the Transmission Provider load forecast and Operating Reserve requirements over the Operating
Day such that commitment costs are minimized while adhering to Transmission System security
constraints and the Resource operating parameter constraints submitted as part of the RTBM
Offers.
(1)

Commitment costs used in the SCUC are defined as Start-Up Offer, No-Load Offer and
incremental cost to operate at minimum output as defined in the submitted Energy Offer
Curve.

(2)

The SCUC algorithm will initially consider commitment of Resources not specified for
reliability only use as described in Section 4.1(10)(b) of this Attachment AE, up to the
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Resources’ Maximum Economic Capacity Operating Limit or Maximum Regulation
Capacity Operating Limit if selected for Regulation-Up, and down to the Resources’
Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit or Minimum Regulation Capacity
Operating Limit if selected for Regulation-Down.
(a)

If this capacity is not sufficient on a system-wide basis to meet the Transmission
Provider load forecast plus Operating Reserve requirements, the SCUC algorithm
will, in priority order: (1) Curtail non-firm fixed Export Interchange Transaction
Bids until the capacity shortage is eliminated; and (2) Incorporate capacity up to
Resources’ Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits and/or commit
Resources designated as reliability only use, as described in Section 4.1(10)(b) of
this Attachment AE, on an economic basis until the capacity shortage is
eliminated while attempting to maintain the Regulation-Up requirement, to the
extent possible.

(b)

If there is a capacity surplus on a system-wide basis calculated as the sum of selfcommitted capacity at minimum output, fixed Import Interchange Transaction
Offers and the Regulation-Down requirement that is in excess of the sum of the
Transmission Provider load forecast and fixed Export Interchange Transaction
Bids, the SCUC algorithm will, in priority order: (1) curtail non-firm fixed Import
Interchange Transaction Offers until the capacity surplus is eliminated; (2)
incorporate capacity down to Resources’ Minimum Emergency Capacity
Operating Limits for Resources not selected for Regulation-Down until the
capacity surplus is eliminated; (3) de-commit Resources that were committed by
the Transmission Provider in the Day-Ahead Market that were not self-committed
until the capacity surplus is eliminated; and (4) de-commit self-committed
Resources until the capacity surplus is eliminated.

(3)

To the extent that a particular Transmission System security constraint cannot be directly
addressed within the SCUC algorithm, the Transmission Provider may manually commit
Resources and/or decommit self-committed Resources to alleviate such a Transmission
System security constraint in accordance with its authority as Reliability Coordinator.
(a)

An emergency condition may arise within the operating area of a local
Ttransmission Ooperator that is either on its distribution system or may involve
elements not monitored by the Transmission Provider. Such emergencies may
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require out of merit commitment, decommitment or dispatch instructions to be
issued to one or more Resources to resolve the emergency. In such cases, the local
Ttransmission Ooperator shall request the Transmission Provider to issue such
instructions.

6.1.2 Intra‐Day Reliability Unit Commitment Execution [Protocols Section 4.4.1.2]
Using the inputs described in Section 6.1.1, the Transmission Provider will perform a
capacity adequacy analysis using the SCUC algorithm with the objective of committing
Resources to meet the Transmission Provider’s load forecast and Operating Reserve
requirements over the Operating Day such that commitment costs are minimized while adhering
to Transmission System security constraints and the resource operating parameter constraints
submitted as part of the RTBM Offers.
(1)

Commitment costs used in the SCUC are defined as Start-Up Offer, No-Load Offer and
incremental cost to operate at minimum output as defined on the submitted Energy Offer
Curve. Incremental Energy costs above minimum output and Operating Reserve Offers
are not considered by the SCUC in making commitment decisions.

(2)

The SCUC algorithm will initially consider commitment of Resources not specified for
reliability only use as described in Section 4.1(10)(b) of this Attachment AE, only
including capacity up to the Resources’ Maximum Economic Capacity Operating Limits
(or Maximum Regulation Capacity Operating Limits if selected for Regulation-Up) and
down to the Resources’ Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limits (or Minimum
Regulation Capacity Operating Limits if selected for Regulation-Down).
(a)

If this capacity is not sufficient on a system-wide basis to meet the Transmission
Provider’s load forecast plus Operating Reserve requirements, the SCUC
algorithm will, in priority order: (1) Curtail non-firm fixed Export Interchange
Transaction Bids until the capacity shortage is eliminated; and (2) Incorporate
capacity up to Resources’ Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits
and/or commit Resources designated as reliability only use, as described in
Section 4.1(10)(b) of this Attachment AE, on an economic basis until the capacity
shortage is eliminated while attempting to maintain the Regulation-Up
requirement to the extent possible.
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(b)

If there is a system-wide capacity surplus calculated as the sum of self-committed
capacity at minimum output, fixed Import Interchange Transaction Offers and the
Regulation-Down requirement that is in excess of the sum of the Transmission
Provider load forecast and fixed Export Interchange Transaction Bids, the DayAhead Market SCUC algorithm will, in priority order: (1) Curtail non-firm fixed
Import Interchange Transaction Offers until the capacity surplus is eliminated; (2)
Incorporate capacity down to Resources’ Minimum Emergency Capacity
Operating Limits for Resources not selected for Regulation-Down until the
capacity surplus is eliminated; (3) De-commit Resources that were committed by
the Transmission Provider in the Day-Ahead Market that were not self-committed
until the capacity surplus is eliminated; and (4) De-commit self-committed
Resources until the capacity surplus is eliminated.

(3)

To the extent that a particular reliability issue cannot be directly addressed within the
SCUC algorithm as described under subsections (a) and (b) above, the Transmission
Provider or local tTransmission Ooperator may manually commit Resources and/or
decommit self-committed Resources to alleviate such reliability issues in accordance with
its authority as Reliability Coordinator.

(4)

An emergency condition may arise within the operating area of a local Ttransmission
Ooperator that is either on its distribution system or may involve elements not monitored
by the Transmission Provider. Such emergencies may require out of merit commitment,
decommitment or dispatch instructions to be issued to one or more Resources to resolve
the emergency. Time permitting, the local Ttransmission oOperator shall request the
Transmission Provider to issue such instructions. To the extent time does not permit, the
local Ttransmission Ooperator may issue such instructions to the Resource. in accordance
with its authorities as a Reliability Entity. In such cases, the following shall take place:
(a)

If initial instructions are issued by a local Ttransmission oOperator, the
Ttransmission Ooperator shall notify the Transmission Provider of the
instructions given to the Resource.

(b)

The Ttransmission Ooperator and SPPTransmission Provider will coordinate to
ensure subsequent instructions are provided by SPPthe Transmission Provider.

(c)

The Ttransmission Provideroperator shall log such instructions, and shall notify
the Transmission Provider of such action. The Transmission Provider shall log
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such instructions as manual commitment, decommitment or Out-of-Merit
Dispatch instruction, as appropriate, as if it gave such instruction to the Resource.
(d)

The Resource shall be eligible to receive the compensation for such instructions
whether issueds by the Transmission Provider or the local Ttransmission
Ooperator.

6.2.4 Out‐of‐Merit Energy Dispatch [Protocols Section 4.4.2.4]
The Transmission Provider or local Ttransmission Ooperator may issue OOME dispatch
directives to any on-line Resource to resolve Emergency Conditions. Time permitting, OOME
dispatch directives will be issued by the Transmission Provider. The Transmission Provider will
make every effort to define and activate the appropriate constraints in RTBM SCED within one
(1) hour of the manual reconfiguration. If initial instructions are issued by the local
Transmission Operatortransmission operator, the Transmission Operatortransmission operator
shall coordinate with the Transmission Provider to ensure subsequent instructions are provided
by the Transmission Provider
When an OOME event occurs, the Transmission Operatorransmission operator may, when
necessary, issue Manual Dispatch Instructions directly to the affected Resources and notify
SPPthe Transmission Provider that it has done so and the Transmission Provider will take the
following actions:
(1)

A Resource will receive Issue Setpoint Instructions that include a Manual Dispatch
Instruction for the duration of the reliability directive;

(2)

The Transmission Provider will iIssue Manual Dispatch Instructions at the MW level the
Resource is expected to produce until such time as the constraint can be resolved by
SCED through the RTBM;

(3)

Notifyications are immediately issuedthe Resource of for all future intervals for which a
SCED Dispatch Instruction has already been calculated and included in the Resource
Setpoint Instruction;

(4)

Include the Manual Dispatch Instruction in Setpoint Instructions for future intervals not
yet dispatched will include the Manual Dispatch Instruction instead of the SCED
Dispatch Instruction for the same interval;
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(5)

The Transmission Provider will nNotify the Market Participant when the OOME event
has ended; and

(6)

If initial instructions are issued by the local Transmission Operator, the Transmission
Operator shall coordinate with the Transmission Provider to ensure subsequent
instructions are provided by the Transmission Provider. Market Participants are
cCompensated Market Participants for OOME events in accordance with Section 8.6.6 of
this Attachment AE.

(1)

A Resource will receive Setpoint Instructions that include a Manual Dispatch Instruction
for the duration of the reliability directive;

(21)

Notifications are immediately issued that an OOME has been initiated and Tthe
Transmission Provider will issue Manual Dispatch Instructions at the MW level the
Resource is expected to produce until such time as the constraint can be resolved by
SCED through the RTBM;

(2)

For the current dispatch interval and all future dispatch intervals not yet dispatched by the
SCED, a A Resource will receive Setpoint Instructions for the current Dispatch Interval
and all future Dispatch Intervals not yet dispatched by SCED that are equal to the Manual
Dispatch MW Instruction for the duration of the OOMEreliability directive;

(3)

Notifications are immediately issued for all future intervals for which a SCED Dispatch
Instruction has already been calculated and included in the Resource Setpoint Instruction;

(4)

Setpoint Instructions for future intervals not yet dispatched will include the Manual
Dispatch Instruction instead of the SCED Dispatch Instruction for the same interval;

(53)

The Transmission Provider will notify the Market Participant when the OOME event has
ended; and

(64)

Market Participants are compensated for OOME events in accordance with Section 8.6.6
of this Attachment AE.
[MBC5]Proposed

Criteria Language Revision

N/A
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PRR
RUC MWP Changes
Title
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Expedited

Urgent Action

Provide explanation if Expedited and/or Urgent Action is selected:
This MPRR is being expedited because it is a design decision that is preventing
Alstom Settlements from moving forward in the build phase.
Approve

Reject

Require additional information

Recommendation Action

Defer

Refer

Yes – If yes, estimated cost:

No

Impact Analysis Required
SPP Staff will complete this section.
Protocol Section(s)
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Section No.: 4.5.9.8, 4.5.9.9
Title: RUC Make-Whole-Payment, Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Amount
Protocol Version: 6.0

Type of Revision

Revision Description

Correction/Clean-Up

Clarification

Design Enhancement

Design Change

MPRR 49 changes the RUC MWP calculation to account for the fact that a Market
Participant may reduce its minimum operating limit below the minimum operating
limit that was used to make the commitment decision. The old calculation
accounted for minimum limit changes that were above the as-committed minimum
limit but did not account for the possibility that the minimum limit could be less than
the as-committed minimum limit.
Yes – Section No: (Include a summary of impact and/or specific changes)

Tariff Implications or
Changes
No
Date of Vote: 1/25/2012—Approved
MWG Review
PRR Recommendation

All Segments present for the vote:

Yes

RTWG Review

2/23/2012—Approved with modifications

ORWG Review

2/27/2012—Approved with no reliability impact

No
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Date

1/10/2012

Name
E-mail Address
Company
Phone Number

Sponsor
Tony Alexander
talexander@spp.org
Southwest Power Pool
501.614.3303

Reasons for Opposing
Westar
1/25/2012
MPRR 49 presented several very complex settlement calculation revisions. We
wanted some additional time to review the complex example supporting the MPRR
following the lengthy conversation.

Dissenter
Date
Reason

Comment Author
Date
Comment Description
Comment Status

Comment Author
Date
Comment Description
Comment Status

Comment Author
Date
Comment Description
Comment Status

Comments Received
SPP
1/19/2012
Clarification
Comments were taken into consideration. The approved language is reflected in
this recommendation report.
Comments Received
MWG
1/24/2012
Segmented MPRR into portions for approval.
The MPRR was approved as modified. The approved language is reflected in this
recommendation report.
Comments Received
RTWG
2/23/2012
The MPRR has no associated Tariff language. The one correction that is still
applicable will be taken care of in a clean-up of the Tariff language or a TRR.
The MPRR was approved as modified. The approved language is reflected in this
recommendation report.

Proposed Protocol Language Revision

4.5.9.8

RUC Make-Whole-Payment Distribution Amount

(4) The amount to each Asset Owner (AO) for each eligible Resource Settlement Location for a given
RUC Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period is calculated as follows:
#RtMwpCpAmt a, s, c = ( CncldStartAmt a, s, c
+ Max (0, ( { ( IF ( CncldStartRatio a, s, c = 0, THEN 1, ELSE 0) }
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*

∑ ( { RtStartUpElig5minFlg a, s, i, c

* RtStartUp5minAmt a, s, i, c

i

+ RtRucComStat5minFlg a, s, i, c * [ RtMwpCost5minAmt a, s, i, c
+ RtMwpRev5minAmt a, s, i, c
+ RtOom5minAmt a, s, i + RtRegAdj5minAmt a, s, i
– RtURDAdj5minAmt a, s, i, c – RtStatusAdj5minAmt a, s, i, c
– RtLimitAdj5minAmt a, s, i, c ] } ) ) ) * (-1)
Where,
(a)

#RtMwpCost5minAmt a, s, i, c = RtRucComStat5minFlg a, s, i, c *
( RtIncrEn5minAmt a, s, i
+ Max ( 0, [ RtNoLoad5minAmt a, s, i, c
- IF (DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h < 0, THEN DaNoLoadHrlyAmt a, s, h, c , ELSE 0 ) ] )
+ RtMinEn5minAmt a, s, i, c
+ RtRegUpAvail5minAmt a, s, i, c + RtRegDnAvail5minAmt a, s, i, c
+ RtSpinAvail5minAmt a, s, i, c + RtSuppAvail5minAmt a, s, i, c ) / 12

(a.1)

IF ABS (DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h ) > = ABS ( RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i )
THEN
RtIncrEn5minAmt a, s, i = 0
ELSE IF
ControlStatus5minFlg a, s, i = “Regulating”
y

#RtIncrEn5minAmt a, s, i =

∫ RTBM As Dispatched Energy Offer Curve
x

Where:
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X = Max (ABS (DaClrdHrlyQtya a, s, h ), RtEffMin5minQty a, s, i )
AND
IF ControlStatus5minFlg a, s, i = “Regulating”
THEN
RtEffMin5minQty a, s, i = Min (
RtComMinRegCapOL5minQtya, s, i ,
RtDispMinRegCapOL5minQtya, s, i ,
Max (0, (-1) * RtBillMtr5minQtya, s, i )
ELSE
RtEffMin5minQty a, s, i = Min (
RtComMinEconCapOL5minQtya, s, i ,
RtDispMinEconCapOL5minQtya, s, i ,
Max (0, (-1) * RtBillMtr5minQtya, s, i )
RtComMinRegCapOL5minQtya, s, i )
AND
Y = ABS Max ( (-1) * RtBillMtr5minQtya, s, i , 0)
ELSE IF
ControlStatus5minFlg a, s, i < > “Regulating”
y

#RtIncrEn5minAmt a, s, i =

∫ RTBM As Dispatched Energy Offer Curve
x
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Where:
X = Max (ABS (DaClrdHrlyQtya, s, h , RtComMinEconCapOL5minQtya, s, i )
Y = ABS (RtBillMtr5minQtya, s, i )
(a.2) IF ABS (DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h ) > 0
THEN
RtMinEn5minAmt a, s, i, c = 0
ELSE IF
ControlStatus5minFlg a, s, i = “Regulating”
# RtMinEn5minAmt a, s, i, c =
RtEffMin5minQty a, s, i

∫ RTBM As Committed Energy Offer Curve
0

ELSE IF
ControlStatus5minFlg a, s, i < > “Regulating”
# RtMinEn5minAmt a, s, i, c =
Y

∫ RTBM As Committed Energy Offer Curve
0

(a.3)

If RtRegUp5minQty a, s, i > RtFixedRegUp5minQty a, s, i
THEN
RtRegUpAvail5minAmt a, s, i, c =

Max ( 0, [ RtRegUp5minQty a, z, s, i -

∑DaRegUpHrlyQty a, z, s, h] )
z
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* RtRegUpOffer a, s, i, c
ELSE
RtRegUp5minAmt a, s, i =0
(a.4)

If RtRegDn5minQty a, s, i > RtFixedRegDn5minQty a, s, i
THEN
RtRegDnAvail5minAmt a, s, i, c =

Max ( 0, [ RtRegDn5minQty a, z, s, i -

∑DaRegDnHrlyQty a, z, s, h] )
z

* RtRegDnOffer a, s, i, c
ELSE
RtRegDn5minAmt a, s, i =0
(a.5)

If RtSpin5minQty a, s, i > RtFixedSpin5minQty a, s, i
THEN
RtSpinAvail5minAmt a, s, i, c =

Max ( 0, [ RtSpin5minQty a, z, s, i -

∑DaSpinHrlyQty a, z, s, h] )
z

* RtSpinOffer a, s, i, c
ELSE
RtSpin5minAmt a, s, i =0
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(a.6)

If RtSupp5minQty a, s, i > RtFixedSupp5minQty a, s, i
THEN
RtSuppAvail5minAmt a, s, i, c =

Max ( 0, [ RtSupp5minQty a, z, s, i -

∑DaSuppHrlyQty a, z, s, h] )
z

* RtSuppOffer a, s, i, c
ELSE
RtSupp5minAmt a, s, i =0
(b)

#RtMwpRev5minAmt a, s, i, c =
RtRucComStat5minFlg a, s, i, c * [ ( ( RtLmp5minPrc s, i
* Min (0, [ RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i - DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h ] ) ) / 12 )
+ RtRegUpRev5minAmt a, s, i, c + RtRegDnRev5minAmt a, s, i, c
+ RtSpinRev5minAmt a, s, i, c + RtSuppRev5minAmt a, s, i, c ]

(b.1)

RtRegUpRev5minAmt a, s, i, c =
(-1) * RtRucComStat5minFlg a, s, i, c

* ( Max ( 0, [ RtRegUp5minQty a, z, s, i -

∑DaRegUpHrlyQty a, z, s, h] )
z

* RtRegUpMcp5minPrc z, i ) / 12
(b.2)

RtRegDnRev5minAmt a, s, i, c =
(-1) * RtRucComStat5minFlg a, s, i, c
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∑DaRegDnHrlyQty a, z, s, h] )

*( Max ( 0, [ RtRegDn5minQty a, z, s, i -

z

* RtRegDnMcp5minPrc z, i ) / 12
(b.3)

RtSpinRev5minAmt a, s, i, c =
(-1) * RtRucComStat5minFlg a, s, i, c

*( Max ( 0, [ RtSpin5minQty a, z, s, i -

∑DaSpinHrlyQty a, z, s, h ] )
z

* RtSpinMcp5minPrc z, i ) / 12
(b.4)

RtSuppRev5minAmt a, s, i, c =
(-1) * RtRucComStat5minFlg a, s, i, c

*( Max ( 0, [ RtSupp5minQty a, z, s, i -

∑DaSuppHrlyQty a, z, s, h ] )
z

* RtSuppMcp5minPrc z, i ) / 12
(c)

#CncldStartAmt a, s, c =

∑ ( RtStartUp5minAmt a, s, i, c

* RtStartUpElig5minFlg a, s, i, c )

i

* CncldStartRatio a, s, c
CncldStartRatio a, s, c = (ElapsedTime a, s, c / StartUpTime a, s, c )
(d) In any Dispatch Interval in which the Resource has operated outside of its Operating
Tolerance and that Resource has not been exempted from URD per Section 4.4.4.1, any
incremental Energy costs associated with actual Energy output above the Resource’s Desired
Dispatch is not eligible for recovery. The URD adjustment is calculated as follows:
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IF ABS (URD5minQty a, s, i ) > ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i AND
( XmptDev5minFlg a, s, i = 0 )
THEN
#RtURDAdj5minAmt a, s, i, c = RtRucComStat5minFlg a, s, i, c
* Max ( 0, ( RtIncrEn5minAmt a, s, i – RtDesiredEn5minAmt a, s, i ) / 12
ELSE
RtURDAdj5minAmt a, s, i, c = 0
(d.1)

URD5minQty a, s, i =
( RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i * (-1)) - RtAvgSetPoint5minQty a, s, i

(d.2)

ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i =
Min ( URDMaxTol5minQty a, s, i , Max (URDMinTol5minQty a, s, i ,
URDTol5minPct a, s, i * RtDispMaxEmerCapOL5minQty a, s, i ) )

(d.3)

IF RtDesiredEn5minQty a, s, i < ABS (DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h )
THEN
#RtDesiredEn5minAmt a, s, i = RtIncrEn5minAmt a, s, i
ELSE IF
ControlStatus5minFlg a, s, i = “Regulating”
y

#RtDesiredEn5minAmt a, s, i =

∫ RTBM As DispatchedEnergy Offer Curve
x

Where:
X = Max (ABS (DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h ) , RtEffMin5minQty a, s, i
RtComMinRegCapOL5minQtya, s, i ) )
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Y = RtDesiredEn5minQtya, s, i
ELSE IF
ControlStatus5minFlg a, s, i < > “Regulating”
y

#RtDesiredEn5minAmt a, s, i =

∫ RTBM As DispatchedEnergy Offer Curve
x

Where:
X = Max (ABS (DaClrdHrlyQtya, s, h), RtComMinEconCapOL5minQtya, s, i )
Y = RtDesiredEn5minQtya, s, i
(e) In any Dispatch Interval in which a Resource is in “Manual” status, any incremental Energy
costs associated with actual Energy output above the Resource’s Desired Dispatch is not
eligible for recovery. The status change adjustment is calculated as follows:
IF ControlStatus5minFlg a, s, i = “Manual”
AND ABS (URD5minQty a, s, i ) <= ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i
THEN
#RtStatusAdj5minAmt a, s, i, c = RtRucComStat5minFlg a, s, i, c
* Max ( 0, ( RtIncrEn5minAmt a, s, i – RtDesiredEn5minAmt a, s, i ) / 12
ELSE
RtStatusAdj5minAmt a, s, i, c = 0
(f) In any Dispatch Interval in which a Resource has increased its Minimum Economic Capacity
Operating Limit (or its Minimum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit if the Resource has
cleared for Regulation-Up or Regulation-Down) above the Resource’s minimum limits used
by SPP in the commitment decision or the minimum limits used to move from one
configuration to another in the case of a Combined Cycle Resource, the Resource is not in
“Manual” status and the increase in minimum limit is greater than the Resource’s Operating
Tolerance, any incremental Energy costs associated with actual Energy output above the
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Resource’s Desired Dispatch is not eligible for recovery. The limit change adjustment is
calculated as follows:
IF ControlStatus5minFlg a, s, i < > “Regulating” AND
ControlStatus5minFlg a, s, i < > “Manual” AND
( RtDispMinEconCapOL5minQty a, s, i
- RtComMinEconCapOL5minQty a, s, i ) > ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i AND
ABS (URD5minQty a, s, i ) <= ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i
THEN
#RtLimitAdj5minAmt a, s, i, c = RtRucComStat5minFlg a, s, i, c
* Max ( 0, ( RtIncrEn5minAmt a, s, i – RtDesiredEn5minAmt a, s, i ) / 12
ELSE IF
ControlStatus5minFlg a, s, i = “Regulating” AND
( RtDispMinRegCapOL5minQty a, s, i
- RtComMinRegCapOL5minQty a, s, i ) > ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i AND
ABS (URD5minQty a, s, i ) < =ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i
THEN
#RtLimitAdj5minAmt a, s, i, c = RtRucComStat5minFlg a, s, i, c
* Max ( 0, ( RtIncrEn5minAmt a, s, i – RtDesiredEn5minAmt a, s, i ) / 12
ELSE
RtLimitAdj5minAmt a, s, i, c = 0
(1) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Settlement Location. The daily amount
is calculated as follows:
RtMwpDlyAmt a, s, d =

∑ RtMwpCpAmt a, s, c
c
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(2) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated. The daily
amount is calculated as follows:
RtMwpAoAmt a, m, d =

∑ RtMwpDlyAmt a, s, d
s

(3) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset Owner
amounts associated with that Market Participant. The daily amount is calculated as follows:
RtMwpMpAmt m, d =

∑ RtMwpAoAmt a, m, d
a

(8) For FERC Electric Quarterly Reporting (“EQR”) purposes, SPP calculates RUC Make-Whole
Payment $ per RUC Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period for each Asset Owner as follows:
(a)

EqrRtMwp5minPrc a, s, c = (-1) * RtMwpCpAmt a, s, c

(b)

IF EqrRtMwp5minPrc a, s, c > 0
THEN
EqrRtMwp5minQty a, s, c = 1
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The above variables are defined as follows:
Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

RtMwpCpAmt a, s, c

$

Eligibility
Period

DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h

MWh

Hour

RtStartUp5minAmt a s, i, c

$

Eligibility
Period

RtStartUpAmt a s, c

$

Eligibility
Period

RUC Make-Whole-Payment Amount per AO per
Settlement Location per RUC Make-Whole-Payment
Eligibility Period - The amount to AO a for RUC MakeWhole-Payment Eligibility Period c at Resource
Settlement Location s..
Day-Ahead Cleared Energy Quantity per AO per
Settlement Location per Hour - The value described under
Section 4.5.8.1 for AO a’s combined cycle resource at
Settlement Location s for the Hour.
Real-Time Start-Up Cost Amount per AO per Settlement
Location per Dispatch Interval per RUC Make-WholePayment Eligibility Period - The RTBM Start-Up Offer
associated with AO a’s eligible Resource at Settlement
Location s for RUC Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility
Period c in Dispatch Interval i. This value is calculated by
dividing RtStartUpAmt a s, c by the lesser of the
Resource’s (RtMinRunTime a, i, s, c *12) or (24 * 12).
These interval values are carried forward into the
following Operating Day, if needed, to ensure recovery of
any remaining RtStartUpAmt a s, c.
Real-Time Start-Up Cost Amount per AO per Settlement
Location per RUC Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility
Period - The RTBM Start-Up Offer used in the
commitment decision, associated with AO a’s eligible
Resource at Settlement Location s for RUC Make-WholePayment Eligibility Period c.

(Not Available on Settlement Statement)
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Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

RtStartUpElig5minFlg a, s, i, c

None

Dispatch
Interval

RtRucComStat5minFlg a, s, i, c

None

Dispatch
Interval

CncldStartRatio a, s, c

None

RtMinRunTime a, i, s, c

Time

Dispatch
Interval

$

Dispatch
Interval

RUC Start-Up Recovery Eligibility Flag per AO per
Resource Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval per
RUC Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period – This flag
is set equal to 1 in each Dispatch Interval of a RUC MakeWhole-Payment Eligibility Period where the Resource is
eligible to recover start-up costs, or 0 where the Resource
is not eligible to recover start-up costs.
RUC Commitment Status Flag per AO per Resource
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval in RUC MakeWhole-Payment Eligibility Period – This flag is set equal
to 1 for each Dispatch Interval of a RUC Make-WholePayment Eligibility Period in which a Resource’s
Commitment Status was “Market” or “Reliability”, or 0 if
its Commitment Status was “Self”.
Canceled Start Ratio per Resource Settlement Location in
RUC Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period – The ratio
of ElapsedTime a, s, c to StartUpTime a, s, c as calculated
for each Dispatch Interval in RUC Make-Whole-Payment
Eligibility Period c.
Real-Time Minimum Run Time per AO per Settlement
Location Per Dispatch Interval per RUC Make-WholePayment Eligibility Period – The Minimum Run Time
used in the commitment decision, associated with AO a’s
eligible Resource at Settlement Location s for RUC MakeWhole-Payment Eligibility Period c as submitted as part
of the RTBM Market Offer.
Real-Time No-Load Cost Amount per AO per Settlement
Location per Dispatch Interval in the RUC Make-WholePayment Eligibility Period - The No-Load Offer used in
the commitment decision, in dollars, associated with AO
a’s eligible Resource at Settlement Location s for
Dispatch Interval i in RUC Make-Whole-Payment
Eligibility Period c.

(Not Available on Settlement Statement)

RtNoLoad5minAmt a, i, s, c
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Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

RtMwpCost5minAmt a, s, i, c

$

Dispatch
Interval

RtMwpRev5minAmt a, s, i, c

$

Dispatch
Interval

CncldStartAmt a, s, c

$

Eligibility
Period

ElapsedTime a, s, c

Time

Eligibility
Period

StartUpTime a, s, c

Time

Eligibility
Period

RUC Make-Whole-Payment Cost per AO per Settlement
Location per Dispatch Interval in the RUC Make-WholePayment Eligibility Period – The total Energy and
Operating Reserve cost at actual Resource output, in
dollars, associated with AO a’s eligible Resource at
Settlement Location s for Dispatch Interval i in RUC
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c.
RUC Make-Whole-Payment Revenue per AO per
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval in the RUC
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period – The total
Energy and Operating Reserve revenue at actual Resource
output, in dollars, associated with AO a’s eligible
Resource at Settlement Location s for Dispatch Interval i
in RUC Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c.
Real-Time Cancelled Start Amount per AO per Settlement
Location per for the RUC Make-Whole-Payment
Eligibility Period – The Start-Up Offer cost
reimbursement for an SPP cancelled start-up, in dollars,
associated with AO a’s eligible Resource at Settlement
Location s for RUC Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility
Period c.
Elapsed Time per AO per Settlement Location per for the
RUC Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period – The
elapsed time, in minutes, between the start of a Resource’s
StartUpTime a, s, c and the time SPP cancelled the start-up,
in dollars, associated with AO a’s eligible Resource at
Settlement Location s for RUC Make-Whole-Payment
Eligibility Period c.
Start-up Time per AO per Settlement Location for the
RUC Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period – The StartUp Time, in minutes, used in the commitment decision
associated with AO a’s eligible Resource at Settlement
Location s for RUC Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility
Period c as specified in the RTBM Offer submitted prior
to the RUC Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period.
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Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

$

Dispatch
Interval

URD5minQty a, s, i

MW

Dispatch
Interval

ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i

MW

Dispatch
Interval

URDMaxTol5minQty a, s, i

MW

Dispatch
Interval

URDMinTol5minQty a, s, i

MW

Dispatch
Interval

Percent

Dispatch
Interval

MW

Dispatch
Interval

URD Adjustment per AO per Settlement Location per
Dispatch Interval in the RUC Make-Whole-Payment
Eligibility Period – The reduction in RUC Make-Whole
Payment Amount associated with AO a’s eligible
Resource at Settlement Location s for Dispatch Interval i
in RUC Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c when
the Resource’s URD5minQty a, s, i is outside of the
Resource’s ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i.
Uninstructed Resource Deviation per AO per Settlement
Location per Dispatch Interval – The Uninstructed
Resource Deviation associated with AO a’s Resource at
Settlement Location s in Dispatch Interval i.
Resource Operating Tolerance per AO per Settlement
Location per Dispatch Interval – The Resource Operating
Tolerance associated with AO a’s Resource at Settlement
Location s in Dispatch Interval i.
Uninstructed Resource Deviation Maximum Tolerance per
AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval – The
maximum value of ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i that is
currently set at 20 MW.
Uninstructed Resource Deviation Minimum Tolerance per
AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval – The
minimum value of ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i that is
currently set at 5 MW.
Uninstructed Resource Deviation Tolerance Percentage
per AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval –
The percentage used to calculate the value of
ResOpTol5minQty a, s, i that is currently set at 5%.
Real-Time Average Setpoint Instruction MW per AO per
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval – The average
Setpoint Instruction over Dispatch Interval i for AO a’s
Resource at Settlement Location s.

RtURDAdj5minAmt a, s, i, c

URDTol5minPct a, s, i

RtAvgSetPoint5minQty a, s, i
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Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

none

Dispatch
Interval

RtStatusAdj5minAmt a, s, i, c

$

Dispatch
Interval

ControlStatus5minFlg a, s, i

None

Dispatch
Interval

RtDispMaxEmerCapOL5minQty a, s, i

MW

Dispatch
Interval

RtEffMin5minQty a, s, i

MW

Dispatch
Interval

URD Exemption Flag per AO per Resource Settlement
Location per Dispatch Interval – A flag associated with
AO a’s eligible Resource at Settlement Location s
indicating that a Resource that has operated outside of its
Operating Tolerance is or is not exempt from any
associated penalty charges in Dispatch Interval i. If the
flag is equal to zero, the Resource is not exempt.
Otherwise, the flag will be set to a positive integer number
which will indicate the reason of the exemption as
specified under Section 4.4.4.1.
Resource Status Change Adjustment per AO per
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval in the RUC
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period – The reduction
in RUC Make-Whole Payment Amount associated with
AO a’s eligible Resource at Settlement Location s for
Dispatch Interval i in RUC Make-Whole-Payment
Eligibility Period c when the Resource’s Control Status is
set to “Manual”.
Control Status per AO per Settlement Location per
Dispatch Interval – A Resource status indicator associated
with AO a’s eligible Resource at Settlement Location s for
Dispatch Interval i as set by SPP operators that indicates
the current dispatchable status of the Resource.
Real-Time Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating
Limit Quantity per AO per Settlement Location per
Dispatch Interval – The Maximum Emergency Capacity
Operating Limit associated with AO a’s eligible Resource
at Settlement Location s for Dispatch Interval i.
Real-Time Effective Minimum Capacity Operating Limit
Quantity per AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch
Interval – The Effective Minimum Capacity Operating
Limit associated with AO a’s eligible Resource at
Settlement Location s for Dispatch Interval i.

XmptDev5minFlg a, s, i
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Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

RtDispMinEconCapOL5minQty a, s, i

MW

Dispatch
Interval

RtDispMinRegCapOL5minQty a, s, i

MW

Dispatch
Interval

$

Dispatch
Interval

RtComMinEconCapOL5minQty a, s, i

MW

Eligibility
Period

RtComMinRegCapOL5minQty a, s, i

MW

Eligibility
Period

Real-Time Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit
Quantity per AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch
Interval – The Minimum Economic Capacity Operating
Limit associated with AO a’s eligible Resource at
Settlement Location s for Dispatch Interval i.
Real-Time Minimum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit
Quantity per AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch
Interval – The Minimum Regulation Capacity Operating
Limit associated with AO a’s eligible Resource at
Settlement Location s for Dispatch Interval i.
Resource Limit Change Adjustment per AO per
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval in the RUC
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period – The reduction
in RUC Make-Whole Payment Amount associated with
AO a’s eligible Resource at Settlement Location s for
Dispatch Interval i in RUC Make-Whole-Payment
Eligibility Period c for a Real-Time increase in minimum
limit.
Real-Time Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit
Quantity per AO per Settlement Location – The Minimum
Economic Capacity Operating Limit associated with AO
a’s eligible Resource at Settlement Location s for
Dispatch Interval i as submitted in an RTBM Offer prior
to the RUC Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period that
was used in making the initial Resource commitment
decision.
Real-Time Minimum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit
Quantity per AO per Settlement Location– The Minimum
Regulation Capacity Operating Limit associated with AO
a’s eligible Resource at Settlement Location s for
Dispatch Interval i as submitted in an RTBM Offer prior
to the RUC Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period that
was used in making the initial Resource commitment
decision.

RtLimitAdj5minAmt a, s, i, c
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Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

RtIncrEn5minAmt a, s, i

$

Dispatch
Interval

RtMinEn5minAmt a, s, i, c

$

Dispatch
Interval

RtDesiredEn5minAmt a, s, i

$

Dispatch
Interval

RtDesiredEn5minQty a, s, i

MW

Dispatch
Interval

Real-Time Incremental Energy Cost Amount per AO per
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval - The average
incremental energy offer cost, in dollars, associated with
AO a’s eligible Resource at Settlement Location s for
Dispatch Interval i from the Effective Minimum Capacity
Operating Limit to at an output level equal to
RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i.
Real-Time Energy Cost at Minimum Limit per AO per
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval in the RUC
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period - The average
incremental energy offer cost at the applicable Effective
Minimum Capacity Operating Limitminimum limit
associated with AO a’s eligible Resource at Settlement
Location s for Dispatch Interval i in RUC Make-WholePayment Eligibility Period c
Real-Time Energy Cost at Desired Dispatch Quantity per
AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval - The
average incremental energy offer cost associated with AO
a’s eligible Resource at Settlement Location s for
Dispatch Interval i, in dollars, from the Effective
Minimum Capacity Operating Limit to at
RtDesiredEn5minQty a, s, i associated with AO a’s
eligible Resource at Settlement Location s for Dispatch
Interval i.
Real-Time Desired Dispatch Quantity per AO per
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval – The Desired
Dispatch MW for AO a’s eligible Resource for Dispatch
Interval i at RtLmp5minPrc s, i as calculated from the
Resource’s As Dispatched Energy Offer Curve
using the As-Committed Minimum Capacity Limit
(Economic or Regulating, as applicable) as an output floor
and the As-Committed Maximum Capacity Limit
(Economic or Regulating, as applicable) as an output
ceiling.
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Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

RtOom5minAmt a, s, i

$

Dispatch
Interval

RtRegAdj5minAmt a, s, i

$

Dispatch
Interval

$/MW

Dispatch
Interval

$/MW

Dispatch
Interval

$/MW

Dispatch
Interval

$/MW

Dispatch
Interval

Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Make-Whole-Payment Amount
per AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval The value calculated under Section 4.5.9.9.
Real-Time Regulation Deployment Adjustment Amount
per AO per Resource Settlement Location per Dispatch
Interval - The value calculated under Section 4.5.9.19.
Real-Time Regulation-Up Offer per AO per Resource
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval in RUC MakeWhole-Payment Eligibility Period – The Regulation-Up
Offer associated with AO a’s Resource Settlement
Location s at the time the commitment decision was made
for RUC Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c in
Dispatch Interval i.
Real-Time Regulation-Down Offer per AO per Resource
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval in RUC MakeWhole-Payment Eligibility Period – The RegulationDown Offer associated with AO a’s Resource Settlement
Location s at the time the commitment decision was made
for RUC Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c in
Dispatch Interval i.
Real-Time Spinning Reserve Offer per AO per Resource
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval in RUC MakeWhole-Payment Eligibility Period – The Spinning Reserve
Offer associated with AO a’s Resource Settlement
Location s at the time the commitment decision was made
for RUC Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c in
Dispatch Interval i.
Real-Time Supplemental Reserve Offer per AO per
Resource Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval in
RUC Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period – The
Supplemental Reserve Offer associated with AO a’s
Resource Settlement Location s at the time the
commitment decision was made for RUC Make-WholePayment Eligibility Period c in Dispatch Interval i.

RtRegUpOffer a, s, i, c

(Not Available on Settlement Statement)

RtRegDnOffer a, s, i, c

(Not Available on Settlement Statement)

RtSpinOffer a, s, i, c

(Not Available on Settlement Statement)

RtSuppOffer a, s, i, c

(Not Available on Settlement Statement)
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Variable

RtFixedRegUp5minQty a, s, i

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

MW

Dispatch
Interval

MW

Dispatch
Interval

MW

Dispatch
Interval

MW

Dispatch
Interval

Real-Time Fixed Regulation-Up Quantity per AO per
Resource Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval in
RUC Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period – The Fixed
Regulation-Up MW specified in the Regulation-Up Offer
associated with AO a’s Resource Settlement Location s at
the time the commitment decision was made for RUC
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c in Dispatch
Interval i.
Real-Time Fixed Regulation-Down Quantity per AO per
Resource Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval in
RUC Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period – The Fixed
Regulation-Down MW specified in the Regulation-Down
Offer associated with AO a’s Resource Settlement
Location s at the time the commitment decision was made
for RUC Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c in
Dispatch Interval i.
Real-Time Fixed Spinning Reserve Quantity per AO per
Resource Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval in
RUC Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period – The Fixed
Spinning Reserve MW specified in the Spinning Reserve
Offer associated with AO a’s Resource Settlement
Location s at the time the commitment decision was made
for RUC Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c in
Dispatch Interval i.
Real-Time Fixed Supplemental Reserve Quantity per AO
per Resource Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval in
RUC Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period – The Fixed
Supplemental Reserve MW specified in the Supplemental
Reserve Offer associated with AO a’s Resource
Settlement Location s at the time the commitment decision
was made for RUC Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility
Period c in Dispatch Interval i.

(Not Available on Settlement Statement)

RtFixedRegDn5minQty a, s, i

(Not Available on Settlement Statement)

RtFixedSpin5minQty a, s, i

(Not Available on Settlement Statement)

RtFixedSupp5minQty a, s, i

(Not Available on Settlement Statement)
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Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

RtRegUpAvail5minAmt a, s, i, c

$

Dispatch
Interval

RtRegDnAvail5minAmt a, s, i, c

$

Dispatch
Interval

RtSpinAvail5minAmt a, s, i, c

c

Dispatch
Interval

RtSuppAvail5minAmt a, s, i, c

$

Dispatch
Interval

Real-Time Regulation-Up Offer Cost Amount per AO per
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval in the RUC
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period - The RegulationUp Offer cost, in dollars, associated with AO a’s eligible
Resource at Settlement Location s for Dispatch Interval i
in RUC Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c.
Real-Time Regulation-Down Offer Cost Amount per AO
per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval in the RUC
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period - The RegulationDown Offer cost, in dollars, associated with AO a’s
eligible Resource at Settlement Location s for Dispatch
Interval i in DA Market Commitment Period c.
Real-Time Spin Offer Cost Amount per AO per Settlement
Location per Dispatch Interval in RUC Make-WholePayment Eligibility Period - The Spinning Reserve Offer
cost, in dollars, associated with AO a’s eligible Resource
at Settlement Location s for Dispatch Interval i in RUC
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period c.
Real-Time Supplemental Offer Cost Amount per AO per
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval in RUC MakeWhole-Payment Eligibility Period - The Supplemental
Reserve Offer cost, in dollars, associated with AO a’s
eligible Resource at Settlement Location s for Dispatch
Interval i in RUC Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period
c.
Real-Time LMP - The value defined under Section 4.5.9.1
at Settlement Location s for Dispatch Interval i.

RtLmp5minPrc s, i
RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i

RtRegUpRev5minAmt a, s, i, c

#9e. MPRR 49 Recommendation Report

$/MWh
MW

$

Dispatch
Interval
Dispatch
Interval
Dispatch
Interval

2/27/2012

Real-Time Actual Meter Quantity per AO per Location per
Dispatch Interval - The value defined under Section
4.5.9.1 for Dispatch Interval i.
Real-Time Regulation-Up Revenue Amount per AO per
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval in RUC MakeWhole-Payment Eligibility Period – The Real-Time
incremental Regulation-Up revenue associated with AO
Page 22 of 33

Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

RtRegDnRev5minAmt a, s, i, c

$

Dispatch
Interval

RtSpinRev5minAmt a, s, i, c

$

Dispatch
Interval

RtSuppRev5minAmt a, s, i, c

$

Dispatch
Interval

RtMwpDlyAmt a, s, d

$

Operating Day

RtMwpAoAmt a, m,

$

Operating Day

$

Operating Day

d

RtMwpMpAmt m, d
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Definition

a’s eligible Resource at Settlement Location s for
Dispatch Interval i in RUC Make-Whole-Payment
Eligibility Period c.
Real-Time Regulation-Down Revenue Amount per AO per
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval in RUC MakeWhole-Payment Eligibility Period – The Real-Time
incremental Regulation-Down revenue associated with
AO a’s eligible Resource at Settlement Location s for
Dispatch Interval i in RUC Make-Whole-Payment
Eligibility Period c.
Real-Time Spinning Reserve Revenue Amount per AO per
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval in RUC MakeWhole-Payment Eligibility Period – The Real-Time
incremental Spinning Reserve associated with AO a’s
eligible Resource at Settlement Location s for Dispatch
Interval i in RUC Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period
c.
Real-Time Supplemental Reserve Revenue Amount per AO
per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval in RUC
Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period – The Real-Time
incremental Supplemental Reserve revenue associated
with AO a’s eligible Resource at Settlement Location s for
Dispatch Interval i in RUC Make-Whole-Payment
Eligibility Period c.
RUC Make-Whole-Payment Amount per AO per
Settlement Location per Operating Day - The RUC Makewhole amount to AO a for Operating Day d at Resource
Settlement Location s.
RUC Make-Whole-Payment Amount per AO per
Operating Day - The RUC Make-whole amount to AO a
associated with Market Participant m for Operating Day d.
RUC Make-Whole-Payment Amount per MP per
Operating Day - The RUC Make-whole amount to Market
Participant m for Operating Day d.
Page 23 of 33

Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

EqrRtMwp5minPrc a, s, c

$

Eligibility
Period

EqrRtMwp5minQty a, s, c

$

Eligibility
Period

none
none
none

none
none
none

none
none
none

none
none
none

RUC Electric Quarterly Reporting Make-Whole-Payment
Amount per AO per Settlement Location per RUC MakeWhole-Payment Eligibility Period - The RUC make-whole
amount to AO a for RUC Make-Whole-Payment
Eligibility Period c at Resource Settlement Location s for
use by AO a in reporting such make-whole-payments to
FERC in accordance with FERC EQR requirements..
RUC Electric Quarterly Reporting Make-Whole-Payment
Quantity per AO per Settlement Location per RUC MakeWhole-Payment Eligibility Period – This value is set equal
to 1 if EqrRtMwp5minPrc a, s, c > 0 for use by AO a in
reporting such make-whole-payments to FERC in
accordance with FERC EQR requirements..
An Asset Owner.
A Dispatch Interval.
An Hour.
An Operating Day.
A Settlement Location.
A RUC Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period.
A Market Participant.

a
i
h
d
s
c
m
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4.5.9.9

Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Amount

The amount to each Asset Owner (AO) for each eligible Resource Settlement Location for each
Dispatch Interval is calculated as follows:
#RtOom5minAmt a, s, i = RtOom5minFlg a, s, i
* ( RtOomeIncr5minAmt a, s, i + RtOomeDecr5minAmt a, s, i
+ RtOomor5minAmt a, s, i ) * (-1)
Where,
(a)

RtOomeIncr5minAmt a, s, i =
Max ( 0, RtDispIncrEn5minAmt a, s, i – RtDispDesiredEn5minAmt a, s, i
+ Min ( 0, RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i + RtDispDesiredEn5minQty a, s, i )
* Max( 0, RtLmp5minPrc s, i ) ) / 12
y

(a.1)

#RtDispIncrEn5minAmt a, s, i =

∫ RTBM As Dispatched Energy Offer Curve
x

Where:
IF ControlStatus5minFlg a, s, i = “Regulating”
X = RtDispMinRegCapOL5minQtya, s, i
ELSE
X = RtDispMinEconCapOL5minQtya, s, i
AND
Y = Max ( X, Max ( (-1) * RtBillMtr5minQtya, s, i , 0) )
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y

(a.2) #RtDispDesiredEn5minAmt a, s, i =

∫ RTBM As Dispatched Energy Offer Curve
x

Where:
IF ControlStatus5minFlg a, s, i = “Regulating”
THEN
X = RtDispMinRegCapOL5minQtya, s, i
ELSE
X = RtDispMinEconCapOL5minQtya, s, i
AND
Y = Max ( X, RtDispDesiredEn5minQtya, s, i )
(b)

RtOomeDecr5minAmt a, s, i =
Max (0, RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i - DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h )
* Max ( 0, RtLmp5minPrc s, i - DaLmpHrlyPrc s, h ) / 12

(c)

RtOomor5minAmt a, s, i =
[ ( Max (0, DaRegUpHrlyQty a, z, s, h - RtRegUp5minQty a, z, s, i )
* Max ( 0, RtRegUpMcp5minPrc z, i - DaRegUpMcpHrlyPrc z, h ) )
+ ( Max (0, DaRegDnHrlyQty a, z, s, h - RtRegDn5minQty a, z, s, i )
* Max ( 0, RtRegDnMcp5minPrc z, i - DaRegDnMcpHrlyPrc z, h ) )
+ ( Max (0, DaSpinHrlyQty a, z, s, h - RtSpin5minQty a, z, s, i )
* Max ( 0, RtSpinMcp5minPrc z, i - DaSpinMcpHrlyPrc z, h ) )
+ ( Max (0, DaSuppHrlyQty a, z, s, h - RtSupp5minQty a, z, s, i )
* Max ( 0, RtSuppMcp5minPrc z, i - DaSuppMcpHrlyPrc z, h ) ) ] / 12
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(1) For each Asset Owner, an hourly amount is calculated at each Settlement Location. The hourly
amount is calculated as follows:

∑ RtOom5minAmt a, s, i

RtOomHrlyAmt a, s, h =

i

(2) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Settlement Location. The daily credit
amount is calculated as follows:

∑ RtOomHrlyAmt a, s, h

RtOomDlyAmt a, s, d =

h

(3) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated. The daily
amount is calculated as follows:
RtOomAoAmt a, m, d =

∑ RtOomDlyAmt a, s, d
s

(4) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset Owner
amounts associated with that Market Participant. The daily amount is calculated as follows:
RtOomMpAmt m, d =

∑ RtOomAoAmt a, m, d
a

(6) For FERC Electric Quarterly Reporting (“EQR”) purposes, SPP calculates Real-Time Out-of-Merit
Energy and Operating Reserve $ per Dispatch Interval for each Asset Owner as follows:
(a)

EqrRtOom5minPrc a, s, i = (-1) * RtOom5minAmt a, s, i

(b)

IF EqrRtOom5minPrc a, s, i > 0
THEN
EqrRtOom5minQty a, s, i = 1
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The above variables are defined as follows:
Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

RtOom5minAmt a, s, i

$

Dispatch
Interval

RtOomeIncr5minAmt a, s, i

$

Dispatch
Interval

RtOomeDecr5minAmt a, s, i

$

Dispatch
Interval

None

Dispatch
Interval

$

Dispatch
Interval

Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Make-Whole-Payment Amount per AO per
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval - The amount to AO a for
eligible Resource Settlement Location s in Dispatch Interval i for OutOf-Merit Energy and Operating Reserve resulting from an SPP Manual
Dispatch Instruction.
Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Incremental Energy Make-Whole-Payment
Amount per AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval - The
portion of AO a’s RtOome5minAmt a, s, i amount for eligible Resource
Settlement Location s in Dispatch Interval i for Out-Of-Merit Energy
resulting from an SPP manual Dispatch Instruction in the up direction.
Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Decremental Energy Make-Whole-Payment
Amount per AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval - The
portion of AO a’s RtOome5minAmt a, s, i amount for eligible Resource
Settlement Location s in Dispatch Interval i for Out-Of-Merit Energy
resulting from an SPP manual Dispatch Instruction in the down
direction.
Real-Time Out-of-Merit Flag per AO per Settlement Location per
Dispatch Interval – A flag that is set equal to 1 when SPP issues a
Manual Dispatch Instruction or whenever there is a price correction
event as described under Section 7, otherwise, this flag is set equal to
zero.
Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Operating Reserve Make-Whole-Payment
Amount per AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval - The
portion of AO a’s RtOome5minAmt a, s, i attributable to buying back a
DA Market Operating Reserve position in the RTBM at a RTBM MCP
that is greater than the corresponding DA Market MCP. This should not
be a normal occurrence but could happen as a result of price corrections
as described under Section 7.

RtOom5minFlg a, s, i

RtOomor5minAmt a, s, i
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Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

MW

Dispatch
Interval

RtDispIncrEn5minAmt a, s, i

$

Dispatch
Interval

RtDispDesiredEn5minAmt a, s, i

$

Dispatch
Interval

MW

Dispatch
Interval

$/MW

Dispatch
Interval

Real-Time Desired Dispatch Quantity per AO per Settlement Location
per Dispatch Interval – The Desired Dispatch MW for AO a’s eligible
Resource for Dispatch Interval i at RtLmp5minPrc s, i as calculated
from the Resource’s As Dispatched Energy Offer Curve
using the As-Dispatched Minimum Capacity Limit (Economic or
Regulating, as applicable) as an output floor and the As-Dispatched
Maximum Capacity Limit (Economic or Regulating, as applicable) as an
output ceiling.Real-Time Desired Dispatch Quantity per AO per
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval – The value described under
Section 4.5.9.8.
Real-Time Incremental Energy Cost Amount per AO per Settlement
Location per Dispatch Interval - The average incremental energy offer
cost, in dollars, associated with AO a’s eligible Resource at Settlement
Location s for Dispatch Interval i as calculated from the Resource’s As
Dispatched Energy Offer Curve from the As-Dispatched Minimum
Capacity Limit (Economic or Regulating, as applicable) to the maximum
of the As-Dispatched Minimum Capacity Limit or RtBillMtr5minQty
a, s, i.Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Energy Incremental Energy Cost Amount
per AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval – The value
described under Section 4.5.9.8.
Real-Time Energy Cost at Desired Dispatch Quantity per AO per
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval - The average incremental
energy offer cost, in dollars, associated with AO a’s eligible Resource at
Settlement Location s for Dispatch Interval i as calculated from the
Resource’s As Dispatched Energy Offer Curve from the As-Dispatched
Minimum Capacity Limit (Economic or Regulating, as applicable) to the
maximum of the As-Dispatched Minimum Capacity Limit or
RtDispDesiredEn5minQty a, s, i.Real-Time Energy Cost at Desired
Dispatch Amount per AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval
- The value described under Section 4.5.9.8.
Real-Time Actual Meter Quantity per AO per Location per Dispatch
Interval - The value defined under Section 4.5.9.1 for Dispatch Interval
i.
Real-Time LMP - The value defined under Section 4.5.9.1 at Settlement
Location s for Dispatch Interval i.

RtDispDesiredEn5minQty a, s, i

RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i

RtLmp5minPrc s, i
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Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

DaClrdHrlyQty a, s, h

MWh

Hour

DaRegUpHrlyQty a, z, s, h

MW

Hour

DaRegDnHrlyQty a, z, s, h

MW

Hour

DaSpinHrlyQty a, z, s, h

MW

Hour

DaSuppHrlyQty a, z, s, h

MW

Hour

RtRegUp5minQty a, z, s, i

MW

Dispatch
Interval

RtRegDn5minQty a, z, s, i

MW

Dispatch
Interval

RtSpin5minQty a, z, s, i

MW

Dispatch
Interval

RtSupp5minQty a, z, s, i

MW

Dispatch
Interval

DaRegUpMcpHrlyPrc z, h

$/MW

Hour

DaRegDnMcpHrlyPrc z, h

$/MW

Hour

DaSpinMcpHrlyPrc z, h

$/MW

Hour

Day-Ahead Cleared Energy Quantity per AO per Settlement Location
per Hour in the DA Market – The value described under Section 4.5.8.1.
Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Quantity per AO per Settlement Location per
Hour in the DA Market– The value described under Section 4.5.8.4.
Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Quantity per AO per Settlement Location
per Hour in the DA Market– The value described under Section 4.5.8.5.
Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Quantity per AO per Settlement Location
per Hour in the DA Market– The value described under Section 4.5.8.6.
Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Quantity per AO per Settlement Location
per Hour in the DA Market– The value described under Section 4.5.8.7.
Real-Time Regulation-Up Quantity per AO per Settlement Location per
Dispatch Interval in the RTBM– The value described under Section
4.5.9.4.
Real-Time Regulation-Down Quantity per AO per Settlement Location
per Dispatch Interval in the RTBM– The value described under Section
4.5.9.5.
Real-Time Spinning Reserve Quantity per AO per Settlement Location
per Dispatch Interval in the RTBM– The value described under Section
4.5.9.6.
Real-Time Supplemental Reserve Quantity per AO per Settlement
Location per Dispatch Interval in the RTBM– The value described under
Section 4.5.9.7.
Day-Ahead Regulation-Up Market Clearing Price per Settlement
Location per Hour in the DA Market– The value described under Section
4.5.8.4.
Day-Ahead Regulation-Down Market Clearing Price per Settlement
Location per Hour in the DA Market– The value described under Section
4.5.8.5.
Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Market Clearing Price per Settlement
Location per Hour in the DA Market– The value described under Section
4.5.8.6.
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Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

DaSuppMcpHrlyPrc z, h

$/MW

Hour

RtRegUpMcp5minPrc z, i

$/MW

Dispatch
Interval

RtRegDnMcp5minPrc z, i

$/MW

Dispatch
Interval

RtSpinMcp5minPrc z, i

$/MW

Dispatch
Interval

RtSuppMcp5minPrc z, i

$/MW

Dispatch
Interval

RtOomHrlyAmt a, s, h

$

Hour

RtOomDlyAmt a, s, d

$

Operating
Day

RtOomAoAmt a, m,

$

Operating
Day

$

Operating
Day

Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve Market Clearing Price per Settlement
Location per Hour in the DA Market– The value described under Section
4.5.8.7.
Real-Time Regulation-Up Market Clearing Price per Settlement
Location per Dispatch Interval in the RTBM– The value described under
Section 4.5.9.4.
Real-Time Regulation-Down Market Clearing Price per Settlement
Location per Dispatch Interval in the RTBM– The value described under
Section 4.5.9.5.
Real-Time Spinning Reserve Market Clearing Price per Settlement
Location per Dispatch Interval in the RTBM– The value described under
Section 4.5.9.6.
Real-Time Supplemental Reserve Market Clearing Price per Settlement
Location per Dispatch Interval in the RTBM– The value described under
Section 4.5.9.7.
Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Make-Whole-Payment Amount per AO per
Settlement Location per Hour - The amount to AO a for eligible
Resource Settlement Location s in Hour h for Out-Of-Merit Energy and
Operating Reserve resulting from an SPP Manual Dispatch Instruction.
Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Make-Whole-Payment Amount per AO per
Settlement Location per Operating Day - The amount to AO a for
eligible Resource Settlement Location s in Operating Day d for Out-OfMerit Energy and Operating Reserve resulting from an SPP Manual
Dispatch Instruction.
Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Make-Whole-Payment Amount per AO per
Operating Day - The amount to AO a associated with Market Participant
m in Operating Day d for Out-Of-Merit Energy and Operating Reserve
resulting from an SPP Manual Dispatch Instruction.
Real-Time Out-Of-Merit Make-Whole-Payment Amount per MP per
Operating Day - The amount to MP m in Operating Day d for Out-OfMerit Energy and Operating Reserve resulting from an SPP Manual
Dispatch Instruction.

d

RtOomMpAmt m, d
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Variable

Unit

Settlement
Interval

Definition

EqrRtOom5minPrc a, s, i

$

Dispatch
Interval

EqrRtOom5minQty a, s, i

$

Dispatch
Interval

none
none
none
none
none
none

none
none
none
none
none
none

Real-Time Electric Quarterly Reporting Out-of-Merit Make-WholePayment Amount per AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval The Out-of-Merit make-whole amount to AO a for Dispatch Interval i at
Resource Settlement Location s for use by AO a in reporting such makewhole-payments to FERC in accordance with FERC EQR requirements.
Real-Time Electric Quarterly Reporting Out-of-Merit Make-WholePayment Quantity per AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval
– This value is set equal to 1 if EqrRtOom5minPrc a, s, i > 0 for use by
AO a in reporting such make-whole-payments to FERC in accordance
with FERC EQR requirements..
An Asset Owner.
A Settlement Location.
A Dispatch Interval.
An Hour.
An Operating Day.
A Market Participant.

a
s
i
h
d
m
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Proposed Tariff Language Revision
N/A

Proposed Criteria Language Revision
N/A
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EIS Market
Integrated Marketplace

PRR Recommendation Report
PRR
No.

PRR
Clarification to Emergency Procedure within the Operating Hour
Title
Normal
Expedited
Urgent Action

Marketplace-PRR63

Timeline

Provide explanation if Expedited and/or Urgent Action is selected:
Expedited has been chosen to properly inform all parties of the software design
and business process changes that may impact their products.
Approve

Reject

Require additional information

Recommendation Action

Defer

Refer

Yes – If yes, estimated cost:

No

Impact Analysis Required
SPP Staff will complete this section.
Protocol Section(s)
Requiring Revision

Section No.: 4.4.2.2.2
Title: Emergency Operations – Excess Generation
Protocol Version: 6.0

Type of Revision

Revision Description

Correction/Clean-Up

Clarification

Design Enhancement

Design Change

Current wording is unclear as to whether the specified steps should be taken in a
priority order of actions to be taken by SPP operators to alleviate excess
generation conditions within the Operating Hour. This MPRR clarifies that SPP
can take these actions as needed. Additionally, a correction is needed to remove
an invalid reference to Fixed Dispatch Status for Energy, as this status does not
exist. Additionally, a clarification regarding treatment of firm versus non-firm fixed
imports was added.
Yes – Section No: (Include a summary of impact and/or specific changes)

Tariff Implications or
Changes

Attachment AE: 6.2.2.2 Emergency Operations – Excess Generation
No
Date of Vote: 2/22/2012—Approved

MWG Review
PRR Recommendation

All Segments present for the vote:

RTWG Review

3/22/2012—Approved

ORWG Review

3/22/2012—Approved

Yes

No

Segment of Parties that voted No or Abstained:
Opposed—Westar

MOPC Recommendation
Board Review
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Date

2/10/2012

Name
E-mail Address
Company
Phone Number

Sponsor
Jim Gonzalez
jgonzalez@spp.org
Southwest Power Pool
501.688.1636

Reasons for Opposing
Dissenter
Date
Reason

Westar
No comments received

Comments Received
Comment Author
Date
Comment Description
Comment Status

None

Proposed Protocol Language Revision

4.4.2.2.2 Emergency Operations – Excess Generation
(1)

SPP operators may take any or all of the following actions, as time permits, within the Operating
Hour to address excess generation conditions on either a system-wide or Reserve Zone basis, that
were not alleviated through actions taken prior to the Operating Hour:
(a)

Notify any remaining Resources not cleared for Regulation-Down that do not have a
Dispatch Status of Fixed that were not notified prior to the Operating Hour that those
Resources will be dispatched down to their Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating
Limits;

(b)

De-commit any remaining Resources that were Self-Committed following the DayAhead RUC process;

(c)

Curtail any remaining non-firm fixed Import Interchange Schedules that were submitted
and approved following the Day-Ahead RUC process pro-rata;

(d)

Reduce Resources with a Dispatch Status of Fixed and Variable Energy Resources prorata down to Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits;

(e)(d)

Curtail any remaining fixed firm Import Interchange Schedules pro-rata;

(f)(e) Reduce Resources with cleared Regulation-Down economically, as needed, down to
Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit;
(g)(f) Coordinate with Generation Operators, SPP BA Operator and SPP Reliability
Coordinator to de-commit generation to meet power balance.

#9f.MPRR 63 Recommendation Report
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(2)

If actions taken under (1) above are not sufficient to relieve the excess generation condition in
any Dispatch Interval either on a system-wide basis or Reserve Zone basis, LMPs will be set by
the Offers prices associated with Energy down to the Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating
Limit or zero, whichever is less, to the extent that the Regulation-Down requirement can be
maintained. If the actions under (91) above create a Regulation-Down shortage during any
Dispatch Interval either on a system-wide basis or Reserve Zone basis, the MCPs for RegulationDown will reflect Scarcity Prices and LMPs will reflect negative Scarcity Prices as described
under Section 4.1.5;

(3)

In parallel with the actions under (1) above, if there is a transmission constraint within a Reserve
Zone occurring simultaneously with a Reserve Zone excess capacity event, SPP operators may
take the following additional actions:
(a)

Identify and communicate with owners of Resources with greater than a 5% Generation
Shift Factor (“GSF”) on the constraint and fixed Import Interchange Transactions with
greater than a 3% transfer distribution factor on constraint;

(b)

Issue TLR to curtail any Interchange Transactions that may be contributing to the
loading;

(c)

Commit Quick Start Resources in the constrained area if they can be re-dispatched with
other Resources in constrained area to relieve constraint without contributing to the
excess capacity situation.
Proposed Tariff Language Revision

6.2.2.2 Emergency Operations – Excess Generation
(1)

The Transmission Provider will take any or all of the following actions, as time permits,
within the Operating Hour to address excess generation conditions on either a systemwide or Reserve Zone basis:
(a)

Notify any remaining Resources not cleared for Regulation-Down and not
notified prior to the Operating Hour that they will be dispatched down to their
Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits;

(b)

De-commit any remaining Resources that were self-committed following the
Day-Ahead RUC;

(c)

Pro-rata Ccurtail, on a MW basis,

any remaining fixed non-firm Import

Interchange Transactions that were submitted and approved following the DayAhead RUC;

#9f.MPRR 63 Recommendation Report
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(d)

Pro-rata curtail, on a per MW basis, any remaining fixed firm Import Interchange
Transactions;

(e)

Reduce Resources with cleared Regulation-Down economically, as needed, down
to Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit; and

(f)

Coordinate with generation Operators, SPP Balancing Authority Operator and
SPP Reliability Coordinator to de-commit generation to meet power balance.

(2)

If actions taken under (1) above are not sufficient to relieve the excess generation
condition in any Dispatch Interval either on a system-wide or Reserve Zone basis, LMPs
will be set to the lesser of zero (0) or the Offer prices associated with Energy down to the
Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit, to the extent that the Regulation-Down
requirement can be maintained. If the actions under (1) above create a Regulation-Down
shortage during any Dispatch Interval either on a system-wide or Reserve Zone basis, the
MCPs for Regulation-Down will reflect Scarcity Prices and LMPs will reflect negative
Scarcity Prices.

(3)

In parallel with the actions under (1) above, if there is a transmission constraint within a
Reserve Zone occurring simultaneously with a Reserve Zone excess capacity event, the
Transmission Provider may take any or all of the following additional actions:
(a)

Identify and communicate with the Market Participant concerning Resources with
greater than a five percent (5%) generation shift factor on the constraint and fixed
Import Interchange Transactions with greater than a three percent (3%) transfer
distribution factor on constraint;

(b)

Issue Transmission Loading Relief (“TLR”) provisions, in accordance with
Attachment R, to curtail any Interchange Transactions that may be contributing to
the loading;

(c)

Commit Quick Start Resources in the constrained area if they can be redispatched with other Resources in the constrained area to relieve constraint
without contributing to the excess capacity situation.
Proposed Criteria Language Revision

N/A
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Integrated
Marketplace
Update
April 23‐24, 2012

Bruce Rew, P.E.

1

Integrated Marketplace Recent Successes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-populated MP registration packets sent out
TCR mock auctions #2 started
Initial Balancing Authority Emergency Ops
procedures developed
Training on schedule with high engagement
Vendor API specs – late with minimal impact
Completed initial Market Participant
Engagement Approach
Vendor software development progressing
(sample screen shots attached)
2

Status of Integrated Marketplace Tariff
Revisions
•

Tariff Revisions were filed on time February 29, 2012
(ER12‐1179)

•

Interventions and protests filed

•

SPP Staff currently working on responses to protests to
be filed in the next few weeks

3

Integrated Marketplace Update
•
•

Program completed majority of design and
identified projected needs in January
Completed gap analysis of initial program
projections with current program projections
based on final designs
–

•

made appropriate adjustments

Updated estimates of project health through go
live with areas of concern noted

4

Program Status Change in February

•

•

Our Program management approach is to be
conservative and get any concerns out early
End of January, analyzed scenarios to
complete required testing and market trials and
trending of work stream slippage
Decision made to change status to
–

•

Yellow is defined as concerned about meeting a key
milestone on the date assigned

Provides transparency and stakeholder
involvement in solutions
5

Program Status Change in February
•
•
•

Precautionary as we work through concern
areas
Provide focus on evaluation of actions
necessary to maintain program targets
Areas of concern
–
–
–

Potentially significant overlap between end of testing
and scheduled beginning of market trials
Post Operations-Pre Settlements
System interface complexities

6

Assessment of Actions to Mitigate Impacts
•
•
•
•

Focusing resources on the more critical work
and optimizing time
Scheduling highly focused “sprints” to
accomplish tasks sooner
Reexamining program scope and eliminating
work that isn’t absolutely necessary
Completing assessment of implementation
impacts based on available mitigation steps

7

Market Participant Engagement Reporting
•

•

Monitor and report on Market Participant activities leading up to
major program milestones such as the start of Market Trials
Connectivity Testing and Market Trials Structured/Unstructured
Testing
Bridge gap between the Participant Mobilization Metrics and
reporting on full set Integrated Marketplace Readiness Metrics

8

Participant Engagement Activities
Date

Participant Activity

Data Source

April 30, 2012

• Participant Design Underway

MP

May 31, 2012

• Technical Specifications Reviewed (Markets, Settlements, TCR)

MP

June 1, 2012

• Registration Packet Returned

SPP

June 29, 2012

• Participant Design Complete

MP

Aug 31, 2012

• Complete Participation in TCR Mock Phase 2

SPP

Aug 31, 2012

• Participant System Build Underway

MP

Sept 30, 2012

• MP Approach Completed for TCR Market Trials

MP

Sept 30, 2012

• Participant Interface (MP to SPP) Build Complete

MP

Oct 1, 2012

• MP/TO Training on MCST Tool Complete

SPP

Oct 31, 2012

• MP/TO Testing with the MCST tool

SPP

Oct 31, 2012

• MP Approach Completed for Market Trials Connectivity Testing

MP

Nov 30, 2012

• TCR Market Trials Resources Trained

MP
Continued on next slide
9

Participant Engagement Activities
Date

Participant Activity

Data Source

Dec 2012 (tbd)

• Begin using MCST for Model Change Submissions

SPP

Dec 28, 2012

• Participant System Build Complete

MP

Dec 28, 2012

• Participant Interface (MP‐SPP) Testing Complete

MP

Jan 31, 2013

• Participant System Testing Underway

MP

Jan 2013 (tbd)

• Market Trials Connectivity Test Scheduled (date pending
completion of Market Trials Connectivity Approach)

SPP

Feb 28, 2013

• MP Approach Completed for Market Trials
Structured/Unstructured Test

MP

Mar 30, 2013

• Participant System Testing Complete

MP

Apr 30, 2013

• Market Trials Structured/Unstructured Resources Trained

MP

May 14, 2013

• Participant System Internal Integration Testing Complete

MP

May 17, 2013

• Market Trials Connectivity Testing Complete

MP

10

Participant Engagement Reporting Timeline

Executive Sponsors (or MOPC Reps) will be
contacts for MP escalation points
Dates are tentative and to indicate the intended timeframes
11

Market Participant Milestones

12

Sample: Input – Constraints

13

Sample: Day‐Ahead Market Screens – Resource
Pricing

14

Sample: RTBM – Dashboard

15

Integrated Marketplace Program Scorecard
Marketplace Program Financial Health (000s)
Project‐to‐Date Spend
Market

Executive Summary

2012 Budget

2012 Forecast

2012 Variance

Project‐at‐Completion

46,403

50,365

‐3,962

102,973

38,601

CBA

1,378

3,414

2,274

1,140

3,538

Total

39,979

49,817

52,639

‐2,822

106,511

Activity

Status
Y

Resource plan being validated; risk mitigations under way

SPP Internal Readiness

G

Business unit liaisons identified; defining approach, process, metrics for each readiness category

SPP Marketplace Program Readiness

Y

Assessing impact of build delivery dates and test completion dates

Market Participant Readiness

G

Assessing Mobilizaion Survey results and actions

Market Participant Mobilization Metrics

2011 ‐ 2012 SPP Training Metrics

All*
%

EIS MPs
%

EIS BAs
%

EIS TOs
%

Requested/Su
ggested End
Date

MPs that responded to one or more of the Moblization Surveys

63.8%

88.6%

100.0%

93.8%

2‐Dec‐11

MPs with a program organization for the IM effort

48.3%

62.9%

93.8%

81.3%

31‐Dec‐11

MPs with executive level sponsorship

33^

75.8%

87.5%

87.5%

MPs with a Change Working Group representative

60^

94.3%

100.0%

100.0%

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

52^

88.6%

93.8%

93.8%

21‐Oct‐11
21‐Oct‐11

Criteria

MPs with designated liaisons for MP‐facing workstreams:
Markets

Comments
Data based on final mobilization survey responses
from March 2012 unless noted.

Sessions Complete

Total Number of
Attendees

Exams
Passed

Exams
Pending

Integrated Marketplace Introduction Training (Participant)

6 of 6

730

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Integrated Marketplace Overview (Internal)

6 of 6

367

n/a

n/a

315

52

31‐Dec‐11

Based on named sponsors as of 4/10/12.

Integrated Marketplace Overview (Participant)

6 of 6

1394

27

34

1009

294

15‐Jul‐11

Based on CWG data as of 4/10/12.
Based on the number of named liaisons for each
workstream as of 4/10/12.

Preparing for TCR Mock Auction (Participant)

5 of 5

338

28

28

242

84

Consolidated Balancing Authority

46^

80.0%

93.8%

93.8%

Transmission Congestion Rights

68^

94.3%

100.0%

100.0%

1‐Sep‐11

Settlements

61^

94.3%

93.8%

93.8%

21‐Oct‐11

Registration

154^

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

43^

68.6%

68.8%

68.8%

21‐Oct‐11

Training‐Participant

47^

80.0%

93.8%

93.8%

21‐Oct‐11

Market Trials

46^

77.1%

87.5%

87.5%

21‐Oct‐11

47^

80.0%

93.8%

93.8%

Members
EIS MPs Represented Represented

Commnets
Self‐study available via LMS

21‐Oct‐11

Readiness & Metrics

47^

80.0%

93.8%

93.8%

21‐Oct‐11

Legacy Applications

47^

80.0%

93.8%

93.8%

21‐Oct‐11

MPs that have reviewed the IM milestones

78.3%

85.7%

93.8%

81.3%

30‐Nov‐11

MPs that have started a gap analysis (as‐is vs. to‐be)

41.7%

51.4%

75.0%

68.8%

31‐Dec‐11

MPs with budget allocated for the IM efforts in 2012

36.7%

45.7%

62.5%

62.5%

31‐Dec‐11

6.9

7.4

7.1

6.5

n/a

MP confidence level in meeting IM milestones (range: 1‐10)

Course

21‐Oct‐11

Testing & Requirements

Regulatory & Tariff

Variance Analysis & Comments

SPP Marketplace Program Status

Based on a scale of 1 to 10

*All = Current MPs and Potential MPs that responded to the Mobilization Survey, ^ = Numerical data, not %, provided for these data points as they are not based on the survey

Marketplace Program Workstream Health
Workstream

Status
Y

Marketplace Program Critical Path Milestones
% Complete
100%

Baseline End
13‐Dec‐10

Tracking End
14‐Dec‐10

Actual End
14‐Dec‐10

Status
C

Markets

G

Monitoring Alstom DDN and FAT delivery schedule

Business Process Design Complete

100%

17‐Dec‐10

31‐May‐11

31‐May‐11

Consolidated Balancing Authority (CBA)

G

Monitoring CFR approval

CBA Operations Manual Complete

100%

31‐Dec‐10

14‐Apr‐11

14‐Apr‐11

C
C

Energy Management System (EMS)

G

Monitoring EMS/RTGEN timeline

Integrated Marketplace Program

Title
Assessing impact of build delivery dates and test completion dates

MWG Approval of Final Market Protocols

MOPC Approval of Final Market Protocols

100%

12‐Jan‐11

12‐Apr‐11

12‐Apr‐11

C

Transmission Congestion Rights (TCR)

Y

Assessing vendor development delays

Market Requirements Phase 1 Gathering Complete

100%

31‐Mar‐11

31‐May‐11

31‐May‐11

C

Settlements

G

Monitoring Settlements design deliverable dependencies, Markets, TCRs

Analyze Phase Complete

100%

31‐Mar‐11

31‐May‐11

31‐May‐11

C

g
Registration

G

Monitoring schedule for Network and Commercial Models

Board Approval
of Implementa
pp
p
g
tion Budget

100%

p
26‐Apr‐11

p
26‐Apr‐11

p
26‐Apr‐11

C

Credit & Risk Management

G

Monitoring CMS development effort

Execution of Vendor Statements of Work

100%

31‐May‐11

31‐May‐11

31‐May‐11

C

Requirements & Test Management

G

Monitoring EMS SAT execution & Market Systems FAT/SAT preparation

Approve Internal, External, Operations Training Plan

100%

23‐Jun‐11

23‐Jun‐11

23‐Jun‐11

C

Technical Architecture & Design

G

Assessing scope of Operations and Deployment Architecture deliverables

Technical Architecture Specifications ‐ Applications ‐ Q2‐11

100%

30‐Jun‐11

30‐Jun‐11

30‐Jun‐11

C

Integration Services

Y

Finalizing Build schedule with input from all Workstreams

Technical Architecture Specifications ‐ Integration

100%

30‐Jun‐11

30‐Jun‐11

30‐Jun‐11

C

IT Infrastructure

G

Focusing on filling gaps in IT infrastructure requirements

Conduct Readiness Impact Assessment Kick‐off

100%

18‐Jul‐11

3‐Aug‐11

3‐Aug‐11

C

BI Reporting

Y

Monitoring reporting dependencies and resource constraints

Credit & Risk Management Design Approved

100%

8‐Aug‐11

9‐Aug‐11

9‐Aug‐11

C

Legacy Applications

G

Monitoring key business decisions that impact Legacy Application designs

CPWG Finalize Formulations

100%

30‐Aug‐11

31‐Aug‐11

31‐Aug‐11

C

Portal

Y

Revisiting project workplan and resource allocation

Market Requirements Phase 2 Gathering Complete

100%

30‐Aug‐11

1‐Sep‐11

C

Stakeholder Communications

G

Executing internal and external communication processes

Initial Settlements Test Data Delivered to Alstom for FAT

100%

8‐Sep‐11

8‐Sep‐11

8‐Sep‐11

C

Market Readiness & Metrics

G

Focusing on internal and external engagement and mobilization

Complete Readiness Impact Assessment

100%

28‐Oct‐11

4‐Nov‐11

4‐Nov‐11

C

Market Participant Training

G

Monitoring availability of environments/system for training

Approve Training Curriculums (Internal, External, Ops)

100%

31‐Oct‐11

11‐Oct‐11

11‐Oct‐11

C

30‐Nov‐11

30‐Nov‐11

C

1‐Sep‐11

SPP Internal Training

G

Monitoring availability of environments/system for training

Approve Readiness Approach *

100%

30‐Nov‐11

SPP Operations Training

G

Monitoring availability of environments/system for training

Grandfathered Agreements Inventory Complete *

100%

30‐Dec‐11

19‐Dec‐11

19‐Dec‐11

Regulatory, Tariff & Compliance

G

Monitoring MPRRs with potential Tariff impact

All Vendor API Specifications Released to Market Participants *

100%

1‐Jan‐12

30‐Mar‐12

30‐Mar‐12

Y

Completion of Markets DDNs Through 1st Draft of Software Design Chapter

50%

31‐May‐12

31‐May‐12

G

TCR FAT Complete

0%

29‐Jun‐12

29‐Jun‐12

Not Started

Performance Test

Assessing impact of anticipated test volumes and resource capacity on ability to
complete on time
Assessing impact of anticipated test volumes and resource capacity on ability to
complete on time
Test planning in progress; activating in Q3 2012

Conditional FERC Order on Initial Tariff/Credit Policy Implementation Filing *

0%

31‐Jul‐12

31‐Jul‐12

Not Started

Market Trials

Inactive

Markets FAT Complete

0%

16‐Nov‐12

16‐Nov‐12

Not Started

Initial SPP Membership Agreement Submitted to FERC *

0%

3‐Dec‐12

3‐Dec‐12

Not Started

Final FERC Approval Order Received for Initial Tariff/Credit Implementation *

0%

31‐Dec‐12

31‐Dec‐12

Not Started

Build/FAT End *

0%

31‐Dec‐12

31‐Dec‐12

Not Started

System Integration Test (SIT)
Functional Integration Test (FIT)

Y

Marketplace Program Key Activities
Quarterly Accomplishments
1) Finalized Release and Integration Strategy
2) Delivered vendor API specifications to Market Participants
3) Finalized Participant Engagement Reporting Approach
4) Provided pre‐filled Registration Packets to Market Participants
5) Released Settlements WSDL/Data Exchange Guide to the Members
6) Published 1st draft of Emergency Operations Procedures
7) Continued TCR Mock Auction #1
8) Started TCR Mock Auction #2
9) Completed development of RTGEN
10) Delivered "Preparing for Mock Auction" and "Level 1 Market Overview" training
courses to Market Participants
11) Received RTWG approval of 2 TRRs with Tariff implications
12) Continued development of iHEDGE and OASIS Transfer Tool
13) Continued EMS 2.5 Site Acceptance Test execution

Quarterly Plans
1) Complete TCR Mock Auction #1
2) Monitor feedback from initial FERC filing
3) Publish TCR Data Exchange Guide/WSDLs to Members
4) Validate Marketplace resource plans against integration build and test efforts
5) Obtain CBASC approval of Emergency Operations Manual
6) Submit Supplemental Integrated Marketplace Filing to FERC
7) Begin development of Emergency Energy Agreement and Reserve Sharing Agreement
8) Begin Seams Agreement modifications
9) Receive completed Registration Packets from Market Participants (June 2012)
10) Level 2 TCR Outreach (June 2012)

C
C

Market Trials: Connectivity Testing Begins *

0%

7‐Jan‐13

7‐Jan‐13

Not Started

Sandbox Ready for Members *

0%

31‐Jan‐13

31‐Jan‐13

Not Started

Market Trials: Structured Testing Begins (Members Connected) *

0%

3‐Jun‐13

3‐Jun‐13

Not Started

Final FERC Approval Order Received for Membership Agreement and CBA *

0%

14‐Jun‐13

14‐Jun‐13

Not Started

Market Trials: Structured Testing Completed *

0%

4‐Oct‐13

4‐Oct‐13

Not Started

TCR Market Trials with Members Complete *

0%

15‐Oct‐13

15‐Oct‐13

Not Started

TCR Go Live *

0%

28‐Oct‐13

28‐Oct‐13

Not Started

Market Trials: Unstructured Testing Complete *

0%

1‐Nov‐13

1‐Nov‐13

Not Started

Readiness Certification Filing Submitted *

0%

2‐Jan‐14

2‐Jan‐14

Not Started

Reversion Filing Submitted *

0%

2‐Jan‐14

2‐Jan‐14

Market Trials: Parallel Operations Complete *

0%

31‐Jan‐14

31‐Jan‐14

Not Started

Markets Cut‐over Complete

0%

28‐Feb‐14

28‐Feb‐14

Not Started

Integrated Marketplace Go‐Live *

0%

1‐Mar‐14

1‐Mar‐14

Not Started

* Member milestones

April 15, 2012

Not Started

Southwest Power Pool
Regional State Committee, Board of Directors/Members Committee &
Regional Entity Trustees
Future Meeting Dates & Locations

2012
RET/RSC/BOD

January 30-31

Austin

RET/RSC/BOD

April 23-24

Oklahoma City

*BOD

June 4-5

Little Rock

RET/RSC/BOD

July 30-31

Kansas City

RET/RSC/BOD
(Annual Meeting of Members)

October 29-30

Little Rock

** BOD

December 11

Dallas

2013
RET/RSC/BOD

January 28-29

New Orleans

RET/RSC/BOD

April 29-30

Kansas City

*BOD

June 10-11

Little Rock

RET/RSC/BOD

July 29-30

Denver

RET/RSC/BOD
(Annual Meeting of Members)

October 28-29

Tulsa

** BOD

December 10

Dallas

The RET/RSC/BOD meetings are Mon/Tues with the RET meeting on Monday morning, the RSC
meeting on Monday afternoon, the BOD/Members Committee meeting on Tuesday.
* The June BOD meeting is for educational purposes. There will be no RSC of RET meetings in
conjunction with this meeting.
** The December BOD meeting is intended to be a one day in and out meeting for administrative
purposes. There will be no RSC or RET meetings in conjunction with this meeting.

